
Representatio

n Number

Type of 

Response

Title First Name(s) Last Name Representor 

Number

Organisation 

(where 

relevant)

Organisation 

Number

Job Title 

(where 

relevant)

Column16330 Column16331 Column16332 Column16333 Column16334 Column16335 Column16336 Agent Title Agent First 

Name(s)

Agent Last 

Name

Agent Ref Agent 

Organisation

Agent 

Organisation 

Ref

Agent Job 

Title

Column16337 Column16338 Column16339 Column16340 Column16341 Column16342 Column16343 The Council 

will keep your 

personal 

details for the 

purposes of 

contacting 

you regarding 

the 

Development 

Management 

Plan …

Paragraph: Policy: Objective Other Policies Map: Legally 

compliant?

Sound DtC Please give details of why you consider the Development Management Plan is not 

legally compliant or is unsound or fails to comply with the Duty to Cooperate…

Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the 

Development Management Plan legally compliant or sound,….

Extra Docs If your 

representatio

n is seeking a 

modification, 

do you 

consider it 

necessary 

to participate 

at the oral 

part of the 

examination?

If you wish to participate at the oral part of 

the examination, please outline why you 

consider this to be necessary:

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0113.

34

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0113

Banstead & 

District 

Federation of 

Residents' 

Associations

RBBC\Organis

ation\0104

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead & 

District 

Federation of 

Residents' 

Associations

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

004

Chairman MLS1 Yes Yes Yes We support this policy but with an additional policy to ensure the proper planning of 

the larger sites.

We assume that there is no phasing requirement for the smaller sites proposed for 

development.

It is unclear how the Council will meet the governments likely target for small sites 

4) A planning brief should have been agreed with the Council prior to the 

submission of a planning application to ensure that all the required infrastructure, 

affordable housing  and facilities required on the site will be provided, including the 

Government requirement for small site developments..

(policies 4 and 5 will require renumbering)

Reason

Particularly if sites have to be brought forward earlier than anticipated, it is 

essential that a planning brief has been prepared by the Council and agreed with 

the developer. This will enable the developer to provide, for example, the affordable 

housing element and infrastructure required and could affect the amount paid for 

the land if there is to be a viable development.

It will also allow arrangements to be made for the provision of smaller 

developments within the sites to meet Government requirements. 

No Yes This is an important issue and in the case of 

the larger urban extension sites, it is 

important to ensure they are properly 

planned.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0045.

2

Email Mr Stephen Holloway RBBC\Represe

ntor\0045

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes and No MLS1 Yes Don't know Don't know Allocation of SSW2 is as a sustainable urban extension of Reigate, (Area 2b) however 

the plan discusses the core strategy SUE proposed for 500-700 houses to be provided. 

Whilst the use of smaller sites is in principle welcomed, the ambiguity of the policies 

MSL1 and MSl2 are of concern. Whilst Sandcross Lane is cited as 8th in the list, there is 

ambiguity about how this will be triggered and indeed if an application is submitted 

what the formal process will be in deterring any delivery. If the application for the 

allocation plus the garden centre is received than we are unclear how this will only be 

released if there is shortfall? The policy states that evidence will be required to change 

the order but it is not developer determined? Alterations to the policy and its 

supporting text is therefore needed to ensure the policy is sound.  

MSL2 and para 4.10.11 

This section identifies that land at south and south west of Reigate could be released 

for further development but will be tied to the councils housing monitoring, and cites 

this area as 3rd in priority order. 

Further clarity is also requested regarding how this will be brought forward and 

residents fully engaged in the process, as the deficit appears to be a trigger but this will 

not be through the DMP process nor may it be as transparent.

As per our representations to the Reg18 stage, the actually area of search should also 

be made clearer to inform consultation as the area of search is not clear. 

No No - but 

would like to 

attend

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0075.

1

Email Cllr Tony Schofield RBBC\Represe

ntor\0075

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A pp. 159 MLS1 I object to the proposed release sequence of the identified land parcels. The Horley 

sites should be the last to be released not the first. The bulk of house building over the 

last few years has been carried out in Horley. Once Westvale is complete there should 

be a break from large scale building activity for a year or so. I suggest moving the 

Redhill  and Reigate sites forward earlier.

Amend order of release No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0139.

16

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0139

Gallagher 

Estates

RBBC\Organis

ation\0077

N/A Mr Michael Knott Barton 

Willmore

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

009

Director Yes MLS1 4.66 Policy INF1 – Infrastructure, proposes that the Council

will require the timely provision of infrastructure to

support development. Part 2) of the policy sets out that

where infrastructure critical to support a development

cannot be provided when the Council considers it is

needed, development will be required to be phased to

reflect infrastructure delivery.

4.67 We support this approach and consider that the

requirement for a 2FE primary school to be provided as

part of the development of the Site justifies the phasing

of the development at an early stage in the plan period.

As we have set out in response to Policy MLS1, a planning

permission for the development of the Site including the

school would need to be granted in 2022 to ensure that

the need for a new school to be open by September 2024

is met.

Yes Yes We wish to participate in the Examination 

in Public on behalf of our client in order to 

present our case, address the Matters, 

Issues and Questions raised by the 

Inspector and to respond t evidence 

submitted by other parties. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0139.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0139

Gallagher 

Estates

RBBC\Organis

ation\0077

N/A Mr Michael Knott Barton 

Willmore

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

009

Director Yes MLS1 4.68 As we have set out in our previous representations

at the Regulation 18 stage of the DMP’s preparation, the

housing policy requirement set out in Policy CS13 is out of

date.

4.69 The Council’s SHMA was last updated in 2012 and

whilst the Government’s standardised method OAN figure

provides a useful guide, this does not take into account any

uplift for economic growth.

4.70 Whilst the Core Strategy was adopted ‘post-NPPF’,

in 2014, the Inspector in his report identified concerns

relating to the evidence base and to the level of housing

provision proposed. Importantly, the Inspector stated in his

conclusions on the matter of scale and location of housing

(IR; paragraphs 68-69):

“… Roughly three-quarters of the minimum 6,900 dwellings

would cater for changes to the existing population, with

one-quarter providing for in-migration.  A shortfall of over

2,000 dwellings against the full objectively assessed housing

needs would remain  but given the environmental and other

constraints across the borough, it is not possible to meet this

shortfall sustainably without conflict with the other aims of

the Framework….”

“However, the existence of an unmet housing need means

that the Council should not be complacent. The Framework

(paragraph 17) encourages every effort to be made to meet

the housing (and other) needs of an area.  Consequently all

opportunities should be taken to increase housing delivery from the urban areas above 

that currently envisaged, where

consistent with the overall strategy  and to maximise provision

from the identified SUEs…”  (our emphasis)

4.71 Against this background, the DMP should seek to

maximise provision for increasing housing delivery in

Gallagher Estates objects

to the proposed phasing of sustainable urban extension

sites, having regard to the need to maximise provision

from SUEs including the Site. In our view, there is no basis

to constrain the delivery of housing within the Borough,

which will fall short of meeting the OAN; ignores the

lead in times required to secure planning permission,

implement and commence construction of new housing;

puts at risk the Council’s ability to meet the minimum

housing requirement; and fails to maximise provision from

the SUEs.

4.79 Should a phasing policy be retained within the DMP,

we object to the identification of the Site as the least

preferable SUE as proposed under Part 2. b. of Policy MLS1.                                                                                                                                     

To address the concerns set out above, we propose the

following modifications.

“1. The release of urban extensions for development will be determined through 

the Council’s annual monitoring process to ensure that a sufficient five year housing 

land supply is maintained throughout the plan period.

2. The release of sites will take into account lead in times for bringing forward sites 

for development and the need to secure the delivery of infrastructure identified 

within the Council’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

3. Planning permission will not be granted for any proposals which would prejudice 

or compromise the long-term comprehensive development of an extension 

allocation.”

4.87 The supporting text including paragraph 4.10.15

will therefore also need to be revised to reflect the

modifications set out above

Yes Yes We wish to participate in the Examination 

in Public on behalf of our client in order to 

present our case, address the Matters, 

Issues and Questions raised by the 

Inspector and to respond t evidence 

submitted by other parties. 

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1492/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1492/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


the Borough, including from the SUEs, recognising that  the housing requirement in the 

adopted Core Strategy

is a minimum figure. Furthermore, if not exceeded,

there will be a substantial shortfall against the evidence

of objectively assessed need for housing (OAN)

identified through the Core Strategy Examination and as

demonstrated through the draft standardised method OAN

figure.

4.72 It is necessary, therefore, for the DMP to release SUEs

in the short term to help boost significantly the supply of

housing in the area.

4.73 Gallagher Estates fully supports the preparation of the

DMP document, as opposed to undertaking a review of the

Core Strategy, subject to a clear statement within the DMP

does not address the full OAN and that the delivery of new

housing should seek to meet this need, including through

the Sites allocated in the document. The preparation of

the DMP, as a ‘daughter document’ to the Core Strategy,

is an approach which has been supported elsewhere,

for example, in West Berkshire and Woking Borough, as

discussed below.

4.74 Woking Borough Council published the Inspector’s

Report for its DMP DPD in July 2016. In this case, WBC

has produced an up-to-date SHMA which shows this the

OAN is significantly higher than the adopted Core Strategy

housing requirement. The Inspector was satisfied that

the document would serve a useful planning purpose, in

identifying sites for various types of development including

housing. The Inspector added that paragraphs 14 and 49 of

the NPPF provide a basis for assessing housing proposals

(IR; para 20).

4.75 It is also important to note that Examination of the

Local Plan for Waverley Borough (which is located within

the West Surrey HMA, alongside Woking and Guildford) has

resulted in an apportionment of 50% of Woking’s unmet

housing need to Waverley, to be addressed through its

Local Plan. The Waverley Local Plan was adopted in early

2018.

4.76 In West Berkshire, the ‘Housing Site Allocations DPD’

Inspector took a similar position in 2017. In response

to discussion at the Examination hearings, the Council

published proposed modifications to its DPD, clarifying the

role of the document.

4.77 The translation of this approach, from plan making

to decision taking, is provided in an appeal decision for

Stansbury House, Spencers Wood in Wokingham Borough. In

particular, we draw the Council’s attention to paragraph 24

of the Inspector’s Report which states:

“Until the full, objectively assessed needs are qualified by

the policies of an up to date Local Plan, they are the needs

which go into the balance against any Framework policies.

It is at that stage constraints or otherwise may apply. In this

circumstances, therefore, the housing requirement of the Core

Strategy cannot be said to be up to date in the terms of the

Framework.”

4.78 Against this background, Gallagher Estates objects

to the proposed phasing of sustainable urban extension

sites, having regard to the need to maximise provision

from SUEs including the Site. In our view, there is no basis

to constrain the delivery of housing within the Borough,

which will fall short of meeting the OAN; ignores the

lead in times required to secure planning permission,

implement and commence construction of new housing;

puts at risk the Council’s ability to meet the minimum

housing requirement; and fails to maximise provision from

the SUEs. 4.78 Against this background, Gallagher Estates objects

to the proposed phasing of sustainable urban extension

sites, having regard to the need to maximise provision

from SUEs including the Site. In our view, there is no basis

to constrain the delivery of housing within the Borough,

which will fall short of meeting the OAN; ignores the

lead in times required to secure planning permission,

implement and commence construction of new housing;

puts at risk the Council’s ability to meet the minimum

housing requirement; and fails to maximise provision from

the SUEs.

4.79 Should a phasing policy be retained within the DMP,

we object to the identification of the Site as the least

preferable SUE as proposed under Part 2. b. of Policy MLS1.

The approach is unsound for the following reasons:

4.80 It is in conflict with the approach to allocating and

releasing SUEs which is set out in Policy CS6 of the Core

Strategy, which seeks to prioritise sites within the East of

Redhill and East of Merstham broad area of search;

4.81 Policy ERM2/3 in the DMP requires the development

of the Site to include land for a new 2FE primary school.

As set out above, current forecasts of demand for primary

places indicates that this new school will need to be

open by September 2024. A planning permission for

the development of the Site including the school would

need to be granted in 2022 to ensure its timely delivery.

However, this will not be achieved if the release of the Site

is withheld until the end of the plan period, or potentially

post-2027;

4.82 It ignores the Council’s Green Belt Review which

demonstrates that the Site makes little or no contribution

to the purposes of including land within the Green

Belt. Furthermore, we have also identified that the

comprehensive assessment of the Site results in a more

favourable assessment, reinforcing the conclusion

that it should be released immediately for residential

development; 4.83 The Council’s Sustainability Appraisal indicates that

the Site is one of the most preferable SUE sites. Our

representations have also identified that the appraisal

should be revised, having regard to the more detailed

technical work undertaken on behalf of Gallagher Estates,

which demonstrates that the development of the Site

would be highly sustainable; and

4.84 The sole reason to delaying the release of the Site,

as noted in paragraph 4.10.15, is the Site’s proximity

to the PCL. The technical reports accompanying these

representations demonstrate that the development of the

Site does not pose any risk to the effective operation of the

PCL and, similarly, would not constrain the development

of the Site for housing prior to the completion of the PCL’s

operation.

4.85 Taking all of the above into account, we consider the

approach Policy MLS1 is unsound as it is not positively

prepared; not justified; not effective; and is not consistent

with national policy.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0639

Survey 

Monkey/ 

email

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0639

Biffa Waste 

Services

RBBC\Organis

ation\0097

N/A Mr James Stewart-Irvine Biffa Waste 

Services

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

010

Planning 

Manager

Yes   MLS1 No No Don't Know Additional reps in folder Biffa Waste Services (‘Biffa’) has been notified of the 

consultation on the Development Management Plan Proposed Submission Document 

(Regulation 19) (‘DMP’). This letter represents Biffa’s response to that consultation 

and we would be grateful for the information set out below to be formally considered 

by the Council.

To summarise, Biffa maintains its previous reasons for raising objections to the 

inclusion of sites ERM1, ERM2 and ERM3 for development within the DMP (see letter 

dated 10th October 2016 and response below). As described below, we consider that 

the DMP is contrary to paragraph 182 of the NPPF for the following additional reasons:

(i) DMP paragraphs 4.4.46-4.6.47 & 4.10.15 do not consider fully the operations 

characteristics of the landfill, nor the requirements of the planning permissions that 

apply to the site;

(ii) Policy MLS1 does not meet the requirements of NPPF paragraph 47, since it is not 

demonstrated that the site could be developed during the Plan period in considering 

the approach defined in paragraphs 4.6.46-4.6.47;

(iii) The DMP has not considered all relevant national policy in accordance with 

paragraph 182 of the NPPF;

(iv) The Council has not fulfilled its obligations with regards to paragraphs 155 and 157 

of the NPPF.

Background

We have previously submitted representations to the Council during the Regulation 18 

consultation (letter dated 10th October 2016). It is not intended to repeat the matters 

raised in that letter here, as such those representations should be read alongside our 

previous letter. Biffa operates the major landfill operation at Patteson Court, 

Cormonger’s Lane, Redhill. The landfill is a significant operation and is of key strategic 

importance providing long term waste management capacity for residual waste in 

Surrey and the south east region. The facility provides landfill resources for municipal, 

commercial and industrial wastes, the site also provides treatment and landfill capacity 

for hazardous wastes.

Yes Yes (i)	DMP paragraphs 4.4.46-4.6.47 & 

4.10.15 do not consider fully the 

operational characteristics of the landfill, 

nor the requirements of the planning 

permissions that apply to the site;     

(ii)	Policy MLS1 does not meet the 

requirements of NPPF paragraph 47, since 

it is not demonstrated that the site could 

be developed during the Plan period in 

considering the approach defined in 

paragraphs 4.6.46-4.6.47;     (iii)	The DMP 

has not considered all relevant national 

policy in accordance with paragraph 182 of 

the NPPF, since it has not considered 

paragraph 8 of the NPPW;     (iv)	The 

Council has not fulfilled its obligations with 

regards to paragraphs 155 and 157 of the 

NPPF.     Please see accompanying letter 

dated 20th February 2018 for further 

detail. 

The planning history for the site is complex, however the main landfill operations are 

currently being undertaken in accordance with planning permission reference 

RE/P/13/00203/CON (dated 13th December 2013). That planning permission requires 

all landfill and restoration operations to be completed by 31st December 2030 

(condition 4).

The site accommodates a regionally important soil recycling facility. There are two 

planning permissions that apply to this operation:

This operation is of vital support to the construction industry. Contaminated soils are 

imported to the site from brownfield construction sites. These soils are treated and 

used in the restoration of the landfill site. Both permissions are time limited to the 

landfill end date of 31st December 2030.

We have submitted representations into the Regulation 18 consultation which 

focussed on the following sites:

In order that our previous comments can be fully considered during the examination 

into the DMP, for completeness the key matters that we raised in our submission to 

the Reg 18 consultation are set out below.

Representations to the Regulation 18 Consultation – 10th October 2016

Proximity of the Proposed Residential Development to Existing Landfill Operations

The identification of these parcels of land is triggered by the Reigate & Banstead Local 

Plan: Core Strategy (‘Core Strategy’), which seeks to deliver new housing and another 

infrastructure within the Borough for the period 2012 to 2027. These parcels of land 

are technically located outside of the existing urban area of Redhill. However core 

Strategy policy CS6 seeks to identify land to the East of Redhill as “sustainable urban 

extensions”.

 Policy CS13 states the Council anticipates approximately 1,100 new dwellings to be 

allocated through the identification of “sustainable urban extensions”.

This draws upon earlier technical work completed to support the examination of the 

Core Strategy. Within the document titled “Sustainable Urban Extensions: Broad 

Geographic Locations technical Report” dated November 2012, sustainable urban 

environmental and economic considerations);

flood risk;

Belt functions;

It should be noted that the Core Strategy identified broad areas, rather than specific 

sites, which were to come forward in the DMP. Policy CS6 of the Core Strategy also 

states that the phasing of release of land outside of the urban area will be determined 

in the DMP.

Need for Safeguarding of Landfill Resources and Consistency with National Policy

The Patteson Court landfill site is a strategic regional facility providing a valuable 

service to local authorities and business. The site also accepts waste from London and 

this is acknowledged in the adopted Surrey Waste Plan (‘SWP’).

It is essential to safeguard landfill resources and this is set out in the SWP (at 

paragraph C34). Landfill underpins the waste hierarchy and is the only method for the 

management of some waste streams and the residues from waste recycling and 

treatment facilities. Patteson Court is an important element in the regional waste 

management infrastructure and provides an alternative disposal route for EFW wastes 

during both planned and emergency ‘down-time’.

Biffa raises fundamental objections to the residential developments identified above, 

as proposed in the consultation document. One of the core principles of the National 

Planning Policy for Waste (‘NPPW’) is listed at paragraph 8, which states that when 

determining planning application for non-waste related development the local 

authority must ensure that the likely impact of the proposed, non-waste related 

development on existing waste management facilities, and on sites and areas 

allocated for waste management, is acceptable and does not prejudice the 

implementation of the waste hierarchy and/or the efficient operation of such facilities.

The former Copyhold Works is identified within the adopted SWP as a future site for 

waste management uses. The potential allocation of the Copyhold site and the 

adjoining western parcel for housing would clearly jeopardise the delivery of SWP 

objectives, contrary to the NPPW. Paragraph 182 of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (‘NPPF’) sets out the tests of soundness which the examiner will use to 

determine whether Local Plan is acceptable.

The Sustainability Appraisal (‘SA’) that accompanies the consultation document states 

that, in relation to ERM3, “It may be appropriate to explore alternative locations for 

waste uses, which could include the adjoining landfill site”. For the reasons described 

below, the existing landfill site will not be available for development for many years 

after the cessation of landfilling operations. This assertion in the SA does not take into 

account the settlement of the final landform, nor does it consider the implications for 

the existing environmental permit and Biffa’s obligations for long-term environmental 

monitoring and management. These tests include an assessment of whether the Plan 

is consistent with National policy. In this regard, the allocation of sites ERM2 and 

ERM3 will conflict with the SWP and prejudice the ongoing landfill and treatment 

operations contrary to the NPPW and must therefore be considered to conflict with the 

requirements of NPPF paragraph 182. For this reason Biffa objects to development at 

sites ERM2 and ERM3.

Conflict with Landfill Operations

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1475/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


The Plan period is 2012 – 2027. The existing planning permission for the landfill site 

requires completion of landfill and restoration operations by 31st December 2030. 

Landfill operations are also controlled through an environmental permit issued by the 

Environment Agency. That permit controls the day to day operations at the site and 

the environmental controls required to manage surface and groundwater, leachate 

and landfill gas. Landfill operations are expected to continue for the duration of the 

existing planning consent i.e. until the end of 2030 based on current waste projections.

The conditions of the environmental permit will remain in force until such time as the 

site no longer presents a potential risk to the environment and Biffa will be responsible 

for the site including the environmental management and monitoring regime until that 

time. The post-closure management period will be a minimum of 60 years after the 

cessation of the main landfill operations (31st December 2030).

The conditions of the environmental permit require Biffa to install series of monitoring 

boreholes on land surrounding the site, including the former Copyhold works. There 

are in place and will be required until such time as the site secures a certificate of 

completion and the permit is ‘handed back’ to the EA (as above).

Proposed policy MLS1 seeks to determine the phasing of the release of land outside of 

the urban area, as required by Core Strategy policy CS6. However, the DMP document 

does not set out any detail on this phasing arrangement, instead setting out a number 

of key principles, including the need to maintain a five-year supply of housing in 

accordance with paragraph 47 of the NPPF.

In order to ensure that the five-year housing supply requirement can be met, the 

Council will need to identify deliverable land for housing. The footnote to paragraph 47 

states that in order for sites to be considered deliverable, they must be “available now, 

offer a suitable location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic 

prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in particular 

that development of the site is viable.”

Biffa’s long-term obligations with respect to the environmental permit on adjoining 

land will have an impact upon the deliverability of sites ERM2 and ERM3 for residential 

development within the Plan period and the inclusion of these sites is therefore not 

consistent with paragraph 47 of the NPPF.

The proposed residential development on this land will prejudice Biffa’s obligations 

under the permit. These matters have not been considered within the SA, the 

methodology set out within Appendix F, nor within the main DMP consultation 

document. In this regard, it is not considered that development at location ERM2 and 

ERM3 can be considered “sustainable” in accordance with paragraph 7 of the NPPF. 

For this reason Biffa objects to the proposed development at sites ERM2 and ERM3. 

Cumulative Impacts

Paragraph 5.3 of the SA acknowledges that “physical development in the borough 

through urban extensions and existing urban sites is likely to lead to greater pressure 

on the borough’s existing infrastructure network, in particular on local roads with 

secondary impacts such as noise, congestion and air quality”.

The assessment set out within Appendix F for sites ERM2 and ERM3 states that 

“further assessment of the transport implications of any new development would be 

required”. In terms of the cumulative impact with other development, it is not clear 

whether full consideration have been given at this stage to the existing landfill 

operations from an environmental, amenity or infrastructure perspective (nor other 

development in the area that utilises local infrastructure, in particular the A25).

The existing traffic movements at the landfill site are set out in condition 9 of planning 

permission RE/P/13/00203/CON. The site has planning permission for a maximum of 

600 HGV movements per day (300 in and 300 out) on a single day, with an average of 

400 movements (200 in and 200 out) over a given period. It is unclear within the 

technical documentation whether the SA has fully considered the cumulative effects of 

development with the surrounding land uses. For this reason Biffa objects to the 

proposed development at sites ERM1, ERM2 and ERM3.

Further Representations

Following our submission dated 10th October 2016, a meeting took place on 25th 

October 2017 which was attended by representatives from Reigate & Banstead 

Borough Council (‘RBC’), Surrey County Council (‘SCC’), Gallagher Estates 

(‘Gallagher's’), Barton Willmore (‘BW’), ERM (‘ERM’) and Biffa. The purpose of this 

meeting was to discuss the development proposals and our response to the Regulation 

18 consultation and involved a site tour.

Following that meeting, we submitted a further letter dated 21st November 2017 and 

which accompanies this letter. We request that those comments are considered as 

part of this consultation response.

No further meetings or discussions have taken place since that date. However, we 

have been notified by RBC Officers that amendments to the DMP have been made in 

an effort to address our outstanding concerns with the proposed allocations, as 

follows:

Policy MLS1 to ensure that operations at Patteson Court are substantially completed 

before residential development takes place and are not compromised by development 

of the site. In line with advice from Surrey County Council, as waste planning authority, 

care should be taken in the site design and layout to minimise any environmental 

concerns arising from the landfill. In particular, careful consideration would be required 

in terms of traffic and environmental health impacts, including noise and odour.

reliant on an extended timescale is ERM2/3 Copyhold which is linked to the future 

operation of the landfill site, in order to ensure the landfill sites operation is not 

compromised (See ERM2/3 for more information). Otherwise, sites will be released in 

the order identified It is not clear what is intended by the term “substantially 

completed”. In planning terms, the site has planning permission for landfill operations 

and restoration to 31st December 2030, beyond the period of the Plan. Whether or 

not this will need to be extended will depend on market conditions in the intervening 

period. 

However, Biffa has longer-term responsibilities as part of the Environmental 

Permitting process. How does the Council intend on assessing whether the landfill has 

been “substantially completed”? As described below, the Council has not sufficiently 

engaged with Biffa to understand fully the operation of this facility.

Paragraph 47 of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “identify a supply of specific, 

developable sites or broad locations for growth, for 6-10 and, where possible, for years 

11-15.” The footnote explains that “to be considered developable, sites should be in a 

suitable location for housing development and there should be a reasonable prospect 

that the site is available and could be viably developed at the point envisaged.”

Policy MLS1 describes the phasing of the urban extension sites which are included in 

the DMP, which includes ERM2/3 as the last to be developed. It is understood that the 

timing of delivery of these sites (in the order defined in MLS1) will be dependent on the 

annual review of the Council’s five year housing land supply position (as per the 

requirements of NPPF paragraph 47). A mechanism should be incorporated into policy 

MLS1 that would preclude premature applications.

Safeguarding

Part 3 of policy MLS1 states: “Planning permission will not be granted for any 

proposals which would prejudice or compromise the long-term comprehensive 

development of an urban extensions allocation”. Biffa is concerned that this policy 

could prejudice the delivery of any future proposals that may come forward relating to 

the Patteson Court Landfill site. Paragraph 8 of the National Planning Policy for Waste 

(‘NPPW’) seeks to safeguard waste facilities from non-waste development. For the 

reasons stated in our letter dated 10th October 2016, the inclusion of these sites is 

contrary to paragraph 8 of the NPPW. Part 3 of policy MLS1 exacerbates this situation 

and could effectively pre-determine any future proposals at the landfill site.



As described above, there is a need to safeguard landfill resources to ensure that they 

are fully utilised. This site is a regionally significant facility and which also provides 

waste management capacity for waste being exported from London. As London’s own 

landfill capacity will be exhausted within two years, it will become even more 

important to ensure that this facility can perform its waste management function in 

accordance with waste hierarchy principles.

SCC, in preparing their Draft Waste Local Plan, recognise the importance of 

safeguarding existing waste management infrastructure, an approach consistent with 

NPPW paragraph 8 (see Policy 7 – Safeguarding of the Draft Waste Local Plan 

December 2017). Policy MLS1, in safeguarding terms, conflicts with the objectives 

pursued by SCC and the NPPW. These are matters that we have illustrated in our 

industry report The Reality Gap (2017) and which accompanies this submission.

There is no reference to the NPPW within the DMP Reg 19 document. Paragraph 182 

requires Local Plans to be consistent with National policy in order to “enable the 

delivery of sustainable development in accordance with the policies in the Framework” 

in order to be considered suitable when tested as to whether it is ‘sound’. The DMP 

does not appear to have considered all relevant national policy to be consistent with 

NPPF paragraph 182 Consultation

The NPPF, at paragraph 155, states that “Early and meaningful engagement and 

collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses is essential. A 

wide section of the community should be proactively engaged, so that Local Plans, as 

far as possible, reflect a collective vision and a set of agreed priorities for the 

sustainable development of the area…”

Paragraph 157 further states that it is crucial that Local Plans “be based on co-

operation with neighbouring authorities, public, voluntary and private sector 

organisations”.

As stated above, Biffa’s response to the Reg 18 consultation was submitted on 10th 

October 2016. We were contacted to arrange a meeting with the relevant parties (also 

described above) which took place in October 2017. To the best of our knowledge that 

meeting was the first opportunity that Officers had to visit the Patteson Court landfill 

facility, and to engage with Biffa as adjacent landowners.

Following the meeting, we submitted a letter (dated 21st November 2017), which 

raised concerns over the procedures employed by Officers to undertake the necessary 

engagement as required by paragraphs 155 and 157 of the NPPF. That letter 

accompanies this consultation letter and we would be grateful for it to be considered 

formally as part of this response to the Reg 19 consultation.

Our views, as set out in that letter, are as follows:

at the site visit and meeting on 25th October 2017 prior to the publication of the 

report presented to the Council’s Executive Committee on 9th November 2017 with a 

resolution to approve the publication of the Reg 19 DMP document for consultation;

representation made in October 2016. However we acknowledge that this has been 

updated prior to formal publication of the DMP;

to the Secretary of State in March 2018. These timescales do not allow for substantial 

amendments to be considered as a result of the forthcoming consultation or through 

further discussions/meetings that may take place between Biffa, Gallagher’s and the 

Council.

The Council has provided amendments to the published DMP (paragraphs 4.6.46-

4.6.47 and paragraph 4.10.15) which seek to address Biffa’s concerns, albeit these 

amendments were not consulted upon with Biffa prior to 

publication. In the absence of any further dialogue with Council Officers, we maintain 

our objections to the inclusions of ERM2/3 in the DMP since we have not been 

provided with sufficient information (in the form of mitigation measures other than 

the phasing set out within policy MLS1), to demonstrate that the site allocations would 

not have a detrimental impact on the operation of the facility as required by the 

NPPW.

In our view, therefore, the Council has not fulfilled obligations with regards to NPPF 

paragraphs 155 and 157 as demonstrated by the absence of proactive engagement by 

the Council. Summary and Conclusions

This Regulation 19 consultation has identified urban extension sites that could 

detrimentally impact upon the operation of the existing Patteson Court landfill facility: 

ERM1 and ERM2/3. This representation is focussed on site ERM2/3 which is situated 

on land adjoining the western boundary of the site.

We have been engaged with this process since the publication of the Regulation 18 

document in late 2016, at which time we submitted representations that stated, as 

follows:

“…it is our view that the proposals in their current form are contrary to National 

planning policy relating to safeguarding the efficient operation of waste management 

facilities, and are thus contrary to the NPPF.

Biffa therefore objects to the proposed inclusion of development sites ERM1, ERM2 

and ERM3 for the following reasons:

(i) That the proposed uses of land at sites ERM2 and ERM3 will prejudice the existing 

waste management uses at the Patteson Court Landfill site and will therefore be 

contrary to National policy;

(ii) The Sustainability Appraisal has not fully considered the land use issues associated 

with sites ERM2 and ERM3, namely Biffa’s long-term obligations with regards to the 

environmental permit that applies to the site and the surrounding land;

(iii) It has not been demonstrated that the documentation has fully considered the 

cumulative impacts of the proposed land uses at sites ERM1, ERM2 and ERM3.

It is essential to ensure that the impacts that arise from proposed site allocations are 

properly taken into account. At this stage, Biffa does not consider this to be the case.”

For the reasons set out in this letter, Biffa maintains that the Council is progressing 

with a DMP document that is not ‘sound’ when tested against paragraph 182 of the 

NPPF for the following additional reasons:

(iv) DMP paragraphs 4.4.46-4.6.47 & 4.10.15 do not consider fully the operations 

characteristics of the landfill, nor the requirements of the planning permissions that 

apply to the site;

(v) Policy MLS1 does not meet the requirements of NPPF paragraph 47, since it is not 

demonstrated that the site could be developed during the Plan period in considering 

the approach defined in paragraphs 4.6.46-4.6.47;

(vi) The DMP has not considered all relevant national policy in accordance with 

paragraph 182 of the NPPF;

(vii) The Council has not fulfilled its obligations with regards to paragraphs 155 and 

157 of the NPPF. I trust that these comments will be taken into account as See part of 

the Local Plan process and I would welcome dialogue with the Council regarding our 

comments. Should you have any queries on any of the issues raised then please do not 

hesitate to contact me.
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Associate 

Director

Yes MLS1 Yes No Yes The DMP includes a phasing Policy (MLS1) which states that proposed urban 

extensions will not be released until there is a five year housing shortfall. Land at 

Bonehurst Road is identified as the joint first site to be released in the event of a 

housing land shortfall. Annex 7 of the DMP sets out the Council’s housing trajectory 

which anticipates first completions on urban extensions around Horley in 2022/23. 

Policy MLS1 seeks to phase the release of urban extensions in line with the Council’s 

ability (or not) to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply. For the reasons set out 

below, this policy is not considered to be positively prepared or consistent with 

national policy:

objectively assessed housing need for the Borough was between 600 and 640 new 

homes per annum, giving a total of 9,000-9,600 new homes over the plan period 

(paragraph 29, Inspectors Report [2014]. Notwithstanding our concerns relating to the 

continued reliance on this information (see our previous representations at Appendix 

2), this need is considerably higher than the Council’s proposed housing requirement 

(of 460 new homes per annum). Paragraph 47 of the NPPF states that Council’s should 

boost significantly the supply of new housing but by artificially restricting the supply of 

new housing to just the Council’s housing target (which is a minimum target not a 

ceiling) fails to achieve this key national objective;

proposed allocation must mean that the Council considers them to be appropriate 

sites to accommodate new development. On this basis and assuming that all relevant 

technical matters can be overcome, there is no good planning reason to prevent their 

delivery once the DMP has been adopted;

we consider that Policy MLS1 should be deleted, however if the Council is insistent 

that this Policy is retained then it should be amended as follows:

Policy MLS1 – Delivery of urban extension sites

1. Planning permission will not be granted for any proposals which would prejudice 

or compromise the long-term comprehensive development of an urban extension 

allocation.

Yes Yes The proposed phasing policy has a direct 

impact on the timing of new development 

at my client’s site and so it has important 

implications for the site and as such we 

consider it important that we are party to 

discussions on the policy.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1493/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


example the delivery of new affordable housing which is important given that the 

latest housing monitor shows the Council has not met its (modest) affordable housing 

target for the last 2 years. Other benefits in the case of land at Bonehurst Road include 

the completion of the Riverside Green Chain around the northern part of the town. 

Also, the urban extension sites are capable of delivering a greater proportion of larger 

family homes (i.e. 3+ bedrooms) which the Council’s housing monitoring again 

identifies a general shortfall of provision in 2016/17. The delivery of small sites within 

the urban area are not considered able to deliver these same benefits;

a 5 year housing land supply, we consider that some of the assumptions are over 

optimistic or involve double counting. A windfall allowance is included within the first 3 

years, however given that delivery during this period would be expected from schemes 

that already benefit from planning permission means that these units are double 

counted. In addition we would also query whether some of the sites without planning 

permission are indeed deliverable (e.g. the Horley library site which is dependent on 

relocation of existing facilities prior to the site’s redevelopment). As such we would 

been informed by policy set out within the Core Strategy. It is noted that the phasing 

policy was introduced in order to ensure the Council’s ‘urban areas first strategy’ was 

not undermined early on in the Plan period. The plan period for the Core Strategy is 

2012-2027 and so we are approximately half way through this period, well past what 

can be considered the early stages. The proposed urban extensions surrounding Horley 

are very modest in scale and are not considered likely to affect the delivery of 

previously developed sites, an example in point is that the construction of the major 

urban extension to the north-west of the town has not/is not affecting the delivery of 

town centre schemes. Irrespective of all this the Council’s own housing trajectory 

anticipates first completions from urban extension sites during 2022/23 which is not 

very far away when allowing time for the preparation and 

submission of planning applications, determination of such applications, discharge of 

planning conditions and the initial stages of the construction process. In light of all this, 

we question what this policy actually achieves as in our view it is entirely superfluous.

3.2 In conclusion, given the above considerations we consider that Policy MLS1 should 

be deleted, however as a minimum we consider that it should be significantly 

reworded to remove any reference to the phasing of the release of urban extension 

sites. Whilst this would be different to the policy set out within the Core Strategy, 

regulation 8(5) of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)(England) 

Regulations 2012 allows for policies of the development plan to be superseded by 

those of other parts of the development plan, subject to this being made clear. In 

varying the proposed affordable housing policy (Policy DES6), the Council has shown 

that it is willing to update policies when justified, thereby establishing this precedent 

through the DMP.
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Branch 

Director

MLS1 Yes Yes Yes We support this policy but with an additional policy to ensure the proper planning of 

the larger sites.

We assume that there is no phasing requirement for the smaller sites proposed for 

development.

It is unclear how the Council will meet the governments likely target for small sites 

4) A planning brief should have been agreed with the Council prior to the 

submission of a planning application to ensure that all the required infrastructure, 

affordable housing  and facilities required on the site will be provided, including the 

Government requirement for small site developments..

(policies 4 and 5 will require renumbering)

Reason

Particularly if sites have to be brought forward earlier than anticipated, it is 

essential that a planning brief has been prepared by the Council and agreed with 

the developer. This will enable the developer to provide, for example, the affordable 

housing element and infrastructure required and could affect the amount paid for 

the land if there is to be a viable development.

It will also allow arrangements to be made for the provision of smaller 

developments within the sites to meet Government requirements. 

No Possibly This is an important issue and in the case of 

the larger urban extension sites, it is 

important to ensure they are properly 

planned.
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Member MLS1 There is no clear rationale provided for the phasing of key sites listed. Instead of a 

specific order, the sequence should be more flexible.

There is no justification as to why the Hillsbrow site should be brought forward so early 

in the plan period.

There is no clear rationale provided for the phasing of key sites listed. Instead of a 

specific order, the sequence should be more flexible.

There is no justification as to why the Hillsbrow site should be brought forward so 

early in the plan period.

No
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East Surrey 

Green Party
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Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party
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Member MLS1 There is no clear rationale provided for the phasing of key sites listed. Instead of a 

specific order, the sequence should be more flexible.

There is no justification as to why the Hillsbrow site should be brought forward so early 

in the plan period.

There is no clear rationale provided for the phasing of key sites listed. Instead of a 

specific order, the sequence should be more flexible.

There is no justification as to why the Hillsbrow site should be brought forward so 

early in the plan period.

No
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Associate 

Director

Yes MLS1 Yes No Don't know See accompanying statement 

These representations have been submitted in support of site ERM4b and its 

identification as a proposed allocation in draft Policy MLS1.

We do not consider the approach taken in Policy MLS1 to be sound.

We consider that the rationale for phasing the proposed allocations under this policy is 

flawed and has been surpassed by the growing housing need in the Borough. Given 

that all of these sites have been accepted as suitable for release from the Green Belt by 

the Council, we see no reason why the sites included cannot be released for 

development now. By not doing so, the Council is in effect land banking, constraining 

supply which will consequently increase demand for sites, inflate land values and also 

house prices. To fall back on “shortfall in five year land supply” as the sole reason for 

restricting development of these sites is counter Inspector’s opinion, counter the aims 

of

the NPPF, counter to the Government’s position and morally wrong.

Further, the mechanism that has been put in place by the Council to release these sites 

subject to a shortfall in five year housing land supply being demonstrated, will be 

insufficient to address the immediate shortfall in housing. Given the time delay 

between sites being released from the Green Belt, developers committing to progress 

a planning application, starting on site and delivering new homes, there is an inherent 

risk that the Council’s five year housing land supply will be susceptible to challenge. 

This could lead to less suitable sites coming forward in the Borough.

In light of the increased housing need in the Borough, and the emerging DCLG 

methodology for calculating housing needs, any five year supply position reported by 

the Council against its adopted housing target will become redundant. When assessed 

against the proposed DCLG housing target of 644dpa, the Council will be unable to 

demonstrate a five year supply. We consider that all of the sites included within Policy 

MLS1 need to be released for development now to give the Council the best chance of 

maintaining a robust five year housing land supply in

See accompanying statement 

Policy MLS1 should be deleted or redrafted to take into account the following:

• Should the DCLG’s standard methodology for calculating the OAN (Local Housing 

Need) be adopted, the Council will be unable to demonstrate a five year supply of 

housing land. Therefore, the Council, through the DMP, should be releasing sites for 

new housing, including the SUE sites, from the green belt now to ensure that it can 

maintain a robust five year housing land supply position;

• There are no stated objectives or benefits identified for phasing the release of 

sites in MLS1;

• Phasing imposes significant constraints on Council’s ability to use SUEs to remedy 

a five year supply shortfall. We consider that the approach taken in Policy MLS1 will 

not assist the Council in addressing a shortfall in supply for at least three years;

• The basis for determining the order of release is not objective and also open to 

challenge. The result of the exhaustive process to reach the current shortlist of SUE 

sites has resulted in all of them being very similar in sustainability terms- they 

wouldn’t have been shortlisted otherwise; and

• The Council is in effect land banking, artificially constraining supply. Using 

“shortfall in five year land supply” as the sole reason for restricting  development of 

these sites is counter Inspector’s opinion, counter the aims of the NPPF, counter to 

the Government’s position and morally wrong.

If MLS1 is to remain in its current form, we consider that land to the south of Darby 

House should be assessed independently from the remainder of land parcel ERM4 

(i.e. separate from ERM4a - 164 Bletchingley Road) as the site is capable of coming 

forward for development quickly and should not be constrained by land outside of 

the landowner’s control. This would result in ERM4b being ranked 3rd in the list of 

SUE sites based on a revised Sustainability Assessment and Green Belt Review.

Yes Yes Our client’s site is identified under Policy 

MLS1 for release from the Green Belt for 

housing development. There are many 

inaccuracies and flaws with the assessment 

of sites and the lack of assessment of 

ERM4b on an individual basis. This 

materially effects its ranking in the order of

sites in the policy. Given the subjective 

nature of the assessments undertaken it 

will be necessary

to outline our views at the hearing 

sessions.

We also have significant questions over 

whether a phased policy is needed and 

whether it is

flexible and effective to provide sufficient 

housing to meet needs in the Borough.

Given the likelihood that other participants 

may respond to the Inspector / Council 

with comments on site ERM4b, we 

consider it necessary to be on hand at the 

hearing sessions to feed into the discussion 

to assist the Inspector.

the future. Further, we object to the Council’s assessment of site ERM4. This includes 

two separate sites

(ERM4a and ERM4b) which are under different ownership and should be assessed on 

an

individual basis. Site ERM4b is suitable for development now and, when assessed 

independently,

scores much higher than ERM4 as a whole and should be ranked higher in the priority 

order set

out in Policy MLS1.

Further details of our reasoning are set out in our written submission which is 

attached.
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Senior Planner Yes MLS1 Yes No Yes Policy MLS1 is neither positively prepared, consistent with national policy, nor justified 

and is therefore unsound. There is no justification to delay the delivery of suitable 

development (as currently required via Policy MLS1) in the context of the severe 

housing need in Reigate and Banstead. Given the most recent 2014-based household 

projections, coupled with the introduction of the Government’s standard methodology 

- it is extremely likely that the Council would be subject to significantly higher housing 

need, up to c. 1,777 dpa. Furthermore, no neighbouring authority within the housing 

market area has suggested that it will meet the unmet housing needs of Reigate and 

Banstead and as such these needs continue to go unmet. Furthermore, the monitor 

and release mechanism in this policy will plan simply to respond to failure in housing 

delivery, which does not amount to positive planning (NPPF paragraph 157). It is also 

not an effective release mechanism for delivery because the Council will need to 

release the site well in advance of it being required. The SUE sites, like all other housing 

sites, have significant lead-in times to delivery of houses and that must be considered 

in the timing of the release of the SUE sites for development. If the Council wishes to 

maintain a phased release of SUE sites, the trigger for delivery should not be a gap in 

five year housing land supply, but the capacity of local infrastructure. In this context, 

there is no reason why development of the preferred SUEs in the phasing plan at 

Horley, Redhill and Reigate (i.e. groups in different locations) could not begin in 

tandem as they would not be impacting the same local infrastructure networks.

To ensure Policy MLS1 is positively prepared and justified, part 1 of the policy must 

be deleted so as SUE’s cannot only be released when there is a deficit in five year 

housing land supply as assessed annually. The order of the release of sites can be 

maintained, but the capacity of local infrastructure should be the determining 

factor. Development of the preferred SUEs in the phasing plan at Horley, Redhill and 

Reigate (i.e. groups in different locations) can begin in tandem as they would not be 

impacting the same local infrastructure networks.

Yes Yes Berkeley Strategic Land Limited (Berkeley) 

is the promoter behind the proposed 

allocation Land at Hillsbrow (Policy ERM1). 

Therefore, it is essential that Berkeley is 

able to appear at the Examination to put 

forward evidence on the delivery of their 

site.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4374/rbbc_representor_0612
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4452/rbbc_representor_0136
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Senior Planner Yes MLS1 Yes No Yes There is no justification to delay the delivery of suitable development (as currently 

required via Policy

MLS1) in the context of the severe housing need in Reigate and Banstead. Given the 

most recent 2014-

based household projections, coupled with the introduction of the Government’s 

standard methodology

- it is extremely likely that the Council would be subject to significantly higher housing 

need, up to c.

1,777 dpa. Furthermore, no neighbouring authority within the HMA has suggested 

that it will meet the

unmet housing needs of Reigate and Banstead and as such these needs continue to go 

unmet.

2 Furthermore, the monitor and release mechanism in this policy will plan simply to 

respond to failure in

housing delivery, which does not amount to positive planning (NPPF paragraph 157). It 

is also not an

effective release mechanism for delivery because the Council will need to release the 

site well in advance

of it being required. The SUE sites, like all other housing sites, have significant lead-in 

times to delivery

of houses and that must be considered in the timing of the release of the SUE sites for 

development.

3 If the Council wishes to maintain a phased release of SUE sites, Berkeley support the 

phasing as set out

in this policy. However, if the trigger for delivery is no longer a gap in five year housing 

land supply,

then the only other logical planning reason to delay release would be around the 

capacity of local

Part 4 of policy MLS1 should be amended as followed (amendments in bold):

‘‘(delete: Planning permission will only be granted for the development of) An 

urban

extension site will only be released for development where this is not in accordance 

with

the phasing in (2), where:…’’

Yes Yes Berkeley Strategic Land Limited (Berkeley) 

is the promoter behind the proposed 

allocation Land at Hillsbrow (Policy ERM1). 

Therefore, it is essential that Berkeley is 

able to appear at the Examination to put 

forward evidence on the delivery of their 

site.

infrastructure. In this context, there is no reason why development of the preferred 

SUEs in the phasing

plan at Horley, Redhill and Reigate (i.e. groups in different locations) could not begin in 

tandem as they

would not be impacting the same local infrastructure networks.
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Acting 

Chairman

MLS1 We consider that the area earmarked to be safeguarded - SAS1 - is excessive to a 

significant degree.

We support the comments of Salfords & Sidlow Parish Council and Council for the 

Preservation of Rural England.

SAS1 - too excessive. No
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Parish Clerk Yes MLS1 CONT…. Ground 4 - The assessment process is not evidenced and justified.

The Borough Council’s assessment process is seriously undermined as it is limited only 

to land within its boundary. Specifically this incomplete analysis has not taken account 

of the impact of such a large settlement on the neighbouring communities, has 

ignored Redhill Aerodrome’s planning history, has under-estimated this location’s 

contribution to Green Belt purposes and the impact upon on the location’s landscape 

and countryside.

4.1 The impact upon neighbouring communities has not adequately been taken into 

account.

Developing a stand-alone settlement at this location will be hugely detrimental for the 

nearby settlements and the retained areas of Green Belt land.

As the Borough Council’s Green Belt review of sites highlights “The parcel lies within 

the gap between the built-up areas of Earlswood/Salfords in the borough of Reigate & 

Banstead and the village settlement of South Nutfield in the district of Tandridge. The 

existing settlement gap is approximately 1.95km.

Release of the parcel would introduce a new urban area between these existing 

settlements/ villages. The settlement gap would be eroded by this development32.

Allowing residential development on SAS1, together with the extensive land required 

within Tandridge DC, would create an urban town commensurate in size with Horley 

(2011 Census Data), and effectively merge Nutfield, Redhill, Salfords, South Earlswood 

and Whitebushes into an urban sprawl with limited areas of physical separation.

4.2 No regard has been paid to Redhill Aerodrome’s recent history of refused planning 

applications confirming its Green Belt status.

The Parish Council has been unable to find any evidence that the Aerodrome’s 

planning history has been taken into account in assessing SAS1 under the Borough 

Council’s Green Belt review. In the Parish Council’s opinion this is a significant 

oversight.

Remove SAS1. Yes Yes I, or other representative of the Parish 

Council wishes to have the opportunity to 

clarify our statements should the need 

arise.

On 16 October 2017 the Borough Council refused a retrospective planning application 

for “Engineering works to resurface, straighten and widen Taxiway C/D”. One of the 

two grounds was “The proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, 

constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which 

would erode the openness of the Green Belt and conflict with the purposes thereof. 

The considerations in favour of the proposal are insufficient to clearly outweigh the 

harm to the Green Belt and any other harm, including the detriment to neighbour 

amenity from additional noise and disturbance due to loss of natural winter respite 

from flying, so as to constitute very special circumstances. As such, the proposal would 

be contrary to policy Co1 of the Reigate and Banstead Borough Local Plan 2005, CS1 

and CS3 of the Reigate and Banstead Core Strategy and the provisions of the National 

Planning Policy Framework”33.

Prior to this decision in 2014 the Aerodrome’s Green Belt status was tested in the 

Court of Appeal (Civil Division) on appeal from the High Court of Justice, Queens Bench 

Division Planning Court (CO/1361/2014). This ruling confirmed the Aerodrome’s Green 

Belt purposes and also set precedent for subsequent legal cases in relation to the 

interpretation of “any other harm” in NPPF Paragraph 88.

4.3 Safeguarding SAS1 may compromise the Metropolitan Green Belt boundary. The 

Parish Council has been unable to ascertain from the evidence documents where the 

boundary for any retained Metropolitan Green Belt east of Redhill, if there is any, 

would be drawn. National Planning Policy requires Green Belt boundaries to be defined 

“clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be 

permanent” and “capable of enduring beyond the plan period”34. It is unclear whether 

Part of SAS1 is located in or near to the area where the Green Belt to the east of Redhill 

closely adjoins the Borough Council’s boundary and is at narrowest. 4.4 The Borough 

Council’s assessment of SAS1’s contribution to Green Belt purposes is flawed35.

Had the entire proposed location for a stand-alone settlement been assessed, then in 

the Parish Council’s opinion the Borough Council’s assessment of the importance of 

this location in meeting the five Green Belt Purposes would have been higher:

Purpose 1 is “To check the unrestricted sprawl of a large built-up area” which is 

assessed as of “moderate importance”. It is the Parish Council’s view that had the 

entire area been assessed, then it would have been rated as “high” as highlighted in 

paragraph 4.1.

Tandridge DC’s SWOT analysis of the suitability of this location for a Garden Village 

confirms the important role that SAS1’s Green Belt status plays. One of the threats 

highlighted is “Coalescence with Redhill, Reigate and South Nutfield”36 and it 

highlights that the Aerodrome’s Green Belt status prevents the merging of the 

settlements of Earlswood, Salfords, South Nutfield and Whitebushes.

4.5 The full impact on the location’s landscape and countryside has not been 

adequately assessed.

One of the 12 principles set out in NPPF Paragraph 17 is that planning should “… take 

account of the different roles and character of different areas, promoting the vitality of 

our main urban areas, protecting the Green Belts around them, recognising the 

intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside”.

The Borough Council’s Sustainability Appraisal concludes that the impact on this 

location’s “…landscape character is likely to be negative due to the size of such a site in 

a currently undeveloped area [SAS1]”37. Given that SAS1 only comprises 

approximately 40% of the land required for the development of a stand-alone 

settlement, the sheer volume of the development would be more than negative.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4452/rbbc_representor_0136
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1496/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


In addition the land that would be required for a stand-alone settlement within 

Tandridge DC’s boundary contains the following:

Aerodrome location and immediately adjacent to its perimeter, and Furzefield Wood 

which is a potential Site of Nature Conservation Interest (SNCI) would be harmed if this 

location was selected. The existence of such woodland was identified as a “weakness” 

in Tandridge DC’s SWOT analysis of this location (Spatial Approaches Topic Paper: 

Garden Village Consultation, August 2017), and its “Sustainability Appraisal” highlights 

that “Given the scale of development at the potential Garden Village location, there is 

the potential for these areas of Ancient Woodland to be adversely effected through 

increased recreational pressure, reduced air quality and loss of supporting habitat” 

(page 49).

adversely impact upon the setting and views from the proposed extension of the 

Surrey Hills AONB. Both the Borough Council and Tandridge DC in their assessments of 

the suitability of this have failed to take this into account. In its response to Tandridge 

DC’s Garden Village Consultation the Parish Council highlighted this mistake by 

pointing out that “Tandridge District Landscape and Visual Assessment” (August 

2017)38 acknowledges that “The outlook from the Greensand Way and the setting to 

a candidate area of the AONB, to the north, is a constraint to development. Views 

from the Greensand Way above the village of South Nutfield include the north facing 

fields close to Staplehurst Farm which are prominent and unrelated to the airfield. The 

aerodrome buildings are noticeable in the view as are the central and southern areas 

of the airfield; the northern extents of the airfield are partially screened by the 

intervening trees and hedgerows. These are middle distance views from the Greensand 

Way, where the potential development area is open to view and would be seen in 

conjunction with South Nutfield leading to visual coalescence. The combination of 

South Nutfield and the new settlement is likely to have a significant impact on the rural 

outlook of the Greensand Way and the candidate area for the AONB”.

Also the promoter’s current master plan is proposing to screen development at this 

location using trees. In the Parish Council’s view as the Aerodrome is effectively 

located in a “bowl” surrounded by ridges, not just the from the Greensand Way as 

noted above, it will not be possible to fully screen a “garden village” from these 

viewpoints and the issue of visual coalescence would seem to be unresolvable. Listed 

buildings – across the boundary in Tandridge DC selecting this location would have a 

detrimental effect on the setting of a significant number of listed buildings. Tandridge 

DC’s Sustainability Appraisal only focused on the land within the Aerodrome’s existing 

boundary, but it noted that “there are ten Grade II Listed Buildings within 100m of the 

edge of the perimeter” and that the “setting of these buildings may be adversely 

affected by development of this potential Garden Village location” (paragraph 3.5.3).

Sustainability Appraisal identifies that this location contains “…approximately 50% 

Grade 3 agricultural land and 50% Grade 4…..It is anticipated that some of the best 

and most versatile agricultural land may be lost” if this location was developed39. 

Furthermore its loss would be contrary to the development guidance for Low Weald 

Farmland (Surrey Landscape Character Assessment: Tandridge District 2015). 

Tandridge DC’s “Sustainability Appraisal” (August 2017) highlights the development 

guidance for such land includes policies to “Conserve the rural, largely, unsettled 

landscape….Conserve the pattern and character of existing settlements, resisting 

spread and coalescence of settlement…Conserve and enhance the landscape setting to 

villages and edge of settlement”40.

NPPF paragraph 110 states that “Plans should allocate land with the least 

environmental or amenity value, where consistent with other policies in this 

Framework”, and paragraph 112 establishes a sequential test requiring that “Local 

planning authorities should take into account the economic and other benefits of the 

best and most versatile agricultural land. Where significant development of 

agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, local planning authorities should 

seek to use areas of poorer quality land in preference to that of a higher quality”. 

There is no evidence that this sequential test has been applied in the Borough Council’s 

assessment process.

have an impact on the Special Area of Conservation. This has been highlighted by 

Tandridge DC, but it has not investigated the potential impact of development at this 

location from nitrogen deposition and recreational disturbance. Clearly the issue of 

nitrogen deposition is particularly relevant to this location given the likely increase in 

traffic passing through the area, as nitrogen is produced by fossil fuel combustion.

Ground 5 - The safeguarding site selection process is not evidenced and justified.

The Borough Council commissioned Ove Arup and Partners (Arup) “…to prepare an 

advice note on Green Belt, and more specifically, on issues of ‘exceptional 

circumstances’ and ‘safeguarded land’. The rationale for providing an advice note is 

that RBBC is aware that the topics of exceptional circumstances and safeguarded land 

have become increasingly important as part of the overall narrative in justifying any 

alteration to Green Belt boundaries in a local authority area”41 . The Borough Council’s 

evidence base does not include a topic paper on “exceptional circumstances”, so 

undermining its safeguarding assessment process as set out below.

5.1 The assessment of “exceptional circumstances” is not in accordance with current 

case law.

This site was initially identified for safeguarding in the Development Management Plan 

(Regulation 19) Green Belt Review published in October 2017, some two months 

before the Arup’s Advice Note and the Borough Council’s Safeguarding document was 

placed in the public domain. In the Green Belt Review two criteria were used to reach 

the conclusion that there were “exceptional circumstances” for removing SAS1 from 

the Green Belt42. These criteria no longer meet the tests of soundness as they rely on 

the wording of Policy CS3 (Green Belt), which fails to reflect recent case law clarifying 

the definition of “exceptional circumstances”.

The first assessment criteria, “Is there an overriding need for development to secure 

the delivery of the Core Strategy?” is no longer sound. As the Arup advice highlights “… 

the need for housing and economic development, as defined through an objective 

assessment of need, does not constitute exceptional circumstances”.  Ground 6 - SAS1 

is not genuinely available for development.

Where land is safeguarded there is a presumption that it can be developed and this is 

not the case for SAS1. The Arup report highlights the City of York’s legal opinion that it 

is important that such land is “… genuinely available and capable of development 

when needed, thus tying the process of identifying safeguarded land specifically to the 

site selection process”49.

This view mirrors the now revoked PPG2 which stated that safeguarded land “… should 

be genuinely capable of development when needed”. This is not the case for SAS1 for 

the reasons set out below.

6.1 Its availability depends upon Tandridge DC’s emerging Local Plan

The Borough Council acknowledges that “In relation to SAS1; Redhill Aerodrome the 

justification for identifying the area as Safeguarded Land is dependent upon a similar 

conclusion or an allocation being made in the forthcoming Tandridge Local Plan, 

currently at Reg 18 stage”50.

Given that Tandridge DC has still not confirmed that a stand-alone settlement will be a 

policy option in its emerging Local Plan 2013 – 2033, nor has it selected its preferred 

location for such a development, there must be some doubt about SAS1 deliverability.

In the Parish Council’s view and in light of Tandridge DC’s recent statement regarding 

its progress in developing its Local Plan documentation it is the Parish Council’s view 

that it is highly unlikely that its Regulation 19 Consultation will be published before the 

Development Management Plan’s examination. In light of this there seems no reason 

why SAS1’s safeguarding decision should not be deferred until the Borough Council has 

undertaken its comprehensive review of its spatial strategy.

6.2 This location cannot be developed without the provision of a new junction on the 

M23.



There is a consensus that SAS1 cannot be developed without the provision of a new 

M23 junction together with a new link road serving the settlement with a junction to 

the A23 at what is currently a traffic “hotspot”. This is also acknowledged by the 

Borough Council in its justification of selecting SAS1 which “is also dependent upon 

suitable access being achieved within Tandridge District from the east via the M23”51. 

As highlighted in Ground 1 paragraph 1.3 this raises issues around the sustainability of 

development at this location.

Construction of such a junction is not currently within Highways England’s plans. 

Moreover, work is due to commence on upgrading the M23 (Smart Works junctions 8 - 

10) in March 2018 with an expected completion date of 2020. However, as Carillion 

was one of the appointed contractors, there may be a delay in their commencement. 

Even if Highways England gave approval the earliest that work could start on this 

junction would be 2025/2026, as its policy is to minimise disruption by either ensuring 

“…that either all required works to our network take place in one short timeframe or 

they are done separately: say 5 years apart”52

In correspondence with the Parish Council Highways England have also confirmed that 

“In accordance with NPPF and DfT C2/13 The Strategic Road Network and the delivery 

of sustainable development the promoters of the Redhill Aerodrome site will have 

to53 a) demonstrate a strategic case for a new junction (para 39, b) demonstrate that 

all that can reasonably and appropriately be done will be done to achieve modal shift 

and sustainable transport choices (e.g. bus/rail etc.); and c) demonstrate either no 

impact on the SRN [Strategic Road Network] or an ability to mitigate that impact 

(mitigation to meet required standards, be deliverable etc.)” 6.3 Redhill Aerodrome 

has a history of refused planning applications on the grounds of its Green Belt status.

On 16 October 2017 the Borough Council refused a retrospective planning application 

for “Engineering works to resurface, straighten and widen Taxiway C/D”. One of the 

two grounds was “The proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, 

constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which 

would erode the openness of the Green Belt and conflict with the purposes thereof. 

The considerations in favour of the proposal are insufficient to clearly outweigh the 

harm to the Green Belt and any other harm… so as to constitute very special 

circumstances. As such, the proposal would be contrary to policy Co1 of the Reigate 

and Banstead Borough Local Plan 2005, CS1 and CS3 of the Reigate and Banstead Core 

Strategy and the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework”54.

In 2014 its Green Belt status was tested in the Court of Appeal (Civil Division) on 

appeal from the High Court of Justice, Queens Bench Division Planning Court 

(CO/1361/2014). This ruling also set a precedent for subsequent legal cases and has 

not been superseded.

6.4 SAS1’s promoter does not presently control all land within the proposed 

safeguarded area55.

The land parcel within the Borough Council’s boundary is owned by a number of 

landowners, and the Borough Council acknowledges that there may be a need for it to 

use its Compulsory Purchase powers if owners are unwilling to sell the land needed for 

the link road. The Parish Council also believes that the promoter of this site does not 

hold options on all of the land that would be required within Tandridge DC either. If 

Compulsory Purchase powers need to be used, then this process will significantly delay 

the commencement of any development.

Concluding comments

Including SAS1 as a potential development site so late in the drafting of its 

Development Management Plan has seriously constrained the process and 

opportunities for communities in both local planning authorities (Reigate and 

Banstead BC and Tandridge DC) to make their views known as required by NPPF 

paragraph 155. It is not in the spirit of the plan making process to restrict public 

comment on any site, and perhaps even more so when it involves removing a 

significant area of land from the protection of the Green Belt. As the Planning Minister 

stressed, local authorities "must act carefully and with evidence" when safeguarding 

sites56. In the Parish Council’s opinion the Borough Council has failed to meet both of 

these criteria.

In this representation the Parish Council has provided evidence that demonstrates that 

the Borough Council’s selection of SAS1 for safeguarding is not consistent with 

national planning policy, its own Core Strategy, and relevant planning advice and case 

law. Furthermore the process by which SAS1 was assessed for removal from the Green 

Belt and selected for safeguarding is not justified and evidenced.

Lastly there is considerable uncertainty about whether the other land required (to 

enable SAS1’s to meet the Borough Council’s longer term housing needs) is / will be 

genuinely available for development. Taking all of these factors into account the Parish 

Council is perplexed about how the Borough Council has reached its decision to 

safeguard this site now to meet its housing needs post 2027.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS1 1. Policy CS10 of the Reigate & Banstead adopted Core Strategy states that 

“Development will make efficient use of land, giving priority to previously developed 

land and buildings within the built up areas; [and] be at an appropriate density, taking 

account of and respecting the character of the local area and levels of accessibility and 

services….”

2. The Councils Development Management Plan (DMP) however makes no reference 

to this objective in its policies, in particular regarding its Policy MLS1-Phasing of urban 

extension sites.

3. Policy MLS1 sets out how land for Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUE) will be 

released, including the phasing and ordering of individual sites, taking account of 

specific factors (par 4.10.6). Indeed paragraph 7.4.7 of the Reigate & Banstead BC Core 

Strategy states that: 

“The DMP will take account of site specific factors in allocating and phasing sustainable 

urban extension sites for development”.

4. It is therefore clear, that as part of assessment of phasing of the individual SUEs 

consideration should be given to the “site specific factors” prior to setting the order of 

release under Policy MLS1.

5. One of these specific factors relevant in the decision making process is whether sites 

can be considered Previously Developed Land as defined under the DMP, ANNEX 1: 

Glossary defines Previously developed land (PDL) as follows:

“Often referred to as ‘brownfield land’. Land is that which is or was occupied by a 

permanent structure, including the curtilage of the development land and any 

associated fixed surface infrastructure. Definition excludes some land in built-up areas 

such as private residential gardens, parks, recreation grounds and allotments”

Proposed Amendment to Policy MLS1

b. in the following order:

    i.    SEH4- Land off Close, Horley

    ii.   SSW7 and NWH2- Hartswood Nursery, Reigate & Bonehurst Rd, Horley

    iii.  ERM1- Hillsbrow, Redhill

    iv   NWH1- Meath Green Lane, Horley

    v    SSW6- Castle Drive, Reigate

    vi   ERM5- Oakley Farm, Redhill

    vii  SSW2- Sandcross Lane, Reigate

    viii ERM4 – Bletchingley Rd, Merstham

    ix   SSW9- Dovers Farm, Reigate

    X    ERM2/3- ERM2/3 Copyhold, Redhill.

Alternatively Policy MSL1should monitor the delivery of sites within the plans 

housing sub-areas and were shortfalls in housing supplies are identified appropriate 

SUEs sites should be released to meet any identified need. 

No Yes

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1496/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


6. It is considered essential that the development potential of existing brownfield sites 

that are within or were previously within the Green Belt is considered in preference to 

other SUEs as this would at least be consistent with the final bullet point of Paragraph 

89 of the NPPF which states:

• “limited infilling or the partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed 

sites( brownfield land), whether redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary 

buildings), which would not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt 

and the purpose of including land within it than the existing development.”

7. Although the site known as Policy SSW7: Hartswood Nursery, Reigate is to be 

removed from the Green Belt as part of the SUEs the above bullet point illustrate how 

this site should have been assessed in considering its order of release under Policy 

MLS1.

8. The Councils Brownfield Register (Dec 2017) identifies Hartswood Nursery, Dovers 

Green Road, Reigate within the report as a brownfield site (RBBCBL052). It is also 

important to point out that under The Town and Country Planning (Brownfield Land 

Register) Regulations 2017 the Criteria referred to in paragraph (1) (b) of the 

regulation 3 are, in relation to each parcel of land-

“(a) the land has an area of at least 0.25 hectares or is capable of supporting at least 5 

dwellings;

(b) the land is suitable for residential development;

(c) the land is available for residential development; and

(d) residential development of the land is achievable”.

9. Hartswood Nursery meets these criteria and is proposed for housing under the SUEs 

Policy MLS1.

10. Policy DES4- Housing Mix  state:

 

“1) All new residential developments must provide homes of an appropriate type, size 

and tenure to meet the needs of the local community. The proposed housing mix 

must:

       a) Respond appropriately to local evidence of need and demand for different  sizes 

and types of housing, including the Councils Strategic Housing Market  Assessment.

      b) Address any site specific requirements contained in this or other relevant local  

plan documents, including the requirements of the Affordable Housing SPD”

11. The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Feb 2012 and pre NPPF) carried out by 

DCA is currently the only housing need assessment for the Borough. For the period 

2009 to 2011, the average property price in Reigate & Banstead had increased by over 

40%. It should also be noted that these figures are very close to the 2008 recession.

12. The Borough has been divided into the same 4 sub-areas used in the Core Strategy 

and DMP. The Entry level to the housing market is clearly dependant on availability. 

The entry levels for housing for Reigate & Banstead in November 2011 shows Reigate 

to be the most expensive for 1 to 3 bed properties across the 4 sub-areas. This is likely 

to remain the case today.

13. As the SHMA key findings state:

• “The need for a 20% deposit is the key affordability problem for those wishing to buy; 

98% of concealed households forming will be able to afford a deposit for a 1 bed flat 

without significant parental assistance

• 6.2% of new households forming cannot afford and 92.1% cannot buy in the private 

market”

14. The DMP identifies 3 sites outside the SUEs designation; Policy RE12: Land 

adjacent to the Town Hall, Reigate; Policy REI1, Library & Pool House, Bancroft Rd, 

Reigate and Policy RE13 Albert Rd North Industrial Estate, Reigate.

15. Town Hall, Reigate site is allocated for 1500sqm of Office use or (my emphasis) 30 

dwellings. It is proposed these uses could be delivered in the short term but without 

any certainty that any dwellings will in fact be deliverable from this site at all. This is 

not a reliable housing allocation and should therefore be removed. This site should be 

removed from the housing trajectory.

16. Library & Pool House, Bancroft House, Reigate site is proposed for up to 1000sqm 

of Retail/community use and approximately 25 homes. The delivery of the site 

requires the relocation for the existing business/industrial occupiers or where 

appropriate accommodates existing businesses. This together with the retention or 

replacement of existing community uses particularly the library/registry raises 

questions on the sites housing contribution. The proposed allocation has no time 

frame for when any dwellings might be delivered. Serious questions must be asked 

regarding the reliability of this site to deliver any housing during the plan period, and it 

is questionable whether this site would actually contribute towards meeting the 

housing needs of the Reigate housing market sub –area. We recommend this site be 

removed. 

17. Albert Rd North Industrial Estate, Reigate is proposed as a mixed employment and 

housing site, with up to 50 dwellings proposed delivering a mix of flats and family 

homes. There will be need to relocate existing business/industrial occupiers; there will 

an issue of noise and air quality and congestion given the proximity of the railway line 

and retention of existing industrial occupiers. With these uncertainties and the need to 

avoid piecemeal development delivery of 50 dwellings over the plan period is 

questionable. We suggest this site be removed. 

18. The potential housing sites identified in the DMP under Area 2b (Reigate) suggest a 

contribution of approximately of 105 dwellings. It is clear from the above analysis that 

105 dwellings would not meet the test of deliver as these sites are currently 

unavailable and are unlikely to be achievable within the time period of the DMP.

19. The importance of considering both the delivery and timing of the release of these 

sites recognise the impact the loss or delay of these dwellings would have on the 

housing needs of the sub-area of Reigate and the need for the DMP to acknowledge 

this within its phasing of urban extension sites under Policy MLS1.

20. The Councils January 2018 Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 

(HELAA) says that a site can be considered available for development, when there is 

confidence that there are no legal or ownership problems. “Sites should be: 

immediately available; be in a suitable location; and be achievable with a realistic and 

viable prospect for development that can be delivered within five years” (Para 2.30 

Appendix 1 Draft Methodology). 



21. The Council have not confirmed formally that the Policy RE12 Town Hall, Reigate 

car park is surplus to requirements and the HELAA assessment (RC22) only suggests a 

figure of 23 flats. Policy RE12 also allocates the site for 1500sqm of office space. The 

sites availability and achievability to deliver 23/25 flats is uncertain as there are 

competing uses for the site.

22. The HELAA Site RC04 51-57 Albert Road North and Site Land at 50 and 61 Albert 

Road North Reigate are both rejected due to availability; contamination and residential 

amenity . These sites are not considered developable. Policy RE13 in the DMP suggests 

50 new homes are deliverable on these sites contrary to their own HELAA. The Policy 

RE13 site should be removed from the DMP

23. The HELAA Site RC76 Pool House, Reigate was rejected on deliverability grounds as 

the sites availability is uncertain. This site forms a proportion of the proposed Policy 

RE11 site which suggests approximately 25 new homes can be delivered from this site. 

Over half this site identified under Policy RE11has not been assessed in the HELAA. 

However, given the assessment of Site RC76 and the requirements to retain, replace or 

relocate the existing use of this site under Policy RE11 suggests its availability remains 

a significant constraint on the sites housing delivery. The Policy RE11 site should 

therefore be removed from the DMP.

Policy SSW7: Hartswood Nursery, Reigate

24. Hartswood Nursery is allocated for housing as a Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE) 

in the DMP. The Core Strategy defined 3 areas of search for SUEs

• East Redhill & Merstham.

• South/ South west Reigate 

• Horley.

 

25. Land parcels within these areas of search were subject to various planning 

assessments and from a chosen shortlist the Council allocated some SUE sites for 

development:

• “Reserve Urban Extension sites will be taken out of the Green Belt, and included 

within the urban area( my emphasis)

• A policy for each site has been prepared, confirming the amount and type of 

development that would be acceptable on the site, and any design and mitigation 

measures required to make the development acceptable

• A policy (Policy MLS1) is also included setting out the trigger points for development 

of sites (consistent with the Core Strategy, which links development to when the 

Council cannot demonstrate a five year supply of housing) and a system of 

prioritisation and phasing.” ( DMP Para 4.4.15)

26. It is the order of the release of SUE sites under Policy MLS1 Phasing of urban 

extension sites which we object to.

27. The Order of the SUE sites proposed under Policy MLS1 fail to consider the 

advantages in placing the Hartswood Nursery site top of or near the top of the SUE list.

28. The first three sites proposed for release under Policy MLS1 are SEH4, NWH2 and 

NWH1 are all sites within the sub-area of Horley. The release of these 3 sites would 

deliver 165 dwellings before any other sites in the Borough could be released. In 

addition a further 100 dwellings would be released on the forth site ERW1in Redhill. In 

total around 265 units in Horley and Redhill would need to be delivered before any 

dwellings could be released from SUE sites within the Reigate sub-area. This does not 

accord with the housing needs evidence within the SHMA were accessible and 

affordability for housing in the Borough is at its most acute.

29. As the Core Strategy states in par 7.4.7 the DMP “The DMP will take account of site 

specific factors in allocating and phasing sustainable urban extension sites for 

development”.

30. We have established Hartswood Nursery is identified within the Councils 

Brownfield Register (Dec 2017) and that the HELAA reference SPW08 defines the site 

as a former nursery with derelict structures and a residential dwelling. It also states 

“Part of the site is previously developed and therefore there may be potential to 

develop part of the site in line with paragraph 89 of the NPPF” ( see  bullet point five of 

para 89 NPPF) 

31. The Hartswood Nursery site is well contained on all sides with Castle Rd to the 

north; to the east is Dovers Green Road; south are the properties of 150 and 158a 

adjacent to a private road serving a school and on the western boundary is an existing 

tree and shrub belt covering over half its length.

32. The proposed phasing in Policy MLS1 favours larger sites for housing release such 

as NWH1 and ERM1 (75 and 100 dwellings respectively) before smaller SUE sites or 

released. The order of these sites release assume that any identified five year housing 

supply shortfall will need the scale of development proposed on these sites. It would 

difficult and unrealistic to suggest that an application would be submitted on part of 

these sites should the shortfall be less than 75 or 100 dwellings. However under Policy 

MSL1 they would still have to be released before any smaller site could be considered. 

Two of the smallest sites available under Policy MLS1 are both off Castle Rd, Reigate. 

Hartswood Nursery is a I ha site allocated for around 25 family and affordable 

dwellings.

33. The government’s aim is to deliver a wide choice of high quality homes and boost 

significantly the supply of housing. Local authorities should use their evidence base to 

ensure that their Local Plan meets the full objectively assessed needs for market and 

affordable housing in the housing market area.

34. The NPPF state in paragraph 50:

“To deliver a wide choice of high quality homes, widen opportunities for home 

ownership and create sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities, local planning 

authorities should:

• plan for a mix of housing based on current and future demographic trends, market 

trends and the needs of different groups in the community;

• Identify the size, type, tenure and range of housing that is required in particular 

locations, reflecting local demand”.

35. Policy MLS1 does not deliver a wide choice of sites based on current and future 

demographic and market trends; it doesn’t meet the identified needs within the 

Reigate sub-area nor reflect local demand as evidenced through its out of date SHMA.

36. As currently proposed the Phasing of urban extension sites is unjustified as it is not 

the most appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable alternatives as 

evidenced in support of the early release of Hartswood Nursery.

37. The release of Hartswood Nursery should be one of the first two sites to be 

released for the following reasons:

38. The site is well contained within the existing urban fabric of Reigate, with well 

contained and defensible boundaries on all sides.

40. The site is included within the Councils Brownfield Register (Ref: RBBCBL052)

41. The Councils HELAA of Hartswood Nursery except that part of the site and arguably 

a large proportion of its curtilage has the potential to support development in line with 

paragraph 89 bullet point five in the NPPF i.e. limited infilling or the partial or complete 

redevelopment of previously developed sites, which would not have a greater impact 

on the openness of the Green Belt and the purpose of including land within it. 

42. The Reigate sub-area is the least affordable area in the Borough and has the 

greatest need for private family and affordable housing. Policy MSL1 has prioritised the 

areas of Horley and Redhill with around 265 units proposed before any SUE site can be 

released for the Reigate area. Hartswood Nursery provides the opportunity to deliver 

much needed housing for the Reigate area especially when the evidence of delivery for 

the Councils Urban and Opportunity sites for Reigate has been criticized. Even the sites 

that offer some potential are competing with alternative uses (i.e.RE12 possible 23 

flats) and are likely to deliver flats whilst the greater need is private and affordable 

housing.
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Director Yes MLS1 Yes No Yes The Policy is not positively prepared in that it fails to provide the necessary certainty 

that the site will be released for development in the plan period. The reliance on 

Annual Monitoring Reports does not provide an appropriate forum to enable RBBC to 

collaborate with those able to deliver housing. There is a concern that it will restrict 

housing delivery.

The RBBC Core Strategy (adopted 2014) plans for the delivery of at least 6,900 homes 

over the plan period

2012 – 2027, equating to an annual average provision of 460 dwellings per year. Of 

these, at least 5,800

dwellings will be delivered within urban areas, with a particular emphasis on ‘priority 

areas’ identified within

Policy CS6.

3.2. The Council has also made provision for ‘Sustainable Urban Extensions’, based on 

a future assessment of

the potential with identified areas of search. These sites include areas of land in the 

Green Belt. These

are (in order of priority):

§ Countryside beyond the Green Belt adjoining the urban area of Horley;

§ East of Redhill and East of Merstham;

§ South and South West of Reigate.

3.3. The adopted housing target, however, remains a minimum. The Inspector’s 

Report into the Examination of

the Core Strategy, published in January 2014, found that the “full objectively assessed 

need for housing

over the plan period is an annual average of between about 600 and 640 dwellings, 

giving a total of 9,000

– 9,600 dwellings over the plan period” and further made the point that “there is 

potential for up to 7,400

dwellings to be delivered over the plan period (5,800 from the urban areas, up to 200 

from around Horley

and up to 1,400 from two Green Belt Sustainable Urban Extensions”).

3.4. Crucially, the Inspector noted that “even delivery of the higher figure of 7,400 

dwellings would be some

Yes Yes Miller Homes and Thakeham Homes are 

the lead promoters of one of the largest 

Sustainable Urban Extensions in the DMP 

and therefore it is essential that they are 

able to represent the site as part of any 

relevant examination hearings, particularly 

due to the comments made in the 

representation.

1,600-2,200 dwellings short of fully meeting the borough’s objectively assessed 

housing needs”.

3.5. RBBC has planned for the delivery of 6,900 dwellings; 500 fewer than the 7,400 

dwellings the Inspector

considered possible. This remains fewer still than RBBC’s full objectively assessed need 

for 9,600

dwellings. RBBC is therefore an ‘exporting authority’ with respect to housing needs. To 

meet the objectives

of the NPPF, RBBC should be making every effort to ensure that the Local Plan is 

meeting the full,

objectively assessed needs for both market and affordable housing within its housing 

market area. This

will require positive planning that ensure at the very least the annualised housing 

target can be met over

the life of the plan.

Housing Trajectory

3.6. The DMP includes a Housing Trajectory (Annex 7) which outlines where housing 

will come from over the

life of the plan. This is reflective of the Housing Trajectory included within Appendix 2 

of the Core Strategy

(adopted in 2014).

Both housing trajectories include an allowance for windfall delivery over the life of the 

plan. This is standard

practice and can be included where compelling evidence exists that such sites have 

consistently become

available in the local area and will continue to provide a reliable source of supply. The 

Core Strategy upon

its adoption in 2014 allowed for 50 units per year, over a 14 year period (2013/14 - 

2026/27), amounting to

700 units. The DMP has again made provision for 700 units, but over an 8 year period 

(2019/20 – 2026/27),

equating to 75 units per year (other than for 25 units in the 2018/19 monitoring 

period). This amendment to

the housing trajectory places a significant reliance on the delivery of units via windfall 

sites. It would instead

be a more positive strategy to utilise known SUEs to provide this supply. This would 

result in a more

consistent supply of housing over the plan period by ensuring a rolling supply of 

deliverable sites, and

therefore reduce the risk of RBBC not meeting the needs of the local community.

3.8. The revised housing trajectory in the DMP includes a projection of the minimum 

housing target for the

Borough. The trajectory indicates that year on year the projected supply will be around 

the level of this

target of 460 dwellings per annum. The housing trajectory does not indicate any 

aspiration by RBBC to

exceed this minimum in any way. As set out in the Inspectors Report into the Core 

Strategy, the housing

target for RBBC does not meet their full need and therefore the Council should be 

striving to deliver as

much sustainable housing development as possible, rather than only meeting the 

minimum requirement.

The allocation of sufficient sites to be delivered in the early stages of the plan period, 

will ensure that the

minimum requirement is delivered and exceeded and protect the housing supply 

against no implementation

of sites. The amendment of RBBC’s policies to reflect a more positive plan making 

stance

and the need to significantly boost housing supply as advocated by the NPPF should be 

seriously

considered by the Council.

Other Sustainable Urban Extensions

3.9. The total number of Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUEs) currently totals 1,005 

units, however the DMP

trajectory currently accounts for 724 units1.

3.10. Policy MLS1 has identified an order for the release of all 11 SUEs. These are as 

follows:

§ SEH4 – Land off The Close and Haroldslea Drive, Horley (40 units)

§ NWH2 – Land at Bonehurst Road, Horley (40 units)

§ NWH1 – Land at Meath Green Lane (75 units)

§ ERM1 – Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill (100 units)

§ SSW6 – Land West of Castle Drive (10 units)

§ SSW7 – Hartswood Nursery, Reigate (25 units)

§ ERM5 – Oakley Farm, Merstham (95 units)

§ ERM4 – Land South of Bletchingley Road (50 units)

§ SSW2 – Land at Sandcross Lane, South Park, Reigate (260 units)

§ SSW9 – Dovers Farm, Woodhatch, Reigate (100 units)

ERM2/3 – Land West of Copyhold Works and Former Copyhold Works (210 units)

3.11. Land at Sandcross Lane is the largest of all Sustainable Urban Extension sites and 

is eighth in the order of

release in accordance with Policy MLS1. At present, eight other sites, totalling 435 

units, will be required

to come forward before it can be “released”.

3.12. Unlike other identified sites, Land at Sandcross Lane is not reliant upon other 

sites being delivered and is

controlled by Miller Homes and Thakeham Homes who have a good track record of 

delivering high quality,

sustainable development.

3.13. It is onerous for the site to wait for the sequential release of other sites before it 

too can be developed,

especially considering that there is no guarantee others are deliverable. Should RBBC in 

the future be

unable to demonstrate a 5 Year Housing Land Supply, deliverable sites will be required 

to supplement the

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1488/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


housing supply. The process of monitoring and release, as set out further below is 

unlikely to address any

shortfall in the required timeframe. It is therefore in the interests of RBBC to prioritise 

the delivery of Land

at Sandcross Lane which is available and deliverable now.

Monitoring of Housing Supply

3.14. The DMP states that SUEs will be released upon an identified shortfall in the 

Council’s Five Year Housing

Land Supply. This will be determined through the Council’s Annual Monitoring Reports 

to address a

shortfall plus a margin of 5% (as required by the NPPF).

3.15. The Council determining its own supply shortfall is a somewhat subjective 

exercise and is not a constructive

test to ensure that required units of housing will be released. This also relies upon 

RBBC remaining up-to date

with their annual monitoring processes. It is also a reactionary approach rather than a 

proactive drive

to facilitate the delivery of housing. This can be aided by allocating sites for immediate 

release or by

specifying the latest point in the plan period that the sites will be released. This gives 

certainty to

developers, allowing preparatory work and processes to commence until delivery.

3.16. Whilst it is our view the phasing element of Policy MLS1 should be removed, if it 

considered acceptable, it

is vital that the DMP includes a policy for each site, as well as a timeline detailing when 

sites will be released.

If the mechanism for the release of sites is reactionary at a stage at which RBBC is 

unable to demonstrate

a five year housing land supply, delivery will not be immediate as it will be necessary to 

work up a planning

application (12 – 18 months), obtain planning consent (further 3 – 6 months) and 

implement the consent (6

– 12 months). This is likely to delay delivery of any units by at least 2-3 years, whilst 

there still being a

housing shortfall. There needs to be some certainty from the DMP when the sites will 

come forward so that

all parties can prepare to implement the allocations accordingly. Without further 

clarity on the timescale for

release of sites the DMP cannot be considered to reflect the presumption in favour of 

sustainable

development or core principles of the NPPF include the need to plan positively and 

proactively and boost

the supply of housing.

3.17. To summarise the comments made on Policy MLS1, Thakeham and Miller 

support the principle of Sustainable Urban Extensions but object to phasing element of 

this policy as this is not positively prepared

or in line with the NPPF. This element of the policy should be removed.

3.18. Notwithstanding the above, if RBBC consider that the phasing of sites must 

remain, this should be amended

to:

§ Remove priority list

§ Provide a policy for each site with a clear timeline for release

Delivery timeframes

3.19. On the basis of the above, and in the interests of positive planning, the Land at 

Sandcross Lane should be

considered for immediate release on adoption of the DMP. By releasing the site 

immediately, the following

indicative timetable for delivery would be achievable:

§ Site release – 2018/19

§ Planning application progressed (Outline, then Detailed Reserved Matters) – 2019-

2021

§ Pre-Commencement Conditions – 2021

§ Commencement on site – 2021/22

§ Delivery of Housing – 2021 to 2023

3.20. This would ensure that any failure to meet their housing target, as projected in 

2021/22 by the RBBC trajectory (Annex 7 of the DMP), can be addressed through the 

delivery of Land at Sandcross Lane.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0378

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Christopher 

John

Kelly RBBC\Represe

ntor\0378

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS1 No No Yes The Development Management Plan fails to satisfy the National Planning Policy 

Framework, Chapter 9 (Protecting Green Belt Land). In particular the framework in its 

current form fails to demonstrate the necessity of the release of an Urban Extension 

Site. It is also unsound, in that the policy of using the five year supply of housing to 

trigger the release of green belt land is not likely to be effective in ensuring green belt 

land is released only when necessary. It leaves open a conflict of interest which is likely 

to be manipulated to force the introduction of a new urban extension site under policy 

MLS1, earlier than when such a site is, de facto, necessary.  If a developer, who owns 

one of the sites listed in policy MLS1, also owns either a Town Centre Site Allocation, 

an Urban Site Allocation, or another brownfield site in Reigate & Banstead not listed in 

the policy, and such a brownfield site is scheduled for development in the 5 - 10 year 

timescale, then it would be financially advantageous for the developer to delay the 

introduction of the site into the five year housing plan in order to force the 

introduction of the Urban Extension Site. Similar conflicts of interest will apply where 

two owning developers are related parties (extending the FCA definition).

An additional paragraph should be added to policy MLS1:  Any Urban Extension Site 

listed in 2b. will not be released if it is owner by a developer who also owns a site 

named on the Brownfield Register, scheduled to be developed, but not yet brought 

in to the five year supply of housing. This rule will also apply if the developer owning 

the site named on the Brownfield Register is a related party to the developer 

owning the Urban Extension Site in 2b.

No No
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Surrey County 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0024

Spatial 

Planning 

Team

Ms Katharine Harison Surrey County 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

089

Spatial 

Planning 

Team

Yes MLS1 The county council supports the proposed phasing of the urban extension sites in 

Policy MLS1, particularly ordering the ERM2/3 Copyhold site last on this list of sites.

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0039.
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Email Ms Katharine Harrison RBBC\Represe

ntor\0039

Surrey County 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0024

Spatial 

Planning 

Team

Ms Katharine Harison Surrey County 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

089

Spatial 

Planning 

Team

Yes MLS1 We support the link to the operation of the landfill site to Policy MLS1. We suggest 

that the wording is changed from “ensure that the landfill sites operation is not 

compromised” to “ensure that the efficient operation of the landfill site is not 

compromised” to give greater assurance that the impact of any development on the 

Copyhold site will have minimal impact on the operation of the landfill.

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0040.
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Email Mrs & Mrs Sandra & June Harker & 

Heaysman

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0040

N/A N/A N/A Mr John Montgomery Tanner & 

Tilley 

Development 

Consultants

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

094

Yes MLS1 No Allocation need to take into account the new methodology for assessing OAN which 

will require either more sites to be released or for higher densities on allocated sites. 

Given the need to release more sites at an earlier stage Site SEH4 should be reclassified 

as an Urban Site Allocation. Following the development at Haroldslea Drive the site is 

effectively part of the urban area and is deliverable now.

The Regulation 18 version of the DMP allocated some 2.3 ha of land for development 

with a density range of 20 to 40 dph. The actual allocation was 30 dph equating to 70 

dwellings. 

The allocation currently proposed reduces the area by the exclusion of Woodside 

Works and the stable building to the Riding School. The Site area is, however stated to 

be 2.4 ha although the number of dwelling proposed is reduced to 40. The deplorable 

area is actually slightly larger than shown (it includes the earth bank between the 

allocation and Woodside Works giving a correct area of 2.6ha.

At a density of 30 dph the site should deliver 78 dwellings

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0146.

33

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0146

Tadworth and 

Walton RA

RBBC\Organis

ation\0019

N/A Mrs Gillian Hein TWRA RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

102

Vice Chairman Yes MLS1 Yes Yes Yes We support this policy but with an additional policy to ensure the proper planning of 

the larger sites. We assume that there is no phasing requirement for the smaller sites 

proposed for development.

It is unclear how the Council will meet the government’s likely target for small sites 

4) A planning brief should have been agreed with the Council prior to the 

submission of a planning application to ensure that all the required infrastructure, 

affordable housing  and facilities required on the site will be provided, including the 

Government requirement for small site developments.

(policies 4 and 5 will require renumbering)

Reason

Particularly if sites have to be brought forward earlier than anticipated, it is 

essential that a planning brief has been prepared by the Council and agreed with 

the developer. This will enable the developer to provide, for example, the affordable 

housing element and infrastructure required and could affect the amount paid for 

the land if there is to be a viable development.

It will also allow arrangements to be made for the provision of smaller 

developments within the sites to meet Government requirements. 

No Probably This is an important issue and in the case of 

the larger urban extension sites, it is 

important to ensure they are properly 

planned.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4475/rbbc_representor_0039
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4475/rbbc_representor_0039
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4337/rbbc_representor_0040
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Associate 

Partner

Yes MLS1 Yes No Yes The draft plan allocates the site under Policy NWH1 Land at Meath Green Lane, Horley 

as a Sustainable Urban Extension, consistent with Policy MLS1 in the event that the 

Council does not have a 5 year housing land supply. This allocation is supported and it 

is appropriate that this land is brought forward for development in advance of the 

other sites in policy MLS1, which are within the Green Belt to comply with policy CS6. 

The policy is generally justified. It is considered that this particular land (which was 

considered in the HELAA under site references HW06, HW07 and HW43) should be 

brought forward to a firm and certain timetable. As an allocated site, it is clear that 

development would be deliverable in the short term. The Reigate & Banstead Borough 

Core Strategy acknowledges that development opportunities within the urban area are 

likely to become more limited in relation to housing provision beyond 2022. This 

indicates that, consequently, the 5 year housing land supply provision may not be 

assured from 2022 onwards. As such, this site and others shortlisted in Policy MLS1 

should be timetabled for residential development on a specific date within the plan 

period, aligned with the housing trajectory to ensure a continued 5 year housing land 

supply and to provide certainty for developers regarding when the land is likely to be 

available for development. Understandably, developers need to plan ahead and this 

lack of certainty could result in unnecessary delays in the delivery of the allocations. 

This approach would be a positive step which could help ensure that the 5 year 

housing land supply is maintained, rather than waiting for the housing land supply to 

fall below 5 years and then reacting to this annually following the publication of the 

Housing Monitor. It is further considered that this site represents an opportunity to 

deliver a proportion of self-build plots and/or accommodation suitable for the elderly, 

such as bungalows. There is no such provision within the entire North West Sector and 

allocation of the site for this specific use, upon adoption of the plan (as opposed to 

following the trigger of a lack of 5 year housing land supply), would meet an identified 

need and lead to more balanced communities. For this reason the site should be 

allocated for development now. Issues/constraints identified both in the 

This site and others shortlisted in Policy MLS1 should be timetabled for residential 

development on a specific date within the plan period, aligned with the housing 

trajectory to ensure a continued 5 year housing land supply and to provide certainty 

for developers regarding when the land is likely to be available for development. In 

this regard policy CS6 sets out that the 5 year housing land supply cannot be 

assured from 2022. Therefore the site could be allocated for development from this 

date. It is further considered that this site represents an opportunity to deliver a 

proportion of self-build plots and/or accommodation suitable for the elderly, such 

as bungalows. There is no such provision within the entire North West Sector and 

allocation of the site for this specific use, upon adoption of the plan (as opposed to 

following the trigger of a lack of 5 year housing land supply), would meet an 

identified need and lead to more balanced communities. For this reason the site 

could be allocated for development now. It is submitted that access onto Meath 

Green Lane from this site should be acceptable, providing it does not act as a 

conduit for vehicular access from the North West Sector onto Meath Green Lane. It 

is considered that the policy should be more flexible and allow for vehicular access 

either from Meath Green Lane or the North West Sector, providing that the access 

is safe and does not create rat running. Pedestrian connectivity across the site and 

with the North West Sector can be achieved in either situation. This flexibility would 

ensure that the allocation is more deliverable in the long run and that the policy is 

effective. It is considered that the final bullet point should be amended to read “To 

prevent rat running, vehicular access to the site should either be gained from the 

North West Sector access points/link roads or Meath Green Lane. If access is gained 

from both, then suitable measures must be incorporated to prevent the through 

flow of vehicular traffic from the North West Sector to Meath Green Lane.”

No Yes To convey representations to the Inspector

Explanation to Policy NWH1 and previously in the draft Regulation 18 plan include 

flood risk due to the proximity to the Burstow Stream; impact on listed buildings and 

archaeology; and the delivery of the north west sector. These are resolvable as 

evidenced by the proposed formal allocation. As only the northern part of the 

proposed allocation adjoining the Burstow Stream is within the floodplain, the 

remainder of the site (3.3 ha) can be developed. The land within the floodplain would 

enable completion of the Riverside Green Chain, which would become publicly 

accessible and also provide a buffer to the Green Belt beyond. This constraint is 

therefore more of an opportunity. The impact on the setting of listed buildings can be 

adequately incorporated within a development proposal, particularly a low density 

one. Any development proposal on this site would need to incorporate an 

archaeological assessment and methodology to be agreed with the Surrey 

Archaeological Unit. The development of the North West Sector and delivery of the 

associated infrastructure has commenced and therefore this is less of a constraint. All 

of the land owners are supportive of the allocation and willing to make their land 

available. The conceptual masterplan within the Regulation 18 Consultation is 

considered appropriate in terms of the density of development, proposed public space 

and access points onto Meath Green Lane. The policy states that vehicular access 

should not be from Meath Green Lane and primary highway access should be through 

the North West Sector to prevent rat running. Access to Meath Green Lane should be 

acceptable in line with the recent decision by Reigate & Banstead Borough Council at 

the nearby Landens site (Application no: 14/02124/F). This consisted of the 

development of 38 dwellings consisting of refurbishment of existing farm buildings to 

form 9 new dwellings and construction of 29 new dwellings, and was specifically 

directed to provide access to Meath Green Lane by Surrey County Council Highways 

Department instead of the North West Sector access roads. It was found that traffic 

volumes would not be increased beyond safe levels in the Highways Department 

consultation. In this case, safe access 

could be provided allowing visibility some distance along Meath Green Lane, both in 

the leading and trailing directions due to the site’s relationship with the road. It is 

submitted that access onto Meath Green Lane from this site should be acceptable, 

providing it does not act as a conduit for vehicular access from the North West Sector 

onto Meath Green Lane. It is considered that the policy should be more flexible and 

allow for vehicular access either from Meath Green Lane or the North West Sector, 

providing that the access is safe and does not create rat running. Pedestrian 

connectivity across the site and with the North West Sector can be achieved in either 

situation. This flexibility would ensure that the allocation is more deliverable in the 

long run and that the policy is effective.
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ntor\0031

N/A N/A N/A Mr Julian Sharpe White & Sons RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

114

Associate 

Partner

Yes MLS1 Yes No Yes Policy MLS1 ‘Phasing of Urban Extension Sites’ is aimed at continuing the delivery of 

housing and the five year supply of specific deliverable sites. Part 1 states that this will 

be achieved by releasing extensions through the annual monitoring process. However 

this suggests a reactive approach, whereas paragraph 47 of the NPPF stresses that 

local planning authorities should use their evidence base to ensure their Local Plan 

meets the full, objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing over the 

plan period. Also for such housing, paragraph 47 requires that a housing trajectory for 

the plan period should be prepared together with an implementation strategy 

describing how local planning authority will maintain delivery of a five year supply of 

housing to meet their housing target.

The Policy should be rephrased to reflect an approach that seeks to maintain the 

supply consistently, and in line with these requirements (Paragraph 47 of NPPF), 

and use of the urban extension sites in the order given in advance of the following 

year’s identification of a lack of supply, rather than allowing shortfalls to occur 

before the next publication of the housing monitor. Such a policy for release of 

sufficient land would be more positive and proactive, whilst ensuring a rolling 

programme of delivery where the five year supply is met, to give the public and 

developers certainty.

No Yes To convey representations to the Inspector
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Associate 

Partner

Yes MLS1 Yes Yes Yes The draft plan allocates under Policy SEH4 Land off The Close and Haroldslea Drive as a 

Sustainable Urban Extension, consistent with Policy MLS1 in the event that the Council 

does not have a 5 year housing land supply. This allocation is supported and it is 

appropriate that this land is brought forward for development in advance of the other 

sites in policy MLS1, which are within the Green Belt to comply with policy CS6. The 

policy is generally justified. As an allocated site, it is clear that development would be 

deliverable in the short term. The Reigate & Banstead Borough Core Strategy 

acknowledges that development opportunities within the urban area are likely to 

become more limited in relation to housing provision beyond 2022. This indicates that, 

consequently, the 5 year housing land supply provision may not be assured from 2022 

onwards. As such, this site and others shortlisted in Policy MLS1 should be timetabled 

for residential development on a specific date within the plan period, aligned with the 

housing trajectory to ensure a continued 5 year housing land supply and to provide 

certainty for developers regarding when the land is likely to be available for 

development. Understandably, developers need to plan ahead and this lack of 

certainty could result in unnecessary delays in the delivery of the allocations. This 

approach would be a positive step which could help ensure that the 5 year housing 

land supply is maintained, rather than waiting for the housing land supply to fall below 

5 years and then reacting to this annually following the publication of the Housing 

Monitor.

This site and others shortlisted in Policy MLS1 should be timetabled for residential 

development on a specific date within the plan period, aligned with the housing 

trajectory to ensure a continued 5 year housing land supply and to provide certainty 

for developers regarding when the land is likely to be available for development. In 

this regard policy CS6 sets out that the 5 year housing land supply cannot be 

assured from 2022. Therefore the site could be allocated for development from this 

date.

No No
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Associate 

Partner

Yes MLS1 Yes Yes Yes Policy MLS1 ‘Phasing of Urban Extension Sites’ is aimed at continuing the delivery of 

housing and the five year supply of specific deliverable sites. Part 1 states that this will 

be achieved by releasing extensions through the annual monitoring process. However 

this suggests a reactive approach, whereas paragraph 47 of the NPPF stresses that 

local planning authorities should use their evidence base to ensure their Local Plan 

meets the full, objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing over the 

plan period. Also for such housing, paragraph 47 requires that a housing trajectory for 

the plan period should be prepared together with an implementation strategy 

describing how local planning authority will maintain delivery of a five year supply of 

housing to meet their housing target.

The Policy should be rephrased to reflect an approach that seeks to maintain the 

supply consistently, and in line with these requirements (Paragraph 47 of NPPF), 

and use of the urban extension sites in the order given in advance of the following 

year’s identification of a lack of supply, rather than allowing shortfalls to occur 

before the next publication of the housing monitor. Such a policy for release of 

sufficient land would be more positive and proactive, whilst ensuring a rolling 

programme of delivery where the five year supply is met, to give the public and 

developers certainty.

No No
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Yes MLS1 Yes Yes, subject

to a

modification.

Yes Objective PS3 of the emerging plan states that sites will be allocated across the 

Borough consistent with the Core Strategy and the principles of sustainable 

development. On the basis of the foregoing, the principle of providing an urban 

extension to the east of

Merstham has been established through preparation of the Core Strategy. The 

allocation of land at Oakley Farm, through Policy ERM5 which would be entirely 

consistent with the approach set out in Core Strategy Policy CS8. As such we are 

supportive of the overall approach and aims of Objective PS3. The Council’s allocation 

of the site in Proposed Submission Development Management Plan reflects the 

suitability of the site for development in the manner proposed. Whilst we support the 

principle of the allocation, we object to the position of the site in the hierarchy having 

regard to its intended release/phasing.

Conclusion: One of the key aims of the NPPF is to, inter alia, boost significantly the 

supply of housing. Furthermore, paragraph 15 of the NPPF states: “Policies in Local 

Plans should follow the approach of the presumption in favour of sustainable 

development so that it is clear that development which is sustainable can be approved 

without delay…” (our emphasis)

The Government has made it clear that the Sedgefield approach to dealing with any 

undersupply is adopted. In addition to this the February 2017 white paper entitled 

‘Fixing our broken housing market’ highlights the scale of housebuilding needed in 

England. It states that England needs to be from 225,000 to 275,000 or more homes a 

year to keep up with population growth and years of undersupply. The above all serve 

to demonstrate the Government seeks to ensure that such a boost to housing supply is 

delivered in a timely manner.

Against the above background, including on the basis of the Council’s technical work 

underpinning the adopted Core Strategy, there are no known constraints to bringing 

the ERM5 (Oakley Farm) site forward as a housing allocation through preparation of 

the

Development Management DPD. Both paragraphs 157 and 182 of the NPPF ensure 

Local Plans are positively prepared. Such a

Yes Yes To explain further soundness failings of the 

plan.

short term allocation of Oakley Farm, a site which is available and constraint free, 

would be a more proactive approach to boosting the supply of both market and 

affordable housing and doing so without delay.

We trust the above comments are of assistance in producing a revised version of the 

Local Plan for a subsequent Regulation 19 consultation and await confirmation of 

receipt of our representations in due course. In addition, we welcome the opportunity 

to meet with you in order to discuss the suitability of the site as a housing allocation 

and the overall masterplan approach to be adopted, including in relation to the 

detailed policy wording.

ALSO ATTACHED:

- Indicative master plan

- Reg 18 comments
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Yes MLS1 Yes Yes, subject

to a

modification.

Yes Our principal area of objection relates to Draft Policy MLS1 and the order in which the 

site would be released in order to contribute to an identified need for housing. 

Policy Response: As outlined in the Regulation 18 consultation response we are 

supportive of the general approach to the prioritisation of the urban extension 

allocations as set out in the emerging policy.

As to the overarching principle of only releasing the Green Belt sites on the basis of a 

lack of five year supply; it is self-evident that in order to boost housing supply to 

improve the Council’s five year housing land supply, those sites to be released can 

come forward in the short term. As such there should not be any potential objections. 

This principle is endorsed by Footnote 11 of the NPPF and the ‘Wainhomes judgement’ 

that require sites to be available now in order for them to be considered deliverable.

We are of the view that the Oakley Farm site should be allocated for residential 

development regardless of the Council’s five year housing land supply, including on the 

basis that there are no known constraints to bringing the site forward in the short 

term, thus

contributing to meeting the identified need for market and affordable housing in the 

early part of the current five year period.

As mentioned, delivery of the site in the short term would also provide a significant, 

and much needed boost to affordable housing numbers in the Borough.

Since 2012, the Council has consistently failed to meet its affordable housing target in 

the 2012 SHMA annual target. The scale of the shortfall (against the need/target 

requirement) is set out in Table 1 below: SEE TABLE

It is clear from the above table that there is a significant shortfall in the supply of 

affordable housing. With market housing when a Local Plan is adopted any deficit or 

surplus is ‘wiped clean’ and the position is started anew. However, the Local 

Authority’s housing register and the associated demand for affordable housing cannot 

just be ‘reset’. As such there is, and still will be, a significant shortfall in the provision 

of affordable housing within the borough. 

Yes

Therefore, the emerging Local Plan, and such planning decisions, must seek to address 

this shortfall in a timely and proactive manner.

Before one critiques the order of potential reserve sites it is necessary to look at the 

Core Strategy.

Policy CS6 entitled ‘Allocation of land for development’ of the Core Strategy (adopted 

in 2014) states, inter alia:

“3. The Council will allocate land beyond the current urban area for sustainable urban 

extensions, based on an assessment of the potential within the following broad areas 

of search (in order of priority):

a. Countryside beyond the Green Belt adjoining the urban area of Horley

b. East of Redhill and East of Merstham

c. South and South West of Reigate

Sites beyond the current urban area will be released for development in accordance 

with Policy CS13 and detailed phasing policies within the DMP.”

Policy CS13 entitled Housing Delivery states, inter alia:

“4. Sites for sustainable urban extensions within the broad areas of search set out in 

policy CS6 will be released when such action is necessary to maintain a five year supply 

of deliverable sites (based on the residual annual housing requirement). The phasing of 

sustainable urban extension sites will be set out in the DMP and will take account of 

strategic infrastructure requirements.”

The Core Strategy makes it clear that priority will be given to geographic broad areas of 

search with the top priority being given to land adjoining Horley. Secondly, land east of 

Merstham with the lowest priority given to land south and south west of Reigate.

Consideration is also given to overall infrastructure requirements.

Draft Policy MLS1 of the DMP lists the following sites for release in the following order:

i. SEH4 and NWH2 (Land at Bonehurst Road, Horley)

ii. NWH1 (Land at Meath Lane, Horley) [subject to access from North West

Sector)

iii. ERM1 (land at Hillsbrow, Redhill)

iv. SSW6 (Land west of Castle Drive)

v. SSW7 (Hartswood Nursery) and

vi. ERM5 (Oakley Farm).

Based solely on the geographic areas of search; Sites (i) and (ii) adjoin the settlement 

of Horley and as such are in accordance with the Core Strategy Policy as does site (iii). 

However Sites (iv) and (v), in terms of a geographic area are located to the south of 

Reigate

as shown over the page: SEE IMAGE

In geographic terms the Oakley Farm site, which is on land to the east of Merstham 

should be ranked in at least position 3 or 4 above sites SSW6 and SSW7. 

Notwithstanding the above inaccuracy in the Council’s order for release one must give 

consideration to the potential issues and objections that a sites deliverability may face. 

The Site Proformas within the emerging DMP contain a range of information on each 

of the proposed sites that, inter alia, set out the potential issues each of the sites face.

Land at Bonehurst Road, Horley.

Firstly, the northern section of Site NWH2 (Land at Bonehurst Road, Horley) is located 

in Flood Zones 2 and 3. As such any development may face significant flooding, and 

foul and surface water drainage issues in both its design and implementation. Such 

drainage and flooding issues are also likely to significantly constrain the total 

deliverable area that would therefore restrict the sites yield. Moreover, there is an 

issue in relation to the need to undertake an appropriate sequential test.

Furthermore, this site is located adjacent to a Grade I Listed Building (Cambridge 

Hotel) and its Grade II Listed curtilage. Such heritage constraints will also impact upon 

the sites deliverability as sufficient buffer zones will need to be designed into the 

scheme thereby

further reducing the sites overall yield.

The proforma within the draft Local Plan refers to the Cambridge Hotel as being a 

Grade I Listed Building. The Historic England listing appears to have the building 

registered as a Grade II Listed Building. Regardless of whether the building is Grade I or 

II its listed is a

constraint of potential significance.

Land at Meath Green Lane, Horley

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1490/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1490/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


The Council’s proforma, firstly, acknowledges that the deliverability of the site is 

dependent upon the Meath Green development to the south. Furthermore, the 

northern section is located in Flood Zones 2 and 3 thereby potentially restricting 

development in this northern

section. Such a constraint would be likely to impact upon the sites overall yield. In 

addition to the sites reliance upon delivery of the Meath Green site, there are related 

flooding and drainage issues, there is also a Grade II Listed Buildings within the site 

and an

area of archaeology potential together with undesignated historic landscapes. Once a 

detailed scheme is drawn up to respect such heritage constraints there are likely to be 

significant buffer zones thereby limiting the sites yield further still.

Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill

The information within the emerging DMP states that the site is surrounded by belts of 

dense woodland, some of which is protected ancient woodland. In addition, there is a 

steep slope on the southern part of the site which is unsuitable for development and 

the site has known localised pockets of contamination.

When these numerous constraints are taken into account during the drafting of a 

detailed planning application there are likely to be delays in the deliverability of 

housing while the necessary remedial works are undertaken but also in the overall 

developable area that in

turn impacts upon the sites yield.

Land West of Castle Drive

The site is an unusual and potentially restrictive shape with known localised areas of 

surface water flooding. Reference is also made to a Grade II* Listed Building and how 

the approach drive to the building needs to be carefully considered. As a result it is 

likely that the sites surface water flooding issues will require a sufficient SUDS scheme. 

Together with the heritage issues and the sites unusual shape such constraints are 

likely to impact upon the overall developable area and subsequent yield.

Hartswood Nursery

The draft DMP proforma refers to potential contamination issues owing to the sites 

historical use. Secondly, there are a number of Grade II Listed Buildings which will 

require a buffer zone to retain their setting. Furthermore, the draft DMP allocation 

requires a buffer

zone with the common on the east to retain the rural setting. Such potential 

contamination issues and the need for several buffer zones indicate that the sites 

deliverability and overall yield are likely to be severally constrained.

Oakley Farm

The proforma within the draft DMP does acknowledge that there is a need for a buffer 

zone to a nearby Listed Building. However, the previously submitted illustrative 

masterplan has included an appropriate layout that would include such a buffer zone. 

In addition, and

importantly, there are no known drainage, flooding, contamination or arboriculture 

issues that would restrict the sites deliverability. On the contrary, the document 

acknowledges the proximity to the local centre and how the development could 

support the regeneration of

the Merstham Estate Local Centre.

Therefore, notwithstanding the inaccurate ordering in geographic terms, all of the sites 

above have potentially significant environmental, arboriculture, drainage and 

topographic issues. Such issues would impact upon the sites ability to deliver a boost 

to housing supply and do so in the short term.

It is evident therefore that, as set out in Footnote 11, in order to be considered 

deliverable sites need to be available now. The Oakley Farm site is well placed in 

relation to neighbouring facilities, is constraint free and as it is already subject to 

developer/housebuilder interest, would be available now for the short term delivery of 

market and affordable housing.
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Yes Sites not 

included 

within the 

DMP

Don't know No Don't know CONT BOX4: CONCLUSION

7.1 In view of the above considerations, it is considered that the DMP is not sound for 

various

reasons, detailed below.

7.2 The Plan only satisfies the minimum housing requirement of the Core Strategy, and 

not

the known fully objectively assessed need or the Government’s indicative figures and

previously identified following amendments to the NPPF that are imminent. The Plan is

therefore considered unsound as it is not flexible and does not take into consideration

new circumstances regarding housing needs which have arisen since the Core Strategy

was adopted in 2014.

7.3 In addition, the DMP cannot be considered to be effective because it is not flexible 

to deal

with changing circumstances. The Plan must be updated to accurately reflect the 

recent

change to national planning policy where, at present, it is currently not considered to 

be

consistent.

7.4 Finally, the DMP will not be “justified” of “effective” as there is extreme doubt over

deliverability where the Plan does not represent the most appropriate strategy.

7.5 The DMP must grasp sustainable opportunities to provide additional sustainable 

housing.

Hence, this Submission Statement promotes the site at Shrimps Field, Chipstead Lane

The DMP should be amended to allocate the site for housing. Yes Yes In order to explore the merits of the Council 

meeting their full OAN and the merits of 

this specific site.

for residential development. The site should be allocated for up to 120 new homes.

7.6 The NPPF identities that there are three dimensions to sustainable development. 

The

proposal creates a sustainable development that has economic, social and 

environmental

benefits.

7.7 In this case, the development of the site would foster economic growth by helping 

towards

boosting the local housing and retail markets as well as aiding the building industry

through employment during the construction phases and employment relating to the

onward maintenance and management of the site, once completed. The development 

would provide dwellings and at a local level, aiding to address the Council’s shortfall 

and

helping to meet the objectively assessed need.

7.8 The site is located in a sustainable location, within easy reach of local shops and 

services

and would be relatively accessible by public transport, particularly local bus routes. The

site is also situated within reasonably close proximity to railway stations.

7.9 The site is located adjoining existing dwellings. There is clearly a need for dwellings 

in

the area, thus the allocation of this site is essential in significantly boosting the supply 

of

housing in the Borough.
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Yes SSW9  Don’t know No Don't know Legally Compliant – we will leave this for the inspector to consider. Sound- It is not 

sound because the plan has not been positively prepared as despite SSW9 being a 

sustainable development option it is proposed to be held in “reserve” until an 

undetermined date in the future. Releasing a site to meet a one year shortfall will not 

enable supply to get started immediately. In our experience and housebuilder clients 

there is often a 2-3 year delay before construction starts due to obtaining detailed 

planning permission and due to off site works and internal infrastructure provision. 

The Council have failed to provide for the economic and social needs of the Brough 

because it is not attempting to meet its Full OAN. It should be noted that the SSW9 

boundary is correct as stated in Policy SSW9 and is not as per the SHLAA and earlier 

HEELA and updated submissions have been made to the Council. Complies with the 

duty to cooperate- We have not seen in the evidence in the DMP.

SSW9 should be amended to be an allocated for housing as opposed to being held 

in reserve. With regard to highways infrastructure the suggested upgrade is to the 

wrong junction and should be amended. It is worth noting that the Common Land 

verge is outside the extent of the site. Please see attached submission statement 

including various technical reports and drawings supporting the development of the 

site.

Yes   Yes In order to explore the merits of the Council 

meeting their full OAN and the merits of 

this specific site.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Yes No Don't Know The land is much larger than required and is predominantly from green belt rather 

than sourcing from other areas within the county.  The infrastructure to support the 

size of development is simply not there - we are a rural community.    It will effectively 

join Redhill to Horley so not really a garden village.  The green belt is there for a reason - 

taking it out of greenbelt would likely to be permanent.  This would leave the area less 

attractive as a community.  How would the rail infrastructure support such a 

development.  

Remove SAS1. No No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't Know Yes I think the proposal for garden villages is unsound because the definition of 

“affordable” homes does not make the homes actually affordable by young people in 

this area, unless they have wealthy parents who are prepared to help them. 

I think if we are to sacrifice green belt land and wildlife habitat then it must gain 

properly affordable homes for local people, not very expensive homes which 

encourage more people to move into this area. 

No No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4459/rbbc_representor_0130
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1494/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't know No Don't know The DMP may be legally compliant, but that does not mean that it is ethically 

compliant.

The DMP relates to a vast area of land, most of which is currently protected under the 

terms of the Green Belt policy, first enabled in 1947 by the Town & Country Planning 

Act, and again supported in the National Planning Policy Framework of 2012.

Currently, the Government have consistently stated their support for the maintenance 

of Green Belt policies..  In exceptional circumstances it has been conceded that land of 

low green belt value may be developed, but only if non-Green Belt land of no lesser 

value is added to replace the Green Belt designated register.

The area highlighted in your DMP is part of the ring of protected areas which surround 

London, and could be described as the “lungs of London”.  With ever rising levels of 

pollutants in the air above central London, the surrounding Green Belt has an 

increasingly important role to play in restoring healthy levels of carbon, oxygen and 

ozone around London’s perimeter, whilst being a home for birds, bees, plants and 

wildlife (and of course many thousands of us residents).

We understand that under the DMP it is your intention via the “Safeguarded Land” 

report to take the SAS1 area of land out of the protection of the Green Belt policy and 

reserve it for future development; namely a huge and euphemistically named “Garden 

Village” development (still under consideration).  

The policy of Reigate and Banstead Borough Council employees and Councillors should 

be to continue to uphold the Green Belt policy for the following reasons:-

Remove SAS1 No No

1 to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas

2 to prevent neighbouring towns and villages merging into one another

3 to assist in protecting the countryside from encroachment

4 to preserve the setting and special character of historic areas

5 to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other 

poorly used urban land.

It appears to me that the area of land highlighted in your DMP and the “Safeguarded 

Land” report:-

WILL NOT check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas

WILL NOT prevent neighbouring towns or villages merging into one another

WILL NOT assist in protecting the countryside from encroachment

WILL NOT preserve the setting and special character of historic areas, 

although it WILL assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict 

and poorly used urban land.

I understand that there are currently 20,000 unoccupied homes in the London area, 

and this issue should be tackled before making further attacks on the Green Belt.

Regarding our own locality, there is limited infrastructure, with all access roads already 

at

bursting point.  (Don’t forget the low railway bridges) 

The imposition of 15-20 years of extra building construction traffic on local roads 

should your plans proceed, would be unbearable and unacceptable.

Even if a direct motorway link is built for the Redhill Aerodrome “New Town” site, the 

M25 & M23

are now often at a standstill, without the imposition of extra construction traffic & 

15,000 more cars.

As the DMP and “Safeguarded Land” report directly oppose the principles of the 

hitherto highly effective Green Belt policy, I would consider it to be unsound on an 

ethical basis and I am consequently registering my formal objection to ANY LARGE 

SCALE DEVELOPMENT.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No No No "Safeguarding" Green Belt Land by making it potentially available for development is in 

clear and obvious breach of the objectives of Green Belt legislation, i.e. "the 

fundamental aim of which is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land PERMANENTLY 

open." 

(Please note PERMANENTLY) 

And consistent with many other elements of duplicity and misrepresentation - more of 

which later - the term safeguarding is a horrendous misnomer of Orwellian / 

proportions that we might reasonably expect to find only in totalitarian "media-free" 

regimes. (What ever next? Are we to "safeguard" our children by appointing convicted 

child molesters as head teachers at schools???) 

It is clear that the "Redhill Aerodrome" land - again, a shameful misrepresentation as 

much of the land proposed for safeguarding is NOT part of Redhill Aerodrome - was 

not under until very recently under consideration for safeguarding. 

(The three areas previously being considered are set out in Para 4.10.11, namely a) 

East of Horley, b) East of Redhill and Merstham c) and South and South West of 

Reigate) 

It is all too clear that RBBC's plans to "safeguard" this land are a cynical and 

opportunistic bid to "dump" the borough's development problems - yet again - in the 

extreme South East quadrant of the borough, along with three of its four "employment 

zones" - excluding of course the largest (albeit ex-borough) one e.g. Gatwick Airport - 

and two of the borough’s three "Traveller" sites, e.g. Fair Acres and Fair Acres South. 

The opportunity to do this has of course only arisen because of the long-running and 

similarly cynical and abusive strategy of Tandridge Council, which seeks to push as 

many of its development and environmental problems west of the M23, as with the 

Green Lane Traveller site, and now with the proposed "Garden Village". 

Anything other than the permanent, definitive and complete retraction of the 

proposed "safeguarding" of the "Redhill Aerodrome" area is obviously 

unacceptable.

No Yes As a lifelong local who cares passionately 

both about our country (and our area), as 

well as about our countryside and the 

environment, I am keen to ensure that the 

very strong local views on this matter are 

appropriately articulated and effectively 

communicated.

(Again, the poor old English language has been cruelly volunteered for further abuse; 

what part of "Garden" and "Village" is applicable to a development of 5 to 15,000 

houses on a greenfield site requiring GBP 100 million of enabling infrastructure 

investment? 

To paraphrase Churchill's epic 1941 lines to the Canadian Parliament (if you don't 

know it, please google it; it's worth it) - Some Garden, Some Village... 

Furthermore, it appears that Reigate and Tandridge are colluding in this matter. 

Tandridge has already quite clearly eliminated one of the potential sites on its large 

scale residential development sites because it has failed to obtain the support of 

Sevenoaks Council. 

Conversely, Tandridge seems surprisingly?, strangely? confident about RBBC's support 

for the Redhill Aerodrome site. 

Coyly? remarkably? disingenuously? shamelessly?, RBBC says in para 4.10.22 that the 

"Redhill Aerodrome" might exceptionally be returned to the Green Belt if "support 

from Tandridge District Council" is not secured" (!!!!!). 

Yeah, right!!! 

In addition to the significant fundamental problems that the above issues present to 

the proposal even beginning to be an acceptable one, there are at least two further 

significant objections. 

First, neither the existing nor the planned infrastructure could begin to deal with the 

transport and logistical issues posed by a development of this scale in this location. 

The area is already a infrastructure disaster area because of prior planning / 

development failures - some clearly national, not just local. 

How, for instance, is it possible that in one of the world's richest and most 



advanced countries it regularly and (un)reliably takes 1 1/2 (minimum) to 2 1/2 hours 

to drive the 25 miles from the capital to that capital's second airport at Gatwick - this 

OVER FIFTY YEARS SINCE IT OPENED?!?!?! 

Don't believe me? Just try the A23 / M23 Westminster to Gatwick nightmare on for 

size. 

How can it possibly have made sense to have located the region's principal emergency 

and general hospital - which by the way, from [...] experience, does a pretty amazing 

job - on the same manifestly inadequate transport infrastructure??? 

At a more local and parochial (literally) level there are already 10 - 20 minute traffic 

jams at peak hours at cross-roads and junctions on what were not so long quiet 

country lanes, such as Picketts Lane, Cross Oak Lane, Masons Bridge Road, etc. 

It is perfectly obvious that the proposed new M23 spur would deliver just as much 

traffic onto the already very stretched local road network as it would relieve, and quite 

possibly more!!! 

The second, and at least as significant additional objection is that the land that RBBC 

proposes "safeguarding" represents some of the very last of the tiny sliver of land 

separating the Reigate / Redhill / Earlswood conurbation from Horley / Gatwick.

This has been consistently eroded through development over the past sixty years, 

most recently and obviously through "The Acres" development to the south and the 

East Surrey Hospital / Whitebushes developments to the north. 

There is clearly a point where a buffer zone becomes stretched so thin that it can no 

longer do its job.

This will absolutely and obviously become the case in the event that this narrow 

undeveloped corridor is further eroded. 

The ultimate outcome of this persistent abuse is very obvious in those countries 

and/or areas which either put in place "green belt" legislation too late and/or then 

flouted it. 

I have lived in Japan (seven years), and while there are many unbelievably unspoilt and 

beautiful parts of this country, the vast bulk of the population now lives in one 

enormous unsightly and in many ways deeply dysfunctional urban sprawl that runs 

from Tokyo to Nagaya and onto Osaka. 

To paraphrase twice further; “Life goes on…. but not as we know it...” “I have seen 

the(ir) future... and it sucks. “

In sum, this is a cynical and dishonest proposal that runs blatantly counter to the 

stated prime and core objective of RBBC's planning process - namely "to make Reigate 

and Banstead one of the most desirable and attractive areas in the region." 

It should be abandoned in its entirety - and immediately

I do appreciate the enormous pressures on everyone concerned with housing and 

planning and development, including all / most councils, in this crowded island of ours.

Tandridge and the developers (un-amazingly) are obviously, IMHO, the main villains.

I am nonetheless surprised and disappointed at the speed and readiness with which 

RBBC appears to have jumped on this bandwagon to hell…

….not least after all the valiant and protracted efforts it (and many others) have made 

to prevent Redhill Aerodrome being developed into a major air hub.

(I am also at least as concerned by the recurring failure of governments - of all hues 

and all levels - to analyse these problems, let alone resolve them effectively and 

intelligently.)

In Japan’s case, the extreme national poverty and desperation after the multi-faceted 

disasters of World War Two clearly explains why they so drastically and “successfully” 

– and not least permanently - desecrated much of their once beautiful – and by their 

religion literally sacred - country (The Land of the Gods in Japan speak / England’s 

Green and Pleasant Land in Blake’s words)).

The good news is that 

a) as a prosperous civilized country we should not have to make the same tough 

decisions / disastrous choices in the interests of short-term expediency that Japan did 

after WW2.

b) the process is obviously not as advanced in most of south eastern England. 

But anyone who spends time there knows the problems all too well.

A quick “compare and contrast” between an Ordnance Survey from the Forties or 

Fifties and now of the country between London and the South Coast makes my point 

all too terrifyingly well

At some point a line needs to be drawn – the whole point of our Green Belt legislation 

– or we will all too rapidly converge with the unsightly, dysfunctional and deeply 

depressing (in every sense) urban / suburban sprawl evident in of other countries, 

including Japan and now also relatively large swathes of eastern China.
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MLS2 I am writing on behalf of the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Genera l 

Aviation regarding the Council' s decision to identify land at Redhill Aerodrome as long 

term safeguarding for potential residential development in Policy MLS2 of the 

emerging Development Management Plan (DMP} and wish to object to the DMP on 

these grounds.

Firstly, I would like to explain the status and purpose of the APPG and current 

initiatives within Government relating to General Aviation.

The APPG comprises some 132 members drawn from both the House of Commons 

and the House of Lords. The full membership list can be found on the APPG's website 

at

http: // www.generalaviationappg.uk. It includes 12 former Cabinet Ministers, 3 

former Transport Ministers  and a serving Party Leader.

The UK network of GA aerodromes is increasingly regarded by Department of 

Transport as an important part of the national transport infrastructure.  Maintaining a 

national network of general aviation airfields is vital to the continuing success of both 

the general aviation industry and the provision of a viable nationwide business, leisure 

and transport resource. The individual Airfields within the network provide local 

economic benefits and 'point to point' access.

For the continuance and promotion of existing jobs and growth it is important to 

secure the future of General Aviation aerodromes as an important local and national 

resource.

In recent years a significant number of airfields have closed and others have been 

threatened as a result of owners seeking to release the value of their land and local 

planning authorities prioritizing housing  and other development on the land they 

occupy. Pressures on land uses are high, especially in the SE of England, and the GA 

industry has long accepted the need to be proactive in constructively engaging

with local planners and the local community.

No

However, it is clear that many Local Planning Authorities do not fully recognize the 

General Aviation sector1s importance to either their local community or wider national 

prosperity. We hope that RBBC will take a more enlightened approach.

Following discussions with the APPG, the Secretary of State for Transport is 

undertaking a review of the airfield network to address concerns about the reduction 

in the number of licensed airfields.

In addition, the Department for Transport has also appointed a General Aviation 

'Champion', the former MP Byron Davies to work on behalf of the department 

researching a network of strategically important GA sites across the UK. This research 

will take forward the concept of a strategic network first flagged up in the General 

Aviation Strategy 2015 and supported by the NPPF Planning Practice Guidance.

The APPG would not wish to pre-empt the DfT's research but considers it very likely 

that this review will identify Redhill Aerodrome as a site of strategic importance given 

it s position due south of the London conurbation. We have submitted additional 

information to the DfT to  support this view.

In addition, following correspondence between the APPG and Sajid Javid, the Secretary 

of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, the Minister has agreed to 

commission a review into Government planning policy in relation to airfields to identify 

the right balance between land for development  and the infrastructure  contribution 

of aerodromes.

Government guidance now requires planning author it ies to have regard to the extent 

to which an aerodrome contributes to connectivity outside the authority’s own 

boundaries, working together with ‘other authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships 

as required by the National Planning Policy Framework.



Any change of use from its role as a working airfield should only be permitted after the 

planning authority has fully considered the extent to which the aerodrome has 

contributed to connectivity outside its own boundaries. It would appear that currently 

no attempt to undertake this exercise has occurred at Redhill Aerodrome.

In the light of your current evaluation of options, the Parliamentary Group wishes to 

draw your attention to a range of factors which make Redhill a very important GA 

location .

• Strategically, Redhill is in a key location, easily accessible from most of the arc of the 

M25 from the M3 to the Thames at Dartford and from London to Brighton. National 

Police Air Service (NPAS) and the Kent, Surrey and Sussex Air Ambulance Trust 

(KSSAAT) have both chosen Redhill

as a base because of the geographical coverage it gives them. This cannot be replicated 

from any other existing operational  site.

• There are a wide range of aviation activities at Redhill including fixed and rotary wing 

training, engineering, chart er, leisure flying, business use and sightseeing tours, 

simulator training, aviation medical services, NPAS and HEMS. It is frequently used by 

commercial pilots for commuting due to its proximity to Gatwick. It is a refuel point for 

the SAS and other special operations, it is registered with the RAF as alternate or 

additional landing site for East Surrey Hospital and is used by the Army Air Corps for 

training.

• Redhill has an extensive community role as a place to visit, watch aircraft, for 

refreshment & dining, special events such as fly-ins, the Air Ambulance Ball, classic car 

events, educational visits and sporting events. Its very existence makes a significant 

and positive contribution to the social and economic performance of the area.

• Redhill also makes a major and wide-ranging contribution to the network of aviation 

sites, large and small, across the country. Although relatively small it is at sites like this 

that pilots learn to fly and/or refresh their skills, engineers can learn to maintain 

aircraft and navigators are trained to navigate. If facilities such as Redhill are lost all 

these interdependent skills will go with them and industries (who offer employment) 

will move elsewhere.

With the recent advances in aviation and drone technology this contribution is likely to 

become increasingly important in the future, forming a critical part of a network of 

transport infrastructure hubs which can enhance connectivity. The advent of new 

technologies including people and freight carrying drone operations, electrically 

powered aircraft and single engine turboprop commuter aircraft providing safe, fast, 

transport services with very low emissions and much reduced noise is expected to lead 

to a significant increase in usage as the shortcomings of other transport modes 

become more apparent.

Both the other operational airfields in Surrey, at Fairoaks and Dunsfold are under 

threat of closure. Redhill Aerodrome is the only site of its kind in the south east of 

England with no planning restrictions. The nearest four airfields to Redhill are:

• Biggin Hill (13 miles) - where for safety reasons management policy is to reduce 

general aviation activity as they claim it  increasingly conflicts with business jet 

operations

• Fairoaks (26 miles) -  being promoted for housing

• Shoreham (38 miles) -  limited catchment, its operators currently have financial 

issues

• Rochester {38 miles) - very limited facilities at present but supported by the Local 

Authority

The above limitations of other sites only enhance the strategic importance of Redhill 

which is also able to offer the supporting Air Traffic Control services.

The formation of a Local Plan is not just about the provision of new housing. The 

protection of existing strategic employment sites is also a very relevant consideration. 

The closure of Redhill Aerodrome

would deprive the local economy of the 450 existing jobs which generate a long 

standing and significant contribution to the Tandridge (and Reigate) economy. This 

was recognised at the 2014 Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry.

Evidence presented at the 2014 Inquiry confirmed that total employment associated 

with Redhill Aerodrome, including indirect and induced, was (at that time) assessed to 

be 410 people, generating a total GVA of £18.5m. Redhill Aerodrome was described as 

the largest employment centre in Tandridge District.

The use of Redhill Aerodrome for aviation is supported by government policy in both 

the NPPF and the Aviation Policy Framework (APF) which remains current and with full 

force. Moreover, a December 2017 Parliamentary Answer states that this Framework 

has been further strengthened by the March 2015 publication of the General Aviation 

Strategy:

Aviation: Written question - 117145 Question

Asked by Grant Shapps (Welwyn Hatfield)

Asked on: 04 December 2017

Department for Communities and Local Government Aviation

117145

To ask the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, with reference 

to the General Aviation Strategy, what assessment his Department has made of how 

current planning guidance supports the Government's vision of the UK being the best 

place in the world for General Aviation.

Answer

Answered by: Alok Sharma Answered on: 07 December 2017

The National Planning Policy Framework expects local planning authorities, when 

preparing their Local Plans, to take account of the role of airfields in meeting business, 

leisure, training and emergency service needs.

The planning practice guidance supporting the Framework was strengthened in March 

2015, following publication of the General Aviation Strategy, to make clear that 

aviation makes a significant contribution to economic growth across the country, 

including in relation to small and medium sized airports and airfields.

The guidance advises that local planning authorities should consider the 

interconnectivity between airfields of different sizes and that they should have regard 

to the Aviation Policy Framework.

I would also draw your attention to the government's Aviation Policy Framework1, 

including paras 5.6 and 1.86-1.91 which support small airfields such as Redhill 

remaining in aviation use.

Aviation is a dynamic sector of Britain's social and economic base, but for the industry 

to continue playing its role it requires both the effective safeguarding of the current 

aerodrome infrastructure and, via the proactive involvement of Local Planning 

Authorities in line with National Policy Planning

Framework, the creation of long-term confidence to stimulate further capital 

investment in a valuable local asset.

The network of GA aerodromes around the UK and the connectivity it provides are a 

national asset, providing economic benefits to the whole country. The other locations 

being considered by TDC for a Garden Village location do not offer this strategic 

benefit.

Development at Redhill Aerodrome would mean the closure and end of all the existing 

aviation related activities resulting in the loss of the last fixed wing Aerodrome in 

Surrey and the UK & Europe wide connectivity it offers at a time when it is becoming 

increasingly more important for the UK and more cost effective. This is not in line with 

the Government's direction of travel and could be contrary to guidance provided within 

the revised NPPF due for publication this summer.

I trust that you will take these points into consideration If the APPG can assist you 

further, we would be pleased to do so and are also willing to meet with you to explain 

in more detail the importance of General Aviation in the UK.
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MLS2 I am writing on behalf of the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Genera l 

Aviation regarding the Council' s decision to identify land at Redhill Aerodrome as long 

term safeguarding for potential residential development in Policy MLS2 of the 

emerging Development Management Plan (DMP} and wish to object to the DMP on 

these grounds.

Firstly, I would like to explain the status and purpose of the APPG and current 

initiatives within Government relating to General Aviation.

The APPG comprises some 132 members drawn from both the House of Commons 

and the House of Lords. The full membership list can be found on the APPG's website 

at

http: // www.generalaviationappg.uk. It includes 12 former Cabinet Ministers, 3 

former Transport Ministers  and a serving Party Leader.

The UK network of GA aerodromes is increasingly regarded by Department of 

Transport as an important part of the national transport infrastructure.  Maintaining a 

national network of general aviation airfields is vital to the continuing success of both 

the general aviation industry and the provision of a viable nationwide business, leisure 

and transport resource. The individual Airfields within the network provide local 

economic benefits and 'point to point' access.

For the continuance and promotion of existing jobs and growth it is important to 

secure the future of General Aviation aerodromes as an important local and national 

resource.

In recent years a significant number of airfields have closed and others have been 

threatened as a result of owners seeking to release the value of their land and local 

planning authorities prioritizing housing  and other development on the land they 

occupy. Pressures on land uses are high, especially in the SE of England, and the GA 

industry has long accepted the need to be proactive in constructively engaging

with local planners and the local community.

No

However, it is clear that many Local Planning Authorities do not fully recognize the 

General Aviation sector1s importance to either their local community or wider national 

prosperity. We hope that RBBC will take a more enlightened approach.

Following discussions with the APPG, the Secretary of State for Transport is 

undertaking a review of the airfield network to address concerns about the reduction 

in the number of licensed airfields.

In addition, the Department for Transport has also appointed a General Aviation 

'Champion', the former MP Byron Davies to work on behalf of the department 

researching a network of strategically important GA sites across the UK. This research 

will take forward the concept of a strategic network first flagged up in the General 

Aviation Strategy 2015 and supported by the NPPF Planning Practice Guidance.

The APPG would not wish to pre-empt the DfT's research but considers it very likely 

that this review will identify Redhill Aerodrome as a site of strategic importance given 

it s position due south of the London conurbation. We have submitted additional 

information to the DfT to  support this view.

In addition, following correspondence between the APPG and Sajid Javid, the Secretary 

of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, the Minister has agreed to 

commission a review into Government planning policy in relation to airfields to identify 

the right balance between land for development  and the infrastructure  contribution 

of aerodromes.

Government guidance now requires planning author it ies to have regard to the extent 

to which an aerodrome contributes to connectivity outside the authority’s own 

boundaries, working together with ‘other authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships 

as required by the National Planning Policy Framework.

Any change of use from its role as a working airfield should only be permitted after the 

planning authority has fully considered the extent to which the aerodrome has 

contributed to connectivity outside its own boundaries. It would appear that currently 

no attempt to undertake this exercise has occurred at Redhill Aerodrome.

In the light of your current evaluation of options, the Parliamentary Group wishes to 

draw your attention to a range of factors which make Redhill a very important GA 

location .

• Strategically, Redhill is in a key location, easily accessible from most of the arc of the 

M25 from the M3 to the Thames at Dartford and from London to Brighton. National 

Police Air Service (NPAS) and the Kent, Surrey and Sussex Air Ambulance Trust 

(KSSAAT) have both chosen Redhill

as a base because of the geographical coverage it gives them. This cannot be replicated 

from any other existing operational  site.

• There are a wide range of aviation activities at Redhill including fixed and rotary wing 

training, engineering, chart er, leisure flying, business use and sightseeing tours, 

simulator training, aviation medical services, NPAS and HEMS. It is frequently used by 

commercial pilots for commuting due to its proximity to Gatwick. It is a refuel point for 

the SAS and other special operations, it is registered with the RAF as alternate or 

additional landing site for East Surrey Hospital and is used by the Army Air Corps for 

training.

• Redhill has an extensive community role as a place to visit, watch aircraft, for 

refreshment & dining, special events such as fly-ins, the Air Ambulance Ball, classic car 

events, educational visits and sporting events. Its very existence makes a significant 

and positive contribution to the social and economic performance of the area.

• Redhill also makes a major and wide-ranging contribution to the network of aviation 

sites, large and small, across the country. Although relatively small it is at sites like this 

that pilots learn to fly and/or refresh their skills, engineers can learn to maintain 

aircraft and navigators are trained to navigate. If facilities such as Redhill are lost all 

these interdependent skills will go with them and industries (who offer employment) 

will move elsewhere.

With the recent advances in aviation and drone technology this contribution is likely to 

become increasingly important in the future, forming a critical part of a network of 

transport infrastructure hubs which can enhance connectivity. The advent of new 

technologies including people and freight carrying drone operations, electrically 

powered aircraft and single engine turboprop commuter aircraft providing safe, fast, 

transport services with very low emissions and much reduced noise is expected to lead 

to a significant increase in usage as the shortcomings of other transport modes 

become more apparent.

Both the other operational airfields in Surrey, at Fairoaks and Dunsfold are under 

threat of closure. Redhill Aerodrome is the only site of its kind in the south east of 

England with no planning restrictions. The nearest four airfields to Redhill are:



• Biggin Hill (13 miles) - where for safety reasons management policy is to reduce 

general aviation activity as they claim it  increasingly conflicts with business jet 

operations

• Fairoaks (26 miles) -  being promoted for housing

• Shoreham (38 miles) -  limited catchment, its operators currently have financial 

issues

• Rochester {38 miles) - very limited facilities at present but supported by the Local 

Authority

The above limitations of other sites only enhance the strategic importance of Redhill 

which is also able to offer the supporting Air Traffic Control services.

The formation of a Local Plan is not just about the provision of new housing. The 

protection of existing strategic employment sites is also a very relevant consideration. 

The closure of Redhill Aerodrome

would deprive the local economy of the 450 existing jobs which generate a long 

standing and significant contribution to the Tandridge (and Reigate) economy. This 

was recognised at the 2014 Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry.

Evidence presented at the 2014 Inquiry confirmed that total employment associated 

with Redhill Aerodrome, including indirect and induced, was (at that time) assessed to 

be 410 people, generating a total GVA of £18.5m. Redhill Aerodrome was described as 

the largest employment centre in Tandridge District.

The use of Redhill Aerodrome for aviation is supported by government policy in both 

the NPPF and the Aviation Policy Framework (APF) which remains current and with full 

force. Moreover, a December 2017 Parliamentary Answer states that this Framework 

has been further strengthened by the March 2015 publication of the General Aviation 

Strategy:

Aviation: Written question - 117145 Question

Asked by Grant Shapps (Welwyn Hatfield)

Asked on: 04 December 2017

Department for Communities and Local Government Aviation

117145

To ask the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, with reference 

to the General Aviation Strategy, what assessment his Department has made of how 

current planning guidance supports the Government's vision of the UK being the best 

place in the world for General Aviation.

Answer

Answered by: Alok Sharma Answered on: 07 December 2017

The National Planning Policy Framework expects local planning authorities, when 

preparing their Local Plans, to take account of the role of airfields in meeting business, 

leisure, training and emergency service needs.

The planning practice guidance supporting the Framework was strengthened in March 

2015, following publication of the General Aviation Strategy, to make clear that 

aviation makes a significant contribution to economic growth across the country, 

including in relation to small and medium sized airports and airfields.

The guidance advises that local planning authorities should consider the 

interconnectivity between airfields of different sizes and that they should have regard 

to the Aviation Policy Framework.

I would also draw your attention to the government's Aviation Policy Framework1, 

including paras 5.6 and 1.86-1.91 which support small airfields such as Redhill 

remaining in aviation use.

Aviation is a dynamic sector of Britain's social and economic base, but for the industry 

to continue playing its role it requires both the effective safeguarding of the current 

aerodrome infrastructure and, via the proactive involvement of Local Planning 

Authorities in line with National Policy Planning

Framework, the creation of long-term confidence to stimulate further capital 

investment in a valuable local asset.

The network of GA aerodromes around the UK and the connectivity it provides are a 

national asset, providing economic benefits to the whole country. The other locations 

being considered by TDC for a Garden Village location do not offer this strategic 

benefit.

Development at Redhill Aerodrome would mean the closure and end of all the existing 

aviation related activities resulting in the loss of the last fixed wing Aerodrome in 

Surrey and the UK & Europe wide connectivity it offers at a time when it is becoming 

increasingly more important for the UK and more cost effective. This is not in line with 

the Government's direction of travel and could be contrary to guidance provided within 

the revised NPPF due for publication this summer.

I trust that you will take these points into consideration If the APPG can assist you 

further, we would be pleased to do so and are also willing to meet with you to explain 

in more detail the importance of General Aviation in the UK.
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MLS2 No I am writing to you to formally object to both the proposal of housing development at 

Redhill Aerodrome along with the proposal to 'Safeguard' land at Redhill Aerodrome. 

Arena has been operating from the Aerodrome since relocating from Crawley in 2001, 

at which time we employed just 17 staff. With growth and substantial investment, we 

now employ over 100 fulltime and several hundred-freelance staff. Should the site be 

developed, these jobs and the revenue they bring into the arena would be lost. As one 

of the commercial pilots employed here, along with our aerial camera operators, there 

would be limited job opportunities in the area, and as such, the loss of the airfield and 

associated jobs would mean relocating to new homes and schools.                                                                                                                                                            

Arena are the only company in the UK to hold high profile long-term contracts with Sky 

News, ITN and BBC News for the provision of aerial news gathering and are a trusted 

partner by many authorities, including amongst others, Met Police, Royal Household 

and Civil Aviation Authority. We may often be given access to restricted airspace to 

provide essential content for a wide variety of stories from breaking news coverage like 

the recent London terror attacks to pre-planned live events such as the Royal wedding 

that are televised worldwide. It is imperative that we are located close to central 

London, our response time is critical, the ability to broadcast live pictures at the early 

stage of a breaking news story has provided invaluable to both the emergency services 

and the public.                                                                                                                                            

While Redhill aerodrome is also home to many small general aviation companies that 

facilitate memorable sightseeing trips and flight experiences, they also provide the 

very first step on the ladder to a career in aviation. Airfields such as Redhill are 

breeding grounds for the next generation of commercial pilors and licensed aircraft 

engineers.                            

Should Reigate & Banstead Borough Council be in support of the redevelopment of 

this site for housing, then we ask that they identify a suitable alternative site from 

which Arena could operate its fleet of contracted news helicopters. A suitable site 

would need hangarage, the provision of fuel and the ability to meet specific aircraft 

operational performance criteria, we would require a length of runway 

approximately half that of the current runway, enabling aircraft to dispatch with the 

correct fuel endurance.   

No

                                                                                                                          Should Reigate & 

Banstead Borough Council be in support of the redevelopment of this site for housing, 

then we ask that they identify a suitable alternative site from which Arena could 

operate its fleet of contracted news helicopters. A suitable site would need hangarage, 

the provision of fuel and the ability to meet specific aircraft operational performance 

criteria, we would require a length of runway approximately half that of the current 

runway, enabling aircraft to dispatch with the correct fuel endurance.                                                                                                                                                                          

Finally, Arena is one of the country's largest television outside broadcasting 

companies. We run a fleet of 25 television outside broadcast trucks which service 

hundreds of high profile live events every year. We spend substantial amounts with 

local businesses which would be lost if we had to relocate. 
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No No No Before making my strong comments against your use of Redhill Aerodrome, I wish to 

say that I have a long history of the site:                                                                                                                                                                                      

[...]  'The History of the RAF at Redhill Aerodrome 1937-1954 [...].detail many of its 

activities not previously published [...]                                                                                                                                                                                

the interesting story of the formation of the aerodrome and the important part that it 

played in the second world-war, for both students of British aviation and local 

historians, as well as to record a vital aspect of our national aeronautical heritage in 

this locality that will be lost and buried for ever if your proposal is realised.                                                                                                                                                                                                                

My reasons against this proposal are given below by topic:-                                                                                                                 

Location                                                                                                                                                                                                               

This proposal would constitute the blatant theft of yet another part of the Green Belt. 

Its main purpose was set-out in the 1938 Act, and a brief extract from the Department 

for Communities and Local Government is reproduced below to remind you of this 

accusation: The 1938 Act started the definition of what may and what may not be 

done in the Green Belt. Section 27 provided that nothing in the Act shall:                                             

a) prevent Green Belt land being used for purposes of recreation or for purposes of 

agriculture (that is to say as arable meadow or pasture land or a plantation orchard or 

wood for the growth of saleable underwood) or for such other purposes (not being 

purposes inconsistent with the provisions of this Act or of any covenant entered into 

for the purposes of the Act) as may either before or after commencement of this Act 

have been or be approved by every contributing authority;                                                                                                

b) prevent Green Belt land being used for purposes of camping by means of tents 

subject to and in accordance with any enactment relating to the use of land for that 

purpose and any bylaws made under any such enactment; or                                                                                                                                                                                    

c) prevent a local authority or parish council from letting for any such purpose as 

aforesaid Green Belt land vested in them.                                                                                                                                                                                           

I would like to also quote from: 

Remove SAS1. Yes No

The Public Sector Executive 01.02.15: The importance of protecting Green Belt land. 

Source: Public Sector Executive Feb/ Mar 2015 Paul Miner, planning campaign 

manager at the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPE), discusses the benefits of 

protecting green belt land, and how using brownfield sites can help tackle the 

country's housing crisis and I quote: The Green Belt is good, positive planning. It stops 

urban sprawl and encourages the vital regeneration of our largest cities. It provides the 

countryside next door to 30 million people and protects the setting of many of our 

historic settlements. And, though not the principal purpose, it protects the attractive 

landscapes so important to our environment, heritage and wellbeing.                                                                                                                                    

Without the Green Belt, we would have the urban sprawl that we see across Europe 

and North America. Both UN-Habitat and the European Commission have highlighted 

the particular problems arising from uncontrolled urban sprawl around large cities. 

Sprawl has all kinds of negative impacts, including loss of farmland and wildlife, 

increased car use and neglect of older towns and cities. CPRE and Natural England 

analysis conducted in 2010 shows that the rate of development in green belts is 

between 33% and 50% lower than comparable areas of land on the edge of English 

cities without green belt designation.                                                                                                                                            

Please tell me, what was the point in putting up such a far sighted Act as the Green 

Belt in 1938, if Councils like yours are quite happy to try and ride roughshod over it 

and/ or try to find dubious ways of avoiding it, like so many others have tried (and 

some have actually succeeded) in the not too distant past. Will councils in South East 

England only be happy when they have finally covered the country in concrete - all 

ready to be flooded when the next big storm strikes?                                                                                                                       

I see this type of development happening already to a marked event, e.g. Crawley 

rushing to join up with Horsham. Even in Horley, its North West development is not far 

removed from joining with Reigate via Sidlow. Similarly if the proposed so-called 

'Garden Village' ever reaches fruition (heaven forbid), its western edge would be less 

than 2 small fields away from the East Surrey Hospital in South Earlswood. I can 

confirm this as [...] On the eastern end it would abust South Nutfield, an attractive and 

ancient village. 

Therefore, by either knowingly supporting these potential links that can be made a t 

alater date by using this cosy naming of a way to achieve them, or by deluding yourself 

by backing higher authority's wishes to built yet more houses south of London you are 

giving no real thought as to the serious potential future consequences.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

If your Council hasn't given any serious though about all these possibilities then it is 

about time it did. Also, can you truthfully say that you have also exhausted all other 

avenues so that you can comply with what Theresa May said in the House of 

Commons on 20 December 2017 as I have not seen any evidence of this in your 

present proposal?                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Once you build on the green belt you, I and many others who have enjoyed it over so 

many years of our life have lost it for ever, you cannot get it back.                                                                                                                                           

Communication                                                                                                                                                                                             

I think many of the reasons for dropping the proposed site at Chaldon applies more so 

to this one. If you mean to proceed with building 1300 houses in you 'SAFEGUARDED 

AREA' you obviously have already signalled your support for the proposal by Tandridge 

Council which implies the ultimate number of houses will be some 8000 although the 

present owners of Redhill Aerodrome suggests 9400. So any planning of roads, 

movement of traffic and their infrastructure, etc., must consider the final figure from 

the date of commencement. Even with a low average of 1.5 cars per household plys all 

the utilities and taking the 8000 houses proposal, you are looking at say 4500 to 5000 

more vehicles wanting utimately to move around this area. If you include any link 

roads to the M23 and M23 that you might consider, then these vehicle figures could 

rapidly increase from car owners from all around us in southern England also wanting 

to use them. The prospect of what is required to allow them above, most of which will 

have to be between Horley and Redhill, is just beyond ones imagination, especially as 

the existing sytem can barely cope today, particularly when any incidents on the M23 

and M25 have to be closed. I can only see far more gridlocks occurring than we witness 

today and the level of communication would degrade to inner London's level today.                                                                                                                                                                                   

Loss of near-by vital services as well as its today's Amenities                                                                                                                                   

The two vital services resident on Redhill Aerodrome today must be considered as 

being of major importance.

 Both the helicopters of the Air Ambulance and the Police are not only now based, 

serviced and maintained there by skilled manpower with their dedicated equipment, 

but these are also strategically placed for motorway incidents and any assistance that 

Gatwick Airport may need from this central location, not forgetting its close proximity 

to Redhill Hospuital, with its A&E department. To try to move them to another similar 

location, even if one could be found, which in my opinion, is highly unlikely, should 

Redhill Aerodrome be forced to close. It would be nigh on impossible as I can think of 

no equally suitable site in the near locality from where they could operate with 

anything like the same efficiency as they have at Redhill. Say, for example, they were 

forced to re-locate to Shoreham or Biggin Hill, then think of the additional time it 

would take them to reach an incident, which could even be life-threatening and 

demand urgent attention? Would you like this on your conscience?                                                                                                                     

Redhill Aerodrome has been available for many years for anyone interested either 

learning how to fly in fixed wing aircraft or helicopters, or as a sport and pastime, yet 

we hear that no other licenced airfield will exist in Surrey in the very near future - 

where would they go? Also, the aerodrome currently hosts many companies involved 

in advanced technologies whose employees are extremely skilled. Similarly the air and 

ground maintenance crews have specialised skills. All would likely be lost to the locality 

and to the nation if you wipe out the existence of the aerodrome without another 

thought as you plan to do.                                                                                                                

The Aerodrome also offers superb opportunities for the young to see light aircraft at 

close hand and talk to pilots and ground crew, and this must definitely be encouraged, 

not taken away. This is vital as airline and RAF recruiting has to start from early 

stimulation and this can readily be gained at Redhill in a delightful countryside setting 

that cannot be equalled, certainly not at Gatwick, where any form of 'spotting' by 

visitors, young or old has, for security reasons, been discouraged - a sad state of 

modern day life that we now have to live with, but we certainly do not wish to loose at 

Redhill.                                                                                                                                     The 

"Pilot's Hub" cafe off Hangar No. 9 at Redhill is a venue where whole families can enjoy 

the food and watch any aerial activity in comfort, either inside or, if the weather 

permits, outside and have an interesting day out in the bargain.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4471/rbbc_representor_0014


 This part of Surrey is extremely fortunate to have such an amenity - what other local 

sites in this part of Surrey can boast the equivalent and you are proposing to eliminate 

it.                                                                  General Comments                                                                                                                                                                                 

England is renowned for its huge variety of villages and overseas visitors often spend 

much of their time exploring them. Most have evolved over many years, often 

decades, usually by those who worked and lived in them. Few if any are identifical 

though many possess similar features, i.e., a green, a pub, a church, a farm or two, a 

pond, and a few old or ancient houses. i have no idea what a "Garden Village" would or 

could consist of today in the middle of a tremendous road system outlined above as 

Tandridge is proposing and your council is cosying up to today. I cannot believe that 

with the road system required there would be sufficient room left for a "village like" 

community to exist. Perhaps like other local developments I have witnessed in the 

past, developers might promise them originally but they rarely, if ever, appear to carry 

them out as the building work nears completion.                                                                                                   

The possibility of this so-called "Garden Village" eventually leading to a housing jungle 

from the M25 south to Horsham via Gatwick, has already been mentioned above 

under Location, but it is one that must be considered as a distinct possibility or a 

morbid future outlook.                                                                                                                           

Many of the existing buildings on the Aerodrome were erected pre-WW2 when the 

RAF was rapidly expanding in the light of the inevitable war with Germany and the 

remarkable aspect of this is that all are still in use by commercial undertakings today. 

These include most hangars from No 1 to No 8, the buildings that were originally 

dormitories/ billets for the volunteer pilots, the unique Civil Air Guard building (the 

only purpose built one of its kind in the country); the squash court, used by the Redhill 

Flying Club before the war and RAF personnel, and the two wartime buildings at the 

entrance to the aerodrome, to name but a few.                                                                                                                                                                                                               

These buildings represent a true piece of British Aviation History and now form a part 

of what is left of our rapidly diminishing Aviation Heritage - they must never be 

destroyed but should be listed for posterity and promoted as such.                                                                                                                                                                         

Redhill Aerodrome is unique, being probably the last of its kind in the UK< representing 

a 1930s civilian aerodrome requisioned into service as a WW2 RAF Station in late 

1939. Very few if any aerodromes today that commenced as a commercial undertaking 

yet played such a vital role in the nations' hour of need before returing to its formal 

glory in this part of Surrey can boast this claim.                                                                 I 

would have thought your Council and others would have realised this several year ago 

and wored with the greedy owners of Redhill Aerodrome to have exploited it in this 

part of Surrey, instead of apparently going flat out to have it covered in houses, 

thereby losing another piece of our illustrious past forever.                                                                   

I consider your proposal totally unsound for purpose and would never agree to support 

it.                                                                                                                                                                                                          

I wonder if someone on your Council might be asked in 2039, "Do we have anything to 

be proud of about WW2 in our part of Surrey?" If you persist with your plans to include 

Redhill Aerodrome as part of a potential Garden Village (perish the thought), then the 

answer will have to be a resounding NO. It will all be because of what YOU want to do 

today.                                                                                                                                                                                 

Why not be proud of our National Aviation Heritage and throw this ill-conceived and 

ridiculous scheme out?                                                                                                                          

(image of aerodrome) - Do you really want to cover this lovely part of our Green Belt 

and countryside to destroy our national aeronautical heritage that is there within our 

locality?

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0016

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Brian Cass RBBC\Represe

ntor\0016

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Yes/ Don't 

Know

Don't Know No/ Don't 

Know

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0018

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Farida Hossain RBBC\Represe

ntor\0018

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know No No I am not a legal expert so am not able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    

The Development Management Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out the 

reasons below.    1) R&BBC's current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan 

identified sufficient sites to meet its needs. The Government Inspector requires that 

R&BBC have sufficient land identified to meet their development needs for 5 years 

beyond the current plan - this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes to 

be built in the 5 years 2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green belt 

with Tanbridge is for 13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely 

disproportionate to the need.    The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when 

other non Green Belt land is available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken out 

of green belt. Green belt was established for a very good, long term reason. Ultimately 

where does this stop? Once London expands so much it meets the sea at Brighton?    

3) The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land.    

4) There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 

for safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current 

Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not cope with this. There are already 

bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  the A23 and the crossroads with the 

A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional traffic that this will cause (because lets 

face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, it will be built on. Otherwise, why take it 

out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A link with M23 will only increase traffic in the 

area as motorists aim to avoid the Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    7) I am old. I live 

near the junction of Honeycrock Lane and the A23. It is difficult for me to cross 

Honeycrock Lane as it is due to the traffic. This will make it very dangerous for them 

and may well lead to an accident.  

I am not a legal expert so am not able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    

The Development Management Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out 

the reasons below.    1) R&BBC's current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan 

identified sufficient sites to meet its needs. The Government Inspector requires that 

R&BBC have sufficient land identified to meet their development needs for 5 years 

beyond the current plan - this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes 

to be built in the 5 years 2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green 

belt with Tandridge is for 13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely 

disproportionate to the need.    The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when 

other non Green Belt land is available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken 

out of green belt. Green belt was established for a very good, long term reason. 

Ultimately where does this stop? Once London expands so much it meets the sea at 

Brighton?    3) The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarded land.    4) There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review 

or the selection of SAS1 for safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not 

cope with this. There are already bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  

the A23 and the crossroads with the A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional 

traffic that this will cause (because lets face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, 

it will be built on. Otherwise, why take it out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A 

link with M23 will only increase traffic in the area as motorists aim to avoid the 

Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    7) I am old. I live near the junction of Honeycrock 

Lane and the A23. It is difficult for me to cross Honeycrock Lane as it is due to the 

traffic. This will make it very dangerous for them and may well lead to an accident.  

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0019

Email/ Survey 

Monkey

Ms Caroline Clarke RBBC\Represe

ntor\0019

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Yes Yes Yes I object to the safeguarding of SAS 1 in the DMP.

I feel that it is wrong to take out land from the Green Belt.  The Green Belt is meant to 

be protected.   

NON Green Belt land  is available for development within the Borough this could be 

safeguarded land.

Safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is not in the current Core 

Strategy Plan. 

The proposals will join Redhill and Horley together

The safeguarded land proposed is above the land required to meet the housing 

demand. 

Current roads and rail links will not cope with the land being developed. 

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0020

Email/ Letter Mr Richard Coffey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0020

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A YES MLS2 I wish to express my extreme concern at the proposal by RBBC to safeguard land at 

Redhill Aerodrome for future development  as residential housing.

The use of the term 'Redhill Aerodrome' within the Development Management Plan is 

misleading as  it refers to the site as designated to be SASI. However SASI is a far larger 

area than the current Aerodrome site encompassing other land to the west and north 

of the current Aerodrome   site.

None of this land should be safeguarded for future development as the DMP 

Sustainability Appraisal of October 2017 states emphatically that ...'there would be 

significant negative impact on the landscape character due to the size of the site in a 

currently underdeveloped area of the countryside'...,. The land also borders on land 

designated, or to be designated, as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty which is not 

mentioned in the DMP by RBBC despite the fact that RBBC policy states great weight 

should be attached to protecting the landscape and scenic beauty of AONBs.

Since RBBC only control a minority part (approximately 33% I understand) of the land 

comprising Redhill Aerodrome, the majority being under the control of Tandridge 

District Council, I fail to see therefore how RBBC can safeguard the site until TDC has 

reached a decision on any future development of Redhill Aerodrome, and gained 

approval for it. According to a recent release from TDC, this is unlikely to be decided 

until later in the year.

TDC are currently considering the development of a 'Garden Village' on the land 

comprising Redhill Aerodrome to include up to 8,000 homes. The term 'Garden 

Village', although falling within the Government's general definition of such 

development, is a total misrepresentation of what such a development 

Remove SAS2. No



means to the area and the rural villages that surround it. A development of 8,000 

houses would be at least 6 times the size of the existing surrounding rural villages and, 

if allowed to go ahead, would totally annihilate the small rural village atmosphere that 

people living here enjoy, and for which people tend to move here to enjoy. Our 

countryside would be totally eliminated with the area just becoming one more blur of 

overbuilt suburbia and the current local community spirit, which has been our heritage 

for years, destroyed for ever.

Any development within the boundaries of Redhill  Aerodrome  and some of the land 

surrounding it  as currently proposed, would be in the Green Belt to which both TDC 

and RBBC have been strongly opposed to in the past. The development, if allowed to 

go ahead, would eradicate large areas of Green Belt which is not only undesirable, (and 

potentially still unwarranted  under  the  rules  governing Green Belt) but also contrary 

to the policies that TDC and RBBC support in checking urban sprawl, preventing 

coalescence and preventing encroachment into the countryside. Collectively both 

councils have stated their support in maintaining the areas of Green Belt to create 

openness within  the countryside.

The policy of both TDC and RBBC to protect the Green Belt can be clearly seen in 

respect to the area of land currently under consideration for development  by virtue  of 

the  fact that  ever  since  1986, both councils, with support of government, have 

steadfastly opposed and fought against any development of the Redhill Aerodrome 

site despite a number of applications to  do so. In recent  times, we have seen both 

councils, and particularly RBBC, prolific in their resolve to maintain the Green Belt in 

this environment as witnessed in Public Enquires, appeals to the High Court and the 

like. There has also been steadfast support from respective  Members  of Parliament  

to  the  same end.

Should either or both TDC or RBBC now come out in favour of development of this 

land, for any purpose, that would constitute a huge betrayal of the local residents of 

the surrounding areas and represent a total 'about turn' of the policies and issues they 

have stood for in the past. The trust of local residents would be lost and any 

confidence in the councils, and central government, to act on their behalf would be 

destroyed. A community which has for  many  years  supported  local government  

would now find itself mistrusting and wary of the integrity    of such institutions.

Whilst one recognises there is a need for more housing within our country, and that 

the Government has developed a 'global housing policy', surely it is incumbent on the 

relevant local councils to assess how such fits with, or should be interpreted  within, 

their respective   domains.

The proposed development of the Redhill Aerodrome site is surely one of these 

instances where, to implement a 'global policy' just to allow the councils to 'tick boxes,' 

is wholly inappropriate when it means the devastation of Green Belt, the annihilation 

of rural communities and eradication of the open countryside which is and has been 

what this area has represented for centuries.

Development of this land or even safeguarding of this land for future development 

should not be allowed to proceed. I will be copying this letter to TDC, respective MP's 

and Central Government to solicit  their support.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0023

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Keith Vickers RBBC\Represe

ntor\0023

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Firstly, I do not believe that I should even need to write such a letter as the proposed 

Development Management Plan will effectively remove Green Belt land in perpetuity 

for future generations.  The spurious and downright wrongly named ‘Safeguarding’ of 

Green Belt land is incorrect on so many levels.  Safeguarded Green Belt land will never 

revert to Green Belt if this development does not succeed and so we will lose it 

eventually; if not now, then at another time.    I believe that such a decision would not 

be sound and that the consultation process is not appropriate on safeguarded (or, as I 

would say, appropriated) land.  I do not believe there has been sufficient consultation 

on a review of Green Belt land or the selection of SAS1 Redhill Aerodrome for 

safeguarding.      Such safeguarding would be outside the current Core Strategy Plan 

and it will certainly take more land than is necessary.      There is a question of 

sustainability here and future generations will have to make the decisions as to when 

to use this land.  In view of this, I do not believe this is a sound decision.  The 

government has set unrealistic housing targets in the southeast and as a result, local 

councils have to deliver inappropriate desecration of Green Belt land – land that is 

sacrosanct – which would mean a violation of our special Green Belt areas.    I cannot 

imagine the impact on the local habitat and on our local wildlife as well as our open 

areas for walking with dogs or just for exercise.      I understand that enough housing 

development on ‘ordinary’ (or non-Green Belt) land has been allocated already, so 

taking land out of Green Belt would be unnecessary.  Tandridge Borough Council have 

to allocate more housing in their council area and wish to attach their requirements to 

superfluous requirements of Reigate and Banstead.   If the land is ‘safeguarded’ the 

surrounding areas would be blighted.      The proposed developers have been buying 

up this land over several decades, just waiting for an opportunity such as this to cash in 

on their speculation.  Many organisations and businesses have been ‘landbanking’ 

which goes against the principles of all that is right in this country.  The Green Belt was 

instigated in the 1940s to preserve the openness of the countryside 

Remove SAS1. No No

around our cities.  This has been achieved to the most part and the Green Belt should 

be unspoiled at all costs. What is now preserved would be a sprawling development 

and would not be the right homes in the right places.  We should oppose Green Belt 

building vehemently.      Redhill Airport is not the right place to build houses.  The 

owners have wanted to upgrade the airport to a hard runway for many years.  They 

know how lucrative it would be to get the land out of the Green Belt.  It is an old 

airfield and still has a role today as a grassed runway.  Several hundred people work in 

that area in specialist jobs.  Their needs should not be overlooked.    My view is not a 

‘NIMBY’ consideration.  Since I came to live in Salfords in 1982, there has been a great 

deal of housing – in and around Horley, Salfords, Redhill and further afield, in 

Horsham.  I do not want to imagine an area that extends from Croydon all the way to 

Horsham and beyond.  We should preserve London’s Green Belt which is a 

fundamental right, in my view.  Future generations should be able to appreciate our 

countryside and the lifestyle that we currently enjoy.      There are social and 

environmental issues to consider.  For such a large development, East Surrey Hospital 

would not be able to cope and nor would the road infrastructure.  Indeed, in the last 

few months, Surrey County Council has been undergoing a network of widening the 

pavements for pedestrians and cyclists.  This has impacted greatly on traffic flow on 

the roads as has the drainage work on the A23 from Redhill to Horley.  The traffic has 

backed up tremendously.     The roads would be creaking with the amount of extra 

traffic.  This proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and a new 4-way 

junction with the M23 together with the Tandridge District Council selection of Redhill 

Aerodrome land for their proposed village.  Currently, the local roads are not wide and 

they are certainly not maintained adequately with gaping potholes, inadequate white 

lines and dirty signposts which are, in some cases, unreadable.      The area proposed is 

landlocked by lanes at present and even with a new motorway link, the roads could not 

sustain the additional traffic.   As soon as there is an incident on the M25 or the 

M23, local roads become a bottleneck and drivers become frustrated, causing 

accidents and heartache.  The local motorway networks cannot cope currently and I 

cannot imagine what it will be like if the amount of houses proposed is given the go 

ahead.  Road safety must be considered carefully as more houses would mean more 

people.    There are currently rail bottlenecks.  There are not enough trains now to 

carry people to work in London and elsewhere.  In fact, there never will be enough 

trains to cope with the amount of people who live in the vicinity.  The trains would not 

be able to cope.    Local flooding is getting worse with more housing being built on the 

flood plain and I have never known the Salfords Brook at the Beefeater Mill House to 

overflow as much as it has in the last 4 to 5 years.      Pollution, both whilst the building 

work goes on and afterwards, would increase dramatically.      The government needs 

to consider alternatives: for example, brownfield sites, incentives for companies to 

locate in the north, etc.  The country is becoming ‘bottom-heavy’ with all the housing, 

businesses, etc., being in the south of the country and the north is forgotten and 

fading.  It needs rejuvenation.     We must contest this draft DMP.   Taking land out of 

the Green Belt is wrong – it is meant to be protected.  ‘Safeguarding’ land is not saving 

it at all; it is the desecration of the locality. The draft DMP undermines the openness of 

the Green Belt and such a decision would not be sound.  It would be wrong to give this 

the go-ahead.  



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0024

Email/ Survey 

Monkey

Mr  Jeremy Dunnet RBBC\Represe

ntor\0024

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know I wish to object to your proposal to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome, for the following 

reasons:

The site is within the Green Belt which continues to warrant protection.

Reigate and Banstead Borough Council to have spent 25 years defending the Green 

Belt status of Redhill Aerodrome. To Safeguard it now for housing would be completely 

inconsistent.

 

In October 2017 Reigate and Banstead Borough Council refused a retrospective 

planning application for improvements to the unlicensed taxiway. They gave the 

reason that it was inappropriate development in the Green Belt.

The site is an important part of the national General Aviation (GA) infrastructure.

Soon it is likely to be the last remaining fixed wing GA facility within Surrey.

The emerging revised National Planning Policy Framework is likely to offer protection 

to some GA Aerodromes. Redhill Aerodrome is likely to be one. 

The proposed safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome for housing will result in the 

cessation of flying activity at the Aerodrome. 

Redhill Aerodrome provides employment for up to 450 people directly or indirectly. 

This employment would be lost.

The closure of Redhill Aerodrome would create a significant loss of income to the local 

community. 

Just drop the idea of building housing on the Green Belt, and specifically Redhill 

Aerodrome.

No No

Housing development at Redhill Aerodrome is not feasible if Tandridge District Council 

do not select the site as it’s preferred Garden Village option.

It is unrealistic and premature for Reigate and Banstead Borough Council to consider 

Safeguarding the site until the TDC decision is known.

Existing local roads would not be able to cope with the increased traffic generated by 

housing development at Redhill Aerodrome.

Reigate and Banstead Borough Council have no necessity to Safeguard any site at this 

time. 

If Redhill Aerodrome is Safeguarded it is likely to deter the owners from investing in 

and improving this site.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0023

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Raymond Dill RBBC\Represe

ntor\0027

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know I consider that proposed policy MLS2 makes the plan both unsound and not legally 

compliant.   NPPF Para 85 states that Green Belt land should not be identified as 

safeguarded land. John Hobson of Landmark Chambers in his advice to the Council of 

the City of York; he commented that is it important that safeguarding land will be 

genuinely available and capable of development when it is needed. Development on 

the MLS2  green belt sites would entail exceptional circumstances, which have not 

been proven, and are a matter of law.    Two of the main purposes of the Green Belt 

are to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another  to assist in safeguarding 

the countryside from encroachment. Identification of sites in MLS2 appear to 

significantly negate these overriding purposes and will, over time, bridge the gaps 

between existing development (including relatively new areas of development i.e. 

Royal Earlswood; RNIB Philanthropic site, which are located in the Green Belt, but not 

adequately identified in the Central proposals map).    The Regulation 19 Sustainability 

Report (Para 5.7) also supports this conclusion, and has not been adequately 

considered:  "objective 15, to protect landscape character, scored negatively for more 

than one of the chosen sites. This objective scored negatively with all of the sites, and 

very negatively for one of them. Clearly, the primary cumulative impact of these sites is 

their potential impact on the countryside, being located in what is currently green belt 

land in rural locations. The best way to tackle this impact is to try to avoid it becoming 

an issue in the first place by continuing to encourage sustainable development on 

brownfield sites in the borough"  

There is no support in the NPPF to safeguard sites in the green belt. Delete MLS2 

unless it can be legally proven that these sites  could ever meet the requirements of 

exceptional circumstances allowing them to be removed from the green belt and 

therefore developed.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0029.

1

Email Mr Peter Early RBBC\Represe

ntor\0029

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know The policy is unsound because:

• In NPPF 9. Protecting Green Belt land, Paragraphs 79 to 92 state: “…When defining 

boundaries, local planning authorities should…where necessary, identify in their plans 

areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area and the Green Belt, in order to 

meet longer-term development needs stretching well beyond the plan period…”

• So, the land concerned should not be within the Green Belt. Yet the Development 

Management Plan (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development beyond the plan 

period states: “Safeguarded land is land currently in the Green Belt which, following a 

subsequent local plan review, could be allocated as a site for development beyond the 

current plan period”,  this is a complete reversal of NPPF policy and thus not compliant 

with Government Policy

• RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as 

‘Redhill Aerodrome’ and have designated it SAS1. However, SAS1 is a far larger area, 

including not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to 

the west, and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital. The reference to Redhill 

Aerodrome is therefore misleading and inaccurate

• Tandridge (TDC) & Reigate (RBBC) Councils agree the Green Belt (GB) fulfils three 

of the five purposes of the GB

o checking urban sprawl

o preventing coalescence

o preventing encroachment into the countryside.

Collectively they add weight the principle of the GB in maintaining openness.

• Encroachment is of particular relevance. Development of the site as a whole 

would mean the merging of the community of South Nutfield with Salfords and 

Whitebushes to the west, and with Redhill in the north.

• The Metropolitan Green Belt, viewed as a whole, is already narrow and fractured 

at this point.

• Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield nearly into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

(AONB). This is ignored in the DMP documentation, even though existing policy 

states that great weight should be attached to protecting the landscape and scenic 

beauty of AONBs.

• The rural setting of South Nutfield will be adversely affected. One example of this: 

South Nutfield has minimal street lighting. Light pollution from the new 

development would be significant.

• Traffic analysis shows development will lead to thousands of extra vehicles and 

journeys. These will add to congestion, accidents to pedestrians on roads without 

pavements, and air pollution. The existing local road network is already inadequate 

for the traffic it takes.

• RBBC recognise they are powerless to develop any part of the aerodrome site 

without TDC support. TDC are still in the process of selecting a site for a Garden 

Village as part of their Local Plan. No date for that decision is known. It is illogical 

therefore to proceed with safeguarding the site until the TDC decision is known.

No No

• The Government is aware that general aviation aerodromes are closing, leading to 

a significant reduction of such facilities, and a review to protect existing aerodromes 

is underway. This is not taken into account by RBBC.

• Safeguarding SAS1 will create insecurity for residents and businesses alike within 

the area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027. Existing businesses, 

including the owners of Redhill Aerodrome, may be deterred from investing, and 

new businesses may choose to go elsewhere.

• RBBC’s core strategy is based on an ‘urban areas first’ approach. In safeguarding 

SAS1 they will be acting contrary to their own policy.

• Up to now, RBBC have been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB. As recently as 4th October 2017, the RBBC 

Planning committee refused a retrospective planning application at the aerodrome 

and stated: “...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, 

constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which 

would erode the openness of the Green Belt.” RBBC’s position regarding a flat 

taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how they can now consider the 

construction of homes will not have such an adverse effect

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0030.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Jeremy Early RBBC\Represe

ntor\0030

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know The National Planning Policy Framework (2012) states: “The National Planning Policy 

Framework must be taken into account in the preparation of local and neighbourhood 

plans, and is a material consideration in planning decisions”. It adds: “When defining 

boundaries, local planning authorities should…where necessary, identify in their plans 

areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area and the Green Belt”. The area 

covered in SAS1 is in the Green Belt so attempting to make it ‘safeguarded’ land is 

contrary to NPPF policy whatever may happen to the status of the land subsequently. 

Removing the land from the Green Belt after the event, and developing it, would be 

wholly inappropriate for these additional reasons:  1. RBBC’s Core Strategy being 

based on an ‘urban areas first’ approach, which means ‘safeguarding’ SAS1 would be 

contrary to their stated policy.   2. The Green Belt exists, among other things, to check 

urban sprawl, prevent encroachment  into the countryside and prevent the 

coalescence of settlements. ‘Safeguarding’ SAS1 is contrary to these principles since 

development of the site would result in the local settlements of Salfords, Whitebushes 

and Salfords merging.  3. Large-scale development could not feasibly involve a 

significant level of sustainable transportation and would result in tens of thousands of 

extra vehicles and journeys per year. This would add to a level of congestion which is 

already notoriously bad on the parallel A23-M23 corridors and associated roads, as 

was all too evident on 15 February 2018. It would also increase air pollution.   4. 

‘Safeguarding’ SAS1 will create insecurity and potential ‘blight’ for local residents and 

businesses at least until 2027. Redhill Aerodrome is home to more than 20 companies 

employing c. 350 people.  Existing businesses may be deterred from investing and new 

businesses may choose to go elsewhere.  

Remove policy MLS2 - Safeguarded land for development beyond the plan period No No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0032.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Joanna Elphick RBBC\Represe

ntor\0032

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know This development (Redhill aerodrome and the large surrounding area of land 

associated with it) is completely unacceptable. Once developed this important part of 

the greenbelt would be lost forever. The area would become one large urban sprawl - 

valuable wildlife habitat would be lost as well as recreational space. There is already 

atrocious traffic congestion in the area and the infrastructure would not support such a 

ludicrous amount of development and the numbers of people coming into the area.   

Green belt should be sacred - never built on, there are plenty of brown belt sites 

around - developers just want rich from converting our precious green spaces into 

housing.  The rail system is at full capacity, we are a commuting family and know this 

first hand.  Brown field sites are the way forward, this way we can protect our 

countryside, and our villages, towns and infrastructure (e.g. schools and drs surgery's) 

which would be merged into one huge sprawl without the capability to cope with the 

huge numbers of people. This idea is terrible for the residents of the surrounding 

areas, it will ruin the character of the area and make it a thoroughly miserable place to 

live. We love our countryside, leave it alone!  As an aside, this form is ridiculous- it 

makes it impossible for most people to say what they feel, as it is pretty much 

incomprehensible, this is very unfair, why has it been made so hard to understand and 

fill in??  Please take these comments into consideration when making your decision, it 

will affect so many people.  

Just don't do it! We don't need this development. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0033.
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Survey 

Monkey

Mr James Emmerton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0033

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know 1)Redhill Aerodrome has never been through Reg 18 consultation.  2)It is not in the 

search area as identified in the core plan policy CS6  3) Has a higher impact on the 

landscape and openness of Green belt from the Council's own reports than other areas 

such as SSW10. Which in the Green Belt assessment of SSW10 ignores the fact that 

SSW9 is proposed to be allocated for housing by the LA  4) Aerodrome devt contingent 

on a motorway junction provision that has not been costed nor committed to by 

Highways England.  5) contingent on adj Borough of Tandrige also supporting.LA have 

stated they will drop this allocation if Tandridge don't back it.  6) is an isolated stand 

alone proposal that draws supposedly Central Govt support. However does not have 

local support as reqd by Govt policy as local pop not asked until this point. Is not 

sustainable due to lack of infrastructure. Requires too many other ownerships to 

guarantee delivery.  7) para 4.10.18 states that in setting Green Belt boundaries regard 

should be had to longer term demand. Safeguarded land to be identified between 

urban areas and green belt land. How does Redhill aerodrome allocation meet this 

objective.  When moving the green belt boundaries in SUEs, no comparison appears to 

have been made between the land beyond the SUEs and Redhill aerodrome in regard 

to Green belt functions. is it the best option or the easiest as the land owners have 

done the promotion work that the Council have not the funds nor time to do.  8) Para 

4.10.20 states Redhill aerodrome will meet the current reduced OAN up to 2031. From 

the end of this year when plan is adopted that is only 12 years. Long Term Need? Esp if 

full OAN is taken into account.  9) para 4.10.19 says that land may be safeguarded 

through the DMP in order to provide OPTIONS to meet development needs. One site 

allocation does not create Options

Carry out additional work to assess its likelihood and how it compares to other 

sites. When removing SUEs from green belt check if adj land more suitable to incl as 

safeguarded land

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0113.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0113
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Chairman MLS2 Don't know No Yes Delete MLS2 and replace with

If, at the next 5 year review, it appears that development on the proposed urban 

extension sites will not extend beyond the plan period, the council will consider 

safeguarding additional land cfor development.

Reason

 We consider it is unnecessary to safeguard the Redhill Aerodrome and adjacent land 

for development.

We recognise the need to meet long term development needs when defining Green 

Belt boundaries, in accordance with government policy.

However, in this case we consider it is inappropriate for the following reasons;

1. We are confident that with additional windfall sites coming forward and higher 

densities than currently proposed on the urban extensions (based on government 

policy), it will not be necessary to use some of the urban extension lands in the plan 

period. We note there is already uncertainty on the Copyhold site.

2. The housing trajectory supports this.

3. Once safeguarded, there will be pressures to bring forward development, even if 

not required.

4.The proposal is based on Tandridge’s portion of the aerodrome being put forward 

as a possible garden village and it is not known whether that council plans to pursue 

this option. The site did not come out in the Council’s initial sieve as an appropriate 

site. This is opportunism without looking at the deficiencies of the site.

5. We note that, looking at the purposes of the Green Belt, it comes out as 

moderate impact 

On sprawl, high on settlements merging and moderate on encroachment on the 

countryside. This suggest it is an inappropriate site. We are particularly concerned 

about the merging of Redhill, Salfords, Whitebushes and  Nutfield, and the fact that 

in this area the Green Belt is already narrow. And fragmented.

The remaining area to the north will be narrow and not perform the function of a 

strategic gap. In planning terms, we consider it to be an unsatisfactory location.

6. In terms of infrastructure, the proposal is dependent on a new link from the M23, 

which may not be forthcoming. The access to the West, even with some minor road 

improvements, is unsatisfactory because of the existing high levels of congestion.

In our opinion, a garden village is wasteful of land and it is far better to build at 

higher densities in higher buildings, as is now being encouraged by the 

Government.  

No

7) There is increasing concern nationally about the declining demand for new 

homes – partly because of Brexit, with fewer immigrants, but general concern at 

the prospects for the economy leading to estate agents reporting lower sales, 

month after month. There is also doubt about government household and housing 

need assessments. Some experts talk of oversupply except for social housing.

8) There is a gradual recognition that there needs to be more investment in the 

Midlands and North, rather than the overdeveloped South East with its problems of 

high land values and lack of transport infrastructure.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0046

Letter/ Survey 

Monkey 

Mr Graham Philip Hornby RBBC\Represe

ntor\0046

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Taking Land out of the "Green Belt" is totally wrong and unsound when "Brownfield 

Sites" should be developed first as a priority. So called saving our precious Green Belt 

Land by Reigate & Banstead Borough Council & Tandridge Council by means of 

"SAFEGUARDING"? This is outside the current Core Strategy.

To whom it may concern,

I attended as a local resident a couple of important local council meetings, that had 

been arranged with regards to the above said highlighted subject. I was initially quite 

shocked to discover that the area we are talking about is actually part of the overall 

London Green Belt Land, hence its general importance to what is discussed in London.

I have been a resident at my above address for some Thirty Eight (38) years now and 

have seen the area developed to what it is now. For this development to go ahead as is 

planned is to blight/ruin the surrounding area/countryside totally  without hesitation.

According to the government definition of protecting Green Belt Land policy, is to 

prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics 

of Green Belts are their openness and their permanence.

To take this land outside that of the Green Belt is absolutely stupid to say the least and 

so called "SAFEGUARDING" it, is misleading and morally wrong. That's why it is called 

Green Belt, the true English Dictionary meaning of the word "safeguarding" means 

what is says; protective/preventative/preservation/conservation, so why is this word 

even used at all, it's just 'gobledegouch' used by planning personnel and bodies to talk 

around. If this development was to go ahead the whole area would be ruined forever. 

If this land is taken out of the Green Belt, but then if the plans don't go ahead, it'll 

every unlikely to ever get put back into the Green Belt again in the future.

I answered 'I don't know', so I cannot answer this question. No No



You can't just plonk some 8,000 to 13,000 houses or a brand new garden village as it's 

intended to be the size of Caterham, in the middle of the countryside without SERIOUS 

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT at the same time, to which these plans don't really 

deal with in  truth.

 

1). R & BBC generally talk about the general appealing subject matter that is influenced 

by ''The Redhill Aerodrome", but the overall area that is part of this so-called "Garden 

Village" is somewhat much larger than this, as "The Redhill Aerodrome" is only a small 

fraction of the area that is proposed in relationship to the overall scheme of things, 

more so in the Tandridge Council proximity and its boundaries.

2). Although this development is proposed for  the future (i.e. from 2027 to  2032) it  is 

obvious that it has to be planned for. But from what I've seen to date, the plans are so 

far-fetched they are ridiculous.

3). The roads infrastructure would be totally swamped, as most of the surrounding 

roads are generally only country roads now with general width restrictions but with 

something like an extra 20,000 cars or more, plus new bus routes etc., all trying to get 

to work or whatever, would create just pure gridlock. It's bad enough now, what with 

the local hospital traffic, rush-hour and school times vehicles, all trying to gain access 

to and from the all too busy A23 junction from Three Arch Road. As I've been a local 

taxi-driver recently, there would be a lot of "Rat Running" around these country roads 

to avoid traffic jams, and I should know what I'm talking about and to do all this is, is 

madness when "Brownfield Sites" can be utilised firstly as a priority. It's also very bad 

news for Emergency and normal Ambulances to have easy access to the Hospital with 

all the existing traffic now, without adding a further burden of more traffic to deal 

with. -Absolute Madness! I

All on behalf of Building Developers who are only interested in one thing-Profits!! And 

them not worrying about duly designed proper infrastructure development, as this 

would only eat into their profits and as they probably wouldn't even live in the area 

anyway, so why worry? It's not my problem!

4). And if the M23 proposed new motorway link goes ahead too, what happens when 

the general motorway traffic want to join the M25/J7 to travel east or west and then 

an accident happens around this section of the M25, all the traffic would then come off 

at this new junction and use it as a "Rat Run" to by-pass the proposed gridlock, only to 

gridlock the local traffic even more than is planned. Experience tells me what a 

gridlocked situation the local traffic gets into now around Reigate and Redhill when 

this happens particularly with regards to all the lorries etc. - A damn nightmare!! And 

should be avoided at all cost.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0049
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Monkey

Mrs Christine Kingsman RBBC\Represe

ntor\0049

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know Green Belt was set up to stop urban sprawl. This plan would create exactly that. The 

high court rejected a hard standing runway on Redhill Aerodrome as being 

inappropriate for green belt land, so building a new town is on green belt land is 

infinitely more inappropriate. The surrounding roads are wholly unsuitable to 

accommodate the thousands of people who would be living in the new town and how 

would East Surrey hospital be able to cope? The railway system would also struggle to 

cope. Many people, myself included moved here to get away from urban sprawl, only 

to find I could end up back in it. We need to keep our green belt land, not just for us 

but for the generations to come.

Reject the plan altogether No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0050

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Muzaffor Hossain RBBC\Represe

ntor\0050

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No No I am not a legal expert so am not able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    

The Development Management Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out the 

reasons below.    1) R&BBC's current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan 

identified sufficient sites to meet its needs. The Government Inspector requires that 

R&BBC have sufficient land identified to meet their development needs for 5 years 

beyond the current plan - this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes to 

be built in the 5 years 2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green belt 

with Tandridge is for 13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely 

disproportionate to the need.    The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when 

other non Green Belt land is available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken out 

of green belt. Green belt was established for a very good, long term reason. Ultimately 

where does this stop? Once London expands so much it meets the sea at Brighton?    

3) The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land.    

4) There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 

for safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current 

Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not cope with this. There are already 

bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  the A23 and the crossroads with the 

A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional traffic that this will cause (because lets 

face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, it will be built on. Otherwise, why take it 

out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A link with M23 will only increase traffic in the 

area as motorists aim to avoid the Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    7) I am old. I live 

near the junction of Honeycrock Lane and the A23. It is difficult for me to cross 

Honeycrock Lane as it is due to the traffic. This will make it very dangerous for them 

and may well lead to an accident  

I am not a legal expert so am not able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    

The Development Management Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out 

the reasons below.    1) R&BBC's current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan 

identified sufficient sites to meet its needs. The Government Inspector requires that 

R&BBC have sufficient land identified to meet their development needs for 5 years 

beyond the current plan - this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes 

to be built in the 5 years 2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green 

belt with Tandridge is for 13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely 

disproportionate to the need.    The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when 

other non Green Belt land is available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken 

out of green belt. Green belt was established for a very good, long term reason. 

Ultimately where does this stop? Once London expands so much it meets the sea at 

Brighton?    3) The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarded land.    4) There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review 

or the selection of SAS1 for safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not 

cope with this. There are already bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  

the A23 and the crossroads with the A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional 

traffic that this will cause (because lets face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, 

it will be built on. Otherwise, why take it out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A 

link with M23 will only increase traffic in the area as motorists aim to avoid the 

Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    7) I am old. I live near the junction of Honeycrock 

Lane and the A23. It is difficult for me to cross Honeycrock Lane as it is due to the 

traffic. This will make it very dangerous for them and may well lead to an accident  

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0051
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Mr Martin Kingsman RBBC\Represe

ntor\0051

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know Green Belt was set up to stop urban sprawl. This plan would create exactly that. The 

high court rejected a hard standing runway on Redhill Aerodrome as being 

inappropriate for green belt land, so building a new town is on green belt land is 

infinitely more inappropriate. The surrounding roads are wholly unsuitable to 

accommodate the thousands of people who would be living in the new town and how 

would East Surrey hospital be able to cope? The railway system would also struggle to 

cope. Many people, myself included moved here to get away from urban sprawl, only 

to find I could end up back in it. We need to keep our green belt land, not just for us 

but for the generations to come.

Reject the plan altogether No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0074.
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Email Mrs Ruth Ritter RBBC\Represe

ntor\0074

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Yes I feel that the Development management plan is not compliant with it’s aim set out in 

NHE5-8 which describes having a robust and defensible green belt. 

Not sound because ....

Re: Robust and defensible green belt:

The plan proposes removing Green belt protection from land near to Redhill to create 

space for more homes, but I believe that the Green belt was designated as a way to 

protect the areas around towns (and in our case around the Greater London area) and 

give vital breathing space for air filtration and to allow biodiversity to be maintained. 

As such I believe that the plan to develop the Redhill aerodrome site and beyond as a 

‘garden village’ is completely disregarding the policy of maintaining a robust and 

defensible green belt. It is a huge area and with over 8,000 homes could become a 

settlement the size of Redhill. 

The area would also link Whitebushes, Salfords and South Nutfield which would do the 

complete opposite of what the Green Belt should do, namely keeping in check the 

unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas and to prevent neighbouring towns from 

merging into each other. 

(see Policy SC12 re safeguarding the openness of the green belt)

This raises other concerns for me, as it doesn’t have a rail link, and the plan to build a 

road link between the M23 and A23 would only increase congestion and pollution into 

an area that is currently providing the open space required by the Green belt. 

Remove SAS1. Feels that the plan to develop the Redhill Aerodrome Site completely 

disregards the policy of maintaining a robust and defensible green belt. Would add 

congestion and pollution. 

No No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0082
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Mr Ian Taylor-kublik RBBC\Represe

ntor\0082

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No/ Don't 

know

Don't Know I am objecting in the strongest possible sense to the DMP plan to take the ‘Redhill 

Aerodrome land’ out of the Green belt.  There are numerous reasons to object to this 

plan:  1.	 The Green belt is precious and ensures a high standard of living for residents 

in the local area. This decision would destroy green belt and create an urban sprawl in 

a  semi rural area.  2.	The DMP did not properly identify the land accurately   3.	There 

has been no consultation  for the land (SAS1)  4.	The decision to safeguard the SAS1 

land is flawed as it contradicts the DMP   5.	Current infrastructure in the area is not 

sustainable within the plan  6.	The proposed link to the M23 is fundamentally flawed   

7.	The plan is vastly disproportionate for the needs of the area.  8.	The plan is morally 

wrong  1.  In 1947 the Town and Country planning act set forth the idea of green belt 

land. This newly named Green Belt was to remain undeveloped to maintain a high 

standard of living through the limiting of London’s almost unstoppable sprawl.  The 

key aspects of Green belt development are:  •	To check the unrestricted sprawl of large 

built-up areas  •	To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another  •	To 

assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  •	To preserve the setting 

and distinctive character of historic towns  •	To assist in urban regeneration, by 

encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.  The positives being:  

•	Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population  

•	Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas  

•	The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to 

where people live  •	Improvement of damaged and derelict land around towns  •	The 

securing of nature conservation interests  •	The retention of land in agricultural, 

forestry and related uses.  The decision to safeguard the land goes in complete 

contrast to every aspect of the Green belt principle.  Quite why a local council would 

choose to destroy Green Belt and reduce the overall quality of land in the district is 

beyond my comprehension. The rise in pollution, impact on flood plain land and will 

detrimentally affect the entire district ruining is character of a semi rural environment.  

Furthermore the proposed development on such a site would allow urban sprawl 

across a semi rural area destroying wildlife areas for Red Kites, Buzzards and Deer.  It 

would lower the quality of living for residents across the borough and in the borough 

of Tandridge.  

The decision about the SAS1 land should be revoked immediately and that land 

continue to be Green belt with full protections.  However, if the council decides to 

continue with this foolish decision then the process should be open and 

transparent.  You would need to openly advertise the plans for the SAS1 land.  

There should be a full and transparent consultation process with a considerable 

amount of time available so that all residents have a proper opportunity to 

comment.

No Yes/ No

  2. The DMP plan was updated recently. However, the part concerning the ‘Redhill 

Aerodrome land’ was misleading as only a tiny proportion of the land is on the site of 

the Aerodrome the vast majority of land is in actuality agricultural land. Therefore, the 

description the DMP is completely misleading and not fit for purpose as it does not 

give an accurate indication of the level of development that is proposed on the site 

through safeguarding. Nor has TBBC adequately advertised the development with only 

one poster at Redhill train station and a Twitter Tweet.  Hardly sufficient to keep the 

people informed of developments, especially one of this magnitude. In fact, one would 

suggest that it is negligent on the part of RBBC.    3. In addition to the DMP document 

not being fit for purpose there has not been any consultation of the public about this 

significant development.  I can only presume that this is due to the RBBC wishing to 

hide this in a disingenuous description of the site in the DMP, lack of advertising and 

no consultation.  This surely is in total disregard for the people of the Borough and 

those whom live around the site.  Therefore, the designated land should be removed 

from the plan until RBBC can be open and honest with the population and follow an 

acceptable planning procedure for the safeguarding of land in the borough.    4. The 

decision to safeguard the land SAS1 is flawed as it contradicts the DMP.  I fully support 

the premise of the DMP except the SAS1  land.  I support building on brown field sites 

and I support the building near train stations.  The whole plan is a wise one, except the 

SAS1 land.  This is because the SAS1 land is not brown field, it is not near public 

transport and it is not near businesses.  Therefore, a housing estate 3 times the size of 

Reigate will be created.  This is in complete contradiction to the DMP.   When one 

considers disingenuous description of the site, the lack of advertising, the lack of 

consultation and now the fact that the land does not fit in with the DMP one has to 

wonder what why the rationale is for such a development.  It makes no sense 

especially when in previous consultation the site was ranked 6th out of 31 for 

development and yet has become the prime site for development.    5. In addition, 

current infrastructure is not sustainable in the area to support such a huge 

development.  Local roads such as Axes lane, Bower Hill lane, Clay land and 

Philanthropic lane are too narrow to accommodate an addition 15,000 daily car 

journeys.  Furthermore, the railway running north to south provides a barrier to any 

additional road capacity being produced.  Therefore, roads rural roads such as 

Honeycrock lane will bear the brunt of additional traffic travelling to the West. To the 

North of the site is another railway line which again forms a barrier to improving road 

infrastructure with narrow lanes and bridges also present.  Therefore, the road 

infrastructure is not sustainable.  Furthermore, the site does not incorporate access to 

rail.  The nearest stations being Nutfield and Salfords.  Both stations are at full capacity 

for parking and there is no scope for increasing this capacity.  Furthermore, there is no 

space for bike racks.  In addition to this the two stations only have two platforms and 

therefore would not be able to accommodate a town of 30,000 people being built as 

the line is already at capacity due to bottlenecks in London. As there is no plan to build 

a new station or line the site fails on the issue of sustainability.      6. The link to the 

M23 is also flawed in its design and rationale.  Although it would allow easy access to 

the motor perhaps diverting some traffic on north/south routes away from the 

borough it also must be main plain that the route would also bring new traffic into the 

borough meaning that the status quo would be maintained.  Therefore, why would we 

build it as it would not improve traffic but may increase pollution and would certainly 

route more traffic onto the congested A23.  Furthermore, the link is supposed to 

connect with the Three Arches Bridge near the hospital.  Given the three arches, 

housing at the site and other infrastructure I am unsure how the council can effectively 

link a dual carriageway to a single lane road and not have this cause huge levels of 

congestion and pollution.    7. On top of all the flaws in the plan the final one is the 

most important one.  It is massively disproportionate to the needs of the borough.  

Given that there is a need to build about 500 houses per year the site would more than 

exceed that need.  

Give that the site would accommodate more than 7000 homes there no need to have 

such a huge site.  8. Finally, I would like to raise the issue that I feel the destruction of 

such a site is morally wrong.  To encourage development on a site which would lower 

the quality of living for residents, destroy the environment, be contrary to the will of 

the people but only benefit those who simply wish to make vast sums of money is 

morally reprehensible.    
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No I am most concerned that RBBC are considering that Redhill Aerodrome might be a 

possible site for development, and have put forward proposals for safe-guarding it as 

building land.  I would make the following points:

RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as 

‘Redhill Aerodrome’ and has designated it SAS1.  However SAS1 is a far larger area, 

including not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to 

the west, and land to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital.   The reference to Redhill 

Aerodrome is misleading and inaccurate. 

 

Tandridge & Reigate Councils have agreed that the Green Belt (GB) fulfils three of the 

five purposes of the GB – checking urban sprawl, preventing coalescence and 

preventing encroachment into the countryside.  Collectively they add weight the 

principle of the GB in maintaining openness.  

 

Preventing Encroachment is of particular relevance in this case.  Development of the 

site as a whole would mean the merging of the community of South Nutfield with 

Salfords and Whitebushes to the west, and with Redhill to the north.

 

The Metropolitan Green Belt, viewed as a whole, is already narrow at this point, and 

would be completely fractured by this development.  

 

Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield nearly into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

(AONB).  This is ignored in the RBBC documentation, even though your policy states 

that great weight should be attached to protecting the landscape and scenic beauty of 

AONBs. The views from and amenity of  the Nutfield Ridge would be adversely affected 

by development on this site.

The rural setting of South Nutfield would be adversely affected.  One example of this is 

that South Nutfield has no street lighting; light pollution from the new development 

would be significant and spoil the rural ambience of the village. 

Remove SAS1. No



 

The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes; there are 

long queues at peak times. It is obvious that there will be thousands of extra journeys 

resulting from this development, and this is supported by traffic analysis. The extra 

traffic would make travel in the morning unbearably slow, increase the number of 

accidents involving pedestrians and cyclists on these roads, which have no pavements, 

and would significantly increase air pollution from the queuing traffic.

 

RBBC are powerless to develop any part of the aerodrome site without TDC support;  

TDC are still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village (GV) as part of their 

Local Plan. No date for that decision is known. It is illogical to proceed with 

safeguarding this site until a TDC decision is known, as a decision not to place the 

Garden Village on Redhill Aerodrome would make this proposed development 

unviable.

A Government review to protect existing aerodromes is underway, as the Government 

is aware that general aviation aerodromes are closing, and that there is a significant 

reduction of such facilities. Possible protection of Redhill Aerodrome as an aerodrome 

seems not to have been taken into account by RBBC.

Safeguarding SAS1 will create insecurity for residents and businesses alike within the 

area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027.   Existing businesses, including 

the owners of the aerodrome, may be deterred from investing, and new businesses 

may choose to go elsewhere. 

RBBC’s core strategy says it is based on an ‘urban areas first’ approach. In 

safeguarding SAS1 you would be acting contrary to your own policy.

Up to now, RBBC have been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB.  As recently as 4th October 2017, RBBC 

planning committee refused a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome 

and stated:  “...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, 

constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which 

would erode the openness of the Green Belt.”  RBBC’s position regarding a flat 

taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how you can now consider the 

construction of homes will not have such an adverse effect.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Firstly, I do not believe that I should even need to write such a letter as the proposed 

Development Management Plan will effectively remove Green Belt land in perpetuity 

for future generations.  The spurious and downright wrongly named ‘Safeguarding’ of 

Green Belt land is incorrect on so many levels.  Safeguarded Green Belt land will never 

revert to Green Belt if this development does not succeed and so we will lose it 

eventually; if not now, then at another time.    I believe that such a decision would not 

be sound and that the consultation process is not appropriate on safeguarded (or, as I 

would say, appropriated) land.  I do not believe there has been sufficient consultation 

on a review of Green Belt land or the selection of SAS1 Redhill Aerodrome for 

safeguarding.      Such safeguarding would be outside the current Core Strategy Plan 

and it will certainly take more land than is necessary.      There is a question of 

sustainability here and future generations will have to make the decisions as to when 

to use this land.  In view of this, I do not believe this is a sound decision.  The 

government has set unrealistic housing targets in the southeast and as a result, local 

councils have to deliver inappropriate desecration of Green Belt land – land that is 

sacrosanct – which would mean a violation of our special Green Belt areas.    I cannot 

imagine the impact on the local habitat and on our local wildlife as well as our open 

areas for walking with dogs or just for exercise.      I understand that enough housing 

development on ‘ordinary’ (or non-Green Belt) land has been allocated already, so 

taking land out of Green Belt would be unnecessary.  Tandridge Borough Council have 

to allocate more housing in their council area and wish to attach their requirements to 

superfluous requirements of Reigate and Banstead.   If the land is ‘safeguarded’ the 

surrounding areas would be blighted.      The proposed developers have been buying 

up this land over several decades, just waiting for an opportunity such as this to cash in 

on their speculation.  Many organisations and businesses have been ‘land banking’ 

which goes against the principles of all that is right in this country.  The Green Belt was 

instigated in the 1940s to preserve the openness of the countryside around our cities.  

This has been achieved to the most part and the Green Belt should be unspoiled at all 

costs. What is now preserved would be a sprawling development and would not be the 

right homes in the right places.  We should oppose Green Belt building vehemently.     

Remove SAS1. No No

 Redhill Airport is not the right place to build houses.  The owners have wanted to 

upgrade the airport to a hard runway for many years.  They know how lucrative it 

would be to get the land out of the Green Belt.  It is an old airfield and still has a role 

today as a grassed runway.  Several hundred people work in that area in specialist jobs.  

Their needs should not be overlooked.    My view is not a ‘NIMBY’ consideration.  Since 

I came to live in Salfords in 1982, there has been a great deal of housing – in and 

around Horley, Salfords, Redhill and further afield, in Horsham.  I do not want to 

imagine an area that extends from Croydon all the way to Horsham and beyond.  We 

should preserve London’s Green Belt which is a fundamental right, in my view.  Future 

generations should be able to appreciate our countryside and the lifestyle that we 

currently enjoy.      There are social and environmental issues to consider.  For such a 

large development, East Surrey Hospital would not be able to cope and nor would the 

road infrastructure.  Indeed, in the last few months, Surrey County Council has been 

undergoing a network of widening the pavements for pedestrians and cyclists.  This 

has impacted greatly on traffic flow on the roads as has the drainage work on the A23 

from Redhill to Horley.  The traffic has backed up tremendously.     The roads would be 

creaking with the amount of extra traffic.  This proposal depends on a new link road 

between the A23 and a new 4-way junction with the M23 together with the Tandridge 

District Council selection of Redhill Aerodrome land for their proposed village.  

Currently, the local roads are not wide and they are certainly not maintained 

adequately with gaping potholes, inadequate white lines and dirty signposts which are, 

in some cases, unreadable.      The area proposed is landlocked by lanes at present and 

even with a new motorway link, the roads could not sustain the additional traffic.   As 

soon as there is an incident on the M25 or the M23, local roads become a bottleneck 

and drivers become frustrated, causing accidents and heartache.  The local motorway 

networks cannot cope currently and I cannot imagine what it will be like if the amount 

of houses proposed is given the go ahead.  Road safety must be considered carefully as 

more houses would mean more people.    There are currently rail bottlenecks.  There 

are not enough trains now to carry people to work in London and elsewhere.

  In fact, there never will be enough trains to cope with the amount of people who live 

in the vicinity.  The trains would not be able to cope.    Local flooding is getting worse 

with more housing being built on the flood plain and I have never known the Salfords 

Brook at the Beefeater Mill House to overflow as much as it has in the last 4 to 5 years.      

Pollution, both whilst the building work goes on and afterwards, would increase 

dramatically.      The government needs to consider alternatives: for example, 

brownfield sites, incentives for companies to locate in the north, etc.  The country is 

becoming ‘bottom-heavy’ with all the housing, businesses, etc., being in the south of 

the country and the north is forgotten and fading.  It needs rejuvenation.     We must 

contest this draft DMP.   Taking land out of the Green Belt is wrong – it is meant to be 

protected.  ‘Safeguarding’ land is not saving it at all; it is the desecration of the locality. 

The draft DMP undermines the openness of the Green Belt and such a decision would 

not be sound.  It would be wrong to give this the go-ahead.  
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MLS2 No I wish to raise the following issues as a local resident, with substantial experience as a 

[...]. I have commented previously on the concept of a potential garden village at and 

adjoining the Redhill Aerodrome site and these comments incorporate and follow on 

from my previous comments to Tandridge District Council (TDC). The comments are 

framed on the basis of the potential long term development as envisaged by RBBC, 

whether this is separate from or in conjunction with the TDC garden village proposals:

Development Principles

Local TDC residents were not given the specific opportunity to comment on the 

principle of a garden village or a series of much smaller developments spread 

reasonably around the district. Similarly they were not able to comment on the 

potential safeguarding of a very substantial area for development by RBBC, which 

immediately abuts the TDC boundary. The concert of such a major area or the options 

elsewhere were not put forward for comment by Reigate &  Banstead Borough Council 

(RBBC) and a single major site only was presented for comment.  A wide spread of 

smaller and variable sized developments would  potentially  be more acceptable, 

impact less on transport, infrastructure and  drainage/flooding  issues and offer more 

security if any part  or  all of  the  particular  site  was  later found to be undeliverable 

for any reason.

Green Belt

The Redhill Aerodrome site and the adjoining areas covered by the consultation lie fully 

within the Green Belt and locally form a large part of this designation.  It should be 

noted that the Green Belt around London is currently at its thinnest in this vicinity and 

is thus particularly vulnerable to local loss and degradation. The RBBC development 

proposals would reduce this to about 400m width and thus essentially breach the 

continuity of the Green Belt around London.  I understand that TDC concluded that the 

aerodrome and the land around it contribute to three purposes of the Green Belt, as 

defined in the 

It is unrealistic and premature  for RBBC  to  safeguard  the  site until the TDC 

decision is known.

Yes

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) as:

Effective in  checking sprawl The  Green  Belt  to  the  western  edge  of  this  strategic 

area has an important role to play to prevent the sprawl of these large built up 

settlements (Redhill and  Merstham) creeping into Tandridge  District.

Preventing coalescence The parcel ... plays a role in separating Redhill with South 

Nutfield. These settlements are further separated by distance, woodland and water 

bodies in the parcel. Therefore the parcel is effective at serving this purpose.

Preventing encroachment The parcel is generally considered to play a strong role in 

assisting the  safeguarding  of countryside  from encroachment.

The developer's proposals for the garden village on and adjoining the Aerodrome, as 

the promoter of the scheme, states that the site makes no contribution to the Green 

Belt as it does not adjoin the main urban areas of Redhill or helps to prevent 

coalescence. This ignores the fact that the site is as close to Salfords and Whitebushes, 

as the suburban extensions of Redhill, as it is to  South  Nutfield. They also state that 

separation will continue and comprise a buffering strip of a mere narrow belt of trees 

and green spaces. The developers accept that the proposal would not safeguard the 

countryside from encroachment, but argue that part of the site has been previously 

developed, and thus the relative impact of this purpose is reduced. This is incorrect as 

the major part of the site by far is greenfield within the Green Belt as established by 

legal judgement for a recent planning application and cannot be considered as 

developed.

Another principle of the Green Belt is its permanence. RBBC adopted their Local Plan in 

2014 and it appears not to come up for review until 2027. The land at and adjoining 

Redhill Aerodrome is shown as Green Belt in the plan.

The NPPF guidance on Green Belt boundaries is explicit:  "Once established  Green Belt 

boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the 

preparation or review of the Local Plan. At that time, authorities should consider the 

Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended permanence in the long term, 

so that they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period." It follows that 

TDC can only consider changes as part of  their  local  plan  and  not  be  developer 

driven and Reigate  and  Banstead  Borough  Council  cannot  consider  altering  the 

Green Belt status of Redhill Aerodrome until 2027 at the earliest. This has been 

recognised in their Sites Consultation 2016 when they considered  the  Redhill 

Aerodrome site and commented The main issue is that the majority of the land is 

within the Borough of Reigate and Banstead who have discounted this area for 

development.

RBBC have spent 25 years defending the Green Belt status of the aerodrome site and      

to      safeguard      it      now      would       be      completely      inconsistent. In October 

2017 RBBC refused a retrospective planning application for improvements to the 

unlicensed taxiway. The reason given was that it was inappropriate development in the 

Green Belt.

Location and Landscape

The current rural area would be degraded by a loss of "openness" during daylight 

hours and by a significant increase in light pollution at night.  Hence the areas of the 

current Aerodrome and the former surrounding open rural land would be  visually 

more intrusive during both day and night thus diminishing residential amenity and 

harming the area which has long been enjoyed by the   community.

I understand that the area on Nutfield Ridge, with a central view of the aerodrome site, 

is a candidate area for Surrey Hills AONB and Natural 

England is currently conducting the boundary review. In addition, land north of the 

railway line has an AGLV designation and is barely 500m from the site. Most of the 

aerodrome site is in full view from the footpath running high along the Ridge and also 

visible from the Greensand Way passing to the north of the site.  No amount of 

"buffering" could conceal such a sizeable development of many hundreds / thousands 

houses, associated infrastructure, a new motorway junction and several kilometres of 

spur and link roads. Major elevated earthworks involved in the proposed development 

would have a significant impact on visual considerations. The NPPF also requires great 

weight to be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty ... in AONBs.

In addition, existing  roads  connecting  the  proposed  development  to  the  strategic 

A25 in Nutfield would have to pass  directly  through  the  candidate  AONB  area.  

There would be  a  huge increase in  traffic volume,  and  the  junctions with the  A25  

for both  roads would  become  very difficult, unsafe  and  likely have long queues.

There would be increased light pollution. South Nutfield is a  rural village  with  no 

street lights. A development of this type and size would be visible at night  not  just  

from South Nutfield, but  from the  whole length  of the  Greensand  Ridge  to  Redhill, 

an effect exacerbated by the coalescence of communities which this scheme would 

bring. Air pollution has already been recorded above national limits in some local 

hotspots and this will  be  an  issue  from  the  hugely  increased  traffic  flows  

anticipated to result  from  this  development,  particularly  around  the  motorway 

junction  and  spur. 

New Motorway Junction and Spur Road

Separate detailed comment were submitted to TDC as a specialist [...] through [...] 

engineering consultancy Ltd in a letter dated 5 October 2017 and a copy is attached.  

The key comments include the following:

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4476/rbbc_representor_0047


The development proposal is reliant on the central concept of a new motorway 

junction and spur road. Thakeham made an unequivocal statement at an EGM of the 

Redhill Aerodrome Consultative Committee (RACC) in December 2016 that the scheme 

was not viable without the motorway spur and spur road included. The Thakeham 

proposals are scant and essentially diagrammatic but now show the junction 

immediately south of the Coopers Hill viaduct, having previously indicated this further 

south near the tennis centre. Discussion with Mike Murray (RAVL's development 

consultant), have indicated that no detailed assessments and  designs have been 

carried out by Thakeham and that more detailed studies will  only  be carried out as 

the scheme proceeds (RACC meeting 13/ 09/ 17). It appears that the fitting in of the 

junction and spur road has not been given any real consideration at this stage (as 

occurred for the 1993 feeder airport proposal where the outline proposals were shown 

at the subsequent inquiry to be unworkable). He confirmed  this approach and merely 

stated that these are matters for consideration at a later design stage.

Apart from economic and environmental considerations, it is evident that the areal 

extent of the motorway junction and spur road and the necessary allied  drainage and 

flood control works will require an extensive land take as well as well as  creating a 

complex location/ design issue.

Serious concerns for the New Motorway Junction and Spur Road must therefore 

remain that the required scope of such significant works and their impact in terms of 

special, technical economic and environmental considerations continues to be under 

appreciated.

It is also evident that a motorway spur will not occur if the TDC proposal for a  garden 

village is not forthcoming and an alternative site is preferred following their current 

consultation  and  decision making. 

Other Transport Issues

The development of the aerodrome and the adjoining areas, whether by TDC as a 

garden village or separately or in conjunction with the RBBC long term proposals will 

generate a massive increase of vehicles on local roads which are already under 

pressure and over capacity. There are also major concerns regarding  vehicular access 

to the site during the very extended construction phase need for such major 

developments as envisaged by both TDC and RBBC.

The high volume of vehicle and multi-vehicle ownership in Tandridge will be 

significantly increased by development of the aerodrome site and adjoining areas by 

either TDC and/or RBBC. The varying figures for homes in the TDC area quoted by the 

promoters (4500/6000/8000 etc.) produce differing results in calculating the increase 

in vehicles the  site will produce.  Based on any of these figures, there will  be a  

massive increase from the  current number  recorded for the  1100 households  in 

Nutfield Parish. The increase of vehicles relates  only  to  the  extra  numbers arising 

directly from the development and does not account for  projections  of  annual 

increases in vehicle ownership or vehicles  from  Tandridge  and  adjacent local 

authority areas that currently use the  local road  infrastructure.  The existing local road 

infrastructure is already under  pressure  and,  at  certain  locations  on  local roads, is 

over capacity with a number of specific inadequacies, including narrowness and sharp 

turns. The majority do not have a footway. These were  exposed and reported on in 

detail by SCC Highway in connection with a planning application at the aerodrome 

during 2012- 2014. SCC summed up the 2012/ 14 situation as follows .. .following the 

highway authority's assessment of the data, it is concluded that the development 

would be unacceptable without appropriate mitigation... Significantly SCC, in relation 

to the current proposal, specifically indicated the A23 Horley Road/Three Arch Road 

junction continues to present a major traffic problem.

The local road network was inadequate to support the 2012/14 application for the 

aerodrome which, in vehicle numbers and movements, is dwarfed by the increases 

that will arise from this proposal. The mitigation measures essential to the 2012 

project were not implemented nothing has changed and the current local road 

infrastructure remains under pressure and over capacity.  SCC  estimate  that,  during 

the morning peak hours, this aerodrome development will generate several thousand 

trips arrivals and departures.  These  trips will of course  be additional  to the non-

development generated traffic already  present  and  be further  exacerbated by the 

large amount of through traffic unrelated to the development expected to be attracted 

to use this new link between the A23 and   M23.

The promoters and TDC recognise the major problems regarding access and local road 

use that will prevail from the proposed  development.  The  main  solution offered is 

the provision of a new motorway junction and link road from the M23 direct to the 

homes which will terminate near East Surrey Hospital. The promoters are clear that, 

without the motorway link, the plan will fail. I understand that this has been endorsed 

by SCC who consider that a new junction and access from  the M23 would be a 

prerequisite for this development given the existing issues on the A23. The latest  plan 

from  the  promoters  also includes  several site access routes via existing local roads 

which will inevitably be used as short-cuts and rat  runs causing increased traffic 

volumes and safety  issues  on  the  local  road  infrastructure. The new junction and 

link road will not  solve either the local traffic  or access issues. In fact, the 

disadvantages arising from traffic increases will be  borne by the local settlements and 

housing in the immediate  vicinity.

The safeguarding of part of the aerodrome and adjoining areas within their area is 

similarly dependent on this link. Failure by TDC to  take forward  their  proposals will 

result in the non-availability of the link road and hence no suitable adequate access 

capability for the safeguarded  areas.

The link road route will ultimately divert traffic to  the  vicinity  of Three Arch  Road  

and to the A23 junction. Access to  the  existing  local  road  network  will  be  

facilitated and readily used by development  generated  traffic  (acknowledged  by  

SCC). Council anticipate improvements  to  local  feeder roads will result  and  indeed 

are essential. Any potential benefits accruing will be to the sole advantage of RBBC 

area.   No benefit for the wider  communities  within Tandridge will  occur.

The nature of the local narrow roads with an absence of footways and including sharp 

bends and winding stretches presents serious implications for road safety. Many are 

used for leisure cycling and frequently utilised for local cycle racing attracting large 

numbers of competitors. In particular pedestrians and  cyclists  (which the promoters 

allege will increase) will be at risk. The provision of new cycle ways and footways will 

not prevent road use. There is insufficient land availability on the existing roads for 

cycle lanes or footways to be added.  No provision is offered to mitigate the safety 

issues on the existing roads and in particular during  the earlier periods of phased 

development when little of the proposed mitigation will be constructed. The nature if 

the narrow winding roads and the very substantial increase in car and other vehicle 

numbers will make other non-car options for commuting of walking and cycling 

transport unattractive or unviable. The local station will be too far without car use, 

whilst bus use is unlikely to be sufficiently frequent or convenient to be accepted at a 

sufficient scale of use.

Other Infrastructure

The very substantial increase in the housing and population will  put  enormous strain 

on the local water, sewerage, drainage, power and telephone facilities.  Much of these 

systems are many decades old and were previously developed at a time of much 

smaller population numbers and expected levels of service.   Internet access   is poor 

for the southeast with frequent periods of scant or no service.  The many fold increase 

in the housing numbers and population cannot be adequately  served by the  existing 

infrastructure.



Flooding

Separate detailed comment has been submitted as a specialist [...] through 

[...]engineering consultancy Ltd in a letter dated 5 October and included the following:

Whilst the present culvert under the runway helps to cause the current flooding,  the 

major constraint is the watercourse further downstream (Salfords Stream) and the 

features along the length to the A23 - this  cannot  be  solved  by  works  at  the 

aerodrome site unless substantial flood storage facilities are created there  or further 

back upstream. The substantial urbanisation of the  area  will  result  in  a  very 

significant increase in the amount and  rate of surface water runoff and  measures will  

be required by the Environment Agency to limit runoff from the developed areas to not 

more than the previous green field rate.

There will also be a need to recreate existing flood plain which will be lost by the 

development and particularly the works for the spur road.  The approach again  

adopted by Thakeham appears to be limited at present with only a vague, limited, 

undeveloped strip adjacent to the watercourses and  some  localised  flood  storage 

ponds.

TDC have only recently allowed the Aerodrome site to be introduced into  the Garden 

Village process for consideration and thus have not considered the strategic flood risk 

assessment and the exemption  process  for this  area in its  Strategic  Flood Risk 

Assessment Further Details Report (October 2016)  as  for  the  other  three proposed 

GV sites. Consideration of the Zone 3b (high flood risk) area for housing  would rule out 

much of the eastern  part of the  site whilst,  and  the  more extensive  Zone 3a (most 

flood prone) area second issue would suggest,  that  the  development should be 

elsewhere where flooding is of no or lesser concern. NCS (Nutfield Conservation 

Society)  has serious  reservations  about the  consideration  of this site for a garden 

village in view of the lack of inclusion  of the  Aerodrome  in  the  Strategic Flood  Risk 

Assessment  by TDC and  their lack of exemption considerations.

There is also the question of dealing with the surface  runoff  from the  development 

which will be greater and quicker than the current largely greenfield rates - this will 

requires  attenuation  and  local  storage  facilities  which will  not be  insignificant  and 

would further reduce the  development  space available.  The EA will also require like  

for like replacement of flood plain area if this is raised or the storage  capacity  is 

affected  by  the  development  and  where the spur and  possibly  other access roads 

are elevated. These will further substantially reduce the space available for the 

development.

The effect of the link road, initially, at least, on an embankment in  restricting  flood 

flows and forming a potential feature to  hold  back  surface  runoff  after an  extreme 

flood needs to  be  assessed.  Manmade and natural  debris  and  floating  vegetation 

will accumulate at such times leading to localised temporary storage upstream which 

could be significant in a very extreme event. The effects of a breach of the various 

ponds and lakes in the Priory Farm area which drain along the  watercourse  through 

the Aerodrome also needs to be considered.  These are in cascade (i.e. the  breach of  

one will cause flow into the next and so on). Although individually small in volume, 

collectively they comprise a moderate volume, and any large flows breach the steep 

railway embankment to the  south and  allow onward  flow.

Flooding and flood attenuation issues must be considered to be a major issue which 

must be addressed before the site can be properly and adequately considered further.
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MLS2 No CONT.... Environmental concerns

Hedgerows are recognised as making an important contribution to  the  e  countryside 

and to fauna movement about an area. A massive building programme housing, 

construction of the associated  motorway  link  roads  cutting  across  the site, and the 

ancillary roads required would destroy connectivity and hence movement and 

especially so given that the construction works would continue over many years.

The TDC Ecology Appraisal recognise the importance  of  connectivity,  stating  that The 

hedgerow and woodland bands bordering the  fields on the outer edges of the site 

provide good connective habitat to the wider area. TDC failed to see the bigger picture - 

this site is Green  Belt land with an  opportunity  to improve  biodiversity,  to  be 

contiguous with the River Mole Biodiversity Opportunity Area (BOA), and the 

Greensand BOA which includes  the  Holmethorpe  Sits  of  Nature  Conservation 

Interest. A  huge  housing  development   of  the   size  proposed   would  result   in  a 

fractured,  not  a  connected,  landscape.

Ancient woodland is also mentioned in the TDC Ecology Appraisal. One important area 

of ancient woodland borders the fields which the developers  have chosen  to  use  to 

show the  motorway junction spur and potential loss of ancient woodland  for

the slip road construction. This would threaten large natural ponds and their 

inhabitants within the woodland area, including proven great crested newt colonies. 

The junction proposal would clearly put such a precious habitat at risk, not least from 

increased air pollution.

It is unrealistic and premature  for RBBC  to  safeguard  the  site until the TDC 

decision is known.

Yes

The fields adjoining the M23, and where the access spur and associated industrial 

development would potentially be located, are also evidence of a historic landscape 

with the hedgerow boundaries again matching those on the 1843 Tithe Map. Such 

trees and hedgerows, with the potential to support bats, dormice, and nesting birds 

among others, would be lost (surveys have not been done). So too would the ponds 

that support amphibians such as the great crested  newt,  for  which  there  are  several 

records in various sites around the whole proposed development   area. 

Employment Losses

Redhill Aerodrome currently fulfils a useful general aviation function, providing fixed 

and rotating wing facilities and housing the emergency air ambulance  and police 

national air service. All of these would be likely to be lost, but the latest proposals from 

the promoter indicate a relocated the emergency air ambulance further to the north 

alongside the M23. This is not a realistic site, being sited immediately adjacent to the 

motorway and adjacent to a high  dependency  care homes at Kings Lodge and Redhill 

House in Nutfield Park.

The present site is one of the larger employment sites in Tandridge, currently, 

employing 450 people in 26 individual businesses at the aerodrome. About 50% of 

these businesses are aviation related.  TDC categorise the site as an  employment site 

comprising large buildings serving a mix of industrial, warehouse and  office uses. The 

site was originally recommended for designation as a strategic employment site with 

continued use and suitable for B class use and development. TDC further concluded 

that it was considered appropriate to safeguard this site for continued employment 

use to meet future demand and use should continue to be protected with additional 

uses promoted. The loss of those jobs would fail  to maintain existing job levels and 

undermine TDC's wish to provide increased opportunities for residents and businesses 

who want to remain local and  to  retain our skills and jobs within the  district.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4476/rbbc_representor_0047


The promoters allege that 2,800 new jobs (office, industrial and warehousing) will be 

created. The vision employment figure is not a commitment, it  is  not substantiated 

and no indication is offered of how it will be fulfilled.  At best it reflects the promoter's 

hopes. In their vision the promoters merely replicate TDC's broad description of the 

existing employment site and, together with the  quoted figure for employment, 

represent little more than a lure to Council rather than reflecting an achievable and 

sustainable delivery target. The promoters  own  (varying and unrealistic) timetables 

confirm  building homes take precedence  with the first timetable indicating 

employment infrastructure building will commence sometime after 2022. The next 

timetable presented is completely silent  on  the matter.

The promoter's visions are silent on the availability of the employment facilities 

elsewhere, which reinforces opinion that jobs displaced from the aerodrome will 

relocate out of the district and seriously undermines the promoter's ability  to  produce 

an increase in jobs for Tandridge. Selection of the site will result in a complete 

cessation of aerodrome activity. 50% of the current jobs are 'aviation related' so will be 

lost immediately and, due to the aviation connection, cannot be replaced locally or 

elsewhere in Surrey now that other flying sites have or will disappear  in the  near 

future.

 

Development of the aerodrome site will result in the loss of the remainder of the 

existing jobs. Not least due to the relocation of  the  business area and  removal of  the 

present business premises. The possible relocation of jobs is less likely to be in 

Tandridge as access to employment opportunities is good in the local area, with 

employment opportunities available in Redhill and other surrounding towns and 

onward access to central London. Following the 2014 High Court decision to refuse 

consent for a hard runway at the site, the owners adopted a strategy to develop the 

aerodrome's general business potential, which is now styled 'Redhill Business Park' 

offering office, warehouse and hangar space availability.

Benefit to Tandridge Residents

The TDC GV concept is for a self-contained settlement detached from existing 

settlements. The aerodrome site is located at the  extreme  western  side  of Tandridge 

District. The proposers state the new link road will assist in relieving the more 

congested areas of Reigate and Redhill and the A23 join the M23 to the east via a new 

junction and improve connectivity of the East Surrey Hospital the A23 and 

communities to the west. These are all within Reigate and Banstead  Borough Council 

area and would offer no benefit to Tandridge. The promoters appear to be unable to 

identify any benefits to the Tandridge district and, significantly there are no references 

to any location in Tandridge District.  All  perceived  advantages arising from the new 

junction are within RBBC area. TDC acknowledge the site will inevitably provide more 

benefits for residents in RBBC area. The safeguarding proposals will equally be 

disadvantageous for TDC area residents.

TDC have reiterated their vision that the provision of a garden village would benefit 

Tandridge residents who would also have access to the new schools, improved 

transport, new medical facilities and shops that will be part of the development. 

Conceptually and geographically the new development will be divorced from the 

Tandridge District. The plan includes buffers to South Nutfield as the  only  Tandridge 

community adjacent to the  site.

The motorway junction and link spur bypass the District and will  not  facilitate access 

to Tandridge town centres, leisure, trade, commercial or  other  amenities. Local 

strategic benefit will fall only to Reigate& Banstead Borough Council areas. A point on 

which the promoters, TDC, RBBC and all others agree. Occupiers of the  new homes 

will have an affinity with RBBC. Tandridge will have no  such  connection and will derive 

no benefit from this proposal. The benefit sought to all residents does not exist with 

this  proposal.

Conclusions

There are serious concerns about the viability and delivery of development of the site, 

including the issues  of:

• Development  principle;

• Green Belt;

• Location  and Landscaping;

• New Motorway Junction and Spur Road

• Other transport Issues;

• Other Infrastructure;

• Flooding;

• Environmental Concerns;

• Employment  Losses;

• Benefits to Tandridge Residents.

The aerodrome site includes major additional complexities (each individually 

complicated) and presents multiple obstacles to the process of  developing  the  actual 

housing on the aerodrome site on the scale proposed. These include the less tangible 

issues including funding for all road aspects and infrastructures, land acquisition 

purchase/ options  and  associated  funding  and  very  substantial technical issues. The 

technical and administrative requirements involved are likely  to cause delay and 

potentially preclude delivery of the proposal. The complexities and timescales 

associated with the site make it impossible to even begin delivery within the next ten 

years. Selecting a site that is unable to deliver within the necessary timescale would 

build in failure of the Local Plan and contradict TDC's own view. It would clearly be 

inappropriate and unsound to select a site that could not commence within a 

timeframe which could suitably contribute to Tandridge's assessed needs for the Local 

Plan period.

There are also concerns about the location of the aerodrome as a cross border site 

with Reigate& Banstead Borough Council. This will make the agreement of Local Plans, 

Timing and delivery of the garden village concept much more complex and challenging 

compared to a location in a sole authority area.  Housing development   at Redhill 

Aerodrome is not feasible if TDC do not select the site as the preferred option. It is 

unrealistic and premature  for RBBC  to  safeguard  the  site until the TDC decision is 

known. Existing local roads would not be able to cope with the increased traffic 

generated by housing development at and  adjoining  the  aerodrome.    RBBC  have   

no   necessity   to   safeguard   any   site   at   this time. 
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MLS2 Yes No Yes Delete MLS2 and replace with

If, at the next 5 year review, it appears that development on the proposed urban 

extension sites will not extend beyond the plan period, the council will consider 

safeguarding additional land for development.

Reason

 We consider it is unnecessary to safeguard the Redhill Aerodrome and adjacent land 

for development.

We recognise the need to meet long term development needs when defining Green 

Belt boundaries, in accordance with government policy.

However, in this case we consider it is inappropriate for the following reasons;

1. We are confident that with additional windfall  sites coming forward and higher 

densities than currently proposed on the urban extensions (based on government 

policy), it will not be necessary to use some of the urban extension lands in the plan 

period. We note there is already uncertainty on the Copyhold site.

2. The housing trajectory supports this.

3. Once safeguarded, there will be pressures to bring forward development, even if 

not required.

4.The proposal is based on Tandridge’s portion of the aerodrome being put forward 

as a possible garden village and it is not known whether that council plans to pursue 

this option. The site did not come out in the Council’s initial sieve as an appropriate 

site. This is opportunism without looking at the deficiencies of the site.

5. We note that, looking at the purposes of the Green Belt,  it comes out as 

moderate impact 

On sprawl, high on settlements merging and moderate on encroachment on the 

countryside. This suggest it is an inappropriate site. We are particularly concerned 

about the merging of Redhill, Salfords, Whitebushes and  Nutfield, and the fact that 

in this area the Green Belt is already narrow and fragmented.

The remaining area to the north will be narrow and not perform the function of a 

strategic gap. In planning terms, we consider it to be an unsatisfactory location.

6. In terms of infrastructure, the proposal is dependent on a new link from the M23, 

which may not be forthcoming. The access to the West, even with some minor road 

improvements, is unsatisfactory because of the existing high levels of congestion.

In our opinion, a garden village is wasteful of land and it is far better to build at 

higher densities in higher buildings, as is now being encouraged by the 

Government.  

No Possibly We do not think it is necessary to safeguard 

additional land. We believe the 

development of some of the urban 

extensions will continue beyond the end of 

the plan period.

7) There is increasing concern nationally about the declining demand for new 

homes – partly because of Brexit, with fewer immigrants, but general concern at 

the prospects for the economy leading to estate agents reporting lower sales, 

month after month. There is also doubt about government household and housing 

need assessments. Some experts talk of oversupply except for social housing.

8) There is a gradual recognition that there needs to be more investment in the 

Midlands and North, rather than the overdeveloped South East with its problems of 

high land values and lack of transport infrastructure.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 The meeting seemed to heavily feature the aerodrome and surrounding land.  The 

aerodrome itself provides employment and the café is a super place to escape to with 

family or friends and watch the very frequent comings and goings of planes, police and 

channel 5 helicopters etc. And take in the open expanse which is precisely what green 

belt is there for , to provide an escape from suburbia. 

The 'garden village' plan is such a vast proposal with seemingly little realistic thought 

about infra structure or account of reasons a hard runway was rejected in first place. 

There is nothing Garden or village about it, (although I believe it has a slightly different 

name now).

It would span two boroughs and the village of Sth Nutfield would be swallowed up by a 

town - again the reason green belt land was so designated in first place. if you stand on 

the Greensand ridge ( prominent feature of the landscape)and look to the south 

downs, the view is one of beauty. This would be severely blighted by the new 'town'. A 

motorway spur really isn't going to answer people's travel needs either and access 

from the A25 is restricted on account of the railway bridges.

Having watched a documentary recently about these huge developments, planning is 

driven by economics with little thought for quality of life and provision for community 

spirit to flourish e.g. equivalent of village hall/post boxes and office/ corner stores 

etc./garage/church. You should know the rest!
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know After attending the public meeting on 2nd feb at salfords village hall, I was shocked at 

the future of the loss of green belt between Horley and Redhill, coupled with the effect 

this development would have on the local infrastructure  e.g. road congestion and 

transport overload.

   Having watched the "Meath green" development unfold, with its future effect on the 

area (yet to come) I fear for the loss of quality and peaceful living.

Object MLS2 No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Based on the presentation at the Salfords and Sidlow Parish Council meeting on Friday 

2 February 2018, it appears from the map outline that your proposal to safeguard 

Redhill Aerodrome - a green belt site - includes Redhill Aerodrome AND most of the 

adjacent land. 

The Green Belt area in Salfords is being encroached on from South, North and West 

and this proposal will effectively link Redhill with Horley.  

The current road and rail infrastructure could not cope with the development. 

Your proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and a new 4 way junction 

with the M23 and on the Tandridge District Council selecting Redhill Aerodrome land 

for their proposed garden village. 

The impact on the region would be untenable for years with significant development 

work causing gridlock and reduced productivity.

Taking land out of the Green Belt is wrong.  Other non-Green Belt land is available for 

development within the Borough.  The decision to safeguard this land at and beyond 

Redhill Aerodrome (referred to as SAS1) is not sound and would result in surrounding 

areas being blighted. 

I object totally to proposed expansion on this scale and to this threat to our Green Belt 

policy.

Remove SAS1. No No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Yes No Yes Firstly, let us cease the charade of this being a Village development of 9000 plus 

houses. It is larger than any of the immediate location towns ( Horley, Redhill, Reigate 

and Dorking.  According to information received Reigate and Banstead already have 

their required Housing units for the next planning period so do not require the 

Aerodrome plus area as published.

Green Belt.

 The area under question is Green Belt land. The green Belt is there for a purpose. That 

purpose is not to provide a reservoir of Building land for money hungry construction 

firms. It is there to prevent urban sprawl and provide environmental friendly living 

conditions for present and future generations.

I have lived in Salfords for 40 years because I like the area and infact have lived in the 

general area since birth except for a short period working in Africa. I have seen the 

development of Crawley from a New Town to a sprawling giant which has basically 

over run all the surrounding area. Crawley obviously runs into Gatwick Airport via the 

industrial site and has expanded beyond Pound hill and Worth and the new 

development east of the crematorium will nearly take it to Copthorne. Horley buts up 

to Gatwick so you have a continuity of the Urban sprawl. Horley itself is expanding 

northwards into Meath green. If this development takes place you will have virtually 

closed the gap and will have concrete from Ifield to London and beyond.  What a 

legacy to leave behind!

Transport.

The developers seem to have overlooked many obvious problems, on purpose I would 

suggest!

M23 -A23 link. There is no link at the moment nor is there likely to be one for 8-10 

years They appear to be assuming that all vehicular traffic  will take the M23/M25 

route. Have they not heard that the M25 is one of the most heavily congested 

motorways in the country?

Remove SAS1. No

 At the other end of the link is the A23 which has to pass under the 4 track mainline 

from London to Brighton. At present this has one tunnel and is not suitable for large 

volumes of traffic. Having managed to get under the Railway you come to the A23. 

This in the main has single line traffic in both directions flanked by housing estates on 

both sides through South Earlswood and Redhill Town centre a mile to the north. The 

road is immediately flanked by Council treatment works and Sports facilities. This road 

is already heavily congested for most of the working day with the required Hospital 

emergency vehicles hurrying through.. It is expected that situation will only get worse 

in the coming years even without an extra towns traffic being somehow squeezed into 

the area. It simply will not work

Access to A25. The roads to the north of the site are very narrow and steep country 

lanes which abut the North Downsand could not handle any volume of traffic. They 

terminate along the A25 in Nutfield and Bletchingly with no prospect of widening 

them.

Railways.

The development plan seems to assume that Salfords and Earlswood being able to 

expand exponentially to take thousands of additional travellers.

Salfords is a small station with two platforms, one up and one down. It has never had 

platforms on the adjacent fast tracks. The platforms can take a maximum of 8 car 

trains which mainly originate from Horsham or Three Bridges. I commuted on the line 

to London and at peak times it was not uncommon to find standing room only, and 

that was 10 years ago. I still travel to London occasionally having to return at peak 

periods and again it is not uncommon to have to stand for most of the way. The 

system cannot take any more trains nor will Salfords take any longer ones.

Parking at Salfords is limited to about 20 bays. Overflow parking from the station 

spreads over neighbouring roads. There is no room for expansion due to Day’s Gravel 

works and the Monotype industrial park. Not doubt this overflow parking will soon be 

made worse by the influx of cars from Meath Green estates.

Earlswood has slightly longer platform arrangement (10 cars) but again only two 

platforms. As it is in the middle of a large number of houses there is very little parking 

available.

It has been suggested that the new inhabitants will walk or cycle to the Stations. 

Maybe on a warm sunny morning, in the depths of winter on a cold rainy morning? 

Forget it, everyone will be in a car clogging up the road.

Environment.

 The area provides a habitat for a wide range of Animals and Birds including Snakes, 

Slow worms, Deer, Foxes and Badgers. It is well known that the Bird population is 

decreasing due to loss of habitat. I have not seen a swallow or Martin in this area for 

years and even the Cuckoo is a rare sound now. Frogs have disappeared from our 

garden ponds. It is well known that wildlife depend upon connecting routes through 

hedgerows for their existence. The devastation caused by any major development will 

leave a sterile blot on the landscape.

We depend on trees for the absorption of polluting carbon and the release of Oxygen. 

Such a large scale enterprise will destroy many mature trees which cannot be replaced 

by a few fancy bushes.

Pollution.

The area suffers from noise and chemical pollution from Gatwick Airport. The 

prevailing south-westerly wind carries the smell of jet fuel and exhaust gases in that 

direction. Flight path number 4 flies directly over that area.

The M23 and M25 currently produce pollution in the form of exhaust emissions and 

noise. You only have to walk along the top of Reigate hill to hear the continuous 

rumble of the traffic 24 hours a day. The position of the proposed development would 

be in the angle of these two roads.



Disruption.

How long would the development take? 5-7 years perhaps beyond any change to the 

M23. How many thousands of Heavy lorry journeys, white vans parked illegally will we 

have to contend with causing misery to the established population. Just so a developer 

can line their pockets at the expense of others,
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Member MLS2 No This policy has been consulted on without including a map showing the locations of all 

the alternative sites that were considered. The Redhill Aerodrome site is listed in the 

Brownfield Site register as having the capacity for c.130 dwellings. However, the same 

name ‘Redhill Aerodrome’ is also used to describe a safeguarded site around the 

aerodrome that will accommodate up to 1,312 homes within Reigate and Banstead as 

part of a 8,000-home cross border development, as well as a new motorway junction 

and link road. The consultation setting out the area of land considered here was not 

clear. We object to the proposal to 'safeguard' Redhill Aerodrome and land to the 

north and west (designated SAS1) for development beyond the plan period. We 

propose this policy be removed, and the site SAS1, be deleted from the DMP, for the 

following reasons:

We note that this is a departure from the adopted Core Strategy (2014), which does 

not talk of safeguarding land and does not envisage development in this area. Not 

necessary

The Safeguarded Land Evidence Document quotes Nick Boles, who said in May 2014, 

while he was Planning Minister, "Safeguarding is not a requirement for every local 

authority with green-belt land. It is something that it can choose to do, but only if 

necessary. If the plan that it puts forward has provisions to meet housing needs in full 

and if other sites are available for potential future development beyond the life of the 

plan, it may well be that safeguarding land is unnecessary.” As we have demonstrated 

elsewhere in this response, there is sufficient developable land within the urban areas 

of Reigate and Banstead to make this safeguarding proposal unnecessary.

The advice went as follows "When defining boundaries, local planning authorities 

should where necessary:

green belt (bold added) in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching 

for development at the present time. Planning permission for the permanent 

development of safeguarded land should only be granted following a Local Plan review 

which proposes the development;

No

of the development plan period;”

Again, on this basis the Council should not be required to safeguard any land beyond 

the plan period.

We note that this is proposed for 1,312 housing units at a density of 30dph – very low 

density implying larger homes which are likely to be sold on the open market, so not 

meeting local need.

The site has been actively promoted for a standalone settlement by Thakeham Homes, 

and this policy appears to be developer-driven rather than need-driven.

Speculative and premature

We note (paragraph 4.10.22) that development of this land is conditional both on a 

new highway link between the A23 and the M23 and the cooperation of Tandridge 

District Council. Tandridge District Council is currently considering options for a 

'Garden Village' of up to 8,000 homes as part of their Local Plan. Redhill Aerodrome is 

just one of several locations Tandridge is currently evaluating, and does not appear the 

most likely choice. We consider it premature for Reigate and Banstead to be creating 

policy based on an assumption about Tandridge’s plans. If Reigate & Banstead’s 

Development Management Plan is adopted including this policy, it could prejudice 

Tandridge’s decision.

Setting a bad precedent for infilling

If this area is developed, the areas between Salfords and Whitebushes will come under 

greater pressure for urbanisation as infill locations and sprawl will be inevitable.

Green Belt

The NPPF says (para 84): “When drawing up or reviewing Green Belt boundaries, local 

planning authorities should… consider the consequences for sustainable development 

of channelling development towards urban areas inside the Green Belt boundary, 

towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt boundary or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary.”

The Council agrees that the site fulfils three of the objectives of the Green Belt: It 

makes a 'high contribution' to keeping settlements separate and a ‘moderate 

contribution’ to checking urban sprawl and safeguarding countryside (evidence 

document p179). Development of this site would undermine all three of these 

objectives, and would result in South Nutfield, Whitebushes and Salfords merging into 

one sprawl, connected to Redhill to the north and Horley to the south.

Page 263 says this site is of 'moderate importance to Green Belt' – we say this is a 

misjudgement. The site’s importance for the Green Belt has been tested many times 

over by a series of planning applications for a hard runway at Redhill Aerodrome – 

which have been refused by both Reigate and Banstead and Tandridge Councils, and 

the refusals upheld on appeal. Reigate and Banstead Planners and Planning 

Committees have consistently maintained that any intensification of aviation at this 

site would damage the Green Belt. As recently as October 2017, RBBC planning 

committee refused a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome, saying: 

“...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes 

inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the 

openness of the Green Belt.” This was for a flat taxiway. Clearly 1,312 new homes and 

associated infrastructure would have a far greater impact in eroding the openness of 

the Green Belt.

Most of the land in SAS1 is undulating farmland with extensive views. There are a few 

houses and farm buildings but it has a very rural atmosphere. It is also visible from the 

Greensand Ridge just to the north of it. The Safeguarded Land Evidence Document 

itself notes that: “The development is likely to have a significant negative impact on 

landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently undeveloped area in the 

countryside.”

We therefore contend that SAS1 fails to meet the criterion requiring "no or limited 

conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt". It would have a major and 

serious conflict.

Transport

The Evidence Document says that: “The site is currently some distance from 

sustainable transport facilities, but a new settlement of significant size could be 

planned around sustainable travel from the start”. It is hard to see how this could be 

done. It would be a long walk to the railway stations at Nutfield, Earlswood or Salfords. 

And the development would lead to thousands of extra vehicles and journeys, adding 

to congestion, danger to pedestrians and cyclists on roads without pavements, and air 

pollution.

The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes. Major road 

improvements would be required, which again undermines the claimed sustainability 

of this site. And it would not be easily done. Road access is constrained to the north by 

the Redhill-Tonbridge railway line (there are two roads leading north, both with very 

narrow railway bridges). To the West is the Redhill-Gatwick railway line, with its 

narrow arch at Three Arch Road. To the East is the M23.

AONB and AGLV

We note that Nutfield Ridge (the stretch of the Greensand Ridge to the north of this 

site, extending from Nutfield nearly into Redhill) is being considered for addition to the 

Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Beauty in Natural England’s boundary review.10 I 

cannot find any mention of this in the DMP documents, even though Policy CS2 of 

Reigate and Banstead's Core Strategy says: "The Surrey Hills AONB is a landscape of 

national importance and will therefore be provided with the highest level of protection. 

The same principles will be applied to protect the AGLV as an important buffer to the 

AONB and to protect views from and into the AONB, until such time as there has been 

a review of the AONB boundary.” (our emphasis)

The views from the Ridge, and its footpaths, look straight down onto the Aerodrome 

and surrounding countryside, so, should Nutfield Ridge become part of the AONB, 

development of this site would severely damage the view from the AONB. Meanwhile, 

the AGLV includes the land between the Ridge and the railway line, coming close to the 

boundary of this site.

Sustainability Appraisal



The locations of the potential sites for safeguarding are not clearly set out in the main 

DMP document or in the sustainability appraisal. However, the way that assessment 

has been completed appears not just subjective but incorrect. We note the following 

points, all of which are overstated or plain wrong:

price as around £650,000 (based on advertised council tax revenue expected once 

occupied). Density is proposed as 28-30 dph. These large homes will not be affordable. 

This is incorrect.

proposed green spaces. The development is likely to car dependant, with a new link to 

the M23 and will generate traffic. This is incorrect.

transport. This is rubbish. It is a long way from existing facilities and infrastructure, 

including the A23. The plans include an A23-M23 link road, houses at a lower density 

than the Borough average, with a higher-than-average car occupancy. This will increase 

carbon emissions from transport: directly due to the development, indirect in terms of 

the increased car ownership, and induced in terms of the road capacity expansion. This 

is incorrect.

kilometres of greenfield land rather than first utilising all urban brownfield sites is not 

meeting this objective. To achieve it the Brownfield Site Register would need to 

consider all available urban sites, including for 5-10 units (currently more urban sites 

are included in the sustainability appraisal than in the Brownfield Site register). Either 

way, building on greenfield land (for 7,830 of the 8,000 proposed homes) should be 

classed as red. This is incorrect.

inconsistent – and is not an objective that should trump building on the countryside. 

Some hierarchy of priorities is needed in the sustainability appraisal so that it functions 

as a strategic environmental assessment, and informs policy making. This is not the 

case. This is incorrect.

not proposed also be an employed site, beyond the expected community 

infrastructure. This is overstated, and incorrect.

above. This is impossible as a motorway link and car dependency are proposed. This is 

incorrect.

quality agricultural land. Developing on it will not improve the land use (only the 

financial land value). Fewer resources will be used by building more affordable homes 

within the urban area. This is incorrect.

land that floods each winter. It will displace flood water, and therefore exacerbate 

flood risk. This is incorrect.

quality agricultural land. Developing on it will reduce soil value as it will not be able to 

be used to grow crops again. This is incorrect.

greatest contribution to air pollution in the Borough is transport. The area around the 

A23 in Redhill is an Air Quality Management Area. Increasing road link to the A23 will 

increase traffic, which will increase congestion and the main source of air pollution 

locally. This is incorrect.

should be of sufficient density to represent a clear new settlement” rather than 

appearing as a spread into countryside.

 This is patently untrue – it is proposed as an urban sprawl of low density development 

comprising 8,000 homes, originally marketed as a ‘garden village’ and subsequently as 

a ’garden community’. No acknowledgement of any impact of rural landscape reflected 

in appraisal, or its relation to the AONB or AGLV.

development on a 98% greenfield site will have no impact. This is incorrect.

Review of this one site (perhaps the most significant single site in the DMP) in terms of 

how it is evaluated in the Sustainability Appraisal calls into question the overall 

soundness and sufficiency of the sustainability appraisal. This alone calls into question 

the soundness of the DMP. Conclusion

In conclusion we see no reason why we should rush to have safeguarded land around 

and including Redhill Aerodrome, if we utilise the sites available in the urban area, and 

target higher density homes on identified, brownfield site register and other urban 

sites, as is set out above.
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Member MLS2 No This policy has been consulted on without including a map showing the locations of all 

the alternative sites that were considered. The Redhill Aerodrome site is listed in the 

Brownfield Site register as having the capacity for c.130 dwellings. However, the same 

name ‘Redhill Aerodrome’ is also used to describe a safeguarded site around the 

aerodrome that will accommodate up to 1,312 homes within Reigate and Banstead as 

part of a 8,000-home cross border development, as well as a new motorway junction 

and link road. The consultation setting out the area of land considered here was not 

clear. We object to the proposal to 'safeguard' Redhill Aerodrome and land to the 

north and west (designated SAS1) for development beyond the plan period. We 

propose this policy be removed, and the site SAS1, be deleted from the DMP, for the 

following reasons:

We note that this is a departure from the adopted Core Strategy (2014), which does 

not talk of safeguarding land and does not envisage development in this area. Not 

necessary

The Safeguarded Land Evidence Document quotes Nick Boles, who said in May 2014, 

while he was Planning Minister, "Safeguarding is not a requirement for every local 

authority with green-belt land. It is something that it can choose to do, but only if 

necessary. If the plan that it puts forward has provisions to meet housing needs in full 

and if other sites are available for potential future development beyond the life of the 

plan, it may well be that safeguarding land is unnecessary.” As we have demonstrated 

elsewhere in this response, there is sufficient developable land within the urban areas 

of Reigate and Banstead to make this safeguarding proposal unnecessary.

The advice went as follows "When defining boundaries, local planning authorities 

should where necessary:

green belt (bold added) in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching 

for development at the present time. Planning permission for the permanent 

development of safeguarded land should only be granted following a Local Plan review 

which proposes the development;

No

of the development plan period;”

Again, on this basis the Council should not be required to safeguard any land beyond 

the plan period.

We note that this is proposed for 1,312 housing units at a density of 30dph – very low 

density implying larger homes which are likely to be sold on the open market, so not 

meeting local need.

The site has been actively promoted for a standalone settlement by Thakeham Homes, 

and this policy appears to be developer-driven rather than need-driven.

Speculative and premature

We note (paragraph 4.10.22) that development of this land is conditional both on a 

new highway link between the A23 and the M23 and the cooperation of Tandridge 

District Council. Tandridge District Council is currently considering options for a 

'Garden Village' of up to 8,000 homes as part of their Local Plan. Redhill Aerodrome is 

just one of several locations Tandridge is currently evaluating, and does not appear the 

most likely choice. We consider it premature for Reigate and Banstead to be creating 

policy based on an assumption about Tandridge’s plans. If Reigate & Banstead’s 

Development Management Plan is adopted including this policy, it could prejudice 

Tandridge’s decision.

Setting a bad precedent for infilling

If this area is developed, the areas between Salfords and Whitebushes will come under 

greater pressure for urbanisation as infill locations and sprawl will be inevitable.

Green Belt

The NPPF says (para 84): “When drawing up or reviewing Green Belt boundaries, local 

planning authorities should… consider the consequences for sustainable development 

of channelling development towards urban areas inside the Green Belt boundary, 

towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt boundary or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary.”



The Council agrees that the site fulfils three of the objectives of the Green Belt: It 

makes a 'high contribution' to keeping settlements separate and a ‘moderate 

contribution’ to checking urban sprawl and safeguarding countryside (evidence 

document p179). Development of this site would undermine all three of these 

objectives, and would result in South Nutfield, Whitebushes and Salfords merging into 

one sprawl, connected to Redhill to the north and Horley to the south.

Page 263 says this site is of 'moderate importance to Green Belt' – we say this is a 

misjudgement. The site’s importance for the Green Belt has been tested many times 

over by a series of planning applications for a hard runway at Redhill Aerodrome – 

which have been refused by both Reigate and Banstead and Tandridge Councils, and 

the refusals upheld on appeal. Reigate and Banstead Planners and Planning 

Committees have consistently maintained that any intensification of aviation at this 

site would damage the Green Belt. As recently as October 2017, RBBC planning 

committee refused a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome, saying: 

“...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes 

inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the 

openness of the Green Belt.” This was for a flat taxiway. Clearly 1,312 new homes and 

associated infrastructure would have a far greater impact in eroding the openness of 

the Green Belt.

Most of the land in SAS1 is undulating farmland with extensive views. There are a few 

houses and farm buildings but it has a very rural atmosphere. It is also visible from the 

Greensand Ridge just to the north of it. The Safeguarded Land Evidence Document 

itself notes that: “The development is likely to have a significant negative impact on 

landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently undeveloped area in the 

countryside.”

We therefore contend that SAS1 fails to meet the criterion requiring "no or limited 

conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt". It would have a major and 

serious conflict.

Transport

The Evidence Document says that: “The site is currently some distance from 

sustainable transport facilities, but a new settlement of significant size could be 

planned around sustainable travel from the start”. It is hard to see how this could be 

done. It would be a long walk to the railway stations at Nutfield, Earlswood or Salfords. 

And the development would lead to thousands of extra vehicles and journeys, adding 

to congestion, danger to pedestrians and cyclists on roads without pavements, and air 

pollution.

The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes. Major road 

improvements would be required, which again undermines the claimed sustainability 

of this site. And it would not be easily done. Road access is constrained to the north by 

the Redhill-Tonbridge railway line (there are two roads leading north, both with very 

narrow railway bridges). To the West is the Redhill-Gatwick railway line, with its 

narrow arch at Three Arch Road. To the East is the M23.

AONB and AGLV

We note that Nutfield Ridge (the stretch of the Greensand Ridge to the north of this 

site, extending from Nutfield nearly into Redhill) is being considered for addition to the 

Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Beauty in Natural England’s boundary review.10 I 

cannot find any mention of this in the DMP documents, even though Policy CS2 of 

Reigate and Banstead's Core Strategy says: "The Surrey Hills AONB is a landscape of 

national importance and will therefore be provided with the highest level of protection. 

The same principles will be applied to protect the AGLV as an important buffer to the 

AONB and to protect views from and into the AONB, until such time as there has been 

a review of the AONB boundary.” (our emphasis)

The views from the Ridge, and its footpaths, look straight down onto the Aerodrome 

and surrounding countryside, so, should Nutfield Ridge become part of the AONB, 

development of this site would severely damage the view from the AONB. Meanwhile, 

the AGLV includes the land between the Ridge and the railway line, coming close to the 

boundary of this site.

Sustainability Appraisal

The locations of the potential sites for safeguarding are not clearly set out in the main 

DMP document or in the sustainability appraisal. However, the way that assessment 

has been completed appears not just subjective but incorrect. We note the following 

points, all of which are overstated or plain wrong:

price as around £650,000 (based on advertised council tax revenue expected once 

occupied). Density is proposed as 28-30 dph. These large homes will not be affordable. 

This is incorrect.

proposed green spaces. The development is likely to car dependant, with a new link to 

the M23 and will generate traffic. This is incorrect.

transport. This is rubbish. It is a long way from existing facilities and infrastructure, 

including the A23. The plans include an A23-M23 link road, houses at a lower density 

than the Borough average, with a higher-than-average car occupancy. This will increase 

carbon emissions from transport: directly due to the development, indirect in terms of 

the increased car ownership, and induced in terms of the road capacity expansion. This 

is incorrect.

kilometres of greenfield land rather than first utilising all urban brownfield sites is not 

meeting this objective. To achieve it the Brownfield Site Register would need to 

consider all available urban sites, including for 5-10 units (currently more urban sites 

are included in the sustainability appraisal than in the Brownfield Site register). Either 

way, building on greenfield land (for 7,830 of the 8,000 proposed homes) should be 

classed as red. This is incorrect.

inconsistent – and is not an objective that should trump building on the countryside. 

Some hierarchy of priorities is needed in the sustainability 

appraisal so that it functions as a strategic environmental assessment, and informs 

policy making. This is not the case. This is incorrect.

not proposed also be an employed site, beyond the expected community 

infrastructure. This is overstated, and incorrect.

above. This is impossible as a motorway link and car dependency are proposed. This is 

incorrect.

quality agricultural land. Developing on it will not improve the land use (only the 

financial land value). Fewer resources will be used by building more affordable homes 

within the urban area. This is incorrect.

land that floods each winter. It will displace flood water, and therefore exacerbate 

flood risk. This is incorrect.

quality agricultural land. Developing on it will reduce soil value as it will not be able to 

be used to grow crops again. This is incorrect.

greatest contribution to air pollution in the Borough is transport. The area around the 

A23 in Redhill is an Air Quality Management Area. Increasing road link to the A23 will 

increase traffic, which will increase congestion and the main source of air pollution 

locally. This is incorrect.

should be of sufficient density to represent a clear new settlement” rather than 

appearing as a spread into countryside. This is patently untrue – it is proposed as an 

urban sprawl of low density development comprising 8,000 homes, originally 

marketed as a ‘garden village’ and subsequently as a ’garden community’. No 

acknowledgement of any impact of rural landscape reflected in appraisal, or its relation 

to the AONB or AGLV.

development on a 98% greenfield site will have no impact. This is incorrect.

Review of this one site (perhaps the most significant single site in the DMP) in terms of 

how it is evaluated in the Sustainability Appraisal calls into question the overall 

soundness and sufficiency of the sustainability appraisal. This alone calls into question 

the soundness of the DMP. Conclusion

In conclusion we see no reason why we should rush to have safeguarded land around 

and including Redhill Aerodrome, if we utilise the sites available in the urban area, and 

target higher density homes on identified, brownfield site register and other urban 

sites, as is set out above.
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No MLS2 No No No The site is within the Green Belt which is protected. RBBC have continued to protect 

this status including that of Redhill Aerodrome.  To safeguard it now is inconsistent 

with current and previous policy.  RBBC refused retrospective planning for an 

unlicensed taxiway from Redhill Aerodrome stating that it was an inappropriate 

development within a Green Belt.  Redhill Aerodrome (RA) is part of the national 

aviation (GA) infrastructure and is now being backed by an all parliamentary GA 

working group.  The emerging revised NPPF is likely to offer protection to GA 

aerodromes.  RA is likely to be one of them.  Safeguarding RA will result in the death of 

flying activity at RA and in all likelihood Surrey.  RA provides employment for upwards 

of 450 people which would be lost together with the associated local community GDP.  

Housing development at RA would not be feasible if TDC do not select the site as its 

preferred Garden Village option.   Inclusion of Redhill Aerodrome within this policy its 

tantamount to trying to influence the outcome of the Tandridge Consultation.  The 

safeguarding of Green Belt at RA is outside the current core strategy plan.  The 

proposed safeguarded land is far more than is necessary to meet current and future 

housing demand and there is within the Borough other non-Green Belt land available 

for development.  There has to date been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill 

Aerodrome land.

Remove para 5 of policy MLS2 denoted in policy map SAS1 from the proposed 

development Management Plan
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Accountable 

Manager/Dire

ctor

No MLS2 No No No The site is within the Green Belt which is protected. RBBC have continued to protect 

this status including that of Redhill Aerodrome.  To safeguard it now is inconsistent 

with current and previous policy.  RBBC refused retrospective planning for an 

unlicensed taxiway from Redhill Aerodrome stating that it was an inappropriate 

development within a Green Belt.  Redhill Aerodrome (RA) is part of the national 

aviation (GA) infrastructure and is now being backed by an all parliamentary GA 

working group.  The emerging revised NPPF is likely to offer protection to GA 

aerodromes.  RA is likely to be one of them.  Safeguarding RA will result in the death of 

flying activity at RA and in all likelihood Surrey.  RA provides employment for upwards 

of 450 people which would be lost together with the associated local community GDP.  

Housing development at RA would not be feasible if TDC do not select the site as its 

preferred Garden Village option.   Inclusion of Redhill Aerodrome within this policy its 

tantamount to trying to influence the outcome of the Tandridge Consultation.  The 

safeguarding of Green Belt at RA is outside the current core strategy plan.  The 

proposed safeguarded land is far more than is necessary to meet current and future 

housing demand and there is within the Borough other non-Green Belt land available 

for development.  There has to date been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill 

Aerodrome land.

Remove para 5 of policy MLS2 denoted in policy map SAS1 from the proposed 

development Management Plan
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Accountable 

Manager/Man
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No MLS2 No No No The site is within Green Belt which is protected.  RBBC have continued to protect this 

status including that of Redhill Aerodrome.  To safeguard it now is inconsistent with 

current and previous policy.  RBBC refused retrospective planning for an unlicensed 

taxiway from Redhill Aerodrome stating that it was an inappropriate development 

within a Green Belt.  Redhill Aerodrome (RA) is part of the national aviation (GA) 

infrastructure and is now being backed by an all parliamentary GA working group.  The 

emerging revised NPPF is likely to offer protection to GA aerodromes.  RA is likely to be 

one of them.  Safeguarding RA will result in the death of flying activity at RA and in all 

likelihood Surrey.  RA provides employment for upwards of 450 people which would be 

lost together with the associated local community GDP.  Housing development at RA 

would not be feasible if TDC do not select the site as its preferred Garden Village 

option.  Inclusion of Redhill Aerodrome within this policy is tantamount to trying to 

influence the outcome of the Tandridge Consultation.  The safeguarding of Green Belt 

at RA is outside the current core strategy plan.  The proposed safeguarded land is far 

more than is necessary to meet current and future housing demand and there is within 

the Borough other non-Green Belt land available for development.  There has to date 

been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land.

Remove para 5 of policy MLS2 denoted in policy map SAS1 from the proposed 

development Management Plan
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Director Yes   MLS2 No No No Building/developing green belt land is not legal and is against all that this country 

should stand for. Profit over quality of life is a disgrace.

Do not build any houses on a clearly over populated area, our services already 

cannot cope with the current population!

No Yes I will join any organisation opposing these 

plans
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Town Clerk MLS2 All proposed areas have a potential impact on flooding and highways infrastructure. 

Before any major development is planned, the Town Council recommends that there 

should be a flood defence plan for the Burstow stream area.

There should be a flood defence plan for the Burstow Stream Yes
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Partner Yes/ No MLS2 No No No The site is within the Green Belt which is protected. RBBC have continued to protect 

this status including the site of Redhill Aerodrome (RA). To safeguard it now is 

inconsistent with current and previous policy.  RBBC refused retrospective planning for 

an unlicensed taxiway from Redhill Aerodrome stating that it was an inappropriate 

development within a Green Belt.  Redhill Aerodrome (RA) is part of the national 

aviation (GA) infrastructure and is now being backed by an all parliamentary GA 

working group.  The emerging revised NPPF is likely to offer protection to GA 

aerodromes.  RA is likely to be one of them.  Safeguarding RA will result in the death of 

flying activity at RA and in all likelihood Surrey.  RA provides employment for upwards 

of 450 people which would be lost together with the associated local community GDP.  

Housing development at RA would not be feasible if TDC do not select the site as its 

preferred Garden Village option.   Inclusion of Redhill Aerodrome within this policy its 

tantamount to trying to influence the outcome of the Tandridge Consultation.  The 

safeguarding of Green Belt at RA is outside the current core strategy plan.  The 

proposed safeguarded land is far more than is necessary to meet current and future 

housing demand and there is within the Borough other non-Green Belt land available 

for development.  There has to date been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill 

Aerodrome land.

 RA provides employment and training for those in the aviation sector, expertise and 

specialist knowledge which will be lost forever.  Added to which a significant number of 

small businesses who employ a large number of locals will be forced to close; this in 

addition will affect the local community.   It would also appear that this proposal is 

dependent upon a new link road between the A23 and a new 4-way junction with the 

M23 together with the TDC selection of Redhill Aerodrome land for their proposed 

garden village.  

Remove paragraph 5 of policy MLS2 denoted on policy map SAS1 from the 

proposed development management plan
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Secretary Yes MLS2 No No Don't know PART OF THEIR RESPONSE:  The site is within the Green Belt which continues to 

warrant protection.

RBBC have spent 25 years defending the Green Belt status of RA. To Safeguard it now 

would be completely inconsistent. 

In October 2017 RBBC refused a retrospective planning application for improvements 

to the unlicensed taxiway. They gave the reason that it was inappropriate 

development in the Green Belt.

The site is an important part of the national General Aviation (GA) infrastructure.

Soon it is likely to be the last remaining fixed wing GA facility within Surrey.

The emerging revised National Planning Policy Framework is likely to offer protection 

to some GA Aerodromes. RA is likely to be one. 

Safeguarding RA will result in the cessation of flying activity at the Aerodrome. 

RA provides employment for up to 450 people directly or indirectly. This employment 

would be lost.

The closure of RA would create a significant loss of GDP to the local community. 

Housing development at RA is not feasible if TDC do not select the site as it’s preferred 

Garden Village option.

It is unrealistic and premature for RBBC to Safeguard the site until the TDC decision is 

known.

Existing local roads would not be able to cope with the increased traffic generated by 

housing development at RA.

RBBC have no necessity to Safeguard any site at this time. 

If RA is Safeguarded it is likely to deter the owners from investing in and improving the 

site.

Discontinue the proposal to safeguard parcel SAS1. Yes Yes If the proposal to safeguard parcel is 

continued  beyond the Regulation 19 

consultation  KRAG wish give oral evidence 

and give Council the opportunity to cross 

examine on the evidence we have 

presented. 

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4506/rbbc_representor_0115
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Secretary Yes MLS2 No No Don't know part oInf response: troduction to KRAG

KRAG was formed in 1993 in direct response to a planning application by the newly 

formed Redhill Aerodrome Ventures Ltd (RAVL) to develop the existing Aerodrome into 

a Feeder/Reliever Airport to operate in tandem with Gatwick.

We are not anti-Aerodrome but we are against inappropriate and speculative 

development at the site that will change the existing rural Green Belt landscape to a 

more urbanised one. 

Our membership numbers over 900 households in the area affected by the activity at 

Redhill Aerodrome (RA).

The majority of RA has always been within the Green Belt, which we believe must 

continue to be protected from unwanted development.  We acknowledge the existing 

built area is Brownfield land. 

We have a seat on the Redhill Aerodrome Consultative Committee, closely monitoring 

any proposal to develop the facility.

Safeguarded Land 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out that when amending Green 

Belt boundaries regard should be given to their intended permanence.  This will enable 

them to endure well beyond the plan period. In doing so, sites can be Safeguarded in 

order to meet longer-term development needs. 

Safeguarded land is therefore safeguarded for future development, not from 

development. 

However Safeguarded land should be genuinely capable of development when needed.  

Are RBBC confident that the case with SAS1?

Discontinue the proposal to safeguard parcel SAS1. Yes Yes If the proposal to safeguard parcel is 

continued  beyond the Regulation 19 

consultation  KRAG wish give oral evidence 

and give Council the opportunity to cross 

examine on the evidence we have 

presented. 

The NPPF states at paragraph 85 (bullet 3):

“where necessary, identify in their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the 

urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development needs 

stretching well beyond the plan period”.

The NPPF is therefore explicit that Safeguarded land should be on the edge of the 

urban area. This is consistent with the fundamental aim of Green Belt policy, which is 

to prevent urban sprawl. 

Safeguarded land should be located where future development would be an efficient 

use of land, well integrated with existing development, and well related to public 

transport and other existing and planned infrastructure, so promoting sustainable 

development. 

But to be consistent with the NPPF, any Safeguarded land would need to be on the 

edge of an existing RBBC urban area and would need to be of a sufficient scale to 

negate the need for a Green Belt review until well beyond the plan period. 

We understand that, once adopted, a local plan must be reviewed every five years. 

Such reviews provide local authorities with numerous opportunities to revise existing 

site designation boundaries, propose safeguarded land for development and allocate 

further land for future expansion. But this five-year local plan review process also 

effectively removes the local authority’s need to Safeguard land in the first place.

We surmise that when a site is Safeguarded, development is practically guaranteed to 

occur at the site at some point in future. On that basis. premature Safeguarding offers 

little benefit to RBBC, as once land has been removed from the green belt, it is 

effectively lost for ever.

The development of local plans are supposed to be supported by a robust evidence 

base.  Where is the evidence to support the Safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome (RA)?

ISSUE 1: The RA site is not on the edge of an existing RBBC or TDC urban area.  This 

means it should not be considered available to be Safeguarded for future 

development.

ISSUE 2: No evidence has been produced to support the Safeguarding of RA. 

Local Plan Examination by an Inspector

The Inspector’s task is to consider the soundness and legal compliance of the Plan, on 

the basis of the relevant legislation and the guidance in the National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF). 

Considering soundness involves examining the Plan to determine whether it is:

(a) positively prepared – based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively assessed 

development and infrastructure requirements; 

(b) justified – the most appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable 

alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

(c) effective – deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working; 

(d) consistent with national policy – able to achieve sustainable development in 

accordance with the Framework’s policies.

We understand that the public examination of a Local Plan is not an Inquiry into 

objections raised by individual parties. It is structured around the issues which the 

Inspector has identified as crucial for his judgment on the soundness of the plan. 

LPAs need to be clear about what conclusions they have come to from the range of 

evidence available and how they have made choices, based on the evidence. 

The plan must not contain assertions of fact that are not supported by the evidence. 

Similarly the evidence should not be collected retrospectively in an attempt to justify 

the plan.

Local circumstances will be directly relevant.  But where is the evidence to support the 

proposal to Safeguard site SAS1?

ISSUE 3: Is RA being considered for Safeguarding prior to a basic land categorisation 

assessment? 

ISSUE 4: Is the rationale behind the categorisation of RA as suitable to be Safeguarded 

sound?

Achieving Sustainable Development

The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable 

development. There are three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, 

social and environmental. 

An economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy.  This is achieved by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available 

in the right places and at the right time to support growth and innovation.  LPA's 

should identify and coordinate development requirements, including the provision of 

appropriate infrastructure. 
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A social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the 

supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future generations.  This 

can be achieved by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local 

services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural 

well-being. 

An environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built 

and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use 

natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to 

climate change including moving to a low carbon economy.

ISSUE 5: Has the negative economic impact of the loss of the existing jobs at RA been 

assessed and taken into consideration?

ISSUE 6: Safeguarding RA for development will have a negative impact on the existing 

Green Belt and not promote Sustainable Development. 

ISSUE 7: It is premature to Safeguard RA without knowing the preferred location 

selected by TDC for their Garden Village.

Promoting Sustainable Transport 

The overarching aim of the Local Plan will be to ensure that growth is delivered in a 

sustainable manner.  Local Plans should protect and exploit opportunities for the use 

of sustainable transport modes for the movement of goods or people.

In line with the requirements of the NPPF, any Local Plan must strive to create 

sustainable communities which will embrace the principles of sustainable 

development using a co-ordinated approach to housing, transport, education and 

health, jobs, social opportunities, services and the physical environment.

Further the NPPF specifies that when preparing Local Plans, the council should support 

development which promotes the use of sustainable modes of transport.

To provide context the following statements are extracted from the NPPF.

NPPF Extracts

Paragraph 29. “The transport system needs to be balanced in favour of sustainable 

transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel.”

Paragraph 30. “Encouragement should be given to solutions which support reductions 

in greenhouse gas emissions and reduce congestion. LPA's, when preparing local plans, 

should facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport.”

Paragraph 34. “Developments that generate significant movement should be located 

where the need to travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes 

can be maximised.” 

Paragraph 35. “Plans should protect and exploit opportunities for the use of 

sustainable transport modes for the movement of goods or people.”

The NPPG also sets out the necessity for local planning authorities to undertake a 

transport assessment to ascertain the transport implications of development proposed 

within the Local Plan.

A robust transport evidence base will ensure decisions on site allocations can take 

account of road network capacity issues and determine where improvements may be 

required.

This evidence base should detail where there are opportunities to make a modal shift 

to sustainable transport usage where reasonable and appropriate.

Although the need to deliver housing growth will be a key focus of any new Local Plan, 

it is vital that other needs are not overlooked. Critically, to deliver a successful plan 

RBBC must seek to balance the provision of homes with open space, employment, 

leisure, community facilities, retail, etc.

It is vital that decisions take account of local circumstances so they respond to 

different opportunities for achieving sustainable development in different areas.

The NPPF (paragraph 160) states that:

“Local planning authorities should have a clear understanding of business needs within 

the economic markets operating in and across their area”.

Are RBBC confident that the existing local infrastructure can support any additional 

growth?

Surely a decision to Safeguard any site for future development should only be made 

after a comprehensive study of the site in question.  

Commuting to work to locations outside of the area is very common across RBBC and 

the neighbouring TDC district. In combination these areas have some of the highest 

levels in Surrey of commuting by train to work with 13% of people using this method, 

but the majority travel by car, equating to 62%.

The Redhill Aerodrome site has no rail link and is only served by a network of local 

roads that are already at capacity. It is apparent that the use of car mode travel is 

already dominant in the surrounding area.

However the NPPF policy is to promote accessibility by modes of transport other than 

the private car, it highlights the significant need to manage travel demand and 

promote accessibility by modes of transport other than the private car.

This is an important step in striving to achieve the Government objective which seeks a 

reduction in projected carbon emissions to minimise the impact on climate change. 

But the ability to achieve this diversity of travel options will not possible if the Redhill 

Aerodrome site is developed due to the absence of a rail link included within the 

proposal. This will result in increased car usage as it is the only realistic option for 

independent travel.

The select of Redhill Aerodrome to be Safeguarded for future development would 

compromise Government Climate Change objectives and be non-compliant with the 

NPPF guidance. Accordingly, we submit that the proposed Safeguarding does not meet 

the national, regional and local planning policy imperative to minimise the need to 

travel, and thereby conform to meet the demands of climate change.

In view of this, RA cannot reasonably be considered to be located in an accessible or 

sustainable location.

Any viable overall spatial strategy should focus on locating future development in 

areas of the district that are highly accessible. This will enable increases in the capacity 

of existing transport infrastructure, reducing the need to rely upon the delivery of 

substantial new schemes.  

This sensible and pragmatic approach would not be possible at Redhill Aerodrome as it 

has no existing infrastructure to build upon.

ISSUE 8: Has RBBC undertaken a transport assessment to consider to impact that 

Safeguarding RA will have on local roads?



ISSUE 9: Do RBBC have a clear understanding of business needs within the economic 

markets operating in and across their area?

ISSUE 10: Safeguarding RA would not comply with the NPPF regarding the promotion 

of Sustainable Transport and the choice of how to travel.

Existing Local Roads

The NPPF promotes the use of sustainable travel modes, achievement of safe and 

suitable access for all, and improvements to effectively limit significant impacts of any 

development. 

The RA site is currently served by small rural lanes, almost exclusively with no 

pavements. They are roads rural in character with variable road widths and often have 

restricted visibility. 

These provide very limited connectivity to the site from any direction.  

The narrow roads are already considered dangerous by local residents.  They do not 

have additional capacity to cope with any further development.  Any residential 

development will generate a significant amount of additional traffic movements that 

they will be totally unable to accommodate.

We conclude that RA is not in a location that has the ability to minimise the need to 

travel and maximise the use of sustainable travel modes.

ISSUE 11: Safeguarding RA for development will exacerbate local road congestion.

Absence of Rail Link

The RA site has no rail connections and currently no availability of public transport. In 

fact no rail links are being proposed at the RA site but they already exist at another site 

being considered within this process. In any event the Redhill/Tonbridge line has a very 

poor rail service.  Currently plans exist to further reduce services. 

It will be a challenge to access rail stations from the RA site without the use of a car.  

Current car parking arrangements at the existing rail stations are completely 

insufficient. Parking at Nutfield, Earlswood and Salfords Railway Stations is already at 

capacity.

The NPPF is clear that the transport system needs to be balanced in favour of 

sustainable transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel. 

However Redhill Aerodrome would appear by design to be accessed by car only mode 

which contradicts policy to reduce dependency on car mode.

On that basis we would contend that RA is an unsustainable location for future 

development and should not be Safeguarded.

ISSUE 12: RA, by design, will never be linked to Rail Network.  This will result in a car 

dependant development which is contrary to NPPF guidelines. 

ISSUE 13: Are RBBC confident that future development will be considered compliant 

with the NPPF with regard to being a Sustainable location?

RBBC Site Description of SAS1

RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as Redhill 

Aerodrome, and have designated it SAS1.  

But SAS1 is a far larger area, including not just the Aerodrome land within RBBC, but 

an even greater area of land to the west, and to the north as far as East Surrey 

Hospital.

In fact the Aerodrome section of SAS1 is only the area of RA that falls within the RBBC 

administrative boundary. This comprises of approximately 35% of the total area of RA, 

the remainder of the Aerodrome site is located within the Tandridge District Council 

area. 

For this reason we would state that the descriptive reference SAS1 Redhill Aerodrome 

is completely inaccurate and therefore misleading.

RBBC have approved development of various sites close to the Aerodrome which will 

reduce the Green Belt in this area which is already narrow. 

Any development at the Aerodrome will significantly add to the reduction of the 

existing Green Belt and undermine the purposes and principles of the Green Belt.

ISSUE 14:  Are RBBC confident that their site selection description of SAS1 is 

representative when formally examined?

Selection Process Flawed

RBBC considered the potential contents of the DMP in November 2017. The parcel of 

land SAS1 was not identified, the only reference was a site for Safeguarding. 

The Safeguarding paper that should have been available to council was marked to 

follow. It didn’t.

However agreement to include the site SAS1 to be Safeguarded is being promoted 

without proper evaluation. An accurate description of the land parcel being considered 

is also absent.

ISSUE 15: Are RBBC confident that their site selection process will be considered robust 

when formally examined?

Decision to development RA is beyond the control of RBBC

RBBC recognise they are powerless to develop any part of the Aerodrome without TDC 

support and in particular access to SAS1. 

RBBC already acknowledge that in the absence of TDC support, development of SAS1 is 

rendered impossible. TDC are in the process of site selection for a garden village (GV) 

as part of their own Local Plan. No date for that decision is currently known. 

If TDC fail to select RA as their preferred GV site we contend that it is highly unlikely 

and totally illogical they would support development of RBBC site SAS1. This action 

would undermine their own choice for their GV and compromise the integrity of their 

own Local Plan. 

Without a guarantee of support from TDC (the controlling Authority of 65% of the 

Aerodrome) it is a potentially a futile and wasteful exercise to consider Safeguarding 

SAS1. In any event it is certainly premature.

ISSUE 16: The selection of SAS1 to be Safeguarded is at the very least premature. 

ISSUE 17: Will this action be considered as reasonable and evidenced based when 

formally examined?

Status of the Green Belt 

The fundamental principle of Green Belt, to maintain openness, i.e. keeping land free 

from buildings, is robustly defended by Planning Law, national planning guidance, 

precedents and case law. 



At the core of this designation is the 'in perpetuity' requirement, that Green Belt 

boundaries will be maintained for much longer than the usual 15 or 25 year local plan 

period. 

In the past, county, regional and sub-regional planning authorities adopted robust 

policies to safeguard Green Belt; local authorities relied on these strategic cross-

boundary policies. 

Since Regional Spatial Planning was abolished in 2011, these strategic safeguards have 

been dismantled and, because of the loss of these over-arching policies, many local 

authorities now see the need to review the Green Belt as part of their Local Plan 

process. 

Green Belt reviews currently underway in many areas will almost certainly bring about 

significant changes in the extent of existing Green Belt, without any changes to 

national policy. 

It is anticipated this process may result in the release of extensive areas of land from 

the Green Belt designation in future years. This is exacerbated by pressure to increase 

the rate of house building.

As this Green Belt review process unfolds it is apparent that individual local authorities 

have no model methodology or protocols to follow, so the outcomes in terms of 

qualitative analysis are likely to be inconsistent in the way they are implemented.  

Until guidance is issued or precedents are set this situation will leave LPA’s vulnerable 

to their Local Plan’s being challenged when examined by a Planning Inspector due to 

the approach adopted.

It should be noted that the Redhill Aerodrome site was not even mentioned in the 

latest Green Belt review undertaken by RBBC.

The Green Belt status of RA was confirmed as recently as October 2014 by the Court of 

Appeal in an action bought jointly by RBBC.

ISSUE 18: Are RBBC confident that it has adopted an acceptable approach when 

reviewing its Green Belt land and in particular RA and SAS1?

Green Belt Reviews

Green Belt National Guidance - NPPF

The NPPF is intended to provide up-to-date, accessible and useful guidance on the 

requirements of the planning system. 

The Guidance was updated in October 2014, reiterating the importance of the Green 

Belt and acknowledging that Green Belt may restrain the ability to meet housing need. 

The NPPF, emphasises the importance and permanence of Green Belt. It sets out 

clearly the five purposes that the Green Belt is intended to serve, highlights that the 

Local Plan process offers the only opportunity for the Green Belt boundaries to be 

reviewed, and stresses that boundaries should be defined using permanent and 

recognisable physical features.

The following paragraphs are relevant to Green Belt Assessment:

 

• NPPF Paragraph 044 Do housing and economic needs override constraints on the use 

of land, such as Green Belt? – “The NPPF should be read as a whole: need alone is not 

the only factor to be considered when drawing up a Local Plan. The Framework is clear 

that local planning authorities should, through

• their Local Plans, meet objectively assessed needs unless any adverse impacts of 

doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed 

against the policies in the Framework as a whole, or specific policies in the Framework 

indicate that development should be restricted’ (as it is with land designated as Green 

Belt). ‘The Framework makes clear that, once established, Green Belt boundaries 

should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review 

of the Local Plan.”

• Paragraph 045 Do local planning authorities have to meet in full housing needs 

identified in needs assessments? – “Assessing need is just the first stage in developing 

a local plan. Once need has been assessed, the local planning authority should prepare 

a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment to establish realistic assumptions 

about the availability, suitability and the likely economic viability of land to meet the 

identified need for housing over the plan period, and in so doing take account of any 

constraints such as Green Belt, which indicate that development should be restricted 

and which may restrain the ability of an authority to meet its need."

National policy (NPPF) requires that the Green Belt be protected from inappropriate 

development and that once established, boundaries should only be altered in 

exceptional circumstances through the plan making process.

When considering whether to amend the boundary of the Green Belt, the starting 

point for every local authority is that this decision should only arise after all reasonable 

and acceptable efforts have been taken to maximise the amount of development 

within the urban area. Optimising densities and ensuring that all land is appropriately 

used must be the first response to growth. 
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The RBBC Safeguarding proposal is completely inconsistent to RBBC’s historical 

attitude to resisting development at the Aerodrome.

For over 25 years RBBC have maintained a consistent approach to protect the GB 

within and around the Aerodrome site by opposing planning applications likely to 

undermine the purposes of the GB and openness of the area.

The cases included the 2014 Court of Appeal (Civil Division) which endorsed the 

purposes and harm to openness issues. 

On the 4th October 2017 RBBC planning committee continued its consistent approach 

refusing a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome for work already 

completed on the unlicensed taxiway. They stated:

“the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes 

inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the 

openness of the Green Belt and conflict with the purposes thereof. The considerations 

in favour of the proposal are insufficient to clearly outweigh the harm to the Green Belt 

and any other harm.”

RBBC’s position, expressed in October 2017, regarding a level (to the floor) 

taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is inconceivable how they can now consider 

that the construction of a substantial number of houses (1,500+) will not have an even 

greater adverse effect on the openness of this part of the Green Belt.

Safeguarding the site for future development will undermine the Green Belt principles 

RBBC have consistently held over many years. 

Discontinue the proposal to safeguard parcel SAS1. Yes Yes If the proposal to safeguard parcel is 

continued  beyond the Regulation 19 

consultation  KRAG wish give oral evidence 

and give Council the opportunity to cross 

examine on the evidence we have 

presented. 
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RBBC (in conjunction with TDC) have spent significant public money to protect the 

Green Belt credentials of this very site. 

To suggest it should now be Safeguarded is completely inconsistent to the policy RBBC 

have followed over the last 3 decades.

ISSUE 19:  For nearly 30 years RBBC have spent public money to defend the Green Belt 

at RA.  There are no new legislative reasons for this policy to change.

Green Belt at Redhill Aerodrome

 

The Redhill Aerodrome site is located within the Green Belt and continues to fulfil 

several Green Belt purposes. This was tested at the Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry 

as recently as January 2014. This site was also further examined in the Appeal Court in 

October 2014.  In both cases the Green Belt credentials of RA were recognised and 

preserved.

It is surely unusual that a site that is now being proposed by RBBC to be Safeguarded 

has had such recent legal examination regarding the continuation of its Green Belt 

status.

The NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries can only be altered where exceptional 

circumstances exist. On its own, the suitability of a site for housing is unlikely to 

amount to an exceptional circumstance. 

Similarly, unmet housing need does not on its own constitute an exceptional 

circumstance justifying development in the Green Belt.

Encroachment is of particular relevance at RA. Development of the site as a whole 

would result in the merging of the communities of South Nutfield with Salfords and 

Whitebushes to the west, and with Redhill in the north.

  

The Metropolitan Green Belt, viewed as a whole, is already narrow and fractured at 

this point.  

Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield nearly into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

(AONB).  This fact is ignored in the RBBC documentation, even though their policy 

states that great weight should be attached to protecting the landscape and scenic 

beauty of AONBs.

Neither RBBC or TDC, have (so far) identified any exceptional circumstances to support 

the deletion of the Green Belt at Redhill Aerodrome.  This would be required if the site 

was to be Safeguarded by RBBC.

RBBC are being historically inconsistent by suggesting RA is suitable to be Safeguarded. 

The site continues to warrant protection under its established Green Belt classification, 

something that RBBC have spent vast sums to maintain.

Green Belt Text Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry 2014

1. The Framework states that when located in the Green Belt inappropriate 

development is, by definition, harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved 

except in very special circumstances. The Framework provides that substantial weight 

should be given to any harm to the Green Belt, and very special circumstances will not 

exist unless the potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and 

any other harm, is clearly outweighed by other considerations. 

2. Such development would have a significant adverse effect on the openness of the 

Green Belt. The scheme would have many urbanising features, such as extensive 

parking and lighting, which would affect the countryside, even if controlled by 

condition. The resultant encroachment into the countryside would be at odds with one 

of the purposes of the Green Belt.

3. On the first main issue, I find that the proposal would be inappropriate development 

in the Green Belt. Furthermore, it would be at odds with one of the purposes of the 

Green Belt, and would erode its openness. The proposed development would, 

therefore, harm the Green Belt. I next consider whether the proposal would result in 

any other harm, and then have regard to other considerations, so as to undertake the 

balancing exercise outlined above. 

The Practical Implications of the 2014 Appeal Court Decision

Below is a summary of how the Appeal Court decision in October 2014 has impacted 

the implementation of Green Belt policy. It was written by leading solicitors Lichfields 

on 30th October 2014

“The Redhill Aerodrome Appeal has impacts beyond development at airports and 

effects all future decisions in the Green Belt. In practical terms, for any development in 

the Green Belt, the following should now be carefully considered:

• In weighing up whether very special circumstance exist, the determining authority 

can take account of all planning matters, whether they cause harm or benefit to the 

proposal.

• Therefore, applicants must consider all negative impacts of the proposed 

development and the effect that they may have on decisions in the context of the 

Green Belt, by virtue of being ‘any other harm’. By way of example, this might include 

minor increases in traffic movement, impacts to a heritage asset or increases in noise 

pollution.

• In weighing up whether very special circumstances exist, an authority can consider 

the cumulative effect of individual impacts. This is regardless of whether or not they 

are considered harmful to the Green Belt as individual considerations.

• The NPPF does not affect a fundamental shift in policy governing the Green Belt, at 

least not to make development easier. The

• presumption against inappropriate development in the Green Belt remains 

unaltered and is not diluted by the NPPF’s attempt to simplify and clarify planning 

policy through a single document.

It is common ground that all “other considerations”, which will by definition be non-

Green Belt factors, such as the employment and economic advantages referred to by 

the Inspector in her decision in this case, must be included in the weighing exercise. 

This view was apparently supported by the NPPF as a whole and the objectives of the 

Green Belt policy in particular. 

The five purposes of the Green Belt were restated (as per Paragraph 80 of the NPPF), 

as being:

• to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas

• to prevent neighbouring towns merging into each other

• to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment

• to preserve historic town’s setting and special character

• to aid urban regeneration, by encouraging recycling of derelict and other urban land.

If the proposed development would cause some, insignificant harm to biodiversity, 

some insubstantial harm to the setting of a listed building, and some, unsevere 

residual adverse cumulative transport impact, these harmful impacts would 

nevertheless constitute “material considerations” militating against the grant of 

planning permission. 

The fact biodiversity grounds, heritage grounds or transport grounds would not of 

themselves justify a refusal of planning permission did not mean that planners could 

simply ignore their harm to those interests. 

In short they would not cease to be a “material consideration” merely because that 

particular ground, taken individually, had not crossed the threshold in the Framework 

for a refusal of planning permission.



If development is proposed within the Green Belt, the position will be no different, 

save that the “very special circumstances” test will be applied if the proposal is for 

inappropriate development within the Green Belt.

The protection of the greenbelt is one of the twelve core planning principles contained 

in the NPPF and it sets out the planning policy for development in the green belt. In 

particular it deals with the balancing exercise to be carried out when determining 

whether planning permission should be granted. Paragraphs 87 and 88 of the NPPF 

state that:

• Inappropriate development that is harmful to the green belt should only be approved 

in very special circumstances.

• Very special circumstances” will not exist unless the potential harm to the green belt 

by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly outweighed by other 

considerations.

The Court of Appeal considered whether “any other harm” meant any other harm to 

the green belt or should include any other harm that was relevant for planning 

purposes, for instance harm to landscape character, adverse visual impact, noise 

disturbance or adverse traffic impact.

The Court of Appeal held that “any other harm” must include non-green belt harm. 

This decision has re-established the green belt policy approach under the NPPF as to 

protecting the greenbelt.

In light of this decision, if having carried out the balancing exercise, the planning 

inspector concludes that “very special circumstances” do not exist, the inspector will 

refuse permission on the ground that the proposed development does not comply 

with national policy to protect the green belt set out in the NPPF.”

The natural conclusion of the Court of Appeal's decision is that the protection of the 

Green Belt is a central part of the National Planning Policy Framework and there has 

been no indication from the Government that this position has changed.  

Existing Employment

Local plans are not just about the provision of housing.  It is a fact that the Redhill 

Aerodrome site is an important site of local employment, especially within 

neighbouring TDC area.  In evidence given at the 2014 Public Inquiry the owners RAL 

claimed it was the biggest employment site within the TDC area, this claim was not 

disputed by RBBC.

In developing a sustainable economy protection should be provided to the existing 

employment base, which will retain/provide jobs locally to assist in the reduction of 

the very high levels of out-commuting.  Safeguarding RA will achieve the opposite as 

the existing 450 jobs will be lost.
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Secretary Yes MLS2 No No Don't know Evidence accepted at the 2014 Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry stated:

“Substantial out-commuting occurs and local business formation and retention is 

relatively poor. Local recruitment is regarded as a realistic possibility because 

employment surveys suggest some 70% of existing site employees as resident in the 

surrounding area.” 

It is an undeniable fact that Safeguarding RA would ultimately result in the loss of 450 

jobs, direct and indirect due to the uncertainty created. The job numbers used were 

presented by Redhill Aerodrome consultants York Aviation at the 2014 Public Inquiry. 

They were accepted by the Planning Inspector.

The loss of the existing jobs would likely commence as soon as the site as designated 

to be Safeguarded.  It is reasonable to surmise that the existing companies would likely 

evoke their lease break options and look for alternative premises to secure the future 

of their businesses.  

This would create a significant loss of GDP to the local community.  Evidence was given 

and accepted at the 2014 Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry that activity at the 

Aerodrome generated a total GVA of £18.5m. 

There is likely to be a significant lead time between the cessation of the existing 

employment activity at Redhill Aerodrome and any new employment, created should 

TDC select Redhill Aerodrome as their preferred GV option commencing. 

By TDC's own analysis this is likely to be a minimum period of 15 years. If there were 

only a 10 year gap between the closure of the existing employment and the provision 

of new employment then this could result in an overall GVA deficit of some £185m. 

This must be a material consideration.

Discontinue the proposal to safeguard parcel SAS1. Yes Yes If the proposal to safeguard parcel is 

continued  beyond the Regulation 19 

consultation  KRAG wish give oral evidence 

and give Council the opportunity to cross 

examine on the evidence we have 

presented. 

The probable result is that this important employment site (so rated by TDC itself) 

becoming a dwindling asset with its financial contribution to the local economy 

ceasing.

 

The uncertainty, created by your proposed action to Safeguard Redhill Aerodrome, is 

likely to result in the existing companies moving elsewhere, very likely outside of the 

immediate area, especially if they are aviation based.

Much of the existing employment at Redhill Aerodrome is aviation related, highly 

skilled and would not be replicated by new positions created even if the proposed TDC 

Garden Village development were to materialise. 

A significant percentage of the existing workforce employed at Redhill Aerodrome fall 

into the STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) category.

The Government already recognise the UK must meet the growing demand for people 

equipped with higher level, economically valuable skills. In particular, ensuring that 

businesses have access to science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) 

skills is vitally important as these skills play a central role in developing innovative 

products and services.

The UK’s economic future lies in high value, innovative and knowledge-intensive 

activities, especially post Brexit. To pursue this course a highly skilled STEM workforce 

is essential. However, the shortage of STEM skills in the UK should be treated as a 

national crisis, according to experts in the field.

ISSUE 20: RA already makes a significant contribution to the local economy which will 

be lost if this development is permitted.

ISSUE 21: There are 450 existing jobs at RA that will be lost if this proposal was 

permitted.  70% of current employees live locally.

General Aviation 

Government is aware that General Aviation (GA) aerodromes are closing, leading to a 

substantial reduction of such facilities. 

In recent years however a significant number of GA facilities have closed and others 

have been threatened as a result of owners seeking to release the value of their land 

and local planning authorities prioritising housing and other development on the land 

they occupy.

Pressures on land uses are high, especially in the SE of England, and the GA industry 

has long accepted the need to be proactive in engaging with local planners and the 

local community.  This helps to identify and promote the value of the activities 

undertaken on their sites, in conjunction with mitigating environmental impacts. 

The UK network of GA aerodromes is regarded by DfT as an important part of the 

national transport infrastructure.  

Maintaining access to a national network of general aviation airfields is vital to the 

continuing success of both the general aviation industry and the provision of a viable 

nationwide business, leisure and transport resource. 

The network also provides important infrastructure and support for activities such as 

police and pollution patrols, medical flights, aerial surveys, and search and rescue 

operations. 

For the continuance and promotion of existing jobs and growth it is important to 

secure the on-going future and potential of GA aerodromes as an important local and 

national resource. 

However it is clear that many Local Planning Authorities do not fully recognise the 

General Aviation sector’s importance to either their local community or wider national 

prosperity.
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A review of policy to protect existing aerodromes is underway. NPPF and Department 

of Transport (DfT) policy directs local authorities when considering planning issues to 

take into account GA issues. 

Existing Government guidance now requires planning authorities to have regard to the 

extent to which an aerodrome contributes to connectivity outside the authority’s own 

boundaries, working together with other authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships 

as required by the NPPF.

Government guidance also reminds planning authorities that a working or former 

aerodrome could be put forward for consideration proposed as a site for mixed use 

development (NPPF paragraph 17) that includes continuing, adapting or restoring 

aviation services in addition to other uses. 

Any change of use from its role as a working airfield should only be permitted after the 

planning authority has fully considered the extent to which the aerodrome has 

contributed to connectivity outside its own boundaries.  No attempt to undertake this 

exercise has happened at Redhill Aerodrome. 

We conclude that the unnecessary action regarding Safeguarding SAS1 indicates this 

policy has either been disregarded by RBBC or not even considered.

Safeguarding SAS1 will create insecurity for residents and businesses alike within the 

area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027.  

Existing businesses, including the owners of the aerodrome, may be deterred from 

investing, and new businesses may choose to go elsewhere.

However, the DMP is silent on the matter.

We conclude that the unnecessary action regarding Safeguarding SAS1 indicates this 

policy has either been disregarded by RBBC or not even considered.

ISSUE 22: The network of GA aerodromes around the UK and the connectivity provided 

are seen as a national asset, providing economic benefits to the country as a whole.

ISSUE 23: Development at RA will require the closure of the existing aviation related 

activity.  This will result in the cessation of the last fixed wing Aerodrome in Surrey.

ISSUE 24: RBBC have not considered the impact that the closure of RA would have on 

the national transport infrastructure.

Emergency Services at Redhill Aerodrome

NPAS - National Police Air Service

Redhill Aerodrome is currently the base of two Emergency Service providers (NPAS – 

National Police Air Service and the KSS Air Ambulance).

NPAS have 15 bases nationwide and have been based at Redhill since October 2012.

The following information has been provided informally (email) by NPAS (Redhill). It 

details the impact that their activities have on the surrounding area.  

“Our operational area comprises the South, South East and London (which is our 

‘usual’ area of operation but being borderless this area can be extended if 

operationally required.

Between 1st Sept 2016 and 1st Sept 2017 NPAS 15 ‘G-CPAS’  – The ‘usual’ helicopter 

that is crewed by Redhill staff were directly responsible for locating:

42 missing persons – persons either wanting to be missing or missing unintentionally 

(lost). Locating them and bringing them to safety from harm is the priority. 

This is achieved in association with local ground Police Officers, but very often, due to 

our technical capability and vantage point we are often solely responsible for locating 

them but we must not assume to take all of the credit – it is very much a team effort!

28 Injured person located – same concept as above.

Therefore 70 vulnerable people located in total.

 

The above information is a significant and impressive body of achievement that adds 

tangible value to local residents in terms of security and confidence.  

This fact appears to be completely disregarded within the current proposal to develop 

Redhill Aerodrome.  NPAS have not been approached regarding the current proposals 

which, if successful, will displace them from Redhill entirely.  

Currently the nearest NPAS bases to Redhill are situated at NPAS London (Epping 

Forest) and RAF Benson in Oxfordshire.

KSS Air Ambulance

The Kent, Surrey & Sussex Air Ambulance Trust (KSSAAT) is a registered charity dating 

back to 1989 and exists to relieve sick and injured people in 

South East England and surrounding areas by providing a Helicopter Emergency 

Medical Service (HEMS) and Air Ambulance service for the benefit of the community.

KSSAAT now operate 24 hours a day, providing a Helicopter Emergency Medical Service 

(HEMS), assisting the most critically ill and injured people in the region and responding 

to patients who have suffered trauma or serious medical emergencies.

 

The KSSAAT base at Redhill became the first air ambulance service in the UK to provide 

a Helicopter Emergency Medical Service 24 hours a day. This service commenced at 

Redhill as the base at Marden was not configured for 24/7 operations. The night 

operation was initially introduced on a trial basis from the end of September 2013. 

Since then, the Redhill based helicopter has been dispatched to over 2,600 missions at 

night meaning the life-saving intervention they can bring to a patient is available to the 

people of Kent, Surrey & Sussex day or night, 365 days a year.

One of the conclusions of the 2 year night operation trial showed that the trial cases 

were widely distributed and given the size of the region and spread of the population 

the most effective means for a single Enhanced Care Team (ECT) to reach patients, in a 

reasonable time frame, would be by aircraft delivery to scene operating from a base as 

centrally located as possible.  The base at Redhill is ideally placed to continue to fulfil 

this role.

The KSSAAT base at Redhill has recently moved internally within the existing 

Aerodrome.  They have no wish to move again The base at Redhill is ideally placed to 

continue to fulfil this role.

ISSUE 25: Both of these vital emergency services will be lost at this location. This is a 

significant concern for local residents.



KRAG Conclusions

RBBC have followed NPPF (paragraph 85) policy in developing land in relation to 

existing urban areas. The DMP progresses NPPF policy and adopted a spatial strategy 

that council states “is based on an urban areas first approach.” 

The RBBC core strategy endorses this approach. However, SAS1 is detached from 

urban areas and significantly contributes to the GB purposes and principle of 

openness. 

Safeguarding, leading to development, will undermine the purposes of the Green Belt 

and significantly reduce the openness of the area. SAS1 does not conform to National 

or Local policy.

We conclude that Safeguarding SAS1 is contrary to RBBC development practice and 

conformity to National and its own adopted local policy.

When building new housing and considering new development (Safeguarding) we have 

a duty to future generations not to leave them a toxic legacy. 

This duty includes, but is not limited to, the loss of green fields, added flood risk, 

additional nitrogen oxide emissions and increasing traffic congestion.  We must ensure 

we meet the needs of those at the bottom of the housing ladder. 

If we need to build then we must ensure we only build in sustainable and accessible 

locations.  Development, should by design, enhance and improve the immediate 

surroundings and not create a negative imprint on existing adjacent communities. 

Redhill Aerodrome does not fulfil this basic criteria.  It fails in virtually every aspect if 

examined pragmatically.

We suggest that Safeguarding RA is impractical both logistically and legislatively.  

We strongly advise RBBC not to select RA (SAS1) to be Safeguarded for future 

development. ASONS NOT TO SAFEGUARD SAS1 – REDHILL AERODROME

ISSUE 1: The RA site is not on the edge of an existing RBBC or TDC urban area.  This 

means it should not be considered available to be Safeguarded for future 

development.

ISSUE 2: No evidence has been produced to support the Safeguarding of RA. 

ISSUE 3: Is RA being considered for Safeguarding prior to a basic land categorisation 

assessment? 

ISSUE 4: Is the rationale behind the categorisation of RA as suitable to be Safeguarded 

sound?

ISSUE 5: Has the negative economic impact of the loss of the existing jobs at RA been 

assessed and taken into consideration?

ISSUE 6: Safeguarding RA for development will have a negative impact on the existing 

Green Belt and not promote Sustainable Development. 

ISSUE 7: It is premature to Safeguard RA without knowing the preferred location 

selected by TDC for their Garden Village.

ISSUE 8:  Has RBBC undertaken a transport assessment to consider to impact that 

Safeguarding RA will have on local roads?

ISSUE 9:  Do RBBC have a clear understanding of business needs within the economic 

markets operating in and across their area?

ISSUE 10:  Safeguarding RA would not comply with the NPPF regarding the promotion 

of Sustainable Transport and the choice of how to travel.

ISSUE 11: Safeguarding RA for development will exacerbate local road congestion.

ISSUE 12: RA, by design, will never be linked to Rail Network.  This will result in a car 

dependant development which is contrary to NPPF guidelines. 

ISSUE 13: Are RBBC confident that future development will be considered compliant 

with the NPPF with regard to being a Sustainable location?

ISSUE 14:  Are RBBC confident that their site selection description of SAS1 is 

representative when formally examined?

ISSUE 15:  Are RBBC confident that their site selection process will be considered 

robust when formally examined?

ISSUE 16: The selection of SAS1 to be Safeguarded is at the very least premature. 

ISSUE 17:  Will this action be considered as reasonable and evidenced based when 

formally examined?

ISSUE 18: Are RBBC confident that it has adopted an acceptable approach when 

reviewing its Green Belt land and in particular RA and SAS1?

ISSUE 19:  For nearly 30 years RBBC have spent public money to defend the Green Belt 

at RA.  There are no new legislative reasons for this policy to change.

ISSUE 20: RA already makes a significant contribution to the local economy which will 

be lost if this development is permitted.

ISSUE 21: There are 450 existing jobs at RA that will be lost if this proposal was 

permitted.  70% of current employees live locally.

ISSUE 22: The network of GA aerodromes around the UK and the connectivity provided 

are seen as a national asset, providing economic benefits to the country as a whole.

ISSUE 23: Development at RA will require the closure of the existing aviation related 

activity.  This will result in the cessation of the last fixed wing Aerodrome in Surrey.

ISSUE 24: RBBC have not considered the impact that the closure of RA would have on 

the national transport infrastructure.

ISSUE 25: Both of these vital emergency services will be lost at this location. This is a 

significant concern for local residents.
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Director Yes MLS2 Yes No Don't know In Summary

- The policy to safeguard land at Redhill Aerodrome should not prioritise Green Belt 

for

development beyond the plan period where other land outside of the Green Belt could 

meet

needs more sustainably.

- Land and Partners is concerned that the safeguarding of this land may prejudice the

development of other sites which would not necessitate erosion of the Green Belt.

- The extent of the safeguarded land appears unnecessary in relation to the land 

which is

being considered as developed area under the option for a Garden Village being

considered by Tandridge District Council.

The policy is not positively prepared.

The policy to safeguard land at Redhill Aerodrome does not take into account the 

ongoing work

into flood alleviation led by the Environment Agency. This could improve the capacity 

of the Rural

Surrounds of Horley for development. The Green Belt Review states that the RSH 

constitute

“more than enough land to accommodate the needed housing” and whilst they are 

affected by FZ2

or 3 in some locations, the Environment Agency’s (EA) Flood Alleviation Scheme (FAS) 

aims to

reduce flood risk across Horley. The EA is specifically looking at alleviation in the 

Burstow Stream

Catchment at East Horley and this is acknowledged in the explanation of Policy CCF2. 

Natural

Flood management measures are being considered which could include washlands, 

channel

enhancements and modifications to help provide increased storage. Such measures 

could readily

The area of Green Belt to be safeguarded for development should be significantly 

reduced to

match the area consulted on by Tandridge District Council. There is no justification 

for a larger

area of safeguarding and such an extensive area could undermine the effective 

masterplanning of

any possible Garden Village as well as the longer term spatial strategy for Reigate 

and Banstead.

No Yes Land and Partners is a promotor with 

extensive experience in the region and has 

control of a

significant area of land which is available 

for a sustainable urban extension which is 

likely to be

key to meeting local housing needs in the 

future



be incorporated into green infrastructure supporting a Sustainable Urban Extension 

(SUE). The policy is reliant on an evidence base which prohibits the plan being 

positively prepared. The

Green Belt review assessed the Rural Surrounds of Horley for the extent it fulfilled 

Green Belt

policies. However, the parcels of land as assessed do not reflect the reality of how a 

SUE would

come forward. The parcels are assessed in relatively small, separate parts and the 

findings cannot

relate to the comprehensive, integrated approach which a SUE would take. More 

specifically, the

area promoted by Land and Partners which would be masterplanned comprehensively, 

has been

split into multiple separate parcels. Therefore the findings on each individual parcel 

make no

consideration of the adjoining sites.

The policy is not justified

Other options outside of the Green Belt have not been adequately assessed. The RSH 

covers

more than enough land to meet future needs, but many areas are currently covered by 

Flood

Zones 2 and 3. The full extent of land promoted by Land and Partners includes that 

currently

affected by Flood Zones 2 or 3 adjoining the built edge of Horley (also affected by 

flooding), as

well as that in Flood Zone 1. This would allow a comprehensive, green –infrastructure 

led

masterplan to be led by a considerably more detailed analysis of the land to determine 

the precise

areas at risk.

The Green Belt should not be amended before other options have been 

exhausted. As mentioned

previously there is ongoing work at the Burstow Stream Catchment at East Horley 

aiming to

reduce flood risk across Horley. The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is not justified 

where the

RSH are likely to have capacity for the district’s needs beyond the plan period.

Tandridge District Council is at a different stage in the plan process whereby they are 

consulting

on various options for a new village/settlement. The safeguarding of Green Belt in the 

Reigate and

Banstead Development Management Plan steps ahead of this process and could 

prejudice the

decision making process on the location of a new settlement.

The safeguarding is mainly informed by the evidence of the emerging Tandridge Local 

Plan.

Before Green Belt is safeguarded for development the alternative options should be 

assessed to

at least the same level as the new settlement proposal.

The policy is not justified in terms of housing need

The proposed extent of the Safeguarded land also lacks justification as the extent of 

built form is

unlikely require all of the safeguarded area. The extent of safeguarded land risks 

undermining a

sustainable spatial strategy for Reigate and Banstead beyond the current plan period.

The garden village proposal derives from Tandridge’s emerging Local Plan 2033. 

Reigate and

Banstead and Tandridge do not have a joint Strategic Housing Market Assessment 

(SHMA) as

Tandridge is outside of the East Surrey Housing Market Area (HMA).

Tandridge has an Objectively Assessed Need of 9,400 dwellings. After taking into 

account supply

and urban capacity the emerging Local Plan needs to find land for 7,403 homes. In the 

context of

the borough being covered by 94% Green Belt the preferred strategy sets out a 

number of options

for new or expanded settlements.

The likely capacity of Redhill Aerodrome across the two authorities has been stated as 

8,000

homes. Around 1000 of the possible total would be likely to fall within Reigate and 

Banstead’s

boundary. Safeguarding land to the extent proposed appears to be unnecessary. If is 

required for

landscaping the setting of a new settlement, it can remain in the Green Belt. If it is 

required for

transport infrastructure, such development as necessary can take place under 

exceptional

circumstances and does not require safeguarding at this stage. The safeguarding of an 

area of

this extent could undermine the comprehensive planning of this potential new 

settlement and

facilitate unplanned development to come forward ahead of more sustainable 

alternatives and inconsistent with any planned phasing of a new community.

The policy is not effective

The Green Belt Review for Reigate and Banstead states that the standardised 

methodology for

housing need proposed in the Housing White Paper would create a requirement for 

644 homes

per annum. If around 1000 homes for Reigate and Banstead could be delivered as part 

of a new

settlement primarily within Tandridge DC, it is not clear how 644 homes could be 

delivered each

year. Larger sites and new settlements take considerable time to begin to deliver and 

homes are

built at a slower pace than if supply is from a range of sites of different sizes. In order 

to be

effective the authority should consider a more diverse range of options for future 

development

beyond the plan period. MAP.  This overlay shows the area under consideration by 

Tandridge District Council for a new Garden

Village hatched in blue, overlain with the proposed safeguarded land in the Reigate 

and Banstead

DMP. The safeguarded land covers a significantly larger area and the extent is not 

required for

development. MAP  The above masterplan by Thakeham shows the development 

confined to the area illustrated by

Tandridge District Council, save for transport infrastructure and landscaping. The 

Green Belt does

not need to be altered for road infrastructure and landscaping, and the safeguarded 

areas should

be confined to that consulted on by Tandridge District Council
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Vice Chair Yes MLS2 No No Don't Know Nutfield Conservation Society (NCS) is a voluntary organisation based in Nutfield 

Parish. The majority of our members are resident in the local authority areas of 

Tandridge (TDC) and the borders of Reigate & Banstead (RBBC)

1.2 We have a number of environmentally based interests, including protection of the 

Green Belt (GB).

1.3 NCS is a member of the Redhill Aerodrome Consultative Committee. We have 

submitted responses to the TDC Local Plan consultations.

1.4 We oppose development that will unnecessarily harm the GB and undermine its 

purposes in and around the aerodrome site.

1.5 Please note that, as a local conservation society, we do not consider it appropriate 

to comment on other areas or sites that will not directly have an effect on our 

members' communities. Our comments in this consultation will therefore be restricted 

to The Redhill Aerodrome site and the land proposed to be safeguarded. However, our 

lack of comment regarding any of the other aspects of the consultation should not be 

interpreted to infer we support any of the proposals or issues raised. NCS also wish to 

place on record our concern regarding RBBC attempt to impose a validation 

qualification on responses to the consultation. We refer you to our letter at Addendum 

1

1.6 We note RBBC refer, in the Development Management Plan (DMP), to the site 

considered for safeguarding as 'Redhill Aerodrome'. This is an inaccurate and 

misleading description giving the clearly only the area of land on the aerodrome site 

that RBBC may consider is the land within RBBC district. The reference to Redhill 

Aerodrome is further inaccurate and misleading as other land adjacent to but off the 

aerodrome site forms the part of the "parcel" identified as SAS1. (DMP document 

Policy MLS2 Safeguarded land)

1.7 RBBC accept in their Safeguarding document that any development at Redhill 

Aerodrome (SASl) is dependent upon cooperation with TDC. We will refer to this 

matter in detail later in this report. Development of SASl will have significant 

consequences for residents of TDC and RBBC in particular those in the Parish of 

Nutfield and also other communities adjacent to SAS1. These should have been taken 

into consideration and addressed in the consultation yet The DMP is silent on such 

issues.

The only modification necessary at this stage of DMP process is to remove the 

parcel from consideration for safeguarding.  We have no observations to make on 

other aspects of the DMP.

Yes Yes The wish to participate in the oral part of 

the examination will only apply if the 

proposal to include SAS1 for safeguarding is 

retained in the DMP post analysis of the 

Regulation 19 consultation. 

 

NCS wish to participate in the oral 

examination to be examined regarding our 

observations with particular reference to 

rebuttal information RBBC may offer in 

response to our observations. 

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4372/rbbc_representor_0621


1.8 Safeguarding land is a forerunner to development. Development on any land at the 

aerodrome is inappropriate. The principles rendering development inappropriate are 

enduring and will apply post 2027. Safeguarding land that is unsuitable for 

development is a futile exercise. The issues undermining sustainable development are 

recorded in detail in our response to TDC's Regulation 18 Garden Village (GV) 

consultation.

DEVELOPMENT AT REDHILL AERODROME INAPPROPRIATE & UNSUSTAINABLE

2.1 Development of the aerodrome site is inappropriate and unsustainable. The 

undermentioned summarises the main issues.

Green Belt

2.2 TDC examined the Redhill Aerodrome site in 2015 in its Green Belt Review. It is 

included in Parcel GBA 029 in this review, and forms the large part of it. TDC concluded 

that the aerodrome and the land around it contribute  to three purposes of the Green 

Belt, as defined in the NPPF.

2.3 i) Effective in checking sprawl:

2.4 TDC say: "The Green Belt to the western edge of this strategic area has an 

important role to play to prevent  the sprawl of these large built up settlements 

(Redhill and Merstham) creeping into Tandridge District. "

2.5 RBBC state in the DMP that their section of the site has a "moderate" role in 

preventing sprawl It is hard to understand how the development of a site with up to 

8000 houses, that is contiguous along its western boundary with the communities of 

Salfords and Whitebushes, and in the north will butt against East Surrey Hospital, will 

not contribute to urban sprawl. It should therefore have a "high" role in preventing 

sprawl.

2.6 East Surrey Hospital is or has been removed from the GB with plans to extend the 

site.

2.7 ii) Preventing coalescence:

2.8 TDC say: "The parcel (GBA029) ... plays a role in separating Redhill with South 

Nutfield. These settlements are farther separated by distance, woodland and water 

bodies in the parcel. Therefore the parcel is effective at serving  this purpose."

2.9 RBBC agrees that their section of the site is of "high" importance in preventing 

coalescence. "The existing settlement gap is approximately 1.95km. Release of the 

parcel would introduce a new urban area between these existing settlements I villages 

"

2.10 The map submitted by Thakeham, the site developer, shows the site boundary 

with South Nutfield shrinking to a matter of metres in some places. The RBBC map 

shows the Green Belt would be reduced to approximately 400 metres north of the 

Hospital.    This is clearly "coalescence".

2.11 Coalescence is not simply visual. There are social aspects too: development on 

the scale proposed, would dwarf the close, rural communities of Nutfield and South 

Nutfield and existing homes in and adjacent to  SASl.

2.12 Both TDC in its Green Belt Review and RBBC have failed to mention other 

approved developments in this area that further contribute to the danger of 

coalescence.

2.13 RBBC have identified in their Local Plan land to the north of Horley, (200 potential 

new homes) and land to the East of Redhill (500 - 700) as suitable for Urban 

Extensions. These areas are both GB, and each only a couple  of kilometres distant 

from the Aerodrome site. In addition, RBBC have given permission for 70 homes on a 

further Green Belt site at Philanthropic Road, just to the north of the Aerodrome.

2.14 iii) Preventing encroachment:

2.15 TDC  say: "The parcel (GBA029)  *is generally considered to play a  strong role in 

assisting the safeguarding  of countryside from encroachment." RBBC  agree that the 

site is largely undeveloped  and "The parcel as a  whole is characterised  predominantly    

as open land I agricultural fields. " The Landscape Assessment says "the area has a 

medium to high sensitivity to change. " The site therefore, both Councils agree, fulfils 

this requirement of the NPPF. (DMP Appendix 5: Green Belt Review of sites)

2.16 It is clear that Redhill Aerodrome fulfils three of the five purposes of the Green 

Belt: preventing sprawl, preventing coalescence and preventing encroachment of the 

countryside. Together they add weight to one of the principles of the Green Belt- 

'openness'.

2.17 On a broader GB issue viewed as a whole the Metropolitan Green Belt is fractured 

and thin around Reigate / Redhill. Yet, it is under threat in all directions. Development 

of such a huge site would breach it almost entirely (http://londongreenbeltcouncil.org. 

uk/threats map)

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Areas of Greater Landscape Value 

(AGLV)

2.18 RBBC summarises its policy approach to AONBs and AGLVs thus: "When 

considering planning applications in or near the AONB, great weight will be attached to 

the impact that the proposal would have on the landscape.  The same principle will 

apply to the  AGLV"

2.19 RBBC's Landscape assessment of Redhill Aerodrome argues that AONBs, AGLVs 

and AONB extensions are "not applicable". We suggest that this is NOT the case. The 

area around Nutfield Ridge, which  looks straight  down on the Aerodrome site, is a 

candidate area for the Surrey Hills AONB. Natural England is currently conducting the 

boundary review. In addition, land north of the railway line, and barely 500metres 

from the edge of the site, has an AGLV designation. ( DMP Appendix 4: Constraints 

Review of sites)

2.20 Most of the aerodrome site is in full view from the footpath, part of the 

Greensand Way, *that runs along Nutfield Ridge.   The NPPF is clear that views from 

and into AONBs must be taken into account.   No amount of    " buffering ' could 

conceal a development of 8000 houses, associated infrastructure, a new motorway 

junction and several kilometres of link roads.

2.21 This is recognised by TDC they say "The outlook from the Greensand Way and the 

setting to a candidate area of the AONB to the north is a constraint to development .... 

The combination of South Nutfield and the new settlement is likely to have a 

significant impact on the rural outlook of the Greensand Way and the candidate area 

for the AONB."

(Landscape Assessment July 2017)

2.22 The Surrey Hills AONB Management Plan 2014-19, endorsed by RBBC and TDC, 

has as a management aim: "Significant viewpoints will be identified, conserved and 

enhanced."(RT3: Management Plan Policy).

2.23 In addition, existing rural roads connecting the proposed development to the 

strategic A25 would have to pass directly through the candidate AONB area. There 

would be a huge increase in traffic volume, and the junctions  with the A25 for both 

roads would become difficult and unsafe. Surrey Hills Management Plan states: "Major 

transport schemes will have due regard to the national AONB designation and 

measures will be taken to reduce any impact on the Surrey Hills landscape". (TT4: 

Management Plan Policy).

2.24 The Surrey Hills Management Plan concludes with its Land Use policy: "In seeking 

to identify in development plans sufficient land to meet Councils' future housing 

requirements, any proposed housing land allocation directly, or possibly indirectly, 

impacting upon the AONB should be avoided and shown to be a last resort." (Land Use 

and Planning: Management Plan Policy).

Other issues affecting Nutfield &  Adjacent Communities

2.25 TDC says of the aerodrome site "The rural setting of South Nutfield is likely to be 

affected by the potential development area" . "Green buffer zones"  seem to be the 

RBBC answer.  Given the narrowness of the Green belt at this point, it is hard to see 

how buffering can mitigate the loss of this rural setting. (2017 Landscape Survey)

2.26 In addition, there would  be increased  light  pollution. South Nutfield is  a rural 

village with no street lights.  A development of this type and size would be visible at 

night not just from South Nutfield, but from the whole length of the Greensand Ridge 

to Redhill, an effect exacerbated by the coalescence of communities which this scheme 

would bring.

2.27 Air pollution has already been recorded above national limits in some local 

hotspots and this will be an issue from the hugely increased traffic flows anticipated to 

result from this development, particularly around the motorway junction and spur.

2.28 RBBC are therefore wrong to say that when it comes to air and light pollution 

development will have a neutral effect.  For South Nutfield and surrounding 

communities, it will have a very negative effect. (Sustainability Assessment Objective 

14),



2.29 It is also utterly wrong of RBBC to suggest that the development would have a 

neutral impact on Objective 4: reducing the need to travel. Links to local public 

transport are poor. Traffic analysis has shown that such a huge development would 

lead to thousands of extra car journeys per day, and that the proposed Motorway 

interchange linking the M23 to the A23 would do nothing to alleviate traffic on roads 

in Tandridge, particularly the lanes ringing the development site, and the lanes around 

the local communities.

Traffic, Road Infrastructure & Transport

2.30 A housing development at the aerodrome will generate a significant increase in 

the numbers of vehicles associated with the homes built.

2.31 In 2014 in reference to a planning application at the aerodrome, which would 

have generated additional traffic at a far lesser rate than a housing development, 

Surrey County Council (SCC) identified that the existing (as at 2014) local road 

infrastructure was under pressure and over capacity. Specific inadequacies including 

narrowness, low railway bridges, sharp turns, lack of visibility,* and lack of footways 

on any of the roads immediately around the aerodrome,* were identified. SCC 

concluded that development would be unacceptable without mitigation. No changes 

or improvements have been implemented.

2.32 Included in TDC's G.V. Regulation 18 consultation SCC specifically indicated the 

A23 Horley Roadffhree Arch Road junction continues to present a major traffic 

problem.(5.5.2 TDC Transport Accessibility-  Assessment, Appendix C Duty to  

Cooperate)

2.33 In 2017 SCC reaffmned the comments of 2014 and added that the roads are not 

suitable for significantly increased traffic flow. In addition to a link road further 

improvements would be required to existing roads...(5.5.3 TDC Transport Accessibility -  

Assessment)

2.34 The SAS1 site is a considerable distance from railway stations and bus routes. The 

limited access by existing public transport is infrequent all routes require completion 

by walking using rural roads without footways.

2.35 RBBC recognises the inadequacies of the transport situation and express their 

concerns in detail. (RBBC Sustainability Appraisal)

2.36 In response to the TDC Regulation 18 GV consultation NCS commissioned a report 

concerning traffic matters related to development at the aerodrome. The report makes 

it clear the traffic and transport issues undermine sustainability of development at the 

site.(NCS Appendix 2 -  Traffic Report)

2.37 The local road infrastructure presents another significant issue rendering 

development at the aerodrome inappropriate. The layout of the existing road 

infrastructure constrains the extent of improvements. Such improvements even if 

made will not be sufficient to render development at the aerodrome sustainable.

2.38 Additional issues contributing to the site being inappropriate for development 

include flooding which precludes use of some of the site for building and the adverse 

effects on wild life and biodiversity. There are significant questions regarding the 

deliverability of the proposed GV development including the proposed new M23 

motorway junction in the emerging TDC Local Plan.

Loss of Green Belt Protection & Adverse Consequences

3.1 The GB status and protection resulting from safeguarding is not made clear in the 

DMP. This means safeguarding could unnecessarily compromise the GB.

3.2 If TDC indicate they do not intend to develop a GV at the Aerodrome and do not 

support access to SAS 1 in any other circumstance then safeguarding would have no 

relevance.

3.3 The situation is unclear how RBBC will manage the situation if SAS1 is safeguarded 

in advance of any expression of support from TDC and that support is subsequently 

not forthcoming. To retain safeguarded designation would serve no purpose as 

development could not be undertaken.

3.4 Safeguarding the land gives a clear indication of potential development .If SASl is 

safeguarded and remains so up to and beyond 2027 it will remain under constant 

pressure from developers to release it early for development. Long term uncertainty 

and adverse consequences for communities and businesses will result.

3.5 Safeguarding is not mandatory. RBBC can avoid confusion, potential management 

issues, adverse consequences and maintain GB protection by not taking the 

unnecessary action to safeguard. Safeguarding is inconsistent with RBBC's approach to 

development at Redhill Aerodrome

4.1 To date RBBC has over many years maintained a consistent policy to protect the 

purposes and openness of the GB within and around the aerodrome site in accord with 

NPPF. RBBC has expended considerable expense in opposing planning applications at 

the aerodrome. In relation to the GB the issue of openness has been at the heart of 

judgements refusing applications.

4.2 In 2014 Court of Appeal (Civil Division) ruled against a planning application 

regarding development of a hard runway. The ruling confirmed purposes of the GB 

were fulfilled, identified harm being caused to the GB by undermining the openness if 

planning consent was granted

4.3 Most recently on the 4th October 2017 RBBC planning committee continued its 

consistent approach to protect the GB principles and openness and follow policy by 

refusing a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome.

4.4 In refusing the application RBBC stated ........ "the proposal, by virtue of the 

extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate development within the 

Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the openness of the Green Belt and 

conflict with the purposes thereof The considerations in favour of the proposal are 

insufficient to clearly outweigh the harm to the Green Belt and any other 

harm"..............

(Queens Bench Division Planning Court (C0/1361/2014 & Planning Application 

Reference 16/01043F, Minutes - RBBC Planning Committee meeting 4th Oct.2017)

4.5 The proposal to safeguard is inconsistent with the most recent judgements, 

indicating an intention to override judgements and to disregard National and RBBC 

Policy. Clearly if a flat hard runway harms the openness of the GB  it  is  impossible to  

justify a  housing development that would create harm to a far    higher degree.

 

SAS1 Selection Process Flawed & Opaque

5.1 On 9th November 2017 the RBBC Executive considered the recommended content 

of the DMP for the planned Regulation 19 Consultation. Supporting documents and 

annexes were circulated with the agenda. The only reference regarding safeguarding is 

to a site: no site is named. Reference to a safeguarding paper is marked to follow. 

Minutes of the meeting confirm the recommendations were approved including a site 

(unidentified) for safeguarding. The Minutes list documents considered in the decision 

process. The safeguarding document is not listed. It appears the safeguarding paper 

was not available to the Executive in November and they did not specifically agree to 

include SASl in the DMP.

(Pages 7 -9 Executive Documents, Annex E and Executive Meeting Minutes 9th 

November 2017,)

5.2 The Draft DMP was published in December 2017. This includes the safeguarding 

paper. The paper confirms a number of sites were reviewed for safeguarding and three 

were given final consideration. All three were identically ranked slightly positive. No 

rationale to select SAS1 is offered. However RBBC comment is significant:



..." .appropriate not to advance these two additional sites for consideration for 

removing from the Green Belt as Safeguarded Land options prior to a comprehensive 

review of the spatial strategy and other relevant elements in the next local plan ". It is 

unclear why RBBC have not applied the same criteria to SAS1 as the other sites.

(6.44 DMP (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development beyond the plan period)

5.3 The situation seems to be in November the Executive have resolved to include in 

the DMP simply a site on which they had no evidence, information or evaluation. It is 

unclear when and on what authority the decision to include SAS1 was made or where 

that is formally recorded.

5.4 It appears the inclusion of SASl in the DMP has not followed a constitutional 

procedure. The selection criteria are inconsistent. The inclusion of the site with high 

potential to be disqualified is irrational.

5.5 SAS1 has the unique and potentially disqualifying disadvantage that development 

is entirely subject to TDC support.

5.6 The whole process to include SAS1 in the DMP commenced at the last moment it is 

opaque as is the reason for the apparent RBBC imperative to do so.

RBBC Reliance on TDC Regarding Viability to Safeguard SAS1

6.1 RBBC acknowledge that TDC support for development is essential should" it be 

demonstrated, as a result of further detailed testing as part of a future Local PIan 

review, that an area of safeguarded land is not sustainable, deliverable or developable 

then the exceptional circumstances may exist for the site to be returned to Green Belt"

With regard to Redhill Aerodrome, this could be if the required access, or support from 

Tandridge District

Council, is not secured. This highly significant issue is repeated by RBBC throughout the 

DMP. (DMP 4.10.22, DMP (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development beyond 

the plan period 6.43, 7.5)

6.2 TDC "Preferred Strategy" includes the intention to build a single Garden Village 

(GV). Redhill Aerodrome is one of three sites under consideration by TDC. No date for 

announcement of the decision or TDC Local Plan Regulation 19 consultation has been 

indicated. Clearly the decision made by TDC regarding their intentions for the Redhill 

Aerodrome site is crucial and will dictate RBBC ability to develop the site.

6.3 At the core of development of any of the Redhill Aerodrome site for homes is 

access to the site. The site sponsors, RBBC and TDC all recognize the major problems 

regarding access and issues regarding existing local road infrastructure. These 

problems will be exacerbated if the site is developed. Mitigation offered is the 

provision of a new motorway junction and link road from the M23 direct to the homes 

and to East Surrey Hospital.

 

6.4 All parties recognise that without the provision of a new junction and link access a 

residential development will fail. RBBC indeed mirror the TDC view that the junction 

and link are essential to development. This is endorsed  by Surrey County Council (SCC) 

who state" given the existing issues on the A23, a new junction on the M23 would be a 

prerequisite for this development. " SCC has also commented on the numerous issues 

relating to the inadequacies of the existing local road infrastructure that would be 

exacerbated and have an adverse effect on all local communities particularly in TDC 

district.

(5.5.1TDC Transport Accessibility-Assessment)

6.5 TDC have stated "without guarantees we will not allow the development to go 

ahead" This statement is highly significant and signals TDC need unequivocal 

assurance the site including motorway junction and link can be delivered.

6.6 In summer 2017 Mr. Jory & Mr. Broad wrote to Mr. Grayling (Secretary of State for 

Transport) soliciting support for a new M23 junction. He responded on 3rd August 

2017.

(TDC Local Plan Garden Villages Consultation Get the Facts document and Annex G 

Duty to Cooperate Statement Update)

6.7 The sponsors have presented Mr. Grayling's response as evidence of 

guarantee/support - it serves no such purpose. Mr. Grayling makes no judgment and 

points out the necessity for planning and environmental compliance quite correctly, 

stating the matter may only be determined by Highways England (HE). TDC have 

acknowledged that they do not consider Mr. Grayling's letter provides the guarantee 

they seek. The HE assessment is a complex and time consuming process with serious 

implications for TDC delivery time scales.

(Annex G Duty to Cooperate Statement Update)

6.8 RBBC's ability to develop their area of the Redhill Aerodrome site is not within 

RBBC control and is completely dependent on a TDC decision to select the site for their 

GV development. The absence of TDC's requisite guarantee is a significant factor in the 

GV site selection,

6.9 In the absence of TDC developing the aerodrome as a GV, support for RBBC is 

unlikely in the extreme. The new M23 junction and part of link road will be in TDC area 

using GB land that can only have adverse effects on TDC local communities and no 

benefit to any TDC residents. It is fair to say that TDC would find it impossible to justify 

such support.

6.10 RBBC agree and state In relation to SAS]; Redhill Aerodrome, " the justification for 

identifying the area as Safeguarded Land is dependent upon a similar conclusion or an 

allocation being made in the forthcoming Tandridge Local Plan, currently at Reg. 18 

stage. This is also dependent upon suitable access being achieved within Tandridge 

District. From the east via the M23."

(DMP 6.43, 7.5 and DMP (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development beyond 

the plan period)

Safeguarding Not Obligatory

7.1 National policy does not prescribe a requirement to safeguard land and offers no 

guidance when to safeguard. The point was iterated in the Commons debate in May 

2014 which identifies only circumstances where safeguarding land is actually 

unnecessary.

(2.4 and Appendix 1 DMP (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development beyond 

the plan period)

7.2 The inclusion of a single site in the DMP indicates that it is not crucial to RBBC to 

find land to safeguard. Safeguarding is not a statutory requirement the inclusion of 

SAS1 with the disadvantage of reliance of TDC appears to be anomalous.

Adverse Effects for Community & Business

8.1 Safeguarding SAS1 will result in placing doubt and insecurity on residents in 

communities adjacent to the site both within RBBC and TDC districts. Businesses 

currently operating at the aerodrome will suffer similar insecurity affecting their ability 

to plan and expand. Safeguarding will also act as a deterrent to any businesses 

considering locating to the site.

 

8.2 The aerodrome site is currently styled Redhill Business Park. The majority of the 

businesses on the site are within the TDC boundary. The operators are seeking to 

attract additional businesses and have capacity within the existing site footprint. A 

potential competitor is the development of the Horley business site. If SAS1 is  

safeguarded it will result in a positive advantage for the Horley site and have a 

significant adverse effect on the attraction of the aerodrome as an existing and 

potential employment site.

Non Compliance to National & Local Policy

9.1 NPPF directs "where necessary, identify in their plans areas of 'safeguarded land' 

between the urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term 

development needs stretching well beyond the plan period'.



NCS acknowledge NPPF ,ambiguously, indicates to promote sustainable patterns of 

development and the consequences for sustainable development of channelling 

development towards urban areas inside the Green Belt boundary, towards towns and 

villages................ it also specifies that in drawing up or revising GB boundaries account 

should be taken of the need to promote sustainable patterns of development. " The 

Policy further directs authorities to ensure consistency with the Local Plan strategy for 

meeting identified requirements for sustainable development. "

The NPPF policy is intended to maintain various objectives of the GB policy. In the case 

of SASl the necessity to prevent encroachment and coalescence and openness are 

particularly relevant.

(NPPF para.85 and 84)

9.2 In the DMP RBBC progresses NPPF policy and adopted a spatial strategy (which 

accords with NPPF paragraph 85). Council states it is "based on an urban areas first 

approach. This reflects national policy guidance and the constrained nature of the 

borough. Housing provision will be focussed within the existing urban area, in 

particular to deliver the priorities for regeneration and growth identified in policy CS6. 

Although other unanticipated urban opportunities may come forward, current housing 

land supply evidence indicates that it will not be possible to accommodate the total 

level of planned growth within the existing urban area. Broad areas of search for 

sustainable urban extensions to accommodate the additional housing required to 

deliver the housing target have therefore been identified. "

(R19 DMP 4.10.2, 3.114, R18 DMP page 88) * NCS highlighting in bold

9.3 RBBC objective SC12 states: "Control development in the Green Belt to safeguard 

its openness, and where possible enhance its beneficial use. "

(DMP Reg.18 page 88 & DMP Reg19 3.113)

9.4 NPPF paragraph 85 and RBBC policy and objective SC12 are clearly intended to 

preserve the GB, encompass the purposes of the GB and to concentrate development 

in relation to existing urban areas. The adoption of the spatial strategy confirms 

RBBC's intention to adhere to paragraph 85  of NPPF.

The SAS1 land forms a rural island in the GB it is separated from existing urban areas. 

The potential size of the development will create a new large urban area. This cannot 

be considered to be ''promoting sustainable patterns of development". Developing a 

rural island outwards to link with an existing an urban area is contrary to NPPF and 

RBBC's own policy and to the intentions recorded in the Core Strategy.

To safeguard an area which will have such an adverse effect on the GB and which fails 

to comply with National and Local policy strategy and objectives is perverse and is 

inconsistent.

National Policy -  General Aviation (GA)

10.1 Concern for the contraction of GA aerodromes exists nationally. NPPF and The 

Department of Transport (Dff) policy make it clear that in planning proposals involving 

aerodromes, local authorities must consider protection of aerodromes. The DMP is 

silent on this policy: it appears no such consideration has been applied regarding SAS1.

10.2 NPPF is currently under review. the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on 

General Aviation have proposed changes to NPPF to specifically state that airfields 

should be preserved and not lost to other forms of development including housing.

 

10.3 The contraction of GA facilities is highlighted by the Biggin Hill Airport 

announcement of the withdrawal of airport operational facilities to the lowest 

category of light GA aircraft. There are clear implications for relocation of displaced 

operators to Redhill. Sufficient weight must be applied by both TDC and RBBC in their 

decisions regarding the site.

( NCS Appendix 3 - Biggin Hill Letter 8th February 2018)

Observations

11.1 Significant issues prevail rendering the aerodrome site unsustainable for 

development. The general situation regarding development on the aerodrome site has 

similar significance for safeguarding. The main issues include:

o Harm to the Green Belt and loss of openness, coalescence, sprawl and encroachment

o Traffic and transport - existing local roads are over capacity and under pressure. It is 

doubtful that even with improvement they could reach a standard to cope with 

increases in traffic arising from development.

Public transport is infrequent

o Flooding precludes the development of certain areas of the site

11.2 RBBC have, over many years, demonstrated a consistent attitude to development 

at Redhill aerodrome : selection of SAS1 is contradictory to that attitude.

11.3 Safeguarding of land is at the discretion of local authorities: it is neither statutory 

nor mandatory. RBBC recognise viability of SAS1 depends on TDC support without 

which the site cannot be delivered for development. None of the other sites considered 

by RBBC are subject to this restrictive qualification: yet this is the only site included in 

the DMP.

11.4 Safeguarding SAS1 for development which is unrelated to existing urban areas is 

inconsistent and contradicts RBBC's adoption of National Policy,  RBBC's own core 

strategy, spatial strategy and objectives.

11.5 The consultation is silent in connection with Government directives regarding 

preserving general aviation aerodromes when considering planning matters.

11.6 The land if safeguarded will result in uncertainty for the aerodrome owners, 

businesses located on the site, and local residents. This will last up to 2027 and 

possibly beyond. Developers will be encouraged to put pressure to release and develop 

the site at an earlier stage.

11.7 NCS consider the RBBC proposal is flawed, unnecessary and serves no practical 

purpose to advance the RBBC Local Plan. It fails to conform to National and RBBC 

policies. Only adverse effects will result from safeguarding.

11.8 RBBC's inclusion of the site is irrational. The motives are opaque and possibly 

tactical regarding TDC's decisions on their emerging Local Plan.

11.9 Crispin Blunt MP supports the concept of GV developments has made clear his is 

opposition to development of Redhill aerodrome and safeguarding SAS1.

11.10 NCS object to safeguarding SAS1 and submit that to do so would be irrational 

and inappropriate.

Appendices:

Letter regarding RBBC response form

Traffic report

London Biggin Hill letter
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Parish Clerk Yes MLS2 Nutfield Parish Council (the Parish Council) has not previously submitted responses to 

Reigate and Banstead BC’s (the Borough Council) Local Plan making documentation, 

because to date none of its proposals have had adverse implications for its residents, 

local businesses and its rural environment.

This representation only relates to one matter, namely the Borough Council’s proposal 

to safeguard Green Belt land on the Parish’s western boundary for future development 

post 2027 (SAS1). The proposed safeguarded land includes that part of Redhill 

Aerodrome (an operational general aviation facility) which is within the Borough 

Council’s boundary with the remainder coming under Tandridge DC’s administrative 

control.

Tandridge DC has already undertaken a Regulation 18 consultation (Local Plan: Garden 

Village1) on the Aerodrome’s suitability as a potential location for residential 

development. In its response to this document the Parish Council identified 50 reasons 

why this location was not suitable for a Garden Village, and this part of the Parish 

Council’s response is attached for information (Appendix 1).  Nutfield Parish Council is 

a largely rural parish located within Tandridge DC’s administrative boundary, but 

adjacent to the district council’s western boundary with Reigate and Banstead BC. 

Situated between the town of Redhill to the west and Godstone to the east, all of the 

Parish lies within the Green Belt and part is within an Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty. All three of its settlements are “washed over” by the Green Belt.

Although the Parish Council has a limited remit in respect of planning issues, it has 

developed an acknowledged expertise on planning matters. It has played a significant 

role in opposing previous planning applications made by the owners of Redhill 

Aerodrome (part of SAS1, the proposed site for safeguarding), and is playing an active 

role in responding to Tandridge DC’s emerging Local Plan.

Remove SAS1 Yes Yes I, or other representative of the Parish 

Council wishes to have the opportunity to 

clarify our statements should the need 

arise.
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The Parish Council has been engaged in Tandridge DC’s plan making process from the 

initial stages. It is producing regular updates for its Parishioners, taking up 

opportunities to represent the interests of its local businesses, residents and those 

working in the Parish, and making substantive comments on all three of Tandridge 

DC’s Regulation 18 Local Plan consultations. All of the Parish Councillors have attended 

briefings on the Local Plan process, and Councillors meet with Tandridge DC’s Leader, 

representatives from its Planning Committee and the Local Plan Manager as issues 

arise.
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Parish Clerk Yes MLS2 Until the publication of this Regulation 19 document the Borough Council’s search for 

locations suitable for an urban extension to the east of Redhill did not extend south of 

the Redhill to Tonbridge railway line. In its adopted Core Strategy2, its Regulation 18 

Development Management Consultation3 and this document4 the search area still 

remains north of the railway. Also SAS1 inclusion is not listed in the Borough Council’s 

“Summary of changes between Regulation 18 and Regulation 19”.

SAS1’s late inclusion has meant that the many significant issues, which the Parish 

Council and its Parishioners would have raised about its suitability for safeguarding at 

a Regulation 18 consultation, are not appropriate at this stage in the plan making 

process. It is also unfortunate that the Borough Council has failed to take into account 

its own Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment of SAS1. This assessment 

highlights a number of policy and other constraints to its development. Its concluding 

statement set out in its Summary is that “There is a reasonable prospect that the site 

would be made available for housing development and that development would be 

achievable. However, the site is not considered to be suitable for housing 

development. The site is therefore not currently considered to be developable. 

Overcoming constraints: assembly; strategic policy change; contamination; access; 

heritage impact; archaeological impact; facilities/ services; public transport 

accessibility; flood risk/ mitigation”.

The Parish Council also finds it misleading to label SAS1 as “Redhill Aerodrome”. The 

proposed area for safeguarding is far more extensive than its curtilage and adjoins 

existing built up areas. For this reason the proposed safeguarded location will be 

referred to as SAS1 throughout this representation.

Having reviewed the relevant sections of the adopted Core Strategy, the Regulation 19 

Development Management Plan and Borough Council’s supporting evidence, the 

Parish Council has reached the conclusion that the decision to safeguard SAS1 is not 

consistent with national policy and the adopted Core Strategy and/or is not evidenced 

and justified on the following six grounds:

Remove SAS1 Yes Yes I, or other representative of the Parish 

Council wishes to have the opportunity to 

clarify our statements should the need 

arise.

Ground 1 - Safeguarding SAS1 is not consistent with the Borough Council’s Core 

Strategy.

Ground 2 - Safeguarding SAS1 land is not consistent with existing planning and other 

advice for general aviation facilities and fails to consider possible amendments to the 

NPPF.

Ground 3 - There is no necessity for the Borough Council to safeguard SAS1 now.

Ground 4 - The assessment process is not evidenced and justified.

Ground 5 - The safeguarding site selection process is not evidenced and justified.

Ground 6 - SAS1 is not genuinely available for development.

For each ground the Parish Council outlines the reasons why it believes that the 

Borough Council is in contravention of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 

and /or its own Core Strategy and/or relevant planning advice and/or case law.

Ground 1 - Safeguarding SAS1 is not consistent with the Borough Council’s Core 

Strategy

A Development Management Plan should not over-ride any principles laid down in an 

adopted Core Strategy. This is acknowledged in this document “The overall scale of 

growth has already been set through the Core Strategy and is not being revisited, nor 

are the general spatial principles of where new development will be located”6, yet this 

Development Management Plan is attempting to do so.

In the Parish Council’s view SAS1 should not be safeguarded for future development as 

it not consistent with the approved Core Strategy for the reasons set out below.

1.1 Developing a new stand-alone settlement within the Metropolitan Green Belt is 

not an option that is consistent with Policy CS6 (Allocation of Land for Development) 

“urban area first” approach.

SAS1’s selection as a safeguarded site demonstrates a new policy approach which is 

not consistent with the Borough Council’s approved Core Strategy 2012 – 2027.

At the Core Strategy’s examination there was a discussion about a potential longer- 

term growth opportunity (“East of Salfords”). The Planning Inspector reached the 

conclusion that “…because a large scale of development would be necessary, and 

because East of Salfords does not adjoin a main urban area, its identification at present 

would not be consistent with the overall spatial strategy of medium-size extensions to 

established urban areas” . In the Parish Council’s opinion the Planning Inspector’s 

recommendation is still valid and applies equally to SAS1. 1.2 There is no evidence or 

justification for SAS1’s removal from the Green Belt as required by Policy CS3 (Green 

Belt).

Paragraph 3 of this policy sets out the circumstances under which “In exceptional 

circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt and allocated for 

development through the plan making process”. In the Parish Council’s view the 

Borough Council has failed to provide robust evidence that there are “exceptional 

circumstances” to warrant its removal.

This was also an issue that was debated during the Core Strategy’s examination. The 

Planning Inspector concluded that “…the exceptional circumstances justifying Green 

Belt release through the plan-making process would only exist if there is an overriding 

need for the development to achieve the strategic objectives and policies of the Core 

Strategy, and either (i) all possible options for development outside the Green Belt 

have been exhausted, or (ii) the development would represent a significantly more 

sustainable option than development on non-Green Belt land.”. As the Borough 

Council has identified sufficient housing allocations, including reserves, for the entire 

life of the adopted Core Strategy, the removal of SAS1 Green Belt status is not required 

now.

Also the Borough Council commissioned Ove Arup and Partners (Arup) to produce an 

advice note on ”exceptional circumstances”, but it has failed to follow Arup’s 

recommendation to produce a topic paper “To help in matters of soundness… One 

common theme that has emerged is that the evidence, justification, rationale and 

overall case needs to be specific to each local planning authority, and that there is no 

one-size-fits-all method or standard solution that can be prescribed”9.

As the Arup’s Report highlights “The review of policy, case law, and good practice 

shows that there is no formal methodology to follow in order to demonstrate 

exceptional circumstances. However, it is clear that significant justification will need to 

be set out, which showcases the unique and particular aspects that face the local 

planning authority considering altering Green Belt boundaries”10.

Unlike other local planning authorities the Borough Council has failed to produce 

documented evidence and consequently has failed to provide the necessary evidence, 

rationale and justification for SAS1’s removal from the Green Belt.

1.3 Safeguarding SAS1 is not consistent with Policy CS10 (Sustainable development).

In the Parish Council’s view the Borough Council’s safeguarding of SAS1 is not 

consistent either NPPF Paragraph 84 which states that “When drawing up or reviewing 

Green Belt boundaries local planning authorities should take account of the need to 

promote sustainable patterns of development”, or Policy CS10 (Sustainable 

Development).

In his examination of the Core Strategy the Planning Inspector also highlighted that in 

justifying the release of Green Belt land “…there should be either no conflict with the 

purposes and integrity of the Green Belt or, at worst, limited conflict. Because 

sustainable development lies at the heart of the Core Strategy, its promotion is implicit 

in the need to achieve the Plan’s strategic objectives”1he Borough’s decision making 

process through which development of SAS1 is deemed to be a sustainable pattern is 

not robust and defensible for the reasons set out below:

1.3.1 The findings of the Borough Council’s “Sustainability Appraisal” differ 

significantly from Tandridge DC’s.

Both the Borough Council and Tandridge DC have used the same Sustainability 

Appraisal matrix to assess the sustainability of developing 

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1496/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


their respective portions of this cross boundary site. These assessments differ 

significantly with the Borough Council’s12 being significantly more positive than 

Tandridge DC’s which was independently verified (attached as Appendix 2 to this 

Representation).  In its response to Tandridge DC’s Garden Village consultation the 

Parish Council highlighted that “A “garden village” at this location would not meet the 

“sustainable development” requirements that fundamentally underpin the NPPF. 

Tandridge DC’s Sustainability Appraisal (August 2017) demonstrates that…. Of the four 

potential locations [for a garden village] it has the fewest “green lights” 

(demonstrating a positive effect)… Even if all of Tandridge DC’s “garden village” 

objectives… were delivered, the Aerodrome remains the location where their 

mitigating effects are least successful in improving its sustainability”.

1.3.2 Transport issues seriously undermine SAS1’s sustainability.

The major drawback with the development of SAS1 is its distance from existing 

transport hubs and the inadequacy of the existing rural road network.

The Borough Council’s Sustainability Appraisal highlights that “However, public 

transport remains a concern - there is no nearby train station, and the closest buses 

currently pass 0.4km away from the site and run only once per hour, although the size 

of the site may justify improvements to the public transport network in the area. This 

may counteract the distance from existing services. Access is through Mason's Bridge 

Road and Kings Mill Road, neither of which currently have pedestrian pavements”14. 

As such it fails the Borough Council’s Sustainable Development Walking Accessibility 

test as the location is in excess of 20 minutes walking distance to Redhill Town centre 

and the Railway Station15.

Even if the road network were to be improved this would still undermine the 

sustainability of a residential development at this location. In response to Tandridge 

DC’s Regulation 18 “Local Plan: Garden Village” consultation Nutfield Conservation 

Society’s Highways Consultant submitted a detailed technical analysis of the highways 

and transport implications of development 

at Redhill Aerodrome (attached as Appendix 3 to this representation).

Her conclusions were that “In the absence of any substantive technical evidence 

supporting the master plan and the site representations, the Nutfield Conservation 

Society objects to the Garden Village proposal at Redhill Aerodrome particularly on 

grounds of:

local roads and will have a severe impact on the operation of those roads, both during 

initial phases of development, and with any M23 link road in place. There is no 

evidence provided that adequate measures could be taken to ensure no significant 

impact is borne by local residents and communities as a result of the development. In 

addition, the absence of a Strategic Traffic Model means that the impact on the 

strategic road network and the effects of traffic reassignment are unknown and 

unevidenced.

any opportunity to significant add improve those roads will, when combined with the 

increase in traffic along those roads, exacerbate local road safety issues, particularly in 

relation to pedestrian and cyclist safety;

this development, particularly with the elevated nature of the link road over the roads 

in South Nutfield, and the overwhelming increase in road traffic that can be anticipated 

as a result of the development”.

1.3.3 The assessment process lacks clarity, is inconsistent and there is a lack of rigour 

throughout the process.

In the Parish Council’s view the assessment process is seriously flawed. There is 

inconsistency across the different assessments, these unconnected assessments are 

then consolidated without any consideration that some were undertaken at a spatial 

level and others at an individual site level, and then each site is allocated an overall 

grading by a scoring process that is neither adequately explained nor independently 

verified16. 1.4 This location is not in accordance with Policy CS4

The Borough Council’s own Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment for 

Redhill Aerodrome (EW09) highlights that “The site does not lie within a location 

contemplated for housing development through Policy CS4 of the Core Strategy”17.

Ground 2 - Safeguarding SAS1 land is not consistent with existing planning and other 

advice for general aviation facilities and fails to consider possible amendments to the 

NPPF.

The Government is currently showing an increased interest in general aviation matters. 

The influential All-Party Group on General Aviation has been in correspondence with 

the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government highlighting 

their concerns about the number of general aviation airfields and aerodromes under 

threat of closure.

In response the Secretary of State has asked his officials to review the existing NPPF 

policy guidelines for general aviation facilities in consultation with their colleagues in 

the Department of Transport. Also the Secretary of State for Transport has recently 

appointed for the first time a General Aviation Champion.

In its assessment and selection of SAS1 for safeguarding the Borough Council has failed 

to pay any regard to existing planning and other advice for general aviation facilities or 

to consider the impact of possible changes to the NPPF due to be announced this 

Spring (2018).

Existing Planning Advice

2.1 The Borough Council has failed to take into account national planning policy in 

safeguarding SAS1.

In the Parish Council’s opinion safeguarding SAS1 is not currently consistent with 

national planning and other advice. In the absence of a Core Strategy policy in respect 

of Redhill Aerodrome (a general aviation airfield) national planning policy applies. The 

Secretary of State’s letter dated 9 October 2017 summarises the relevant planning 

advice that should be followed, namely that “When assessing any planning proposal 

involving an airfield the local authority will need to take into account its plan policies, 

as well as national policy on airfields protection set out in the Framework18.”

Also the Department of Transport’s Aviation Policy Framework (2013) states that “In 

preparing their local plans, local authorities are required to have regard to policies and 

advice issued by the Secretary of State. 

This includes the Aviation Policy Framework, to the extent it is relevant to a particular 

local authority area, along with other relevant planning policy and guidance”19.

2.2 The Borough Council is failing to safeguard SAS1 for aviation use.

The Borough Council has failed to pay regard to the Aviation Policy Framework in 

selecting SAS1 for safeguarding. This Framework highlights that “The National Planning 

Policy Framework (NPPF) makes clear that local planning authorities should ‘identify 

and protect, where there is robust evidence, sites and routes which could be critical in 

developing infrastructure to widen choice’. This could apply to airport 

infrastructure”20.

With all of the general aviation airfields in Surrey threatened with closure, Redhill 

Aerodrome is becoming an increasingly important part of Surrey’s infrastructure. The 

Aerodrome is already the home to the Surrey Police helicopter, the most up to date 

helicopter operated by Surrey Sussex and Kent Ambulance Service, and the BBC News 

and SKY News helicopters. It also plays an important role by providing both fixed wing 

and helicopter training facilities for new pilots. This training activity is likely to increase 

with Biggin Hill Airport’s recent announcement that it is “…no longer suitable for high 

volume low cost light aviation, in particular ab-initio training…We have spoken to 

Redhill and understand from them that they would be pleased to offer space to any 

owners seeking to relocate” (full text of letter reproduced in Appendix 4 of this 

representation).

2.3 Redhill Aerodrome plays a role in the local and regional economy

The Borough Council has failed to assess the economic benefits that Redhill 

Aerodrome brings to the local and regional economy in selecting SAS1 for 

safeguarding.

In his letter dated 9 October 2017 the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and 

Local Government highlights that a local planning authority “…should also have regard 

to the Aviation Policy Framework which makes clear that maintaining a national 

network of airfields is vital to the success of the sector and sets out Government 

Policies to allow aviation to continue making a significant contribution to the 

economy”21.



As the Aviation Policy Framework also highlights “The business and general aviation 

(GA) is important to the UK. Its contribution to the economy has been estimated at 

£1.4 billion per annum. The sector delivers vital services, including search and rescue, 

mail delivery, life-saving (organ) transport, law enforcement, aerial survey and 

environmental protection flights, as well as underpinning the training of future pilots,

ground-based aircraft engineers and technicians….[a] strategic review of the sector has 

acknowledged its growing economic importance, particularly for the British and 

European manufacturing industry”22.

Possible amendments to the NPPF

2.3 It is anticipated that the revised and updated NPPF due to published this Spring 

(2018) may set out a new planning policy approach in respect of general aviation 

airfields.

The influential All-Party Group on Parliamentary Group on General Aviation has been 

in correspondence with the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local 

Government seeking a review of the Government’s planning policy on general aviation 

airports and airfields on the grounds that it “…does not believe that a national network 

of airfield can be maintained through a series of disconnected, disjointed local planning 

decisions”.

It has asked that the NPPF be amended to “strengthen protection for airfields 

alongside the need to build more homes across the country, and specifically it “has 

proposed amendments to Paragraphs 33 and 41 of the existing framework, as well as 

Annex 2, to specifically state that ports, airports and airfields should be preserved and 

not lost to other forms of development”23

The Secretary of State has now asked his officials to review the existing planning policy 

on general aviation airfields and aerodromes in liaison with their counterparts in the 

Department of Transport24.

Ground 3 -There is no necessity for the Borough Council to safeguard SAS1 now.

The Parish Council is aware that there is an absence of guidance “on how to interpret 

the national policy on safeguarded land, nor any consistent pattern 

discernible from Local Plan examinations”25 leaving planning authorities with a 

relatively high degree of discretion in making judgements. Nonetheless in the Parish 

Council’s opinion the Borough Council does not need to safeguard any land at this time 

for the following reasons.

All references in Grounds 3 - 5 that follow relate to the Borough Council’s 

Development Management Plan (Regulation 19) evidence document “Safeguarded 

land for development beyond the plan period” unless otherwise stated. 3.1 The 

Borough Council is not under a statutory requirement to identify safeguarded land. 

There is ministerial guidance confirming that there is no requirement for a local 

planning authority to safeguard land for a period beyond the life of its Core Strategy. In 

October 2013 the Planning Minister confirmed in response to a concern raised 

regarding the City of York’s proposed safeguarding of land that “there is nothing in the 

Localism Act 2011, in the NPPF or in any aspect of Government planning policy that 

requires someone to plan beyond 15 years. So, anybody who is suggesting that there is 

any requirement to safeguard land or wrap it up in wrapping paper and ribbons for the 

future development between 2030 and 2050 is getting it wrong. There is no reason for 

it and my hon. Friend can knock that suggestion straight back to wherever it came 

from.”26 3.2 The Borough is not under an obligation to identify any safeguarded land 

as it does not meet the “where necessary” criteria27. The Development Management 

Plan confirms that the Borough Council has identified sufficient land to meet its agreed 

housing requirement for the period 2012 – 2027, and that it has also identified reserve 

urban extension developments that “…will be needed as development opportunities in 

the existing urban areas start to become more limited. Their development will be 

triggered if the Council is unable to demonstrate that it has a five year supply of 

housing land available”28. Other planning authorities in a similar position CONTINUE 

have chosen not to safeguard any land to meet housing needs beyond their plan 

period, an approach which has not been questioned by Planning Inspectors. 3.3 The 

imminent publication of revised and updated NPPF is likely to provide additional 

guidance on safeguarding. In the Parish Council’s view the Borough Council should not 

safeguard SAS1 until it is known whether the imminent updated and revised NPPF will 

have made any changes to the safeguarding terminology

In May 2014 the Planning Minister confirmed that when the NPPF is reviewed the 

wording and terminology used in the NPPF’s provisions on safeguarding land for future 

development would be reviewed to see if “we can better clarify that wording29.

3.4 The Development Management Plan demonstrates that the Borough Council 

meets the only statutory requirement. The Borough Council is required to always have 

a five year supply of housing allocations, and it has confirmed that it “….currently 

meets its target for a five year housing land supply. This Development Management 

Plan also allocates sites that in the Council’s opinion will continue to achieve this target 

for the duration of the current plan period”30. The Borough Council recognises that 

“beyond the Plan period there is a probability that Green Belt land will be required in 

order to achieve some additional housing to meet local need”31 . Should SAS1 be 

required then the Borough Council has until 2022 to safeguard it. It does not need to 

do so now.

Doing so now blights the safeguarded land for the next 15 years resulting in 

uncertainty for its occupiers, owners and businesses. Also a series of recent planning 

appeals have demonstrated that removing land from the Green Belt so far ahead of 

any prospect of its development, has enabled developers to put pressure on local 

planning authorities to release it earlier than scheduled.
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Yes   MLS2 Yes Yes Yes These representations are submitted on behalf of Quintain Limited, the owner of land 

to the south of

Honeycrock Lane, Salfords, in respect of the Reigate & Banstead Borough Council 

(RBBC) Pre-Submission

Development Management Plan (DMP) Consultation.

DMH Stallard, on behalf of Quintain Limited, have previously promoted Land between 

Mason’s Bridge Road/ Picketts Lane and the Railway to RBBC, via the consultation 

stages of the DMP and evidence base. The site was reviewed within the 2014 and 2016 

RBBC SHLAA’s and is referred to as ‘SS12’. Since the publication of the DMP Regulation 

19 Consultation document the land that made up site SS12 has now been divided. 

Reflecting its sustainable development potential, the northern half of the land (land to 

the north of Honeycrock Lane) is now included within the safeguarding Policy MLS2 as 

is being promoted by Thakeham and Quintain as part of the wider strategic proposals 

known as “land at Redhill Aerodrome”. The land to the south (land to the south of 

Honeycrock Lane) is now being promoted separately by Quintain Limited and is the 

focus of these representations. This is consistent with Quintain’s 2018 HELAA 

submission which

confirms the Land to the south of Honeycrock Lane is suitable, available and achievable 

for development.

The DMP covers the period to 2027 and runs alongside the adopted Core Strategy 

(2014) and plans for a total of 6,900 new homes between 2012 and 2027 equating to 

460 dwellings per annum. The DMP allocates a number of additional residential sites 

alongside large strategic sites and regeneration areas to meet the needs of the 

Borough over the plan period. The housing trajectory at Appendix 2 of the Core 

Strategy demonstrates that up to 2027 the maximum housing delivery could be up to 

7,567 units. The long term delivery of housing in the period post 2027 can and should 

be considered at this stage, particularly in light of the Core Strategy being over five 

years old in 2019 and will be subject to review shortly. The identification of deliverable, 

developable sites or broad locations for growth in the 6-10 year period is

Suggest area to the south of Honeycrock Lane as a future sustainable extension to 

the safeguarded aerodrome allocation.

Yes Yes 

supported by paragraph 47 of the NPPF. The NPPF also sets out that the supply of new 

homes can be best achieved through planning for large scale development including 

new settlements in line with Garden City Principles. Paragraph 85 of the NPPF goes on 

to set out that land within the Green Belt can be identified in plan as ‘safeguarded 

Land’ in order to meet longer term development needs stretching beyond the plan 

period.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4457/rbbc_representor_0132
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Yes   MLS2 Yes Yes Yes Quintain are broadly supportive of the Regulation 19 DMP in respect to the land at 

Redhill Aerodrome

including the safeguarding of land under Policy MLS2 (please see our joint submissions 

on MLS2 with Thakeham Homes). However, Quintain consider the Land to the south of 

Honeycrock Lane offers a logical

potential future sustainable extension to the safeguarded aerodrome allocation.

The NPPF sets out at Paragraph 83 that Green Belt boundaries should only be altered 

in exceptional

circumstances through the review of a Local Plan. The safeguarding of Redhill 

Aerodrome Area of and release

of land from the Green Belt for the delivery of a new Garden Community will be 

essential to ensuring that RBBC

meet their long term development needs.

An Assessment of the Borough Council’s Green Belt Review was submitted alongside 

previous representations

which assessed the broad Area of Technical Assessment specifically and the conformity 

of parcels of land

within this area.

The assessment concludes that further significant land will need to be excluded from 

the Green Belt, to comply

with the NPPF requirement (paragraphs 83 and 85). Further, we consider that the 

Council has been overoptimistic

in its assessment of the amount of land in the identified Areas of Search for 

Sustainable Urban

Extensions.

Taking into account these findings, Quintain considers that as part of the safeguarded 

allocation under Policy

MLS2, land south of Honeycrock Lane is the most appropriate location to deliver 

further future sustainable

development opportunities within Reigate and Banstead and in particular significant 

benefits to the surrounding existing and future communities, local wildlife and 

biodiversity. These can be summarised as follows:

Suggest area to the south of Honeycrock Lane as a future sustainable extension to 

the safeguarded aerodrome allocation.

Yes Yes 

residents

o Potential for a new primary school for existing and new residents;

o Local centre and community facilities.

o New sports pitches, recreation, leisure and children’s play;

o New allotments and community gardens.

o Important trees and hedgerows maintained together with significant new planting to

maintain visual enclosure and to encourage local wildlife, flora and fauna;

o Creation of green linkages into wider countryside. These would serve as ecological 

corridors

for wildlife;

o The creation of sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS), encouraging wildlife and

providing attractive landscape features.

o Layout orientated to maximise passive solar gain and opportunities for energy 

generation;

o The creation of SUDS including swales and attenuation ponds.

o Housing which would be in keeping with the local context in terms of density, design 

and mix;

o Network of open spaces offering opportunities for formal and informal recreation 

and

children’s play.

of existing and

provision of new infrastructure

o The site is within walking distance of a railway station (Salfords);

o The additional new housing would provide a catalyst for improvements to the train 

services,

including the provision of a new station car park;

o New bus stops for regular services to Reigate, Horley, Gatwick Airport and Crawley;

o Highway improvements necessary to accommodate this sustainable urban 

extension.

The joint submission by Thakeham homes and Quintain relating to the Redhill 

Aerodrome Garden Community proposals include a significant proportion of the Area 

of Technical Assessment as to remain or become open space, new or improved habitat 

for wildlife and connected green infrastructure. It is likely that parts of the Area of 

Technical Assessment will not be subject to any change as part of those proposals. The 

Area of Technical Assessment has been safeguarded in order to allow for detailed 

assessments to be undertaken giving RBBC flexibility moving forward. This flexibility 

will ensure all necessary infrastructure is provided and the most appropriate defensible 

boundaries can be utilised. Therefore, Quintain consider the Land to the south of 

Honeycrock Lane should be protected for development to allow for the potential 

expansion to the aerodrome garden community within a future plan period. There area 

a number of appendices within the folder
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Firstly, let us cease the charade of this being a Village development of 9000 plus 

houses. It is larger than any of the immediate location towns ( Horley, Redhill, Reigate 

and Dorking.  According to information received Reigate and Banstead already have 

their required Housing units for the next planning period so do not require the 

Aerodrome plus area as published.

Green Belt.

 The area under question is Green Belt land. The green Belt is there for a purpose. That 

purpose is not to provide a reservoir of Building land for money hungry construction 

firms. It is there to prevent urban sprawl and provide environmental friendly living 

conditions for present and future generations.

I have lived in Salfords for 40 years because I like the area and infact have lived in the 

general area since birth except for a short period working in Africa. I have seen the 

development of Crawley from a New Town to a sprawling giant which has basically 

over run all the surrounding area. Crawley obviously runs into Gatwick Airport via the 

industrial site and has expanded beyond Pound hill and Worth and the new 

development east of the crematorium will nearly take it to Copthorne. Horley buts up 

to Gatwick so you have a continuity of the Urban sprawl. Horley itself is expanding 

northwards into Meath green. If this development takes place you will have virtually 

closed the gap and will have concrete from Ifield to London and beyond.  What a 

legacy to leave behind!

Transport.

The developers seem to have overlooked many obvious problems, on purpose I would 

suggest!

M23 -A23 link. There is no link at the moment nor is there likely to be one for 8-10 

years They appear to be assuming that all vehicular traffic  will take the M23/M25 

route. Have they not heard that the M25 is one of the most heavily congested 

motorways in the country?

 At the other end of the link is the A23 which has to pass under the 4 track mainline 

from London to Brighton. At present this has one tunnel and is not suitable for large 

volumes of traffic. Having managed to get under the 

Remove SAS1. No

Railway you come to the A23. This in the main has single line traffic in both directions 

flanked by housing estates on both sides through South Earlswood and Redhill Town 

centre a mile to the north. The road is immediately flanked by Council treatment works 

and Sports facilities. This road is already heavily congested for most of the working day 

with the required Hospital emergency vehicles hurrying through.. It is expected that 

situation will only get worse in the coming years even without an extra towns traffic 

being somehow squeezed into the area. It simply will not work

Access to A25. The roads to the north of the site are very narrow and steep country 

lanes which abut the North Downsand could not handle any volume of traffic. They 

terminate along the A25 in Nutfield and Bletchingly with no prospect of widening 

them.

Railways.

The development plan seems to assume that Salfords and Earlswood being able to 

expand exponentially to take thousands of additional travellers.

Salfords is a small station with two platforms, one up and one down. It has never had 

platforms on the adjacent fast tracks. The platforms can take a maximum of 8 car 

trains which mainly originate from Horsham or Three Bridges. I commuted on the line 

to London and at peak times it was not uncommon to find standing room only, and 

that was 10 years ago. I still travel to London occasionally having to return at peak 

periods and again it is not uncommon to have to stand for most of the way. The 

system cannot take any more trains nor will Salfords take any longer ones.

Parking at Salfords is limited to about 20 bays. Overflow parking from the station 

spreads over neighbouring roads. There is no room for expansion due to Day’s Gravel 

works and the Monotype industrial park. Not doubt this overflow parking will soon be 

made worse by the influx of cars from Meath Green estates.

Earlswood has slightly longer platform arrangement (10 cars) but again only two 

platforms. As it is in the middle of a large number of houses there is very little parking 

available.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4457/rbbc_representor_0132


It has been suggested that the new inhabitants will walk or cycle to the Stations. 

Maybe on a warm sunny morning, in the depths of winter on a cold rainy morning? 

Forget it, everyone will be in a car clogging up the road.

Environment.

 The area provides a habitat for a wide range of Animals and Birds including Snakes, 

Slow worms, Deer, Foxes and Badgers. It is well known that the Bird population is 

decreasing due to loss of habitat. I have not seen a swallow or Martin in this area for 

years and even the Cuckoo is a rare sound now. Frogs have disappeared from our 

garden ponds. It is well known that wildlife depend upon connecting routes through 

hedgerows for their existence. The devastation caused by any major development will 

leave a sterile blot on the landscape.

We depend on trees for the absorption of polluting carbon and the release of Oxygen. 

Such a large scale enterprise will destroy many mature trees which cannot be replaced 

by a few fancy bushes.

Pollution.

The area suffers from noise and chemical pollution from Gatwick Airport. The 

prevailing south-westerly wind carries the smell of jet fuel and exhaust gases in that 

direction. Flight path number 4 flies directly over that area.

The M23 and M25 currently produce pollution in the form of exhaust emissions and 

noise. You only have to walk along the top of Reigate hill to hear the continuous 

rumble of the traffic 24 hours a day. The position of the proposed development would 

be in the angle of these two roads.

Disruption.

How long would the development take? 5-7 years perhaps beyond any change to the 

M23. How many thousands of Heavy lorry journeys, white vans parked illegally will we 

have to contend with causing misery to the established population. Just so a developer 

can line their pockets at the expense of others,
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to safeguard the land known as SAS1 is not sound because it is green belt. 

Green belt land is necessary, this land is not included in the current core strategy plan 

and should not be removed. The land contains ancient hedgerows, these cannot be 

replaced. This area suffers from pollution due to Gatwick and over population, the 

fields are necessary to absorb this pollution. The roads surrounding the area are small 

country lanes, no white lines and they are already crumbling due to over use. The local 

hospital cannot cope as it is, it has no capacity for another development. Redhill and 

Horley will be joined together, the area will be huge, the rail service cannot cope with 

any more people, the lines are run to capacity as it is. There are plenty of brown fiend 

sites and other places that cannot be developed without destroying our limited green 

belt land.

To make the Development sound there needs to be no removal of green belt land No No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know No No The Paris Agreement commits countries to ambitious targets in cutting greenhouse 

gases.  The development of existing greenbelt land is inconsistent with this.  Whilst 

redevelopment of town centres is sound, creating large new urban environments 

without easy access to rail links will increase motorised traffic.  The Redhill Aerodrome 

land, in conjunction with the redevelopment of East Surrey Hospital will greatly 

increase traffic and so CO2 emissions.  Any large new development needs to have easy 

access to rail links.  With services to London already cut and with such poor service 

standards anyway, there is no spare capacity on services to and from London.  

Green belt land should be protected at all costs. Without this Redhill, Merstham 

and Horley will merge into one.  Any new development needs access to a new 

railway station and additional rail services should be provided.  The transport links 

that are identified as good are only good in as much as they go direct to London.  

However, overcrowding is an issue currently and this will get much worse.  The 

council should push back on target on the grounds of lack of infra-structure.  I 

would also question whether the demand for housing will remain with Brexit 

looming and a large portion of the workforce employed in financial and legal 

services in the city. 

No No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I object to the  proposal to develop the Redhill Aerodrome into a Hosing Village, and 

the proposal to take out of the Green Belt the Surrounding Area. My reasons are:

It is essential to preserve the Green Belt and retain a Countryside area to be enjoyed by 

all and to preserve wildlife. There are plenty of other sites to build houses in the 

Borough and too many houses will suck into the area more population, businesses and 

industry which should be developed elsewhere in the Country.

The proposed Development is not sustainable and there are inadequate infrastructure 

and facilities to support it. The surrounding roads are all Lanes which are relatively 

narrow, have no footpaths, many without cats eyes, and cannot safely carry any more 

traffic than they do at the present. The proposed new access onto the Motorway 

would not be effective in taking all the traffic from the development as a lot of it would 

be local traffic going to shops, schools and businesses and will impinge on existing 

roads. The Motorway Junction would probably have the affect of increasing traffic on 

the local roads as it would attract existing Motorway traffic heading for Redhill, 

Reigate and surrounding areas. The Railway system is full to capacity and cannot take 

any more traffic, and the small Local stations such as Salfords, Earlswood and Nutfield 

are not capable of taking additional passengers.

Remove SAS1. No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I object to the  proposal to develop the Redhill Aerodrome into a Hosing Village, and 

the proposal to take out of the Green Belt the Surrounding Area. My reasons are:

It is essential to preserve the Green Belt and retain a Countryside area to be enjoyed by 

all and to preserve wildlife. There are plenty of other sites to build houses in the 

Borough and too many houses will suck into the area more population, businesses and 

industry which should be developed elsewhere in the Country.

The proposed Development is not sustainable and there are inadequate infrastructure 

and facilities to support it. The surrounding roads are all Lanes which are relatively 

narrow, have no footpaths, many without cats eyes, and cannot safely carry any more 

traffic than they do at the present. The proposed new access onto the Motorway 

would not be effective in taking all the traffic from the development as a lot of it would 

be local traffic going to shops, schools and businesses and will impinge on existing 

roads. The Motorway Junction would probably have the affect of increasing traffic on 

the local roads as it would attract existing Motorway traffic heading for Redhill, 

Reigate and surrounding areas. The Railway system is full to capacity and cannot take 

any more traffic, and the small Local stations such as Salfords, Earlswood and Nutfield 

are not capable of taking additional passengers.

Remove SAS1. No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I object to the  proposal to develop the Redhill Aerodrome into a Hosing Village, and 

the proposal to take out of the Green Belt the Surrounding Area. My reasons are:

It is essential to preserve the Green Belt and retain a Countryside area to be enjoyed by 

all and to preserve wildlife. There are plenty of other sites to build houses in the 

Borough and too many houses will suck into the area more population, businesses and 

industry which should be developed elsewhere in the Country.

The proposed Development is not sustainable and there are inadequate infrastructure 

and facilities to support it. The surrounding roads are all Lanes which are relatively 

narrow, have no footpaths, many without cats eyes, and cannot safely carry any more 

traffic than they do at the present. The proposed new access onto the Motorway 

would not be effective in taking all the traffic from the development as a lot of it would 

be local traffic going to shops, schools and businesses and will impinge on existing 

roads. The Motorway Junction would probably have the affect of increasing traffic on 

the local roads as it would attract existing Motorway traffic heading for Redhill, 

Reigate and surrounding areas. The Railway system is full to capacity and cannot take 

any more traffic, and the small Local stations such as Salfords, Earlswood and Nutfield 

are not capable of taking additional passengers.

Remove SAS1. No
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No We are residents of Honeycrock Lane, Salfords. The 'Safeguarding' of Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy and local residents have not been 

consulted. Hence we believe the proposed development to be illegal. The term 

safeguarding is misleading and will result in what is green belt land being re-

designated and will result in the change of use of this land in the future for housing 

and business development, resulting in the destruction of the local habitat with severe 

impacts to the environment and local plant and wildlife.  Once land has been removed 

from green belt it is unlikely that it will be re-designated as green belt, so that future 

development is inevitable. The current proposal appears to earmark more land than is 

currently needed, stockpiling the risk of future redevelopment works for many years 

and blighting both the area, resulting in reduced effective land management and the 

lives of local residents for many years. The proposed plan if agreed will take a number 

of years to complete condemning local residents to years of uncertainty (if appeals 

take place), protracted building works, resulting in reduced quality of life for local 

residents, increased, light from late day building activity, noise and environmental 

pollution, due to construction traffic activity and dust resulting from building work.  

This has the potential for detrimental health outcomes to local residents, increasing 

difficulties for access to and from homes and general reduction in the quality of life 

and reduction in the value of our properties. In the two years since we have lived here 

the traffic along Honeycrock Lane has increased significantly as has that using Picketts 

Lane and Masons Bridge Road to reach East Surrey Hospital, making this a dangerous 

cross roads. In addition speed limits are ignored making Honeycrock Lane a dangerous 

rat run.  This will only increase as the number of homes are increased as was seen with 

the redevelopment of the Royal Earlswood Hospital site turning it into residential 

accommodation.  There is insufficient road infrastructure to allow for the vast increase 

in traffic the proposed development will result in; the proposed spur to M23 will only 

exacerbate this as will potential delays in building this spur road.  There will be 

significant increases to noise and chemical pollution resulting from the increased 

traffic, with potential risk of accidents, injury and potentially 

Remove SAS1. No

fatalities. It is also noticeable that localised flooding takes place around Salfords Brook 

to the rear of June Lane and Honeycrock Lane.  this must be taken into account if new 

homes are to built in that area. There is also insufficient social, health and education 

facilities in this local area.  increasing the population without improving access to GP's 

dental services and schools, will also be detrimental to the local population who are 

already having difficulties in accessing these services.  East Surrey Hospital like most 

acute hospital settings is also having difficulty in achieving healthcare targets, a 

situation that will be worsened by an unsustainable increase in population.  When we 

moved here we had great difficulty in registering with a local GP indicating that there 

are insufficient GP surgeries to cope with the increased population. Rail services from 

Salfords station are limited and current passenger traffic numbers during peak hours 

are excessive for current service capacity. We believe the proposed development will 

be detrimental to the local area and to the area of Salfords we live.  In summary, loss 

of habitat and wildlife, uncertainty and disruption to the lives of local residents, 

increased noise, chemical pollution, unsustained demands on local road, rail, 

healthcare and social infrastructure.  The proposed development will result in an 

unpleasant urban sprawl impacting on the rural area in which we live and destroy the 

natural countryside that we currently enjoy.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0160

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Sally-Ann Ansell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0160

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to safeguard this land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome is not sound.  

Other non Green Belt land is available for development within the Borough.  The DMP 

consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding land.  There 

has been no consultation on a safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land.  This proposal 

depends on a ne link road between the A23 and a new 4 way junction with the M23 

together with the Tandridge District Council selection of Redhill Aerodrome land for 

their proposed garden village.  The safeguarding of Grenn Belt land at Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy Plan.  The proposal will effectively link 

Redhill with Horley.  The proposed safeguarded land is far more land than is deemed 

necessary to meet the housing demand.  The current road and rail infrastructure could 

not cope with the development.  Redhill Aerodrome is currently a working area where 

many niche industries happen.  The loss of this area to housing would not benefit the 

employment status of those currently working there.  

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0161

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Duncan Ansell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0161

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to safeguard this land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome is not sound. 

Other green belt land is available. The DMP consultation process is not appropriate for 

commenting on safeguarding land. There has been no consultation with local residents 

regarding the safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) land. The proposal depends 

upon a new link road to the M23, which will cause local disruption, let alone the years 

of building traffic using roads of an insufficient capacity. The safeguarding of the green 

belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the core strategy plan. The proposal will link 

Redhill to Horley, thus losing acres of countryside and wildlife habitats which I feel 

should be enjoyed by not only me, but for generations to come. The idea of a mass 

conurbation will lead to increased pollution, traffic quantities and straining the current 

hospitals, surgeries and schools. Furthermore there is no further capacity on the 

existing railway links to London, so this development will not be helpful, even to those 

new working residents. The proposed safeguarded land is far more land, by area, than 

what is deemed necessary to meet the current housing demand.

No Opinion on legalities No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0173

Email Ms Jill Ashton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0173

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No The Green Belt was introduced to preserve the openness of the countryside and 

prevent urban sprawl.  If SAS1 land is taken out of the Green Belt, it is unlikely to ever 

be put back in, and the areas around the ‘safeguarded’ zone will be blighted. The 

decision to safeguard this land is not sound because there is other non Green Belt land 

available for development within the borough.  There has been no consultation on 

safeguarding this land, and the DMP consultation process is not appropriate for 

commenting on safeguarding land.  The safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy Plan, and the proposed safeguarded 

land is far more than is necessary to meet housing demand.  The proposal depends on 

a new link road between the A23 and the M23, and the current road infrastructure 

cannot cope with this, nor is the local rail service able to be extended.  The towns of 

Redhill and Horley will effectively be linked, and the villages of Earlswood and Salfords 

will lose their identities.  In addition, the current road and rail infrastructure will not 

cope with the development. I trust that  my comments will be taken into 

consideration.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0174

Email Mr Ray Ashton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0174

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No The Green Belt was introduced to preserve the openness of the countryside and 

prevent urban sprawl.  If SAS1 land is taken out of the Green Belt, it is unlikely to ever 

be put back in, and the areas around the ‘safeguarded’ zone will be blighted and will 

lose the lovely countryside we value so much .

The decision to safeguard this land is not sound because other non Green Belt land is 

available for development within the borough.  There has been no consultation on 

safeguarding this land, and the DMP consultation process is not appropriate for 

commenting on safeguarding land.  The safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill 

Aerodrome and the surrounding land is outside the current Core Strategy Plan, and the 

proposed safeguarded land is far more than is necessary to meet housing demand.  

The proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and the M23, and the 

current road infrastructure cannot cope with this, nor is the local rail service able to be 

extended.  In addition, the local services such as the hospital, GP surgeries, dentists 

and schools etc. are already stretched to breaking point. The towns of Redhill and 

Horley will effectively be linked, and the villages of Earlswood and Salfords will lose 

their identities.  Furthermore, the current road and rail infrastructure will not cope with 

the huge increase in demand if this development is allowed.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0176

Email Mr John Back RBBC\Represe

ntor\0176

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I object to the  proposal to develop the Redhill Aerodrome into a Hosing Village, and 

the proposal to take out of the Green Belt the Surrounding Area. My reasons are:

It is essential to preserve the Green Belt and retain a Countryside area to be enjoyed by 

all and to preserve wildlife. There are plenty of other sites to build houses in the 

Borough and too many houses will suck into the area more population, businesses and 

industry which should be developed elsewhere in the Country.

The proposed Development is not sustainable and there are inadequate infrastructure 

and facilities to support it. The surrounding roads are all Lanes which are relatively 

narrow, have no footpaths, many without cats eyes, and cannot safely carry any more 

traffic than they do at the present. The proposed new access onto the Motorway 

would not be effective in taking all the traffic from the development as a lot of it would 

be local traffic going to shops, schools and businesses and will impinge on existing 

roads. The Motorway Junction would probably have the affect of increasing traffic on 

the local roads as it would attract existing Motorway traffic heading for Redhill, 

Reigate and surrounding areas. The Railway system is full to capacity and cannot take 

any more traffic, and the small Local stations such as Salfords, Earlswood and Nutfield 

are not capable of taking additional passengers.

Remove SAS1. No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0178

Letter Mr & Mrs D.G. Bailey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0178

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Development of the Aerodrome and Surrounding Area. 

Dear Sir/Madam,

We share the concerns voiced by many who live in the Redhill area about the proposal 

of a large

scale development of 8000 homes on part of the London's Green Belt.

The proposal is unsuitable on the grounds of its negative impact on local traffic 

congestion, air pollution and an increased risk of surface flooding. We oppose this 

development to help safeguard and preserve the countryside.

Please reconsider the proposal of releasing the green belt for a large scale residential 

development before it is too late.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0182

Email Ms Sonja Ballingal RBBC\Represe

ntor\0182

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 It is very distressing to hear about the proposal to develop a “garden village” on Redhill 

Aerodrome.

This is a Greenbelt Area and should therefore be completely protected from 

development.

The Greenbelt Area was designed to ensure a good quality of life for those living both 

in and around London - in order to leave green spaces to roam around in and to enjoy 

nature.  

If we do not preserve these areas the future of the South East of England looks very 

bleak indeed.

Building houses for the London market should not be the responsibility/priority of the 

RBCC.

Most importantly the local infrastructure is not equipped to cater to thousands of new 

homes. 

 The road and rail network are already overloaded, not to mention hospitals, schools 

and other social and community  facilities.

The upheaval of trucks and building contractors vehicles driving on roads that are 

already heavily congested would also be highly undesirable for local residents for a 

period of up to ten years!!!!

If we build over Green belt land what environment will we create for our children?  

There will simply be one big sprawling city of London, where there is no getting away 

from the urban landscape, no respite from the concrete jungle.

 This is NOT a world I - or anyone else - want my children to grow up in.

I hope the Councils will reconsider their plans and stop any notion of development in 

the Redhill Aerodrome area as this is not in the interest of any local residents, or 

indeed anyone else on any considered view - other than land speculators and 

construction companies.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0183

Survey 

Monkey

Ms Alison bannon RBBC\Represe

ntor\0183

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know No No The road infrastructure cannot support any development. The road is already 

dangerous. This area is one of enjoyment and balances the noise and pollution of the 

town centre

Keep in greenbelt and never develop No Yes I'll speak to anyone about this poor and 

bad decision

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0184

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Gillian Barnes RBBC\Represe

ntor\0184

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know An area marked as a Site of Nature Conservation Importance has also been partially 

flagged as Sustainable Urban Extension Allocation. Clearly if urban extension is allowed 

an important area for Nature Conservation will be lost.

Remove SAS1. No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0191

Email Mr John Bavin RBBC\Represe

ntor\0191

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I email you to register my objection to the Reigate & Banstead Regulation 19 

Consultation and any proposed development on Green Belt land on or adjacent to the 

Redhill Aerodrome site. 

No Remove SAS1.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0192

Email Mr Paul Beard RBBC\Represe

ntor\0192

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No Don't know My understanding is that the Green Belt was laid down in 1958 for a reason, namely to 

give lungs to the centre and prevent urban sprawl.  This has been adhered to for the 

last 60 years witness RBBC’s recent rejection of the retrospective planning application 

by Redhill Aerodrome for a hard taxiway because it would erode the openness of the 

Green Belt.  

In safeguarding SAS1 RBBC is acting contrary to their own policy that will result in the 

Green Belt, which is already very narrow at this point, joining up with other nearby 

communities hence defeating its whole purpose.  Quite frankly If you want to live in 

New Jersey, move to the USA.  Green Belt means Green Belt.

Remove the Safeguarded Green Belt land in SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0194

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Mandy Beechey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0194

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know 1. Summary    This objection relates to the proposal to “safeguard” a large area of 

Green Belt land within and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome for possible future housing 

development after 2027, being the end of the current development plan period. This 

proposal is part of the Development Master Plan (“DMP”), dated 2017 and produced 

by Redhill & Reigate Borough Council (“RBBC”). The main DMP document addressing 

this proposal is the Green Belt Review (the “Review”) along with the “Safeguarded 

Land Report” (the “SL Report”) and the “Sustainability Appraisal” (the “Appraisal”).      

It is important to be clear on the meanings of several words and expressions which are 

used in the reports with quasitechnical meanings and which would not be so used in 

common parlance. The most important are that “safeguarding” areas of Green Belt 

means removing them immediately from the Green Belt so as to reserve them for 

possible housing development. From its usage “sustainability” clearly means suitability 

for large scale longterm housing development.      2. Objection      I object to the 

proposal to “safeguard” the area designated “SAS1” in the Review, being at and 

adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome. I request this be removed from the Development 

Master Plan My reason is that the methodology and criteria are seriously flawed in a 

number of critical ways.      If sound methodology and correct criteria were to be used 

and the evaluation carried out realistically and fairly, I think it very clear that the 

proposal would fail by a substantial margin to pass the required criteria.      My 

observations and reasoning are detailed below with main conclusions highlighted in 

bold italic typeface.      3. Core Strategy Policy      The Review states RBBC’s 

commitment to its Core Strategy and that the Review has been carried out in 

accordance with it, particularly Policy CS3. As the Review demonstrably fails to do so, it 

is worth reproducing it as quoted in para 6.9 of the Review :-      “In exceptional 

circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt and allocated for 

development through the plan making process. Exceptional circumstances may exist 

where both (a) and (b) apply:      a. There is an overriding need for the development in 

order to secure the delivery of the strategic objectives and policies of the Core 

Strategy, and either:   

Remove SAS1. No No

   i. The development proposed cannot be accommodated on land within the existing 

urban area or on land which is in the countryside beyond the Green Belt; or     ii. The 

development of land within the Green Belt would represent a significantly more 

sustainable option than (i).      b. There is no or limited conflict with the purposes and 

integrity of the Green Belt.”      4. Criteria Applied in the Review      In the subsection 

starting from para 6.78 criteria applied to land considered for “safeguarding” vs 

immediate development are shown as subheadings as follows :      (a) Is it necessary 

to “safeguard” land beyond the immediate plan period? (b) Is it possible to 

“safeguard” land outside the Green Belt? (c) Is “safeguarding” land within the Green 

Belt a more sustainable option? (d) Would this proposal seriously conflict with the 

purposes or integrity of the Green Belt?      Comparing these criteria with the Core 

Strategy quoted above, there are two critical changes or wording which make the 

subsequent analysis and conclusions fundamentally erroneous and flawed (or at the 

very least questionable and necessitating the studies to be repeated against the 

correct criteria). These are :-        Policy CS3 requires Green Belt land to be “significantly 

more” sustainable whereas the criterion (c) used states “more” sustainable.        

 Policy CS3 requires “no or limited” conflict with Green Belt purposes and integrity 

whereas the criterion (d) used is whether it “seriously” conflicts.  The justification for 

proposing “safeguarding” the area under consideration is therefore funda- mentally 

flawed as the criteria used were less demanding and not in accordance with Policy CS3. 

      5. TDC “Garden Village”      Para 7.5 of the SL Report states that the justification for 

proposing this area for “safeguarding” is conditional upon a decision being made by 

Tandridge DC in their forthcoming Local Plan to allocate a substantial adjacent area for 

large scale housing development now or in the future. It is also conditional upon 

provision of suitable eastern access through Tandridge District to the M23.      The 

former condition is understood to refer to the “Garden Village” of between 4,000 and 

8,000 houses. The latter condition would require a new access being constructed on 

the M23.      Because of these conditions and the much greater number of houses 

being proposed in Tandridge District, consideration of area SAS1 on its own is entirely 

unrealistic and fallacious. “The tail wagging the dog”!      



This fallacy affects every aspect of the evaluation and proposal to “safeguard” the area 

under present consideration – i.e. the impact on the Green Belt, the “sustainability” 

and the infrastructure and services.      The “safeguarding” proposal is flawed in that, 

being adjacent to and conditional upon a considerably larger proposed housing 

development, consideration of either rather than both together cannot give a 

complete, realistic and fair evaluation and analysis.      Redhill Aerodrome is just one of 

three or four locations under TDC’s consideration for the “Garden Village” project and 

Redhill has no obvious advantage over any of the other locations, whereas one of the 

other sites is seen to have certain advantageous features.      The dependence of the 

proposed “safeguarding” on choice of Redhill Aerodrome for the TDC “Garden Village” 

is an important factor which does not appear to have been taken fully into account.      

6. Representation of the Area      Clearly inclusion of the “Garden Village” proposal will 

fundamentally alter the evaluation of this site for “safeguarding”. However, for present 

purposes the area covered by the Review and associated documents will be used.      

The Review attributes the same characteristics and values across the entire area under 

consideration whereas in reality the area consists of three “sub-areas” each having 

significantly different characteristics and therefore meriting differing values in the 

evaluation, especially their importance to the Green Belt      This has clearly led to 

unrepresentative presentation and evaluation of the characteristics of this area as will 

be clearly demonstrated below.      The proposal to “safeguard” the area is therefore 

seriously flawed by the unrealistic represent ation of this area and its constituent 

parts.      7. The Three Subareas      The above point is abundantly clear by considering 

each subarea and its characteristics in turn.      The Aerodrome Subarea      This 

consists of the part of the area under consideration which lies within the aerodrome 

boundary. It constitutes about one third of the area proposed for “safeguarding”.      

The statement that the aerodrome itself is “partially previously developed land” is 

highly misleading. It suggests that much of it is developed in the same way as normal 

housing and commercial areas. In fact, only a very small area has been developed in 

this sense as the vast majority of the aerodrome is open grassland.      

Due to its usage, it is not open to access by the general public nor has it any public 

footpaths.      In spite of this, this subarea is of very high Green Belt importance as 

very amply demonstrated by this being a primary reason for repeated refusal of 

Planning Consent for developments at the aerodrome. The most recent was for a hard 

runway – how much more intrusive would a very large housing development be?      

The Northern and the Western/Southern Subareas      These lie to the north and to the 

west/south of the Aerodrome Subarea. These constitute about two thirds of the area 

proposed for “safeguarding”.      These sub-areas are predominantly open undulating 

farmland with extensive views and extensive public access via a web of well used 

public footpaths. There are very few buildings, being mainly houses in small groups 

and alone. In no way could these areas be described as “partially previously developed 

land”.      The Northern Sub-area is the local “jewel in the crown”, mainly because of its 

proximity to the North Downs and the exceptional scenery afforded both by the Downs 

and by the undulating topography within and immediately adjacent to it.      The 

Western/Southern Subarea shares most of the features of the Northern Subarea, 

even if not the same exceptional quality of landform and views.      If, as described 

above, the Aerodrome Subarea has been assessed repeatedly as of very high Green 

Belt value, these subareas, especially the Northern Subarea are without doubt of 

substantially even greater value.      As described in the documents, these subareas 

contain around eight Listed Buildings, several at Grade II. Our own, Staplehurst Farm is 

one of the oldest buildings in the area, including significant original features dating 

from around 1300. For several of these their settings are important features of their 

historical and scenic interest.      8. Importance to Green Belt      As quoted earlier, 

Policy CS3 requires that “There is no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity 

of the Green Belt” is one of two conditions which must both be met. It is therefore 

perfectly valid to consider this before looking at the other one (“sustainability” 

advantages).      From the discussion of subareas above, it is clear that the Northern 

and Western/Southern Sub areas, especially the Northern 

Subarea, have substantially higher Green Belt importance than the Aerodrome 

Subarea.      Looking therefore at the Aerodrome Subarea, it has been noted that over 

recent years a series of Planning Consents have been refused for developments at the 

aerodrome primarily because of the harm such developments would cause to the 

“openness of the Green Belt”. The most recent was the refusal of Consent at the 

highest level for a hard runway. This refusal was energetically supported by RBBC, 

thereby demonstrating the very high Green Belt value the Council accorded to this site.      

The Sustainability Appraisal also confirms the high value of the area in Green Belt 

terms in stating on page 165 that “The development is likely to have a significant 

negative impact on landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently 

undeveloped area in the countryside”. Considered along with the “Garden Village”, as 

it should be, would indicate a considerably greater negative impact.      The Review fails 

to take account of the probability that the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Beauty 

(“AONB”) is likely to be extended to Nutfield Ridge and that this would be severely 

impacted by any housing scheme(s) on or near Redhill Aerodrome.      The importance 

ratings on pages 261 to 263 of the Safeguarded Land Report, suggesting a much lower 

overall importance, are clearly anomalous.      It is therefore clear that the Aerodrome 

Sub-area fails by a significant margin to meet the criterion requiring “no or limited 

conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt”.      The above discussion 

shows the Northern and Western/Southern Subareas to have substantially even 

higher Green Belt importance.      This suggests that the “safeguarding” proposal 

should be abandoned.      9. Sustainability Ratings      The sustainability ratings for this 

site are detailed on pages 909 to 915 of the Sustainability Report and it is also helpful 

to compare the summaries on pages 165 to 167 of the three sites considered for 

“safeguarding”.      The choice and definitions of the headings and the ratings allocated 

are in many cases highly debatable. In view of the seriousness of the flaws and 

shortcomings noted elsewhere in this submission, there seems no need to “nit pick” 

these details.      The rating system used for this report and their allocations need 

reconsideration.      

10. Safeguarded Land Report Conclusion      Para 7.2 of the SL Report points to its 

Appendix 7 for its conclusions for each of the sites. In para 7.3 it then immediately 

states that “Based on the findings of this report it is recommended that SAS1: Redhill 

Aerodrome is included in the DMP as ‘Safeguarded Land’”.      There is no reference to 

a clear comparison between the various sites in terms of which Green Belt site is the 

most suitable, although the tables indicate a small difference in the (largely 

subjective?) tables in Appendix 7. There is no clear evaluation to indicate whether 

there is “no or limited conflict with the purposes or integrity of the Green Belt”, as 

required by Policy CS3.      There is no account taken that the proposal to “safeguard” 

this site is alone dependent on the uncertainties of its dependence on the TDC “Garden 

Village” being located adjacent.      There appears no evaluation to show that this site’s 

“sustainability” offers the significant advantages required under Policy CS3.      The 

“safeguarding” proposal should be rejected because the Review has failed to take full 

account of all relevant factors in its evaluation and has failed to provide clear and 

convincing reasoning for this proposal, especially regarding the criteria specified by 

Policy CS3.      11. Infrastructure and Services      The Review fails to consider problems 

in the provision of infrastructure and services at this site. Clearly, as noted above, 

consideration of all the proposed short and longterm housing on and in the vicinity of 

Redhill Aerodrome (i.e. both the proposed “safeguarding” and the “Garden Village” 

project) would have a vastly greater impact than just the “safeguarding” area on its 

own.      The Review is flawed in that it does not appear to have taken this essential 

overall view of impact on and demands for infrastructure and services.      The addition 

of several thousand houses to the area would have a vast impact on infrastructure and 

services over quite a wide area, including especially Redhill and Reigate.      The road 

network in the area is already highly congested and, because of the distances to 

primary services and centres of employment, the idea that the additional transport 

needs would be met other than by additional private car traffic would be unrealistic.      

In particular, the roundabout at the entrance to 



East Surrey Hospital is presently a serious bottleneck not only regarding access to the 

hospital but also for general traffic accessing and crossing the A23, especially during 

rush hours. Because of the restricted access across the main railway embankment, 

there would be limited possibilities to make substantial improvements to this route.      

Road access in other directions is severely constrained to the north by the narrow arch 

bridges under the east west railway line and to the east by the M23.      Relatively few 

of the residents would find employment at or adjacent to the site. As with the present 

local population, workers would travel to nearby towns and other locations at varying 

distances via the roads/motorways and railways. Gatwick Airport, Crawley and their 

environs provide much employment and this is likely to increase rather than decrease. 

Locating a large number of new workers at the proposed location would add significant 

traffic to, from and on the A23 and M23.      The railway system itself is also subject to 

severe capacity problems largely caused by limited line capacity on the approaches to 

Central London and Croydon.      Health, education and other public services in the 

Redhill area are currently severely overstretched and it would be unlikely that the new 

residents would include high number of the skills under strain. It would seem better to 

disperse the additional demand for these services over a wide area than to concentrate 

a very large additional demand at one place.      The Review fails to give full 

consideration to the impact of all the planned housing development (including the 

“Garden Village”) and especially consideration as to whether dispersed housing 

provision would cause less problems in relation to infrastructure and services.      12. 

Government Policy      The Government’s policy on the Green Belt has been repeatedly 

and consistently stated publicly on the lines that the Green Belt should be maintained 

in perpetuity. However, under exceptional circumstances land may be removed from 

the Green Belt provided that it is of low Green Belt value and that it is replaced by 

nonGreen Belt land which has no lesser claim to Green Belt status and protection.      

The Review contains no proposals to replace the “safeguarded” area with equivalent 

new Green Belt.      Para 84 of the National Planning Policy Framework (“NPPF”) states 

a preference for 

sustainable development to be directed “towards urban areas inside the Green Belt 

boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary”.      Para 85 of the NPPF states that local 

planning authorities should “where necessary, identify in their plans areas of 

‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area and the Green Belt [i.e. not within the 

Green Belt], in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching well beyond 

the plan period”.      These requirements are clearly intended to prevent rural areas 

being infilled with urban sprawl and to preserve the distinctive character of rural 

villages and communities.      The effect of developing the proposed “safeguarding” 

area and the “Garden Village” would be to interconnect Redhill, South Nutfield, 

Whitebushes and Salfords – and via northward extensions from Horley, all the way to 

Horley – as part of a massive urban sprawl. South Nutfield and other communities 

would simply become part of this urban environment.      The Review is contrary to 

National Planning Policy in that proposed “safeguarding” area is not compliant with 

paras 84 & 85 of the NPPF.      13. Additional Comments     RBBC Development 

Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as ‘Redhill Aerodrome’ and 

have designated it SAS1. However SAS1 is a far larger area, including not just the 

aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to the west, and to the 

north as far as East Surrey Hospital. The reference to Redhill Aerodrome is misleading 

(GB) fulfils three of the five purposes of the GB – checking urban sprawl, preventing 

coalescence and preventing encroachment into the countryside. Collectively they add 

particular relevance. Development of the site as a whole would mean the merging of 

the community of South Nutfield with Salfords and Whitebushes to the west, and with 

Nutfield nearly into Redhill, is within the candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills 

Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty. (AONB). This is ignored in the RBBC documentation, even though their policy 

states that great weight should be attached to protecting the landscape and scenic 

One example of this: South Nutfield  has no street lighting. Light pollution from the 

lead to thousands of extra vehicles and journeys. These will add to congestion, 

accidents to pedestrians on roads without pavements, and air pollution. The existing 

they are powerless to develop any part of the aerodrome site without TDC support. 

TDC are still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village (GV) as part of their 

Local Plan. No date for that decision is known. It is illogical therefore to proceed with 

that general aviation aerodromes are closing, leading to a significant reduction of such 

facilities, and a review to protect existing aerodromes is underway. This is not taken 

businesses alike within the area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027. 

Existing businesses, including the owners of the   aerodrome, may be deterred from 

is based on an ‘urban areas first’ approach. In safeguarding SAS1 they will be acting 

development at Redhill Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB. As recently as 4th 

October 2017, RBBC planning committee refused a (retrospective) planning application 

at the aerodrome and stated: “...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional 

hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green 

Belt which would erode the openness of the Green Belt.” RBBC’s position regarding a 

flat taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how they can now consider the 

construction of homes will not have such an adverse effect.          

14. Conclusions      As I have highlighted above in italics, the Review and its related 

documents are seriously flawed in relation to the “safeguarding” proposal, not just in a 

few minor matters but in a significant number of critical ways.      The proposal is 

therefore neither soundly based nor proven and should be removed from the DMP.                 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0198

Email/ Letter MP Crispin Blunt RBBC\Represe

ntor\0198

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 With respect to the ongoing publication of the Reigate & Banstead Development 

Management Plan, as MP for Reigate, I would like to register the following objections 

to the inclusion of 'safeguarded' areas on and around Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1):                                                                                                                                                                            

1) The previous Inspector did not require R&BBC to propose taking land out of the 

Green Belt after 2027. What he said was that the Council should conduct a review of 

the Green Belt. That review could, and should, have produced the outcome that all the 

Green Belt in Reigate & Banstead performs and has performed, an essential function, 

and the boundaries should remain as now. New homes should be built on brownfield 

or infill sites.                                                                                                                                                                               

2) The large area proposed does not need 'safeguarding'. It is currently Green Belt and 

development is not allowed. The word 'safeguard' as used in this context is misleading. 

What it actually means is that the land is to be taken out of the Green Belt, i.e. that the 

Greenbelt safeguard is to be removed.                                                                        3) The 

amount of land shown as to be 'safeguarded' in SAS1 is vastly more than any 

conceivable number of houses that might need to be built in the next plan.                                                                                                                             

4) Taking land out of the Green Belt is contrary to public policy, as stated repeatedly by 

the Prime Minister in recent months, and by the Chancellor in this year's budget. The 

Green Belt is intended to be permanent, and should be built on only in 'exceptional' 

circumstances, which certainly do not pertain here.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

5) The proposal can only work, if two things happen, neither of which is under the 

control of Reigate & Banstead Borough Council. Firstly, it is predicated on the need for 

a motorway link road from the M23, which would be subject to approval by Highways 

England. It is unlikely that such permission will be granted in the near future doe to 

immediate plans to make this stretch of the M23 a Smart Motorway. Secondly, it 

depends on Tandridge DC deciding on Redhill Aerodrome as the site for their proposed 

village, a decision which has not yet been taken. The reasons mean there is no 

certainty that the site could be deliverable.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

6) The proposal will blight the land and areas surrounding it. Values of peoples' homes 

will be destroyed. The present good agricultural and environmental management 

taking place on much of the land would not carry on if there was no future for it.                                                                                                                                                     
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7) Such a size of development would also put excessive pressure on local transport and 

social infrastructure.                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

8) Redhill Aerodrome applied to build a hard runway, this was refused by R&BBC on 

Green Belt grounds, refused by the Inspector on appeal, and ultimately refused by the 

Court of Appeal two years ago for the same reason. An area of land whose Green Belt 

status was so recently confirmed by the second highest Court in the land must have its 

Green Belt status preserved and not lightly set aside.                                                                       

9) As is acknowledged by R&BBC, this bit of Surrey's Green Belt is one of the 

narrowest, and therefore particularly deserving of protection. There is a risk of 

removing the Green Belt land that separates Redhill form Horley urban conurbations.                                                                                                                                                                       

In conclusion, I would strongly urge R&BBC to take SAS1 safeguarded areas out of the 

DMP and advise Tandridge District Council that the Redhill Aerodrome garden village 

development proposal does not form part of R&BBC's Development Management 

Plan.                                                                 Sevenoaks District Council did this last year in 

response to proposals by TDC to build a similar garden village at Edenbridge. As a 

result, TDC shelved these plans. I believe R&BBC should follow the lead of Cllr Robert 

Piper, Sevenoaks District Council's Cabinet Member with responsibility for planning, 

when he commented as follows on the issue: 'we did not believe this to be a suitable 

location for a new garden village. Our approach is to continue to protect the green belt 

by developing land which is or has been built on or where there are 'exceptional 

circumstances'. We could never support this proposal to concrete over such a large 

area of the green belt'. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0199

Letter Mr Thomas Bolton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0199

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am moved to comment on your plans as I live adjacent to the Airfield and Tandridge 

DC is considering plans for 8,000 houses contiguous to the development you are 

considering. I have lived at the above address for more than 40 years; one noticeable 

change has been the increase in traffic on all roads in the district and a corresponding 

deterioration of their condition as SCC has been unable to keep pace with the 

consequential increase in wear and tear. Now I see that there is a concern that water is 

in danger of being in short supply in this district despire what I regard as a wet winter. I 

agree with you that there is a need for a long-term planning policy, but not what is 

under consideration. There should be a priority to preserve agricultural land for food 

production in the future as our southerly location made land in this region eminently 

suitable for this purpose. Government policy is misguided and wrong in as so much as 

it requires all councils to identify land upon which low-cost housing can be built; I 

believe this directive is behind the Development Plan you are considering. London and 

the south generate more GDP than other parts of the country and this region of which 

we are part, subsidies the North of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

Undoubtedly this is related to the high traffic density and shortage of water I refer to 

above. It is no doubt desirable to provide accommodation for inhabitants, but that 

must go hand-in-hand with the development of suitable industries, otherwise the 

occupiers will require unemployment support. Do we really need more population in 

London and the south; do we need further opportunities for employment in this area; 

do we really need to stress our water supplies and consume permanently good quality 

growing land, which we will regret when we need to feed the increase in population 

you are planning, from our own (British) resources? To build on land in this area, 

permanently removing the possibility that it could be used at a later date to feed the 

planned increase in the population, is short-sighted. It is doubly misguided because 

this area already has a high density of population, high traffic density with the 

concomitant deterioration of the roads, pressure on council funding, shortage of 

water, etc.  In short the government directive must be resisted in all possible ways by 

councils in this area for the reasons given above. Central 
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government should be forced to reconsider its priorities and redirect funds to the north 

of the country which is in dire need of investment in industries and possible 

employments at the same time as building low-cost houses for these new workers. 

The climate is less conductive to agriculture in many northern regions, water is more 

readily available, and traffic density is substantially less in many areas. Let us have a 

more long-sighted approach, less short-terminism, and push politicians' horizons well 

beyond the next election. We should not solve one problem now by creating more 

serious, and intractable, problems for ourselves later. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0201

Email Mr Alan Boswell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0201

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I would like to OBJECT to the proposed development of the Garden Village at Redhill 

Aerodrome. I feel that the loss of green belt land is unacceptable and the local 

infrastructure will not cope with the influx of up to or more than 8000 homes and 

associated vehicles.
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RBBC\Represe

ntation\0202

Letter Mr A Bottomley RBBC\Represe

ntor\0202

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know 1) Loss of Greenbelt would be a traversy for us and future generations, on and around 

the borough.                                                                                                                2) Please do 

not destroy our surroundings.                                                                                                                                                

3) Traffic density is already unsustainable.                                                                                                                                                                  

4) Pollution                                                                                                                                                                                                         

5) New development in progress in borough are not fit for purpose. No parking on 

Acres Estate for residents etc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

6) SAFEGUARD THE GREENBELT - Thanks

Modify by using brownfield sites. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0616

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Kevin Willcox RBBC\Represe

ntor\1053

Rydon Homes 

Limited

RBBC\Organis

ation\0122

Land Director Mr Kevin Willcox Rydon Homes 

Limited

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

084

Land Director Yes 1.6 MLS2 Yes No Yes Para 1.6 and Objective PS3 states that sites will be allocated for development ACROSS 

the borough consistent with the Core Strategy and sustainability principles. The DMP 

does not fulfil this objective. The North Downs area is acknowledged to have significant 

development pressures but only very insignificant housing allocations within the urban 

area are considered. The Council's evidence points to the area east of Banstead as an 

area of little restraint - except Green Belt policy where an appropriate level of release 

from the Green Belt could be accommodated. Without such concession I fail to see 

how allowing only major releases south of Reigate and Redhill meets the objective in a 

proportional manner.

MLS2 - It is entirely inappropriate to safeguard in the long term one site at Redhill 

Aerodrome, particularly when any delivery is entirely reliant on agreeing a new access 

to the M23 with Highways England. Further sites should be safeguarded such as to the 

east of Banstead.

MLS2 - add second bullet point - land east of Banstead. No Yes In order to make the case to the Inspector 

re the longer term need to take a view 

about meeting the Borough's housing 

needs across the whole Borough.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0224

Email Mr & Mrs Donald Butler RBBC\Represe

ntor\0224

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 With the impending demise of Fairoaks  Aerodrome, Redhill Aerodrome (RA) would be 

the only General Aviation (GA) aerodrome in Surrey forming part of the national GA 

facilities.  RA must be safeguarded as an  

      aerodrome, not a housing estate.

2.  RA is a thriving aviation facility employing over 400 specialist aviation personnel 

with scope for growth if RA is allowed to carry out further improvement works to up 

grade the aerodrome facilities to modern standards.

3.   RA should be allowed to continue its aviation activities which have been ongoing 

since the mid 1930s.  Reigate and Banstead Borough Council (RBBC)  has no need to 

take the proposed action regarding housing on 

      the aerodrome. RBBC should encourage RA to continue to develop its GA 

operations.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0230

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Philip 

Geoffrey

Capsey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0230

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Safeguarding' the unspoilt land surrounding Honeycrock Lane (SAS1) is not sound - it is 

one step from letting the developers destroy it. This land must NOT be built on for the 

following reasons: It is filled with wildlife that would loose their habitat. If built on we 

would be joining Redhill to Horley and there is only Gatwick between Horley and 

Crawley. We would loose all greenbelt creating a massive urban sprawl - effectively a 

suburb of London. The already overstretched road network will be gridlock. The extra 

houses would be mostly commuters - there is already no parking at local stations 

meaning all roads full of parked cars. East Surrey Hospital is overstretched now - this 

would make it impossible. The proposal relies on a link to the M23 - loosing more 

greenbelt. The land is far more than is required for housing and non greenbelt land is 

available and should be used. There has been no consultation regarding SAS1. DO NOT 

DESTROY THIS BUFFER BETWEEN TOWNS.

Keep this green belt area. Build instead on other available non green belt. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0231

Survey 

Monkey

Master Gabriel Capsey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0231

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to "Safeguard" the land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome is not sound 

because it makes no sense to build houses on Green Belt land when there is non Green 

belt land still available. Green belt land is there for a reason and taking this away will 

take away our local wildlife which is just as important for the community as the people 

who live there. The roads are already far to busy and I as a child don't want to be 

injured or even killed because of the increased traffic from the proposed Garden Village 

while I'm on my bike. R&B don't need to build more houses behind my house, you 

have already build them at the end of my road and not sold them!! Just sat NO to 

Tandridge District Council.

No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0232

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Melissa Capsey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0232

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to "safeguard" the land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome is not sound for 

so many reasons.. If you actually do read this, my first reason for stopping this 

madness comes from my heart, Honeycrock Lane along with the fields and hedgerows 

that surround it are home to an ENDANGERED species, I know this as not only do I 

rescue and rehabilitate them, they live around my house using the field behind us to 

move around safely, Hedgehogs... I would hope that the Council are at least aware of 

the devastating fall in numbers, I would also hope that they would not want to 

contribute to the fast approaching extinction of such an innocent creature. By taking 

away this Green Belt land you will expose these Hedgehogs to man made hazards, 

taking away their habitat and homes, forcing them to cross already busy roads, why 

would you want to do that? Reigate and Banstead council don't even need this land to 

build on as it is outside your current Core Strategy Plan. If Tandridge District Council 

need more houses then let them build them in their borough not in R&B, just a 

thought you could of just said NO to Tandridge Council like Sevenoakes Council did, in 

fact why didn't you??? The land is Green Belt for a very good reason, it prevents one 

small town joining up with another small town to make a city, this is Surrey not 

London, there is plenty of non green belt land available for development within the 

Borough use that in steed, or even better build more houses and even new towns 

north of the country where it's needed the most not in Reigate and Banstead. There 

has been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land and as you know 

once this land has been taken out of Green Belt protection there is NO going back. 

These pockets and they are now only pockets of Green are so important for not only 

the wildlife that live there but for the mental health of the human residents too. The 

roads around Redhill Aerodrome are already busy and fast with the proposed "Garden 

Village" the current roads and rail infrastructure could not cope with the increased 

demand and as for the disaster just waiting to happen at a 4 way junction with the 

M23! Please keep our part of Surrey GREEN.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0237

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Karen Chambers RBBC\Represe

ntor\0237

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Whilst I understand the need for the Borough council to fulfil its obligations regarding 

housing, the decision to safeguard this land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome is not 

sound for a number of reasons. I believe that the proposed safeguarded land is far 

more land than is deemed necessary to meet the current housing demand. The 

development will effectively link Redhill and Horley and the required infrastructure 

required to support the development will blight the area for years as well as stretching 

surrounding rail and road links beyond capacity. There is other non Green Belt 

available for development within the borough and such land should be considered 

ahead of using precious green belt. As far as I am aware, there has been no 

consultation process on safeguarding SAS1 land and I don’t believe that the DMP 

consultation process is inappropriate for commenting on safeguarding land. In 

addition, the proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and a new 4-way 

junction with the M23 together with the Tandridge District Council selection of Redhill 

Aerodrome for their proposed garden village. I fear that the development will blight 

the area for generations, with pollution, over-crowding of local amenities and 

destruction of a beautiful area for our children and their children.

Safeguarding SAS1 is unnecessary and the Councils development strategy can be 

more effectively fulfilled through better use of non Green Belt land.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0239

Survey 

Monkey

Mr David Chippendale RBBC\Represe

ntor\0239

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know - The plan proposes to 'safeguard' Green Belt land.  - Green Belt policy was established 

in 1955 primarily to STOP urban sprawl.  The plan to 'safeguard' the land at and 

beyond Redhill Aerodrome (referred to as SAS1) directly violates this objective and 

would effectively join Redhill with Horley.  - Safeguarding Green Belt land is critical to 

the future health and safety of the community.  Mental Health issues are increasing at 

an alarming rate and taking away green belt land will contribute to making this issue 

significantly worse.  - Other non Green Belt land is available to meet future needs 

within the Borough and, whilst this may not be what developers want, their wishes 

should be of no concern in the planning process.  - There has been no consultation on 

safeguarding the Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) land, and the DMP consultation process is 

not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding land.   - It is not deliverable, with the 

proposal dependant on a new link road between the A23 and a new 4 way junction 

with the M23, together with the Tandridge District Council selection of Redhill 

Aerodrome land for their proposed garden village.  - The safeguarding of Green Belt 

land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy Plan.  - The plan is 

unsustainable in terms of the environment and infrastructure.  There are already 

serious issues with the provision of doctors, hospitals, schools and social housing in 

the area.  Safeguarding this land for building thousands of new houses in this area is 

just not sustainable, creating problems for both current and future generations. 

Similarly, the current and proposed road and rail infrastructure could not cope with 

such concentrated development.

That is the planners' job, but I would suggest that they recognise the importance of 

maintaining the Green Belt for the benefit of current and future generations in their 

plans.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0249

Survey 

Monkey

Mr David Coles RBBC\Represe

ntor\0249

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 No No Don't Know Safeguarding the green belt as intended far out ways the demand for needed housing. Safeguarding of the aerodrome sight which is green belt is outside the core strategy 

plan.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0253

Email Mr Michael Cook RBBC\Represe

ntor\0253

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't know No Don't know 1. Summary 

This objection relates to the proposal to “safeguard” a large area of Green Belt land 

within and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome for possible future housing development 

after 2027, being the end of the current development plan period. This proposal is part 

of the Development Master Plan (“DMP”), dated 2017 and produced by Redhill & 

Reigate Borough Council (“RBBC”). The main DMP document addressing this proposal 

is the Green Belt Review (the “Review”) along with the “Safeguarded Land Report” (the 

“SL Report”) and the “Sustainability Appraisal” (the “Appraisal”). 

It is important to be clear on the meanings of several words and expressions which are 

used in the reports with quasitechnical meanings and which would not be so used in 

common parlance. The most important are that “safeguarding” areas of Green Belt 

means removing them immediately from the Green Belt so as to reserve them for 

possible housing development. From its usage “sustainability” clearly means suitability 

for large scale longterm housing development. 

2. Objection 

I object to the proposal to “safeguard” the area designated “SAS1” in the Review, 

being at and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome. I request this be removed from the 

Development Master Plan My reason is that the methodology and criteria are 

seriously flawed in a number of critical ways. 

If sound methodology and correct criteria were to be used and the evaluation carried 

out realistically and fairly, I think it very clear that the proposal would fail by a 

substantial margin to pass the required criteria. 

My observations and reasoning are detailed below with main conclusions highlighted 

in bold italic typeface. 

3. Core Strategy Policy 

The Review states RBBC’s commitment to its Core Strategy and that the Review has 

been carried out in accordance with it, particularly Policy CS3. As the Review 

demonstrably fails to do so, it is worth reproducing it as quoted in para 6.9 of the 

Review : 

“In exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt and allocated 

for development through the plan making process. Exceptional circumstances may 

exist where both (a) and (b) apply: 

Remove SAS1. No

a. There is an overriding need for the development in order to secure the delivery of 

the strategic objectives and policies of the Core Strategy, and either: 

i. The development proposed cannot be accommodated on land within the existing 

urban area or on land which is in the countryside beyond the Green Belt; or

ii. The development of land within the Green Belt would represent a significantly more 

sustainable option than (i). 

b. There is no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt.” 

4. Criteria Applied in the Review 

In the subsection starting from para 6.78 criteria applied to land considered for 

“safeguarding” vs immediate development are shown as subheadings as follows :- 

(a) Is it necessary to “safeguard” land beyond the immediate plan period? (b) Is it 

possible to “safeguard” land outside the Green Belt? (c) Is “safeguarding” land within 

the Green Belt a more sustainable option? (d) Would this proposal seriously conflict 

with the purposes or integrity of the Green Belt? 

Comparing these criteria with the Core Strategy quoted above, there are two critical 

changes or wording which make the subsequent analysis and conclusions 

fundamentally erroneous and flawed (or at the very least questionable and 

necessitating the studies to be repeated against the correct criteria). These are : 

     Policy CS3 requires Green Belt land to be “significantly more” sustainable whereas 

the criterion (c) used states “more” sustainable.  

     Policy CS3 requires “no or limited” conflict with Green Belt purposes and integrity 

whereas the criterion (d) used is whether it “seriously” conflicts.  The justification for 

proposing “safeguarding” the area under consideration is therefore funda- mentally 

flawed as the criteria used were less demanding and not in accordance with Policy CS3. 

 

5. TDC “Garden Village” 



Para 7.5 of the SL Report states that the justification for proposing this area for 

“safeguarding” is conditional upon a decision being made by Tandridge DC in their 

forthcoming Local Plan to allocate a substantial adjacent area for large scale housing 

development now or in the future. It is also conditional upon provision of suitable 

eastern access through Tandridge District to the M23. 

The former condition is understood to refer to the “Garden Village” of between 4,000 

and 8,000 houses. The latter condition would require a new access being constructed 

on the M23. 

Because of these conditions and the much greater number of houses being proposed 

in Tandridge District, consideration of area SAS1 on its own is entirely unrealistic and 

fallacious. “The tail wagging the dog”! 

This fallacy affects every aspect of the evaluation and proposal to “safeguard” the area 

under present consideration – i.e. the impact on the Green Belt, the “sustainability” 

and the infrastructure and services. 

The “safeguarding” proposal is flawed in that, being adjacent to and conditional upon a 

considerably larger proposed housing development, consideration of either rather than 

both together cannot give a complete, realistic and fair evaluation and analysis. 

Redhill Aerodrome is just one of three or four locations under TDC’s consideration for 

the “Garden Village” project and Redhill has no obvious advantage over any of the 

other locations, whereas one of the other sites is seen to have certain advantageous 

features. 

The dependence of the proposed “safeguarding” on choice of Redhill Aerodrome for 

the TDC “Garden Village” is an important factor which does not appear to have been 

taken fully into account. 

6. Representation of the Area 

Clearly inclusion of the “Garden Village” proposal will fundamentally alter the 

evaluation of this site for “safeguarding”. However, for present purposes the area 

covered by the Review and associated documents will be used. 

The Review attributes the same characteristics and values across the entire area under 

consideration whereas in reality the area consists of three “sub-areas” each having 

significantly different characteristics and therefore meriting differing values in the 

evaluation, especially their importance to the Green Belt 

This has clearly led to unrepresentative presentation and evaluation of the 

characteristics of this area as will be clearly demonstrated below. 

The proposal to “safeguard” the area is therefore seriously flawed by the unrealistic 

represent ation of this area and its constituent parts. 

7. The Three Subareas 

The above point is abundantly clear by considering each subarea and its 

characteristics in turn. 

The Aerodrome Subarea 

This consists of the part of the area under consideration which lies within the 

aerodrome boundary. It constitutes about one third of the area proposed for 

“safeguarding”. 

The statement that the aerodrome itself is “partially previously developed land” is 

highly misleading. It suggests that much of it is developed in the same way as normal 

housing and commercial areas. In fact, only a very small area has been developed in 

this sense as the vast majority of the aerodrome is open grassland. 

Due to its usage, it is not open to access by the general public nor has it any public 

footpaths. 

In spite of this, this subarea is of very high Green Belt importance as very amply 

demonstrated by this being a primary reason for repeated refusal of Planning Consent 

for developments at the aerodrome. The most recent was for a hard runway – how 

much more intrusive would a very large housing development be? 

The Northern and the Western/Southern Subareas 

These lie to the north and to the west/south of the Aerodrome Subarea. These 

constitute about two thirds of the area proposed for “safeguarding”. 

These subareas are predominantly open undulating farmland with extensive views 

and extensive public access via a web of well used public footpaths. 

There are very few buildings, being mainly houses in small groups and alone. In no way 

could these areas be described as “partially previously developed land”. 

The Northern Sub-area is the local “jewel in the crown”, mainly because of its proximity 

to the North Downs and the exceptional scenery afforded both by the Downs and by 

the undulating topography within and immediately adjacent to it. 

The Western/Southern Subarea shares most of the features of the Northern Subarea, 

even if not the same exceptional quality of landform and views. 

If, as described above, the Aerodrome Subarea has been assessed repeatedly as of 

very high Green Belt value, these subareas, especially the Northern Subarea are 

without doubt of substantially even greater value. 

As described in the documents, these subareas contain around eight Listed Buildings, 

several at Grade II. Our own, Staplehurst Farm is one of the oldest buildings in the 

area, including significant original features dating from around 1300. For several of 

these their settings are important features of their historical and scenic interest. 

8. Importance to Green Belt 

As quoted earlier, Policy CS3 requires that “There is no or limited conflict with the 

purposes and integrity of the Green Belt” is one of two conditions which must both be 

met. It is therefore perfectly valid to consider this before looking at the other one 

(“sustainability” advantages). 

From the discussion of subareas above, it is clear that the Northern and 

Western/Southern Sub areas, especially the Northern Subarea, have substantially 

higher Green Belt importance than the Aerodrome Subarea. 

Looking therefore at the Aerodrome Subarea, it has been noted that over recent years 

a series of Planning Consents have been refused for developments at the aerodrome 

primarily because of the harm such developments would cause to the “openness of 

the Green Belt”. The most recent was the refusal of Consent at the highest level for a 

hard runway. This refusal was energetically supported by RBBC, thereby 

demonstrating the very high Green Belt value the Council accorded to this site. 

The Sustainability Appraisal also confirms the high value of the area in Green Belt 

terms in stating on page 165 that “The development is likely to have a significant 

negative impact on landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently 

undeveloped area in the countryside”. Considered along with the “Garden Village”, as 

it should be, would indicate a considerably greater negative impact. 

The Review fails to take account of the probability that the Surrey Hills Area of 

Outstanding Beauty (“AONB”) is likely to be extended to Nutfield Ridge and that this 

would be severely impacted by any housing scheme(s) on or near Redhill Aerodrome. 

The importance ratings on pages 261 to 263 of the Safeguarded Land Report, 

suggesting a much lower overall importance, are clearly anomalous. 

It is therefore clear that the Aerodrome Subarea fails by a significant margin to meet 

the criterion requiring “no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the 

Green Belt”. 

The above discussion shows the Northern and Western/Southern Subareas to have 

substantially even higher Green Belt importance. 

This suggests that the “safeguarding” proposal should be abandoned. 

9. Sustainability Ratings 

The sustainability ratings for this site are detailed on pages 909 to 915 of the 

Sustainability Report and it is also helpful to compare the summaries on pages 165 to 

167 of the three sites considered for “safeguarding”. 

The choice and definitions of the headings and the ratings allocated are in many cases 

highly debatable. In view of the seriousness of the flaws and shortcomings noted 

elsewhere in this submission, there seems no need to “nit pick” these details. 

The rating system used for this report and their allocations need reconsideration. 

10. Safeguarded Land Report Conclusion 

Para 7.2 of the SL Report points to its Appendix 7 for its conclusions for each of the 

sites. In para 7.3 it then immediately states that “Based on the findings of this report it 

is recommended that SAS1: Redhill Aerodrome is included in the DMP as ‘Safeguarded 

Land’”. 



There is no reference to a clear comparison between the various sites in terms of 

which Green Belt site is the most suitable, although the tables indicate a small 

difference in the (largely subjective?) tables in Appendix 7. There is no clear evaluation 

to indicate whether there is “no or limited conflict with the purposes or integrity of the 

Green Belt”, as required by Policy CS3. 

There is no account taken that the proposal to “safeguard” this site is alone dependent 

on the uncertainties of its dependence on the TDC “Garden Village” being located 

adjacent. 

There appears no evaluation to show that this site’s “sustainability” offers the 

significant advantages required under Policy CS3. 

The “safeguarding” proposal should be rejected because the Review has failed to take 

full account of all relevant factors in its evaluation and has failed to provide clear and 

convincing reasoning for this proposal, especially regarding the criteria specified by 

Policy CS3. 

11. Infrastructure and Services 

The Review fails to consider problems in the provision of infrastructure and services at 

this site. Clearly, as noted above, consideration of all the proposed short and 

longterm housing on and in the vicinity of Redhill Aerodrome (i.e. both the proposed 

“safeguarding” and the “Garden Village” project) would have a vastly greater impact 

than just the “safeguarding” area on its own. 

The Review is flawed in that it does not appear to have taken this essential overall view 

of impact on and demands for infrastructure and services. 

The addition of several thousand houses to the area would have a vast impact on 

infrastructure and services over quite a wide area, including especially Redhill and 

Reigate. 

The road network in the area is already highly congested and, because of the distances 

to primary services and centres of employment, the idea that the additional transport 

needs would be met other than by additional private car traffic would be unrealistic. 

In particular, the roundabout at the entrance to East Surrey Hospital is 

presently a serious bottleneck not only regarding access to the hospital but also for 

general traffic accessing and crossing the A23, especially during rush hours. Because of 

the restricted access across the main railway embankment, there would be limited 

possibilities to make substantial improvements to this route. 

Road access in other directions is severely constrained to the north by the narrow arch 

bridges under the east west railway line and to the east by the M23. 

Relatively few of the residents would find employment at or adjacent to the site. As 

with the present local population, workers would travel to nearby towns and other 

locations at varying distances via the roads/motorways and railways. Gatwick Airport, 

Crawley and their environs provide much employment and this is likely to increase 

rather than decrease. Locating a large number of new workers at the proposed 

location would add significant traffic to, from and on the A23 and M23. 

The railway system itself is also subject to severe capacity problems largely caused by 

limited line capacity on the approaches to Central London and Croydon. 

Health, education and other public services in the Redhill area are currently severely 

overstretched and it would be unlikely that the new residents would include high 

number of the skills under strain. It would seem better to disperse the additional 

demand for these services over a wide area than to concentrate a very large additional 

demand at one place. 

The Review fails to give full consideration to the impact of all the planned housing 

development (including the “Garden Village”) and especially consideration as to 

whether dispersed housing provision would cause less problems in relation to 

infrastructure and services. 

12. Government Policy 

The Government’s policy on the Green Belt has been repeatedly and consistently 

stated publicly on the lines that the Green Belt should be maintained in perpetuity. 

However, under exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt 

provided that it is of low Green Belt value and that it is replaced by nonGreen Belt 

land which has no lesser claim to Green Belt status and protection. 

The Review contains no proposals to replace the “safeguarded” area with equivalent 

new Green Belt. 

Para 84 of the National Planning Policy Framework (“NPPF”) states a preference for 

sustainable development to be directed “towards urban areas inside the Green Belt 

boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary”. 

Para 85 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should “where necessary, 

identify in their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area and the 

Green Belt [i.e. not within the Green Belt], in order to meet longerterm development 

needs stretching well beyond the plan period”. 

These requirements are clearly intended to prevent rural areas being infilled with 

urban sprawl and to preserve the distinctive character of rural villages and 

communities. 

The effect of developing the proposed “safeguarding” area and the “Garden Village” 

would be to interconnect Redhill, South Nutfield, Whitebushes and Salfords – and via 

northward extensions from Horley, all the way to Horley – as part of a massive urban 

sprawl. South Nutfield and other communities would simply become part of this urban 

environment. 

The Review is contrary to National Planning Policy in that proposed “safeguarding” 

area is not compliant with paras 84 & 85 of the NPPF. 

13. Additional Comments

RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as 

‘Redhill

Aerodrome’ and have designated it SAS1. However SAS1 is a far larger area, including 

not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to the west, 

and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital. The reference to Redhill Aerodrome is 

misleading and inaccurate.

three of the five purposes of the GB – checking urban sprawl, preventing coalescence 

and preventing encroachment into the countryside. Collectively they add weight the 

principle of the GB in maintaining openness.

mean the

merging of the community of South Nutfield with Salfords and Whitebushes to the 

west, and with

Redhill in the north.

this point.

candidate area for

inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. (AONB). This is 

ignored in the

RBBC documentation, even though their policy states that great weight should be 

attached to

protecting the landscape and scenic beauty of AONBs.

South Nutfield  has no street lighting. Light pollution from the new development would 

be significant.

journeys.

These will add to congestion, accidents to pedestrians on roads without pavements, 

and air

pollution. The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes.



without TDC

support. TDC are still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village (GV) as part 

of their

Local Plan. No date for that decision is known. It is illogical therefore to proceed with 

safeguarding

the site until a TDC decision is known.

significant

reduction of such facilities, and a review to protect existing aerodromes is underway. 

This is not

taken into account by RBBC.

area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027. Existing businesses, including 

the owners of the

aerodrome, may be deterred from investing, and new businesses may choose to go 

elsewhere.

SAS1 they will be acting contrary to their own policy.

Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB. As recently as 4th October 2017, RBBC 

planning committee refused a

(retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome and stated: “...the proposal, by 

virtue of the

extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate development within the 

Metropolitan

Green Belt which would erode the openness of the Green Belt.” RBBC’s position 

regarding a flat

taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how they can now consider the 

construction of

homes will not have such an adverse effect.

14. Conclusions 

As I have highlighted above in italics, the Review and its related documents are 

seriously flawed in relation to the “safeguarding” proposal, not just in a few minor 

matters but in a significant number of critical ways. 

The proposal is therefore neither soundly based nor proven and should be removed 

from the DMP. 
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No I write to OBJECT to the plan to “safeguard” for development the part of Redhill 

Aerodrome in Reigate and Banstead Borough which is Green Belt and the surrounding 

Green Belt land (SAS1)  because it is - 

UNSOUND

The decision to safeguard this land for development is not sound for reasons most 

succinctly put by my neighbour, Mr Richard Guise.  In addition the Council’s approach 

to this land  contradicts all their previous efforts to protect it. I have lived here for  39 

years and Reigate and Banstead Borough Council have consistently opposed 

applications by Redhill Aerodrome on the grounds of being inappropriate in the Green 

Belt.  

Only four years ago Reigate and Banstead Borough Council, together with the 

Secretary of State (so important was the principle involved) and Tandridge District 

Council joined together to go to the Court of Appeal because Redhill Aerodrome had 

won their appeal  against the Planning Inspector’s decision to refuse their application 

for a hard runway.  Redhill Aerodrome’s  grounds for appealing were inter alia: 

“The Inspector’s decision was unlawful on the basis that her interpretation of 

paragraph 88 of the NPPF was incorrect regarding the approach to the meaning of ‘any 

other harm’.”

Redhill Aerodrome complained in their submission that “if the Inspector’s approach is 

correct then, wherever there is inappropriate development in the Green Belt any other 

harm will be elevated to a level of great significance.”

The judge found  in Redhill Aerodrome’s favour.

The Secretary of State and the two Councils therefore went to the higher Court of 

Appeal to appeal that decision,  They were successful and  their appeal  was allowed, 

thereby refusing the application.  At the end of  this e-mail you will find the report 

(9.10.14) of Landmark Chambers on that successful  appeal to the Court of Appeal.

SAS1 should NOT be included as “safeguarded for development” land. No

After so many years of assiduously  protecting the Green Belt the Council can hardly 

have grounds for “safeguarding for development” the aerodrome and even more land 

around it, particularly as the appeal of the Secretary of State and two Councils related 

to a hard runway – a strip of concrete.   Covering the huge Green Belt area of SAS1 with 

housing and a motorway link would do FAR more damage to a  much GREATER AREA 

of Green Belt.  I am baffled that Reigate and Banstead should even consider this as 

sustainable and sound.  For over 39 years all the Planning Inquiry  Inspectors, in 

refusing applications for development on the aerodrome, have referred to the 

importance of this area of  Green Belt and one referred to it as “fragile”.

Further, the Green Belt was legislated into existence for a specific purpose and it is 

meant to be protected.  In particular it is meant to prevent settlements being joined 

together to create a “Greater Sprawling London” (my description).  “Safeguarding! 

SAS1 for development would join Redhill, South Nutfield, Salfords and Sidlow with 

Horley and, through Redhill, to the more densely populated areas to the north of the 

Borough.

Green Belt is the green lung around London and important for us all.  If this large area 

of land is taken out of the Green Belt it will be lost for future generations. (I’m not 

being a NIMBY as I shall be long dead by the time any proposed development takes 

place.)

It is unsound because of the poor infrastructure.  The winding lanes are so 

inappropriate for development of this land that it seems a link road from the M23 to 

the A23 across Green Belt land SAS1 has been suggested.  The real problems of the 

poor infrastructure do not seem to have been taken into account, particularly since the 

large new developments in Horley will also have a link road to the already heavily 

trafficked  A23.  The A23 and roads around the East Surrey Hospital, already difficult at 

peak times,  will be impossible and made worse by a motorway link.  Traffic from any 

motorway link would cause a bottleneck at the Three Arch bridge.   Heavy traffic will 

still use the narrow winding lanes in the area which are  notorious for accidents – living 

on a tight double bend I see far too many of them.   Unsustainable.

Although there are two small railway stations (to the north Nutfield, to the 

south Salfords) the capacity is limited as trains funnel into London, and longer trains 

are not possible because of the constraints in the track (points, crossovers etc.) and  

adjacent structures.      

The proposed “safeguarded for development” land is far more than is necessary to 

meet housing demand.   Reigate and Banstead have other land which is not Green Belt 

available for development within the Borough and in their Green Belt Review accepted 

that fact.  In that Green Belt Review para 6.87 (relating to “safeguarding”) they  say the 

following:

“It is extremely unlikely that the required amount of housing can be provided entirely 

from brownfield land within the urban area or windfall sites, with the most suitable 

sites currently known to the Council allocated as development sites for the current 

plan period. The remaining land in the borough that is not within the Green Belt is the 

Rural Surrounds of Horley. This area was split into multiple parcels of land for the 

Sustainable Urban Extensions Technical report and Green Belt Review. Parcels NWH1, 

NWH2, and SEH4 have been allocated within the DMP for urban extensions, parcels 

SEH1 and SEH2 have been allocated for a strategic employment site, and parcels EH2 

and SEH7 have been allocated as part of the Riverside Green Chain. However, the 

remaining parcels make up a total land area of 161.2ha. This would be more than 

enough land to accommodate the needed housing, meaning there are not exceptional 

circumstances for altering the Green Belt, unless it is clear that safeguarding within the 

Green Belt is a more sustainable option than safeguarding land outside of the Green 

Belt.”   

So the Council themselves have already accepted that they have enough land without 

any need to use Green Belt land and clearly SAS1 is not a more sustainable option for 

housing for many reasons, including those I have set out above.  They have shown no 

coherent case for any “sustainability” advantage for SAS1.

I end by returning to the question of the Green Belt and Reigate and Banstead’s 

previous vigorous protection of SAS1  land – to the extent of accepting  the great cost 

of going to the Appeal Court with the Secretary of 



State approximately 3 years ago.  It shows that even Reigate and Banstead know that 

this suggested “safeguarding for development” of SAS1 cannot be sound.   Should over  

39 years of protection to be so carelessly thrown away?

REPORT BY LANDMARK CHAMBERS ON THE RESULT OF AN APPEAL BY SECRETARY OF 

STATE, REIGATE AND BANSTEAD BOROUGH COUNCIL AND TANDRIDGE DISTRICT 

COUNCIL

DATE: 09 Oct 2014

The Court of Appeal (Sullivan, Tomlinson and Lewison LLJ) today allowed appeals by 

the Secretary of State for Communities & Local Government, Tandridge District Council 

and Reigate & Banstead Borough Council against the judgment of Patterson J. in 

Redhill Aerodrome Limited v Secretary of State for Communities and Local 

Government, Tandridge District Council, Reigate and Banstead Borough Council [2014] 

EWHC 2476 (Admin).

The case concerned the proper interpretation of the words “any other harm” when 

considering inappropriate development in the Green Belt under para. 88 of the 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

Paras. 87 and 88 of the NPPF provide: 

“87. As with previous Green Belt policy, inappropriate development is, by definition, 

harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special 

circumstances.

88. When considering any planning application, local planning authorities should 

ensure that substantial weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. ‘Very special 

circumstances’ will not exist unless the potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of 

inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly outweighed by other 

considerations.” 

Prior to the NPPF para. 3.2 of PPG2 provided “… Inappropriate development is, by 

definition, harmful to the Green Belt. It is for the applicant to show why permission 

should be granted. Very special circumstances to justify the inappropriate 

development will not exist unless the harm by reason of inappropriateness, and any 

other harm, is clearly outweighed by other considerations…”. 

In River Club v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2009] EWHC 

2674 Frances Patterson QC sitting as a Deputy High Court Judge held: 

“26. Paragraph 3.2 of PPG2 is within the section of the PPG entitled “Control over 

development” and within that part, sub headed “Presumption against inappropriate 

development”. In my judgement, para.3.2 is dealing with what is required to make 

inappropriate development acceptable in the Green Belt. That means considering the 

development as a whole to evaluate the harm that flows from it being inappropriate, 

together with any other harm that the development may cause, to enable a clear 

identification of harm against which the benefits of the development can be weighed 

so as to be able to conclude whether very special circumstances exist so as to warrant 

grant of planning permission.

27. It is of note that there are no qualifying words within para.3.2 in relation to the 

phrase “and any harm”. Inappropriate development, by definition, causes harm to the 

purposes of the Green Belt and may cause harm to the objectives of the Green Belt 

also. “Any other harm” must therefore refer to some other harm than that which is 

caused through the development being inappropriate. It can refer to harm in the Green 

Belt context, therefore, but need not necessarily do so. Accordingly, I hold that “any 

other harm” in para.3.2 is to be given its plain and ordinary meaning and refers to 

harm which is identified and which is additional to harm caused through the 

development being inappropriate. It follows that I reject the argument that the phrase 

is constrained and applies to harm to the Green Belt only.” 

In the Redhill case she held that the meaning of the words “any other harm” had, in 

the context of the NPPF, changed and confined consideration to non-Green Belt harms, 

she thus declined to follow her own previous decision in River Club. 

The Court of Appeal today overturned that decision effectively reinstating the River 

Club Approach. The Court formally allowed the appeals and indicated that its full 

reasons would be given later. 

James Maurici QC appeared for the Secretary of State (leading Richard Kimblin).

Stephen Whale appeared for the councils.

Christopher Katkowski QC and Alistair Mills appeared for Redhill Aerodrome.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don’t know No Don’t know As [...] of one of the nearest properties to and likely to be most affected by the 

development at Redhill Aerodrome, I object in the strongest terms to proposals to 

"safeguard" Redhill Aerodrome and surrounding land in the Reigate & Banstead 

Borough Council (RBBC) Development Management Plan (DMP).

First, and most obvious, the description of the proposed action as "safeguarding" the 

land surrounding and including Redhill Aerodrome is disingenuous. My dictionary 

defines the verb "to safeguard" as "to protect," as in "to protect someone or 

something from danger or injury." What RBBC is proposing to do, in fact, is the 

complete opposite -to remove land that is currently "protected" by Green Belt 

restrictions and render it vulnerable to what I, and most other, people would 

characterise as "harm or injury" i.e. large-scale construction of housing and associated 

infrastructure.

Further, the DMP misleadingly describes the site to be "safeguarded" as Redhill 

Aerodrome, designated as SASI. However, SASI  Is a far larger area that includes not 

just RBBC's share of the aerodrome, but an even greater area to the north and west as 

far as East Surrey Hospital. In fact, the plans that I have seen show that most of the 

earmarked SAS1 / MLS2 area - probably around two-thirds, in fact - lies outside the 

aerodrome and consists predominantly of agricultural and other rural Green Belt land, 

which is accessible to and frequently accessed by the public via a network of public 

footpaths.

It is, of course, the proposed destruction of part of the Green Belt to which I most 

strongly object. RBBC acknowledges that the Green Belt fulfils three policy objectives - 

preventing urban sprawl, preventing coalescence of nearby urban areas and 

safeguarding the existing countryside for the enjoyment and well-being of an 

increasingly urbanised population. These admirable goals are what RBBC is now 

proposing to abandon.

Withdraw SAS1 / MLS2 land No Yes I wish to state my objections clearly

As you are aware, the London Metropolitan Green Belt is at one of its narrowest and 

most fragmented points in the RBBC/Tandridge area. Development of the SASl land 

would effectively mean the coalescence of South Nutfield with Salfords and 

Whitebushes, and even Horley, to the south and west and Redhill to the north. 

Further, Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

(AONB). This fact is ignored in the RBBC DMP published plans.

Once "safeguarded" in the proposed manner, the SAS1 / MLS2 land is likely to be 

permanently removed from the Green Belt, and planning policy dictates that only in 

"exceptional circumstances" might it return. In fact, "safeguarding" SAS1 / MLS2 would 

represent the thin end of the wedge as far as developers are concerned, and they will 

keep pressurising RBBC to build on it, regardless of any local plan. This will effectively 

mean the creation of new "executive reservations" in Surrey since "affordable homes" - 

particularly around Redhill Aerodrome would be insufficiently profitable in view of the 

probable massive infrastructural start-up costs (see my comments below on the 

Tandridge Borough Council "Garden Village" plan).

Meanwhile "safeguarding" SAS1 / MLS2 will create uncertainty for local residents - and 

probably a blight on house prices - and businesses alike for the foreseeable future and 

at least until 2027.

Until now, RBBC, in order to protect the Green Belt, has consistently rejected 

development at Redhill Aerodrome -including opposing, retrospectively, the recent 

construction by the owners of a hard taxiway without planning permission. It has also 

opposed around four other development proposals in the last 30 years. Why then do 

these considerations no longer apply? RBBC's core strategy is based on an "urban 

areas first" approach, yet in "safeguarding" SAS1 / MLS2, it will be acting contrary to its 

own policy. Further, I believe that sufficient non-Green Belt land already exists within 

RBBC's purview and the proposed land· to be "safeguarded" is far more than will be 

needed to meet projected housing demand.



Moreover, any proposals for housing development on Redhill Aerodrome and 

surrounding areas will necessitate large investments to upgrade the local 

infrastructure, and would certainly need the cooperation of Tandridge Borough Council 

(TBC), in whose area most of the aerodrome lies. Tandridge's tentative idea, which I 

also strongly oppose, of developing Redhill Aerodrome as one of its three possible 

"Garden Villages depends on spending up to

£100 million on a new road to connect with the A23 and, most expensively, on 

constructing a four-way motorway junction on the M23, on which work could not 

begin for- a approximately eight years. But TBC will not decide between the candidate 

sites until summer 2018 - and their decision, whatever it is, is bound to be hotly 

contested and the outcome delayed. In fact, the colossal infrastructural start-up costs 

are likely to be a major disincentive. lfTBC decides against Redhill Aerodrome, large-

scale housing development by RBBC on SAS1 / MLS2 would be greatly disincentivised, 

but pressure from developers to build on the "safeguarded" land would continue 

nevertheless.

The term "Garden Village," as used by TBC, is also a misnomer, since what is being 

proposed is effectively the creation of a new small town in the Green Belt - the TBC 

"Garden Village" on Redhill Aerodrome could have up to 8,000 houses and presumably 

around 24,000 inhabitants, for example. Put together with the SAS1 / MLS2 land, TBC 

and RBBC could be proposing to create around 13,000 homes with around 39,000 

inhabitants. Does RBBC want to be responsible for what would amount to a major 

breach of the Green Belt in Surrey?

Practically speaking, development of SAS1 / MLS2 would also need large-scale 

investment by RBBC to upgrade the surrounding infrastructure - transport links, 

schools, medical facilities, and possibly a new spur road to East Surrey Hospital. It 

would lead to thousands of extra journeys by individuals and thousands of extra 

vehicles using the narrow local roads, which are already barely sufficient for the load 

they have to bear. Road construction/improvements to the north, in addition, would 

be severely constrained by the North Downs rail link and its 

narrow road arches. The adjoining north-south and east-west rail connections - tracks, 

junctions, stations, etc. - would also need major improvement.

It is for all the above reasons that I oppose the proposal to "safeguard" the SAS1 / 

MLS2 land as part of the RBBC Development Management Plan, and I urge you to 

withdraw  it.
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don’t know No Don’t know As [...] of one of the nearest properties to and likely to be most affected by the 

development at Redhill Aerodrome, I object in the strongest terms to proposals to 

"safeguard" Redhill Aerodrome and surrounding land in the Reigate & Banstead 

Borough Council (RBBC) Development Management Plan (DMP).

First, and most obvious, the description of the proposed action as "safeguarding" the 

land surrounding and including Redhill Aerodrome is disingenuous. My dictionary 

defines the verb "to safeguard" as "to protect," as in "to protect someone or 

something from danger or injury." What RBBC is proposing to do, in fact, is the 

complete opposite -to remove land that is currently "protected" by Green Belt 

restrictions and render it vulnerable to what I, and most other, people would 

characterise as "harm or injury" i.e. large-scale construction of housing and associated 

infrastructure.

Further, the DMP misleadingly describes the site to be "safeguarded" as Redhill 

Aerodrome, designated as SASI. However, SASI  Is a far larger area that includes not 

just RBBC's share of the aerodrome, but an even greater area to the north and west as 

far as East Surrey Hospital. In fact, the plans that I have seen show that most of the 

earmarked SAS1 / MLS2 area - probably around two-thirds, in fact - lies outside the 

aerodrome and consists predominantly of agricultural and other rural Green Belt land, 

which is accessible to and frequently accessed by the public via a network of public 

footpaths.

It is, of course, the proposed destruction of part of the Green Belt to which I most 

strongly object. RBBC acknowledges that the Green Belt fulfils three policy objectives - 

preventing urban sprawl, preventing coalescence of nearby urban areas and 

safeguarding the existing countryside for the enjoyment and well-being of an 

increasingly urbanised population. These admirable goals are what RBBC is now 

proposing to abandon.

No No

As you are aware, the London Metropolitan Green Belt is at one of its narrowest and 

most fragmented points in the RBBC/Tandridge area. Development of the SASl land 

would effectively mean the coalescence of South Nutfield with Salfords and 

Whitebushes, and even Horley, to the south and west and Redhill to the north. 

Further, Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

(AONB). This fact is ignored in the RBBC DMP published plans.

Once "safeguarded" in the proposed manner, the SAS1 / MLS2 land is likely to be 

permanently removed from the Green Belt, and planning policy dictates that only in 

"exceptional circumstances" might it return. In fact, "safeguarding" SAS1 / MLS2 would 

represent the thin end of the wedge as far as developers are concerned, and they will 

keep pressurising RBBC to build on it, regardless of any local plan. This will effectively 

mean the creation of new "executive reservations" in Surrey since "affordable homes" - 

particularly around Redhill Aerodrome would be insufficiently profitable in view of the 

probable massive infrastructural start-up costs (see my comments below on the 

Tandridge Borough Council "Garden Village" plan).

Meanwhile "safeguarding" SAS1 / MLS2 will create uncertainty for local residents - and 

probably a blight on house prices - and businesses alike for the foreseeable future and 

at least until 2027.

Until now, RBBC, in order to protect the Green Belt, has consistently rejected 

development at Redhill Aerodrome -including opposing, retrospectively, the recent 

construction by the owners of a hard taxiway without planning permission. It has also 

opposed around four other development proposals in the last 30 years. Why then do 

these considerations no longer apply? RBBC's core strategy is based on an "urban 

areas first" approach, yet in "safeguarding" SAS1 / MLS2, it will be acting contrary to its 

own policy. Further, I believe that sufficient non-Green Belt land already exists within 

RBBC's purview and the proposed land· to be "safeguarded" is far more than will be 

needed to meet projected housing demand.

Moreover, any proposals for housing development on Redhill Aerodrome and 

surrounding areas will necessitate large investments to upgrade the local 

infrastructure, and would certainly need the cooperation of Tandridge Borough Council 

(TBC), in whose area most of the aerodrome lies. Tandridge's tentative idea, which I 

also strongly oppose, of developing Redhill Aerodrome as one of its three possible 

"Garden Villages depends on spending up to

£100 million on a new road to connect with the A23 and, most expensively, on 

constructing a four-way motorway junction on the M23, on which work could not 

begin for- a approximately eight years. But TBC will not decide between the candidate 

sites until summer 2018 - and their decision, whatever it is, is bound to be hotly 

contested and the outcome delayed. In fact, the colossal infrastructural start-up costs 

are likely to be a major disincentive. lfTBC decides against Redhill Aerodrome, large-

scale housing development by RBBC on SAS1 / MLS2 would be greatly disincentivised, 

but pressure from developers to build on the "safeguarded" land would continue 

nevertheless.

The term "Garden Village," as used by TBC, is also a misnomer, since what is being 

proposed is effectively the creation of a new small town in the Green Belt - the TBC 

"Garden Village" on Redhill Aerodrome could have up to 8,000 houses and presumably 

around 24,000 inhabitants, for example. Put together with the SAS1 / MLS2 land, TBC 

and RBBC could be proposing to create around 13,000 homes with around 39,000 

inhabitants. Does RBBC want to be responsible for what would amount to a major 

breach of the Green Belt in Surrey?

Practically speaking, development of SAS1 / MLS2 would also need large-scale 

investment by RBBC to upgrade the surrounding infrastructure - transport links, 

schools, medical facilities, and possibly a new spur road to East Surrey Hospital. It 

would lead to thousands of extra journeys by individuals and thousands of extra 

vehicles using the narrow local roads, which are already barely sufficient for the load 

they have to bear. Road 

construction/improvements to the north, in addition, would be severely constrained by 

the North Downs rail link and its 

narrow road arches. The adjoining north-south and east-west rail connections - tracks, 

junctions, stations, etc. - would also need major improvement.

It is for all the above reasons that I oppose the proposal to "safeguard" the SAS1 / 

MLS2 land as part of the RBBC Development Management Plan, and I urge you to 

withdraw  it.
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Clerk MLS2 No Salfords & Sidlow Parish Council maintains the Developed Management Plan (DMP) is 

not sound.

The Parish Council have actively engaged in the Core Strategy and the DMP process to 

date including representation at the Public Examination and contribution to the 

Regulation 19 Consultation. We have always made clear our position as regards 

development on the Green Belt, which we regard as sacrosanct.

Having carefully considered the myriad documentation contained within this 

Consultation, and having met with representatives of the Borough Council, we believe 

we have a good understanding of the background to the strategies contained within 

the DMP and specifically the intention to ‘safeguard’ land, known as Redhill 

Aerodrome SAS-1, for potential development post the current plan period 2012 – 

2027.

During the course of our deliberations we met with our local Borough Councillor 

Dorothy Ross-Tomlin. In December we met with representatives of the Borough 

Council which included Councillor Keith Foreman, Portfolio Holder for Planning Policy 

and Philp James, Interim Local Plan Manager and Rosie Sterry, Principal Planner. The 

Parish Council also held two public meetings to promote engagement in the process 

and inform local residents as follows:

1. September 15th 2017 – to discuss neighbouring Tandridge District Council plans for 

a Garden Village and the possibility of a section of Redhill Aerodrome for its location.

2. February 2nd 2018 – to discuss the Reigate & Banstead DMP process, the threat to 

the Green Belt and specifically the proposed safeguarding of land SAS-1 at and beyond 

the aerodrome. We invited our local MP, Crispin Blunt, to speak, which he did, 

opposing any development on the Green Belt, and we invited representatives of 

Reigate & Banstead Borough Council to consider attendance at the meeting, which 

they declined. However, the meeting was attended by about 150 local residents and 

our local Borough Councillor, Dorothy Ross-Tomlin who spoke against the proposed 

safeguarding.

The overwhelming response to both of these public meetings was one of outrage and 

fear for the future of our local communities and the landscape within which we live 

and take pride and pleasure in.

Remove safeguarding land. No Yes

Based on the foregoing, and in response to the Regulation 19 Consultation, the Parish 

Council wish to object:

▪ To any proposal which might lead to development in the Green Belt,

▪ To any development of the 37 sites within the Green Belt assessed as part of the 

Regulation 19 Consultation process within the Parish of Salfords & Sidlow,

▪ To Safeguarding the land known as Redhill Aerodrome SAS -1,

▪ To removal of any land from the Green Belt.

Development in the Green Belt

The Parish Council object to any proposal which might lead to development in the 

Green Belt which is designed in law to;

▪ Check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas

▪ Prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another

▪ Assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment

▪ Preserve the setting and special character of historic towns

▪ Assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban 

land

Metropolitan Green Belt is under severe pressure in the South East. Whilst local 

authorities may believe they are under pressure to provide more homes, and thus find 

land to do it, it brings with it many other problems e.g. pressure on schools, hospitals, 

doctors surgeries and the local road net-work. This is all so evident to all of us that live 

within the impacted areas. The situation is further exacerbated by pressure from 

adjoining local authorities, who under ‘duty to co-operate’ legislation, are desperately 

seeking to pass their housing need to other authorities because of similar issues. 

Further, Local Authorities are under enormous pressure, and this situation is just not 

sustainable.

The economically buoyant South-East of England is heavily over populated whilst other 

areas of the UK are not; other areas have surplus housing and brown field land which 

could be used to house and employ people already living there, their children and 

those who may wish to relocate there. Local Authorities, and our Members of 

Parliament, must push back and protect local communities in the South East. They are 

not nimby’s but are people who 

are rightly trying to protect their way of life, there environment, and would like people 

across the country to benefit from the nation’s growth and prosperity.

Building on the Green Belt is contrary to Government Policy as clearly stated by the 

Prime Minister and the Chancellor. We do not know what Government policy will be in 

10 years but we do know we will have left the European Union.

The Metropolitan Green Belt here in Salfords & Sidlow does what it is designed to do 

and is at its narrowest.

We cannot just keep building on our green spaces to satisfy a misplaced desire that 

feeds and creates serious longer-term problems.

What sustainable legacy are we leaving future generations?

Spatial Strategy

To meet its forecast housing need the Borough Council’s Spatial Strategy for the Plan 

period 2012 – 2027 is for Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUE’s). As a result, Green Belt 

land to the ‘east of Redhill’ and ‘west of Reigate’ was identified for inclusion in the 

plan. Wrongly, this remains the case and, as such, both are earmarked for potential 

development towards the end of the plan period, should the Borough Council not be 

able to demonstrate a five-year brown-field land supply.

The Borough Councils Core Strategy also included land known as ‘land east of Salfords’ 

earmarked for the potential development of circa 2000 dwellings, post the plan period, 

to which this Parish Council objected, attending the Public Examination to do so. This 

was based on the fact that this site was:

a) in the Green Belt

b) a ‘stand-alone’ development which therefore did not meet the Borough Councils 

own declared spatial strategy

c) would dwarf the village of Salford’s, a small urban settlement contained within the 

Green Belt

This recommendation was withdrawn and as the Planning Inspector stated

“because a large-scale development would be necessary, and because East of Salfords 

does not adjoin a main urban area, its identification at present would not be consistent 

with the overall spatial strategy of medium size extensions to existing urban 

areas……..”

The Spatial Strategy has not changed which should prohibit SAS-1 from being included 

in the Regulation 19 Consultation.

Specific sites were not included in the Regulation 18 Consultation, albeit reference to 

safeguarded land was. However, by including SAS-1 in this Consultation the Borough 

Council have made clear its intent to significantly change its Spatial Strategy which is 

not the purpose of the Regulation 19 Consultation. Even so, as a stand-alone 

development for 1312 dwellings, it does not meet the Borough Councils own criteria 

for such a development.

Site selection

The late inclusion of SAS 1 in the Consultation has caused much consternation for 

following reasons:

a) The Borough Councils Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment refers to 

SAS -1 as follows

“There is a reasonable prospect that the site would be made available for housing 

development and that the development would be achievable. However, the site is not 

considered to be suitable for housing development. The site is therefore not currently 

considered to be developable. Overcoming constraints, assembly, strategic policy 

change, contamination, access, heritage impact, archaeological impact, 

facilities/services, public transport accessibility, flood risk/mitigation”. b) In its original 

inclusion in the Regulation 19 documentation it was identified as having capacity for 

1000 dwellings. It subsequently revised to 1312 dwellings with no explanation.

c) Included within the mapped assessment information is reference to the ‘whole’ 

aerodrome as having capacity for in excess of 13000 dwellings – this includes the part 

that is in Tandridge District Council.

d) Reference by the Borough Council to ‘Redhill Aerodrome’ is a misnomer given that it 

includes land significantly beyond the curtilage of that site, to include the villages of 

Nutfield, South Earlswood, Whitebushes as well as Salfords.

e) The area of land identified as SAS -1 is estimated to be 619 hectares as such has the 

capacity to accommodate over 18,000 dwellings at 30 dwellings per hectare.



f) No explanation has been provided as to why such a large area has been identified 

given that the five-year forecast post 2027 is for 2300 homes AND only 1312 have 

been listed for SAS 1 despite its size. At our meeting on 18 December we were told the 

area incorporated allowance for green spaces but this seems highly out of proportion.

g) The stated objective of providing separation is clearly compromised.

h) The Borough Councils own metric identifies other sites ahead of SAS 1 but these 

have been ignored without clarification. No information has been provided in relation 

to why other sites have not been selected.

i) Any development of SAS 1 will have the effect of conjoining Redhill, Horley and 

Crawley.

j) No site-specific traffic assessment has been carried out.

k) The site can only be delivered if TDC select it for a Garden Village and Highways 

England agree a new four-way interchange from the M23.

This area of land seems to have been plucked out of the air and makes its first 

appearance in the Regulation 19 documentation.

However, historically, and importantly, the Borough Council have refused all proposals 

by the owners of Redhill Aerodrome to convert the grass runways to a hard runway, 

even going to the Court of Appeal. More recently an application for engineering works 

to resurface, straighten and widen a Taxiway was refused. The officers report stated:

“The proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes 

inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the 

openness of the Green Belt and conflict with the purposes thereof. The considerations 

in favour of the proposal are insufficient to clearly outweigh the harm to the Green Belt 

and any other harm…………. etc. As such, the proposal would be contrary to policy Co1 

of the Reigate and Banstead Borough Local Plan 2005, CS1 and CS3 of the Reigate and 

Banstead Core Strategy and the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework”.

In its current form the aerodrome provides an open landscape and employment and 

economic benefit to many local people and businesses. This 

includes the Air Ambulance and the National Police Air Services and a number of other 

aviation-related businesses which would find it difficult to relocate.

The local road network of country lanes, has been previously assessed by the Highways 

Department as incompatible with the heavy traffic that must inevitably come from 

such development, the local railways station is too far away to walk, with no local bus 

services. Salfords Railway Station is a small rural facility with very limited parking and 

no prospect of development and the London to Brighton line operates to capacity with 

no opportunity to increase the service provided at Salfords. Much of this has been 

recognised in the Borough Councils Sustainability Appraisal. Other Factors

We note the Development Management Plan (Regulation 19) Green Belt Review and 

disagree with most of its content. The Borough Council takes far too lightly the 

implication of removing land from the Green Belt and we believe the argument to do 

so is without merit, based on falsehood and is spurious in design. The Arup evidence is 

ambiguous to say the least and the Borough Council have failed to provide sufficient 

argument as to the inevitably of removing land from the Green Belt, or indeed the 

scale of such land. There exists no evidence as to why any Green Belt land should be 

removed at this time, if at all. By its very nature Green Belt land is safeguarded and is 

not blighted. It is clear from the contributions from developers in the Regulation 18 

consultation that they will be rubbing their hands with glee at these proposals.

In this context Safeguarding is dishonest and misleading. Green Belt land is already 

protected as development is not allowed. Reference to the possibility of returning land 

to the Green Belt provides little comfort.

“Should it be demonstrated, as a result of further detailed testing as part of a future 

Local Plan review, that an area of safeguarded land is not sustainable, deliverable or 

developable then the exceptional circumstances may exist for the site to be returned 

to Green Belt.”

It is clear, if this land is removed, it will stay removed!

The Town of Horley has already undergone significant change with development of 

2600 houses of which 1570 houses are currently under construction on the southern 

border of Salfords. This means that Salfords and Sidlow effectively become joined to 

Reigate, Redhill and Horley.

Timing

The Borough does not have to identify development land for the period after 2027 at 

this time. Land has to be identified for five years and sufficient land has been identified 

for the whole of the current plan period. Safeguarding of this site now could be 

interpreted as sending a signal to Tandridge District Council who are due to announce 

the location of their Garden Village in May!

Conclusion of Theme 3 – Section 5 - Managing Land Supply MLS2: Safeguarded land for 

development beyond the plan period

Reigate & Banstead Borough Council have a duty of care to protect and enhance the 

environment in which its communities live and it is failing them. The Regulation 19 

Consultation is not a fit and proper process by which its residents can engage leaving 

many, particularly the old and vulnerable, confused and unable to communicate. It is 

not sound in design or process and leaves too many people on the margins of the 

debate. The sheer number of documents prohibits many, who may wish to participate, 

from doing so. Salfords & Sidlow Parish Council will continue to do its best by them but 

the Borough Council should recognise its failing and desist from trying to wrest the 

Green Belt from its inhabitants.

Finally, we do not believe that the necessary work has been completed ahead of the 

intention to demarcate any land for safeguarding and as such reference to it should be 

removed from the Developed Management Plan.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0268

Email Mrs Carole Crutchfield RBBC\Represe

ntor\0268

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No No No We live in South Nutfield within Tandridge DC’s administration, but in close proximity 

to Reigate and Banstead Borough Council’s eastern boundary. We are making this 

representation as the proposed safeguarding of location SAS1 for future development 

is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and existing 

policy guidance, and /or planning case law and/or the Borough Council’s adopted Core 

Strategy. Consequently this matter renders this Development Management Plan 

Regulation 19 neither sound nor legally compliant. Our specific objections to the 

Borough Council’s proposed safeguarding of SAS1 are set out below. 1. Introducing 

this safeguarding proposal at the Regulation 19 stage is not consistent with the 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Residents, workers and businesses have 

been denied the opportunity to engage effectively and meaningfully with the Borough 

Council about this proposal. This is contrary to NPPF paragraph 155 which states that 

“Early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local 

organisations and businesses is essential” in the plan making process. Furthermore the 

Borough Council has failed to list the proposed safeguarding of SAS1 its “Summary of 

changes between Regulation 18 and Regulation 19”.2. The Borough Council is not 

obliged to safeguard any land for future development. There is ministerial guidance 

confirming that there is no requirement for a local planning authority to safeguard land 

for a period beyond the life of its Core Strategy 

(https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmhansrd/cm140513/halltext/140

513h0002.htm#14051374000002). NPPF Paragraph 85, bullet point 3 states that 

there may be justification for safeguarding land “where necessary”. However, the 

Borough Council does not meet this requirement. Its Development Management Plan 

confirms that it has identified sufficient land to meet its agreed housing requirement 

for the period 2012 – 2027, and that it has also identified reserve urban extension 

developments that “…will be needed as development opportunities in the existing 

urban areas start to become more limited. Their development will be triggered if the 

Council is unable to demonstrate that it has a five year supply of housing land 

available” 

Remove SAS1. No



(page 5). 3. Safeguarding SAS1 is not consistent with the Borough Council’s adopted 

Core Strategy. As the Borough Council acknowledges, its Development Management 

Plan should not over-ride any principles laid down in its adopted Core Strategy. 

Paragraph 6.41 specifically states that safeguarding any land within the Metropolitan 

Green Belt is a substantive departure from its Core Strategy’s spatial strategy. 

Specifically safeguarding SAS1 is not consistent with the following Core Strategy 

Council acknowledges it is not within the remit of a Development Management Plan to 

amend “the general spatial principles of where new development will be located” 

(Paragraph 58, page 16). SAS1 is not a location within these adopted “general spatial 

principles”. The Borough Council’s own Housing and Economic Land Availability 

Assessment for Redhill Aerodrome (EW09) highlights that “The site does not lie within 

a location contemplated for housing development through Policy CS4 of the Core 

Strategy” (Development Management Plan (Regulation 19) Housing and Economic 

Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) Appendix 2.2a: Sites Promoted for Housing Area 

development is not consistent with this policy. The Borough Council has adopted an 

“urban first” approach in accordance with the NPPF. At the Examination of the 

Borough Council’s Core Strategy the Planning Inspector determined that safeguarding 

an area (East Salfords) that was not in accordance with this Strategy was unacceptable 

(Page 1, Report to Reigate & Banstead Borough Council by Martin Pike BA MA MRTPI, 

undermine SAS1’s sustainability. NPPF paragraph 84 states that “When drawing up or 

reviewing Green Belt boundaries local planning authorities should take account of the 

need to promote sustainable patterns of development”. The Borough Council’s 

Sustainability Appraisal highlights that major drawback with the development of SAS1 

is its lack of access to public transport, the inadequacy of the existing rural road 

network and lack of pedestrian pavements. Furthermore, it is accepted that SAS1 can 

only be developed if there is access to the M23 and a link road to the A23. However, as 

Nutfield Parish Council’s representation to the Borough Council’s Development 

Management Plan Regulation 19 highlights, improving the road network still 

undermines the sustainability of a residential development at this location. This 

representation draws upon evidence presented by Nutfield Conservation Society’s 

Highways Consultant’s response to Tandridge DC’s Regulation 18 “Local Plan: Garden 

Village” consultation.4. The Borough Council’s assessment of “exceptional 

circumstances” is not in compliance with existing guidance and case law. The Borough 

Council commissioned Ove Arup and Partners (Arup) to produce an advice note on 

”exceptional circumstances”, but it has failed to take any notice of this note’s 

recommendations. As a result it has failed to provide the required evidence and 

Borough Council has failed to evidence the “exceptional circumstances” which justify 

SAS1’s removal from the Green Belt. Arup recommended that the Borough Council 

should draft a topic paper to justify the removal of land from the Green Belt that 

“…showcases the unique and particular aspects that face the local planning authority 

considering altering Green Belt boundaries” (Section 4.1, 1st paragraph, Appendix 2, 

of “exceptional circumstances” is not in accordance with current case law (clarifying 

this term’s definition) and an amendment to the PPG. As the Arup report highlights 

the two assessment criteria set out in paragraph 3 of the Core Strategy Policy CS 3 

(Green Belt) are no longer sufficient to justify the removal of land from the Green Belt. 

The first test is flawed as it is now accepted that housing and economic needs do not 

override constraints on the use of Green Belt land or constitute “exceptional 

circumstances”. The second test fails as it does not consider impact of removal on 

sustainable development. As Arup highlights “…this means that the impact on, and 

wider objective for, achieving sustainable development must be had whilst considering 

a potential alteration to a Green Belt boundary” (Paragraph 2.2.2 (iv), pages 3-4, ibid) 

5. The Borough Council has failed to meet its legal duty to 

cooperate with Tandridge DC in safeguarding this cross boundary site. SAS1 is a 

location that cannot be brought forward for development without Tandridge DC also 

selecting it for a stand-alone settlement. Tandridge DC has issued a Regulation 18 

consultation on such an approach and also potential locations for such a settlement. 

However, although this consultation closed on 9 October 2017, decisions have still not 

been made. It would be inappropriate to safeguard SAS1 ahead of Tandridge DC 

making these decisions. Furthermore, as a result of the Borough Council’s failure to 

fulfil its duty to cooperate, there is a lack of consistency between its evidence and that 

of Tandridge DC’s about the suitability of the site for a stand-alone settlement. 

Nutfield Parish Council’s representation to this document sets out these 

inconsistencies and flaws which seriously undermine the validity of the Borough 

Council’s evidence base. 6. The Borough Council has failed to justify its decision to 

safeguard SAS1. In addition to SAS1 the Borough Council identified two other potential 

sites (BAN 5 and SAL1). Paragraph 6.41 states that “In such circumstances it is not 

considered necessary to identify all three sites and to safeguard such a wide extent of 

Metropolitan Green Belt as this would depart substantially from the adopted spatial 

strategy in the Core Strategy “. There no evidence or justification of how and why SAS1 

was selected over the other two locations. Choosing SAS1 over the two other locations 

is also particularly disingenuous given that Redhill Aerodrome’s Green Belt status has 

been tested in the Court of Appeal and upheld. Also recently the Borough Council (and 

also Tandridge DC) refused to grant retrospective planning permission for relatively 

minor works to one of the Aerodrome’s existing paved taxiways on the ground that 

“the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate development within 

the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the openness of the Green Belt and 

conflict with the purposes thereof… As such, the proposal would be contrary to policy 

Co1 of the Reigate and Banstead Borough Local Plan 2005, CS1 and CS3 of the Reigate 

and Banstead Core Strategy and the provisions of the National Planning Policy 

Framework”. (https://bdsdocs.reigate-

banstead.gov.uk/Planning/StreamDocPage/obj?DocNo=3503970&content=obj.pdf 7.

 There is no certainty that SAS1 will ever be available for development. Safeguarded 

land should genuinely be available for development. As the Borough Council cannot 

guarantee that SAS1 can be developed, there is no justification for removing it from 

the Metropolitan Green Belt. SAS1’s availability to meet the Borough Council’s housing 

needs post 2027 is contingent upon a number of factors outside of its remit and/or 

control as listed in Nutfield Parish Council’s representation. The Borough Council also 

acknowledges that the “…. justification for identifying the area as Safeguarded Land is 

dependent upon a similar conclusion or an allocation being made in the forthcoming 

Tandridge Local Plan, currently at Reg 18 stage. This is also dependent upon suitable 

access being achieved within Tandridge District from the east via the M23” (Paragraph 

7.5, page 25).
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Monkey

Mrs Caroline Cuthbert RBBC\Represe

ntor\0271

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to take the Green Belt land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome (referred to 

as SAS1) is not the right decision to make.  Green Belt land comprise areas of open 

land for us, our children and future generations to enjoy.  It also provides the 

necessary habitat for wild life.  If this area is taken out out of the Green Belt and 

classifying it as 'Safeguarded', even if the land is not used for this plan it will never be 

put back to Green Belt.  There is sufficient non Green Belt land in the Borough to 

provide the necessary housing needs without taking away the Green Belt land in 

Salfords and adjacent areas and, in addition, the amount of land that has been 

proposed to Safeguard is far greater than is needed.  The proposal to use this land for 

housing will effectively join the towns or Redhill and Horley and result in one huge 

conglomerate.  Providing this enormous amount of extra housing in a concentrated 

area, along with a new motorway link, will put an unacceptable strain on the already 

stretched resources of our local transport, narrow roads & lanes, schools, hospitals & 

GPs and all utilities.

Remove SAS1. No No
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Mr David Cuthbert RBBC\Represe

ntor\0272

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know I believe the decision is not sound for many reasons.  Taking land out of the Green Belt 

is wrong.  It is meant to be and should be protected.  Once taken out of the Green Belt 

land is unlikely ever to be put back.  Safeguarding this land will effectively link Redhill 

with Horley making one large town and obviating the original concept of Green Belt 

land by giving a buffer between towns and villages.  Safeguarding this area of land will 

also blight surrounding areas in Salfords.  This proposal depends on a link road 

between the M23 and the A23.  The current road structure is already critical and this 

link and the houses to be built in one location will grind our local roads to a halt.  There 

is sufficient other non Green Belt land within the Borough for the necessary housing 

development.  I have also listened to experts who say the DMP Consultation Process is 

not appropriate for commenting on Safeguarding Land.

Remove SAS1. No No
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Email Ms Chantal Dellaway RBBC\Represe

ntor\0283

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I wholly object to the safeguarding of SAS1/Redhill Aerodrome and the surrounding 

area, with a view to using this green belt land for future development.

>> 

>> Whilst I do understand that further development is required to keep up with 

demand, there are many other, more subtle approaches available, which will more 

easily blend into the existing landscape, infrastructure and communities.

>> 

>> I understand that the safeguarding of SAS1 is currently outside of the Core Strategy 

Plan and I would imagine this is for good reason.  I also understand that the proposed 

safeguarded land is far more than is deemed necessary to meet the housing demand.  

Certainly the local infrastructure will be unable to cope with significant development 

unless significant investment is also made in the infrastructure - funds which I do not 

believe the Council/Government have or can find to adequately support development.  

The local infrastructure will suffer enough if Gatwick Airport succeeds in adding a new 

runway. 

>> 

>> Whilst I am not against sensible progress I am against this ‘gung ho’ approach of 

safeguarding a huge area of land, which would equate to the size of another Town like 

Horley or Redhill.

>> 

>> Remember, Green Belt was introduced for a reason!

Remove SAS1 No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0285

Letter Mr Aden Diedrichs RBBC\Represe

ntor\0285

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No No No The council are proposing to take a very large area of land out of the green belt for 

development in the Salfords & Sidlow Parish.

The area proposed is enough for approximately 13,000 homes. It would join Redhill 

with Salfords and when taken in regards to the Tandridge plan extend across the 

county border and join Nutfield also.

I strongly object to this land being removed from the green belt. The proposal is not 

legally compliant:

1. Under section 8 (2) of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 

Regulations 2012 the council is required to provide a reasoned justification for each 

policy. I understand the council has a shortfall of 5300 new homes through the 

planning period thus there is no justification for taking enough land from the greenbelt 

for 13,000 homes or more!

2. Section 83 of the National Planning Policy Framework allows for land to be removed 

from the green belt only in exceptional circumstances. While brownfield sites still exist 

in the county property development for profit on Green Belt land can't reasonably be 

considered an exceptional circumstance. Additionally removing land because it 'might' 

be required in future plans is hardly an exceptional circumstance.

3. The area of land proposed is so large that it would violate all five points of section 80 

of the

National Planning  Policy.

4. There has been no public consultation by the council on the removal of this land 

from the green belt.

5. The fact that the only land the council is proposing to remove from the green belt is 

owned by developers who have lobbied over several years for it to be removed from 

the green belt is highly suspect. The appearance at least is that the council appear to 

be setting their policy based on the advice of the developer's lobbyists & commercial 

interests instead of independently and for their constituents as required by law.

The council should:

1. Identify a broad number of small sites rather than one large one to take land 

from the green belt, thus preserving the spaces between the villages & towns as 

required under Section 83 of the national planning authority.

2. Provide evidence that all brown field sites that can be built on are exhausted 

before taking land form the green belt thus proving that the circumstance in taking 

the land from the green belt is 'exceptional'.

3. Provide evidence as to why it is not possible to build up rather than out before 

taking land from the green belt thus proving that the circumstance in taking the 

land from the green belt is 'exceptional'.

4. In the exceptional circumstance that all other options for new housing are 

exhausted take only so much land from the greenbelt as is required to meet the 

housing shortfall as and when that shortfall occurs, not in advance, thus meeting 

the council's obligation to protect the green belt.

5. In the exceptional circumstance that all other options for new housing are 

exhausted spread the land taken from the green belt throughout the borough so 

that no one community is unfairly impacted thus meeting the councils obligations 

to protect the environment of its constituents. ·

6. Provide evidence there has been a public consultation on any land they plan to 

remove from the green belt.

7. Discourage developers purchasing farms on the green belt and banking the land 

by actively avoiding land owned by such entities and being transparent about why 

the land that will be removed has been chosen.

8. Provide evidence that the existing infrastructure will cope with any additional 

housing and if not how the council plans to put the required infrastructure in place 

before considering the removal of land from the green belt.

9. Provide an automatic means for the land in  question to be returned to the green 

belt.

No No

The proposal is not sound:

6. The roads and general infrastructure surrounding Redhill is already insufficient to 

support the population currently present. Adding even the homes that the council are 

short would be catastrophic without substantial infrastructure upgrades. The council 

does not appear to have considered the impact of the population increase of this size 

on roads such as the A23 & Woodhatch roads.

7. Eliminating all the green space between Redhill & Horley would have a detrimental 

impact  on the quality of life for the resident s already here.

8. Eliminating all the green space between Redhill & Harley would have a severely 

negative impact on the environment.

9. The proposal is at one of the narrowest points in the greenbelt, undermining its 

whole purpose by breaking it.

10. The council has chosen to take all the land from a single part of the green belt 

rather than spreading it throughout the borough. This unfairly places the entire burden 

of the counties house-planning shortfall on the residents of the Salfords & Sidlow 

parish and area that has already seen substantial development to the south.

The proposal does not comply with the duty to co-operate:

11. Page 71 of the conservative party manifesto for the 2017 election clearly states 

that they will ensure the greenbelt is protected. Removing land from the greenbelt 

would be in obvious violation of that policy and thus the policy of this Conservative 

government's representative in the form of the National Planning Office.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0287

Letter Ms Julie Draper RBBC\Represe

ntor\0287

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No Don't know Redhill Aerodrome is not Safeguarded Land as it is Green Belt. If this proposal goes 

ahead there are some statements that will not comply to the outcome: Section 1 

Theme 1 : Economic Development. This will not safeguard existing employment land 

and premises as there are a number of existing industrial units on the edge of Redhill 

Aerodrome. Theme 2; Section 1 : Design; Character and Amenity : Objective SC3 : This 

development will immediately impact on existing local residents and local amenities. 

Theme 2; Section 3: Transport access and parking. There is no sustainable transport, 

i.e. train services, at present Southern Rail provide the worse service in the UK. 

Extended road systems and services will increase air and noise pollution. Theme 2; 

Section 4: Climate change, Resilience and Flooding. This is a contradictory statement. 

The intention is to build on Redhill Aerodrome which is Green Belt, and will not 

enhance its use!! Objective SC10: This will not control development in the Green Belt 

safeguarding its openness and enhance beneficial use. Section 5 -  Protecting the 

natural and historic environment. These are also contradictory statements, i.e. NHE1, 

NHE2, NHE3, NHE5. 

As Redhill Aerodrome is Green Belt and should not be developed the only comment 

I can make is that I believe Reigate and Banstead have or building sufficient houses 

to meet its requirements anyway, and have a number of Brown sites remaining to 

utilise without considering the Green Belt. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0289

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Lorraine Ellery 

Matthews

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0289

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No No I have not seen anything related to legal compliance within the DMP so do not know if 

the DMP is legally compliant or not!    The Redhill Aerodrome site safeguarded and set 

aside for future development is on Green Belt land, and given there is other land (non-

Green Belt) available for development in the borough the decision to safeguard this 

land is not sound.    My house is situated on the map as being [...] the designated 

'safeguarded' area that extends beyond Redhill Aerodrome, however, this consultation 

process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land and there has been no 

consultation on safeguarding SAS1 - Redhill Aerodrome land and no consultation with 

myself or my neighbours regarding our properties being included within this site.    The 

DMP also fails to comply with the Duty to Cooperate as there has also been no 

consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land for the proposed Garden Village. 

It is not right to safeguard our Green Belt, it has been given this name to ensure it's 

protection from development. SAS1 is not only were I live but home to a haven of 

wildlife, including Bats, Deer, Hedgehogs, rare Newts and many different bird species. 

The Green Belt is for the enjoyment of everyone, and is the reason why we moved to 

our [...] 11 years ago as should be preserved for current and future generations to 

enjoy.     The safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside of the 

current Core Strategy Plan and exceeds the amount of land required to meet the 

demand for housing required in the Borough.    It currently takes between 15 and 20 

minutes to get to work in the morning from [...] through Massons Bridge Road and 

passed the round about at the Hospital and through the traffic lights onto the A217, 

the traffic is already heavy and the current road infrastructure would not be able to 

cope with a new development. The current infrastructure will also not be able to cope 

when more people need to park before they travel, subsequently residential roads 

surrounding the local stations will become even more congested than they already are.    

The proposal will link the town of Horley with Redhill with very little green space 

between the two.               

Remove SAS1. No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0290

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Clive Elliot RBBC\Represe

ntor\0290

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Unsound because:    1. There is no real need to 'safeguard' land for development. The 

previous inspector said there ought to be a Green Belt review; he did not say that great 

chunks should be taken out of the GB. It is perfectly possible to have a review and say 

that all the GB in the Borough is essential to its purpose.    2. 'Safeguarding' is 

unnecessary. The land around Redhill aerodrome is already perfectly well safeguarded 

by being in the Green Belt. The word 'safeguarding' actually means the opposite of 

what it says, because the proposal is to take land out of the GB, thus removing the 

safeguard!    3. The 'safeguarding' will blight all the land in the area, making it 

impossible for people (not me) to sell their houses thus seriously damaging the 

economic interests of local residents.    4. The Green Belt is supposed to be permanent, 

only to be changed in 'exceptional circumstances' which do not exist here.    5. This 

safeguarding can only be put in place if Highways England allow a motorway spur 

(which would be contrary to policy) AND if Tandridge decide on Redhill Aerodrome for 

their village plan.  Both these matters are not yet decided; either would make the 

proposal undeliverable, neither is under the control of R & B, so this safeguarding does 

not conform with requirements    6. The Green Belt here is acknowledged to be at its 

narrowest in Surrey, so an intrusion of the size indicated would do much to join Horley 

with Redhill and thus damage the fundamental principle of the Green Belt.    7. R @ B's 

own policy is to limit incursions to the Green Belt to the edges of existing towns, as 

provided elsewhere in the DMP. This is open countryside so does not qualify    8. Only 

two years ago or so, the Court of Appeal, the second highest Court in the land, ruled in 

the Redhill Aerodrome case that this part of the Green Belt was so important that it 

could not even have a hard runway put across it.    9. The amount of additional land 

outside the aerodrome boundary is far too great for any number of houses that could 

possibly need to be built in 10 years' time.    10. The land lies below Departure Route 4 

from Gatwick, and will be very noisy with low airliners over    11. Local road 

infrastructure, especially the A23, is totally inadequate for such a large development. 

Congestion will prevent ambulances from getting to East Surrey Hospital with serious 

health and safety implications 

Remove all reference to 'safeguarding' at and around Redhill Aerodrome No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0291

Email Mrs Judy Elliot RBBC\Represe

ntor\0291

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Having last night attended a public meeting in Salfords village  hall concerning the 

proposed development of green belt I must write to object and be counted as one of 

the many objections you are bound to receive.

The proposal to 'safeguard' some of the green belt land between Earlswood and 

Salfords is quite preposterous.  'Safeguarding' is a strange word anyway as it conjures 

up the idea of extra protection for this precious land, on the contrary it means this 

precious land will be removed from its green belt status and 'safeguarded' for future 

development!!

The green belt was instigated after the war to protect our towns and cities from 

development so the open spaces could be enjoyed by us all.  It is imperative for us  to 

get out of the towns to appreciate the open green spaces; the fields, woods, wildlife. 

Without this land available where will we be able to enjoy this?  On paved pathways 

through the housing estates and unnatural designer parks??  There is no comparison. 

It is so important for us all to appreciate the countryside, the wildlife. How else will 

children learn about nature and be free to 'run in the open'?  We do not want to 

become part of the urban spread linking Redhill to Horley to Gatwick and Crawley.  

How can this be any part of future development for us all.? Getting out in the 'open' is 

imperative for our well being, both mentally and physically. 

Another valid consideration is the traffic situation.  All the roads in this area, whether it 

be the congested A23 or the twisty country lanes, with no pavements and too many 

bends to count, are at capacity.  When there is congestion on either the M25 or the 

M23, a fairly regular occurrence, the whole area is completely gridlocked, no one goes 

anywhere.  Our small local lanes carry far too much traffic as it is and consequently the 

road surfaces are appalling, the edges are completely broken in many places and there 

is then nothing between these edges and deep ditches.  How dangerous already!

Amenities in the area are at bursting point.  If we get new developments new 

schools/doctor surgeries would obviously be drawn into any plans, but how easy is it 

to get doctors?  A purpose built surgery in the area recently closed through shortage of 

doctors. Teachers are in short supply in many prime subjects, if they could be tempted 

to this area could they afford to live here?  Even 'affordable' housing is a bit of a 

misnomer if you are on a teacher's salary.

Object MLS2 No

Please consider this objection carefully, along with all other objections.  This green belt 

land is very important to us and the well being of us all. Please do not take this 

precious land from us.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0292

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Sandra Ruth Elmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0292

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to safeguard land at Redhill aerodrome is unsound and is outside of the 

current core strategy plan. This land is within the green belt and should remain so if it 

is taken out it may never be put back. The previous application to develop the runway 

at Redhill aerodrome was turned down because the land was green belt. Existing local 

roads find it difficult to support the burden of traffic and many local roads do not have 

footpaths or lighting making it extremely hazardous for pedestrians. A massive 

increase in households and traffic will only exacerbate the problem as will the proposal 

to build a new motorway link from the M23. The resulting pollution and destruction of 

the green belt will be catastrophic for local wildlife and the enjoyment of the existing 

human population. It is highly questionable whether there is a need for so many new 

houses in the area anyway.  This is clearly not just development of the aerodrome but 

also involves large amounts of land that surrounds it (the aerodrome). There was no 

separate consultation on this point. I believe that there is ample non-green belt land 

within the borough which could and should first be used for development if deemed 

necessary.

The DMP should exclude the proposal to develop any of the green belt land at and 

surrounding Redhill aerodrome. The land is within the green belt and should remain 

so for future generations to enjoy. In my opinion this would then make the DMP 

sound and legally compliant.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0293

Survey 

Monkey

Mr John Robert Elmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0293

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The safeguard of land at Redhill aerodrome is not sound because there is ample other 

non-green belt land within the borough which could be used for development. There 

has been no consultation on the safeguarding of the land at Redhill aerodrome. This is 

green belt land and should remain so. Once land has been earmarked as safeguarded it 

may never be put back into the green belt again and the environment will be damaged 

for ever as a result. The safeguarding of land at Redhill aerodrome is not within the 

current core strategy plan.

The proposed development requires a new M23 link between the A23. This will 

place an intolerable burden on already vehicle choked roads in the area. In addition 

the existing network of country roads around the planned development area are 

not adequate to support what development already exists, many having no street 

lighting of pavements and the condition of them is terrible. The development at NE 

Horley has already resulted in a huge increase in traffic around the proposed 

development area. Any further increase in development is simply unsustainable. 

Effectively linking Redhill and Horley, which this development will achieve, will 

destroy the green belt between the two towns. For these reasons the DMP is not 

sound - and possibly not legally compliant.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0294

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Elphick RBBC\Represe

ntor\0294

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No No This development (Redhill Aerodrome and the large adjacent area of land associated 

with it) is completely unacceptable on many levels.    The use of Green Belt land; whilst 

it is called "Safeguarded Land"  it is a misnomer, the land has been set aside and 

earmarked for development, land which is very unlikely to ever be returned to the 

Green Belt    It will cause urban sprawl which will effectively join Redhill to Horley, with 

the resultant loss of  irreplaceable, valuable green belt and destroying a natural wildlife 

corridor.    The area already suffers from severe traffic congestion, this development   

will obviously impact local residents with increased traffic noise & even worse, air 

quality.    The local road network cannot support any increase in traffic movements, 

meaning that  there will be increased use of local roads to accommodate drivers 

sealing a faster way to get around the new traffic build up which will occur    The rail 

system is already at full capacity and cannot cope with, potentially  hundreds of 

additional passengers.     There are a lot of brown field sites that with some 

imagination could be used to provide housing, whilst possibly not as cost effective as a 

major development, small developments in each village would help to ensure their 

continuing viability, supporting local shops and helping to keep local schools open.  

This means that there would be no need for the construction of a major new town and 

all the infrastructure that it would entail, indeed, new road networks, schools, doctors 

surgeries are often promised and do not materialise as payments are made to build 

outside the development impacting further greenbelt land. I.e. school provision at 

Watercolour.      Please take these comments into account when making your 

decisions, decisions which should be based on the effect this development will have on 

the existing local residents.

No modifications as looking for plans to be rejected No No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0299

Survey 

Monkey

MR KEITH 

WILLIAM

FAULKNER RBBC\Represe

ntor\0299

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Safeguarded Land is a misnomer; it’s not safe at all. It means that,  •                The land 

is earmarked for development   •                It has been removed from the Green Belt 

and set aside   •                It is very unlikely that it will ever return to Green Belt   In 

order to have sufficient land R&BBC wish to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome. This is 

misleading what R&BBC really mean is Redhill Aerodrome AND most of the adjacent 

land as far south to Honeycrock Lane and the railway line to the west. The DMP 

provides a figure of 1312 homes at 30/ha (44ha). The total area of the site with 

Tandridge is 619ha. This land together with the land in Tandridge is sufficient land for 

13000 homes.     Is it necessary - No - leave the Green Belt alone! It’s there for a 

reason. The decision to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome when other non-Green Belt land 

is available is not sound. The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting 

on safeguarded land. There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review or 

the selection of SAS1 (Redhill Aerodrome) for safeguarding. Delivering and motorway 

junction/Tandridge, is questionable as it a Highways England decision and a 

dependency of the proposal for the Tandridge Garden Village and the Safeguard Redhill 

Aerodrome.     The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core 

Strategy. It effectively joins Redhill to Horley. The plan is taking far more land than 

necessary.     The current road infrastructure in Redhill, Reigate and Horley could not 

cope or is of sufficient capacity and quality to deal with the additional road traffic. The 

majority of the roads in the development area and adjacent to it do not have 

pavements, and many do not have central white lines, as they are not wide enough. 

This means it is dangerous, unsafe for higher volumes of traffic and pedestrians as 

result of this development. The local road infrastructure does not have the capacity to 

make it safe.     Rail infrastructure is running at capacity, it is technically not possible to 

add additional rail services to support this development.     Sustainability, this loss of 

Green Belt will urbanise a rural community, and increase air pollution. It will cause 

irreversible damage to the local wildlife environment and large-scale loss of habitat for 

many species.      There are sufficient brown field sites in the surrounding area that 

could be used for housing. However, developers have brought these areas and do 

nothing with it. This is not right and must change to prevent the development of Green 

Belt land.  

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0300

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Sally Faulkner RBBC\Represe

ntor\0300

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Safeguarded Land is a misnomer; it’s not safe at all. It means that,  •                The land 

is earmarked for development   •                It has been removed from the Green Belt 

and set aside   •                It is very unlikely that it will ever return to Green Belt   In 

order to have sufficient land R&BBC wish to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome. This is 

misleading what R&BBC really mean is Redhill Aerodrome AND most of the adjacent 

land as far south to Honeycrock Lane and the railway line to the west. The DMP 

provides a figure of 1312 homes at 30/ha (44ha). The total area of the site with 

Tandridge is 619ha. This land together with the land in Tandridge is sufficient land for 

13000 homes.     Is it necessary - No - leave the Green Belt alone! It’s there for a 

reason. The decision to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome when other non-Green Belt land 

is available is not sound. The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting 

on safeguarded land. There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review or 

the selection of SAS1 (Redhill Aerodrome) for safeguarding. Delivering and motorway 

junction/Tandridge, is questionable as it a Highways England decision and a 

dependency of the proposal for the Tandridge Garden Village and the Safeguard Redhill 

Aerodrome.     The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core 

Strategy. It effectively joins Redhill to Horley. The plan is taking far more land than 

necessary.     The current road infrastructure in Redhill, Reigate and Horley could not 

cope or is of sufficient capacity and quality to deal with the additional road traffic. The 

majority of the roads in the development area and adjacent to it do not have 

pavements, and many do not have central white lines, as they are not wide enough. 

This means it is dangerous, unsafe for higher volumes of traffic and pedestrians as 

result of this development. The local road infrastructure does not have the capacity to 

make it safe.     Rail infrastructure is running at capacity, it is technically not possible to 

add additional rail services to support this development.     Sustainability, this loss of 

Green Belt will urbanise a rural community, and increase air pollution. It will cause 

irreversible damage to the local wildlife environment and large-scale loss of habitat for 

many species.      There are sufficient brown field sites in the surrounding area that 

could be used for housing. However, developers have brought these areas and do 

nothing with it. This is not right and must change to prevent the development of Green 

Belt land.  

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0302

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Fiona Fell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0302

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Taking land out of the Green Belt is wrong it is meant to be protected, if taken out it is 

unlikely it will ever be put back in.  The decision to safeguard the land at and vastly 

beyond Redhill Aerodrome (referred to as SAS1) is not sound.  Other non Green Belt 

land is available for development within the Borough.   There has been no consultation 

on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land.   The proposal depends on a new link road 

between the A23 and a new 4 way junction with the M23 together with the Tandridge 

District Council selection of Redhill Aerodrome land for their proposed garden village 

(town not village -  too many houses proposed to name it a village).   The safeguarding 

of Green Belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current core Strategy Plan. The 

proposal will effectively link Redhill with Horley.   The proposed safeguard land is far 

more than is deemed necessary to meet the housing demand.   The current road and 

rail infrastructure could not cope with the development, it is barely coping now. Our 

small roads often have no pavements, it is unsafe for thousands of new people.  

Surrounding areas will be blighted for years to come, the loss of wildlife and their 

habitat will be detrimental to the area, the increase in pollution levels will effect 

health.   Our hospitals, GP surgeries are at breaking point now.   By building this 

proposed Town in the South East of England you are sucking life out of the North of 

England. A new rail link is bringing faster commute times with the North and South, we 

do not need this proposal.  We need to protect our valuable Green Belt land for future 

generations to benefit the whole country.  I strongly object to this proposal 

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0303

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Jacqueline Fenn RBBC\Represe

ntor\0303

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know There has not been a consultation on the green belt review. Nor on the selection of 

Redhill Aerodrome for safeguarding. Non-green belt land is available for development, 

so the decision is not sound. The consultation process is not appropriate for 

commenting on safeguarding land. It is outside the current core strategy. 

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0086

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0086

Thakeham 

Homes

RBBC\Organis

ation\0016

Planning 

Director

Mr Jonathan Steele Savills RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

086

Director Yes MLS2 Yes No Yes Thakeham Homes and Quintain are broadly supportive of the Pre-Submission DMP 

subject to this consultation. A key element of the DMP which is strongly supported is 

the inclusion of the Redhill Aerodrome Area of Technical Assessment as safeguarded 

land under Policy MLS2 and Policy SAS1.

Cross Boundary Issues & Duty to Cooperate

5.2. In addition to comments on the Pre-Submission DMP, the following information 

has been provided to assist in the plan making process.

Stakeholder Engagement

5.3. Extensive consultation with key stakeholders as part of the promotion of Redhill 

Garden Community has been undertaken to date. This includes engagement with:

5.4. Gatwick Diamond this Group support and represent the business community in 

the Gatwick Diamond Area and M23/A23 corridor. This area has recently been found 

to be performing well above the national average on a range of economic indicators 

including productivity levels, share of high skilled jobs and track record of attracting 

foreign investment. Gatwick Diamond have given their support for the Redhill Garden 

Community and support this as a strategic location for new employment development, 

provision of road infrastructure and public transport enhancements. Gatwick Diamond 

demonstrated their support to for the Redhill Garden Community in their 

representation to the TDC Regulation 18 Consultation in October 2017 and continue to 

be supportive of the proposals.

5.5. Coast to Capital Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) the Redhill Garden Community 

is within the Coast to Capital LEP who have been consulted on the proposals. The LEP 

are supporters of the provision of housing required by communities in order to support 

economic development and for employment

development within the LEP area. Redhill Garden community is in the ideal location to 

make a significant contribution to the economic community, located close to existing 

employers and with the opportunity to deliver excellent public transport to the key 

strategic employment areas.

5.6. East Surrey Hospital Surrey and Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust are working 

alongside Thakeham Homes in support of the Redhill Garden 

Yes Yes Thakeham Homes are the lead promoter of 

the largest area of land safeguarded by the 

DMP and therefore it is essential that they 

are able to represent the site as part of any 

relevant examination hearings.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1500/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


Community and the Hospital Campus is within the Area of Technical Assessment. The 

proposals will support the delivery of new medical related and key worker 

development at ESH Campus. In addition, the local level healthcare infrastructure 

within the Redhill Garden Community will support the Hospital helping to divert non-

emergency patients within the community and the transport infrastructure proposed 

will improve emergency response times. The proposed development being explored at 

ESH includes:

Private patients hospital

Rehabilitation Centre

Outpatients Centre

MRI Centre Expansion

Key worker residential dwellings

Care Home and/or Assisted Living

GP Services

Additional Car Parking

5.7. Thakeham Homes and Quintain support of emerging Policy RED9 which removes 

the Hospital Campus from the Green Belt.

5.8. Transport Steering Group this Group has been set up by the lead promoters and 

consultant WSP in order to agree and progress transport modelling and other actions 

required to progress the new M23 junction and Link Road, as requested by Rt Hon 

Chris Grayling. The stakeholders who have been involved in this process include; 

Highways England, SCC, West Sussex County Council, RBBC and TDC.

5.9. Tandridge District Council Thakeham Homes and their consultants have had 

significant recent engagement with TDC including meetings with Planning Policy 

Officers and presentation to Members.

5.10. This early engagement with key stakeholders will ensure that the promotion of 

Redhill Garden Community can be progressed in a coordinated manner with the 

support of these groups and taking into account their expert feedback at an early stage 

of development design. At this stage none of the statutory or nonstatutory groups 

consulted have raised any fundamental constraints which would prevent this 

development from coming forward or raised any objections in principle to the 

development.

5.11. Parish & Town Councils - Thakeham has offered to meet every parish council in 

RBBC and TDC and have kept parish councils up-to-date through regular emails and 

telephone contact. Thakeham and their Team continue to be available to answer 

questions or provide information on the proposals wherever possible, when requested. 

To date, meetings have been held with the following groups:

Horley Town Council

Burstow Parish Council

Dormansland Parish Council

Godstone Parish Council

Horne Parish Council

Limpsfield Parish Council

Outwood Parish Annual Meeting

5.12. At each of the parish meetings Thakeham Homes has attended and members of 

the project team set out an introduction to the plans. Parish councillors then had the 

opportunity to ask questions on any aspect of the proposals. Thakeham is committed 

to continued engagement with local parishes, and hopes to hold more meetings with 

parishes as the plans progress further.

5.13. Additionally, Thakeham Homes has met with representatives of the Godstone 

Village Association, and has been represented at the regular meetings of the Redhill 

Aerodrome Consultative Committee. Efforts have Consultation in autumn 2017. 

Conversations were held with hundreds of local residents in towns and consultation.

5.14. The DMP must at Examination demonstrate that it has fulfilled the legal Duty to 

Cooperate on planning issues that cross administrative boundaries particularly in 

relation to strategic priorities (paragraph 178 NPPF). The safeguarding of Redhill 

Aerodrome in the DMP alongside joint working and agreement with TDC on the 

progression of a joint AAP to bring forward the Site greatly assist in demonstrating this 

duty. Redhill Garden Community offers a unique opportunity for both RBBC and TDC to 

meet their respective future housing needs and provide strategic infrastructure and 

employment space, creating wide reaching cross boundary benefits.

Development Management Plan Policies

5.15. As set out within the NPPF the DMP must be in accordance with legal and 

procedural requirements. To be considered to be sound the plan must be:

Positively prepared

Justified

Effective

Consistent with national policy

Spatial Strategy and Delivery of Housing

5.16. The DMP covers the period to 2027 and runs alongside the adopted Core 

Strategy (2014) and plans for a total of 6,900 new homes between 2012 and 2027 

equating to 460 dwellings per annum. The DMP allocates a number of additional 

residential sites alongside large strategic sites and regeneration areas to meet the 

needs of the Borough over the plan period, which are not subject to this 

representation. The housing trajectory at Appendix 2 of the Core Strategy 

demonstrates that up to 2027 the maximum housing delivery could be up to 7,567 

units.

5.17. The long term delivery of housing in the period post 2027 can be considered at 

this stage, particularly in

light of the Core Strategy being over five years old in 2019 and will be subject to review 

shortly. The

identification of deliverable, developable sites or broad locations for growth in the 6-10 

year period is

supported by paragraph 47 of the NPPF. The NPPF also sets out that the supply of new 

homes can be

best achieved through planning for large scale development including new settlements 

in line with Garden

City Principles. Paragraph 85 goes on to set out that land within the Green Belt can be 

identified in a plan as 'safeguarded land' in order to meet longer term development 

needs stretching beyond the plan period. The identification of safeguarded land at 

Redhill Aerodrome for future development is therefore wholly in

line with and supported by national planning policy.

5.18. The safeguarding of the Area of Technical Assessment would allow for the site to 

be progressed via the

Local Plan Review and a joint Area Action Plan to be progressed in a timely fashion 

allowing for delivery

in RBBC in the early stages of the next plan period. Alongside the early delivery of 

housing would also be

the additional infrastructure benefits such as educational facilities, employment and 

transport infrastructure

which would come forward in the early part of the plan period. The timing of delivery 

of housing within the

relevant plan periods and the required infrastructure is demonstrated within the high 

level delivery timeline

shown at Appendix 1.

Policy MLS2 - Safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome

5.19. Policy MLS2 relates to "Safeguarded land for development beyond the plan 

period", this policy identifies the safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome Area of Technical 

Assessment under reference SAS1. The

safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is strongly supported by Thakeham Homes and 

Quintain. The wording

of Policy MLS2 however does not include a fundamental plan making mechanism to 

allow for the progression of a Joint Area Action Plan (AAP). The AAP provides a 

mechanism to facilitate effective coworking

between RBBC and TDC as each develop new or review their Local Plans. The Joint AAP 

would

be a Local Development Document and once adopted form part of the statutory 

development plan for

RBBC and TDC (known also as a "Local Plan")

5.20. To ensure clarity moving forward for Thakeham Homes and Quintain and TDC as 

they produce their

emerging Local Plan reference to the AAP should be included in Policy MSL2. On the 

basis of this not

being included in the Regulation 19 DMP, Thakeham Homes provide a technical 

objection to the worded

as drafted relating to this policy.



5.21. Other elements of the policy and Thakeham Homes and Quintain comments on 

these are set out in the

table below:

Criteria: Safeguarded Land is not allocated for

development during this plan period

Response: No specific comments however this policy should not

preclude the necessary plan making actions which can

take place during this plan period to ensure the timely

delivery of Redhill Aerodrome

C: Until a review of the Local Plan is completed,

Safeguarded Land will be treated in policy terms

as though it were Green Belt and policies relating

to development in the Green Belt will apply

R: This criteria is considered to be restrictive in terms of

plan making and should be reworded to reflect positive

plan making. As discussed above at paragraph 5.15 this

criteria should include reference to a joint AAP

progressed by RBBC and TDC and the policy should

allow for sufficient flexibility to allow for a Joint AAP to be

progressed alongside the Local Plan Review.

C: Any development which would prejudice the

future comprehensive development of

Safeguarded Land will not be permitted

R: This criteria is supported by Thakeham Homes and

Quintain

C: Existing recreational provision will be protected

in the plan period and in the event of future

allocations

R: This criteria does not apply to the majority of the Redhill

Aerodrome Area of Technical Assessment which is

private land.

The existing lawful public rights of way will not be

affected.

C: The following site is identified as Safeguarded Land on the Policies Map: SAS1 - 

Redhill Aerodrome

R: This strongly supported by Thakeham Homes.

A minor objection to the area of land identified under

reference SAS1 is lodged by Thakeham Homes and is

discussed below.

C: In the event that the identified safeguarded land

is demonstrated (as a result of further detailed

testing as part of work to prepare a future local

plan) to not be sustainable or developable then the

exceptional circumstances may exist to redesignate

this land as Green Belt through that

future Local Plan.

R: Thakeham Homes and Quintain have no specific

comments on this criteria however as set out above this

should include reference to the Joint AAP as well as the

Local Plan Review.

In terms of the amount of land to be safeguarded as part of MLS2 and SAS1, as 

previous stated by

Thakeham Homes, the proposals for Redhill Garden Community do not include 

developing the wider area.

As set out above and shown in the indicative masterplan a significant proportion of the 

Area of Technical

Assessment will remain or become open space, new or improved habitat for wildlife 

and connected green

infrastructure. It is likely that parts of the Area of Technical Assessment will not be 

subject to any change

as part of the proposals. The Area of Technical Assessment has been safeguarded in 

order to allow for

detailed assessments to be undertaken to give both RBBC and TDC flexibility moving 

forward. This

flexibility will ensure all necessary infrastructure is provided and the most appropriate 

defensible

boundaries can be utilised.

Area of Technical Assessment & Safeguarded Land

5.23. The land identified at Redhill Aerodrome, under reference SAS1, must be 

updated to reflect an amended

site area which now includes a parcel of land to the south of the settlement of 

Whitebushes, herein referred

. The additional land has an area of approximately 9.6ha. This land

has been included in the Area of Technical Assessment as it may be required as part of 

the detailed

masterplan to deliver primary physical infrastructure, public transport services or 

connections and/or green

infrastructure. By including this area within the Area of Technical Assessment this 

allows it to be considered

as part of the options for the development of the Site. This area of land should be 

included within the

safeguarded area identified under SAS1.

5.24. This area will be included in all ongoing assessments undertaken on behalf of 

Thakeham Homes and

Quintain by the consultant team. Initial appraisal has found that in terms of Green Belt 

contribution the key

feature of this area is to maintain the separation of Whitebushes and Salfords. This 

role would be retained

and enhanced through inclusion of this area in the masterplan for Redhill Garden 

Community ensuring this

area remained open.

5.25. This is considered to be a minor technical objection to Policy MLS2 and the land 

identified within this policy

under reference SAS1. The Land south of Copsleigh Avenue is important to the 

development and testing

of masterplan options for Redhill Garden Community and will need to be considered as 

part of the AAP.

Thakeham Homes and Quintain therefore request that the Proposals Map be updated 

accordingly in line

with the Area of Technical Assessment submitted with this representation.

Release of Land from the Green Belt

5.26. The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome Area of Technical Assessment and 

release of land from the Green

Belt for the delivery of a new Garden Community is essential to ensuring that RBBC 

meet their long term

development needs. It is also key to ensuring that TDC meet more immediate housing 

needs in their

District.

5.27. The NPPF sets out at Paragraph 83 that Green Belt boundaries should only be 

altered in exceptional

circumstances through the review of a Local Plan. Alongside the Safeguarding Policy in 

the DMP and Local

Plan Review, the Joint AAP would undertake a detailed review of the Green Belt 

boundaries in this area

alongside the Masterplan proposals. This would result in the exact boundaries of the 

Green Belt release

coming forward as part of the AAP, which when adopted would be become a statutory 

development plan

document.

The Inspectors Report into the submission version of the Core Strategy, found that the 

Plan would need to

recognise that some loss of Green Belt land to housing development will

be necessary, in certain sustainable locations, to meet as far as is practicable the needs 

of the borough

a to meet

housing and employment needs was not wholly convincing and that development of 

some land outside the

urban area would be unavoidable (para 16). Despite major modifications to the now 

adopted plan, the



Inspectors Report at paragraph 46 goes on to given the limited capacity of suitable and 

deliverable

greenfield land outside the Green Belt, the only option available within the borough to 

meet the bulk of the

housing shortfall is land currently in the Green Belt

5.29. The Inspector at paragraph a more strategic and longer

term assessment -85 of the NPPF (para 49). Overall, whilst the Inspector found

the Plan sound, following main modifications, the Inspector required a number of 

actions to be included in

the DMP including a Green Belt Review.

5.30. The Green Belt Review, dated June 2016, reviewed land within broad areas of 

search, detailed boundary

anomalies and washed over villages and land this does not however cover all of the 

Redhill Aerodrome

and wider site.

5.31. Davies Landscape Architects have produced a Green Belt Review which assesses 

the broad Area of

Technical Assessment specifically and the conformity of parcels of land within this area 

with the Green

Belt purposes. A Green Belt Review Addendum covering the additional Land south of 

Copsleigh Avenue

has also been included as part of this representation. As with standard Green Belt 

Review methodology

and in line with RBBC and TDC Green Belt reviews four of the five purposes have been 

assessed:

Purpose 1 - To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas.

Purpose 2 To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another.

Purpose 3 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.

Purpose 4 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns

5.32. The Green Belt Review splits the Area of Technical Assessment into 11 parcels (A-

K) and found that in

line with RBBC methodology:

1 parcel scored 1 indicating a high contribution to the Green Belt purposes (parcel A)

3 parcels scored 3 indicating a medium contribution to the Green Belt purposes 

(parcels B,C & J)

4 parcels scored 4 indicating a low contribution to the Green Belt purposes (parcels 

D,E,G & K)

3 parcels scored 5 indicating the lowest contribution to the Green Belt purposes 

(parcels H, F, I & J)

5.33. Parcel A is considered to make the highest contribution and is outside of the Area 

of Technical Assessment

and is not included within the indicative masterplan due to its sensitivity and 

contribution to the Green Belt

purposes. This area would not be proposed to be removed from the Green Belt as part 

of the development

of Redhill Garden Community. Due to the extent of the land included in the Area of 

Technical Assessment,

the masterplan for the development can be flexible and ensure a landscape led 

approach to ensure that

sensitive areas in landscape and green belt terms are sensitively incorporated into the 

Redhill Garden

Community.

5.34. The Green Belt Addendum found that the Land south of Copsleigh Avenue makes 

a moderate

contribution to purposes 1 and 3 and lesser contribution to purpose 4. Overall the 

highest value this land parcel has is to separation between Salford and Whitebuses. 

This will be carefully considered through the

development of the proposals to ensure that the separation is maintained and 

defensible boundaries

enhanced wherever possible.

5.35. It is clear from the Green Belt Review that the land parcels within the Area of 

Technical Assessment are not meeting all of the purposes of the Green Belt and this 

contributes to the Exceptional Circumstances

for release of the Site from the Green Belt, to be progressed as part of the 

Joint AAP. The land parcels

within the Area of Technical Assessment which do not contribute fully to the purposes 

of the Green Belt

have been targeted for development in the indicative masterplan. This alongside other 

opportunities and

constraints on the Site have shaped the development of the masterplan.

Alongside the Area of Technical Assessment land parcels not contributing fully to the 

purposes of the

Green Belt, there are a number of benefits of the proposals at Redhill Garden 

Community which

cumulatively amount to exceptional circumstances which must be taken into account 

and justify the

removal of land from the Green Belt including:

Housing Need as set out above Redhill Garden Community is a significant opportunity 

to delivery

housing in RBBC within the next plan period including early in 2027. In addition the Site 

can deliver

housing in early phases within TDC assisting in meeting their short and longer term 

needs;

Affordable Housing in addition to the need to deliver wider market housing, RBBC is 

known for its

high house prices with average prices of £372,299 with a poor affordability ration of 

11.49 and a high

need for affordable housing. The Redhill Garden Community includes significant 

numbers of

affordable housing including specialist tenures such as key worker supporting East 

Surrey Hospital.

Transport Infrastructure the development of Redhill Garden Community facilitates the 

provision

of extensive transport infrastructure funded by the development. This includes the 

delivery of the new

junction onto the M23 and Link Road to the A23 which are significant infrastructure 

projects with the

potential to have wide ranging local and regional benefits. In addition the provision of 

a public transport

hub within the site and enhancement of the bus services to key employment locations 

and transport

nodes are key benefits of the scheme.

Education Provision the Redhill Garden Community will deliver a number of primary 

schools to

meet the demands of the new community alongside an All Through School providing 

secondary and

higher education services which has the potential to include provision for the wider 

community. The

education provision to be delivered as part of the scheme including the All Through 

School is detailed

further in the Indicative Delivery Timeline at Appendix 1.

Provision of Public Open Space the majority of the Area of Technical Assessment is 

made up of

the Redhill Aerodrome site and other private land. There are a number of existing 

public rights of way

within the Area of Technical Assessment however these are typically fragmented and 

isolated by the

Aerodrome. The benefits of the Redhill Garden Community will be two-fold, firstly 

providing new

connections through the development to the existing rights of way to provide joined 

up routes and

increase user enjoyment. Secondly the development proposals include significant areas 

of publicly

accessible open space. These features of the development will provide benefits to the 

new community

and wider residents of both RBBC and TDC.

Biodiversity Enhancements much of the Aerodrome part of the Area of Technical 

Assessment is of low ecological due to the current activities and management on site, 

and in particular the requirement for the site to retain low level cut grass at all times 

for operational safety reasons. The



Redhill Garden Community will improve the biodiversity in the area by providing new 

open spaces and diverse habitats, including the creation of new wetland habitat 

through de-culverting of the Redhill Brook and provision of SuDs.

Employment Provision & Economic Development Redhill Garden Community will 

provide onsite employment at the local and district centre including provision of B1 

floorspace alongside B2/B8 floorspace in the proposed employment area close to the 

M23. The provision of this employment

floorspace in a strategic regional location coupled with the improvement transport 

infrastructure, also delivered by the proposals, will provide employment for the new 

community itself but also support the regional economy within the Gatwick Diamond 

and Coast to Capital LEP.

5.37. The benefits of the Redhill Garden Community are considered further in Section 6 

below.

5.38. A planning appeal at the main Aerodrome site in relation to an application for a 

hard runway was dismissed by a Planning Inspector in January 2014. Objectors have 

incorrectly raised the potential of a precedent between this decision and subsequent 

Court of Appeal decision with the current proposals being promoted to RBBC and TDC. 

The Appeal fundamentally hinged on whether the proposals demonstrated Very 

Special Circumstances (VSC) outweighing harm to the Green Belt and other any other 

harm in line with the NPPF.

taken into account in the VSC assessment. Whilst relating to Green Belt and the 

Aerodrome site, these

decisions are not considered to be relevant to or set a precedent in regard to the 

safeguarding of the site

under MLS2 where the relevant test to be deployed in proper plan making is one of 

exceptional

circumstances.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0305

Email Mr Peter Forbes RBBC\Represe

ntor\0305

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don’t know Don't know Don't know a) RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes site SAS1 as 

‘Redhill Aerodrome. However SAS1 is a far larger area, including not just the 

aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to the west, and to the 

north as far as East Surrey Hospital. I feel that the sole reference to Redhill Aerodrome 

is therefore misleading and inaccurate. b) Tandridge (TDC) & Reigate (RBBC) Councils 

both agree the green belt fulfils three of the five purposes – checking urban sprawl, 

preventing coalescence and preventing encroachment into the countryside. Collectively 

they add weight the principle of the green belt in maintaining openness c) The 

Metropolitan Green Belt, viewed as a whole, is already narrow and fractured at this 

point and should intact fulfilling its original purpose. d) Your core strategy is based on 

an ‘urban areas first’ approach – whereas, in safeguarding SAS1, you will be acting 

contrary to your own policy as this is clearly a rural area. e) The rural setting of South 

Nutfield will be adversely affected as there is currently minimal street lighting. Light 

pollution from any housing development in the area on or the near the aerodrome 

would be significant. f) Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield nearly into 

Redhill, is within the candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty. (AONB). This aspect is ignored in the consultation, even 

though your policy states that great weight should be attached to protecting the 

landscape and scenic beauty of AONBs. g) Traffic analysis shows development will lead 

to thousands of extra vehicles and journeys which will add to local congestion in the 

narrow lanes, accidents to pedestrians on roads without pavements and exposure to 

increased air pollution. The existing local road network is already heavily overloaded 

with current traffic volumes at peak periods. h) It would seem that your council are 

unable to develop any part of the aerodrome site without support from the 

neighbouring Tandridge Council (TDC) who is still in the process of selecting a site for a 

garden village as part of their Local Plan. It therefore appears illogical to proceed with 

safeguarding the Aerodrome site until a TDC decision is known. i) Safeguarding SAS1 

will create insecurity for residents and businesses alike 

removing site SAS1 from any safeguarding consideration No No

within the area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027. Existing businesses 

at the aerodrome may be deterred from investing and new businesses may choose to 

go elsewhere. Until now your council have been consistent in opposing development at 

Redhill Aerodrome, in order to protect the critical local green belt. As recently as 4th 

October 2017, RBBC planning committee refused a (retrospective) planning application 

at the aerodrome and stated: “...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional 

hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green 

Belt which would erode the openness of the Green Belt. It is therefore unclear why you 

now consider the possible construction of any volume of homes on the aerodrome site 

will not have a similar adverse effect. The area involved (part of designation SAS1) 

should therefore not be safeguarded as there are already a large volume of sites 

identified which would appear to more than satisfy the estimated future housing 

demand beyond 2027. A decision regarding any future safeguarding of the Aerodrome 

land should await completion of the Tandridge Council process for selection of a site 

under their ‘Garden Village’ Consultation which ended on 9th October 2017.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0306

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Susan Ford RBBC\Represe

ntor\0306

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know Safeguarding SAS1 land is not consistent with existing planning and other advice for 

general aviation facilities and fails to consider possible amendments to the NPPF.     

The site is within the Green Belt and both RBBC and TDC have been opposing 

inappropriate development in the Green Belt at this site for many years – there is no 

justification to change this approach.    The local roads are basically narrow country 

lanes and even with improvement would not be capable of supporting this type of 

development.     Redhill Aerodrome is an important employment site which 

contributes to the GDP of the Local Community.      Redhill Aerodrome is an important 

facility for the training of Pilots and is the base for both the Police and Air Ambulance 

helicopters, which provide a vital service    The safeguarding site selection process is 

not evidenced and justified. 

Discontinue the proposal to safeguard SAS1  No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0309

Email Ms Linda Fox RBBC\Represe

ntor\0309

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I have lived in Green Lane [...] for the last 23 years and my husband has lived in Green 

lane for the last 67 years. His Grandparents and uncle all work the brick yard until 1973 

when it was sold.

We have 23 acres of woods around us. My husband can remember when Green lane 

went to Mason Bridge road and the Whitebushes estate was built.

[...] I walk down to Dean Lane Farm with my dogs and on very cold morning the deer 

are always in the first field. Where will they go when the Green belt has gone.

if you leave in the mornings any later than 8. to go to the main A23  in the morning it 

takes some times as long as 30 minutes to get from Spencer's Way to the A23.

If all these houses are to be built the traffic will be worst.

I am sure Tandridge Council can find other places to build their Garden estate. 

Please leave our Green Belt.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0310

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Susan Framp RBBC\Represe

ntor\0310

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The amount of land being safeguarded is far more than is necessary to meet the 

housing demand for the area.  The demand for housing by residents in Reigate and 

Banstead is not that high.  The houses that would be built on this land is for people 

moving out of London NOT locals.  There is enough brown field sites in the area to use 

first rather than destroying the Green belt.  Once this land is put aside for housing, it 

will never be returned to Green belt and lost for ever.  I moved to this area BECAUSE of 

the countryside, access to footpaths and the tranquillity. Adding a possible total of 

13000 homes to the area will mean I will not have this anymore, and nor will the 

people moving here!     The road infrastructure is already straining under the pressure 

of vehicles.  Cars whizz along Masons Bridge Road now, adding another 13000 cars will 

cause a nightmare for the local area, it will be gridlock.  The pollution will be 

unimaginable.  Adding a junction to the M23 to access the new development will 

increase the congestion, drivers will use it to cut off junction 7 of the M25 and re-join it 

the M25 at junction 8.    We also have a problem with the rail infrastructure.  Trains 

have been cut from the timetable from Tonbridge meaning that trains are full at peak 

times from Nutfield, or do not run at all!  Redhill have put in another platform but 

there is only so many trains that can run on each of the lines safely.  This means that 

there is a finite number of trains which are able to enter the main London terminals 

and return.    We do not need this development thus the land does not need to be 

safeguarded, leave it as Green Belt land.  Future generations will need open space near 

to them,  for leisure and enjoyment.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0316

Email Ms Joyce Furlong RBBC\Represe

ntor\0316

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 1. Removing this land around Redhill Aerodrome is unwise as it defeats the original 

purpose of Green Belt legislation to stop urban sprawl.

2. The removal of some land would be better if it been confined to land within the 

boundary of Redhill aerodrome, leaving some open land around it.

3. If this goes ahead as well as the Tandridge Garden Village scheme then the number 

of cars using the current congested roads will be unworkable.  It would make access to 

East Surrey Hospital for ambulances etc. even more difficult than it is already. 

4. Some residents of the new houses would probably commute to London by train and 

there is woefully inadequate parking already at the local stations (Salfords and 

Nutfield).  The present bus routes would not help people get to these stations.

5. Once this land is removed from Green Belt it will never be returned.  This will 

encourage even more houses to be built and even fewer green spaces for ourselves 

and future generations to enjoy.

Remove SAS1. No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0317

Email Ms Syivia Gammon RBBC\Represe

ntor\0317

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Please find copy of my letter to TDC as my objection against Proposal of Garden Village 

at Redhill Aerodrome. It would be disastrous for this area, and all the people working 

there.                                                                     I am writing to object to the proposal to 

build a Garden village on Redhill Aerodrome.   There are a good many reasons why it 

would be unsuitable.

Mainly it is on green belt land, and is often waterlogged at times, which could result in 

the flooding of surrounding areas as it does already.

Also, roads leading out of the aerodrome are only country lanes, and are already 

overcrowded.  If an access is made onto the M23, this could cause

big holdups for people heading to and from Gatwick airport.

Nutfield would be affected by more pollution, already having the M25 Motorway as 

well as the M23 affecting the village, not mentioning the aircraft from Gatwick which 

comes over every few minutes at times.

Many people also use South Nutfield as a rat race.  At the school times and other busy 

times the roads get clogged up.   It is impossible to get to appointments in time.

lt would  be a nightmare having a village development of 4,000 houses on our 

doorstep.  Especially with a community four times the size of Nutfield.

I am very much against this application.

Object MLS2 No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0323

Email Mrs John Gilder RBBC\Represe

ntor\0323

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 I write on behalf of the General Aviation Awareness Council (GAAC) with regard to your 

Council’s decision to identify land at Redhill Aerodrome as long term safeguarding for 

potential residential development in Policy MLS2 of the emerging Development 

Management Plan (DMP) and confirm that we wish to object to the DMP on the 

grounds set out below

Before doing so may I enlarge on  the role of the GAAC?  The GAAC was formed over 

twenty years ago to work for the protection of UK airfields from indiscriminate 

development. It represents the interests of over 30 Associations, including the 

Aeroplane Owners & Pilots (AOPA), the Light Aircraft (LAA), British Business & GA  

(BBGA) and British Gliding (BGA), British Microlight Aircraft (BMAA) comprising 

40,000+ members involved in fixed wing, helicopter, Microlight, Balloon, Drone and 

Aeromodeller activities.  Wherever possible it works in conjunction with 

complimentary organisations such as Sport England, the RSPB and CPRE.  

In January the All Party Parliamentary Group for General Aviation formed four 

‘Working Groups’ of specialists to advise on Airfields, Airspace, Tax & Regulation and 

Heritage. The GAAC provides half of the Airfields Group including the chairman. We are 

therefore intimately involved in both the GA industry and with Parliamentary process. 

The Government’s ‘General Aviation challenge panel – final report’ in 2015 made 

recommendations to reinvigorate General Aviation (GA) by reducing costs and securing 

an accessible national network of airfields.  With its location, airfield quality and 

flexibility of facilities Redhill Aerodrome is ideally placed to be a pivotal part this Policy 

and an integral part of airfield infrastructure connectivity in the south east.

Maintaining the UK network of GA aerodromes is increasingly regarded by the 

Department for Transport (DfT) as an important part of the national transport 

infrastructure as recognised in the appointment of a GA Champion by the Minister. At 

the request of the GAAC the DfT is funding a survey of the existing network and will 

then work with the GAAC to identify the national network necessary to make UK plc a 

global leader in GA as set out in Government policy. Maintaining a national network of 

G A airfields is vital to 

Remove SAS1. No No

the continuing success of both the general and commercial aviation industries and the 

provision of a viable nationwide business, training, leisure and transport resource. The 

DfT has also now accepted that individual Airfields within the network provide a broad 

range of local economic and community benefits while offering ‘point to point’ access 

for those wishing to avoid our congested roads.

In July 2017 the GAAC submitted a Paper responding to a question from the Minister 

of Aviation asking how government could maintain and improve the existing network 

to regain our position as a world leader.  As a result it was invited to contribute to the 

DfT’s working group currently drafting the 2018 Aviation White Paper in support of the 

GA initiative announced by the Minister for Aviation, Baroness Sugg earlier this month.

Simultaneously we are in discussion with the DHCLG in relation to the NPPF review and 

together with the APPG-GA have submitted proposed revisions to Para’s 33, 41 and 

Annex 2 (Glossary), all are measures to consolidate GA’s position within the national 

infrastructure network and address the confusion, and resulting inconsistency, in the 

implementation of legislation relating to the availability of Brownfield land for 

development. The GAAC is well positioned to advise as it frequently provides guidance 

on environmental, legislative and town planning matters to airfield owners, operators 

and Local Authorities nationwide, and is therefore conversant with current issues 

relating to GA activities.

One of the main stimuli to the 2018 White Paper is the prediction that commercial UK 

air traffic will double in the next 20 years. More immediately, in September 2017 the 

airline industry reported a requirement to provide a further 108,000+ pilots in western 

Europe alone, together with a similar number of engineers, to provide increased 

services and offset the retirement shortfall over the next 5 yrs.  The Government has 

already stated its intention to consolidate the UK’s position as a world leader in pilot 

and engineering training and, as Redhill is widely regarded as a critically important 

airfield in the UK, it is a facility the country, and particularly GA, cannot afford to lose.

In their recent report commissioned by the Government, York Aviation valued 

GA’s contribution to UK plc at over £3Billion. As the ‘grass roots’ of aviation it 

mentors, educates and trains pilots, engineers, Air Traffic Controllers and other 

associated skills for entry into the larger Commercial Aviation market, which is 

currently valued at £50Billion. Latest industry predictions are that air travel will double 

in the next 20 years.   

For the continuance and promotion of existing jobs and the necessary growth it is 

important to secure the future of G A aerodromes as an important local and national 

resource. 

In recent years a significant number of airfields have closed and others have been 

threatened as a result of owners seeking to release the value of their land and local 

planning authorities prioritising housing and other development on the land they 

occupy.  Pressures on land uses are high, especially in the SE of England, and the GA 

industry has long accepted the need to be proactive in constructively engaging with 

local planners and the local community.  

However it is clear that many Local Planning Authorities do not fully recognise the G A 

sector’s importance to either their local community or wider national prosperity.  We 

hope that RBBC will move away from this trend. 

The Minister for Transport, Chris Grayling, has appointed a General Aviation 

‘Champion’ Byron Davies to co-ordinate research to identify a network of strategically 

important G A sites across the UK.  This research will take forward the concept of a 

strategic network first flagged up in the General Aviation Strategy 2015 and then in the 

NPPF Planning Practice Guidance. The GAAC would not wish to pre-empt the DfT’s 

research but considers it very likely that the review will identify Redhill Aerodrome as a 

site of strategic importance.  

Government guidance now requires planning authorities to have regard to the extent 

to which an aerodrome contributes to connectivity outside the authority’s own 

boundaries, working together with other authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships 

as required by the National Planning Policy Framework. 



Any change of use from its role as a working airfield should only be permitted after the 

planning authority has fully considered the extent to which the aerodrome has 

contributed to connectivity outside its own boundaries. It would appear that currently 

no attempt to undertake this exercise has been made with Redhill Aerodrome, as 

there is no evidence of this in the DMP supporting documents.

The basis for our objection to the DMP is that it does not justify the safeguarding 

policy.  It certainly does not justify why this site has been identified over other 

potential locations within the Borough.  Neither is there any evaluation in the DMP 

suite of documents as to the impact of the potential loss of this site for aviation 

purposes.  No consultation was undertaken prior to this site being identified and 

safeguarded at the very late stage of this DMP process.  No detailed information was 

provided to your Executive Committee for its consideration of the DMP at its 

November meeting.

The safeguarding of this site is, therefore, contrary to Government policy and 

completely unjustified. 

Safeguarding this site will create years of uncertainty for the existing businesses, 

currently based at Redhill Aerodrome, or force them to move. 

The GAAC wishes to draw your attention to the range of factors that make Redhill a 

very important GA site.

Strategically, Redhill is in a key location, easily accessible from most of the arc from the 

M3 to the Thames and from London to Brighton and via the M25. The National Police 

Air Service (NPAS) and the Kent Surrey and Sussex Air Ambulance Trust (KSSAAT) have 

chosen Redhill as a base because of the geographical range this gives them.  This 

coverage cannot be replicated by any other existing operational site.

There are a wide range of aviation activities at Redhill including fixed and rotary wing 

training, engineering, charter, leisure flying, business use and sightseeing tours, 

simulator training, aviation medical services, NPAS and HEMS. It is frequently used by 

commercial pilots due to its proximity to Gatwick and to avoid traffic congestion. It is a 

refuelling point for the SAS 

and other special operations is and registered with the RAF as alternate or additional 

landing site for East Surrey Hospital. And, it is used by the Army Air Corps for training. 

Redhill has an extensive community role as a place to visit, watch aircraft, for food and 

drink, special events such as fly-ins, the Air Ambulance Ball, classic car events, 

educational visits and sporting events. Its very existence makes a significant and 

positive contribution to the social and economic performance of the area. It also offers 

a visual amenity for local residents and an uncontaminated habitat for flora and fauna 

including species of wild flowers, Bees and butterflies. 

 

Redhill therefore makes a major and wide-ranging contribution to the ‘ecosystem’, the 

network of aviation sites, large and small, across the country.  Redhill is relatively small 

but it is at sites like this that pilots learn to fly (and refresh their skills), engineers learn 

to maintain problem solve, navigators learn to navigate and Air Traffic Controllers are 

trained. If facilities such as Redhill are lost this jeopardises both the grass roots and the 

commercial aviation industry in the UK.

This contribution is likely to become increasingly important in the future, forming a 

critical part of a network of transport infrastructure hubs which can enhance 

connectivity as traffic congestion grows.  This will be enhanced with the advent of new 

technologies including people and freight carrying drone operations which as well as 

providing safe, fast transport services are very low emission and very quiet aircraft.

 

The only other airfield in Surrey, at Fairoaks, is under threat of closure.  Redhill 

Aerodrome is the only site of its kind in the south east of England with no planning 

restrictions.  The nearest four airfields to Redhill are:

 

· Biggin Hill (13 miles) – for safety reasons the management wishes to reduce   GA    as 

it conflicts with business jet operations

· Fairoaks (26 miles) – being promoted for housing

· 

Shoreham (38 miles) – historic and popular coastal location but with limited 

catchment.  currently subject to a management restructuring

· Rochester (38 miles) – very limited facilities but plans for improvement have been 

submitted. 

 

The above limitations of other sites enhances the strategic importance of Redhill which 

is also able to offer the supporting air traffic control services.

The formation of a Local Plan is not just about the provision of new housing.  The 

protection of existing strategic employment sites is also a very relevant consideration.  

The closure of Redhill Aerodrome would deprive the local economy of the 450 existing 

jobs which generate a long-standing and significant contribution to the economies of 

Tandridge, Redhill and Reigate.  This was recognised at the 2014 Redhill Aerodrome 

Public Inquiry. 

Evidence presented at the 2014 Inquiry confirmed that total employment associated 

with Redhill Aerodrome, including indirect and induced, was (at that time) assessed to 

be 410 people, generating a total GVA of £18.5m.  Redhill Aerodrome was described 

as the largest employment centre in the Tandridge District.

 

The use of Redhill Aerodrome for aviation is supported by current government policy in 

both the NPPF and the Aviation Policy Framework (APF).  Moreover, a December 2017 

Parliamentary Answer states that this Framework has been further strengthened by 

the March 2015 publication of the General Aviation Strategy.

 

We would also draw your attention to the APF, including paras 5.6 and 1.86-1.91 

which support small airfields such as Redhill remaining in aviation use.

Aviation is a dynamic sector of Britain’s social and economic base, but for the industry 

to continue to play its role requires both the safeguarding of the current aerodrome 

infrastructure and, via the proactive involvement of 

Local Planning Authorities in line with National Policy Planning Framework, the 

creation of long-term confidence to stimulate further capital investment to upgrade 

facilities to the global leader standard targeted by the Government. 

The network of GA aerodromes around the UK and the connectivity provided are a 

national asset, providing economic benefits to the country as a whole. The other 

locations that are being considered by TDC for a Garden Village location do not offer 

this strategic benefit. 

Development at Redhill Aerodrome will require the closure of the existing aviation 

related activity.  This will result in the cessation of the last fixed wing Aerodrome in 

Surrey.  This is not in line with the Government’s direction of travel and would be 

contrary to guidance provided within the revised NPPF.  Your own ‘Safeguarded Land 

Report’ states that ‘The existing commercial and aerodrome facilities [at Redhill 

Aerodrome] may need to be reprovided’ (pages 180 and 181) but no alternative sites 

are identified and we are not aware any feasibility studies so the viability of this 

statement must be open to question and, in the absence of an alternative   The long 

established GA facility at Redhill should be protected.

In general terms TDC accept that the forecast for employment related land within their 

district is likely to remain relatively constant.  Further, Redhill Aerodrome’s existing 

employment status is recognised within the 2015 AECOM Tandridge Economic Needs 

Assessment.

It states:

 

‘In addition, to ensure that well-functioning sites are safeguarded and there is 

sufficient suitable land to meet future demand, the Council (TDC) should allocate the 

Redhill Aerodrome as a Strategic Employment Site.’

  



TDC describe the site in the following terms: 

“The RA site has been considered through the Economic Needs Assessment and is 

recommended for designation as a Strategic Employment Site with continued 

employment use and redevelopment.”

The uncertainty created by your proposed action to Safeguard Redhill Aerodrome will 

have a destabilising effect on a major Strategic Employment Site of a neighbouring 

Authority. and is likely to result in the existing companies moving elsewhere, very likely 

outside of the immediate area, especially if they are aviation based.

Much of the existing employment at Redhill Aerodrome is aviation related, highly 

skilled and is very unlikely to be replicated by new positions created by the proposed 

Garden Village development.  A significant percentage of the current workforce 

employed at Redhill Aerodrome fall into the STEM (science, technology, engineering 

and mathematics) category. 

The Government recognise the UK must meet the growing demand for people 

equipped with higher level, economically valuable skills. 

In particular, ensuring that businesses have access to STEM skills is critically important 

since these skills play a central role in developing innovative products and services that 

can be effectively positioned in world markets.

The UK’s economic future lies in high value, innovative and knowledge-intensive 

activities.  To pursue this course a highly skilled STEM workforce is essential.  However, 

the shortage of STEM skills in the UK should be treated as a national crisis, according to 

experts in the field.

The probable result of Safeguarding is that this important employment site (so rated 

by TDC (?) itself) would become a dwindling asset, with its financial contribution to the 

local economy diminishing or even ceasing.

  

This would create a significant loss of GDP to the local community.  Evidence was given 

and accepted by RBBC at the 2014 Redhill Aerodrome Public Inquiry that activity at the 

Aerodrome generated a total GVA of £18.5m per annum. 

There is likely to be a significant lead-time between the cessation of the existing 

employment activity at Redhill Aerodrome and any new employment commencing.  

The existing companies would likely wish to secure their future by relocating as quickly 

as possible. 

 

TDC's own analysis estimates this would be likely to be a minimum period of 15 years.  

If there were only a 10-year gap between the closure of the existing employment and 

the provision of new employment then this could result in an overall GVA deficit of 

some £185m.  This is a material consideration.

We trust that you will take these points into consideration when considering our 

objection to the Safeguarding proposal and will focus on the national and longer term 

economic and community needs of both the UK and the area south of the Thames in 

particular.   

If the GAAC can assist you further we would be pleased to do so and are also willing to 

meet with you to set out in more detail the importance of General Aviation in the UK.

RBBC\Represe
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Letter Mrs Ruth Guise RBBC\Represe
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know 1. Introduction

This objection relates to the proposal to "safeguard" a large area of Green Belt land 

within and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome for possible future housing development 

after 2027, being the end of the current development  plan period. This proposal is 

part of the Development Master Plan  ("DMP"), dated 2017 and produced by Redhill & 

Reigate Borough Council ("RBBC"). The main DMP document addressing this proposal 

is the Green Belt Review (the "Review") along with the "Safeguarded Land Report" (the 

"SL Report") and the "Sustainability Appraisal" (the "Appraisal").

It is important to be clear on the meanings of several words and expressions which are 

used in the reports with quasi-technical meanings and which would not be so used in 

common parlance. The most important are that "safeguarding" areas of Green Belt 

means removing them immediately from the Green Belt so as to reserve them for 

possible housing development. From its usage "sustainability" clearly means suitability 

for large scale long-term housing  development.

These comments have been prepared by [...] formerly a Chartered Civil Engineer and 

Associate Partner in a Queens Award winning consultancy firm, with whom he 

prepared a number of feasibility studies for major infrastructure projects for 

international agencies, overseas governments and others. He and his family have lived 

for nearly 50 years at [...] which is within the area proposed for "safeguarding". 

However, it is very unlikely that he and  his wife will still be living there in 2027 and any 

accusation of NIMBYism would therefore be unfounded.  The comments and objection 

relate to the longer term future of this area for   generations to come.

There may be relatively minor inaccuracies due to the limited time available to explore 

a vast number of pages of documents comprising and associated with the DMP.

2. Objection

I object to the proposal to "safeguard" the area designated "SASl" in the Review, being 

at and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome.

Yes ?

I request that this be removed from the Development Master Plan

My reason is that the methodology and criteria are seriously flawed in a number of 

critical  ways.

If sound methodology and correct criteria were to be used and the evaluation carried 

out realistically and fairly, I think it very clear that the proposal would fail by a 

substantial margin to pass the  required criteria.

My observations and reasoning are detailed below with main conclusions highlighted 

in bold italic typeface.

3. Core Strategy Policy

The Review states RBBC's commitment to its Core Strategy and that the Review has 

been carried out in accordance with it, particularly Policy CS3. As the Review 

demonstrably fails to do so, it is worth reproducing it as quoted in para 6.9 of the 

Review :-

"In exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt and allocated 

for development through the plan making process. Exceptional circumstances may 

exist where both (a) and (b) apply:

a. There is an overriding need for the development in order to secure the delivery of 

the strategic objectives and policies of the Core Strategy, and either:

i. The development proposed cannot be accommodated on land within the existing 

urban area or on land which is in the countryside beyond the Green Belt; or

ii. The development of land within the Green Belt would represent a significantly more 

sustainable option than (i).

b. There is no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green  Belt."

4. Criteria Applied in the Review

In the subsection starting from para 6.78 the criteria applied to land considered for 

"safeguarding" rather than immediate development are shown as subheadings as 

follows :-

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4400/rbbc_representor_0332


(a) Is it necessary to "safeguard" land beyond the immediate plan  period?

(b) Is it possible to "safeguard" land outside the Green Belt?

(c) Is "safeguarding" land within the Green Belt a more sustainable option?

(d) Would this proposal seriously conflict with the purposes or integrity of the Green 

Belt?

Comparing these criteria with the Core Strategy quoted above, there are two critical 

changes or wording which make the subsequent analysis and conclusions 

fundamentally erroneous and flawed (or at the very least questionable and 

necessitating the studies to be repeated against the correct criteria).  These are :-

• Policy CS3 requires Green Belt land to be "significantly more" sustainable whereas 

the criterion

(c) used states "more" sustainable.

• Policy CS3 requires "no or limited" conflict with Green Belt purposes and integrity 

whereas the criterion (d) used is whether it  "seriously"  conflicts.

The justification for proposing "safeguarding" the area under consideration is therefore 

funda mentally flawed as the criteria used were less demanding and not in accordance 

with Policy CS3.

5. TDC "Garden Village"

Para 7.5 of the SL Report states that the justification for proposing this area for 

"safeguarding" is conditional upon a decision being made by Tandridge DC in their 

forthcoming Local Plan to allocate a substantial adjacent area for large scale housing 

development now or in the future. It is also conditional upon provision of suitable 

eastern access through Tandridge District to the   M23.

The former condition is understood to refer to the "Garden Village" of between 4,000 

and 8,000 houses.  The latter condition would require a new access being constructed 

on the  M23.

Because of these conditions and the much greater number of houses being 

proposed in Tandridge District, consideration of area SASl on its own is entirely 

unrealistic and fallacious. "The tail wagging the dog"!

This fallacy affects every aspect of the evaluation and proposal to "safeguard" the area 

under  present consideration - i.e. the impact on the Green Belt, the "sustainability" 

and the infrastructure and services.

The "safeguarding" proposal is flawed in that, being adjacent to and conditional upon a 

considerably larger proposed housing development, consideration of either rather than 

both together cannot give a complete, realistic and fair evaluation and analysis.

Redhill Aerodrome is just one of three or four locations under TDC's consideration for 

the "Garden Village" project and Redhill has no obvious advantage over any of the 

other locations, whereas one of the other sites is seen to have certain advantageous 

features.

The dependence of the proposed "safeguarding" on choice of Redhill Aerodrome for 

the TDC "Garden Village" is an important factor which does not appear to have been 

taken fully into account.

6. Representation of the Area

Clearly inclusion of the "Garden Village" proposal will fundamentally alter the 

evaluation of this site for "safeguarding". However, for present purposes the area 

covered by the Review and associated documents will be used.

The Review attributes the same characteristics and values across the entire area under 

consideration whereas in reality the area consists of three "sub-areas" each having 

significantly different characteristics and therefore meriting differing values in the 

evaluation,  especially their importance  to the Green Belt

This has clearly led to unrepresentative presentation and evaluation of the 

characteristics of this area as will be clearly demonstrated below.

The proposal to "safeguard" the area is therefore seriously flawed by the unrealistic 

represent ation of  this area and its  constituent  parts.

7. The Three Sub-areas

The above point is abundantly clear by considering each sub-area and its 

characteristics in turn.

The Aerodrome Sub-area

This consists of the part of the area under consideration which lies within the 

aerodrome boundary. It constitutes about one third of the area proposed for 

"safeguarding".

The statement that the aerodrome itself is "partially previously developed land" is 

highly misleading.   It suggests that much of it is developed in the same way as normal 

housing and commercial areas. In fact, only a very small area has been developed in 

this sense as the vast majority of the aerodrome is open grassland.

Due to its usage, it is not open to access by the general public nor has it any public 

footpaths.

In spite of this, this sub-area is of very high Green Belt importance as very amply 

demonstrated by this being a primary reason for repeated refusal of Planning Consent 

for developments at the aerodrome. The most recent was for a hard runway - how 

much more intrusive would a very large housing development be?

The Northern and the Western/Southern Sub-areas

These lie to the north and to the west/south of the Aerodrome Sub-area. These 

constitute about two thirds of the area proposed for "safeguarding".

These sub-areas are predominantly open undulating farmland with extensive views 

and extensive public access via a web of well-used public footpath hs. There are very 

few buildings, being mainly houses in small groups and alone. In no way could these 

areas be described as "partially previously developed land".

The Northern Sub-area is the local "jewel in the crown", mainly because of its proximity 

to the North Downs and the exceptional scenery afforded both by the Downs and by 

the undulating topography within and immediately adjacent to it.

The Western/Southern Sub-area shares most of the features of the Northern Sub-area, 

even if not the same exceptional quality of landform and views .

If, as described above, the Aerodrome Sub-area has been assessed repeatedly as of 

very high Green Belt value, these sub-areas, especially the Northern Sub-area are 

without doubt of substantially even greater value.

As described in the documents, these sub-areas contain around eight Listed Buildings, 

several at Grade II. Our own, Staplehurst Farm is one of the oldest buildings in the 

area, including significant original features dating from around 1300. For several of 

these their settings are important features of their historical and scenic interest.

8. Importance to Green Belt

As quoted earlier, Policy CS3 requires that "There is no or limited conflict with the 

purposes and integrity of the Green Belt" is one of two conditions which must both be 

met. It is therefore perfectly valid to  consider this before looking at the other one 

("sustainability"  advantages).

From the discussion of sub-areas above, it is clear that the Northern and 

Western/Southern Sub areas, especially the Northern Sub-area, have substantially 

higher Green Belt importance than the Aerodrome Sub-area.

Looking therefore at the Aerodrome Sub-area, it has been noted that over recent years 

a series of Planning Consents have been refused for developments at the aerodrome 

primarily because of the harm such developments would cause to the "openness of 

the Green Belt". The most recent was the refusal of Consent at the highest level for a 

hard runway. This refusal was energetically supported by RBBC, thereby 

demonstrating the very high Green Belt value the Council accorded to this site.

The Sustainability Appraisal also confirms the high value of the area in Green Belt 

terms in stating on page 165 that "The development is likely to have a significant 

negative impact on landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently 

undeveloped area in the countryside". Considered along with the "Garden Village", as 

it should be, would indicate a considerably greater negative impact.

The Review fails to take account of the probability that the Surrey Hills Area of 

Outstanding Beauty ("AONB") is likely to be extended to Nutfield Ridge and that this 

would be severely impacted by any housing scheme(s) on or near Redhill Aerodrome.



The importance ratings on pages 261 to 263 of the Safeguarded Land Report, 

suggesting a much lower  overall  importance,  are  clearly  anomalous.

It is therefore clear that the Aerodrome Sub -area fails by a significant margin to meet 

the criterion requiring "no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the 

Green Belt". Furthermore it would also clearly fail the "moved goal posts" yardstick not 

to "seriously" cause   such conflict.

The above discussion shows the Northern and Western/Southern Sub-areas to have 

substantially even higher Green Belt importance.

This suggests that the "safeguarding" proposal should be abandoned.

9. Sustainability  Ratings

The sustainability ratings for this site are detailed on pages 909 to 915 of the 

Sustainability Report  and it is also helpful to compare the summaries on pages 165 to 

167 of the three sites considered for "safeguarding".

The choice and definitions of the headings and the ratings allocated are in many cases 

highly debatable. In view of the seriousness of the flaws and shortcomings noted 

elsewhere in this submission, there seems no need to "nit pick" these  details.

The rating system used for this report and their allocations need reconsideration.

10. Safeguarded Land Report Conclusion

Para 7.2 of the SL Report points to its Appendix 7 for its conclusions for each of the 

sites. In para 7.3 it then immediately states that "Based on the findings of this report it 

is recommended that SA51: Redhill Aerodrome is included in the DMP as 'Safeguarded 

Land"'.

There is no reference to a clear comparison between the various sites in terms of 

which Green Belt site is the most suita ble, although the tables indicate a small 

difference in the (largely subjective?) tables in Appendix 7. There is no clear evaluation 

to indicate whether there is "no or limited conflict with the purposes or integrity of the 

Green Belt", as required by Policy CS3.

There is no account taken that the proposal to "safeguard" this site is alone dependent 

on the uncertainties of its dependence on the TDC "Garden Village" being located 

adjacent.

There appears no evaluation to show that this site's "sustainability" offers the 

significant advantages required under Policy CS3.

The "safeguarding" proposal should be rejected because the Review has failed to take 

full account of all relevant factors in its evaluation and has failed to provide clear and 

convincing reasoning for this proposal, especially regarding the criteria specified by 

Policy CS3.

11. Infrastructure and Services

The Review fails to consider problems in the provision of infrastructure and services at 

this site. Clearly, as noted above, consideration of all the proposed short- and long-

term housing on and in the vicinity of Redhill Aerodrome (i.e. both the proposed 

"safeguarding" and the "Garden Village" project) would have a vastly greater impact 

than just the "safeguarding" area on its own.

The Review is flawed in that it does not appear to have taken this essential overall view 

of impact on and demands for infrastructure and services.

The addition of several thousand houses to the area would have a vast impact on 

infrastructure and services over quite a wide area, including especially Redhill and 

Reigate.

The road network in the area is already highly congested and, because of the distances 

to primary services and centres of employment, the idea that the additional transport 

needs would be met other than by additional  private car traffic would be  unrealistic.

In particular, the roundabout at the entrance to East Surrey Hospital is presently a 

serious  bottleneck not only regarding access to the hospital but also for general traffic 

accessing and crossing the A23, especially during rush hours. Because of the restricted 

access across the main railway embankment, there would be limited possibilities to 

make substantial improvements to this route.

Road access in other directions is severely constrained to the north by the narrow arch 

bridges under the east-west railway line and to the east by the  M23.

Relatively few of the residents would find employment at or adjacent to the sit e. As 

with the present local population , workers would travel to nearby towns and other 

locations at varying distances via the roads/motorways and railways. Gatwick Airport, 

Crawley and their environs provide much employment and this is likely to increase 

rather than decrease. Locating a large number of new workers at the proposed 

location would add significant traffic to, from and on the A23 and M23.

The railway system itself is also subject to severe capacity problems largely caused by 

limited line capacity on the approaches to Central London and Croydon.

Health, education and other public services in the Redhill area are currently severely 

overstretched and it  would be unlikely that the new residents would include high 

number of the skills under strain.

It would seem better to disperse the additional demand for these services over a wide 

area than to concentrate a very large additional demand at one place.

The Review fails to give full consideration to the impact of all the planned housing 

development (including the "Garden Village") and especially consideration as to 

whether dispersed housing provision would cause less problems in relation to 

infrastructure and services.

12. Government Policy

The Government's policy on the Green Belt has been repeatedly and consistently 

stated publicly on the lines that the Green Belt should be maintained in perpetuity. 

However, under exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt 

provided that it is of low Green Belt value and that it is replaced by non-Green Belt 

land which has no lesser claim to Green Belt status and protection.

The Review contains no proposals to replace the "safeguarded" area with equivalent 

new Green Belt.

Para 84 of the National Planning Policy Framework ("NPPF") states a preference for 

sustainable development to be directed "towards urban areas inside the Green Belt 

boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary".

Para 85 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should "where necessary, 

identify in their plans areas of 'safeguarded land' between the urban area and the 

Green Belt [i.e. not within the Green Belt], in order to meet longer-term development 

needs stretching well beyond the plan period".

These requirements are clearly intended to prevent rural areas being infilled with 

urban sprawl and to preserve the distinctive character of rural villages and 

communities.

The effect of developing the proposed "safeguarding" area and the "Garden Village" 

would be to interconnect Redhill, South Nutfield, Whitebushes and Salfords - and via 

northward extensions from Harley, all the way to Horley - as part of a massive urban 

sprawl. South Nutfield and other communities  would simply become part of this urban  

environment.

The Review is contrary to National Planning Policy in that proposed "safeguarding" 

area is not compliant with paras 84 & 85 of the NPPF.

13. Conclusions

As highlighted above in bold italics, the Review and its related documents are seriously 

flawed in relation to the "safeguarding" proposal, not just in a few minor matters but 

in a significant number of critical ways.

The proposal is therefore not soundly based or proven and should be removed from 

the  DMP.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0333

Letter Mr Richard Guise RBBC\Represe

ntor\0333

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know 1. Introduction

This objection relates to the proposal to "safeguard" a large area of Green Belt land 

within and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome for possible future housing development 

after 2027, being the end of the current development  plan period. This proposal is 

part of the Development Master Plan  ("DMP"), dated 2017 and produced by Redhill & 

Reigate Borough Council ("RBBC"). The main DMP document addressing this proposal 

is the Green Belt Review (the "Review") along with the "Safeguarded Land Report" (the 

"SL Report") and the "Sustainability Appraisal" (the "Appraisal").

It is important to be clear on the meanings of several words and expressions which are 

used in the reports with quasi-technical meanings and which would not be so used in 

common parlance. The most important are that "safeguarding" areas of Green Belt 

means removing them immediately from the Green Belt so as to reserve them for 

possible housing development. From its usage "sustainability" clearly means suitability 

for large scale long-term housing  development.

These comments have been prepared by [...] formerly a Chartered Civil Engineer and 

Associate Partner in a Queens Award winning consultancy firm, with whom he 

prepared a number of feasibility studies for major infrastructure projects for 

international agencies, overseas governments and others. He and his family have lived 

for nearly 50 years at [...] which is within the area proposed for "safeguarding". 

However, it is very unlikely that he and  his wife will still be living there in 2027 and any 

accusation of NIMBYism would therefore be unfounded.  The comments and objection 

relate to the longer term future of this area for   generations to come.

There may be relatively minor inaccuracies due to the limited time available to explore 

a vast number of pages of documents comprising and associated with the DMP.

2. Objection

I object to the proposal to "safeguard" the area designated "SASl" in the 

Yes ?

Review, being at and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome.

I request that this be removed from the Development Master Plan

My reason is that the methodology and criteria are seriously flawed in a number of 

critical  ways.

If sound methodology and correct criteria were to be used and the evaluation carried 

out realistically and fairly, I think it very clear that the proposal would fail by a 

substantial margin to pass the  required criteria.

My observations and reasoning are detailed below with main conclusions highlighted 

in bold italic typeface.

3. Core Strategy Policy

The Review states RBBC's commitment to its Core Strategy and that the Review has 

been carried out in accordance with it, particularly Policy CS3. As the Review 

demonstrably fails to do so, it is worth reproducing it as quoted in para 6.9 of the 

Review :-

"In exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt and allocated 

for development through the plan making process. Exceptional circumstances may 

exist where both (a) and (b) apply:

a. There is an overriding need for the development in order to secure the delivery of 

the strategic objectives and policies of the Core Strategy, and either:

i. The development proposed cannot be accommodated on land within the existing 

urban area or on land which is in the countryside beyond the Green Belt; or

ii. The development of land within the Green Belt would represent a significantly more 

sustainable option than (i).

b. There is no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green  Belt."

4. Criteria Applied in the Review

In the subsection starting from para 6.78 the criteria applied to land 

considered for "safeguarding" rather than immediate development are shown as 

subheadings as follows :-

(a) Is it necessary to "safeguard" land beyond the immediate plan  period?

(b) Is it possible to "safeguard" land outside the Green Belt?

(c) Is "safeguarding" land within the Green Belt a more sustainable option?

(d) Would this proposal seriously conflict with the purposes or integrity of the Green 

Belt?

Comparing these criteria with the Core Strategy quoted above, there are two critical 

changes or wording which make the subsequent analysis and conclusions 

fundamentally erroneous and flawed (or at the very least questionable and 

necessitating the studies to be repeated against the correct criteria).  These are :-

• Policy CS3 requires Green Belt land to be "significantly more" sustainable whereas 

the criterion

(c) used states "more" sustainable.

• Policy CS3 requires "no or limited" conflict with Green Belt purposes and integrity 

whereas the criterion (d) used is whether it  "seriously"  conflicts.

The justification for proposing "safeguarding" the area under consideration is therefore 

funda mentally flawed as the criteria used were less demanding and not in accordance 

with Policy CS3.

5. TDC "Garden Village"

Para 7.5 of the SL Report states that the justification for proposing this area for 

"safeguarding" is conditional upon a decision being made by Tandridge DC in their 

forthcoming Local Plan to allocate a substantial adjacent area for large scale housing 

development now or in the future. It is also conditional upon provision of suitable 

eastern access through Tandridge District to the   M23.

The former condition is understood to refer to the "Garden Village" of between 4,000 

and 8,000 houses.  The latter condition would require a new access being constructed 

on the  M23.

Because of these conditions and the much greater number of houses being proposed 

in Tandridge District, consideration of area SASl on its own is entirely unrealistic and 

fallacious. "The tail wagging the dog"!

This fallacy affects every aspect of the evaluation and proposal to "safeguard" the area 

under  present consideration - i.e. the impact on the Green Belt, the "sustainability" 

and the infrastructure and services.

The "safeguarding" proposal is flawed in that, being adjacent to and conditional upon a 

considerably larger proposed housing development, consideration of either rather than 

both together cannot give a complete, realistic and fair evaluation and analysis.

Redhill Aerodrome is just one of three or four locations under TDC's consideration for 

the "Garden Village" project and Redhill has no obvious advantage over any of the 

other locations, whereas one of the other sites is seen to have certain advantageous 

features.

The dependence of the proposed "safeguarding" on choice of Redhill Aerodrome for 

the TDC "Garden Village" is an important factor which does not appear to have been 

taken fully into account.

6. Representation of the Area

Clearly inclusion of the "Garden Village" proposal will fundamentally alter the 

evaluation of this site for "safeguarding". However, for present purposes the area 

covered by the Review and associated documents will be used.

The Review attributes the same characteristics and values across the entire area under 

consideration whereas in reality the area consists of three "sub-areas" each having 

significantly different characteristics and therefore meriting differing values in the 

evaluation,  especially their importance  to the Green Belt

This has clearly led to unrepresentative presentation and evaluation of the 

characteristics of this area as will be clearly demonstrated below.

The proposal to "safeguard" the area is therefore seriously flawed by the unrealistic 

represent ation of  this area and its  constituent  parts.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4399/rbbc_representor_0333


7. The Three Sub-areas

The above point is abundantly clear by considering each sub-area and its 

characteristics in turn.

The Aerodrome Sub-area

This consists of the part of the area under consideration which lies within the 

aerodrome boundary. It constitutes about one third of the area proposed for 

"safeguarding".

The statement that the aerodrome itself is "partially previously developed land" is 

highly misleading.   It suggests that much of it is developed in the same way as normal 

housing and commercial areas. In fact, only a very small area has been developed in 

this sense as the vast majority of the aerodrome is open grassland.

Due to its usage, it is not open to access by the general public nor has it any public 

footpaths.

In spite of this, this sub-area is of very high Green Belt importance as very amply 

demonstrated by this being a primary reason for repeated refusal of Planning Consent 

for developments at the aerodrome. The most recent was for a hard runway - how 

much more intrusive would a very large housing development be?

The Northern and the Western/Southern Sub-areas

These lie to the north and to the west/south of the Aerodrome Sub-area. These 

constitute about two thirds of the area proposed for "safeguarding".

These sub-areas are predominantly open undulating farmland with extensive views 

and extensive public access via a web of well-used public footpath hs. There are very 

few buildings, being mainly houses in small groups and alone. In no way could these 

areas be described as "partially previously developed land".

The Northern Sub-area is the local "jewel in the crown", mainly because of its proximity 

to the North Downs and the exceptional scenery afforded both by the Downs and by 

the undulating topography within and immediately adjacent to it.

The Western/Southern Sub-area shares most of the features of the Northern Sub-area, 

even if not the same exceptional quality of landform and views .

If, as described above, the Aerodrome Sub-area has been assessed repeatedly as of 

very high Green Belt value, these sub-areas, especially the Northern Sub-area are 

without doubt of substantially even greater value.

As described in the documents, these sub-areas contain around eight Listed Buildings, 

several at Grade II. Our own, [...] is one of the oldest buildings in the area, including 

significant original features dating from around 1300. For several of these their 

settings are important features of their historical and scenic interest.

8. Importance to Green Belt

As quoted earlier, Policy CS3 requires that "There is no or limited conflict with the 

purposes and integrity of the Green Belt" is one of two conditions which must both be 

met. It is therefore perfectly valid to  consider this before looking at the other one 

("sustainability"  advantages).

From the discussion of sub-areas above, it is clear that the Northern and 

Western/Southern Sub areas, especially the Northern Sub-area, have substantially 

higher Green Belt importance than the Aerodrome Sub-area.

Looking therefore at the Aerodrome Sub-area, it has been noted that over recent years 

a series of Planning Consents have been refused for developments at the aerodrome 

primarily because of the harm such developments would cause to the "openness of 

the Green Belt". The most recent was the refusal of Consent at the highest level for a 

hard runway. This refusal was energetically supported by RBBC, thereby 

demonstrating the very high Green Belt value the Council accorded to this site.

The Sustainability Appraisal also confirms the high value of the area in Green Belt 

terms in stating on page 165 that "The development is likely to have a significant 

negative impact on landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently 

undeveloped area in the countryside". Considered along with the "Garden Village", as 

it should be, would indicate a considerably greater negative impact.

The Review fails to take account of the probability that the Surrey Hills Area of 

Outstanding Beauty ("AONB") is likely to be extended to Nutfield Ridge and that this 

would be severely impacted by any housing scheme(s) on or near Redhill Aerodrome.

The importance ratings on pages 261 to 263 of the Safeguarded Land Report, 

suggesting a much lower  overall  importance,  are  clearly  anomalous.

It is therefore clear that the Aerodrome Sub -area fails by a significant margin to meet 

the criterion requiring "no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the 

Green Belt". Furthermore it would also clearly fail the "moved goal posts" yardstick not 

to "seriously" cause   such conflict.

The above discussion shows the Northern and Western/Southern Sub-areas to have 

substantially even higher Green Belt importance.

This suggests that the "safeguarding" proposal should be abandoned.

9. Sustainability  Ratings

The sustainability ratings for this site are detailed on pages 909 to 915 of the 

Sustainability Report  and it is also helpful to compare the summaries on pages 165 to 

167 of the three sites considered for "safeguarding".

The choice and definitions of the headings and the ratings allocated are in many cases 

highly debatable. In view of the seriousness of the flaws and shortcomings noted 

elsewhere in this submission, there seems no need to "nit pick" these  details.

The rating system used for this report and their allocations need reconsideration.

10. Safeguarded Land Report Conclusion

Para 7.2 of the SL Report points to its Appendix 7 for its conclusions for each of the 

sites. In para 7.3 it then immediately states that "Based on the findings of this report it 

is recommended that SA51: Redhill Aerodrome is included in the DMP as 'Safeguarded 

Land"'.

There is no reference to a clear comparison between the various sites in terms of 

which Green Belt site is the most suita ble, although the tables indicate a small 

difference in the (largely subjective?) tables in Appendix 7. There is no clear evaluation 

to indicate whether there is "no or limited conflict with the purposes or integrity of the 

Green Belt", as required by Policy CS3.

There is no account taken that the proposal to "safeguard" this site is alone dependent 

on the uncertainties of its dependence on the TDC "Garden Village" being located 

adjacent.

There appears no evaluation to show that this site's "sustainability" offers the 

significant advantages required under Policy CS3.

The "safeguarding" proposal should be rejected because the Review has failed to take 

full account of all relevant factors in its evaluation and has failed to provide clear and 

convincing reasoning for this proposal, especially regarding the criteria specified by 

Policy CS3.

11. Infrastructure and Services

The Review fails to consider problems in the provision of infrastructure and services at 

this site. Clearly, as noted above, consideration of all the proposed short- and long-

term housing on and in the vicinity of Redhill Aerodrome (i.e. both the proposed 

"safeguarding" and the "Garden Village" project) would have a vastly greater impact 

than just the "safeguarding" area on its own.

The Review is flawed in that it does not appear to have taken this essential overall view 

of impact on and demands for infrastructure and services.

The addition of several thousand houses to the area would have a vast impact on 

infrastructure and services over quite a wide area, including especially Redhill and 

Reigate.

The road network in the area is already highly congested and, because of the distances 

to primary services and centres of employment, the idea that the additional transport 

needs would be met other than by additional  private car traffic would be  unrealistic.

In particular, the roundabout at the entrance to East Surrey Hospital is presently a 

serious  bottleneck not only regarding access to the hospital but also for general traffic 

accessing and crossing the A23, especially during rush hours. Because of the restricted 

access across the main railway embankment, there would be limited possibilities to 

make substantial improvements to this route.

Road access in other directions is severely constrained to the north by the narrow arch 

bridges under the east-west railway line and to the east by the  M23.



Relatively few of the residents would find employment at or adjacent to the sit e. As 

with the present local population , workers would travel to nearby towns and other 

locations at varying distances via the roads/motorways and railways. Gatwick Airport, 

Crawley and their environs provide much employment and this is likely to increase 

rather than decrease. Locating a large number of new workers at the proposed 

location would add significant traffic to, from and on the A23 and M23.

The railway system itself is also subject to severe capacity problems largely caused by 

limited line capacity on the approaches to Central London and Croydon.

Health, education and other public services in the Redhill area are currently severely 

overstretched and it  would be unlikely that the new residents would include high 

number of the skills under strain.

It would seem better to disperse the additional demand for these services over a wide 

area than to concentrate a very large additional demand at one place.

The Review fails to give full consideration to the impact of all the planned housing 

development (including the "Garden Village") and especially consideration as to 

whether dispersed housing provision would cause less problems in relation to 

infrastructure and services.

12. Government Policy

The Government's policy on the Green Belt has been repeatedly and consistently 

stated publicly on the lines that the Green Belt should be maintained in perpetuity. 

However, under exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt 

provided that it is of low Green Belt value and that it is replaced by non-Green Belt 

land which has no lesser claim to Green Belt status and protection.

The Review contains no proposals to replace the "safeguarded" area with equivalent 

new Green Belt.

Para 84 of the National Planning Policy Framework ("NPPF") states a preference for 

sustainable development to be directed "towards urban areas inside the Green Belt 

boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary".

Para 85 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should "where necessary, 

identify in their plans areas of 'safeguarded land' between the urban area and the 

Green Belt [i.e. not within the Green Belt], in order to meet longer-term development 

needs stretching well beyond the plan period".

These requirements are clearly intended to prevent rural areas being infilled with 

urban sprawl and to preserve the distinctive character of rural villages and 

communities.

The effect of developing the proposed "safeguarding" area and the "Garden Village" 

would be to interconnect Redhill, South Nutfield, Whitebushes and Salfords - and via 

northward extensions from Harley, all the way to Horley - as part of a massive urban 

sprawl. South Nutfield and other communities  would simply become part of this urban  

environment.

The Review is contrary to National Planning Policy in that proposed "safeguarding" 

area is not compliant with paras 84 & 85 of the NPPF.

13. Conclusions

As highlighted above in bold italics, the Review and its related documents are seriously 

flawed in relation to the "safeguarding" proposal, not just in a few minor matters but 

in a significant number of critical ways.

The proposal is therefore not soundly based or proven and should be removed from 

the  DMP.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0337

Survey 

Monkey

Dr Clare Halse RBBC\Represe

ntor\0337

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to safeguard this land is not sound, there has been no consultation on 

safeguarding this land, SAS1, we live in the area defined by the map and have heard 

nothing from R&BB Council about this. The land marked on the map extends far 

beyond the perimeter of the aerodrome, there is no explanation of why this is the 

case.   This is currently good and useful Green Belt, visible from local routes and a 

green buffer between the M23 and Redhill. To build here would result in loss of 

openness, destruction of ancient woodland and deprive us of the amenity of the Green 

Belt that we all benefit from.  The lanes that serve this area are narrow and twisty and 

frequently the site of road traffic collisions, they are inadequate to serve the proposed 

new development. Adding more traffic to the existing roads would surely result in 

greater danger to motorists, cyclists and pedestrians.  Increased traffic and adding a 

link road from the M23 would result in increased noise and atmospheric pollution.  

There is a lack of existing and planned infrastructure, the large number of houses 

proposed would strain all local resources.  We also value the role of the Green Belt 

status of this area in preventing the coalescence of settlements, in this case South 

Nutfield with Salfords/Redhill and Horley.   

the word 'safeguarding' is misleading and as residents living in SAS1 we have not 

been consulted. The land marked on the map extends far beyond the perimeter of 

the aerodrome.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0338

Email Ms Veronica Hamilton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0338

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I was so sad that you are planning to reserve Green Belt land on and adjacent to 

Redhill Aerodrome for building. The Green Belt has been so important in controlling 

sprawl, and the area close to Redhill is the narrowest part of that Green Belt. I hope 

that you will reconsider your plans and develop brownfield sites with quality density 

housing, making these carbon neutral housing developments close to public transport 

links, where walking or cycling can be a safe option for their residents.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0338

Email Ms Veronica Hamilton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0338

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I was so sad that you are planning to reserve Green Belt land on and adjacent to 

Redhill Aerodrome for building. The Green Belt has been so important in controlling 

sprawl, and the area close to Redhill is the narrowest part of that Green Belt. I hope 

that you will reconsider your plans and develop brownfield sites with quality density 

housing, making these carbon neutral housing developments close to public transport 

links, where walking or cycling can be a safe option for their residents.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0339

Email Mrs Margaret Hanks RBBC\Represe

ntor\0339

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No No No RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as 

‘Redhill Aerodrome’ and have designated it SAS1.  However SAS1 is a far larger area, 

including not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to 

the west, and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital.   The reference to Redhill 

Aerodrome is misleading and inaccurate. 

DMP Not Compliant

 The inclusion of the proposal to safeguard parcel SAS1 in the DMP appears to have 

been undertaken without specific council approval. There is no reference to the site in 

the agenda papers for the November 2017 meeting. Reference to safeguarding refers 

to “a site” and indicates papers to follow. The minutes of the meeting make no 

reference to the safeguarding paper , to the site or agreement to its inclusion.

The DMP, dated December 2017, includes the paper on safeguarding which makes 

reference to three sites each with identical ranking. SAS1 has the unique disadvantage 

of being reliant on TDC support to enable future development. Two sites are excluded 

the rationale given appears to apply to SAS1 but is not exercised. SAS1 is included in 

the Regulation 19 DMP as the only site proposed to be safeguarded. The inclusion is 

inconsistent, illogical and without identifiable agreement.

At the least the safeguarding aspect of the DMP is Not Compliant.

Aerodrome Site is Inappropriate for Development 

Tandridge (TDC) & Reigate (RBBC) Councils agree the GB fulfils three important 

purposes of the GB – checking urban sprawl, preventing coalescence and 

encroachment. Collectively they add weight the principle of 

Safeguarding Parcel SAS1

 We are only responding to the safeguarding of parcel SAS1. The only modification 

necessary is to remove the parcel from consideration for safeguarding.  We have no 

comments on the wording of the remainder of the DMP.  

No No



the GB of maintaining openness. RBBC have approved development of various sites for 

development near the aerodrome these already will reduce the GB which is narrow. 

Aerodrome development will significantly add to the reduction and undermine the 

purposes and principles of the GB.

Surrey Hills is an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (ANOB) boundary reviews are 

underway for a candidate area adjacent to the site. The Greens and Way footpath 

offers an uninterrupted view across the aerodrome ( and SAS1) to the ANOB. National 

Policy (NPPF) is clear that views from and into ANOB’s must be considered.

The rural setting of South Nutfield will be adversely affected by development at the 

aerodrome.

Light and air pollution, which already exceeds national limits,  will increase. 

Traffic analysis shows development will lead to thousands of extra vehicles and 

journeys. These will add to air pollution. The existing road network is already 

inadequate considerable upgrading will be necessary. The proposed new motorway 

junction and link road is recognised to be a prerequisite to development.  TDC will not 

develop without guarantees. The is no guarantee the junction will be approved The 

complex and protracted process to assess by Highways England  (HE) cannot be 

completed commensurate with TDC’s Local Plan delivery. 

Massive increases to vehicles associated with housing development and the existing 

inadequacies of the local road infrastructure which is under pressure and over capacity. 

Adverse effects on biodiversity and flooding precluding development on parts of the 

site. 

Similar arguments may be attributed to the remainder of SAS1. 

RBBC Do Not Control the Decision to Develop the Aerodrome Site

RBBC recognise in the absence of TDC support they will be unable to facilitate 

development of any part of the aerodrome. Lack of TDC support in relation to access 

would render development SAS1 unachievable.   

National Policy  – Safeguarding Not Mandatory

National policy (NPPF) does not obligate Councils to safeguard land. NPPF does not 

give any guidance as to circumstances when safeguarding is appropriate it makes it 

clear there is no obligation for authorities to to safeguard any land. Taken in 

conjunction with the reliance on TDC support there is no reason to include SAS1 in the 

DMP for consideration to safeguard. 

Adverse Effects – Communities & Employment

Safeguarding SAS1 will create doubt and insecurity for residents and businesses alike 

within the area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027.   Existing businesses, 

including the owners of the aerodrome, may be deterred from investing, and new 

businesses may choose to go elsewhere.

Government Policy General Aviation (GA)

The Government is aware that general aviation aerodromes are closing, leading to a 

significant reduction of such facilities. The loss of GA facilities due to housing 

development is particularly noted. A review to protect existing aerodromes is 

underway. It is anticipated an updated NPPF will include enhanced protection 

measures. This is not taken into account by RBBC in the DMP.

              Non Conformity to National & Local Adopted Policy 

              RBBC’s core strategy is based on urban areas first. This chimes with 

Paragraph 85 of NPPF. In safeguarding SAS1   

              RBBC will be acting contrary to their policy 

              Safeguarding is Inconsistent with RBBC Attitude to Aerodrome Development

              Up to now, RBBC have been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB.

              As recently as 4th October 2017 RBBC planning committee refused a 

(retrospective) planning application at the 

              aerodrome stating               “...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive 

additional hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate

     development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the openness 

of the Green Belt.” 

RBBC’s position regarding a flat taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how 

they can now consider the construction of several thousand homes will not have such 

an effect.    

We consider the proposition to safeguard SAS1 lacks formal process and logic. It is 

unnecessary and adds nothing to 

RBBC’s Local Plan and will produce only adverse results to communities and 

businesses.

We urge RBBC to withdraw the proposal from the DMP.  

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0340

Email Mr Stephen Hanks RBBC\Represe

ntor\0340

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No No No RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as 

‘Redhill Aerodrome’ and have designated it SAS1.  However SAS1 is a far larger area, 

including not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to 

the west, and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital.   The reference to Redhill 

Aerodrome is misleading and inaccurate. 

DMP Not Compliant

 The inclusion of the proposal to safeguard parcel SAS1 in the DMP appears to have 

been undertaken without specific council approval. There is no reference to the site in 

the agenda papers for the November 2017 meeting. Reference to safeguarding refers 

to “a site” and indicates papers to follow. The minutes of the meeting make no 

reference to the safeguarding paper , to the site or agreement to its inclusion.

The DMP, dated December 2017, includes the paper on safeguarding which makes 

reference to three sites each with identical ranking. SAS1 has the unique disadvantage 

of being reliant on TDC support to enable future development. Two sites are excluded 

the rationale given appears to apply to SAS1 but is not exercised. SAS1 is included in 

the Regulation 19 DMP as the only site proposed to be safeguarded. The inclusion is 

inconsistent, illogical and without identifiable agreement.

At the least the safeguarding aspect of the DMP is Not Compliant.

Aerodrome Site is Inappropriate for Development 

Tandridge (TDC) & Reigate (RBBC) Councils agree the GB fulfils three important 

purposes of the GB – checking urban sprawl, preventing coalescence and 

encroachment. Collectively they add weight the principle of the GB of maintaining 

openness. RBBC have approved development of various sites for development near 

the aerodrome these already will reduce the GB which is narrow. Aerodrome 

development will significantly add to the reduction and undermine the purposes and 

principles of the GB.

Safeguarding Parcel SAS1

 We are only responding to the safeguarding of parcel SAS1. The only modification 

necessary is to remove the parcel from consideration for safeguarding.  We have no 

comments on the wording of the remainder of the DMP.  

No No



Surrey Hills is an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (ANOB) boundary reviews are 

underway for a candidate area adjacent to the site. The Greens and Way footpath 

offers an uninterrupted view across the aerodrome ( and SAS1) to the ANOB. National 

Policy (NPPF) is clear that views from and into ANOB’s must be considered.

The rural setting of South Nutfield will be adversely affected by development at the 

aerodrome.

Light and air pollution, which already exceeds national limits,  will increase. 

Traffic analysis shows development will lead to thousands of extra vehicles and 

journeys. These will add to air pollution. The existing road network is already 

inadequate considerable upgrading will be necessary. The proposed new motorway 

junction and link road is recognised to be a prerequisite to development.  TDC will not 

develop without guarantees. The is no guarantee the junction will be approved The 

complex and protracted process to assess by Highways England  (HE) cannot be 

completed commensurate with TDC’s Local Plan delivery. 

Massive increases to vehicles associated with housing development and the existing 

inadequacies of the local road infrastructure which is under pressure and over capacity. 

Adverse effects on biodiversity and flooding precluding development on parts of the 

site. 

Similar arguments may be attributed to the remainder of SAS1. 

RBBC Do Not Control the Decision to Develop the Aerodrome Site

RBBC recognise in the absence of TDC support they will be unable to facilitate 

development of any part of the aerodrome. Lack of TDC support in relation to access 

would render development SAS1 unachievable.   

National Policy  – Safeguarding Not Mandatory

National policy (NPPF) does not obligate Councils to safeguard land. NPPF does not 

give any guidance as to circumstances when safeguarding is appropriate it makes it 

clear there is no obligation for authorities to to safeguard any land. Taken in 

conjunction with the reliance on TDC support there is no reason to include SAS1 in the 

DMP for consideration to safeguard. 

Adverse Effects – Communities & Employment

Safeguarding SAS1 will create doubt and insecurity for residents and businesses alike 

within the area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027.   Existing businesses, 

including the owners of the aerodrome, may be deterred from investing, and new 

businesses may choose to go elsewhere.

Government Policy General Aviation (GA)

The Government is aware that general aviation aerodromes are closing, leading to a 

significant reduction of such facilities. The loss of GA facilities due to housing 

development is particularly noted. A review to protect existing aerodromes is 

underway. It is anticipated an updated NPPF will include enhanced protection 

measures. This is not taken into account by RBBC in the DMP.

              Non Conformity to National & Local Adopted Policy 

              RBBC’s core strategy is based on urban areas first. This chimes with Paragraph 

85 of NPPF. In safeguarding SAS1   

              RBBC will be acting contrary to their policy 

              Safeguarding is Inconsistent with RBBC Attitude to Aerodrome 

Development

              Up to now, RBBC have been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB.

              As recently as 4th October 2017 RBBC planning committee refused a 

(retrospective) planning application at the 

              aerodrome stating               “...the proposal, by virtue of the extensive 

additional hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate

     development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the openness 

of the Green Belt.” 

RBBC’s position regarding a flat taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how 

they can now consider the construction of several thousand homes will not have such 

an effect.    

We consider the proposition to safeguard SAS1 lacks formal process and logic. It is 

unnecessary and adds nothing to 

RBBC’s Local Plan and will produce only adverse results to communities and 

businesses.

We urge RBBC to withdraw the proposal from the DMP.  

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0343

Email Mr David Hatherill RBBC\Represe

ntor\0343

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am writing to express my opposition to the plan to build a very substantial number of 

houses on the current Redhill Aerodrome site and surrounding area.

My opposition is based on the following.

1. The land is Green belt land. The purpose of green belt was to protect the 

environment from a joined up urban sprawl. We see Horley extending to the north, 

Redhill extending to the south, and now a plan to fill up the space left in between.

2. The A23 and other surrounding main roads would be unable to cope with increased 

traffic, let alone other public services. If the answer is to make all those bigger as well 

then it only serves to magnify the point raised above.

3. There is no need to encourage people from outside the area to new homes and 

businesses in Surrey. Surrey has a high population density and high levels of 

employment. Encouraging "growth" will simply lower the standard of living of those 

already resident here. Everybody cannot live in the south east.

4. RBBC and TBC both objected to plans for development of the airfield and also spent 

considerable sums removing Mr Fiddler's castle, on the grounds it was in the green 

belt, but then proposes a plan to do much worse than either scheme by proposing to 

build a vast number of houses in the very same green belt. This can only be described 

as hypocrisy of the very highest order. There seems to be one set of rules that apply if 

individuals or companies want to do something and then a completely different set of 

rules which apply if the council wishes to do much worse, which as we know are in the 

control of the council.

That completes my objection.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0356

Email Mr Jonathan Holland RBBC\Represe

ntor\0356

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I wish to register my strong objection to the proposed SAS1 feature of the DMP.. 

The decision to safeguard this land at and beyond Redhill aerodrome is not sound, 

since other non Green Belt land is available for development within the borough. 

Moreover, the DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarding land. The Green Belt was introduced by specific legislation to protect the 

sort of areas the DMP seeks to remove from the Green Belt.

There has been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) land, 

another Green Belt protected area which the DMP seeks to remove from statutory 

protection.

The safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core 

Strategy Plan and therefore it should be excluded from the DMP.

This proposal depends not only upon a new link road between the A23 and a new 4 

way junction with the M23 but also upon Tandridge District Council selecting Redhill 

Aerodrome land for their proposed garden village.

The proposal will damage the nature of surrounding villages and effectively link Redhill 

with Horley.

The housing demand of RBBC does not remotely justify the proposed safeguarding the 

enormous area of land involved.

The current inadequate road and rail infrastructure, the oversubscribed schools and GP 

practices, and  the barely sustainable pressure on local hospitals could not cope with 

the proposed development. Schools currently struggle to recruit teachers and hospitals 

are constantly seeking to recruit more nursing and medical staff. Teachers take three 

or four years to train, nurses three years and doctors over six years and there is no 

indication that these numbers of essential additional staff would be available if the 

scale of development proposed went ahead.

Should such a development proceed, the environmental pollution inflicted upon the 

local population from noise and fumes from the resulting massive increase in vehicular 

traffic would be totally unacceptable.

Proposal SAS1 should be withdrawn.

Withdraw SAS1. No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0357

Letter Ms Jennifer Holland RBBC\Represe

ntor\0357

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I wish to register my strong objection to the proposed SAS1 feature of the DMP.. 

The decision to safeguard this land at and beyond Redhill aerodrome is not sound, 

since other non Green Belt land is available for development within the borough. 

Moreover, the DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarding land. The Green Belt was introduced by specific legislation to protect the 

sort of areas the DMP seeks to remove from the Green Belt. There has been no 

consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) land, another Green Belt 

protected area which the DMP seeks to remove from statutory protection. The 

safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current core 

strategy plan and therefore it should be excluded from the DMP. This proposal 

depends not only upon a new link road between the A23 and a new 4 way junction 

with the M23 but also upon Tandridge District Council selecting Redhill Aerodrome 

land for their proposed garden village. The proposal will damage the nature of the 

surrounding villages and effectively link Redhill with Horley. The housing demand of 

RBBC does not remotely justify the proposed safeguarding the enormous area of land 

involved. The current inadequate road and rail infrastructure, the oversubscribed 

schools and GP practices, and the barely sustainable pressure on local hospitals could 

not cope with the proposed development. Schools currently struggle to recruit 

teachers and hospitals are constantly seeking to recruit more nursing and medical 

staff. teachers take three or four years to train, nurses three years and doctors over six 

years and there is no indication that these numbers of essential additional staff would 

be available if the scale of development proposed went ahead. Should such a 

development proceed, the environmental pollution inflicted upon the local population 

from noise and fumes from the resulting massive increase in vehicular traffic would be 

totally unacceptable. Proposal SAS1 should be withdrawn. 

Proposal SAS1 should be withdrawn. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0358

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Jonathan 

Andrew

Hololand RBBC\Represe

ntor\0358

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No It is not sound because it fails to give priority to other non-Green Belt land which is 

available.

SAS 1 seeks to exclude an enormous area from the Green Belt creating the potential 

for significant damage to the environment through air and noise pollution arising 

from the dramatic increase in vehicular traffic which would arise from the proposed 

future development 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0359

Letter Miss V Hornby RBBC\Represe

ntor\0359

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I attended as a local resident a couple of important local council meetings, that had 

been arranged with regards to the above said highlighted subject. I was initially quite 

shocked to discover that the area we are talking about is actually part of the overall 

London Green Belt Land, hence its general importance to what is discussed in London.

I have been a resident at my above address for some Thirty Two (32) years now and 

have seen the area developed to what it is now. For this development to go ahead as is 

planned is to blight/ruin the surrounding area/countryside totally without  hesitation.

According to the government definition of protecting Green Belt Land policy, is to 

prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics 

of Green Belts are their openness and their permanence.

To take this land outside that of the Green Belt is absolutely stupid to say the least and 

so called "SAFEGUARDING" it, is misleading and morally wrong. That's why it is called 

Green Belt, the true English Dictionary meaning of the word "safeguarding" means 

what is says; protective/preventative/preservation/conservation, so why is this word 

even used at all, it's just 'gobledegouch' used by planning personnel and bodies to talk 

around. If this development was to go ahead the whole area would be ruined forever. 

If this land is taken out of the Green Belt, but then if the plans don't go ahead, it'll 

every unlikely to ever get put back into the Green Belt again in the future.

You can't just plonk some 8,000 to 13,000 houses or a brand new garden village as it's 

intended to be the size of Caterham, in the middle of the countryside without SERIOUS 

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT at the same time, to which these plans don't really 

deal with in truth.

General Bullet Points :-

1). R & BBC generally talk about the general appealing subject matter that is influenced 

by "The Redhill Aerodrome", but the overall area that is part of this so-called "Garden 

Village" is somewhat much larger than this, as ''The Redhill Aerodrome" is only a small 

fraction of the area that is proposed in relationship to the overall scheme of things, 

more so in the Tandridge Council proximity and its boundaries.

No

2). Although this development is proposed for the future (i.e. from 2027 to 2032) it  is 

obvious that it has to be planned for. But from what I've seen to date, the plans are so 

far-fetched they are ridiculous.

3). The roads infrastructure would be totally swamped, as most of the surrounding 

roads are generally only country roads now with general width restrictions but with 

something like an extra 20,000 cars or more, plus new bus routes etc., all trying to get 

to work or whatever, would create just pure gridlock. It's bad enough now, what with 

the local hospital traffic, rush-hour and school times vehicles, all trying to gain access 

to and from the all too busy A23 junction from Three Arch Road. Knowing the area, 

there would be a lot of "Rat Running" around these country roads to avoid the traffic 

jams, this is madness when "Brownfield Sites" can be utilised firstly as a priority. It's 

also very bad news for Emergency and normal Ambulances to have easy access to the 

Hospital with all the existing traffic now, without adding a further burden of more 

traffic to deal with. - Absolute Madness!!

All on behalf of Building Developers who are only interested in one thing -Profits!! And 

them not worrying about duly designed proper infrastructure development, as this 

would only eat into their profits and as they probably wouldn't even live in the area 

anyway, so why worry? It's not my problem!

4). And if the M23 proposed new motorway link goes ahead too, what happens when 

the general motorway traffic want to join the M25/J7 to travel east or west and then 

an accident happens around this section of the M25, all the traffic would then come off 

at this new junction and use it as a "Rat Run" to by-pass the proposed gridlock, only to 

gridlock the local traffic even more than is planned. Experience tells me what a 

gridlocked situation the local traffic gets into now around Reigate and Redhill when 

this happens particularly with regards to all the lorries etc. - A damn nightmare!! And 

should be avoided at all cost.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0361

Email Mr Peter Humphrey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0361

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No As a long-term local resident, I oppose the development of the green belt area around 

Redhill Aerodrome and the removal of that area from the green belt under a so-called 

"safeguard" arrangement. The very term "safeguard" is in fact a misrepresentation of 

the truth and a deliberate deception of the public.

 

Destruction of the green belt is a violation of long-established law that protects the 

green belt against development and protects our environment against reckless urban 

sprawl from London. The development plan is legally, environmentally and socially 

unsound.

 

Environmentally, the proposed development area is home to mature farmland 

supporting local agricultural economic activity and important natural habitats 

supporting large quantities of wildlife comprising birdlife, fauna and flora. Farming, 

wildlife and the scenic value of the area will be destroyed by the proposed 

development, which has no merit whatsoever.

 

Redhill Aerodrome itself is also a site of historical importance and should be preserved 

as such.

 

A great amount of non green belt land is available in the borough for development and 

housing without encroaching on valuable green areas, including many areas which are 

currently eyesores or derelict or held speculatively by builders.

 

The DMP consultation process appears to be a fig leaf for pushing this reckless 

development plan forward, and a full society-wide consultation or a borough-wide 

referendum should be held. The current process only serves the interests of greedy 

developers.

 

New roads and junctions required for this development between the M23 and the A23 

will cause further wanton destruction of the environment and disruption to the 

community.

Remove SAS1. No



 

The development plan is outside the Core Strategy Plan and is damaging not only to 

the local area but also to the national interest which certainly includes the need for 

well balanced national development benefiting underdeveloped areas (such as the 

North) and the preservation of our ecology and environment nationwide.

 

The proposed development would effectively link Redhill and Horley physically and 

create an urban sprawl running all the way from Marsha to Crawley, which amounts to 

an expansion of Greater London all the way across the green belt. This is clearly the 

intent of the developers and it in no way serves the interest of the long established 

communities in the area. Quite the opposite, in fact.

 

Housing demand can be satisfied by smaller developments on non green belt land.

 

Our road and rail infrastructure is already straining under the high loads that use it, 

and it would collapse under the additional pressures brought upon it by the proposed 

new development. 

 

In summary, the proposed development is unsound, running against the interests of 

the environment, community, individual citizens, and the national interest.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0364

Letter Mr Cyril Jamis RBBC\Represe

ntor\0364

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 We do not want thousands of homes build on Redhill Aerodrome. No. Or on land near 

the Redhill East Surrey Hospital. NO.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0367

Email/ Survey 

Monkey

Mr & Mrs Wendy and 

Michael

Jeavons RBBC\Represe

ntor\0367

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No No 1. Houses are important but so is the Green Belt Land, with Gods creation of woods , 

streams birds deer and farm animals, this land would be destroyed by 8000 homes.

2. This would cause pollution , noise, and delivery vans bringing there supermarket 

food and takeaway meals all day long and construction lorries, mud on all our roads, 

all getting heavy with traffic.

3. Masons Bridge road is a speeding death trap already, with cement mixer lorries, 

long vehicles, buses, and heavy traffic all not doing 30 miles a hour, it would be a 

nightmare if houses where built all a round this area, we would merge with Earlswood 

and Salfords, with no countryside in sight till you get to Outwood.

4. There is already a village being built in Woodhatch, when this is finished , this will 

cause Reigate and Redhill a gridlock situation all day, and if the Garden Village is built 

in Redhill Aerdrome, there will be cars  not moving when all these houses have been 

built.

5. We need brown field sites to be built on first, before destroying the Green Belt.

6. We have lots of lovely footpaths on these green belt sites, which will be dug up for 

the new roads and these footpaths keep us healthy and enjoy where we have chosen 

to live to be in the countryside, NOT a new Town being built round is.

7. We are not a overspill village for London, also rich people will buy a lot of the private 

homes to rent out for investment reasons.

Please don't destroy our lives, but build in the urban parts of the borough .

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0368

Email Mr Bryan Jerome RBBC\Represe

ntor\0368

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I am registering my objection to the destroying of Green Belt land. This land must be 

protected from any form of development - there is other non Green Belt land available. 

This preposterous plan must be curtailed to avoid a new huge town which will develop 

if this project is allowed to go ahead.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0370

Survey 

Monkey

Mr John Johnson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0370

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know I do not consider that RBBC have carried out the correct evaluation of other sites that 

may be safeguarded and have chosen Redhill Aerodrome (RA) without proper 

consultation.    Choosing RA before Tandridge District Council (TDC) have announced 

their preferred location for their Garden Village is premature, as without the motorway 

link to the M23 the future development by RBBC is not possible.    The site is within the 

Green Belt. RBBC have spent 25 years expending time and money to protect the Green 

Belt status of RA. Safeguarding this land now is a complete contradiction of RBBC's 

policy and would mean they have wasted tax payers money in the past. As recent as 

October 2017 RBBC rejected a retrospective planning application for improvements to 

an unlicensed taxiway on the grounds that it was inappropriate development in the 

Green Belt.    RA provides employment for some 450 people, most of which are totally 

reliant on aviation activity at RA. These jobs would be lost.    General Aviation (GA) 

airfields are on the decline; Biggin Hill is ceasing GA flights as it becomes more 

commercial. Soon RA may become the only fixed wing GA facility in Surrey.  The 

emerging revised National Planning Policy framework is likely to offer protection to 

some GA Aerodromes. RA is likely to be one.    There is no need for RBBC to safeguard 

the RA site at the present time.    The existing road infrastructure could not cope with 

any increase in traffic movement.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0372

Letter Ms Diane Jupp RBBC\Represe

ntor\0372

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I would like to place on record my objections to the proposed plan to develop land in 

and around Redhill Aerodrome in order to build a "Garden Village".

Please note:

l) lt is MISLEADING to describe the plan as II development of Redhill Aerodrome II as 

only a small portion of the land in question falls within the boundaries of the airfield.

2) The plan does not only cover land recognised as Redhill Aerodrome but includes 

large tranches of land currently recognised as within the Green Belt ( including the 

airfield) and mainly currently used as agricultural land.

3) The area in question stretches from Axes lane in the south: to the north of East 

Surrey hospital: to Garstons and eastwards almost to Crab Hill and would almost join 

Redhill with Horley

4)1n the recent past R&BBC have refused planning permission ( and therefore 

development) pertaining to the installation of a hard runway at Redhill Aerodrome, as 

inappropriate development on the site which lies within the Green Belt. How CYNICAL 

and perverse that a vastly bigger and more complex development is now being 

considered!

5)R&BBC have stated that the land should be SAFEGUARDED. This again is 

MISLEADING. This actually means that the land in question is ring fenced and is set 

aside, protected and earmarked, for development sometime in the future!

6) R&BBC has identified sufficient land within its boundaries to meet its statutory 

obligations to build homes without recourse to using any land situated within the 

areas identified in the Redhill Aerodrome Garden Village proposal.

7) The plan provides that approximately 1300 dwellings be constructed on the site. 

R&BBC only.

8) The proposal is somewhat dependent on Tandridge DC selecting the site for the 

development of their "Garden Village "proposal.

9) If this goes ahead dwellings in excess of 9000 and possibly up to 13000 could be 

built on the  site!

No ?

10) This scale of building could take up to 20 years to complete creating a blight on the 

local community with construction vehicles and machinery polluting and obstructing 

the local environment !

11) 8000 homes,( a conservative estimate) with say an average occupancy of 4 

persons per household adds to  an increase in population of 32000 persons.

Each household to have 2 vehicles. Each vehicle to make a minimum of 2 journeys per 

day equates to some 32000 (minimum)extra vehicle movements in the area. Result 

more and more pollution, more and more congestion.

How would the East Surrey Hospital, already at breaking point manage the increase in 

population

12) The roads in and around the area are country lanes : most without pedestrian 

pathways ,some without complete road markings, most without lighting, totally 

unsuitable for an increase in the movement of vehicles and people generated by such a 

development. A dangerous health and environmental  hazard

13) No direct access to the Rail system. It is a car journey to either Salfords or Nutfield 

or Redhill Stations. This would add to the congestion/pollution in those already 

extremely busy areas.

14) Car parking at local stations ( Redhill, Salfords, Nutfield), which is already saturated 

,and in the towns and villages ,would be inundated. On road/street parking would 

increase dramatically further clogging up the highways and causing disruption and 

inconvenience to the established residents.

15)The plan includes a proposed link between the M23 motorway and the A23 main 

road. This road would access the A23 at the junction at Three Arch Road which is the 

main access to the East Surrey Hospital. This junction is ALWAYS congested and this 

plan would make it   virtually impassable thus putting patients lives at risk. It would 

create a "rat run" across country, especially for those seeking a route to Gatwick  

Airport,

16) The hospital which is already stretched to its limit would find it impossible to deal 

with the increase in local population



17)The cost of building the proposed link, which would take up a considerable amount 

of land to the east and west of the existing motorway, would be significantly reduce 

the amount available to spend on housing, forcing up the selling prices of the 

properties and thus reducing the potential to provide Affordable/Social Housing.

In my opinion this is an ill conceived plan when there are much better solutions 

available, and if proceeded with would result in the loss of irreplaceable Green Belt 

land ,increased pressure on already scarce resources (hospitals, local transport, social 

amenities, road systems,) and create health and environmental problems. The answer 

is to have, where possible and in the first instance, developments on brown field sites, 

which are smaller and less disruptive to the existing populous thus restricting the loss 

of Green Belt. Once the Green Belt goes it will never come back, indeed the 

Government have stated that the Green Belt should be protected from development. 

Please do not go ahead with this disastrous proposal. The only parties who stand to 

gain from this are the DEVELOPER. DON’T LET IT HAPPEN!

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0373

Letter Mr Kenneth Jupp RBBC\Represe

ntor\0373

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I would like to place on record my objections to the proposed plan to develop land in 

and around Redhill Aerodrome in order to build a "Garden Village".

Please note:

l) lt is MISLEADING to describe the plan as II development of Redhill Aerodrome II as 

only a small portion of the land in question falls within the boundaries of the airfield.

2) The plan does not only cover land recognised as Redhill Aerodrome but includes 

large tranches of land currently recognised as within the Green Belt ( including the 

airfield) and mainly currently used as agricultural land.

3) The area in question stretches from Axes lane in the south: to the north of East 

Surrey hospital: to Garstons and eastwards almost to Crab Hill and would almost join 

Redhill with Horley

4)1n the recent past R&BBC have refused planning permission ( and therefore 

development) pertaining to the installation of a hard runway at Redhill Aerodrome, as 

inappropriate development on the site which lies within the Green Belt. How CYNICAL 

and perverse that a vastly bigger and more complex development is now being 

considered!

5)R&BBC have stated that the land should be SAFEGUARDED. This again is 

MISLEADING. This actually means that the land in question is ring fenced and is set 

aside, protected and earmarked, for development sometime in the future!

6) R&BBC has identified sufficient land within its boundaries to meet its statutory 

obligations to build homes without recourse to using any land situated within the 

areas identified in the Redhill Aerodrome Garden Village proposal.

7) The plan provides that approximately 1300 dwellings be constructed on the site. 

R&BBC only.

8) The proposal is somewhat dependent on Tandridge DC selecting the site for the 

development of their "Garden Village "proposal.

9) If this goes ahead dwellings in excess of 9000 and possibly up to 13000 could be 

built on the  site!

No ?

10) This scale of building could take up to 20 years to complete creating a blight on the 

local community with construction vehicles and machinery polluting and obstructing 

the local environment !

11) 8000 homes,( a conservative estimate) with say an average occupancy of 4 

persons per household adds to  an increase in population of 32000 persons.

Each household to have 2 vehicles. Each vehicle to make a minimum of 2 journeys per 

day equates to some 32000 (minimum)extra vehicle movements in the area. Result 

more and more pollution, more and more congestion.

How would the East Surrey Hospital, already at breaking point manage the increase in 

population

12) The roads in and around the area are country lanes : most without pedestrian 

pathways ,some without complete road markings, most without lighting, totally 

unsuitable for an increase in the movement of vehicles and people generated by such a 

development. A dangerous health and environmental  hazard

13) No direct access to the Rail system. It is a car journey to either Salfords or Nutfield 

or Redhill Stations. This would add to the congestion/pollution in those already 

extremely busy areas.

14) Car parking at local stations ( Redhill, Salfords, Nutfield), which is already saturated 

,and in the towns and villages ,would be inundated. On road/street parking would 

increase dramatically further clogging up the highways and causing disruption and 

inconvenience to the established residents.

15)The plan includes a proposed link between the M23 motorway and the A23 main 

road. This road would access the A23 at the junction at Three Arch Road which is the 

main access to the East Surrey Hospital. This junction is ALWAYS congested and this 

plan would make it   virtually impassable thus putting patients lives at risk. It would 

create a "rat run" across country, especially for those seeking a route to Gatwick  

Airport,

16) The hospital which is already stretched to its limit would find it impossible to deal 

with the increase in local population

17)The cost of building the proposed link, which would take up a considerable amount 

of land to the east and west of the existing motorway, would be significantly reduce 

the amount available to spend on housing, forcing up the selling prices of the 

properties and thus reducing the potential to provide Affordable/Social Housing.

In my opinion this is an ill conceived plan when there are much better solutions 

available, and if proceeded with would result in the loss of irreplaceable Green Belt 

land ,increased pressure on already scarce resources (hospitals, local transport, social 

amenities, road systems,) and create health and environmental problems. The answer 

is to have, where possible and in the first instance, developments on brown field sites, 

which are smaller and less disruptive to the existing populous thus restricting the loss 

of Green Belt. Once the Green Belt goes it will never come back, indeed the 

Government have stated that the Green Belt should be protected from development. 

Please do not go ahead with this disastrous proposal. The only parties who stand to 

gain from this are the DEVELOPER. DON’T LET IT HAPPEN!

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0375

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs MARGARET Kavanagh RBBC\Represe

ntor\0375

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.    Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong 

both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND DECISION.    Both towns would be 

absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land went ahead. Main roads into 

Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would be permanently clogged. 

Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this land are country lanes and are 

not sufficient to take any further traffic.     I note there has been mention of an exit 

from the M23. All that would mean is providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across 

country roads and local roads. If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there 

have been issues on M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked.     Rail 

services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.      Towns would 

merge losing all local character.     There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , 

there is more than enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why 

do it. Large developments are just not sustainable.      

Delete it No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0387

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Denise Knight RBBC\Represe

ntor\0387

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Not sound because:  This consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

the 'safeguarding' of land; there has been no actual consultation on 'safeguarding' of 

SAS1 area and such a move is outside the current Core Strategy Plan,  Point and 

purpose of The Green Belt is being ignored   Has all possible non Green Belt land in the 

borough been considered, or is there another agenda here ?  Informed opinion would 

suggest there is other land available,  Proposed area for 'safeguarding' would appear 

to be more land than has been deemed necessary to fulfil housing demand,  Road and 

rail infrastructure would not cope with such a development as is proposed,  

'Safeguarding' land on and around R'hill A'drome could lead to Redhill and Horley 

becoming one sprawl,  The local environment, already under stress from planned 

developments, would further deteriorate, leading to decrease in wellbeing of residents 

and wildlife,  Potential increase in flood risk for area around Salfords,      

Remove SAS1. No No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0389

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs kasia kublik-okon RBBC\Represe

ntor\0389

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know    I am objecting in the strongest possible sense to the DMP plan to take the ‘Redhill 

Aerodrome land’ out of the Green belt.  There are numerous reasons to object to this 

plan:  1. The Green belt is precious and ensures a high standard of living for residents 

in the local area. This decision would destroy green belt and create an urban sprawl in 

a  semi rural area.  2. The DMP did not properly identify the land accurately  3. There 

has been no consultation  for the land (SAS1)  4. The decision to safeguard the SAS1 

land is flawed as it contradicts the DMP  5. Current infrastructure in the area is not 

sustainable within the plan  6. The proposed link to the M23 is fundamentally flawed  

7. The plan is vastly disproportionate for the needs of the area.  8. The plan is morally 

wrong  1.  In 1947 the Town and Country planning act set forth the idea of green belt 

land. This newly named Green Belt was to remain undeveloped to maintain a high 

standard of living through the limiting of London’s almost unstoppable sprawl.  The 

key aspects of Green belt development are:  • To check the unrestricted sprawl of large 

built-up areas  • To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another  • To 

assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  • To preserve the setting 

and distinctive character of historic towns  • To assist in urban regeneration, by 

encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.  The positives being:  • 

Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population  • 

Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas  • 

The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to 

where people live  • Improvement of damaged and derelict land around towns  • The 

securing of nature conservation interests  • The retention of land in agricultural, 

forestry and related uses.  The decision to safeguard the land goes in complete 

contrast to every aspect of the Green belt principle.  Quite why a local council would 

choose to destroy Green Belt and reduce the overall quality of land in the district is 

beyond my comprehension. The rise in pollution, impact on flood plain land and will 

The decision about the SAS1 land should be revoked immediately and that land 

continue to be Green belt with full protections.  However, if the council decides to 

continue with this foolish decision then the process should be open and 

transparent.    You would need to openly advertise the plans for the SAS1 land.  

There should be a full and transparent consultation process with a considerable 

amount of time available so that all residents have a proper opportunity to 

comment                 

No No

detrimentally affect the entire district ruining is character of a semi-rural environment.  

Furthermore the proposed development on such a site would allow urban sprawl 

across a semi-rural area destroying wildlife areas for Red Kites, Buzzards and Deer.  It 

would lower the quality of living for residents across the borough and in the borough 

of Tandridge.     2. The DMP plan was updated recently. However, the part concerning 

the ‘Redhill Aerodrome land’ was misleading as only a tiny proportion of the land is on 

the site of the Aerodrome the vast majority of land is in actuality agricultural land. 

Therefore, the description the DMP is completely misleading and not fit for purpose as 

it does not give an accurate indication of the level of development that is proposed on 

the site through safeguarding. Nor has TBBC adequately advertised the development 

with only one poster at Redhill train station and a Twitter Tweet.  Hardly sufficient to 

keep the people informed of developments, especially one of this magnitude. In fact, 

one would suggest that it is negligent on the part of RBBC.     3. In addition to the DMP 

document not being fit for purpose there has not been any consultation of the public 

about this significant development.  I can only presume that this is due to the RBBC 

wishing to hide this in a disingenuous description of the site in the DMP, lack of 

advertising and no consultation.  This surely is in total disregard for the people of the 

Borough and those whom live around the site.  Therefore, the designated land should 

be removed from the plan until RBBC can be open and honest with the population and 

follow an acceptable planning procedure for the safeguarding of land in the borough.     

4. The decision to safeguard the land SAS1 is flawed as it contradicts the DMP.  I fully 

support the premise of the DMP except the SAS1  land.  I support building on brown 

field sites and I support the building near train stations.  The whole plan is a wise one, 

except the SAS1 land.  This is because the SAS1 land is not brown field, it is not near 

public transport and it is not near businesses.  Therefore, a housing estate 3 times the 

size of Reigate will be created.  This is in complete contradiction to the DMP.  When 

one considers disingenuous description of the site, the lack of advertising, the lack of 

consultation and now the fact that the land does not 

fit in with the DMP one has to wonder what why the rationale is for such a 

development.  It makes no sense especially when in previous consultation the site was 

ranked 6th out of 31 for development and yet has become the prime site for 

development.     5. In addition, current infrastructure is not sustainable in the area to 

support such a huge development.  Local roads such as Axes lane, Bower Hill lane, Clay 

land and Philanthropic lane are too narrow to accommodate an addition 15,000 daily 

car journeys.  Furthermore, the railway running north to south provides a barrier to 

any additional road capacity being produced.  Therefore, roads rural roads such as 

Honeycrock lane will bear the brunt of additional traffic travelling to the West. To the 

North of the site is another railway line which again forms a barrier to improving road 

infrastructure with narrow lanes and bridges also present.  Therefore, the road 

infrastructure is not sustainable.  Furthermore, the site does not incorporate access to 

rail.  The nearest stations being Nutfield and Salfords.  Both stations are at full capacity 

for parking and there is no scope for increasing this capacity.  Furthermore, there is no 

space for bike racks.  In addition to this the two stations only have two platforms and 

therefore would not be able to accommodate a town of 30,000 people being built as 

the line is already at capacity due to bottlenecks in London. As there is no plan to build 

a new station or line the site fails on the issue of sustainability.       6. The link to the 

M23 is also flawed in its design and rationale.  Although it would allow easy access to 

the motor perhaps diverting some traffic on north/south routes away from the 

borough it also must be main plain that the route would also bring new traffic into the 

borough meaning that the status quo would be maintained.  Therefore, why would we 

build it as it would not improve traffic but may increase pollution and would certainly 

route more traffic onto the congested A23.  Furthermore, the link is supposed to 

connect with the Three Arches Bridge near the hospital.  Given the three arches, 

housing at the site and other infrastructure I am unsure how the council can effectively 

link a dual carriageway to a single lane road and not have this cause huge levels of 

congestion and pollution.     7. On top of all the flaws in the plan the final one is the 

most important one.  It is massively disproportionate to the needs of the 

borough.  Given that there is a need to build about 500 houses per year the site would 

more than exceed that need.  Give that the site would accommodate more than 7000 

homes there no need to have such a huge site.  8. Finally, I would like to raise the issue 

that I feel the destruction of such a site is morally wrong.  To encourage development 

on a site which would lower the quality of living for residents, destroy the 

environment, be contrary to the will of the people but only benefit those who simply 

wish to make vast sums of money is morally reprehensible.  

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0392

Email Mr Adam Lawrence RBBC\Represe

ntor\0392

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am writing to oppose your development plan which will remove large areas of land 

from the local green belt with the intention of building more houses, specifically the 

creation of a garden village on the current Redhill Aerodrome site.  The aerodrome 

owners desire to remove the green belt status is not new and the proposed Garden 

Village development is just the latest in a long list of their desire to make serious 

money out of their land without any consideration for the local population or the 

impact it will have on everybody's quality of life.

The green belt is protected land for a good reason, therefore it is not just or legal to 

remove land from it to simply build more houses.

The current infrastructure within the Borough cannot continue to take more houses, 

traffic congestion is getting worse (has anybody from the council ever been near East 

Surrey Hospital or the A23 during rush hour and seen the traffic jams and congestion I 

wonder?) the state of our roads is appalling, (full of pot holes, broken surfaces, sink 

holes and drains that are continually clogged leading to surface water when it rains), 

East Surrey hospital cannot cope with the current population yet alone a massive 

increase caused by more houses, it is impossible to get a GPs appointment at a local 

surgery without waiting for over a week, schools are struggling to keep up with 

demand (when was the last new secondary school built locally I wonder?) and yet still 

you wish to continue to build without any thought to the impact it will have on us all.

Objects to Redhill Aerodrome Safeguarding.                                                

Infrastructure Provision needs to be thought about before trying to remove green 

belt to build more houses. 

No

This is not joined up thinking, or a coherent plan to move the Borough forward and 

needs to be seriously opposed.  Get your infrastructure right and consider your current 

local residents before trying to remove green belt from our local area and impose more 

houses on us.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0393

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Laura Le Cheminant RBBC\Represe

ntor\0393

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know I don't have a legal reason to challenge your plans, hopefully others will do so, but 

from a residents perspective losing the current Green Belt land in Salfords (between 

Honeycrock Lane and East Surrey Hospital) would damage both the natural protection 

of the area as well as negatively damaging the residents quality of life. Bearing in mind 

we are also facing the redevelopment of Redhill Aerodrome with a potential 

development of 8,000 houses I am concerned about the impact of increased houses, 

traffic and inhabitants on local pollution levels and residents and the natural 

environments wellbeing. The local roads are not equipped to deal with this increase in 

traffic, the wildlife will be decimated and I thought the Plantation woodland was a 

protected area however it is an integral part of the Safeguarded land. Is it not a better 

plan to expand the recently developed sites in Horley and Meath Green? These sites 

don't put immediate pressure on East Surrey Hospital routes as well as destroying yet 

more of our precious natural environment. I appreciate there is a pressure for more 

housing but it can't just fall to counties such as Surrey to forfeit our Green Belt land 

especially when it will impact our day to day lives so negatively. Where will the local 

dog walkers go? Where will the local children play? How will the wildlife affected as 

part of this development be supported. I appreciate as a single resident my voice will 

not be considered of importance but the impact of this on me and my family will be 

incredibly negative and it will be heart-breaking to see such beautiful land disappear.

I would like the Safeguarded land to be removed and for the land to continue to be 

protected as Green Belt. 

No Yes /No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0394

Survey 

Monkey

Mr David Lester RBBC\Represe

ntor\0394

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0399

Email Mr Philip Lloyd RBBC\Represe

ntor\0399

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know The “safeguarded” land SAS1 in the DMP is referred to as “Redhill Aerodrome”. This is 

incorrect, and misleading. The area that SAS1 actually covers is several times bigger 

than the part of the Aerodrome falling within the RBBC boundary. To the west, it 

reaches the London-Brighton railway line. To the north, it nearly reaches the Redhill-

Tonbridge line.

- If this area were to be used for housing development, it would coalesce Earlswood, 

Whitebushes, Salfords, and South Nutfield.

- I strongly believe that this critical part of the Metropolitan Green Belt should be 

vigorously protected against development.

- In October 2017, RBBC refused a retrospective planning application at Redhill 

Aerodrome, on the grounds that it would “constitute inappropriate development 

within the Metropolitan Green Belt”. So the proposed safeguarding contradicts RBBC’s 

own publicly-stated position.

- Any development by RBBC within the Aerodrome perimeter is dependent on 

Tandridge District Council’s own Local Plan, as most of the Aerodrome falls within 

TDC’s boundaries. TDC’s Local Plan is still being formulated, part of which is site 

selection for a “Garden Village”, for which the Aerodrome is a candidate. No decision 

date is known, and RBBC should not plan to safeguard their part until that situation 

becomes clear.

- It is well known that local roads in this area are inadequate for the traffic they 

currently carry. Any increase in vehicle movements would be extremely detrimental.

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0402

Email Miss Emma Long RBBC\Represe

ntor\0402

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No I do not believe the above consultation is sound on the grounds of safeguarding land of  

SAS1.

• Taking land out of the Green Belt is absolutely wrong. This land has always been 

green belt and should always remain so for our future generations.

• It is not there for some greedy developers to profit from then walk away leaving 

residents and future generations to suffer the consequences.

• The South East is already overcrowded and our local area even more so.

• Our Roads, Railways, Schools, Hospital and doctors surgeries are already at breaking 

point and have yet to cope with imminent increases in population due to existing 

planned developments underway.

• Pressure needs to be put on the owners of brown-field sites, of which there are many 

within our area around Redhill and Reigate. Where building homes, many which 

should be affordable, aimed at our local first time buyers.  Aerotron, for example, have 

been sitting on the old Phillips site (A23/Cross Oak Lane) for some 8 years or more.

• Our towns and cities are already suffering from air pollution, building on these large 

Green Belt spaces can only add to the associated health problems. Therefore, it is 

crucial to retain these spaces especially neighbouring Gatwick Airport .

• A motorway link from the M23 to the A23 would only clog up the A23 at Earlswood 

and surrounding roads more than presently experienced.

• The proposed area to be developed is all on clay soil which has a low permeability 

but the grass, shrubs and plants retain and absorb the rain water. The world's weather 

is becoming more severe, with prolonged and heavy rain the risk of major flooding 

must be considered. The River Mole is the only route for surface water drainage for 

many miles around and has flooded many existing properties in the past. A vast 

development of housing, roads, paths, drive-ways etc. would cause very quick 

shedding of water increasing the flood risk of the River Mole both upstream and 

downstream. Smallfield, Horley, 

Remove SAS1 No

Meath Green, Earlswood etc. are at very low levels and are effected by the water not 

flowing away quick enough due to higher levels downstream.    Flood controls to 

protect towns and areas down-stream could also restrict the flow of water from 

upstream. Thus the risk of more severe flooding than has been experienced in the past 

must be seriously considered. A futile, so-called, storm water attenuation area would 

only have an initial effect holding back a small amount of water, once full it would have 

no effect!

• The recent  battles to protect the Green Belt from development such as Mr Fiddler's 

Castle and Redhill Aerodrome's hard runway cost the Council and Parish Councils tens 

of thousands of pounds, it seems contradictory to now allow this area for mass 

development.

• It seems very suspicious that the farm land surrounding the airfield was bought-up 

by speculators many years ago and it seems that this is the very land that is being 

earmarked for mass development. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0403

Email Mrs Miranda Long RBBC\Represe

ntor\0403

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 No I do not believe the above consultation is sound on the grounds of safeguarding land of  

SAS1.

• Taking land out of the Green Belt is absolutely wrong. This land has always been 

green belt and should always remain so for our future generations.

• It is not there for some greedy developers to profit from then walk away leaving 

residents and future generations to suffer the consequences.

• The South East is already overcrowded and our local area even more so.

• Our Roads, Railways, Schools, Hospital and doctors surgeries are already at breaking 

point and have yet to cope with imminent increases in population due to existing 

planned developments underway.

• Pressure needs to be put on the owners of brown-field sites, of which there are many 

within our area around Redhill and Reigate. Where building homes, many which 

should be affordable, aimed at our local first time buyers.  Aerotron, for example, have 

been sitting on the old Phillips site (A23/Cross Oak Lane) for some 8 years or more.

• Our towns and cities are already suffering from air pollution, building on these large 

Green Belt spaces can only add to the associated health problems. Therefore, it is 

crucial to retain these spaces especially neighbouring Gatwick Airport .

• A motorway link from the M23 to the A23 would only clog up the A23 at Earlswood 

and surrounding roads more than presently experienced.

• The proposed area to be developed is all on clay soil which has a low permeability 

but the grass, shrubs and plants retain and absorb the rain water. The world's weather 

is becoming more severe, with prolonged and heavy rain the risk of major flooding 

must be considered. The River Mole is the only route for surface water drainage for 

many miles around and has flooded many existing properties in the past. A vast 

development of housing, roads, paths, drive-ways etc. would cause very quick 

shedding of water increasing the flood risk of the River Mole both upstream and 

downstream. Smallfield, Horley, 

Remove SAS1. No

Meath Green, Earlswood etc. are at very low levels and are effected by the water not 

flowing away quick enough due to higher levels downstream.    Flood controls to 

protect towns and areas down-stream could also restrict the flow of water from 

upstream. Thus the risk of more severe flooding than has been experienced in the past 

must be seriously considered. A futile, so-called, storm water attenuation area would 

only have an initial effect holding back a small amount of water, once full it would have 

no effect!

• The recent  battles to protect the Green Belt from development such as Mr Fiddler's 

Castle and Redhill Aerodrome's hard runway cost the Council and Parish Councils tens 

of thousands of pounds, it seems contradictory to now allow this area for mass 

development.

• It seems very suspicious that the farm land surrounding the airfield was bought-up 

by speculators many years ago and it seems that this is the very land that is being 

earmarked for mass development. 



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0404

Email Mr Roger Long RBBC\Represe

ntor\0404

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Quite frankly I have attempted to complete the official form but found it too confusing 

and irrelevant to register my comments. I do not believe the consultation is sound on 

the grounds of safeguarding land of SAS1. My comments are:-

• Taking land out of the Green Belt is absolutely wrong. This land was set aside by our 

forefathers and has always been regarded as sacrosanct and should always remain so 

for our future generations.

• It is not there for some greedy developers to profit from then walk away  leaving 

residents and future generations to suffer the consequences.

• The South East is already overcrowded and our local area even more so.

• Our Roads, Railways, Schools, Hospital, Surgeries are already at breaking point and 

have yet to cope with imminent increases in population due to existing planned 

developments underway.

• Pressure needs to be put on the owners of brown-field sites, of which there are many 

within our area around Redhill and Reigate, to start building homes and a good deal of 

these should be affordable aimed at our local first time buyers.  Aerotron, for example, 

have been sitting on the old Phillips site (A23/Cross Oak Lane) for some 8 years or 

more.

• Our towns and cities are already suffering from air pollution, building on these large 

Green Belt spaces can only add to the associated health problems. Thus it is crucial to 

retain these spaces especially neighbouring Gatwick Airport .

• A motorway link from the M23 to the A23 would only clog up the A23 at Earlswood 

and surrounding roads more than presently experienced.

• The proposed area to be developed is all on clay soil which has a low permeability 

but the grass, shrubs and plants retain and absorb the rain water . 

No

The worlds weather is becoming more severe, and with prolonged and heavy rain the 

risk of major flooding must be considered. The River Mole is the only route for surface 

water drainage for many miles around and has flooded many existing properties in the 

past. A vast development of housing, roads, paths, drive-ways etc. would cause very 

quick shedding of water increasing the flood risk of the River Mole both upstream and 

downstream. Smallfield, Horley, Meath green, Earlswood etc. are at very low levels 

and are effected by the water not flowing away quick enough due to higher levels 

downstream.    Flood controls to protect towns and areas down-stream could also 

restrict the flow of water from upstream. Thus the risk of more severe flooding than 

has been experienced in the past must be seriously considered. A futile, so-called, 

storm water attenuation area would only have an initial effect holding back a small 

amount of water, once full it would have no effect!

• The recent  battles to protect the Green Belt from development such as Mr Fiddler's 

Castle and Redhill Aerodrome's hard runway cost the Council and Parish Councils tens 

of thousands of pounds, it seems contradictory to now allow this area for mass 

development.

• It seems very suspicious that the farm land surrounding the airfield was bought-up 

by speculators many years ago and it seems that this is the very land that is being 

earmarked for mass development. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0425

Email Mr & Ms Elspeth & 

Bruce

McRae & 

Dunn

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0425

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 I am dismayed and shocked at the threat to Green Belt in and around 

Salfords/Redhill/Earlswood.

 

Despite assurances from the Conservative Party that precious Green Belt would be 

protected we now find that this is seriously under threat due to the Development 

Management Plan.

 

We feel that the decision to 'safeguard' the land in around Redhill Aerodrome is not 

sound, as there has been no consultation on safeguarding this area and it is outside 

the current Core Strategy Plan.  Also there is other non Green Belt land available in the 

borough.     

 

The proposed link road between the A23 and a 4-way junction with the M23 would 

cause harmful increases in traffic noise and congestion destroying the quality of life for 

many people in this area.   Our current road and rail infrastructure will simply not cope.

 

We understood that the Conservative Party appreciated the special character of our 

towns and villages - now it seems that this is to be swept away and Redhill and Horley 

will be merged together in an inappropriate concrete sprawl.

Remove SAS1 No

 

In conclusion we feel that the proposed safeguarded land is far more than is actually 

necessary to meet the housing demand.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0433

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Patrick Moody RBBC\Represe

ntor\0433

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know The so-called safeguarding of land for future development means removing vital 

greenbelt and I cannot believe that can be considered a sound proposal, and I sincerely 

hope it is not deemed to be legally compliant either.

Withdraw any part of the plan which involves reducing the green-belt protected 

area, and consider revising downwards the expected number of new homes which 

lead to this suggestion.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0436

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Suzanne Moore RBBC\Represe

ntor\0436

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know No 1) The DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding 

of land.   2) There has been no consultation on the safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome 

(SAS1) Land.   3) The safeguarding of green belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside of 

the current core strategy plan  4) The proposal will effectively link Redhill with Horley 

and in my opinion is urban sprawl.   5) The proposed size of the safeguarding of land is 

far in excess of what is needed to meet housing demand and there are other non-

greenbelt land available within the borough that should be used prior to the 

safeguarding of any greenbelt land.  6) The size and impact of the development will 

lead to excessive pollution and environmental damage to area  7) I believe that Reigate 

and Banstead Council have acted in an underhand manner with very little information 

in the public domain unless you search Reigate and Banstead websites for changes to 

planning policy.

1) The DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarding of land.   2) There has been no consultation on the safeguarding of 

Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) Land.   3) The safeguarding of green belt land at Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside of the current core strategy plan  4) The proposal will 

effectively link Redhill with Horley and in my opinion is urban sprawl.   5) The 

proposed size of the safeguarding of land is far in excess of what is needed to meet 

housing demand and there are other non-greenbelt land available within the 

borough that should be used prior to the safeguarding of any greenbelt land.  6) The 

size and impact of the development will lead to excessive pollution and 

environmental damage to area  7) I believe that Reigate and Banstead Council have 

acted in an underhand manner with very little information in the public domain 

unless you search Reigate and Banstead websites for changes to planning policy.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0437

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Christopher Moore RBBC\Represe

ntor\0437

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know No 1) The DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding 

of land.   2) There has been no consultation on the safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome 

(SAS1) Land.   3) The safeguarding of green belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside of 

the current core strategy plan  4) The proposal will effectively link Redhill with Horley 

and in my opinion is urban sprawl.   5) The proposed size of the safeguarding of land is 

far in excess of what is needed to meet housing demand and there are other non-

greenbelt land available within the borough that should be used prior to the 

safeguarding of any greenbelt land.  6) The size and impact of the development will 

lead to excessive pollution and environmental damage to area  7) I believe that Reigate 

and Banstead Council have acted in an underhand manner with very little information 

in the public domain unless you search Reigate and Banstead websites for changes to 

planning policy.

1) The DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarding of land.   2) There has been no consultation on the safeguarding of 

Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) Land.   3) The safeguarding of green belt land at Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside of the current core strategy plan  4) The proposal will 

effectively link Redhill with Horley and in my opinion is urban sprawl.   5) The 

proposed size of the safeguarding of land is far in excess of what is needed to meet 

housing demand and there are other non-greenbelt land available within the 

borough that should be used prior to the safeguarding of any greenbelt land.  6) The 

size and impact of the development will lead to excessive pollution and 

environmental damage to area  7) I believe that Reigate and Banstead Council have 

acted in an underhand manner with very little information in the public domain 

unless you search Reigate and Banstead websites for changes to planning policy.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0439

Email Mr Rigel Mowatt RBBC\Represe

ntor\0439

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I would like to object to the Land at Redhill Aerodrome called SAS1 being safeguarded 

for future development

for the following reasons:

 1 Redhill Aerodrome is in the green belt and this was confirmed by the High Court in 

2014.

2. The DMP process is not the proper way for commenting on safeguarding land

3. There has been no consultation regarding the safeguarding of SAS1

4. Housing development on SAS1 would link Redhill and Horley 

5. This development id dependent on Tandridge District Council selecting Redhill 

Aerodrome as the

 site for a garden village

6.A new junction on the M23 would be required as well as significant up grading of 

local roads including 

  new railway bridges

7. SAS1 is not near any public transport

8. The safeguarding of SAS1 is not part of the Core Strategy Plan

9. Any development so SAS1 will require the full support of the Tandridge District 

Council who sill

    preparing their local plan for submission ththe government inspector and this is 

unlikely to

    be approved before 2019

Object MLS2 No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0443

Letter Mrs Claudia Nelson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0443

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know I would like to object to the RBBC Development Management Plan, firstly to draw 

attention to the misleading term of “safeguarding” which has caused many to believe 

the land (SAS1) is to be protected against protected AGAINST rather than FOR 

development. 

The site is described as “Redhill Aerodrome” and this is again misleading and 

inaccurate as the area SAS1 is a far greater area of land. 

The Green Belt as agreed by TDC and RBBC has purposes including checking urban 

sprawl, preventing encroachment into the countryside. 

Development of the site as a whole would mean the merging of the community of 

South Nutfield with Salfords and Whitebushes to the west, and with Redhill in the 

north. 

RBBC are not able to develop any part of the aerodrome without TDC support, and TDC 

are still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village as part of their local plan. 

No date for that decision is known, which makes it illogical to proceed with 

safeguarding this site currently. 

I have lived in South Nutfield for 37 years and very well aware of the inadequacy of our 

local road network. The congestion due to volume of motor vehicles has increased 

hugely, due to continuing development in our area. Many roads have no pavements 

and I fear for the safety of pedestrians, horse riders etc. as well as the increasing 

frustration of sitting in stationary traffic when attempting to travel for work or other 

purposes. Further development will lead to more traffic and resulting gridlock on the 

roads. 

Up until now RBBC have been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the Green Belt. As recently as 4th October 2017, RBBC 

planning committee refused a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome 

and stated …”the proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, 

constitutes inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which 

would erode the openness s of the Green Belt.” RBBC’s position regarding a flat 

taxiway / runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how they can consider the 

construction of homes will not have such an adverse effect. I urge reconsideration of 

this ill thought our Plan.  

No No

I would like to ask if in future the Council could make it simpler for ordinary mortals to 

respond to matters of this sort! Tandridge Council operates a much more 

straightforward “response” process which is easier to understand than this one which 

is very complex. I think this deters many from expressing their views and it’s important 

that all who wish to should have easily accessible “platform” for their opinions and 

suggestions. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0444

Email Mr Nigel Newland RBBC\Represe

ntor\0444

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No What are Reigate & Banstead Borough Council thinking? Mass developments of 

housing never enhance an area. The GREEN BELT was very forward thinking at the time 

of introduction, looking to protect the environment and beautiful country side in which 

we all live from urban sprawl. We are constantly seeing how man is having a  

devastating effect on our green and blue planet. We need to reinvest in our tired 

neighbourhoods and old poorly built housing stock creating new fresh environments in 

which to live. Not paving over South England's green and common land Redhill 

Aerodrome is a healthy historic asset to the area, providing jobs and services such as 

Air Ambulance and Police. A hard runway was recently turned down in the high court 

because of its impact on this rural, Greenland at the foot of the north downs.

Your intention is not to SAFE GUARD this land at all. It is to DESTROY IT along with all 

surrounding communities. Over loading local country lanes not built to handle excess 

traffic. Over loading small local train stations sufficient to cope with village use ,   NOT 

sprawling towns. We live in a Grade 2 listed Farm House , listed to protect it for 

Generations to come with its historic values and natural setting. The UKs North / South 

divide will never be resolved with mindless bulldozering of our South East Beautiful 

Country side. Please take on board what I am saying and open your eyes to the Bigger 

picture, not just quick fix mindless solutions.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0447

Email Ms Priscilla Nobbs RBBC\Represe

ntor\0447

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I object to this development:

1. This land is Green Belt.

2. Extra land should not be “safe-guarded” by taking it out of the Green Belt.  Once 

removed this land will never be returned to the Green Belt

3. The roads through the Aerodrome are far too narrow to cope with more traffic.

4. This is wonderful green space on the outskirts of Salfords.  If developed it will 

become one big housing complex joining Redhill with Horley and with Tandridge.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0450

Survey 

Monkey

Mr John Osbourn RBBC\Represe

ntor\0450

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Safeguarded Land is a misnomer; it’s not safe at all. It means that,  •	The land is 

earmarked for development   •	It has been removed from the Green Belt and set aside   

•	It is very unlikely that it will ever return to Green Belt   In order to have sufficient land 

R&BBC wish to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome. This is misleading what R&BBC really 

mean is Redhill Aerodrome AND most of the adjacent land as far south to Honeycrock 

Lane and the railway line to the west. The DMP provides a figure of 1312 homes at 

30/ha (44ha). The total area of the site with Tandridge is 619ha.  This land together 

with the land in Tandridge is sufficient land for 13000 homes.    Is it necessary - No - 

leave the Green Belt alone! It’s there for a reason. The decision to safeguard Redhill 

Aerodrome when other non-Green Belt land is available is not sound. The consultation 

process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land. There has not been a 

consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 (Redhill Aerodrome) for 

safeguarding. Delivering and motorway junction/Tandridge, is questionable as it a 

Highways England decision and a dependency of the proposal for the Tandridge 

Garden Village and the Safeguard Redhill Aerodrome.    The safeguarding of Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy. It effectively joins Redhill to Horley. 

The plan is taking far more land than necessary.    The current road infrastructure in 

Redhill, Reigate and Horley could not cope or is of sufficient capacity and quality to 

deal with the additional road traffic. The majority of the roads in the development area 

and adjacent to it do not have pavements, and many do not have central white lines, 

as they are not wide enough. This means it is dangerous, unsafe for higher volumes of 

traffic and pedestrians as result of this development. The local road infrastructure does 

not have the capacity to make it safe.    Rail infrastructure is running at capacity, it is 

technically not possible to add additional rail services to support this development.    

Sustainability, this loss of Green Belt will urbanise a rural community, and increase air 

pollution. It will cause irreversible damage to the local wildlife environment and large-

scale loss of habitat for many species.     There are sufficient brown field sites in the 

surrounding area that could be used for housing. However, developers have brought 

these areas and do nothing with it. This is not right and must change to prevent the 

development of Green Belt land.  

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0451

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Angela Osbourn RBBC\Represe

ntor\0451

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No I live in the green belt area of the Reigate & Banstead county and hereby declare the 

proposals to safeguard the development of Redhill Aerodrome to be unsound.  My 

reasons are as follows:  Other non-green belt land is available within the borough.  We 

have never been invited to a consultation on the proposed development of Redhill 

Aerodrome.  By building in and around Redhill Aerodrome, Salfords will be linked with 

Redhill and Horley thereby creating one big and heavily populated town and removing 

the community environment of a village set up.  The current road and rail services 

would not be able to cope with more residents, cars, commuters, thereby making 

travel to and from Salfords very difficult, inconvenient, and in particular UNSAFE  

Additional housing, traffic and people will also create more pollution and diminish the 

condition of the roads and pathways.  I believe that space will also be required to 

create link roads to the nearby motorways and A-roads which isn't available.  The 

narrow country lanes in and around Salfords do not have pavements and I regularly 

walk my dog along them with limited traffic.  Increasing the population by having more 

people live here, my and my dog's life will be in constant danger due to the heavier 

traffic and short cuts cars wish to take to get to the main roads instead of having to 

queue on the A23 as they currently do.  I'm also concerned that there will be additional 

refuse being gathered by an increase in houses and residents.  Can the collection 

services cope and if not, our health and safety will be at severe risk.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0456

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Peter Parkes RBBC\Represe

ntor\0456

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No Do not need all these houses should go up North make a new city up there the South 

East is full and the infrastructure is struggling to cope wit all these extra houses cars 

and people our schools are full, our hospitals are full and the roads just cannot cope 

fed up with tail back and traffic jams. 

We need another entrance and exit onto the M23 before any other plans or houses 

built so that we can see if the area in question can take any more traffic.  do not 

want Redhill aerodrome to close because of the lose of over 400 jobs Tandridge can 

build their houses else where and do their own infrastructure why should surrey be 

responsible

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0457

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Youleite Parkes RBBC\Represe

ntor\0457

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No No land should be taken out of the green belt until all brown field sites are used in all 

area we do not need more houses in the South East lets make a new town up North so 

that their economy can be improved this land must always stay as green belt.  The 

roads surrounding this area could not cope with the new traffic.  We do not want 

Redhill and Horley to become one.  The land surrounding Redhill aerodrome area is far 

more than is needed for this development.  The plan for 8,000 houses in Tandridge 

should be nearer to Tandridge and not on the border with Redhill.

Safe guarding land does not protect it from being built on later so it must not be 

taken out of green belt. Tandridge can build there houses in another area so that 

Surrey does not have to put in the roads and infrastructure  which would not cope 

with this development and the railways are in a worse state in this area so no to the 

development. Tandridge must build else where they have plenty of land we do not 

need to help them we must keep the aerodrome and surrounding areas green and 

from ever being built on, the developers just want an easy build as brown field sites 

are to costly to develop and then they never build the affordable housing first which 

is what should happen 50% of the affordable housing should be built first before 

they run out of money then 50% of the unaffordable then the other 50% of 

affordable and finally the last of the un-affordable that way they will complete what 

is actually needed in the area but not on the green belt. Do not listen to the 

developers if London needs these houses there are plenty of brown fiels sites in the 

London area crying out to be cleaned up and developed you only have to travel on 

the train to London to see it all.

No No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0459

Email Mr Andrew Paton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0459

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I believe that the proposed removal of land from the Green Belt is fundamentally 

wrong, the Green Belt should continue to be maintained and there is other non green 

belt land available for development. This new town will effectively link Redhill to Horley 

and create a substantial conurbation. The existing roads are already very busy and this 

new town (obviously including the Tandridge development as well) will place a massive 

burden on the existing infrastructure and cause a substantial problem for the 

surrounding villages. South Nutfield and Salfords will effectively disappear. I believe 

that the new motorway junction and link road to the A23 will dramatically increase 

local traffic as vehicles use the new access to the motorway network. I trust that this 

objection will be taken into account when the proposed 'safeguarding' is discussed.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0460

Email Ms Philomel Paton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0460

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I would like to register my objection to the proposed development at Redhill 

Aerodrome and the proposed safeguarding of land for future development if  this 

planning permission is not approved.  

The decision to safeguard this land at and beyond Redhill Aerodrome (SAS1) is outside 

the current Core Strategy Plan and is misleading as safeguarding the land implies that 

the green belt area is safeguarded against future development instead of in favour of 

future development.  This is clearly not the case.  There is plenty of other non Green 

Belt land available for development within the Borough and there has been no 

consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land.

This proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and a new junction with 

the M23 together with the Tandridge District Council selection of Redhill Aerodrome 

land for their proposed garden village being accepted.  The development would 

effectively link Redhill with Horley and would create and new TOWN not a garden 

village.    The traffic on the country lanes is bound to increase dramatically and this is 

already a great concern for the villagers.  I live on Kings Mill Lane which is a complete 

rat run and this can only get worse as it is obvious that the current road and rail 

infrastructure would not be able to cope with development.  

I hope you will take the concerns of the surrounding villages into account  when 

considering the safeguarding of this area.  

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0461

Email Mr & Mrs RJ & JF Peers RBBC\Represe

ntor\0461

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 We oppose this proposal. Our comments are as follows:

•       Land designated as Green Belt should remain so and not be earmarked for future 

building

•       The proposed development will cause urban sprawl , effectively linking  Redhill to 

Horley on the eastern side of the A23

•       Residents of Salfords have already been subjected , in recent years, to large and 

small building developments causing a lot of disruption.  Is it not time for other parts 

of the borough to take their share?

•       The current infrastructure (road, rail, medical services, schools and other facilities 

) are already struggling to cope with the rise in local population.  These services will 

soon be under further strain when the new houses in Langshott and Meath Green are 

occupied.

•       Any agreement to develop this land will effectively blight the area for many years. 

•       There is  other land (not green belt) in the borough available for housing 

development to satisfy house-building targets.

•       It is true that the borough needs genuinely affordable housing. However, these 

huge schemes elsewhere have a history of paying lip service to this need

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0467

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Robert Phillips RBBC\Represe

ntor\0467

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know I am writing to object strongly to your proposal to remove land at and beyond Redhill 

Aerodrome from the Green Belt.  The proposal to safeguard this land does not appear 

to be sound as I understand that other Green Belt land is available for development 

within the Borough.  Moreover, I also understand that the DMP consultation process is 

not appropriate for commenting on the safeguarding of land. The Green Belt was 

introduced by specific government legislation to protect the sort of areas that the DMP 

seeks to remove from the Green Belt.  The role of the Green Belt is to stop nearby 

areas from merging and to keep land open and to retain this characteristic.  Therefore 

this proposal is contrary to Government policy on the protection of the Green Belt.  

The site of the Aerodrome is rural with no transport links to enable it to be sustainable.  

Nutfield Station is a 2 to 3 mile walk from the site with no footpaths around the 

Aerodrome.  This station has a maximum of 10 parking places with no room for 

expanding this and which is full by 6.30 am.  Parking at Redhill Station is also full.  

There is not the capacity to absorb the huge increase in traffic movements that such a 

development would entail.  The narrow winding rural roads and railway bridges with 

width and height restrictions that serve the Aerodrome are already at capacity.  

Accidents regularly occur on these roads.  They are unsuitable for the type of traffic 

movements that would result from a large-scale development.  The roads leading to 

Redhill Hospital experience heavy traffic during busy times of the day.  It is a busy 

emergency hospital, covering a wide area of the local population and therefore access 

for ambulances and patients is crucial.  In addition, the A23 at the hospital junction is a 

two lane A road which would be unable to cope with a large increase in traffic.  This 

proposal depends not only upon a new link road between the A23 and a new 4 way 

junction with the M23 but also upon Tandridge District Council selecting Redhill 

Aerodrome land for their proposed "Garden Village".  The infrastructure of this area is 

already under strain.  Local schools and doctors surgeries are full.  The proposal will 

damage the nature of surrounding villages and effectively link Redhill with Horley.  

Redhill Aerodrome has had many planning applications and Public Enquiries at huge 

costs to the taxpayer.  

It should be withdrawn.  No No

All proposals have been rejected as this is a Green Belt site.  The openness of this area 

is in keeping with the surrounding area.  It serves the vital role of the Green Belt and 

protects this area from merging with neighbouring towns.  Any development in this 

area would be contrary to the purpose of the Green Belt.  Were such a development to 

go ahead the environmental pollution that would be inflicted on the local population 

from noise and fumes from the massive increase in traffic would be totally 

unacceptable.  This proposal should therefore be withdrawn.  

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0487

Email Mr & Mrs Kevin & 

Catherine

Redstone RBBC\Represe

ntor\0487

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No 1. Summary 

This objection relates to the proposal to “safeguard” a large area of Green Belt land 

within and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome for possible future housing development 

after 2027, being the end of the current development plan period. This proposal is part 

of the Development Master Plan (“DMP”), dated 2017 and produced by Redhill & 

Reigate Borough Council (“RBBC”). The main DMP document addressing this proposal 

is the Green Belt Review (the “Review”) along with the “Safeguarded Land Report” (the 

“SL Report”) and the “Sustainability Appraisal” (the “Appraisal”). 

It is important to be clear on the meanings of several words and expressions which are 

used in the reports with quasitechnical meanings and which would not be so used in 

common parlance. The most important are that “safeguarding” areas of Green Belt 

means removing them immediately from the Green Belt so as to reserve them for 

possible housing development. From its usage “sustainability” clearly means suitability 

for large scale longterm housing development. 

2. Objection 

I object to the proposal to “safeguard” the area designated “SAS1” in the Review, 

being at and adjacent to Redhill Aerodrome. I request this be removed from the 

Development Master Plan My reason is that the methodology and criteria are 

seriously flawed in a number of critical ways. 

If sound methodology and correct criteria were to be used and the evaluation carried 

out realistically and fairly, I think it very clear that the proposal would fail by a 

substantial margin to pass the required criteria. 

My observations and reasoning are detailed below with main conclusions highlighted 

in bold italic typeface. 

3. Core Strategy Policy 

The Review states RBBC’s commitment to its Core Strategy and that the Review has 

been carried out in accordance with it, particularly Policy CS3. As the Review 

demonstrably fails to do so, it is worth reproducing it as quoted in para 6.9 of the 

Review : 

Remove SAS1. No



“In exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt and allocated 

for development through the plan making process. Exceptional circumstances may 

exist where both (a) and (b) apply: 

a. There is an overriding need for the development in order to secure the delivery of 

the strategic objectives and policies of the Core Strategy, and either: 

i. The development proposed cannot be accommodated on land within the existing 

urban area or on land which is in the countryside beyond the Green Belt; or

ii. The development of land within the Green Belt would represent a significantly more 

sustainable option than (i). 

b. There is no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt.” 

4. Criteria Applied in the Review 

In the subsection starting from para 6.78 criteria applied to land considered for 

“safeguarding” vs immediate development are shown as subheadings as follows :- 

(a) Is it necessary to “safeguard” land beyond the immediate plan period? (b) Is it 

possible to “safeguard” land outside the Green Belt? (c) Is “safeguarding” land within 

the Green Belt a more sustainable option? (d) Would this proposal seriously conflict 

with the purposes or integrity of the Green Belt? 

Comparing these criteria with the Core Strategy quoted above, there are two critical 

changes or wording which make the subsequent analysis and conclusions 

fundamentally erroneous and flawed (or at the very least questionable and 

necessitating the studies to be repeated against the correct criteria). These are : 

     Policy CS3 requires Green Belt land to be “significantly more” sustainable whereas 

the criterion (c) used states “more” sustainable.  

     Policy CS3 requires “no or limited” conflict with Green Belt purposes and integrity 

whereas the criterion (d) used is whether it “seriously” conflicts.  The justification for 

proposing “safeguarding” the area under consideration is therefore funda- mentally 

flawed as the criteria used were less demanding and not in accordance with Policy CS3. 

 

5. TDC “Garden Village” 

Para 7.5 of the SL Report states that the justification for proposing this area for 

“safeguarding” is conditional upon a decision being made by Tandridge DC in their 

forthcoming Local Plan to allocate a substantial adjacent area for large scale housing 

development now or in the future. It is also conditional upon provision of suitable 

eastern access through Tandridge District to the M23. 

The former condition is understood to refer to the “Garden Village” of between 4,000 

and 8,000 houses. The latter condition would require a new access being constructed 

on the M23. 

Because of these conditions and the much greater number of houses being proposed 

in Tandridge District, consideration of area SAS1 on its own is entirely unrealistic and 

fallacious. “The tail wagging the dog”! 

This fallacy affects every aspect of the evaluation and proposal to “safeguard” the area 

under present consideration – i.e. the impact on the Green Belt, the “sustainability” 

and the infrastructure and services. 

The “safeguarding” proposal is flawed in that, being adjacent to and conditional upon a 

considerably larger proposed housing development, consideration of either rather than 

both together cannot give a complete, realistic and fair evaluation and analysis. 

Redhill Aerodrome is just one of three or four locations under TDC’s consideration for 

the “Garden Village” project and Redhill has no obvious advantage over any of the 

other locations, whereas one of the other sites is seen to have certain advantageous 

features. 

The dependence of the proposed “safeguarding” on choice of Redhill Aerodrome for 

the TDC “Garden Village” is an important factor which does not appear to have been 

taken fully into account. 

6. Representation of the Area 

Clearly inclusion of the “Garden Village” proposal will fundamentally alter the 

evaluation of this site for “safeguarding”. However, for present purposes the area 

covered by the Review and associated documents will be used. 

The Review attributes the same characteristics and values across the entire area under 

consideration whereas in reality the area consists of three “sub-areas” each having 

significantly different characteristics and therefore meriting differing values in the 

evaluation, especially their importance to the Green Belt 

This has clearly led to unrepresentative presentation and evaluation of the 

characteristics of this area as will be clearly demonstrated below. 

The proposal to “safeguard” the area is therefore seriously flawed by the unrealistic 

represent ation of this area and its constituent parts. 

7. The Three Subareas 

The above point is abundantly clear by considering each subarea and its 

characteristics in turn. 

The Aerodrome Subarea 

This consists of the part of the area under consideration which lies within the 

aerodrome boundary. It constitutes about one third of the area proposed for 

“safeguarding”. 

The statement that the aerodrome itself is “partially previously developed land” is 

highly misleading. It suggests that much of it is developed in the same way as normal 

housing and commercial areas. In fact, only a very small area has been developed in 

this sense as the vast majority of the aerodrome is open grassland. 

Due to its usage, it is not open to access by the general public nor has it any public 

footpaths. 

In spite of this, this subarea is of very high Green Belt importance as very amply 

demonstrated by this being a primary reason for repeated refusal of Planning Consent 

for developments at the aerodrome. The most recent was for a hard runway – how 

much more intrusive would a very large housing development be? 

The Northern and the Western/Southern Subareas 

These lie to the north and to the west/south of the Aerodrome Subarea. These 

constitute about two thirds of the area proposed for “safeguarding”. 

These subareas are predominantly open undulating farmland with extensive views 

and extensive public access via a web of wellused public footpaths. 

There are very few buildings, being mainly houses in small groups and alone. In no way 

could these areas be described as “partially previously developed land”. 

The Northern Sub-area is the local “jewel in the crown”, mainly because of its proximity 

to the North Downs and the exceptional scenery afforded both by the Downs and by 

the undulating topography within and immediately adjacent to it. 

The Western/Southern Subarea shares most of the features of the Northern Subarea, 

even if not the same exceptional quality of landform and views. 

If, as described above, the Aerodrome Subarea has been assessed repeatedly as of 

very high Green Belt value, these subareas, especially the Northern Subarea are 

without doubt of substantially even greater value. 

As described in the documents, these subareas contain around eight Listed Buildings, 

several at Grade II. Our own, [...] is one of the oldest buildings in the area, including 

significant original features dating from around 1300. For several of these their 

settings are important features of their historical and scenic interest. 

8. Importance to Green Belt 

As quoted earlier, Policy CS3 requires that “There is no or limited conflict with the 

purposes and integrity of the Green Belt” is one of two conditions which must both be 

met. It is therefore perfectly valid to consider this before looking at the other one 

(“sustainability” advantages). 

From the discussion of subareas above, it is clear that the Northern and 

Western/Southern Sub areas, especially the Northern Subarea, have substantially 

higher Green Belt importance than the Aerodrome Subarea. 

Looking therefore at the Aerodrome Subarea, it has been noted that over recent years 

a series of Planning Consents have been refused for developments at the aerodrome 

primarily because of the harm such developments would cause to the “openness of 

the Green Belt”. The most recent was the refusal of Consent at the highest level for a 

hard runway. This refusal was energetically supported by RBBC, thereby 

demonstrating the very high Green Belt value the Council accorded to this site. 



The Sustainability Appraisal also confirms the high value of the area in Green Belt 

terms in stating on page 165 that “The development is likely to have a significant 

negative impact on landscape character due to the size of the site in a currently 

undeveloped area in the countryside”. Considered along with the “Garden Village”, as 

it should be, would indicate a considerably greater negative impact. 

The Review fails to take account of the probability that the Surrey Hills Area of 

Outstanding Beauty (“AONB”) is likely to be extended to Nutfield Ridge and that this 

would be severely impacted by any housing scheme(s) on or near Redhill Aerodrome. 

The importance ratings on pages 261 to 263 of the Safeguarded Land Report, 

suggesting a much lower overall importance, are clearly anomalous. 

It is therefore clear that the Aerodrome Subarea fails by a significant margin to meet 

the criterion requiring “no or limited conflict with the purposes and integrity of the 

Green Belt”. 

The above discussion shows the Northern and Western/Southern Subareas to have 

substantially even higher Green Belt importance. 

This suggests that the “safeguarding” proposal should be abandoned. 

9. Sustainability Ratings 

The sustainability ratings for this site are detailed on pages 909 to 915 of the 

Sustainability Report and it is also helpful to compare the summaries on pages 165 to 

167 of the three sites considered for “safeguarding”. 

The choice and definitions of the headings and the ratings allocated are in many cases 

highly debatable. In view of the seriousness of the flaws and shortcomings noted 

elsewhere in this submission, there seems no need to “nit pick” these details. 

The rating system used for this report and their allocations need reconsideration. 

10. Safeguarded Land Report Conclusion 

Para 7.2 of the SL Report points to its Appendix 7 for its conclusions for each of the 

sites. In para 7.3 it then immediately states that “Based on the findings of this report it 

is recommended that SAS1: Redhill Aerodrome is included in the DMP as ‘Safeguarded 

Land’”. 

There is no reference to a clear comparison between the various sites in terms of 

which Green Belt site is the most suitable, although the tables indicate a small 

difference in the (largely subjective?) tables in Appendix 7. There is no clear evaluation 

to indicate whether there is “no or limited conflict with the purposes or integrity of the 

Green Belt”, as required by Policy CS3. 

There is no account taken that the proposal to “safeguard” this site is alone dependent 

on the uncertainties of its dependence on the TDC “Garden Village” being located 

adjacent. 

There appears no evaluation to show that this site’s “sustainability” offers the 

significant advantages required under Policy CS3. 

The “safeguarding” proposal should be rejected because the Review has failed to take 

full account of all relevant factors in its evaluation and has failed to provide clear and 

convincing reasoning for this proposal, especially regarding the criteria specified by 

Policy CS3. 

11. Infrastructure and Services 

The Review fails to consider problems in the provision of infrastructure and services at 

this site. Clearly, as noted above, consideration of all the proposed short and 

longterm housing on and in the vicinity of Redhill Aerodrome (i.e. both the proposed 

“safeguarding” and the “Garden Village” project) would have a vastly greater impact 

than just the “safeguarding” area on its own. 

The Review is flawed in that it does not appear to have taken this essential overall view 

of impact on and demands for infrastructure and services. 

The addition of several thousand houses to the area would have a vast impact on 

infrastructure and services over quite a wide area, including especially Redhill and 

Reigate. 

The road network in the area is already highly congested and, because of the distances 

to primary services and centres of employment, the idea that the additional transport 

needs would be met other than by additional private car traffic would be unrealistic. 

In particular, the roundabout at the entrance to East Surrey Hospital is presently a 

serious bottleneck not only regarding access to the hospital but also for general traffic 

accessing and crossing the A23, especially during rush hours

. Because of the restricted access across the main railway embankment, there would 

be limited possibilities to make substantial improvements to this route. 

Road access in other directions is severely constrained to the north by the narrow arch 

bridges under the eastwest railway line and to the east by the M23. 

Relatively few of the residents would find employment at or adjacent to the site. As 

with the present local population, workers would travel to nearby towns and other 

locations at varying distances via the roads/motorways and railways. Gatwick Airport, 

Crawley and their environs provide much employment and this is likely to increase 

rather than decrease. Locating a large number of new workers at the proposed 

location would add significant traffic to, from and on the A23 and M23. 

The railway system itself is also subject to severe capacity problems largely caused by 

limited line capacity on the approaches to Central London and Croydon. 

Health, education and other public services in the Redhill area are currently severely 

overstretched and it would be unlikely that the new residents would include high 

number of the skills under strain. It would seem better to disperse the additional 

demand for these services over a wide area than to concentrate a very large additional 

demand at one place. 

The Review fails to give full consideration to the impact of all the planned housing 

development (including the “Garden Village”) and especially consideration as to 

whether dispersed housing provision would cause less problems in relation to 

infrastructure and services. 

12. Government Policy 

The Government’s policy on the Green Belt has been repeatedly and consistently 

stated publicly on the lines that the Green Belt should be maintained in perpetuity. 

However, under exceptional circumstances land may be removed from the Green Belt 

provided that it is of low Green Belt value and that it is replaced by nonGreen Belt 

land which has no lesser claim to Green Belt status and protection. 

The Review contains no proposals to replace the “safeguarded” area with equivalent 

new Green Belt. 

Para 84 of the National Planning Policy Framework (“NPPF”) states a preference for 

sustainable development to be directed “towards urban areas inside the Green Belt 

boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations 

beyond the outer Green Belt boundary”. 

Para 85 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should “where necessary, 

identify in their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area and the 

Green Belt [i.e. not within the Green Belt], in order to meet longer-term development 

needs stretching well beyond the plan period”. 

These requirements are clearly intended to prevent rural areas being infilled with 

urban sprawl and to preserve the distinctive character of rural villages and 

communities. 

The effect of developing the proposed “safeguarding” area and the “Garden Village” 

would be to interconnect Redhill, South Nutfield, Whitebushes and Salfords – and via 

northward extensions from Horley, all the way to Horley – as part of a massive urban 

sprawl. South Nutfield and other communities would simply become part of this urban 

environment. 

The Review is contrary to National Planning Policy in that proposed “safeguarding” 

area is not compliant with paras 84 & 85 of the NPPF. 

13. Additional Comments

RBBC Development Management Plan (DMP) misleadingly describes the site as 

‘Redhill

Aerodrome’ and have designated it SAS1. However SAS1 is a far larger area, including 

not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to the west, 

and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital. The reference to Redhill Aerodrome is 

misleading and inaccurate.

three of the five purposes of the GB – checking urban sprawl, preventing coalescence 

and preventing encroachment into the countryside. Collectively they add weight the 

principle of the GB in maintaining openness.

mean the



merging of the community of South Nutfield with Salfords and Whitebushes to the 

west, and with

Redhill in the north.

this point.

candidate area for

inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. (AONB). This is 

ignored in the

RBBC documentation, even though their policy states that great weight should be 

attached to

protecting the landscape and scenic beauty of AONBs.

South Nutfield  has no street lighting. Light pollution from the new development would 

be significant.

journeys.

These will add to congestion, accidents to pedestrians on roads without pavements, 

and air

pollution. The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes.

without TDC

support. TDC are still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village (GV) as part 

of their

Local Plan. No date for that decision is known. It is illogical therefore to proceed with 

safeguarding

the site until a TDC decision is known.

significant

reduction of such facilities, and a review to protect existing aerodromes is underway. 

This is not

taken into account by RBBC.

area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027. Existing businesses, including 

the owners of the

aerodrome, may be deterred from investing, and new businesses may choose to go 

elsewhere.

SAS1 they will be acting contrary to their own policy.

Aerodrome, in order to protect the GB. As recently as 4th October 2017, RBBC 

planning committee refused a

(retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome and stated: “...the proposal, by 

virtue of the

extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes inappropriate development within the 

Metropolitan

Green Belt which would erode the openness of the Green Belt.” RBBC’s position 

regarding a flat

taxiway/runway is clearly expressed. It is unclear how they can now consider the 

construction of

homes will not have such an adverse effect.

14. Conclusions 

As I have highlighted above in italics, the Review and its related documents are 

seriously flawed in relation to the “safeguarding” proposal, not just in a few minor 

matters but in a significant number of critical ways. 

The proposal is therefore neither soundly based nor proven and should be removed 

from the DMP. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0488

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Graham Reeve RBBC\Represe

ntor\0488

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know Safe guarding land adjacent to a proposed, not approved, private development of the 

aero drone does not seem to be fair as it assumes that the proposed adjacent 

development is in the best interests of the area and will be approved. This safe 

guarding effectively prevents the land being used for other purposes. Thus the 

safeguarding seems unsound.

Remove the safeguarding of the land adjacent to the aerodrome.    No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0490

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Hilary Reive RBBC\Represe

ntor\0490

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No No No Safeguarding land around Redhill aerodrome(SAS1). is not sound and other green belt 

land is available to be developed within the borough. The consultation process is not 

appropriate for safeguarding land and there has been no consultation on safeguarding 

Redhill Aerodrome land. The safeguard of green belt land at Redhill aerodrome is 

outside the current core  strategic  plan. The  plan appears to depend on a link road 

between the A23 and a new 4 way junction with the M23,together with Tandridge 

District Council selection of  Redhill Aerodrome for their proposed garden village.  The 

safeguarding land proposed is far more land than is deemed  necessary to meet the 

housing demand .The current road and rail infrastructure could not cope with the 

development and is already struggling with the levels of traffic now. Adding more 

roads and infrastructure will bring a real threat to the health of the people in this area. 

We already have significant levels of childhood asthma and associated breathing 

difficulties, which research has shown to be linked to traffic pollution.  The plan will 

effectively link Redhill and Horley and will effectively destroy the village atmosphere  

so much a part of England 'green and pleasant land. The plan would appear to 

envelope this area within the Outer London  area and again would destroy the green 

area of Surrey.  

1. A revised consultation process to be developed that clearly identifies what 

safeguarding land is and the consequences both positive and negative of using this 

land for development.  2. The Councils reviews the availability of brown fill areas in 

the borough, and and undertakes a critical analysis of the suitably to use brownfield 

sites.  3. The Council review the available of the surplus empty land that has been 

purchased many years ago and not used for housing and remains empty.  4.The 

councils involved develop a much more public consultation that is easily accessible 

to all the residents in the affected areas. A bigger and more inclusive consultation 

could result in new ideas, using the knowledge of the general public in the area and 

the expertise and skills of many people who would enhance any future plans.      

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0491

Email Mr Neil Reynolds RBBC\Represe

ntor\0491

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am writing to comment on the R&BBC DMP.  I would like to object to the 

safeguarding of the Redhill Aerodrome development, SAS1, for various reasons

• I believe green belt land should be preserved for future generations, not built on as 

part of continuously growing our already too large population. Once safeguarded, 

there is virtually no chance of the land being returned to green belt. I think I am also 

right in saying that there has been no consultation on the safeguarding of SAS1 – this 

cannot be right. 

• The development if it goes ahead, will basically link Horley and Redhill and create an 

urban sprawl.  The current infrastructure cannot cope now with the demands placed 

on it and adding another significant amount of housing will simply make this worse. 

• There are other non-green belt land sites available for development within the 

Borough.  In fact there are much better sites outside the South East of England which is 

currently rammed with people and traffic.  Developments like this, if they have to go 

ahead, should be in areas with much lower population densities and not in the most 

expensive part of the country which, in turn, makes it difficult for people to afford 

quality housing here 

• I also understand, from my parish council, that the amount of safeguarded land is 

actually far more than is necessary to meet the housing demand.  Given my previous 

point about the volumes of people and cars in this area nowadays, this seems non-

sensical and could lead to even further development in the future 

• A new link road between the A23 and M23 will be needed.  This will lead to travel 

chaos as can be seen at the moment with the work being carried out on the 

northbound M23.  The local A-roads are gridlocked and any SAS1 development would 

be a much bigger project than the current work on the M23.  It would lead to a further 

deterioration in peoples’ quality of life as they spend their lives on congested, 

decomposing roads 

• I also understand from my local parish council that the safeguarding of green belt 

land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy Plan.  I believe that it 

therefore should not go ahead.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0493

Survey 

Monkey

Ms Clare Rickard RBBC\Represe

ntor\0493

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No Building on green belt is not legally compliant. If it is why cant I build on green belt?    

It is unsound because 8,000 new homes plus 1,400 at Meath green already being built 

plus others at Reigate garden centre and required 460 per year across the borough will 

result in over 30,000 extra cars on the already congested roads in a few years time, 

based on the council minimum of 2.5 cars per house.   Pollution will be horrendous.  

How is the traffic going to get through Woodhatch on A217 (Reigate M25 junction to 

Gatwick). How is it going to get past the East Surrey hospital?  How will it get down the 

A23 to Redhill Station.  How will all these commuters get to work in London where 

they will have moved from?  There is no room for the infrastructure required for a new 

town of the size R&BBC are proposing on this green belt land.     It will join Horley to 

Redhill.

National policy explains that the fundamental aim of Green Belt is to prevent urban 

sprawl by  keeping land permanently open. Its other roles include preventing 

neighbouring towns from  merging into one another, helping to protect the wider 

countryside from encroachment from new  development, and preserving the 

setting of historic towns.'  This is stated in the green belt fact sheet yet completely 

disregarded by R&BBC in their greed for money from developers, government and 

public (council tax).    So respect the green belt, minimise pollution and congestion 

and do not build on the fields between Horley and Redhill ridiculously labelled 

Redhill Aerodrome when the aerodrome only covers a small fraction of the green 

belt fields which R&BBC want to turn into a new town.

No Yes Because I know there are many people who 

aren't capable of filing in this form, not 

everyone has access to computers or can 

understand to convoluted way the 

questions are set out and the need to read 

to entire DMP.  I have heard no one say 

they think building on the green belt is a 

sustainable concept and I believe that 

voices need to be heard.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0497

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Keith Vincent Robinson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0497

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No No The DMP proposal to ‘safeguard’ the land SAS1, referred to as Redhill Aerodrome, is 

NOT SOUND!  In that context, the DMP is a large dose of political Rohipnol designed to 

cause public drowsiness while developers are allowed (encouraged?) to [...] the Green 

Belt – and make huge profits.  There are three elements which conspire to obscure the 

situation, and equate to ‘deception’.  1.	To describe the proposals as a ‘Safeguard of the 

Green Belt’ is unsound and is the first deception.     To most people, a safeguard 

means something similar to that defined by the Collins English Dictionary: “To 

safeguard something or someone means to protect them from being harmed, lost, or 

badly treated”.  Wholesale de-classification of large areas of Green Belt to reclassify 

them as ripe for housing development, as and when the developers feel like it, is 

subterfuge – and a very clear breach of the expected protection.   The Green Belt will 

not just be harmed or badly treated – it will be lost forever - and trying to hide this 

abuse behind the planning semantics of ‘safeguarding’ is totally shameful!     In 

addition, I believe that the DMP consultation process should not be the arena for 

commenting on the wider issue of the Green Belt, as the safeguarding of Green Belt 

Land at Redhill Aerodrome is of much wider importance than just one Council’s house 

building strategy. Furthermore, there has been no consultation on this issue.     The 

Core Strategy Plan diagram, illustrated at paragraph 1.4 on page 5 of the DMP does 

show some modest greenfield development opportunities elsewhere in the Borough, 

described as ’areas of search for Sustainable Urban Extension’, but it fails to show the 

current intention to declassify large areas of the Green Belt in collusion with Tandridge.   

Perhaps this failure to include in the Core Strategy is an admission that the enterprise 

is not Sustainable?    Objective SC12 of the DMP sets out to ‘Control development in 

the Green Belt to safeguard its openness, and where possible enhance its beneficial 

use.’ There is a lengthy and detailed coverage of a plethora of minor ‘good intentions’ 

– but there is no mention of, or cross reference to, Section 4.10.17. 

The DMP needs to be honest to make it sound.  It needs to align with an updated 

Core Strategy openly acknowledging the huge scale and impact of a new 'Garden 

TOWN' on our doorstep.  It needs to admit collusion with Tandridge over the double 

impact on the east side of the Redhill to Horley settlements.  I don't believe I should 

be expected to suggest revised wording - I can only encourage Planning Officers to 

recognise the 'subterfuge' nature of the DMP and correct that themselves.

No No

This Section is almost an afterthought – disguising the huge issue of Green Belt 

‘Safeguarding’ under the platitude of a ‘Place Shaping’ policy.    Policy EMP1 describes 

four Principal Employment Areas – with four separate diagrams which obscure the 

virtual co-location of two of these areas – Perrywood Business Park and Salfords 

Industrial Estate which will “make a significant contribution to employment provision.” 

Access to these zones is already challenging, especially along Honeycrock Lane below 

the railway bridge – a route likely to be totally overwhelmed by the traffic demands of 

the two proposed “Villages”!    2. To describe the whole area of SAS1 as ‘Redhill 

Aerodrome’ is the second deception, again making the DMP unsound.     There has 

been a history of protest in the Borough objecting to development of Redhill 

Aerodrome for increased aviation purposes – mainly on noise and traffic grounds. 

Many people may be persuaded that a few more rural homes, scattered as a small 

‘village’ to replace the aerodrome would be a reasonable, possibly even a welcome, 

sacrifice. The area of SAS1 is approximately FOUR times the size of the aerodrome site 

within the Borough and has a potential for 6,500 homes – not the 1312 dwellings 

claimed.   The similarly misnamed ‘aerodrome’ development proposed by the 

neighbouring Tandridge District Council has been similarly inflated - and offers the 

potential for a further 6,500 homes.  The environmental impact of increased noise and 

traffic inherent in these two connected proposals would be massively more significant 

and damaging than any of the improvements previously proposed to the aerodrome 

itself.     SAS1 stretches towards existing rail connections: north west towards 

Earlswood; south west towards Salfords; and, with the Tandridge element – north east 

towards Nutfield. This clearly shows that there is no intention to meet the 

Government’s criteria for a ‘new village’ - which requires it to be a discrete self-

sustaining ‘community’ – not a dormitory!     3. To describe the potential development 

as a ‘Garden Village’ is the third deception, again making the DMP unsound.    The so-

called Redhill Aerodrome site has been announced separately by the two Councils, but 

with an undeclared common purpose.

 This may also be identified as a deception, because the overall development will form, 

not two separate Garden Villages as we are supposed to believe, but a much larger 

amorphous strip of development between Redhill and Horley – totally negating the 

intention of the Green Belt and ignoring both Government and Local policies.  The 

Government defines a ‘Garden Village’ as having between 1,500 and 10,000 homes. 

The Reigate & Banstead proposal, in tandem with the Tandridge District Council 

proposal, to ‘safeguard’ (de-classify) the adjacent Green Belt in a similar cavalier 

fashion, could expose the Green Belt to a  combined potential up to 13,000 new 

dwellings.   The Government’s definition of this much larger type of development (over 

10,000 dwellings) is a New Garden Town, not a village.  This should “be on a new site 

away from existing settlements”. Even New Garden Villages should be Free Standing: 

“a new discrete settlement, and not an extension of an existing town or village”.    It 

would be helpful to know if the strategy for infrastructure is to remain ahead of, or at 

the very least parallel to, the likely approval of house construction. One might question 

the situation if each of the two councils allows up to 1,499 homes to be built 

(remaining below the defined lower limit of 1,500 homes for a ‘Garden Village’ 

concept).     Could we expect 2,998 homes to be built - creating construction chaos; 

traffic congestion; pollution and increased risk of flooding to existing settlements – 

before any attempt is made to enforce infrastructure improvements on the 

developers? Or will the current residents be expected to fund these measures through 

Council Taxes?    For the above three reasons, and there are many more, I consider the 

DMP to be unsound.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0500

Email Mr  Stephen Rolph RBBC\Represe

ntor\0500

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No 1] Removing this land around Redhill Aerodrome is just plain wrong as it defeats the 

original purpose of Green Belt legislation to stop urban sprawl.

2] The removal of some land would be more palatable had it been limited to land 

within the boundary of Redhill aerodrome thus leaving some open land around it.

3] Should this original land grab proposal go ahead plus the Tandridge Garden Village 

scheme then the number of cars attempting to use the current congested road 

network will be immense. Especially if all vehicles, from the new estates, try to use the 

Three Arch Road junction with the A23.

If my memory serves me right this junction was mentioned at a 1986 Planning Inquiry 

in to another Hard Runway application from the Aerodrome.  The traffic evidence said 

this junction was already over capacity and would struggle to handle more traffic that a 

Hard Runway could generate. We are now looking at new housing estates with the 

potential to generate up to 16,000 more cars. Surrey County Council Highways 

Department seem to be singularly inept as since 1986 they have not produced any 

plans or proposals for increasing the capacity of the A23 junction with Three Arch 

Road. If the Planning Inspector chhoses to visit this area in the evening rush he, or she, 

may see ambulances using blue lights unable to get speedy access in to the hospital or 

going out on calls from the hospital or moving patients elsewhere. Such is the 

congestion that traffic is so solid that cars & buses do not have the room to 

manoeuvre to give the ambulances room to move & proceed.

This is now so adding extra road traffic through this junction is not helpful.

4] It is likely that some residents of the new estates will work in London and travel by 

train. The two nearest stations are Salfords on the Redhill Route of the Brighton Line 

and Nutfield on the Tonbridge to Redhill Line. Both station have inadequate car parking 

and currently there are no suitable bus routes to discourage car use. 

Govia GTR is not in a car park expansion mood and the current franchise finishes in 

2021.

Remove SAS1. No

From May 2018 the Tonbridge line services will terminate at Redhill so passengers 

wanting London will need to change there. 

Had the DfT found some funds for Network Rail then the pinch points at Stoats Nest 

junction, East Croydon Station and Windmill Bridge Junction could have been 

eliminated.

But the pinch points are still there so passengers suffer.

5] How certain is it that land once removed from Green Belt will ever be returned to 

Green Belt status. Probably never. 

So sceptics & cynics may conclude that the removal of this large swathe of land around 

the Aerodrome from Green Belt Status is an open invitation to Property developers to 

be ready to pounce on this land once safeguarding protection runs out.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0507

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Michael Sands RBBC\Represe

ntor\0507

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know This development (Redhill Aerodrome and the large adjacent area of land associated 

with it) is completely unacceptable on many levels.    Whilst it is called "Safeguarded 

Land"  it is a misnomer, the land has been set aside and earmarked for development, 

land which is very unlikely to ever be returned to the Green Belt    It will cause urban 

sprawl which will effectively join Redhill to Horley, with the resultant loss of  

irreplaceable, valuable green belt and destroying a natural wildlife corridor.    The area 

already suffers from severe traffic congestion, this development   will obviously impact 

local residents with increased traffic noise & even worse, air quality.    The local road 

network cannot support any increase in traffic movements, meaning that  there will be 

even more rat runs    The rail system is already at full capacity and cannot cope with, 

potentially  hundreds of additional passengers.     There are a lot of brown field sites 

that with some imagination could be used to provide housing, whilst possibly not as 

cost effective as a major development, small developments in each village would help 

to ensure their continuing viability, supporting local shops and helping to keep local 

schools open.  This means that there would be no need for the construction of a major 

new town and all the infrastructure that it would entail, indeed, new road networks, 

schools, doctors surgeries are often promised and do not materialise.      Please take 

these comments into account when making your decisions, decisions which should be 

based on the effect this development will have on the existing local residents.    [...]

no modification require, no development at all on this site No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0524

Email Mr Jeremy Skinner RBBC\Represe

ntor\0524

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 I am very concerned about the huge development plans in the area. I have glossed 

over the plans but with over 218 pages of extremely complex proposals it is very 

difficult to understand or comment. 

I am concerned about the huge area between the railway/hospital and Redhill 

aerodrome development. how many homes are proposed in the first wave of 

approvals and how many subsequent developments will be on the cards?

I am very concerned about wildlife. I trimmed back a bush in my garden only to make a 

homeless blackbird very distressed that evening and for subsequent evenings. I felt 

very very sad.

There are a lot of green spaces which home an abundance of wild life. wild life is 

becoming extremely endangered.  The roads are very dangerous, and they are over 

used in our area. I myself have lost a son in a RTA. 

How can you ensure this development is good for people and wildlife?

We are one of the most densely populated countries in Europe, if we build more 

houses how can you ensure overseas investors don't profit from our situation. If all 

these houses are built how can you ensure that these dwelling are big enough to be 

usable and affordable to our people who desperately need them? 

How can you ensure that all the infrastructure is in place like utilities, water, electric 

phones, etc. and school, hospitals, etc. are in place as well as employment for all these 

additional people.

Over the years I have found this area has been a displacement for London, and London 

continues to get bigger, we will become a part of London soon. This fills me with 

horror. Any houses we build should be for locals mainly.

With this in mind Unless I get positive answers I will be voting against any major 

development and I am against touching any green belt.  The cain hill hospital 

development is a really bad decision in my view, and I don't want any thing like that 

near me.

When the motorways came in the 70's that was supposed to resolve the road 

problems in the area. That very clearly did not work. We need less 

Solutions? pull the plug on this development

Otherwise if really necessary it will need a bypass through redhill and spur 

connections to the M23 and a relay bus for redhill station / town centre etc. also 

extra parking spaces in redhill and traffic lights sequenced to flow better in the town 

centre. a walkway from the station at high level to the bus station to prevent traffic 

from stopping every time a train come in.

Check on the effect of domestic cats on the wild life, make it a condition that 

homeowners cannot have cats.

Build a nature reserve

Keep the costs affordable for local first time buyers.

Ban investors and non UK pass port holders from owing the homes.in the same way 

that farm workers property is restricted to farm workers.

There is a need for the nation to feed itself in a time of crisis like the WW2 dig for 

victory campaign. more farm land need to be made available.

The loss of farm land will require more imports and all the construction traffic and 

the vehicular movements will effect the CO footprint.  Ban owners from owning  all 

diesel and petrol cars. Develop multi storage farms for the local community.

No

development not more. In a few years Gatwick will expand and things will only get 

worse, but by that time there may not be any blackbirds, they may go the same way as 

hedgehogs, cuckoo's, grass hoppers, glow worms, newts, grass snakes, moths, bees, 

butterflies, toads  etc. etc.

bring back green spaces

Can you please forward this to who it concerns, as I am dyslexic and cant read the 

proposals, or understand them properly.  What I do understand is that big business is 

profiting at the wild life's expense

Please tell me how we can stop this development, I hear there may be a meeting in 

Salford village hall, I'm not sure the venue is big enough.

I understand this is in collaboration with Tandridge council, how many additional 

houses are they proposing and how can we object to their developments

It all sounds a nice idea to me on paper but the environmental issues do worry me 

immensely. I have Children and I know what it is like trying to get a roof over their 

heads. One of them is very fortunate but had to move to Birmingham to be able to get 

affordable housing, the other is in London having to pay high rents for a room in a flat.

If we built houses on every square inch of the south east I don't suppose there will be 

enough housing because people will flood in from all over the world to do the essential 

work of maintaining all these extra people and property that it create an never ending 

spiral of needing more people to do all the new jobs that have been created in 

servicing all the needs of all the new people who keep on coming.

But Nature has needs also. It may be a 'Garden village' but the green areas will be very 

sparse because the houses will have very small gardens and a majority of that I'm sure 

will be laid in 'astro turf'. 

Soon the South east will be very sterile. Who is standing up for the rights of nature?

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0531

Email Mr  Paul Smith RBBC\Represe

ntor\0531

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know • The site in question (SAS1) is misleadingly described by RBBC Development 

Management Plan (DMP) as ‘Redhill Aerodrome’, whereas it is a far larger area, 

including not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to 

the west, and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital.

• Development of the site as a whole would effectively mean the merging of South 

Nutfield with Salfords and Whitebushes to the west, and with Redhill in the north, 

completely destroying the individuality and nature of the individual communities. In 

particular, the rural setting of South Nutfield, where I live, will be very adversely 

affected.  

• The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes, with a 

number of problem areas, particularly during the rush hour, such as the section of road 

from the roundabout outside East Surrey Hospital to the A23. The local roads 

connecting South Nutfield to the south and west are narrow, have multiple bends and 

no pavements. It is clear that any large scale development in this area would impact 

very significantly on travel times, increase the risk to road users and pedestrians, 

increase air pollution, and might well cause access problems for East Surrey Hospital.

• RBBC’s core strategy is based on an ‘urban areas first’ approach. In safeguarding 

SAS1 they will be acting contrary to its own policy.

• Until recently, RBBC has been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the Green Belt.  The planning committee recently 

refused a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome, stating  “...the 

proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes 

inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the 

openness of the Green Belt.”  The current proposal is effectively a complete reversal of 

this position.

Remove SAS1 No No

• Even though RBBC’s policy states that great weight should be attached to protecting 

the landscape and scenic beauty of AONBs, the documentation ignores the fact that 

Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield nearly into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

• RBBC recognises that it cannot develop any part of the aerodrome site without TDC 

support; but TDC is still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village (GV) as 

part of their Local Plan. It is therefore illogical to proceed with safeguarding the site 

until a TDC decision is known.

• Safeguarding SAS1 will create insecurity for residents and businesses alike within the 

area for the foreseeable future and at least until 2027. 



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0532

Email Mrs Karina Smith RBBC\Represe

ntor\0532

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't know No Don't know • The site in question (SAS1) is misleadingly described by RBBC Development 

Management Plan (DMP) as ‘Redhill Aerodrome’, whereas it is a far larger area, 

including not just the aerodrome land within RBBC, but an even greater area of land to 

the west, and to the north as far as East Surrey Hospital.

• Development of the site as a whole would effectively mean the merging of South 

Nutfield with Salfords and Whitebushes to the west, and with Redhill in the north, 

completely destroying the individuality and nature of the individual communities. In 

particular, the rural setting of South Nutfield, where I live, will be very adversely 

affected.  

• The existing local road network is already inadequate for the traffic it takes, with a 

number of problem areas, particularly during the rush hour, such as the section of road 

from the roundabout outside East Surrey Hospital to the A23. The local roads 

connecting South Nutfield to the south and west are narrow, have multiple bends and 

no pavements. It is clear that any large scale development in this area would impact 

very significantly on travel times, increase the risk to road users and pedestrians, 

increase air pollution, and might well cause access problems for East Surrey Hospital.

• RBBC’s core strategy is based on an ‘urban areas first’ approach. In safeguarding 

SAS1 they will be acting contrary to its own policy.

• Until recently, RBBC has been consistent in opposing development at Redhill 

Aerodrome, in order to protect the Green Belt.  The planning committee recently 

refused a (retrospective) planning application at the aerodrome, stating  “...the 

proposal, by virtue of the extensive additional hard surfacing, constitutes 

inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt which would erode the 

openness of the Green Belt.”  The current proposal is effectively a complete reversal of 

this position.

• Even though RBBC’s policy states that great weight should be attached to protecting 

the landscape and scenic beauty of AONBs, the documentation ignores the fact that 

Nutfield Ridge, extending from South Nutfield nearly into Redhill, is within the 

candidate area for inclusion in the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Remove SAS1. No No

• RBBC recognises that it cannot develop any part of the aerodrome site without TDC 

support; but TDC is still in the process of selecting a site for a garden village (GV) as 

part of their Local Plan. It is therefore illogical to proceed with safeguarding the site 

until a TDC decision is known.

• Safeguarding SAS1 will create an unacceptable level of instability and insecurity for 

residents and businesses alike within the area for the foreseeable future and at least 

until 2027. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0535

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Lee Spiers RBBC\Represe

ntor\0535

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know Many reasons. Has there been a consultation on safeguarding Redhill aero drove for 

future development. As a very close neighbour to the aerodrome I haven't been 

consulted so can't believe that the consultation process has been undertaken properly.  

There is no need to safeguard so much land around Redhill, is this part of your Core 

Strategy Plan. It appears to be more land than is required by the government to meet 

the current housing need and building 4 bedroom houses is not going to help those 

who need affordable housing or support young people currently living in the area. You 

may as well call us Horley and link us officially, with the amount of green space 

between the two areas we'll effectively be one giant blight on the landscape of Surrey, 

not to mention the wildlife who will be killed for these developments.  There are other, 

urban, areas which have been identified by local political parties which are fit for 

development, please use those instead. The current road network is simply unsafe for 

the number of cars, buses, trucks etc. that will be using the, as a result of these 

developments. Even with a spur road from the M23 there will be several thousand cars 

making daily journeys up and down country roads it hour pavements, street lights or 

safe stopping spaces. You need to find a better site to locate this town, Redhill aero 

drone and the neighbouring land is not suitable and never will be. 

A different location needs to be found, SAS1 and the land to adjoining Honeycrock 

Lane is not suitable for housing,

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0540

Email Ms Judy Steele RBBC\Represe

ntor\0540

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am appalled to learn that Reigate and Banstead Borough Council are considering the 

destruction of Green Belt land(SAS1) around Redhill Aerodrome(East Surrey Hospital, 

Honeycrock Lane, Axes Lane etc.). The Green Belt is there for a purpose and for R&B to 

arbitrarily propose to 'safeguard' this land, which is firmly in our precious Green Belt is 

shocking.                                                                                                                                                             

If R&B are supposedly so concerned about providing homes for all perhaps they should 

survey and develop Brownfield Sites across the Borough,  and forget about the 'Big 

Boys' and provide opportunities and incentives for the smaller builders to do their 

work and put homes where they are needed, amongst all the infrastructure already 

provided, services, schools, Doctors, shops,etc. and thereby stop urban sprawl and 

keep communities alive and thriving. We the Residents of SAS1 have been lucky 

enough to enjoy living on Green Belt land but what if future generations lose out 

because of reckless decisions made by our local burocrats who should have had the 

foresight to stop the deterioration of what is a precious, breathing, safety net around 

our Capital City.?                                                                                                                                                               

To propose this "safeguarding"( a misnomer, to say the least) based on the 

assumption that Tandridge will be allowed to develop their side of Redhill Aerodrome 

is folly  and if condoned we would end up in urban sprawl from Croydon to Crawley 

thus destroying the character and beauty of our present environment .                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Surely the members of our local planning committee who will be called upon to make 

this momentous decision would like to be remembered as having the vision for a 

better countryside not as vandals for giving away our precious Green Belt which there. 

After could never be restored .  

Be brave! and stop lining the pockets of avaricious developers by giving away our birth 

right of a green and pleasant land; instead be smart enough to realise that assets need 

to be protected not given away by default, so stop this proposal before it's too late.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

3

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 There's no need for safeguarding, and the case for it is weak.  Safeguarding 

disincentivises much needed rural investment in favour of

land-banking – the poorly maintained “inactive landscape”.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

38

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No MLS2 Safeguarded land for development beyond the plan period – This policy is not 

sound.

a The published arguments for safeguarding land beyond the plan period are weak.

b The technical report overlooks the designation as Low Weald Farmland Landscape

Character Area 2015 (refer SCC interactive map).

c Selecting SAS1 as “lands NE E and SE of East Surrey Hospital and Whitebushes” 

(almost

none of this part of Redhill Aerodrome, which is the developers’ misleading 

designation) is

arbitrary even using the methodology outlined.

d The huge size of SAS1 will distort the land market and undercut potential investment 

in

managing the Green Belt (refer NHE1 above for economic investment versus land 

banking,

and ERM1 below for neglected management of ancient woodland).

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0547

Email Mr & Ms Pauline and 

June

Sweeney and 

Rogers

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0547

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 My 1st concern is the “safeguarding” for Redhill Aerodrome as it will have a direct 

affect on myself and my family my 2nd concern is for relentless flood of house building 

going on all over the green spaces of this  country. 

I can’t understand why you use the word “safeguard” the greenbelt of R/A and 

surrounding area, It is very misleading, to safeguard means to preserve and protect, so 

to safeguard the greenbelt land of Redhill aerodrome would suggest precisely that, not 

earmarking it for housing, really annoying.

I cannot see how this development at R/A will be beneficial to this area. A housing 

estate, almost nearly the same size as Redhill will

Increase pressure on employment

Increase  pressure on utility services

Increase the traffic on our roads

Increase pressure on our emergency services ( my [...]  week before Christmas, slipped 

over at Reigate hill traffic police parked there phoned for an ambulance told 3 hour 

wait, they advised my [...] to drive himself to A&E to avoid the risk of hypothermia so 

he drove to ES hosp using only his left arm because he had a displaced fracture to his 

right humerus. My [...] cycling home from work to Horsham last September skidded  

fell of his bike, phoned for an ambulance several times, never arrived, [...] took him to 

hospital fractured tibia. That’s two examples now, really worrying for the future.

Increased pressure on the NHS

Increased pressure on GP,s

Increased pressure on schools

Increased pressure on infrastructure

Increase in pollution

Increase in crime ( more people more crime) and lack of resources to deal with 

increase

The loss of wildlife habitat leading to a loss of wildlife (the only time I had ever seen 

Buzzards was years ago in Wales but not only have I seen Buzzards here but Red Kites 

also)

Loss of natural spaces replaced by cultured open spaces where you won’t be allowed 

to play with kites remote control cars or climb trees. ( I feel sorry for the children of the 

future)

No



Increase in urban sprawl ( when you google earth there will be very little separation 

between Merstham Redhill Earlswood Salfords and Horley)

The loss of character of Redhill and surrounding Villages (another Croydon in the 

making)

The loss of farmland and increased reliance on imported food.

Unsustainability

All these things will lead to 

Increase in mental health problems

Decrease in the sense of wellbeing.

A loss of social history and identity

          In 1950 the population of this country was 50,618,275

          In 2018 the population is 65,746,853

         That’s roughly an increase of 1/3 to me it would make more sense to increase by 

one third every village town city, thereby reducing the pressure in any one particular 

area and still retaining the character of each town etc. but fundamentally this country 

cannot support a continuing increase in population.

           The only people who will really benefit from redhill aerodrome development will 

be the landowners and developers making a packet. Londoners will be able to afford 

these houses but not the ordinary young family

            I moved here to Earlswood from Sutton about 4 yrs ago, my parents moved 

here 20yrs ago from Kenley, after living in Sutton for 40yrs I fully appreciated, as did 

my parents,  everything this area has to offer, the wide diversity of the area, the 

wildlife, the countryside, the towns retaining their own individual characters. Sadly 

when Redhill and the aerodrome becomes another Sutton trying to be Croydon trying 

to be London I shall leave and find somewhere nicer to live. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0550

Email Ms Isobel Taylor RBBC\Represe

ntor\0550

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I wish to register my objection to what I believe to be unsound plans to safeguard 

Redhill Aerodrome and surrounding area.

This site is within the Green Belt and I am particularly concerned that Green Belt land 

should not be prejudiced. Previous planning applications for development within the 

Green Belt (for example, as recently as October 2017, for improvements to the 

unlicensed taxiway which was considered inappropriate) have been refused.

Closing the Aerodrome would lead to the loss of employment for over 400 people, and 

would present a loss of GDP to the local community.

Housing development at Redhill Aerodrome would create environmental problems 

relating to the traffic it would engender on existing road and rail infrastructure, as well 

as to noise, light and air pollution.

The plan to safeguard the area in question is unsound also in that no decision has yet 

been taken by Tandridge District Council regarding the siting of a Garden Village: if TDC 

do not select the site, housing development at the RA would not be feasible.

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0565

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Martin Wadey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0565

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know I believe the decision to safeguard the land at & beyond Redhill Aerodrome (referred to 

as SAS1) is not sound. I have lived in Redhill for 25 years moving from North 

Holmwood  Village near Dorking, & when looking to purchase my forever family  home  

the vast  amount of Green Belt  land  encouraged me to .purchase a property that is 

surrounded on 3 sides by Green Belt, which is now under threat. My children have had 

the privilege of looking out to cows in the fields opposite & wild deer out to the back. 

We are seconds away from green walks through the surrounding countryside & 

farmland & I would very much like to preserve this for future generations. There is 

other non Green Belt land available for development & this should be considered 

before ruining the beautiful countryside & natural habitat of much wildlife.    There has 

been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome land. Over the years I have 

constantly battled with traffic getting past East Surrey Hospital during school runs & 

daily commutes so the current road & rail infrastructure could not cope with the 

development, Redhill and the surrounding areas already now come to a stand still 

when the M25 & M23 have an incident or are  just heavy , More road users will also 

lead to more pollution. I’ve also battled with school places & have to travel across 

Redhill & Reigate to get to my GP surgery. East Surrey Hospital is overstretched now & 

wouldn’t be able to cope with the increased pressure the enlarged population would 

bring. I also fear the site of Air Ambulance at the Aerodrome.  I am also concerned that 

once developed there will  be  nowhere for the rain water to drain to and flooding will 

occur as previously happened on the A23 by the Mill House Pub and down towards 

Horley.  I would describe myself as living in Salfords but the village would effectively 

disappear as Redhill joins Horley. The proposed safeguarded land is far more than is 

deemed necessary to meet the housing demand & threatens creeping urbanisation of 

our countryside. Once the land has been safeguarded our Green Belt will disappear 

forever.      

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0566

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Joanne Wadey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0566

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know I believe the decision to safeguard the land at & beyond Redhill Aerodrome (referred to 

as SAS1) is not sound. I have lived in Redhill all my life & when looking to purchase my 

first property in adulthood it was the vast majority of Green Belt that encouraged me 

to stay. I purchased a property that is surrounded on 3 sides by Green Belt, which is 

now under threat. My children have had the privilege of looking out to cows in the 

fields opposite & wild deer out to the back. We are seconds away from green walks 

through the surrounding countryside & farmland & I would very much like to preserve 

this for future generations. There is other non Green Belt land available for 

development & this should be considered before ruining the beautiful countryside & 

natural habitat of much wildlife.    There has been no consultation on safeguarding 

Redhill Aerodrome land. Over the years I have constantly battled with traffic getting 

past East Surrey Hospital during school runs & daily commutes so the current road & 

rail infrastructure could not cope with the development. More road users will also lead 

to more pollution. I’ve also battled with school places & have to travel across Redhill & 

Reigate to get to my GP surgery. East Surrey Hospital is overstretched now & wouldn’t 

be able to cope with the increased pressure the enlarged population would bring. I also 

fear the site of Air Ambulance at the Aerodrome.    I would describe myself as living in 

Salfords but the village would effectively disappear as Redhill joins Horley. The 

proposed safeguarded land is far more than is deemed necessary to meet the housing 

demand & threatens creeping urbanisation of our countryside. Once the land has been 

safeguarded our Green Belt will disappear forever.  

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0571

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Sue Wareham RBBC\Represe

ntor\0571

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know It is essential for more AFFORDABLE houses to be provided in the Borough of Reigate 

& Redhill.  However, there are many brownfield building sites within the borough that 

have been identified as potential building sites avoiding any need to encroach on 

GREEN BELT.  The decision to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome and the land surrounding it 

in NOT sound.  To my knowledge, there has been no consultation with regard to 

SAFEGUARDING Redhill Aerodrome and surrounding land (green belt) SAS1  Any 

consideration to safeguard this area should be independent - it is not appropriate to 

include it in the DMP consultation.  The proposal to develop this land would require a 

new junction on M23 at huge cost.  A new junction would also further impact on 

already overused roads: A23 and surrounding rat runs.  The bottom line is. the current 

road and rail infrastructure could not cope with a further 'village' being created.  It is 

completely unnecessary to steal green belt in excess of  the amount of land needed to 

fulfil the DMP house building requirements.  This proposal would effectively link 

Redhill and Horley.  Safeguarding greenbelt is NOT within the current Core Strategy 

Plan.  

Remove SAS1. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0576

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Elorena Watson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0576

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No MLS2 Don't Know No No I am not a legal expert so am not able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    

The Development Management Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out the 

reasons below.    1) R&BBC's current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan 

identified sufficient sites to meet its needs. The Government Inspector requires that 

R&BBC have sufficient land identified to meet their development needs for 5 years 

beyond the current plan - this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes to 

be built in the 5 years 2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green belt 

with Tandridge is for 13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely 

disproportionate to the need.    The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when 

other non Green Belt land is available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken out 

of green belt. Green belt was established for a very good, long term reason. Ultimately 

where does this stop? Once London expands so much it meets the sea at Brighton?    

3) The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land.    

4) There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 

for safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current 

Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not cope with this. There are already 

bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  the A23 and the crossroads with the 

A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional traffic that this will cause (because lets 

face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, it will be built on. Otherwise, why take it 

out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A link with M23 will only increase traffic in the 

area as motorists aim to avoid the Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    7) My parents 

now live with me, who are elderly. I live near the junction of Honeycrock Lane and the 

A23. It is difficult for them to cross Honeycrock Lane as it is due to the traffic. This will 

make it very dangerous for them and may well lead to an accident.  

Frankly I'm not a legal expert - this is your job. I am not a legal expert so am not 

able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    The Development Management 

Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out the reasons below.    1) R&BBC's 

current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan identified sufficient sites to meet 

its needs. The Government Inspector requires that R&BBC have sufficient land 

identified to meet their development needs for 5 years beyond the current plan - 

this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes to be built in the 5 years 

2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green belt with Tandridge is for 

13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely disproportionate to the need.    

The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when other non Green Belt land is 

available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken out of green belt. Green belt 

was established for a very good, long term reason. Ultimately where does this stop? 

Once London expands so much it meets the sea at Brighton?    3) The consultation 

process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land.    4) There has not 

been a consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 for 

safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current 

Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not cope with this. There are already 

bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  the A23 and the crossroads with 

the A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional traffic that this will cause (because 

lets face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, it will be built on. Otherwise, why 

take it out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A link with M23 will only increase 

traffic in the area as motorists aim to avoid the Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    

7) My parents now live with me, who are elderly. I live near the junction of 

Honeycrock Lane and the A23. It is difficult for them to cross Honeycrock Lane as it 

is due to the traffic. This will make it very dangerous for them and may well lead to 

an accident.  

No Yes I do not fully understand Q10 - however I 

am happy to participate in whatever way 

necessary.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0577

Survey 

Monkey

Mr William Watson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0577

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No No I am not a legal expert so am not able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    

The Development Management Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out the 

reasons below.    1) R&BBC's current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan 

identified sufficient sites to meet its needs. The Government Inspector requires that 

R&BBC have sufficient land identified to meet their development needs for 5 years 

beyond the current plan - this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes to 

be built in the 5 years 2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green belt 

with Tandridge is for 13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely 

disproportionate to the need.    The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when 

other non Green Belt land is available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken out 

of green belt. Green belt was established for a very good, long term reason. Ultimately 

where does this stop? Once London expands so much it meets the sea at Brighton?    

3) The consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land.    

4) There has not been a consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 

for safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current 

Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not cope with this. There are already 

bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  the A23 and the crossroads with the 

A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional traffic that this will cause (because lets 

face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, it will be built on. Otherwise, why take it 

out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A link with M23 will only increase traffic in the 

area as motorists aim to avoid the Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    7) My parents in 

law now live with me, who are elderly. I live near the junction of Honeycrock Lane and 

the A23. It is difficult for them to cross Honeycrock Lane as it is due to the traffic. This 

will make it very dangerous for them and may well lead to an accident.   

Frankly I'm not a legal expert - this is your job. I am not a legal expert so am not 

able to comment whether it is legally compliant.    The Development Management 

Plan ("DMP") is not sound however and I set out the reasons below.    1) R&BBC's 

current plan lasts until 2027 and the existing plan identified sufficient sites to meet 

its needs. The Government Inspector requires that R&BBC have sufficient land 

identified to meet their development needs for 5 years beyond the current plan - 

this equates to an additional approximate  2300 homes to be built in the 5 years 

2027-2032. The land earmarked to be taken out of green belt with Tandridge is for 

13,000 homes. What is being proposed is completely disproportionate to the need.    

The decision to safeguard 'Redhill Aerodrome' when other non Green Belt land is 

available is not sound.    2) Land should not be taken out of green belt. Green belt 

was established for a very good, long term reason. Ultimately where does this stop? 

Once London expands so much it meets the sea at Brighton?    3) The consultation 

process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarded land.    4) There has not 

been a consultation on the Green Belt review or the selection of SAS1 for 

safeguarding.    5) The safeguarding of Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current 

Core Strategy.    6) The road infrastructure can not cope with this. There are already 

bad bottlenecks where Honeycrock Lane meets  the A23 and the crossroads with 

the A23 and East Surrey Hospital. The additional traffic that this will cause (because 

lets face it, once land is taken out of Green Belt, it will be built on. Otherwise, why 

take it out of Green Belt?) is simply not viable. A link with M23 will only increase 

traffic in the area as motorists aim to avoid the Reigate traffic to reach the M25.    

7) My parents now live with me, who are elderly. I live near the junction of 

Honeycrock Lane and the A23. It is difficult for them to cross Honeycrock Lane as it 

is due to the traffic. This will make it very dangerous for them and may well lead to 

an accident.  

No Yes Frankly I do not fully understand Q10 - 

however I am happy to participate in 

whatever way necessary.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0579

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Alyson West RBBC\Represe

ntor\0579

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.    Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong 

both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND DECISION.    Both towns would be 

absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land went ahead. Main roads into 

Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would be permanently clogged. 

Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this land are country lanes and are 

not sufficient to take any further traffic.     I note there has been mention of an exit 

from the M23. All that would mean is providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across 

country roads and local roads. If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there 

have been issues on M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked.     Rail 

services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.      Towns would 

merge losing all local character.     There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , 

there is more than enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why 

do it. Large developments are just not sustainable.      

Delete this policy No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0580.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mr paul west RBBC\Represe

ntor\0580

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No  Your proposal to 'Safeguard' - (if ever there was a better way to misguide people), is at 

complete odds with the government greenbelt policy as per below.  Given this is the 

largest single swathe of land identified for potential development in the future I'd like 

to understand how it occupies reference in the very last pages of the DMP?  

Safeguarding this area raises a real potential to devastate the very fabric on which the 

borough is based upon, a mixture of historic towns and villages separated by the 

countryside of the greenbelt.  I am at a loss as to how this has even been proposed as 

it seems to serve no logical purpose - the area is many, many times greater than any 

space requirement of the government?      I'd welcome a full response to this issue?     

The NPPF states that the Government attaches great importance to Green  Belts. It 

sets out the five key purposes which the Green Belt serves:  • To check the unrestricted 

sprawl of large built-up areas;  • To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one 

another;  • To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;  • To 

preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and  • To assist in urban 

regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of  derelict and other urban land.  

Remove the Safeguard land, SAS1 and concentrate on the existing brownfield and 

other smaller spaces in alignment with the NPPF.

No Yes Earmarking such a vast area of land for 

potential development in the borough I 

have lived in all my life warrants far more 

than the last two pages of a DMP 

document and you owe it out of your civil 

duty to fully justify the proposal. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0581

Survey 

Monkey

miss ellie west RBBC\Represe

ntor\0581

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.    Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong 

both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND DECISION.    Both towns would be 

absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land went ahead. Main roads into 

Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would be permanently clogged. 

Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this land are country lanes and are 

not sufficient to take any further traffic.     I note there has been mention of an exit 

from the M23. All that would mean is providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across 

country roads and local roads. If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there 

have been issues on M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked.     Rail 

services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.      Towns would 

merge losing all local character.     There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , 

there is more than enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why 

do it. Large developments are just not sustainable.      

Delete policy No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0582

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Holly west RBBC\Represe

ntor\0582

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.    Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong 

both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND DECISION.    Both towns would be 

absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land went ahead. Main roads into 

Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would be permanently clogged. 

Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this land are country lanes and are 

not sufficient to take any further traffic.     I note there has been mention of an exit 

from the M23. All that would mean is providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across 

country roads and local roads. If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there 

have been issues on M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked.     Rail 

services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.      Towns would 

merge losing all local character.     There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , 

there is more than enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why 

do it. Large developments are just not sustainable.      

Delete policy No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0583

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Louise west RBBC\Represe

ntor\0583

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.    Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong 

both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND DECISION.    Both towns would be 

absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land went ahead. Main roads into 

Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would be permanently clogged. 

Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this land are country lanes and are 

not sufficient to take any further traffic.     I note there has been mention of an exit 

from the M23. All that would mean is providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across 

country roads and local roads. If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there 

have been issues on M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked.     Rail 

services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.      Towns would 

merge losing all local character.     There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , 

there is more than enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why 

do it. Large developments are just not sustainable.      

Remove SAS1. No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0591

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Adrian Wilding RBBC\Represe

ntor\0591

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know The decision to safeguard this land and beyond Redhill Aerodrome is not sound. Other 

non green belt land is available for development within the Borough. In addition, the 

DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding land. 

The proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and a new 4-way junction 

with the M23 together with the Tandridge District Council selection of Redhill 

Aerodrome land for their proposed garden village. I believe that the safeguarding of 

green belt land at Redhill Aerodrome isnoutside the current core strategy plan. More 

troubling is the fact that the proposed development will effectively link Redhill and 

Horley. I also believe that the safeguarded land is for more land than is deemed 

necessary to meet current housing demand. The impact of building the link road, and 

its subsequent operation will blight an area of outstanding natural beauty. Most of the 

roads in the area lack pavements, and the development plan neglects to consider the 

infrastructure required in general to support such a development, which would 

significantly impact other road and rail links. 

Remove SAS1. No No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0592

Letter Mrs Mary Willcox RBBC\Represe

ntor\0592

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I wish to lodge an objection to the proposed safeguarding of land at Redhill Aerodrome 

proposal because the land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy 

Plan and there is other non-greenbelt land available for development within the 

Borough.                                                                                                                                     The 

area of land identified for safeguarding is far more than has been deemed necessary to 

meet the Borough's expected housing demand and would therefore blight an excessive 

area. The decision to bring forward this proposal is therefore not sound and the DMP 

consultation process that has been employed to invite comment is not really 

appropriate.                                                                                                                                               

On a practical level the current road and rail infrastructure is not adequate, nor safe 

enough to support the development that has given rise to the proposal. Significant 

road widening and links t the A23 and M23 would be necessary and, fundamentally, 

these would be dependent on Tandridge District Council choosing Redhill Aerodrome 

as the site for their proposed garden village, so the safeguarding proposal is, in any 

case, premature.                                                                                                                                                                                

When considering the Tandridge District Council's option of Redhill aerodrome for the 

site of their garden village it should clearly have been opposed by Reigate & Banstead 

as being obviously detrimental to the interests of their own population. It would 

effectively link Redhill to Horley and add virtually all of it's day-to-day impact onto the 

already over-stretched roads and services in those towns. Reigate & Banstead Council 

should have followed the example of Sevenoaks Council's action in refusing co-

operation on the Edenbridge option. 

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0593

Letter Mr Richard Willcox RBBC\Represe

ntor\0593

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No I am writing to record my objection to the proposed safeguarding of land at Redhill 

Aerodrome proposal because other non-greenbelt land is available for development 

within the Borough and the land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current Core 

Strategy Plan.                                                                                                                                           

In addition, the area of land identified for safeguarding is far more than has been 

deemed necessary to meet the Borough's expected housing demand and would 

therefore blight an excessive area. The decision to bring forward this proposal is 

therefore not sound and the DMP consultation process that has been employed to 

invite comment is not really appropriate.                                                                                     

On a practical level the current road and rail infrastructure is not adequate, nor safe 

enough to support the development that has given rise to the proposal. Significant 

road widening and links to the A23 and M23 would be necessary and, fundamentally, 

these would be dependent on Tandridge District Council choosing Redhill Aerodrome 

as the site for their proposed garden village, so the safeguarding proposal is, in any 

case, premature.                                                                                                                                     

When considering the Tandridge District Council's option of Redhill aerodrome for the 

site of their garden village it should clearly have been opposed by Reigate and 

Banstead as being obviously detrimental to the interests of their own population. It 

would effectively link Redhill to Horley and add virtually all of it's day-to-day impact 

onto the already over-stretched roads and services in those towns. Reigate and 

Banstead Council should have followed the example of Sevenoaks Council's action in 

refusing co-operation on the Edenbridge option. 

Remove SAS1. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0595

Email Mr Andrew Wilson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0595

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 1. Removing this land around Redhill Aerodrome is unwise as it defeats the original 

purpose of Green Belt legislation to stop urban sprawl.

2. The removal of some land would be better if it been confined to land within the 

boundary of Redhill aerodrome, leaving some open land around it.

3. If this goes ahead as well as the Tandridge Garden Village scheme then the number 

of cars using the current congested roads will be unworkable.  It would make access to 

East Surrey Hospital for ambulances etc. even more difficult than it is already. 

4. Some residents of the new houses would probably commute to London by train and 

there is woefully inadequate parking already at the local stations (Salfords and 

Nutfield).  The present bus routes would not help people get to these stations.

5. Once this land is removed from Green Belt it will never be returned.  This will 

encourage even more houses to be built and even fewer green spaces for ourselves 

and future generations to enjoy.

Objects to SAS1 inclusion. Feels it would be better if it had been confined to the 

land within the boundary of Redhill Aerodrome. It would lead to traffic concerns, 

parking problems at local stations and will remove green space. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0559

Letter Mrs Margaret Winney RBBC\Represe

ntor\0599

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am writing to comment on Reigate and Banstead Borough Council's DMP 

consultation      .

The Green Belt was introduced to preserve the openness of the countryside and 

prevent urban sprawl. If SAS1 / MLS2 land is taken out of the Green Belt, it is unlikely 

to ever be put back in, and the areas around the 'safeguarded'  zone will be blighted.

The decision to safeguard this land is not sound because there is other non Green Belt 

land available for development within the borough. There has been no consultation on 

safeguarding this land, and the DMP consultation process is not appropriate for 

commenting on safeguarding land. The safeguarding of Green Belt land at Redhill 

Aerodrome is outside the current Core Strategy Plan, and the proposed safeguarded 

land is far more than is necessary to meet housing demand.

The proposal depends on a new link road between the A23 and the M23, and the 

current road infrastructure cannot cope with this, nor is the local rail service able to be 

extended. The towns of Redhill and Horley will effectively be linked, and the villages of 

Earlswood and Salfords will lose their identities.   In addition, the current  road  and rail 

infrastructure will not cope with the   development.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0600

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Richard Winter RBBC\Represe

ntor\0600

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 No No Don't Know The site does not have infrastructure to support a new Town as suggested. Mainly, tiny 

roads which cannot cope with increased volumes. It would put increased pressure on 

further key areas such as schools, doctors, GPs which can barely cope with the current 

population. Changing green belt into a concrete city is destruction of our local area and 

dangerous to local inhabitants.

Avoid green belt areas. The need for local housing for local people is much less than 

concreting the green belt of the South East for outsiders from London etc. Choose 

brown belt areas with infrastructure instead.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0603

Email Mr & Mrs Colin Woodhouse RBBC\Represe

ntor\0603

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 I am writing to list some of our objections to the development of Redhill Aerodrome. 

To start we think it a complete no brainer for all sorts of reasons.

 If it is ever developed the so called village will join Redhill to Horley, which is just about 

joined to Crawley, which is almost joined to Horsham. There will eventually be no 

‘Green belt’

 Before the Garden ‘village’ can be built I believe there has to be a junction onto the 

M23 which will cost almost £100,000000. If this cost is added to the cost of the 

houses, which I’m sure it will have to be, there will certainly be no cheep housing.

 I have seen the plans for the proposed build and see that schools and doctors have 

been planned. At the moment Reigate has only one doctor’s surgery so how do you 

think anyone will be able to pay for and open surgeries on this site. Where will the 

doctors come from? As for schools, it sounds as if the whole development will be 

isolated.

 The roads in and around are country lanes which certainly could not cope with lorries 

and equipment going in and out of the site. Once developed how is anyone ever going 

to get in and out anyway – have you seen those roads now? The entrance to East 

Surrey Hospital is a car park most of the day but always at 5.00 in the evening. As all 

the surrounding hospital’s A&Es have already been closed how is ESH going to cope?

 Can anyone tell me where all the water required is coming from? I believe the 

reservoirs are only 1/3 full now...at the end of winter! We’re always being told to 

economise on gas and electricity so where is the extra coming from. Lastly how is our 

overburdened waste facility going to manage. We're already seeing more rubbish on 

our roads and fly tipping because of the charges imposed.

 There have been some extraordinary decisions made recently, such as the cycle path 

from Three Arch Road along the A23 which is now being used as a car park, so cyclists 

can’t get through anyway. The cyclists are having to ride on the narrowed road which is 

more dangerous than before, especially as there are so many deep potholes. The 

wonderful path has already been dug up to fit bus shelters, which the council knew 

were going in before the path was made.

Remove SAS1. No

 The other crazy decision was the building of the ‘one man’ bridge over the railway. He 

now can’t use it as his dog can’t climb the 70 steps. Does anyone ever think of asking 

local residents about their feelings on these decisions? Oh no! The decision makers 

have got degrees! That’s OK then.

 Residents of over 50 years. Disappointed, disillusioned, dissatisfied! 



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0607

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Colin Hoffman RBBC\Represe

ntor\0607

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 Don't Know No Don't Know I have no issues with the main body of the document including steady, sensibly paced 

and moderate development of housing on identified brownfield sites with appropriate 

additional public services to serve the additional population   However I am opposed to 

land safeguarding at SAS1 map.  The reference to safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome 

SAS1 is deceptive as the map of SAS1 is not in the DMP 19 document of January 2018 

as it should be. It is in a document dated December 2017 on the council website. 

Further deceit is apparent in the SAS1 map as Redhill Aerodrome when the land ring 

fenced is all fields to the West of Redhill Aerodrome including fields off Masons Bridge 

Road and from Spencer Way to Honeycrock Lane occupied currently by Dean Farm so 

this dishonesty is disgusting.  Additionally other non Green belt land is available for 

development   The DMP consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on 

safeguarding land   There has been no consultation on SAS1’Redhill aerodrome’  The 

safeguarding of land at Redhill Aerodrome is beyond the current plan scale 2018-2027  

The proposal will effectively link Redhill and Horley as 3 towns with about 20000 

residents each   Housing demand does not require a development of this size  The plan 

will put intolerable strain on the road network plus other public services like doctors 

and schools. Local roads are already at near saturation point most working days   The 

plan is fulled by pure commercial greed on the part of the owners of the Aerodrome 

who have tried everything including an international airport to make a huge profit on 

their investment. It is the unacceptable face of capitalism.  The aerodrome is used 

throughout the year as I walked my   dog most days in January I have observed light 

aircraft flying in and out of the aerodrome so it is definitely in use in the winter. Also a 

proper drainage system could be installed like at top football grounds if needed  In 

summary I am totally opposed to any safeguarding of land for housing development at 

Redhill Aerodrome or in the adjoining fields as shown in SAS1 map. I use theses fields 

daily for dog walking. I believe the Green belt is a lovely inheritance and should be 

strongly protected from   development for future generations. 

Remove the safeguarding of land at map SAS1 Redhill Aerodrome and adjoining 

fields from the DMP 19 plan as this is the destruction of the green belt and an 

environmental disaster 

No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0085.

2

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0085

Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0018

N/A Ms Sarah Thompson Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

093

Head of 

Strategic 

Planning 

Policy

MLS2 TDC agreed its preferred strategy in March 2017 to deliver a garden village. In Autumn 

2017, TDC published their Regulation 18 Local Plan: Garden Village consultation, which 

included four potential locations for the garden village; Redhill Aerodrome was one. 

TDC are currently analysing all the responses to this consultation and considering the 

evidence before a decision is made on where the garden village will be located. Policy 

MSL2 in the RBBC DMP safeguards Redhill Aerodrome for development after a review 

of the Local Plan takes place. It is envisaged that this review will commence in 2019 

and that the current plan period runs until 2027. Therefore it is anticipated that any 

safeguarded land, if deemed appropriate and deliverable, will not come forward until 

after 2027. TDC evidence demonstrates that due to the reliance on a new junction off 

the M23 and its impact on junction 6 of the M25, Redhill Aerodrome is highly unlikely 

to come forward before this date and therefore TDC have concerns over the 

deliverability of the site within our own plan period, which runs to 2033. Therefore, 

TDC would like to continue to work together with RBBC on this matter.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0650

Email Mr Clive Elliot RBBC\Represe

ntor\0650

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No       1.  The previous Inspector did not require R & B to propose taking land out of the 

Green Belt after 2027. What he said was that the Council should conduct a review of 

the GB. That review could, and in my view should, have produced the outcome that all 

the GB in R & B performs and has performed, an essential function, and the 

boundaries should remain as now.

      2. The area proposed does not need 'safeguarding'. It is currently Green Belt and 

development is not allowed. The word 'safeguard' as used in this context is dishonest. 

What it actually means is that the land is to be taken out of the Green Belt, i.e. that the 

Greenbelt safeguard is to be removed.

      3. The amount of land shown as to be 'safeguarded' in SAS1 is vastly more han any 

conceivable number of houses that might need to be built in the next plan. Anyway, 

nobody knows what Government housing policy will be in 10 years time.

      4. Taking land out of the Green Belt is contrary to public policy, as stated repeatedly 

by the Prime Minister in recent months, and by the Chancellor in this year's budget. 

The Green Belt is intended to be permanent, and should be built on only in exceptional 

circumstances, which certainly do not pertain here.

      5. This proposal flies against R & B's own Planning policy, which provides that any 

incursion into the Green Belt should be minimal, and should occur adjacent to local 

towns, not out in the open countryside as here.

      6. This proposal can only work, if two things happen, neither of which is under the 

control of Reigate & Banstead. Firstly, it is predicated on the need for a motorway link 

road from the M23, which would be subject to approval by Highways England, and 

such approval would be contrary to Public Policy. Secondly, it depends on Tandridge DC 

deciding on Redhill Aerodrome as the site for their proposed new village, a decision 

which has not yet been taken. These reasons mean there is no certainty that the site 

could be deliverable.

      7. The proposal will blight the land and areas surrounding it. Values of peoples' 

homes will be destroyed. The present good agricultural management taking place on 

much of the land would not carry on if there was no future for it.

No Yes I would say to the Inspector that I have 

lived in this area, within half a mile of the 

proposed 'safeguarded' area with my wife 

and (now grown up) family, since 1972, i.e. 

46 years. I have long and detailed 

knowledge of local planning history, and 

experience of the benefits of the Green Belt 

hereabouts, and of the ways people enjoy 

and value it

      8. The area is overflown by Gatwick departure Route 4, at low altitudes where the 

planes are very noisy. This has been the subject of controversy locally, and recent court 

action has required the CAA to reconsider the matter.

      9.  Redhill Aerodrome applied to build a hard runway, this was refused by R & B on 

Green Belt grounds, refused by the Inspector on appeal, and ultimately refused by the 

Court of Appeal two years ago for the same reason. An area of land whose Green Belt 

status was so recently confirmed by the second highest Court in the land must have its 

Green Belt status preserved and not lightly set aside.

    10. As is acknowledged by R & B, this bit of Surrey's Green Belt is one of the 

narrowest, and therefore particularly deserving of protection. This area is not the only 

one in the Borough that could be considered; other papers from R & B demonstrate 

that it did not even score the most highly in the exercise they carried out.

I would say to the Inspector that I have lived in this area, within half a mile of the 

proposed 'safeguarded' area with my wife and (now grown up) family, since 1972, i.e. 

46 years. I have long and detailed knowledge of local planning history, and experience 

of the benefits of the Green Belt hereabouts, and of the ways people enjoy and value it

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0146.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0146

Tadworth and 

Walton RA

RBBC\Organis

ation\0019

N/A Mrs Gillian Hein TWRA RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

102

Vice Chairman Yes MLS2 Don't Know No Yes We object to this proposal and it should be deleted. We consider it is unnecessary to 

safeguard the Redhill Aerodrome and adjacent land for development at this stage.

We recognise the need to meet long term development needs when defining Green 

Belt boundaries, in accordance with government policy. However, in this case we 

consider it is inappropriate to safeguard additional land for the following reasons;

1. We are confident that with additional windfall  sites coming forward and higher 

densities than currently proposed on the urban extensions (based on government 

policy), it will not be necessary to use some of the urban extension lands in the plan 

period. We note there is already uncertainty on the Copyhold site.

2. The housing trajectory supports this.

3. Once safeguarded, there will be pressures to bring forward development, even if 

not required.

4.The proposal is based on Tandridge’s portion of the aerodrome being put forward 

as a possible garden village and it is not known whether that council plans to pursue 

this option. The site did not come out in the Council’s initial sieve as an appropriate 

site. This is opportunism without looking at the deficiencies of the site.

5. We note that, looking at the purposes of the Green Belt,  it comes out as 

moderate impact 

on sprawl, high on settlements merging and moderate on encroachment on the 

countryside. This suggest it is an inappropriate site. We are particularly concerned 

about the merging of Redhill, Salfords, Whitebushes and  Nutfield, and the fact that 

in this area the Green Belt is already narrow and fragmented.

The remaining area to the north will be narrow and not perform the function of a 

strategic gap. In planning terms, we consider it to be an unsatisfactory location.

No Possibly yes We object to this safeguarding and further 

loss of Green Belt on the grounds that it is 

unnecessary at this stage. Sufficient land is 

already allocated for housing.

6. In terms of infrastructure, the proposal is dependent on a new link from the M23, 

which may not be forthcoming. The access to the West, even with some minor road 

improvements, is unsatisfactory because of the existing high levels of congestion. It 

is an unsustainable location.

In our opinion, a garden village is wasteful of land and it is far better to build at 

higher densities in higher buildings, as is now being encouraged by the 

Government.  

7) There is increasing concern nationally about the declining demand for new 

homes – partly because of Brexit, with fewer immigrants, but general concern at 

the prospects for the economy leading to estate agents reporting lower sales, 

month after month. There is also doubt about government household and housing 

need assessments. Some experts talk of oversupply except for social housing.

8) There is a gradual recognition that there needs to be more investment in the 

Midlands and North, rather than the overdeveloped South East with its problems of 

high land values and lack of transport infrastructure. In any event, far more land is 

shown as being safeguarded than is likely to be required. It is not just the 

aerodrome.

The matter should have been included in the Core Strategy.



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0661

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Tracey Horne RBBC\Represe

ntor\0661

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 I think the plan to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome for possible housing is a bad one. 

Redhill Aerodrome is a working aerodrome with many businesses on the site 

employing hundreds of people who will lose their jobs if housing is built there. Many of 

these employees are local residents. It does not seem a good way to treat local people. 

What airfield will the aeroplaces and helicopters use if the aerodrome is no longer 

operating as an aerodrome? Where will the police helicopter and air ambulance take 

off from? Redhill aerodrome is Green Belt and should be protected from residential 

development. It is a beautiful, green, open space; please keep it that way. There are 

narrow lanes, without pavements, leading to the aerodrome - how will these lanes 

accommodate hundreds more vehicles and how will the residents be able to safely 

walk anywhere without pavements? 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0661

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Tracey Horne RBBC\Represe

ntor\0661

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   MLS2 I think the plan to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome for possible housing is a bad one. 

Redhill Aerodrome is a working aerodrome with many businesses on the site 

employing hundreds of people who will lose their jobs if housing is built there. Many of 

these employees are local residents. It does not seem a good way to treat local people. 

What airfield will the aeroplaces and helicopters use if the aerodrome is no longer 

operating as an aerodrome? Where will the police helicopter and air ambulance take 

off from? Redhill aerodrome is Green Belt and should be protected from residential 

development. It is a beautiful, green, open space; please keep it that way. There are 

narrow lanes, without pavements, leading to the aerodrome - how will these lanes 

accommodate hundreds more vehicles and how will the residents be able to safely 

walk anywhere without pavements? 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0665.

2

Survey 

Monkey

MR Graham Diprose RBBC\Represe

ntor\0665

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 My only serious concern, with not immediately part of this Core Review, is over any 

Safeguarding of Planning for Redhill Aerodrome, for future development 

In all the objections that you must hear about access roads, green belt etc. there is one 

fundamental conflict between your agreed need for sustainable and affordable 

housing and that particular site..

....It is notoriously the coldest frost hollow in Southern England and one of the very 

coldest in the UK !  

.....We should know, living under a mile and a half away from the aerodrome !!

When Redhill was planning to build a runway for small jets for landing all year round, I 

began researching Aerodrome temperatures with Surrey Weather Expert Ian Currie.  

Freezing Fog, Icy Runways and having to de-ice planes in winter with un-environmental 

chemicals were not well covered in the Aerodromes plans, although others made 

excellent points about flooding and similar issues. Figures in folder - Although the 

figures attached are old, nothing has changed the fact that this land is regularly colder 

than anywhere in the UK, including Benson or Glencoe !

I strongly suggest that it would be well worth getting an expert consultant to look at 

this for you, prior to considering building 6-8000 homes their. It would be a 

horrendous place to live every winter and cost a fortune in energy bills.. 

Thus the act of Safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome   (Page 158 of your plan, is utterly 

incompatible with your Sustainable and Environmental Objectives SC8 and SC9 on Page 

51). 

I am not an expert on climate but, following my research with Ian Currie, (The Surrey 

Weatherman), may I suggest that R & B Planning consider this aspect in their final 

document and future plans for homes in the area. 

Number of attachments in folder: redhill aerodrome flooding extent; temperature; 

dayus of Redhill airport being coldest place in UK and Ireland during 2001 & 2002, 

2003, 2010 information and article explaining why Redhill Aerodrome is so cold. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0665.

2

Survey 

Monkey

MR Graham Diprose RBBC\Represe

ntor\0665

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 My only serious concern, with not immediately part of this Core Review, is over any 

Safeguarding of Planning for Redhill Aerodrome, for future development 

In all the objections that you must hear about access roads, green belt etc. there is one 

fundamental conflict between your agreed need for sustainable and affordable 

housing and that particular site..

....It is notoriously the coldest frost hollow in Southern England and one of the very 

coldest in the UK !  

.....We should know, living under a mile and a half away from the aerodrome !!

When Redhill was planning to build a runway for small jets for landing all year round, I 

began researching Aerodrome temperatures with Surrey Weather Expert Ian Currie.  

Freezing Fog, Icy Runways and having to de-ice planes in winter with un-environmental 

chemicals were not well covered in the Aerodromes plans, although others made 

excellent points about flooding and similar issues. Figures in folder - Although the 

figures attached are old, nothing has changed the fact that this land is regularly colder 

than anywhere in the UK, including Benson or Glencoe !

I strongly suggest that it would be well worth getting an expert consultant to look at 

this for you, prior to considering building 6-8000 homes their. It would be a 

horrendous place to live every winter and cost a fortune in energy bills.. 

Thus the act of Safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome   (Page 158 of your plan, is utterly 

incompatible with your Sustainable and Environmental Objectives SC8 and SC9 on Page 

51). 

I am not an expert on climate but, following my research with Ian Currie, (The Surrey 

Weatherman), may I suggest that R & B Planning consider this aspect in their final 

document and future plans for homes in the area. 

Number of attachments in folder: redhill aerodrome flooding extent; temperature; 

dayus of Redhill airport being coldest place in UK and Ireland during 2001 & 2002, 

2003, 2010 information and article explaining why Redhill Aerodrome is so cold. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0666

Email Mrs Jill Day RBBC\Represe

ntor\0666

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No My concern is the acceptance of the need to build Green Belt now or in the future, as 

set out in the DMP, especially in the area of Redhill Aerodrome. I do not believe that 

the Council arguments in favour of this course of action are sound. They are not in 

accord with the principles set out for the maintenance of the Green Belt, including 

preventing unrestricted sprawl, with neighbouring towns running into each other and 

saving the countryside from encroachment. I am especially worried that the policy of 

safeguarding this land for future housing will enable future decisions to be taken 

without reconsidering these fundamental issues. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0666

Email Mrs Jill Day RBBC\Represe

ntor\0666

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No My concern is the acceptance of the need to build Green Belt now or in the future, as 

set out in the DMP, especially in the area of Redhill Aerodrome. I do not believe that 

the Council arguments in favour of this course of action are sound. They are not in 

accord with the principles set out for the maintenance of the Green Belt, including 

preventing unrestricted sprawl, with neighbouring towns running into each other and 

saving the countryside from encroachment. I am especially worried that the policy of 

safeguarding this land for future housing will enable future decisions to be taken 

without reconsidering these fundamental issues. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0668

Survey 

Monkey

Alyson West RBBC\Represe

ntor\0668

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.

 Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND 

DECISION

Both towns would be absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land 

went ahead. Main roads into Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would 

be permanently clogged. Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this 

land are country lanes and are not sufficient to take any further traffic. 

I note there has been mention of an exit from the M23. All that would mean is 

providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across country roads and local roads. 

If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there have been issues on 

M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked. 

Rail services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.  

Towns would merge losing all local character. 

There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , there is more than 

enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why do it. Large 

developments are just not sustainable.  

No



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0668

Survey 

Monkey

Alyson West RBBC\Represe

ntor\0668

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A MLS2 No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.

 Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND 

DECISION

Both towns would be absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land 

went ahead. Main roads into Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would 

be permanently clogged. Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this 

land are country lanes and are not sufficient to take any further traffic. 

I note there has been mention of an exit from the M23. All that would mean is 

providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across country roads and local roads. 

If you have ever tried to get north of Horley when there have been issues on 

M23/M25 will know how quickly roads are gridlocked. 

Rail services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.  

Towns would merge losing all local character. 

There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , there is more than 

enough land to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why do it. Large 

developments are just not sustainable.  

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0134.

10

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0134

Dovers Green 

Developments 

Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0086

N/A Mr Brian Woods WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

Managing 

Director

Yes DES4 Don’t know No Don't know Legally compliant – We will leave this for the Inspector to consider. Sound – We do not 

consider the DMP to be sound in respect of DES4 as the policy is overly prescriptive 

and is therefore not compliant with the NPPF. Furthermore, the proposed % for 1&2-

bedroom units is not in line with demographic research highlighted on p.27 (baseline 

information) of the sustainability Appraisal. The SHMA (2012) does not support 

housing mix proposed by the Borough Council in any event the evidence base is 

somewhat dated. There appears to be no justification for increasing the % of smaller 

units from 20% in the Reg.18 plan to 30% in this plan. The SUE stage 2 paragraph 1.16 

sets out that unmet need for 3 and 4 bedroom units should be met on SUE’s 

landscaping considerations with higher densities, if more smaller homes are proposed, 

will be higher and thus not aid the transition to the Countryside on SUE sites. Duty to 

cooperate – We have not seen the evidence in the DMP.

The policy is overly prescriptive with regard to the requirement for % of one and 

two-bedroom dwellings in SUES. We consider that the policy should refer to the 

evidence base in the SHMA as a guide to housing mix or provide a % range. It is 

likely that there will be a higher % of one and two-bedroom dwellings in town 

centres and that the % for SUES could be lower and have more family housing. For 

this reason the SHMA should be updated to reflect up to date demographics and 

typologies.

Yes   No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1049

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Donna Crompton RBBC\Represe

ntor\1049

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't Know No Don't know the decision to safeguard the Land around Redhill aerodrome (SAS1) is not sound. 

Other non green belt land is available for development within the borough. DMP 

consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding SAS1 land. 

there has been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome. The safeguarding 

of green belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current core strategy plan.

Not sure, I do not have the legal knowledge to comment. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1050

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Paul Matthews RBBC\Represe

ntor\1050

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes MLS2 Don't Know No No the decision to safeguard the Land around Redhill aerodrome (SAS1) is not sound. 

Other non green belt land is available for development within the borough. DMP 

consultation process is not appropriate for commenting on safeguarding SAS1 land. 

there has been no consultation on safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome. The safeguarding 

of green belt land at Redhill Aerodrome is outside the current core strategy plan. The 

proposed land is far more than deemed necessary to meet housing demands. Current 

road and rail infrastructure could not cope with the development.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0134.

9

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0134

Dovers Green 

Developments 

Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0086

N/A Mr Brian Woods WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

Managing 

Director

Yes MLS2 Don’t know No No Legally compliant – We have concerns that new documents have been issued that have 

not been the subject of public consultation, in particular the safeguarded land report. 

Sound – We do not consider the DMP to be sound in respect of MLS2 as the Borough 

Council are proposing to safeguard Redhill Aerodrome which is located in an 

unsustainable location, accessed by narrow country lanes, any new access would need 

to involve a new junction on the m23 and the uncertainty of obtaining Highways 

England agreement. It’s safeguarding would result in years of uncertainty to the local 

community. The Borough Council were party to a joint High Court Case opposing works 

at Redhill Aerodrome (copy decision attached) and the Borough Council’s stance in 

putting forward MSL2 is complete about turn. The land is not wholly Previously 

Developed Land. Other matters such as air quality, noise and flood risk have not been 

properly considered. All such matters are required as set out in the NPPF. There was no 

reference to safeguarding Redhill Aerodrome in the Regulation 18 consultation nor in 

the Core Strategy. The first reference was in the Green Belt review document produced 

by the Council in October 2017 but this was not publicised. Duty to cooperate – Much 

of Redhill Aerodrome lies within Tandridge District Council and a joint approach would 

be appropriate however their Regulation DMP has not been published. HAVE 

INCLUDED REDHILL AERODROME LTD DECISION. 

The policy should be deleted and the site remain in the Green Belt. Yes   No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0113.

36

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0113

Banstead & 

District 

Federation of 

Residents' 

Associations

RBBC\Organis

ation\0104

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead & 

District 

Federation of 

Residents' 

Associations

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

004

Chairman Annex 3 Yes No Yes We support this Annex but would like to see the marketing period extended from 6 to 

12 months

Second to last paragraph

‘Normally properties should be marketed for a period for at least 12 months. 

Reason

We appreciate that there is some flexibility in the annex both to lengthen or reduce 

the marketing period, but in the case of commercial premises, particularly the 

larger ones with complex issues, six months is insufficient time.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0125.

25

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0125

Kingswood 

Residents 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0062

N/A Mr Barry Miles Kingswood 

Residents 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

054

Annex 3 Yes No Yes Six months is considered to be too short a period of time in respect of marketing a 

facility, particularly when considering larger more complex sites or community 

facilities. We are therefore of the view that the marketing period should be increased 

from 6 to 12 months. In saying this we are also mindful that the demand for facilities is 

likely to vary depending on the economic cycle and that 12 months is probably a more 

realistic period in which to attract new users. 

It is recognised that it may be challenging to find new owners/tenants for some 

business or community sites and in these situations the proposed twelve month 

marketing period would allow for more innovative marketing. For example on larger 

business sites and smaller community facilities it may be possible for different users to 

share the site either by dividing the site into separate stand alone units or perhaps by 

different users using a community facility on different days of the week. It is felt that 

where appropriate the marketing exercise should be innovative and explore more than 

a simple sale or let to a single user. 

References To a six month marketing period

The policy refers to a 6 month marketing period in several places and we would 

propose that these references should be amended to 12 months. 

Reason

Six months is considered to be too short a period of time to reliably market a 

property, especially when considering larger more complex commercial sites or 

community facilities. In addition interest is likely to vary during an economic cycle 

and 12 months provides a better opportunity to attract new users and allows time 

for an adaptive market strategy. 

Need for An adaptive approach to marketing

Guidelines for marketing contained within the policy seem quite narrow. For larger 

more complex sites and community facilities a broader approach may be beneficial 

and we would propose the addition of the following paragraph to the Guidelines:-

Larger business sites and smaller community facilities may remain viable if 

used/shared by different users. For example it may be possible for different users to 

share a large facility by dividing it into separate stand-alone units, or perhaps by 

different users using a community facility on different days of the week. In this 

respect the marketing exercise should be innovative and wherever possible explore 

more than a simple sale or let to a single user.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0117.

20

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0117

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0099

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

008

Secretary Annex 3 Yes Both yes and 

no

Yes We support this Annex but would like to see the marketing period extended from 6 to 

12 months

Second to last paragraph

‘Normally properties should be marketed for a period for at least 12 months. 

Reason

We appreciate that there is some flexibility in the annex both to lengthen or reduce 

the marketing period, but in the case of commercial premises, particularly the 

larger ones with complex issues, six months is insufficient time.

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0146.

35

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0146

Tadworth and 

Walton RA

RBBC\Organis

ation\0019

N/A Mrs Gillian Hein TWRA RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

102

Vice Chairman Yes Annex 3 Yes No Yes We support this Annex but would like to see the marketing period extended from 6 to 

12 months.

Second to last paragraph: ‘Normally properties should be marketed for a period for 

at least 12 months. 

Reason

We appreciate that there is some flexibility in the annex both to lengthen or reduce 

the marketing period, but in the case of commercial premises, particularly the 

larger ones with complex issues, six months is insufficient time.

No No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1494/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1494/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4470/rbbc_representor_0117


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0146.

36

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0146

Tadworth and 

Walton RA

RBBC\Organis

ation\0019

N/A Mrs Gillian Hein TWRA RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

102

Vice Chairman Yes Annex 4 Yes Yes/No Yes Residential standards: We appreciate that these are minimum standards, which is an 

improvement on maximum standards, but still feel that the requirements as listed are 

too low both for residential and some of the other land uses.

We assume the residential term bed refers to bedrooms and not actual bed spaces. 

This should be made clear.

We would like to see the residential standards increased to 3 spaces per unit  for 4 

bedroom  flats for medium and low accessibility, 3 spaces for 3 bedroom houses 

and one space per bedroom for larger dwellings in medium and low accessibility 

areas. 

Reason

The roads in our communities are heavily parked, leading to major congestion 

problems, because of insufficient off street parking provision. Living habits are 

changing with grown up, car owning children living with their parents. This needs to 

be taken into account. 

Also we note that accessibility is based on rail station accessibility but no account is 

taken of the quality of service 

Non-residential 

‘For non-residential developments ’minimum’ parking standards are proposed 

(delete ‘in accordance with SCC standards and the following sentence)

Reason

We  consider that the requirements for several non residential  forms of land use 

are too low and that major problems will result. There is some flexibility where 

‘strong justification’ but developers will usually ask for the lowest number required. 

A minimum requirement would therefore be better in areas of poor accessibility to 

public transport, than a maximum figure. 

We support sustainable travel but bus services are declining and so it is unrealistic 

to expect an increase in the percentage of public transport usage.

If the use of minimum standards is not acceptable, then more land uses should be 

subject to 

The phrase ‘individual assessment/ justification

No Possibly Parking is the major problem in our area 

and where public transport is poor, it is 

essential to get  appropriate standards.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0117.

21

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0117

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0099

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

008

Secretary Annex 4 Yes Both yes and 

no

Yes The revised draft still fails to recognise the unique character of the Village and its 

requirements for continued vitality.

In essence, this Village is more remote and less accessible than the Towns of Reigate 

and Redhill, and its vitality and viability are almost totally dependent on convenient 

accessibility by car users.

Its competitors are Sutton, Epsom and (to a lesser extent) Croydon as these are more 

accessible than Reigate or Redhill.

The availability of convenient parking is essential to the vitality and viability of the 

Village.   All-day parking, needed largely by employees, and not for shoppers, is not 

provided for.

The old Borough Plan had a policy requirement for a car park at the eastern end of 

the centre to enhance vitality at that end.  This was dropped several years ago, 

presumably as a result of the Waitrose development.  The Waitrose car park does 

not, however, serve the same general purpose as the other car parks – it is only 

available for 1½ hours with no time extension, and is used almost to capacity for 

large parts of the day.

The present car parks operate at or near capacity for the major part of the shopping 

day.  The free parking in the High Street also runs at capacity for the shopping day.

Whilst there is no provision for cost effective employee parking, this will continue to 

be the case as long as Banstead Village has an attractive call to shoppers.

Local bus services are of minor attraction to shoppers, as are both cycling and 

railway (non-) options.

Proposals for the partial or complete redevelopment of the Community Hall in Park 

Road will exacerbate this situation as that car park operates substantially at full 

capacity for the majority of events

proposals for redevelopments in the Horseshoe will also add to the parking 

problem.  The Horseshoe is an awkward road used largely for long term free 

parking.  The SCC owned car park is almost fully used as a shoppers’ car park for 

nearly the whole shopping day and if not replaced in a convenient location with the 

same (or greater) number of spaces will impact on shopping attraction.  Similarly if 

the proposed new developments do not provide adequate on-site parking, there 

will be significant displacement of on-street parking into the surrounding streets 

which are all residential (already with parking restrictions necessitated by the 

growing pressures on Village centre parking) to the increasing detriment of the 

residents.

Annexe 4 indicates that the Council still fails to understand that policies restricting 

on-site parking in Banstead Village centre sites should not be subject to the same 

policies as for Redhill and Reigate, which have infinitely greater public transport 

accessibility.

Yes

The recognition that Banstead is a Village (whilst welcome and overdue) does not 

follow through to these parking standards and must be resisted and changed.  This 

comment applies to all the development “opportunity” sites in and adjoining the 

Village Centre (still erroneously called a Town Centre for planning policy purpose 

such as “Town Centre boundary”).  To continue with the present approach will 

result in such pressure on shoppers’ parking that the attraction of the Village will be 

significantly eroded and its vitality and, in time, viability, will be significantly 

damaged

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

36

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Annex 4 No Annex 4 Parking Standards – This policy is not yet sound.

Minimum Cycle parking standards – Please delete “unless it would not be physically

feasible”, as this undermines the provision. Rely instead on the adequate proviso that 

follows:

“Some reduction of provision may be allowed where strong evidence can be produced 

of a lack

of need or sufficient pre-existing provision in the surrounding area.”

Annex 4 Parking Standards – This policy is not yet sound.

Minimum Cycle parking standards – Please delete “unless it would not be physically

feasible”, as this undermines the provision. Rely instead on the adequate proviso 

that follows:

“Some reduction of provision may be allowed where strong evidence can be 

produced of a lack

of need or sufficient pre-existing provision in the surrounding area.”

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0078.

2

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0078

Nork 

Residents 

Company Ltd. 

RBBC\Organis

ation\0050

N/A Mr Paul Shepherd Nork 

Residents 

Company Ltd. 

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

064

General 

Secretary

Yes Annex 4 Don't know No Don't know This annex is not sound because it erroneously assumes that car ownership is a 

function of proximity to alternative public transport options. One counter example is 

Bunbury Way, Epsom Downs, which is in very easy walking distance to Epsom Downs 

station and yet the households in that road have the same average number of vehicles 

(approx. 2 per dwelling) as the rest of the Nork area.  This is because the only 

constraint on car ownership is financial. Most people will aspire to own a car 

regardless of whether they live near a public transport hub or not. They value the 

personal freedom and convenience that a car provides. They will need parking spaces 

to avoid excessive on street parking. 

The matrix of car parking spaces for residential properties on pp. 175 should be 

amended by removing the high and medium accessibility columns and using the 

figures from the existing "low accessibility" column in all circumstances. The 

number of spaces per new dwelling would then closely accord with the number of 

vehicles that are actually attracted to new developments based on two decades of 

experience of new developments. Examples being those new developments off 

Ruden Way, Fir Tree Road and North Way in the Nork ward. This would make the 

residential car parking standards sound. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0128.

1

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0128

Norwood Hill 

Residents

RBBC\Organis

ation\0049

N/A Mr Chris Lowe Norwood Hill 

Residents

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

065

Acting 

Chairman

Annex 4 We accept that housing provision has, on a national basis, been inadequate for years.

We accept that more houses urgently need to be built.

We note that housing provision in the South-East is gradually building a continuous 

corridor of housing from Horsham through Crawley, Horley, Redhill, Merstham, Purley 

to Croydon, which is effectively the start of London. 

Policy should be driven by local needs and understanding rather than by received 

opinion in metropolitan London.

Housing need should be driven by local needs and understanding rather than 

received opinion in metropolitan London. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0125.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0126

Kingswood 

Residents 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0062

N/A Mr Barry Miles Kingswood 

Residents 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

054

Annex 4 Yes Both yes and 

no

Yes We note sensibly that residential and non-residential parking requirements have been 

increased from Reg18 and proximity to bus stops is now excluded in the assessment. 

Even so, with increasing use of cars (Kingswood centre has no buses) the provisions 

indicated for off road parking in new developments is insufficient, especially with 

property occupancy rates increasing due to renters sharing property and extended 

families being accommodated within the family home, all of which increases the 

number of cars per household in daily use.

It is understood why Residential standards are now given as a minimum but we do not 

understand why Non-Residential standards are still shown as a maximum.

Residential

We appreciate the difficulty in finding a robust method for calculating accessibility. 

For example there is a station at Kingswood but no other public transport. 

Unfortunately the rail link only provides transport East & West which in most 

respects is not viable for shoppers or for those needing a doctor or with children at 

school etc. All such facilities are outside of the village and to get access to them a 

car remains essential. 

We would propose an increase in residential parking provision for 3 bedroom 

houses to 3 spaces and 4+ bedroom houses to 4 spaces, in the Low and Medium 

accessibility categories. For 4 bedroom flats we would propose 3 spaces. This to 

avoid a further increase in on street parking and the avoidance of associated road 

safety problems.

Reason (Residential)

Roads are becoming increasingly congested with double parking on bus routes a 

common feature. 

On modern Estates and in the main centres it is becoming increasingly difficult for 

people to find anywhere close to their home to park. Occupancy of dwellings is 

increasing due to renters sharing the costs on a per bedroom basis. In addition 

young people are remaining in the family home longer and also have transport 

needs and cars of their own. This is the reality of modern life and does need to be 

taken into account when considering parking requirements and infrastructure 

needs.

We do understand the difficulty in making robust judgements in respect of 

accessibility. However  in Kingswood the train line does not support every day 

sustainability issues and if one plots the localities of schools, doctors surgeries, 

shopping centres, community facilities one finds that with

the single exception of the Village Hall they are not available within Kingswood nor 

accessible by train and that a car is required. We do believe that such an approach 

does give a more realistic guide to accessibility.

No Yes, possibly

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4470/rbbc_representor_0117


Non-Residential

For non-residential use we have the view that parking requirements should be 

treated on the same basis as residential and that minimum rather than maximum 

levels should be quoted, where in special circumstances parking requirements can 

be reduced.

In assessing for example a golf club at only 3 spaces per hole, does this assume 

there is no other social activity taking place simultaneously in the club house or 

dining area.  In these circumstances an increase in provision would seem 

appropriate.

 

Reason (Non Residential)

We have the view that setting maximum levels will result in developers putting 

forward parking provision that is less than that realistically required. In addition we 

also believe that some of the figures stated are not high enough. There is also the 

issue of a facility that has several functions. For example a Golf Club that has a 

restaurant used by both members and non-members plus a bar, accommodation 

and meeting rooms. Is the parking provision to be additive based on each separate 

function or simply based on the number of holes.  While we appreciate the difficulty 

we would suggest that more guidance needs to be provided on such issues.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0113

Banstead & 

District 

Federation of 

Residents' 

Associations

RBBC\Organis

ation\0104

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead & 

District 

Federation of 

Residents' 

Associations

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

004

Chairman Annex 4 Yes Both yes and 

no

Yes Residential standards

We appreciate that these are minimum standards, which is an improvement on 

maximum standards, but still feel that the requirements as listed are too low

We assume the residential term bed refers to bedrooms and not actual bed spaces. 

This should be made clear.

We would like to see the residential standards increased to 3 spaces per unit  for 4 

bed room  flats for medium and low accessibility, 3 spaces for 3 bedroom houses 

and 4 for 4 

bedroom dwellings in medium and low accessibility. 

Reason

The roads in our communities are heavily parked, leading to major congestion 

problems, because of insufficient off street parking provision. Living habits are 

changing with grown up, car owning children living with their parents. This needs to 

be taken into account

We suggest that the aim of parking standards should be to try to reduce on-street 

parking. To this end we propose a fixed number of parking spaces appropriate to 

the number of bedrooms but irrespective of how close the residence is to a station 

or bus stop. The DMP paragraph 3.4.7 states :  "However, the policy also recognises 

that car travel will continue and therefore appropriate parking provision is 

necessary to ensure that parking does not detract from character or put pressure on 

local roads." Clearly the standards they suggest will indeed put pressure on local 

roads as they are not realistic.

We are also concerned that the parking standards have no formula for care homes. 

In our experience the parking spaces available for care homes is invariably 

insufficient. With cars being parked on grass verges and in neighbouring roads. We 

suggest that the parking standard for a care home should be similar to a hospital 

i.e. 1 car space per 4 staff and 1 car space per 3 beds. 

We also consider that the requirements for several other forms of land use are too 

low and that major problems result.

We support sustainable travel but bus services are declining and so it is unrealistic 

to expect an increase in the percentage of public transport usage.

No

RBBC\Represe
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Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Annex 4 Don't Know No No The number of parking spaces per property is very high considering the change to 

sustainable transport options and reduction is number of young person car 

ownership the number of parking spaces required should be reduced to 0 in all high 

and medium accessibility areas for properties with fewer than 4 beds and by at 

least 50% in all other cases.

All properties (residential and non residential) should have cycle parking spaces 

equal to the number of beds.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Annex 4 & 

Annex 6

The DMP proposes to increase the number of car parking spaces (in some locations) at 

a time when a switch to more sustainable transport modes (bus, train, walking and 

cycling) is needed to address climate change, congestion and air pollution. Transport is 

the main source of air pollution in Reigate and Banstead and the main sector in the UK 

where carbon emissions have not reduced.

The car parking standards are proposed now to be minimum, not maximum. This is 

likely to encourage (or at least continue to embed) car dependency in Reigate and 

Banstead. Instead, more investment in public transport networks and infrastructure 

and active transport corridors and infrastructure are needed so there are no longer 

areas in the Borough with poor transport links. Additional schemes should be sought 

from Surrey County Council and included in the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule. We 

propose the following additions:

Walking

(which will reduce congestion and improve road safety).

no budget to fund this through SCC local committee budgets

Cycling

cycle route along the full length of the A23 from Redhill to Horley (included) and along 

the A217 from Reigate to Horley and Charlwood/Hookwood (not yet included – relates 

to LRN9- LRN14)

include improving the pathway from Whitebushes to the new footbridge over the 

railway to Salfords and extending the cycle route along the north side of Hooley Lane 

from Birchwood Place to the junction with St Johns Road.

Coop to the Sun, Memorial Park to Ladbroke Road, and Watercolour to Redhill.

No

Chilmead Farm.

Netherlands).

modal shift and reduce scale of commuter driving/kiss-and-drop to train stations.

Train

Bus

Redhill Bus Station. The current layout was introduced as temporary, around 10 years 

ago. Buses still have to park up on Marketfield Way and on St Anne’s Drive as there is 

insufficient space in the Bus Station.

Road

Business Park or Redhill Aerodrome site developments.

currently.

to enable pedestrian crossing of A23 at London Road South at the junction with 

Battlebridge Lane. Improve access N/S, and to both Lime Tree School and by foot into 

Holmethorpe Industrial Estate etc.
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East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0
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Member Annex 4 & 

Annex 6

The DMP proposes to increase the number of car parking spaces (in some locations) at 

a time when a switch to more sustainable transport modes (bus, train, walking and 

cycling) is needed to address climate change, congestion and air pollution. Transport is 

the main source of air pollution in Reigate and Banstead and the main sector in the UK 

where carbon emissions have not reduced.

The car parking standards are proposed now to be minimum, not maximum. This is 

likely to encourage (or at least continue to embed) car dependency in Reigate and 

Banstead. Instead, more investment in public transport networks and infrastructure 

and active transport corridors and infrastructure are needed so there are no longer 

areas in the Borough with poor transport links. Additional schemes should be sought 

from Surrey County Council and included in the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule. We 

propose the following additions:

Walking

(which will reduce congestion and improve road safety).

no budget to fund this through SCC local committee budgets

Cycling

cycle route along the full length of the A23 from Redhill to Horley (included) and along 

the A217 from Reigate to Horley and Charlwood/Hookwood (not yet included – relates 

to LRN9- LRN14)

include improving the pathway from Whitebushes to the new footbridge over the 

railway to Salfords and extending the cycle route along the north side of Hooley Lane 

from Birchwood Place to the junction with St Johns Road.

Coop to the Sun, Memorial Park to Ladbroke Road, and Watercolour to Redhill.

No

Chilmead Farm.

Netherlands).

modal shift and reduce scale of commuter driving/kiss-and-drop to train stations.

Train

Bus

Redhill Bus Station. The current layout was introduced as temporary, around 10 years 

ago. Buses still have to park up on Marketfield Way and on St Anne’s Drive as there is 

insufficient space in the Bus Station.

Road

Business Park or Redhill Aerodrome site developments.

currently.

to enable pedestrian crossing of A23 at London Road South at the junction with 

Battlebridge Lane. Improve access N/S, and to both Lime Tree School and by foot into 

Holmethorpe Industrial Estate etc.
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Email Mr G Davies RBBC\Represe

ntor1075

Mole Valley 

District 

Council

Planning 

Policy 

Manager

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Annex 6: 

Infrastructure 

Schedule

As neighbouring authorities there is a degree of interdependence on transport and 

public service

provision, particularly between Hookwood and Horley. We are satisfied that these 

matters have

been taken into account in the DMP in so far as that is possible, and we will continue 

to work

with you and service providers in meeting increased demand for infrastructure as it 

arises.
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Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Annex 6 Don't Know No No LRN9 to LRN16

As part of scheme, footpath to be cleared and upgraded to cycle path along the full 

length of A217 from Woodhatch to Horley (on to Gatwick South Terminal) scheme 

proposed and accepted by Mole Valley Local Committee and discussed with Reigate 

and Banstead Local Committee and Currey County Council. Scheme needs to include 

improvement of the path section from Longbridge roundabout to South Terminal 

alongside A23, which is currently frequently affected by flooding. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0117.
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0117

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0099

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

008

Secretary Annex 6 Yes Yes Yes BVRA supports this Infrastructure delivery schedule to complement and strengthen the 

existing ‘green corridor’ along Bolters Lane as part of the development of the 

Horseshoe site

Yes

RBBC\Represe
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Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0117

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0099

N/A Mrs Catalina Vassallo-

Bonner

Banstead 

Village 

Residents' 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

008

Secretary Annex 6 Yes Yes Yes We would endorse this project in principle and would hope that direct access for 

emergency services would be available directly onto the A217

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0636

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0636

Crawley CCG RBBC\Organis

ation\0091

N/A Mr Mike Pritchard Michael 

Pritchard 

Consulting

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

059

Yes   Annex 6 Yes Yes Yes The document sets out sound plans for the future which is conveniently sectionalised. 

Crawley CCG have an interest in future planning in Horley alone as we are 

commissioners for one GP Practice group which have practices in Horley and Crawley  

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0039.
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Email Ms Katharine Harrison RBBC\Represe

ntor\0039

Surrey County 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0024

Spatial 

Planning 

Team

Ms Katharine Harison Surrey County 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

089

Spatial 

Planning 

Team

Yes Annex 6 We have concerns related to meeting our current forecasted need for future education 

provision in the Redhill/Reigate area that will be generated by the development 

proposed in the Local Plan. The provision of education is at the heart of sustainable 

communities and there is a fundamental need to ensure that the education 

contributions made by developers are sufficient to cover the increase in the demand 

for school places likely to be generated by new development.

It is considered important that appropriate steps are taken to mitigate the impact of 

new development on education infrastructure. Without adequate investment, schools 

may not be able to provide the most suitable accommodation for the additional pupils 

generated by new housing development.

The borough council will be aware that paragraph 72 of the NPPF advises local 

planning authorities (LPAs) to take a proactive, positive and collaborative approach to 

ensuring that a sufficient choice of school places is available to meet the needs of 

communities and that LPAs should give great weight

to the need to create, expand or alter schools to widen choice in education.

Primary school provision in this area is currently at capacity and an additional two form 

of entry primary school is forecast to be needed to serve the Redhill/Reigate area. This 

is required to meet the needs of the new development planned to come forward from 

2022 onwards. Opportunities for permanently expanding existing schools are close to 

being exhausted in this area. There is some scope to provide temporary 

accommodation in the shorter term, although it is not considered that such 

arrangements would present an optimal solution for a longer term shortfall in 

provision.

Our concerns with regard to meeting this need for future school provision are focused 

on Policy ERM2/3, which includes a requirement for a school to be provided on the 

former Copyhold site, as the policy provides no firm assurance that a school will be 

delivered. Our detailed representations

relating to this policy are set out in the attached annex.

Yes

The former Copyhold site is allocated for waste management purposes in the current 

Surrey Waste Plan (2008), although, the site is not allocated in the emerging Surrey 

Waste Local Plan (2018). The site is also located adjacent to the operational Patteson 

Court landfill site. However, the

development of sensitive land uses (such as housing) close to operating waste 

management sites can cause problems for their efficient ongoing operation. It is 

therefore essential that any housing development on the former Copyhold Works site, 

including land to the west, does not prejudice the efficient operation of Patteson Court 

landfill and associated specialist waste management uses. This landfill site is of 

strategic and regional importance and is currently programmed to be completed in 

2027 and the site fully restored by December 2030.

We are additionally concerned about the assumed approach set out in the plan for 

funding the provision of the school on this site, including the funding source for the 

compensation to be paid to the developer. The Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP), 

scheme reference PE3 indicates that the

county council is liable to compensate the developer for the cost of “any additional 

land value” over and above the developer’s equivalent CIL contribution. The county 

council is not in a position to commit to the forward funding of new schools that are 

required to meet the need generated by new development and therefore the county 

council is unable to commit to the liability set out in the IDP under scheme reference 

PE3.

It needs to be clearly stated in Policy ERM2/3 and in the IDP that the school will be 

funded from the development in this area to meet the cumulative need that will be 

generated by the development of the sites allocated in the Local Plan. Appropriate 

mechanisms need to be in place to ensure that

funding can be delivered in this way, such as a memorandum of understanding or 

statement of common ground between our authorities to give assurance that a school 

will be delivered and funded through appropriate developer contributions to meet 

future projected need. Reference to the county council making payment to the 

developer in the IDP under scheme reference 

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4470/rbbc_representor_0117
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4470/rbbc_representor_0117
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4475/rbbc_representor_0039


PE3 should be removed from the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule.

We understand that the developer will not provide the serviced land for the school 

without compensation, as the development proposals for the Copyhold site is currently 

projected to yield just 39 pupils. This is well below the 420 pupils that would be 

required for a 2 FE school, and as a result,

it is likely that the CIL contribution the developer is required to pay will be considerably 

less than the value of the land.

The amount to be offset against the CIL charge for development will depend on 

whether the land for the school site is valued at a nil value, agricultural value, Green 

Belt value, or as land with a residential planning permission. We are not aware of any 

previous examples of where CIL has been

off-set against an ‘in kind asset’ and presume that Member authority will be required 

before such a scenario can be promoted. This will need to be secured as the financial 

calculations will need to be agreed before the developer can be confident that the site 

is viable prior to the making of any formal planning application. The site is currently 

restored agricultural land within the Green Belt and it should be clearly indicated in 

Policy ERM2/3 that a specific area of the site is safeguarded for school or community 

use and has no potential for residential development.

The county council supports in principle the provision of a 2FE school as an optimal 

solution for meeting the needs of all the new development proposed in the 

Redhill/Reigate area. Our support is based on there being no cost implications to the 

county council in meeting the provision for need that is generated by new planned 

development.

In order for the school to be deliverable, and thereby ensure that the Plan meets the 

relevant tests of soundness in being positively prepared and being based on a strategy 

to meet infrastructure requirements, we consider that a clearer assurance is required 

in the plan that the school will be delivered and appropriately funded by developer 

contributions.
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Park Road 
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Association
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Annex 6 Epsom and Banstead sustainable transport package (Reference CP 22)

East-west cycle route through Banstead

The most significant Banstead cycling improvement that could be made at low cost 

would be to provide a dedicated cycle route from the Well in Park Road along the 

southern edge of the Community Centre Car Park, through the southern edge of the 

Lady Neville recreation ground to Avenue Road.   This would link up the 

Woodmansterne Lane cycle route to the Brighton Road via Garratts Lane without 

cyclists having to negotiate the High Street with all its traffic and pollution.

Pedestrian safety in Park Road

A proposal has been made by our Association to the Borough and to County for a 

pedestrian improvement in Park Road just south of the Mint Public House.    This 

would require CIL 

funding from the two developments taking place in the road,  both of which would 

benefit from the measure.  The background to this request is that large parts of Park 

Road are not provided with footways and all users share the same carriageway.   When 

you mix high speed traffic, a narrow country lane with blind bends and in many parts 

not even a refuge that pedestrians could use to get off the road surface, with residents 

and through walkers proceeding on foot you have created a very unsatisfactory 

situation.   This Residents Association have supported three, for us, large 

developments in Park Road and will probably support two more which are to come.   

We are not NIMBYs.   However our requests to the Planners that requirements were 

put on to developers to support traffic calming and pedestrian safety in our road have 

not been taken up.   We are now left with appealing for CIL money to be allocated to 

the low cost measures that are needed to deal with the situation.  It is accepted in the 

transport plan that the Lower Park Road strip and the 

Provide a dedicated cycle route from the Well in Park Road along the southern edge 

of the Community Centre Car Park, through the southern edge of the Lady Neville 

recreation ground to Avenue Road.   This would link up the Woodmansterne Lane 

cycle route to the Brighton Road via Garratts Lane without cyclists having to 

negotiate the High Street with all its traffic and pollution.  Pedestrian improvements 

along Park Road. A cycling and pedestrian facility is required on the west side of 

Sutton Lane between Banstead and Belmont to link up Banstead to Sutton in a 

sustainable manner.   

No

A2022 junction with Sutton Lane are going to become even more congested in the 

future than they are now.   Park Road joins these two hubs.  Further, when the Cane 

Hill development in Coulsdon gains access to Portnalls Road, which will be in the near 

future, considerably more traffic is going to use the roads of Chipstead and Banstead 

to gain access to Sutton and South London.  Park Road will be one of the main roads to 

get this additional traffic.  We need to act now to deal with the situation and put in 

place measures to enable all road users to proceed along Park Road in a safe manner.  

Money for this is available, it just needs to be deployed in the right direction. 

Cycling from Banstead to Belmont

A cycling and pedestrian facility is required on the west side of Sutton Lane between 

Banstead and Belmont to link up Banstead to Sutton in a sustainable manner.   The 

present very narrow pathway has crumbled away in many places.   The road is not that 

wide and carries very fast traffic.

Bus travel from Banstead To Epsom (Reference BT 8)

The present proposal to terminate the 166 bus route at Banstead. thus removing the 

only public transport link from Banstead to Epsom, does not seem to be compatible 

with this policy.
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Town Clerk Annex 6 The Town Council noticed the following inaccuracies

• Fig.1 omits HTC as a provider of green infrastructure

• Fig.17, the practice boundary for Birchwood Medical Practice is unclear.

• Para 4.12 mentions 2 sewage treatment works in the borough but omits the Horley 

works which would make a total of 3.

• Pressure on A23 from Redhill to its junction with Balcombe Road is mentioned but 

pressure on the section from that junction to the Longbridge roundabout is omitted.

• Issues affecting the Brighton Main Line and the stations in the borough, such as 

Horley, are omitted.

The Town Council supports any measures to improve access for our cyclists and 

pedestrians.

Number of modifications suggested:                                   • Fig.1 omits HTC as a 

provider of green infrastructure

• Fig.17, the practice boundary for Birchwood Medical Practice is unclear.

• Para 4.12 mentions 2 sewage treatment works in the borough but omits the 

Horley works which would make a total of 3.

• Pressure on A23 from Redhill to its junction with Balcombe Road is mentioned but 

pressure on the section from that junction to the Longbridge roundabout is 

omitted.

• Issues affecting the Brighton Main Line and the stations in the borough, such as 

Horley, are omitted.

Yes
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Monkey
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N/A Mr Mike Pritchard Michael 

Pritchard 

Consulting
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Yes   Annex 6 Yes Yes Yes The document sets out sound plans for the future which is conveniently sectionalised. 

Crawley CCG have an interest in future planning in Horley alone as we are 

commissioners for one GP Practice group which have practices in Horley and Crawley  

No No
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Yes Annex 6 We have concerns related to meeting our current forecasted need for future education 

provision in the Redhill/Reigate area that will be generated by the development 

proposed in the Local Plan. The provision of education is at the heart of sustainable 

communities and there is a fundamental need to ensure that the education 

contributions made by developers are sufficient to cover the increase in the demand 

for school places likely to be generated by new development.

It is considered important that appropriate steps are taken to mitigate the impact of 

new development on education infrastructure. Without adequate investment, schools 

may not be able to provide the most suitable accommodation for the additional pupils 

generated by new housing development.

The borough council will be aware that paragraph 72 of the NPPF advises local 

planning authorities (LPAs) to take a proactive, positive and collaborative approach to 

ensuring that a sufficient choice of school places is available to meet the needs of 

communities and that LPAs should give great weight

to the need to create, expand or alter schools to widen choice in education.

Primary school provision in this area is currently at capacity and an additional two form 

of entry primary school is forecast to be needed to serve the Redhill/Reigate area. This 

is required to meet the needs of the new development planned to come forward from 

2022 onwards. Opportunities for permanently expanding existing schools are close to 

being exhausted in this area. There is some scope to provide temporary 

accommodation in the shorter term, although it is not considered that such 

arrangements would present an optimal solution for a longer term shortfall in 

provision.

Our concerns with regard to meeting this need for future school provision are focused 

on Policy ERM2/3, which includes a requirement for a school to be provided on the 

former Copyhold site, as the policy provides no firm assurance that a school will be 

delivered. Our detailed representations

relating to this policy are set out in the attached annex.

Yes

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4475/rbbc_representor_0039


The former Copyhold site is allocated for waste management purposes in the current 

Surrey Waste Plan (2008), although, the site is not allocated in the emerging Surrey 

Waste Local Plan (2018). The site is also located adjacent to the operational Patteson 

Court landfill site. However, the

development of sensitive land uses (such as housing) close to operating waste 

management sites can cause problems for their efficient ongoing operation. It is 

therefore essential that any housing development on the former Copyhold Works site, 

including land to the west, does not prejudice the efficient operation of Patteson Court 

landfill and associated specialist waste management uses. This landfill site is of 

strategic and regional importance and is currently programmed to be completed in 

2027 and the site fully restored by December 2030.

We are additionally concerned about the assumed approach set out in the plan for 

funding the provision of the school on this site, including the funding source for the 

compensation to be paid to the developer. The Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP), 

scheme reference PE3 indicates that the

county council is liable to compensate the developer for the cost of “any additional 

land value” over and above the developer’s equivalent CIL contribution. The county 

council is not in a position to commit to the forward funding of new schools that are 

required to meet the need generated by new development and therefore the county 

council is unable to commit to the liability set out in the IDP under scheme reference 

PE3.

It needs to be clearly stated in Policy ERM2/3 and in the IDP that the school will be 

funded from the development in this area to meet the cumulative need that will be 

generated by the development of the sites allocated in the Local Plan. Appropriate 

mechanisms need to be in place to ensure that

funding can be delivered in this way, such as a memorandum of understanding or 

statement of common ground between our authorities to give assurance that a school 

will be delivered and funded through appropriate developer contributions to meet 

future projected need. Reference to the county council making payment to the 

developer in the IDP under scheme reference 

PE3 should be removed from the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule.

We understand that the developer will not provide the serviced land for the school 

without compensation, as the development proposals for the Copyhold site is currently 

projected to yield just 39 pupils. This is well below the 420 pupils that would be 

required for a 2 FE school, and as a result,

it is likely that the CIL contribution the developer is required to pay will be considerably 

less than the value of the land.

The amount to be offset against the CIL charge for development will depend on 

whether the land for the school site is valued at a nil value, agricultural value, Green 

Belt value, or as land with a residential planning permission. We are not aware of any 

previous examples of where CIL has been

off-set against an ‘in kind asset’ and presume that Member authority will be required 

before such a scenario can be promoted. This will need to be secured as the financial 

calculations will need to be agreed before the developer can be confident that the site 

is viable prior to the making of any formal planning application. The site is currently 

restored agricultural land within the Green Belt and it should be clearly indicated in 

Policy ERM2/3 that a specific area of the site is safeguarded for school or community 

use and has no potential for residential development.

The county council supports in principle the provision of a 2FE school as an optimal 

solution for meeting the needs of all the new development proposed in the 

Redhill/Reigate area. Our support is based on there being no cost implications to the 

county council in meeting the provision for need that is generated by new planned 

development.

In order for the school to be deliverable, and thereby ensure that the Plan meets the 

relevant tests of soundness in being positively prepared and being based on a strategy 

to meet infrastructure requirements, we consider that a clearer assurance is required 

in the plan that the school will be delivered and appropriately funded by developer 

contributions.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

3

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Annex 6 The Town Council noticed the following inaccuracies

• Fig.1 omits HTC as a provider of green infrastructure

• Fig.17, the practice boundary for Birchwood Medical Practice is unclear.

• Para 4.12 mentions 2 sewage treatment works in the borough but omits the Horley 

works which would make a total of 3.

• Pressure on A23 from Redhill to its junction with Balcombe Road is mentioned but 

pressure on the section from that junction to the Longbridge roundabout is omitted.

• Issues affecting the Brighton Main Line and the stations in the borough, such as 

Horley, are omitted.

The Town Council supports any measures to improve access for our cyclists and 

pedestrians.

Number of modifications suggested:                                   • Fig.1 omits HTC as a 

provider of green infrastructure

• Fig.17, the practice boundary for Birchwood Medical Practice is unclear.

• Para 4.12 mentions 2 sewage treatment works in the borough but omits the 

Horley works which would make a total of 3.

• Pressure on A23 from Redhill to its junction with Balcombe Road is mentioned but 

pressure on the section from that junction to the Longbridge roundabout is 

omitted.

• Issues affecting the Brighton Main Line and the stations in the borough, such as 

Horley, are omitted.

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

50

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Annex 6 Don't know No No LRN9 to LRN16

As part of scheme, footpath to be cleared and upgraded to cycle path along the full 

length of A217 from Woodhatch to Horley (on to Gatwick South Terminal) scheme 

proposed and accepted by Mole Valley Local Committee and discussed with Reigate 

and Banstead Local Committee and Currey County Council. Scheme needs to include 

improvement of the path section from Longbridge roundabout to South Terminal 

alongside A23, which is currently frequently affected by flooding. 

LRN9 to LRN16

As part of scheme, footpath to be cleared and upgraded to cycle path along the full 

length of A217 from Woodhatch to Horley (on to Gatwick South Terminal) scheme 

proposed and accepted by Mole Valley Local Committee and discussed with Reigate 

and Banstead Local Committee and Currey County Council. Scheme needs to include 

improvement of the path section from Longbridge roundabout to South Terminal 

alongside A23, which is currently frequently affected by flooding. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0053.

2

Email Mr Scott Marshall RBBC\Represe

ntor\0053

N/A N/A N/A Mr Matt Briant DLBP Ltd RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

023

Principal 

Planner 

Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Yes No No Emerging plan is not justified

9. The Council has allocated sites through the DMP based on out-of-date flood 

information.

Furthermore, no consideration has been paid to the forthcoming FAS when reviewing 

sites

for housing as part of the HELAA.

10. It is considered that the Council should undertake further analysis of sites in 

Horley,

including Wilgers Farm, which has a greater area of developable land than previously

considered and is in a more sustainable location than the allocated sites NWH1 and 

NWH2.

11. Further justification as to why these sites are preferred for housing ahead of 

Wilgers Farm is

therefore required from the Council, particularly given that the issue of flooding is 

based on

outdated information.

12. The blanket designation of the land to the west of Burstow Stream on our client’s 

site as

RGC is also unjustified and unaccounted for. Given the lack of evidence to demonstrate 

the

RGC designation at Wilgers Farm, the plan is considered to be unjustified and places

unnecessary and unreasonable restrictions on the development potential of the site.

Yes Yes In order to support the concerns in our 

attached representation and provide 

further evidence required by the Inspector.  

Also to support the promotion of our 

client's site for a housing allocation. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0010

Email Mr & Mrs Bourne & 

Gunn

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0010

N/A N/A N/A Mr Spencer Copping WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

N/A Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Don't know No Don't know SEE ATTACHED PLANS

The site, known as Land to the East of Park Road, Banstead and shown in red on plan 

EPR 1 (in folder) is a parcel of land under one family ownership with the length of north 

western boundary adjacent to existing urban area within Banstead. The site measures 

2.94 hectares and could allow for 50 dwellings, which although that is 17dph that 

takes into account the need for appropriate landscaping.

The Development Management Plan fails to meet the full objectively assessed need for 

the Borough. Furthermore, there is no flexibility built into the plan to quickly 

responding to a failing 5 year housing supply.

WS Planning & architecture are proposing that the land identified on the submitted 

plan should be allocated for housing and is a sustainable site on the edge of the 

urban area.

Yes Yes WS Planning & Architecture would like to 

participate in the oral examination to 

further promote the benefit of allocating 

the site within the Local Plan for housing 

and discuss the Council’s Objectively 

Assessed Need

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0623

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0623

Merstham 

Manor Estate

RBBC\Organis

ation\0055

N/A Mr Andy Watson Savills RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

086

Associate 

Planner

Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Comments On Development Management Plan

It is acknowledged that the current growth strategy, enshrined in Core Strategy policy 

CS6 (allocation of land for development), is to focus growth towards a number of 

defined locations, including to the east of Merstham.

The Estate owns a significant amount of land to the north of Merstham. The following 

sites have been entered into the SHLAA: 87 (Boar Green Farm); 90 (Home Farm); 93 

(Chaldon, Alderstead and Tollsworth Farm).

There is a strong emphasis in national policy to direct new development towards 

sustainable locations which reduce the need for travel. All of the sites are considered 

good prospects for future development and will be promoted when the Local Plan is 

reviewed in 2019. However, the Home Farm site is considered suitable for short term 

development as it is sustainably located close to the town centre, railway station, etc. 

It also falls largely outside of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The site 

therefore presents an excellent opportunity to boost the local housing supply.

Comments on HELAA

The Estate would like to comment on the Boars Green Farm site (ref: 87) where it 

states that the site accessibility to public transport is poor. This is factually incorrect 

because there are a number of local bus stops which I have shown on the enclosed 

plan. Merstham train station is also located within walking (12 minutes) and cycling (5 

minutes) of the site. The site is located a similar distance from the town centre shops 

and services.

Proposed sites Merstham Manor Estate: Boar Green Farm, Home Farm, Chaldon, 

Aldestead and Tollsworth Farm

Yes

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1498/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1468/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4371/rbbc_representor_0623


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0053.

3

Email Mr Scott Marshall RBBC\Represe

ntor\0053

N/A N/A N/A Mr Matt Briant DLBP Ltd RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

023

Principal 

Planner 

Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Yes No No Emerging plan is not effective

13. The DMP is not effective in terms of the delivery of housing across the plan period 

as it fails

to take account of the Government’s recent consultation on ‘Planning for the right 

homes in

the right places’.

14. The Government’s proposed new method for calculating housing need will result in 

an

increase to the level of need within Reigate & Banstead and also, more significantly, 

the

adjoining Tandridge District Council. Tandridge is highly constrained by the Green Belt 

and

their level of need will increase from 470 dwellings per annum to 645 dpa.

15. Under the Duty to Cooperate, Reigate & Banstead are obliged to take on any 

unmet need

from the adjoining authority in order to assist in the delivery of housing. The 

Government’s

Consultation has not been accounted for in the DMP and as such, the plan is unsound 

as it

does not rely on this latest evidence in allocating housing across the plan period both 

within

Reigate & Banstead and under the Duty to Cooperate.

Yes Yes In order to support the concerns in our 

attached representation and provide 

further evidence required by the Inspector.  

Also to support the promotion of our 

client's site for a housing allocation. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0615

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0615

Southern Gas 

Networks 

(SGN)

RBBC\Organis

ation\0027

N/A Mr Adam Conchie Carter Jonas RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

016

Senior Planner Yes   Sites not in 

the DMP

Yes No Yes At present the gasholder site on Hooley Lane, Redhill is not allocated for development 

within the Plan. It should be noted that the demolition of the existing gasholder 

structures has recently been approved and is due to commence in September 2018.     

Consequently the site is available for residential development within the next 0-5 

years. Residential development is considered the most appropriate form of 

development given the context of the site and the surrounding area.    A HELAA Form 

has been submitted to support this. We would ask that this site is considered for 

inclusion as a site specific allocation within the Local Plan.    At present we consider 

that the plan is unsound as it is not consistent with National Policy. The inclusion of the 

above site would ensure effective and best use of an available brownfield site (0.93 ha) 

and bring it in line with national policy. 

At present the gasholder site on Hooley Lane, Redhill is not allocated for 

development within the Plan. It should be noted that the demolition of the existing 

gasholder structures has recently been approved and is due to commence in 

September 2018.     Consequently the site is available for residential development 

within the next 0-5 years. Residential development is considered the most 

appropriate form of development given the context of the site and the surrounding 

area.    A HELAA Form has been submitted to support this. We would ask that this 

site is considered for inclusion as a site specific allocation within the Local Plan.    At 

present we consider that the plan is unsound as it is not consistent with National 

Policy. The inclusion of the above site would ensure effective and best use of an 

available brownfield site (0.93 ha) and bring it in line with national policy. 

No Yes In order to present our representation 

orally. 

RBBC\Repre

sentation\10

77

Email Mr Abdul 

Raheem

Jawad RBBC\Representor\1077N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Yes (see #5 

amd #6 

below)

Yes (see #5 

amd #6 

below)

Yes (see #5 

amd #6 

below)

The Land at Kingscroft Road identified by the HM Land Registry Title Numebr 

SY 418171 as legally divided into individual plots for residential development; 

and herewith known as "THE LAND". I do not support and part, paragraph, or 

policy of the Development Management Plan that do not support the 

authorization to develop THE LAND for residential purposes.

The Development Management Plan is legally sound to authorize THE 

LAND to be developed into residential dwelling. The Council will achieve its 

goals to have all the Borough citizens enjoy prosperity, happiness,and 

health. 

No Yes It is necessary because the health, 

happiness and prosperity of all the 

Citizens are very important. Having a 

plan that looks for the future and not 

the past is the way of thinking in the 

twenty first century and beyond

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0053.

4

Email Mr Scott Marshall RBBC\Represe

ntor\0053

N/A N/A N/A Mr Matt Briant DLBP Ltd RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

023

Principal 

Planner 

Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Yes No No 16. The submitted Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) (see Appendix 3) demonstrates that 

the site

would be safe for its lifetime, not increase flood risk elsewhere and could help to 

reduce

flood risk in the area overall. With the EA’s proposed FAS for Burstow Stream, the 

flood risk

on site is likely to be reduced further whilst the RGC policies will ensure the provision 

of wider community benefits through blue and green infrastructure. The HELAA also

emphasises the benefits of the site’s sustainable location, particularly when compared 

to the

alternative allocated sites.

17. As such, based on the FRA provided, the sustainability of the site and the wider 

benefits to

the community, it is considered that both points of the Exception Test in paragraph 

102 of

the NPPF have been passed and the site should be allocated for housing.

18. The allocated sites at Meath Green Lane and Bonehurst Road should have also 

been subject

to the sequential test having large areas of Flood Zone 2 and Flood Zone 3 on site, 

including

Flood Zone 3b.

Yes Yes In order to support the concerns in our 

attached representation and provide 

further evidence required by the Inspector.  

Also to support the promotion of our 

client's site for a housing allocation. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0553

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Anthony Thorp RBBC\Represe

ntor\0553

N/A N/A N/A Mr Nigel Bennett Magenta 

Planning Ltd

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

058

Director Yes   Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Yes No Don't Know The Council's failure to allocate the promoted site at Sandy Lane, Kingswood is 

contrary to their adopted Core Strategy objectives and the sustainability principles 

outlined in the NPPF; for full details please see separate report by Magenta Planning; 

dated February 2018

Allocate the site at Sandy Lane for development as specialist housing (see report) Yes Yes The site needs to have a fair hearing; the 

Council has not addressed the body of work 

that was undertaken at the previous stage 

of the Local Plan despite the brief for that 

work being agreed by Officers (see report 

by Magenta Planning)

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0634

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0634

Deterding 

Settlement 

Trust and 

Craven 

Charrington 

Will Trust 

Exhaustive 

Advancement

RBBC\Organis

ation\0088

N/A Mr Pravin Patel PPML 

Consulting Ltd 

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

074

Director Yes   Sites not in 

the DMP

Yes No Yes Site SSW5 - Land South of Slipshatch Road has not been included as a Potential 

Development Site in Section 3 Area 2b of the DMP - SEE ATTACHED:

- Full statement 

- Flood Zone overview

- Highways and Transport 

- 2 x site plans 

- Archaeological report 

- Ecology

Inclusion of site parcel SSW5 as a Potential Development Site in Section 3 Area 2b of 

the DMP

Yes Yes So details of site selection can be examined 

in detail and explained to the Inspector 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0134.

11

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0134

Dovers Green 

Developments 

Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0086

N/A Mr Brian Woods WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

Managing 

Director

Yes GTT1 Don’t know No Don't know Legally compliant – We will leave this for the Inspector to consider. Sound – We do not 

consider the DMP to be sound in respect of GTT1 in that the Borough Council have 

misinterpreted Planning Policy for traveller sites (2015) being the companion to the 

NPPF. The table below Policy GTT1 identifies future housing allocation sites where 

pitches are “required” to be provided. The accompanying text to the policy suggests 

that the identification of “broad locations” is compliant with the adopted Core 

Strategy, this is not accepted. Whilst the concept of identifying broad locations for 

years 6 to 10 and where possible for years 11-15 is set out in paragraph 10 of the PPTS 

it is considered that the Borough Council have misinterpreted policy remembering that 

pitches need to be deliverable. It is not a sound approach to suggest the provision of 

Gypsy/ Traveller pitches on housing allocations due to the tensions this will cause 

between the settled population and travelling community. Duty to cooperate – We 

have not seen the evidence in the DMP.

A criteria based policy would more appropriate to judge individual Gypsy/ Traveller 

applications as is proposed elsewhere in the Plan combined with the identification 

of individual sites and their removal from the Green Belt.

Yes   No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0210

Email Mr James Broadbent RBBC\Represe

ntor\0210

N/A N/A N/A Mr Spencer Copping WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

N/A Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Don't know No Don't know The DMP fails to meet the full objectively assessed need for the Borough. Furthermore, 

there is no flexibility built into the plan to quickly respond to a failing 5 year housing 

supply.

The attached plan shows the whole extent of the land under the ownership of the 

landowner. Clearly parts of the site are constrained by TPO trees however the plan also 

indicates land that can be made available for development. Although this land would 

make a modest contribution to housing within the Borough, it would nevertheless be a 

positive one and allow for development not within the Green Belt or a Conservation 

Area.

To allow for the highlighted land to be allocated within the new Local Plan as an 

area that can be developed for much needed housing within the Borough.

Yes Yes WS Planning & Architecture would like to 

participate in the oral examination to 

further promote the benefits of allocating 

the site for housing.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0134.

5

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0134

Dovers Green 

Developments 

Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0086

N/A Mr Brian Woods WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

Managing 

Director

Yes Sites not 

included in 

the DMP

Don’t know No Don't know Legally compliant – We will leave this for the Inspector to consider. Sound - it is not 

considered that the plan is sound in that it does not take into account new 

circumstances regarding housing need which have arisen since the Core Strategy was 

adopted. Furthermore, the plan fails to meet the full OAN for housing. The land 

identified in the plan for SUES in South West Reigate equate to 400 units whereas 500-

700 units is stated in the DMP and core strategy there is therefore scope to increase 

the number of units by 300. Furthermore, the Borough Council are always over a year 

behind on calculating housing delivery, last years figures to April 2017 were not 

published until July 2017. Duty to cooperate – We have not seen the evidence in the 

DMP. Various technical reports and drawings supporting the development of the site.  

Please see attached submission statement including various technical reports and 

drawings supporting the development of the site.

The allocation of SSW10 within SSW9. Clerical errors are we understand regarding 

the boundaries are being corrected following the last HEELA submission which has 

an impact to be considered. Both sites are under control of the same Company and 

can be delivered together. Please see attached submission statement including 

various technical reports and drawings supporting the development of the site.

Yes   Yes In order to explore the merits of the Council 

meeting their full OAN and the merits of 

this specific site.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0097.

8

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Ann Ward RBBC\Represe

ntor\0097

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Infrastructure Since my first submission, I have since found out that there is a secondary school in the 

pipeline, with current year 6's being offered places. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0097.

8

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Ann Ward RBBC\Represe

ntor\0097

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Infrastructure Since my first submission, I have since found out that there is a secondary school in the 

pipeline, with current year 6's being offered places. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

1

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Infrastructure   No The DMP does not give a suitable solution to the excessive traffic and parking 

problems which exist at the present time, let alone the additional problems arising 

from any future developments. Indeed some parking areas have been identified as 

development potential. The roads around the borough are blighted by these problems 

which cause stress and lack of amenity to residents. Future developments may be 

required to provide a certain number of parking spaces, however, these are usually too 

conservative and does nothing to control the additional activity on the borough’s roads 

created by new developments. There is also a need to ensure better control of vehicle 

activity of contractors during construction. The vehicles associated with the 

contractors must all be accommodated on site or alternative plans put in place to 

prevent excessive inconvenience to other residents and road users.

It is known that all existing local infrastructure: roads, hospitals, doctor’s surgeries, 

schools, social care, etc. is under enormous pressure. The references to infrastructure 

projects noted in the DMP are only an attempt to meet this current situation. I cannot 

see that that any realistic plans to cover the increased pressure on local services by 

future development are being addressed

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

8

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Transport Specific initiatives are needed to eliminate ‘unnecessary’ journeys –

e.g. Transport As A Service

9 Specific route improvements are needed to minimise pollution from ‘unavoidable’

journeys by buses and HGVs e.g. eliminate traffic queues

No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1498/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1498/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1479/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1476/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1494/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4410/rbbc_representor_0210
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1494/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0662.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Hannah Payne RBBC\Represe

ntor\0662

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Evidence - 

Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan

Overall I am supportive of plans to build new homes, provided they are accompanied 

by appropriate infrastructure like schools and doctors surgeries. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0662.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Hannah Payne RBBC\Represe

ntor\0662

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Evidence - 

Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan

Overall I am supportive of plans to build new homes, provided they are accompanied 

by appropriate infrastructure like schools and doctors surgeries. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

1

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Evidence - 

Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan

No The DMP does not give a suitable solution to the excessive traffic and parking 

problems which exist at the present time, let alone the additional problems arising 

from any future developments. Indeed some parking areas have been identified as 

development potential. The roads around the borough are blighted by these problems 

which cause stress and lack of amenity to residents. Future developments may be 

required to provide a certain number of parking spaces, however, these are usually too 

conservative and does nothing to control the additional activity on the borough’s roads 

created by new developments. There is also a need to ensure better control of vehicle 

activity of contractors during construction. The vehicles associated with the 

contractors must all be accommodated on site or alternative plans put in place to 

prevent excessive inconvenience to other residents and road users.

It is known that all existing local infrastructure: roads, hospitals, doctor’s surgeries, 

schools, social care, etc. is under enormous pressure. The references to infrastructure 

projects noted in the DMP are only an attempt to meet this current situation. I cannot 

see that that any realistic plans to cover the increased pressure on local services by 

future development are being addressed

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0109.

3

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0109

Thames 

Water

RBBC\Organis

ation\0015

N/A Mr David Wilson Thames 

Water Utilities 

Ltd

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

096

Yes Evidence - 

Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan

No The information contained within the new Local Plan will be of significant value to 

Thames Water as we prepare for the provision of future infrastructure. The attached 

table provides Thames Water’s site specific comments from desktop assessments on 

water supply, sewerage/waste water network and waste water treatment 

infrastructure in relation to the proposed development sites, but more detailed 

modelling may be required to refine the requirements. As set out in the table we do 

have some concerns for sewerage/waste water infrastructure capacity. Where we have 

identified sites where infrastructure is likely to be required to ensure sufficient capacity 

is brought forward ahead of the development, to enable us to provide more specific 

comments we would value the inclusion of the Council's/developer’s aspirations for 

each site. For example, an indication of the type and scale of development together 

with the anticipated timing of development – e.g. an approximate number of dwellings 

per site is required in order for us to undertake the necessary assessments. Early 

engagement between the developers and Thames Water would be beneficial to 

what loading/flow from the development is anticipated It should be noted that in the 

event of an upgrade to our sewerage network assets being required, up to three years 

lead in time is usual to enable for the planning and delivery of the upgrade. As a 

developer has the automatic right to connect to our sewer network under the Water 

Industry Act we may also request a drainage planning condition if a network upgrade is 

required to ensure the infrastructure is in place ahead of occupation of the 

development. This will avoid adverse environmental impacts such as sewer flooding 

and / or water pollution. Waste-water/Sewage Treatment Works upgrades take longer 

to design and build. Implementing new technologies and the construction of a major 

treatment works extension or new treatment works could take up to ten years to plan, 

design, obtain approvals and build.

Include reference to concerns regarding water and waste water network capacity 

and the need to liaise with Thames Water as soon as possible in the process.

Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0663.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Russell Bacon RBBC\Represe

ntor\0663

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Evidence - 

Strategic 

Highways 

Assessment

I live on Greenhayes Avenue just off the High Street and see first hand the pressure 

that the village is currently under in terms of traffic, public transport, parking etc. I can 

not possibly see how Banstead can sustain any new major developments. The high 

street is one long traffic queue most of the day as it is, I have seen no detail in the 

plans around how this will be prevented or the plans for reducing traffic. In 2017 there 

were major roadworks on my road which caused chaos, I can't imagine what it would 

be like both during building works and after. Bolters Lane has big queues most days 

anyway. Something needs to be done to protect the roads around the High Street from 

high speed dangerous drives as well during the building work and beyond. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0085.

7

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0085

Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0018

N/A Ms Sarah Thompson Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

093

Head of 

Strategic 

Planning 

Policy

Evidence - 

SHAR

TDC still have concerns over the level of impact on the A25 and the rural road network 

around Smallfield and the limited information on mitigation measures to reduce this 

impact that is included in the Plan. It would be helpful to understand what mitigation 

measures are to be sought and financial contributions that will be required to pay for 

these. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0663.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Russell Bacon RBBC\Represe

ntor\0663

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Evidence - 

Strategic 

Highways 

Assessment

I live on Greenhayes Avenue just off the High Street and see first hand the pressure 

that the village is currently under in terms of traffic, public transport, parking etc. I can 

not possibly see how Banstead can sustain any new major developments. The high 

street is one long traffic queue most of the day as it is, I have seen no detail in the 

plans around how this will be prevented or the plans for reducing traffic. In 2017 there 

were major roadworks on my road which caused chaos, I can't imagine what it would 

be like both during building works and after. Bolters Lane has big queues most days 

anyway. Something needs to be done to protect the roads around the High Street from 

high speed dangerous drives as well during the building work and beyond. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0125.

18

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0125

Kingswood 

Residents 

Association

RBBC\Organis

ation\0062

N/A Mr Barry Miles Kingswood 

Residents 

Association

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

054

Evidence - 

UOS

Yes Both yes and 

no

Yes We strongly support this policy in respect of protecting the Green Belt. At the local 

level we note the correction of the Green Belt anomaly at Wellesford Close Banstead 

whereby certain garden land is now included within the Green Belt. However we have 

real concern that the larger parcel of land at that location which was the subject of an 

earlier planning application (dismissed on appeal) has not been designated as Green 

Belt. This site was previously designated as Urban Open Land and our understanding 

was that it would be now be designated as Green Belt due to its strategic importance 

in providing buffer between Banstead and Burgh Heath and ensuring that the Green 

Belt boundary did not become visually fragmented. We also note the clarification in 

respect of the L&G site at Kingswood which seems appropriate.

We assume that in the fullness of time a large scale map will be issued reflecting all the 

latest changes to the Green Belt as well as outlining the already existing Green Belt 

land and its designation. Perhaps something along similar lines to that used in the 

2005 Plan would be appropriate.

All green belt is not equal and we would welcome and support a new policy that 

identifies and defines areas of Green Belt that have degraded and what steps are to be 

taken to restore them.

We feel that it would be helpful to include statements as to the strategic importance of 

the Green Belt in terms of preventing adjacent communities coalescing and also that 

the prevailing density of development close to the Green Belt transition should be 

progressively reduced. We feel that these principles are well understood but would 

benefit from being stated within the plan.    

Proposal

That the larger parcel of former Urban Open Land at Wellesford Close be designated 

as Green Belt

Reason

Strategic importance and ensuring that the Green Belt Boundary does not become 

visually fragmented

Proposal

That plans/maps are produced on a larger scale that fully define the Green Belt 

including the recent changes

Reason

Existing plans are somewhat unclear as to the boundaries and classification of the 

Green Belt.

Proposal

A new policy that identifies and classifies where the Green Belt has been degraded 

and what steps are appropriate to remedy the situation.

Reason

Ensuring that the Green Belt serves its intended purpose

Proposal

Introduce wording to state the strategic benefits and objectives of protecting the 

Green Belt

Reason

For the avoidance of doubt, to ensure that the strategic objectives associated with 

protecting the Green Belt are clearly stated and understood.

No Yes, possibly

RBBC\Representation\1076.5Email Mr Mike Sawyer RBBC\Representor\1076N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Evidence - 

UOS

I need to refer to the council’s inaccurate assessment of the merits of 

retaining this as open land, contrary to the finding of planning appeal 

APP/L3625/A/09/210564NWF in which decision the Inspector stated, inter 

alia, that: “The proposed development would result in the loss of an existing 

area of Urban Open Land, which makes an important contribution to the 

character, visual amenity and environmental quality of the wider surrounding 

area.”  In my submission this situation has not changed in any regard.  For 

some undisclosed reason the council has sought to ignore this, perhaps 

related to the terms of release of the S. 52 agreement, which I have yet to 

see? 

The council’s report noted that for Principle 1 the priority was low, but for 

Principles 2 and 3 the priority was medium.  However when included in the 

table at Appendix 3 of the Regulation 19 Urban Open Space Assessment and 

Review 2017 p3, it is mistakenly given as low rather than medium, which 

means the overall value was given as low rather than medium, which in turn 

means the overall value was given as low and recommendation is not to retain 

as UOS.  

My understanding is that a site that scores a high priority of any of the 3 

principles receives an overall high mark, regardless of the other scores; a site 

that scores medium for 2 principles and a low for 1 receives an overall 

medium, and a site that scores low for 2 principles and medium for 1 or low for 

all three receives a low mark.  For any site that scores an overall medium, 

which the site did in the report, then further work is carried out.  An 

assessment was carried out and was included as Appendix of the review.  The 

land at Wellesford Close should have been included in this further review as it 

scored an overall medium in its report not a low.  Of the 5 sites that were 

recorded as a medium in Appendix 3 along with the errors in the report 

Wellesford Close was not treated in the same manner and the report findings 

are inconsistent. 

This is contrary to commonsense and to the Inspector’s comments noted 

above.  It also seems that the council colluded with the landowner and 

secretly entered into an agreement with them to remove the S. 52 constraints 

No Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0059.

2

Letter Mrs Rochelle Parker RBBC\Represe

ntor\0059

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No DES6 * The term 'affordable' is not defined

* 'seeking' and 'negotiating' provision is not 'mandating' provision

*'should' provide (35%/30%) is not mandatory

*a £ contribution 'sought' is not mandatory

*within 'regeneration areas' a 'lower proportion of' affordable dwellings 'may be 

accepted'. - All the above vague terms are no guarantee of the provision of affordable 

dwellings, and are therefore not 'sound' as in effective. The same applies to the use of 

the term 'best use of land' and 'appropriate mix.'

No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4503/rbbc_representor_0109


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

20

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

UOS 

The Town Council notes that the land parcel at the Gower Road junction with Court 

Lodge Road and Thornton Place is misidentified. It should be categorised as urban 

open space.

Land parcel at the Gower Road Junction with Court Lodge Road should be identified 

as UOS. 
Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

14

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

UOS

Missed Cheyne Walk roundabout.

  Missed grassed area, The Drive j/w Russells Crescent.

  Missed The Coronet roundabout.

  Missed Fairlawns roundabout.

  Missed central grassed area, Meadowcroft Close.                                                  Missed 

grassed area, Gower Rd j/w Court Lodge Road.

  Missed grassed area between Sangers Drive and A23.

  Missed grassed area x 2 between Arne Close and Landen Park.

  Missed grassed area, Chaffinch Way near j/w Wither Dale.

  Missed grassed area either side entrance road to sewage works.

  Missed grassed area between Downe Close, Chaffinch Way and

Willow Brean.

  Grassed area Rutherwick Close also bordered by Ramsey and

Roffey Close

Suggests a number of additional urban open spaces. Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0127.

4

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0127

Frontier 

Estates Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0078

N/A Mrs Anna Gillings Gillings 

Planning

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

036

Yes Evidence - 

UOS

No No Yes Policy Map North – the removal of the ‘Urban Open Land’ designation on the area of 

land west of Wellesford Close in Banstead is supported, based on the evidence base 

prepared by the Council. The plan is considered sound in this respect. As a side note, 

however, the base mapping used for the policies map should be amended. The base 

mapping is historic in its reference to ‘allot gardens’. The site is not allotments and has 

not be used as such for a long period of time, as noted in the Urban Open Space 

Assessment of 2017. To avoid any confusion, the base mapping should be updated to 

remove this wording.

The policies map should therefore be amended to remove the inaccurate wording 

from the base mapping as illustrated below: MAP. 

Yes Yes Because the issues are of a high level of 

significance/complexity and require an oral 

explanation to understand the intricacies.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0095.

3

Email Cllr Sam Walsh RBBC\Represe

ntor\0095

N/A N/A Member for 

Banstead 

Village Ward

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Evidence Base 

- UOS

Can't confirm, 

lawyer 

required to 

confirm

No Details "duty 

to cooperate" 

actions taken 

should be 

provided to 

confirm

1. Land adjacent to Wellesford Close, Banstead (2106564) – planning permission was 

refused by the Council for a development of 18 residential units on a parcel of Urban 

Open Land. 2. The appeal was dismissed by the Inspector who observed that, in spite 

of the limited public access to the site and the fact that it had become overgrown; the 

site makes a contribution to the character of the area and is an important asset which 

should be retained. 3. The Inspector considered the UOL designation on the site to be 

wholly appropriate given its contribution to visual amenity and - whilst there was no 

scarcity of other open space provision in the vicinity – it was this characteristic which 

made its loss unacceptable. 4. The appeal decision clearly demonstrate that in 

interpreting the current Urban Open Land Policy Inspectors have afforded significant 

weight to matters of townscape and visual amenity when determining appeals and 

value of sites. 5. The view that the urban open land which does has limited “public 

amenity” could redesignated or be released for development runs roughshod of 

planning inspectors considered opinion

It is considered that the proposal to change the designation of the land adjacent to 

Wellesford Close, Banstead is flawed and unsound as it will result in a loss of visual 

amenity, especially as the site makes a “contribution to the character of the area” 

…“is an important asset” and in the view of the local community and planning 

inspector should be retained

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0631

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0631

Encore Care 

Homes Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0082

N/A Mr Graham Parkes Encore Care 

Homes Ltd

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

031

Development 

Director

Yes Evidence Base 

- UOS

Yes No Yes The designation of Urban Open Land at Salford Primary School incorporates private 

land (the former Lilliput Children's Centre) which at present is not open to the 

community.    This land historically was part of the school playing fields and was 

automatically designated because of this,  subsequently the land no longer provides an 

area of open land sufficient in size to possess an identifiable and distinctive character 

and therefore does not have a need for protection.

The removal of urban open land contained within the boundaries of the former 

Lilliput Children's Nursery. (Adjacent to Salfords Primary School).

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0120.

1

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0120

Natural 

England

RBBC\Organis

ation\0051

N/A Ms Rebecca Ingram Natural 

England

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

062

Lead Planning 

Advisor

Evidence - 

Habitats 

Regulation 

Assessment

Natural England note in our previous response to the draft Habitats Regulation 

Assessment (HRA) on the 16th November 2017 that the HRA informing the 

Development Management Plan does not fully assess the in-combination effects of air 

quality at designated sites from the proposed growth within the Plan area. Since the 

Regulation 19 consultation began, Natural England have confirmed that the potential 

for likely significant effects may arise as a result of growth within the Plan area. Natural 

England have met with Reigate & Banstead Borough Council on 13th February 2018 to 

identify a suitable approach to in-combination assessments of air quality at designated 

sites within their Local Plan. We are satisfied that if this further work is completed as 

discussed, it will be sufficient to address this outstanding concern. Natural England 

agree to work positively with Reigate & Banstead Borough Council to ensure that this 

strategic matter is appropriately addressed prior to the examination of the Local Plan. 

An update will be provided on this matter through a Statement of Common Ground as 

soon as the issue is addressed.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

27

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Green Belt 

Review

 The approach is not clearly presented and appears entirely subjective. Why Redhill 

Aerodrome comes out scoring highest and is able to leapfrog many other sites, 

including those considered at the Core Strategy stage, is not transparent. The fact that 

the site is strongly promoted by a developer is alarming. A non-technical summary 

would be useful to assist non-specialist readers – including residents and councillors – 

in understanding which aspects have been assessed entirely subjectively and which are 

evidence based

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

23

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Green 

Infrastructure 

Strategy

The Council noted that 4.13 lists RBBC owned and managed areas in Horley but omits 

the contribution from Horley Town Council owned/managed areas. Everything should 

be included.

In 7.1 Fig.7 Scotsman Copse, an area of ancient woodland, has been omitted and 

should be included.

Green Infrastructure Strategy should include contribution made by HTC. In 7.1 

figure 7 Scotsman Copse, an area of ancient woodland, should be included. 
Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

3

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Evidence - 

Green 

Infrastructure 

Strategy

Welcomed that have produced a Green Infrastructure Strategy. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

3

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Evidence - 

Green 

Infrastructure 

Strategy

Welcomed that have produced a Green Infrastructure Strategy. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

7

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Evidence - 

Green 

Infrastructure 

Strategy

The society does not feel that the Core Strategy objective SO8 (to safeguard and 

promote biodiversity and wildlife corridors at a local level, as well as on designated 

sites) is actually fully reflected in either the Development Plan or Green Infrastructure 

Strategy. The Society notes that the Green Infrastructure Strategy was dated August 

2017, but is not aware that this was published then or subject to consultation. Fine as 

far as it goes, but a lot of further detail that could be added and a lot of potential 

corridors are omitted. The Green Infrastructure Strategy appears to have an out of 

date database in the context of SNCI designations and particularly BOAs. A number of 

BOAs are omitted. Given this is submitted as a technical support document to the 

development plan, this is of very great concern to the Society. Fact sheet approach still 

very protection oriented, rather than recognition that all developments should be 

making a positive contribution to biodiversity in accordance with policy. For example, 

the Former Fullers Earth sites on Redstone Hill are SNCi and there is no reference to 

how this would be compensated or the net biodiversity gain being offered as part of 

the proposed development. There is an opportunity under proposed policy CS12 

(where the Council will secure contributions from new development towards the list of 

itemised categories) to add in biodiversity issues in addition to the green space/ 

recreation provision. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

7

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Evidence - 

Green 

Infrastructure 

Strategy

The society does not feel that the Core Strategy objective SO8 (to safeguard and 

promote biodiversity and wildlife corridors at a local level, as well as on designated 

sites) is actually fully reflected in either the Development Plan or Green Infrastructure 

Strategy. The Society notes that the Green Infrastructure Strategy was dated August 

2017, but is not aware that this was published then or subject to consultation. Fine as 

far as it goes, but a lot of further detail that could be added and a lot of potential 

corridors are omitted. The Green Infrastructure Strategy appears to have an out of 

date database in the context of SNCI designations and particularly BOAs. A number of 

BOAs are omitted. Given this is submitted as a technical support document to the 

development plan, this is of very great concern to the Society. Fact sheet approach still 

very protection oriented, rather than recognition that all developments should be 

making a positive contribution to biodiversity in accordance with policy. For example, 

the Former Fullers Earth sites on Redstone Hill are SNCi and there is no reference to 

how this would be compensated or the net biodiversity gain being offered as part of 

the proposed development. There is an opportunity under proposed policy CS12 

(where the Council will secure contributions from new development towards the list of 

itemised categories) to add in biodiversity issues in addition to the green space/ 

recreation provision. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

9

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Evidence - 

Green 

Infrastructure 

Strategy

Proposed policy NHE4 talks about corridors and new linkages, but only in context of 

where possible, yet misses a number of important corridor opportunities because 

these are omitted in the Green Infrastructure Strategy. The Development Plan map 

should show these links. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

26

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Green Belt 

Review

Appendix 1 Parcels Assessment: All the areas considered in the parcels assessment 

mention the importance of these to have the support of the Green Belt and preventing 

urban sprawl and town mergers. The Green Belt continues to be important to Horley in 

providing areas of leisure and recreation not to mention its role where it is part of the 

flood plain. The Council supports the retention of the Green Belt and Rural Surrounds 

of Horley.

The Council supports the retention of the Green Belt and Rural Surrounds of Horley. Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

35

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Horley Open 

Space Needs 

Assessment

The Town Council noted that consideration had not been given to recent and proposed 

new facilities at Horley Recreation Ground. The Town Council supports the identifying 

of Fishers Farm as a site for outdoor sports.

Consideration has not been given to the recent and proposed new facilities at 

Horley Recreation Ground. Supports identifying Fishers Farm as a site for outdoor 

sports. 

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

17

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Horley Open 

Space Needs 

Assessment

We note that the provision of the Town Park is not mentioned anywhere in the 

document. 

We note that the provision of the Town Park is not mentioned anywhere in the 

document. 
Yes

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1495/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

36

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Open Space, 

Sports & 

Recreation 

Assessment

OSSR Appendix 3: Community Consultation: The Town Council noted that it was 

difficult to comment as without seeing the responses to the consultation there is not 

enough information upon which to base a comment. The Council noted that there are 

a lot of halls and two indoor sports centres in Horley.

OSSR Appendix 3: Difficult to comment without seeing the responses to the 

consultation as there is not enough information upon which to base a comment. 
Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

40

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Open Space, 

Sport & 

Recreation 

Assessment

OSSR Appendix 15: The town council is concerned that only the High Street ahs been 

included for Horley and the two retail areas of the Precinct and Victoria Road have 

been omitted. 

OSSR Appendix 15: The town council is concerned that only the High Street ahs 

been included for Horley and the two retail areas of the Precinct and Victoria Road 

have been omitted. 

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0143.

7

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0143

Pegasus Life RBBC\Organis

ation\0041

N/A Mr David Maher Barton 

Willmore

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

009

Planning 

Associate 

Yes Misc - 

Housing 

Need/ 

Evidence Base 

- UOS

No No It is considered that the Council needs to demonstrate that the DMP is being 

“positively” prepared and is “justified” and “accords with National policy”.  The DMP in 

its current form does not meet these tests and it should do more to specifically seek to 

address the need for housing for older people. This is not achievable or deliverable 

solely by earmarking retirement development as part of the proposed wider urban 

extensions. 

The Council should therefore look towards sites in the urban area, particularly those 

well connected to existing town centres for accommodating retirement development 

to meet such needs. This can include land at Amberley, which has been carried over as 

UOS from the 2005 Borough Local Plan without proper assessment. 

Notwithstanding this, our assessment of the site as UOS confirms that it provides a 

low value against two principles within the UOS review and only a medium value in 

terms of contribution to character. The clear conclusion is that the site should not be 

designated as UOS and the DMP is therefore unsound on this basis.

The site is considered “available”, “suitable” and “achievable” for development and 

thus “deliverable” and it is therefore proposed that the UOS designation is removed 

and the site in order to meet the needs for older persons housing. 

Further clarification also needs to be provided in terms of the relevance of affordable 

housing policy to extra care/assisted living developments for the DMP to be 

considered sound.    

We trust the contents of these representations will be thoroughly considered by the 

Council and should you wish to meet to discuss this, then please do not hesitate to 

contact me. 

Yes Yes It will be important for us/our Client to 

attend the examination, to address the 

Inspector on the above points in our 

representations, including the assessment 

of the Site in terms of Urban Open Space. 

Pegasus Life will also be able to provide the 

Inspector with their industry expertise 

regarding extra care and assisted living 

developments and the relevance of this to 

the Council’s affordable housing policy. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

27

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Green Belt 

Review

 The approach is not clearly presented and appears entirely subjective. Why Redhill 

Aerodrome comes out scoring highest and is able to leapfrog many other sites, 

including those considered at the Core Strategy stage, is not transparent. The fact that 

the site is strongly promoted by a developer is alarming. A non-technical summary 

would be useful to assist non-specialist readers – including residents and councillors – 

in understanding which aspects have been assessed entirely subjectively and which are 

evidence based

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

28

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Sustainability 

Appraisal

 Some of the aspects highlighted here could be overcome by the way in which sites are 

developed. The values appear to be have been assessed without consideration of 

potential design changes. For example:

climate’ and ‘flood risk’ yet the adjacent site, Marketfield Way, has just secured 

planning permission for major development.

lacks amenity, then why were the developments at Nobel House, Liquid and Envy, 

Marketfield Way and Redhill station all accepted by the planning department, without 

this being a concern. If this is a concern, then provision of additional community 

facilities to reflect this could be identified (for Redhill town centre in particular) in the 

IDP (Annex 6).

with a lot of land currently used as a golf course) so that it can get bigger will ‘stop 

increasing the need to travel’. If health services are localised and East Surrey Hospital 

not allowed to continue to grow, this would reduce the need to travel.

and for flood risk are identical, with one sentence repeated (“the risk of flooding is 

likely to increase with the effects of climate change”) around 100 times through this 

report. If the appraisal is not going to consider any aspects regarding climate 

adaptation, then it is a bit pointless including it.

In contrast some sites are not able to mitigate potential impacts. For example, 

development of the Redhill Aerodrome site will increase traffic impact as highlighted 

above.

No evidence was presented to support any of the scoring in the (long but not very 

informative_ sustainability appraisal.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

28

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Sustainability 

Appraisal

 Some of the aspects highlighted here could be overcome by the way in which sites are 

developed. The values appear to be have been assessed without consideration of 

potential design changes. For example:

climate’ and ‘flood risk’ yet the adjacent site, Marketfield Way, has just secured 

planning permission for major development.

lacks amenity, then why were the developments at Nobel House, Liquid and Envy, 

Marketfield Way and Redhill station all accepted by the planning department, without 

this being a concern. If this is a concern, then provision of additional community 

facilities to reflect this could be identified (for Redhill town centre in particular) in the 

IDP (Annex 6).

with a lot of land currently used as a golf course) so that it can get bigger will ‘stop 

increasing the need to travel’. If health services are localised and East Surrey Hospital 

not allowed to continue to grow, this would reduce the need to travel.

and for flood risk are identical, with one sentence repeated (“the risk of flooding is 

likely to increase with the effects of climate change”) around 100 times through this 

report. If the appraisal is not going to consider any aspects regarding climate 

adaptation, then it is a bit pointless including it.

In contrast some sites are not able to mitigate potential impacts. For example, 

development of the Redhill Aerodrome site will increase traffic impact as highlighted 

above.

No evidence was presented to support any of the scoring in the (long but not very 

informative_ sustainability appraisal.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

29

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Viability

Some of the assumptions are overly costly. The estimate used for sales costs at 4.5% 

are excessive. Similarly, professional fees should not be much above 7-8%.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

29

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Viability

Some of the assumptions are overly costly. The estimate used for sales costs at 4.5% 

are excessive. Similarly, professional fees should not be much above 7-8%.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

10

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Viability

We welcome the bringing together of the elements from other policies consulted on in 

Regulation 18 and the strengthened policies now proposed. We note the viability cost 

estimate of £8/dwelling and ask if this should indeed be strengthened further. 

Previously the government was aspiring to achieve zero carbon homes by 2016. 

Passivhaus standard (or similar) can reduce energy running costs substantially, thus 

increase both energy efficiency and occupant affordability of all kinds of building.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

10

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Evidence - 

Viability

We welcome the bringing together of the elements from other policies consulted on in 

Regulation 18 and the strengthened policies now proposed. We note the viability cost 

estimate of £8/dwelling and ask if this should indeed be strengthened further. 

Previously the government was aspiring to achieve zero carbon homes by 2016. 

Passivhaus standard (or similar) can reduce energy running costs substantially, thus 

increase both energy efficiency and occupant affordability of all kinds of building.

No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4429/rbbc_representor_0143


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0139.

10

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0139

Gallagher 

Estates

RBBC\Organis

ation\0077

N/A Mr Michael Knott Barton 

Willmore

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

009

Director Yes Evidence - 

Viability

No 4.12 Policy DES6 – Affordable Housing, proposes to impose

an affordable housing requirement of 35% of (gross)

dwellings for the development of allocated greenfield

urban extension sites. This exceeds the requirement in

Policy CS15 of the Core Strategy (30%) which we note, at

paragraph 3.2.33, is to be superseded by Policy DES6.

4.13 The supporting text below Policy DES6 refers to “latest

evidence of affordable housing needs in the borough”.

The Affordable Housing Policy document supporting the

consultation refers only to the 2008 SHMA and 2012 SHMA

Update. We do not consider this evidence to be up-to date,

as required by the NPPF (para 159), and therefore the

evidence to support any proposed increase is lacking.

4.14 We have reviewed the Council’s Viability Report

(January 2018). This concludes that the provision of 35%

affordable housing on all large urban extension sites is

viable (Figure 14 on pages 40-41). The report states that

this includes an assessment of the Site, as indicated in

Figure 14 which indicates that affordable housing provision

of up to 35% is viable.

4.15 Paragraph 4.21 of the Viability Report advises that

summary appraisals of the allocation sites tested, including

the Site, are provided at Annex 4 of this report. This is

incorrect; no summary appraisal for the Site is provided.

We are therefore not in a position to comment on this

appraisal in any detail. However, we wish to raise the

following concerns:

• the abnormal costs of bring the Site forward including

remediation and ground remodelling to develop the

Site are likely to be under-estimated.

The Affordable Housing Policy document supporting the

consultation refers only to the 2008 SHMA and 2012 SHMA

Update. We do not consider this evidence to be up-to date,

as required by the NPPF (para 159), and therefore the

evidence to support any proposed increase is lacking. Paragraph 4.21 of the 

Viability Report advises that

summary appraisals of the allocation sites tested, including

the Site, are provided at Annex 4 of this report. This is

incorrect; no summary appraisal for the Site is provided.

We are therefore not in a position to comment on this

appraisal in any detail. However, we wish to raise the

following concerns:

• the abnormal costs of bring the Site forward including

remediation and ground remodelling to develop the

Site are likely to be under-estimated.

• The land value assumed in the appraisal is likely to

have been under-estimated, as it appears that that

the report assumes existing agricultural land value.

Yes Yes We wish to participate in the Examination 

in Public on behalf of our client in order to 

present our case, address the Matters, 

Issues and Questions raised by the 

Inspector and to respond t evidence 

submitted by other parties. 

• The land value assumed in the appraisal is likely to

have been under-estimated, as it appears that that

the report assumes existing agricultural land value.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0418.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Mason RBBC\Represe

ntor\0418

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No PE1 Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Support

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0418.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Mason RBBC\Represe

ntor\0418

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No PE2 Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Support

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0418.

3

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Mason RBBC\Represe

ntor\0418

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No PE3 Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Support

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

1

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC1 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No and ensure provision of safe access options for vulnerable road users No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

17

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC11 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No primarily through out of road cycle facilities No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

18

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SO9 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No maximises accessibility including by sustainable transport means SO11 … and have 

sufficient cycle parking and are accessible safely by sustainable transport, ideally 

out of road cycle paths

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

2

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC2 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No including options for alternative transport such as bike storage No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

20

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC3 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No and support sustainability No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

22

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC14 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No and provide fir access by sustainable transport, ideally out of road cycle paths No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

26

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC4 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No the most No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

28

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SO5 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No including provision for safe commuting by cycle No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

29

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC6 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No adequate parking including cycle parking No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

3

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC5 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No with safe, preferably out of road cycle access No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

30

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC7 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No SC7 ideally through provision of out of road cycle paths No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

4

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC7 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No with a focus on out of road cycle paths that fully links communities. Must adhere to 

IAN185/16 guidelines. If only meeting minimum standard this must be fully 

justified.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0093.

9

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0093

Surrey Wildlife 

Trust/Surrey 

Nature 

Partnership

RBBC\Organis

ation\0021

N/A Mr Mike Waite Surrey Wildlife 

Trust/Surrey 

Nature 

Partnership

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

092

Living 

Landscapes 

Manager 

(Strategic)

SC10 Misc - 

Objectives

is welcomed. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0418.

4

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Mason RBBC\Represe

ntor\0418

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No SC4 Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Support

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0418.

5

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew Mason RBBC\Represe

ntor\0418

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No SC5 Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Support

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

5

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC8 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No encourage require No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

6

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE3 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No ensuring developments occur primarily at existing locations and build in sustainable 

transport options for all local employees

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

7

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE6 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No by building in accessibility by sustainable transport means, primarily out on road 

cycle lanes and ensuring adequate secure cycle parking

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

8

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE1 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No No ensuring developments take place on brown field land wherever possible and 

provide sustainable transport options for employees

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0073.

6

Letter Mrs Jennifer Reaburn RBBC\Represe

ntor\0073

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC3/ SC13 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't Know No Don't Know Objective SC3 should read 'to prevent any impacts of development on…..otherwise it is 

not possible to achieve objective SC13 which will 'conserve and enhance heritage 

assets…'

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0059.

3

Letter Mrs Rochelle Parker RBBC\Represe

ntor\0059

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No SC6 Misc - 

Objectives

States that the Plan seeks to 'encourage' sustainable transport choices. 

'Encouragement' is of no use without the provision and maintenance of public 

transport, and safe routes for walkers and cyclists. Present provision is year-on-year 

reduced in the borough (bus travel cuts). This policy needs to be practical and robust as 

well as properly funded. 'Encouragement' is not, I believe, a sound, that is, effective, 

policy, without funded provision.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

1

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC1 Misc - 

Objectives

Don’t know No No and ensure provision of safe access options for vulnerable road users and ensure provision of safe access options for vulnerable road users No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

17

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC11 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No primarily through out of road cycle facilities primarily through out of road cycle facilities No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

18

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - Core 

Strategy 

Objective 

SO11

Don’t know No No maximises accessibility including by sustainable transport means SO11 … and have 

sufficient cycle parking and are accessible safely by sustainable transport, ideally out of 

road cycle paths

maximises accessibility including by sustainable transport means SO11 … and have 

sufficient cycle parking and are accessible safely by sustainable transport, ideally 

out of road cycle paths

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

2

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC2 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No including options for alternative transport such as bike storage including options for alternative transport such as bike storage No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

22

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC14 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No …and provide fir access by sustainable transport, ideally out of road cycle paths …and provide fir access by sustainable transport, ideally out of road cycle paths No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

26

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC4 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No Delete 'the most' Delete 'the most' No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

27

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SO5 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No … including provision for safe commuting by cycle … including provision for safe commuting by cycle No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

29

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SO5 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No … including provision for safe commuting by cycle … including provision for safe commuting by cycle No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

3

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC5 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No with safe, preferably out of road cycle access with safe, preferably out of road cycle access No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

30

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC6 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No adequate parking including cycle parking… adequate parking including cycle parking… No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

31

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC7 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No ideally through provision of out of road cycle paths ideally through provision of out of road cycle paths No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

4

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes SC7 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No with a focus on out of road cycle paths that fully links communities. Must adhere to 

IAN185/16 guidelines. If only meeting minimum standard this must be fully justified.

with a focus on out of road cycle paths that fully links communities. Must adhere to 

IAN185/16 guidelines. If only meeting minimum standard this must be fully 

justified.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

51

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE3 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No ensuring developments occur primarily at existing locations and build in sustainable 

transport options for all local employees

ensuring developments occur primarily at existing locations and build in sustainable 

transport options for all local employees

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

6

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE6 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No by building in accessibility by sustainable transport means, primarily out on road cycle 

lanes and ensuring adequate secure cycle parking

by building in accessibility by sustainable transport means, primarily out on road 

cycle lanes and ensuring adequate secure cycle parking

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

7

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE1 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No ensuring developments take place on brown field land wherever possible and provide 

sustainable transport options for employees

ensuring developments take place on brown field land wherever possible and 

provide sustainable transport options for employees

No No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1492/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0112.

1

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0112

Fidelity 

International

RBBC\Organis

ation\0079

N/A Mrs Joanna Leek Planology Ltd RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

071

Yes PE2 Misc - 

Objectives

Support Objective PE2 to provide flexibility for local businesses to start up, grow, 

diversify

and prosper.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

8

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes PE3 Misc - 

Objectives

Don't know No No including sustainable transport options including sustainable transport options No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0076.

48

Email Miss Lisa Scott RBBC\Represe

ntor\0076

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - General Don’t know No No New point … recognise the importance of active transport as a primary contributor 

towards active lifestyles and therefore promote provision of safe sustainable transport 

primarily by ensuring incorporation of safe cycle infrastructure as part of any 

development where plausible, ideally via out of road cycle paths and ensuring 

provision of adequate cycle parking.

New point … recognise the need to promote renewable energy sources for majority or 

complete energy usage for domestic and industrial developments

New point … recognise the importance of rainwater as a resource

New point … recognise the importance of active transport as a primary contributor 

towards active lifestyles and therefore promote provision of safe sustainable 

transport primarily by ensuring incorporation of safe cycle infrastructure as part of 

any development where plausible, ideally via out of road cycle paths and ensuring 

provision of adequate cycle parking.

New point … recognise the need to promote renewable energy sources for majority 

or complete energy usage for domestic and industrial developments

New point … recognise the importance of rainwater as a resource

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0059.

4

Letter Mrs Rochelle Parker RBBC\Represe

ntor\0059

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No SC8 Misc - 

Objective

Removing Green Belt protection to create urban extensions would be unsustainable. It 

would deliver congestion, pollution, loss of ancient woodland, open space, farmland, 

local community hubs and allotments. It would not, furthermore, be the remit of the 

developers, who would profit from the Midas touch of Greenbelt-into-Gold, to deliver 

the schools, hospitals, GP surgeries and transport networks the proposed 

developments would need. These things are, already, under enormous pressure in the 

borough, and then provision would be the responsibility of the taxpayer.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1034

Email Ms Sally Sucharitkul RBBC\Represe

ntor\1034

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead 

Public transport links are already at capacity. The existing services cannot cope with 

extra residents. Traffic: Banstead is at gridlock at the best of times. I know it is difficult 

presently, with the A217 roadworks. But in the last 2 years traffic has become 

increasingly problematic. Services: I believe that we are to lose our library, youth 

centre, health centre and Bentley centre. These are vital services for the community. 

Parking: parking is already at a premium. Extra housing will bring extra cars. Village: 

Banstead is proud and renowned for it's village presence. The development will test 

this village and the community within it. Schooling: this is already at capacity and 

residents of Banstead are already having to travel out of Banstead for Junior schooling. 

Extra residents will tighten the catchment even further. Please pass these points of 

concern to appeal against the development. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

41

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Evidence - 

Retail Needs 

Assessment

Retail Needs Assessment Volume 1 Report: the town council noted that on pp. 38 para 

4-11 the area denoting the pedestrian priority area is incorrectly marked. 

Retail Needs Assessment Volume 1 Report: the town council noted that on pp. 38 

para 4-11 the area denoting the pedestrian priority area is incorrectly marked. 
Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0669.

5

Letter Ms Anne Russell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0669

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Retail Banstead: I oppose new retail outlets in any part of the village. Existing outlets are 

closing due to criminally high rates - why do we want more?

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0671.

3

Email Mr & Mrs E.D. and M.E. Palmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0671

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Retail Banstead:  Additional retail outlets are not required. There are regularly vacant retail 

shop sites. We also have a large number of Charity outlets. High rental charges 

discourage quality traders.

NO

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0071

Email/ Survey 

Monkey

Mr Derek Poole RBBC\Represe

ntor\0071

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - 

Housing Need

Don't Know Don't Know Please note that I do not agree with any proposals in the Development Management 

Plan that would allow development on Green Belt and/or increase traffic.  The Green 

Belt should be protected from development.  There is already too much traffic on 

roads in the area and any increase is unacceptable.

Do not remove green belt land for housing. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0221

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Charles Burrows RBBC\Represe

ntor\0221

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   2.45 Movement Redhill Don't Know No Don't Know The road and rail infrastructure in Redhill is already stretched. This is not 

acknowledged in the plan. For example, a high proportion of any new residents will be 

commuters. Where will they park when the station car park is already full?

New developments should fund infrastructure improvements well before new 

homes are built. then developers cannot talk away from responsibilities. these 

improvements need to be more than say a doctor's surgery in tend development 

(as in Watercolour) but take account of wider implications of thousands new 

residents.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0041.

2

Email Mr & Mrs Haynes RBBC\Represe

ntor\0041

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Section 4 - 

Climate 

Change

Very short section but no overall strategy of a practical kind.

Where are the re-newable energy solutions?

How many wind turbines are there in the area?

How many solar farms are there in the area?

Fracking and deep oil drilling?

How will the council encourage green energy solutions apart from more efficient 

buildings?

Very short section but no overall strategy of a practical kind.

Where are the re-newable energy solutions?

How many wind turbines are there in the area?

How many solar farms are there in the area?

Fracking and deep oil drilling?

How will the council encourage green energy solutions apart from more efficient 

buildings?

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

37

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Site 

Allocations

No Site Allocations – This policy is not yet sound.

a The HELAA evidence is out-of-date, includes some apparently arbitrary assessments 

– “The

site is not considered to be suitable for housing development” – and some summaries 

seem

to contradict the assessments they summarise!

e.g. EW28 – Brethren Meeting Room, 2 Redstone ROAD, Redhill;

RE10 – Gasholder Site, Hooley Lane, Redhill

RE30 – Former Mercedes Garage, Brighton Road, Redhill

b Across urban sites, indicative housing densities vary considerably, from 120 units per

hectare in central Reigate at REI2 (land adjacent to Town Hall) to 30ph at RED4 (Church 

of

the Epiphany Merstham). Building all the urban sites identified in the DMP for Redhill 

and

Merstham at 120ph could deliver ~290 extra units. Given the emerging (though 

undefined)

tall buildings policy for central Redhill, this seems achievable, would obviate the need 

for the

smaller SUEs, and undermines the case for safeguarding Green Belt land (see below).

Site Allocations – This policy is not yet sound.

a The HELAA evidence is out-of-date, includes some apparently arbitrary 

assessments – “The

site is not considered to be suitable for housing development” – and some 

summaries seem

to contradict the assessments they summarise!

e.g. EW28 – Brethren Meeting Room, 2 Redstone ROAD, Redhill;

RE10 – Gasholder Site, Hooley Lane, Redhill

RE30 – Former Mercedes Garage, Brighton Road, Redhill

b Across urban sites, indicative housing densities vary considerably, from 120 units 

per

hectare in central Reigate at REI2 (land adjacent to Town Hall) to 30ph at RED4 

(Church of

the Epiphany Merstham). Building all the urban sites identified in the DMP for 

Redhill and

Merstham at 120ph could deliver ~290 extra units. Given the emerging (though 

undefined)

tall buildings policy for central Redhill, this seems achievable, would obviate the 

need for the

smaller SUEs, and undermines the case for safeguarding Green Belt land (see 

below).

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   SUEs Urban housing densities can and should be higher, so SUEs aren't needed. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

6

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Tall buildings 

& masterplan 

for Redhill

Redhill needs a Tall Buildings Policy with a zoning map. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0152

Survey 

Monkey

Master George Acheson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0152

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General - 

Skateboard

SKATEPARK Yes Yes Yes No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0021.

4

Email Ms   Patricia Coler RBBC\Represe

ntor\0021

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General Draught 19 of the DMP was totally inadequate as part of the consultation, 

unnecessarily long winded and confusing (was this deliberate?)May I suggest a before 

and after map and evidence of residents views being taken into account would have 

been a more democratic approach, or has nothing changed?

I visited the library looking for a display like draught 18,staff were unable to help as 

they had no idea what I was talking about, we eventually found a file with hundreds of 

pages and someone remembered it being brought in and the comment being they '' 

doubted anyone would be interested to ask for it''.

I hope someone reads this and takes responsibility for the residents of Horley as is set 

out in the council's constitution as we feel we have no representation and our views 

and concerns are ignored.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0022.

44

Email Mr Sergio Conte RBBC\Represe

ntor\0022

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - General Don't Know No No New point … recognise the importance of active transport as a primary contributor 

towards active lifestyles and therefore promote provision of safe sustainable 

transport primarily by ensuring incorporation of safe cycle infrastructure as part of 

any development where plausible, ideally via out of road cycle paths and ensuring 

provision of adequate cycle parking.

New point … recognise the need to promote renewable energy sources for majority 

or complete energy usage for domestic and industrial developments

New point … recognise the importance of rainwater as a resource

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0026.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Tony Cox RBBC\Represe

ntor\0026

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

No No No No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0027.

5

Letter Mr & Ms Mick and Suzy Duggan RBBC\Represe

ntor\0027

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - General Also object that the Banstead footpath is to be removed. It is a much used amenity. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0032.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Joanna Elphick RBBC\Represe

ntor\0032

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Not required as shouldn't go ahead Not required as shouldn't go ahead No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0042.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Kate Herrington RBBC\Represe

ntor\0042

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0641

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0641

Banstead 

Downs Tennis 

Club

RBBC\Organis

ation\0101

N/A Mr Peter Lane Banstead 

Downs Tennis 

Club

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

006

Chairman Yes Misc - General ATTACHED: Land purchase letter to SCC (March 17) and plan

I have just received your letter dated 15th February addressed to Banstead Downs 

Tennis Club (reference: DMP/JP), regarding the Development Management Plan.

As you will be aware from previous correspondence, the Tennis Club is interested in 

acquiring some additional land to the south of its present site in Bolters Lane, in 

connection with which we are currently in negotiation with the Surrey County Council.  

Further to my telephone conversation with Philip James on Monday 26th February, I 

shall be obliged if you will take this into account in your plan.   For ease of reference I 

attach a copy of my letter dated 30th March 2017, which I sent to the Chairman of the 

Planning Committee amongst others, and also the relevant site plan as agreed with 

Philip James.    The land in which we are interested is marked “Playing Field” on the 

site plan and is adjacent to that marked Tennis Court, which shows our existing 

premises.

Yes  Yes

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1473/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_informationhttp:/www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1473/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0059.

1

Letter Mrs Rochelle Parker RBBC\Represe

ntor\0059

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Misc - General As invited in your 'Places and Planning' ref DMP/Jan 18, I attach my comments on the 

Reigate & Banstead Borough Council Development Management Plan Proposed 

Submission Document Jan 2018, Representation Form.

I will preface my comments as follows:

The pathway to which the public are obliged to keep in order to make comments is 

neither clear nor easy to access.

The technical authors of the Documents have used language, terminology and 

references with which the general public cannot be expected to be familiar or equipped 

to de-code.

The public have also to consider matters of legality and soundness and , within the 

limits of few resources, to frame their comments within the confines of these 

considerations.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0061.

2

Email Mr Chris Walsh RBBC\Represe

ntor\0060

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - General I have found it hard to detect in reading the plan where the Council has taken into 

account my comments.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1055

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Diana Bryant RBBC\Represe

ntor\1055

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - General No No No It's destroying a community Don't do it No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0069.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs BERYL PENFOLD RBBC\Represe

ntor\0069

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know The Policy is almost impossible for the average person to understand but I would like 

to make a few comments on the plan for Banstead.               

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0090.

1

Email Mr & Ms N & G Tran & 

Breuhler

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0090

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General

In general we are supportive of an active business development plan that will support 

and encourage growth of the local economy while maintaining the aesthetics and 

values of the local community.  Plans should also be compatible with the capability of 

local infrastructure so business development does not come at a cost to local 

residents.  

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0090.

4

Email Mr & Ms N & G Tran & 

Breuhler

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0090

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - General The woodlands area known as ‘The Plantation’ (east of the Strategic Employment Site 

and within the Gatwick Open Setting) should be designated as a ‘Potential Site of 

Nature Conservation Importance’.  These woodlands have been significant to the local 

resident for decades and while not ancient like ‘The Roughs’ woodlands, they 

represent a unique area of natural beauty and importance to local wildlife.  By not 

designating the Plantation the significance of this area is not appropriately 

represented.

The woodlands area known as ‘The Plantation’ (east of the Strategic Employment 

Site and within the Gatwick Open Setting) should be designated as a ‘Potential Site 

of Nature Conservation Importance’.  These woodlands have been significant to the 

local resident for decades and while not ancient like ‘The Roughs’ woodlands, they 

represent a unique area of natural beauty and importance to local wildlife.  By not 

designating the Plantation the significance of this area is not appropriately 

represented.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0097.

7

Email Mrs Ann Ward RBBC\Represe

ntor\0097

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - General . I read that Reigate centre has been sold for housing which will help with your target. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

1

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Reg 19 DMP 

General

No See comments on individual sections. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

1

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Reg 19 DMP 

General

No See comments on individual sections. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1056

Email Mr Alan Byrne RBBC\Represe

ntor\1056

Historic 

England

RBBC\Organis

ation\0125

Historic 

Environment 

Planning 

Advisor

Mr Alan Byrne Historic 

England

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

042

Historic 

Environment 

Planning 

Advisor

Misc - General I have considered the changes to the above document set out in the email attachment 

and I am pleased to endorse both the approach adopted and the description of the 

likely effects of the plan’s proposed policies on the affected heritage assets and the 

historic environment generally.  We have no additional matters to raise at this stage. 

None required. 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

12

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Misc - General We would wish to discuss with RBBC reasons why the following HTC

proposals were not considered:  Former Phillips site on Bonehurst Road.

  Field on Bonehurst Road between Cambridge Caravan Site and

Lawsons Timber Yard.

  Bridge industrial site on Balcombe Road.

  Area on Smallfield Road currently earmarked for possible town

park which is likely to be provided at another site.

Recommends a number of other sites including: the field on Bonehurst Road 

between Cambridge Caravan Site and Lawsons Timber Yard; Bridge Industrial site 

on Balcombe Road; area on Smallfield Road currently earmarked for possible town 

park which is likely to be provided at another site. 

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0260

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0260

River & Canal 

Trust

RBBC\Organis

ation\0032

N/A Mr Steve Craddock River & Canal 

Trust

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

081

No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Thank you for consulting the Canal & River Trust on your Development Management 

Plan.  The Trust does not own or manage any canals, rivers or docks in the Reigate & 

Banstead area.  We have no comments to make on your plan.  

NO

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0150.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mr richard Woodcock RBBC\Represe

ntor\0150

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes No Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0630

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0630

Fairfax 

Acquisitions 

Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0080

Mr Tim Rodway Rodway 

Planning 

Consultancy

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

082

Partner We represent Fairfax Acquisitions Limited, who have control of a strategic 

development land opportunity, located adjacent to the existing main settlement of 

Tadworth. It is understood that the site is known as ‘Land West of Epsom Lane North’. 

The site comprises an area of land measuring approximately 22.17 hectares in size.

We hereby promote this land to the Council, as a suitable, available and deliverable 

strategic development opportunity. The site has the ability to make a significant, and 

meaningful contribution to meeting the Borough Councils objectively assessed housing 

need (OAHN).

Attached to this email representation is a Location Plan that identifies the extent of the 

land in question (edged in red).

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss this land opportunity with the Borough 

Council at the earliest opportunity. In due course we would also like to provide the 

Council with technical assessments from the applicant’s consultant team, dealing with 

a wide range of relevant matters. It is understood that a forthcoming review of the 

Borough’s HELAA document may provide the opportunity for this, and in this respect, 

we would be grateful if Officers in the Council’s Planning Policy/Strategic Development 

team could make contact with us in order to discuss timescales and the appropriate 

process for promoting this land further.

Our client’s site provides an excellent site for consideration in terms of housing 

delivery, as it would provide multiple housing and infrastructure benefits to the 

Borough well beyond the plan period as required by the NPPF, and opportunities of 

this nature will be required to fulfil the OAHN. We therefore submit that this site 

should be considered positively now for inclusion in the emerging Development 

Management Plan as a strategic development allocation.

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0153

Survey 

Monkey

Dr Robyn Adams-

Vickery

RBBC\Represe

ntor\0153

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0162

Email Ms Carol Archer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0162

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - General I would like to comment on the above plan and the way the information has been 

circulated to the residents of Reigate and Banstead. I try and take an interest in the 

area where I live and was interested to find out what the local authority planned to 

develop over the next 10 years. I was absolutely astounded to see how complicated 

the whole system is to access and to find information. The volume of documents to 

download to find anything is impossible for the average person it would take a huge 

amount of time and certainly not user friendly! The one piece of information I did find 

interesting was regarding my own GP surgery Wayside Surgery Horley. It states  - 1 GP 

covering 3900 patients! I have been with practice for a long time and I know that this 

information is incorrect. It then makes you doubt how accurate the rest of the 

information is in the plan.  I would also be very interested to know if this plan was 

compiled inhouse or an outside organisation was given the task!

I would be interested in your comments

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0195

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Nicole Begin RBBC\Represe

ntor\0195

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Yes Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0242

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ahbar Choudhury RBBC\Represe

ntor\0242

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

No No No No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0251

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Emma Louise Connelly RBBC\Represe

ntor\0251

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No All Reg 19 DMP 

General

No/Don't 

Know

No/Don't 

Know

No/Don't 

Know

Duty to cooperate? Who are you cooperating with? No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0259

Survey 

Monkey

Ms Amanda Crabtree RBBC\Represe

ntor\0259

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0269

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Michael John Cuff RBBC\Represe

ntor\0269

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General Don't Know No Don't Know The plan doesn't give sufficient detail relating to the existing poor air quality in the 

Reigate & Banstead Area in my opinion.  During 2017 the air alert messages from the 

Council increased in frequency and with the increased traffic witnessed locally it is 

likely to be an increased problem in 2018 and onwards.  The A23 is suffering from 

increased traffic heading north from Crawley and Horsham - having a plan for just 

Reigate and Banstead doesn't sufficiently cover things like air pollution and water run 

off.

The DMP should be for a much larger area and cover the full river catchment of the 

the river Mole i.e. it should take account of developments in Horsham & Crawley.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0275

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Sydney Dane RBBC\Represe

ntor\0275

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Yes Yes No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0277

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Muhammad Daood RBBC\Represe

ntor\0277

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0280

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Donna Davy RBBC\Represe

ntor\0280

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0296

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Fay Ewbank RBBC\Represe

ntor\0296

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General Don't Know No Don't Know What about just taking local peoples views into consideration rather than just using 

red tape to make it so difficult?

I object to the whole plan on the grounds of we don’t want any more concrete on 

our precious green areas.

No No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4367/rbbc_representor_0630


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0314

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Rebecca Freestone RBBC\Represe

ntor\0314

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - general Don't Know No Don't Know Horley map inset does not accurately portray the new development off the A217 

(Meath Green) and the therefore the impact on the roads in the Borough.   The 

Development Management Plan does not address the infrastructure of the Borough 

and the lack of road and rail upgrades which is reflected in the amount of queuing 

traffic and impact on health and the environment.

In the 17 years I have lived in the Borough it has been all about delivering more 

houses.  Which we do need but this has impacted on the infrastructure in the 

Borough which has not been upgraded in this time.  Therefore the traffic in the 

Borough has got to a point where there are queues for the majority of the day not 

just rush hour.      The Borough needs to keep itself as a desirable place to live and 

work and with journey times to work, school etc. kept to the minimum.  This needs 

to be addressed as journeys that once took me 15 mins in 2008 now take me 40 

mins.  No doubt similar comments would be made by other Borough residents.    

The main pinch points in the road network are the A217 from Woodhatch to the 

M25 junction.  Notably the rail crossing at Reigate.  The A25 from Dorking into 

Reigate is also greatly under pressure from the volume of traffic using the road.  

With queues regularly back to Buckland from Reigate.  The A23 and A25 through 

Redhill and the A23 through Horley.  I am sure the same issues apply to Banstead 

and other town and village centres.    There are other numerous problems with the 

regards to the infrastructure in the Borough which should be addressed, which this 

Development Management Plan does not seem to address.

No Yes To improve and make the Borough a better 

place.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0331

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Peter. A S. Grinstead RBBC\Represe

ntor\0331

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Yes Yes We should get on and built it. As usual too many cooks etc. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0344

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Graham Haysom RBBC\Represe

ntor\0344

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0346

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Katie healey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0346

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know I do not consider the develop to be sound. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0227

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Colin Campbell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0227

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General Area 

2b

Potential 

Development 

Sites – Area 

2b (Wealden 

Greensand 

Ridge: Reigate 

and 

Woodhatch)     

Don't Know No Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0234.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Michelle Cass RBBC\Represe

ntor\0234

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know The fact that no one has been told about this is an issue as it has a massive impact on 

people and businesses in Banstead. I live in Banstead & have a business and was not 

notified at all about this until I received a letter this morning (15 February) stating a 

leaflet had been sent to  every household in the borough which I have never received. 

People need to be notified correctly and public consultation should be standard for 

things such as this. The Council and those representing the Council should be open 

and transparent about things which affect the borough which does not appear to 

have happened as  many people know nothing about it.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0351

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Roger Hiles RBBC\Represe

ntor\0351

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0355

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Marcia Holdstock RBBC\Represe

ntor\0355

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Merstham

Don't Know No No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0377

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Peter Kefford RBBC\Represe

ntor\0377

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Redhill 

Sustainable 

Urban 

Extensions

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0401

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Brian Lomas RBBC\Represe

ntor\0401

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Proposals 

Map/ Misc - 

General

Don't Know No No The maps incorporated in the document are incorrect in not showing the Westvale 

development linking between the A217 and Meath Green Lane  

Incorporate a revised map showing the Westvale development linking between the 

A217 and Meath Green Lane  

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0405

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Beverly Lourenco RBBC\Represe

ntor\0405

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know I would like to know about provision for pedestrians to cross the M25 at junction 8;  I 

would like to see provision of cycle paths on the a217 which are not part of the road  i 

would not like to see and Aldi or Lidl in Banstead.  I would like a gallery space in 

Banstead, this would increase foot fall into the area.  

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0413

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Richard Mantell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0413

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Yes Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0419

Survey 

Monkey

Ms Jane Massingham RBBC\Represe

ntor\0419

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know No Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0424

Survey 

Monkey

MR OWEN MCGILLIVRAY RBBC\Represe

ntor\0424

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

No No No No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0430

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Stephen Miles RBBC\Represe

ntor\0430

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0431

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Michael Minchin RBBC\Represe

ntor\0431

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Central Area

No No No No Yes 

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0446

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Simon Nicholson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0446

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Yes Yes No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0464

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Siobhan Perretta RBBC\Represe

ntor\0464

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know No No No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0468

Survey 

Monkey

Ms Elaina Phillips RBBC\Represe

ntor\0468

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0470

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Anna Pinson RBBC\Represe

ntor\0470

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - General No No No There has been no public consultation of residents affected, nor an opportunity to 

object

There should be a public consultation explaining the necessity for this development 

and the opportunity to object to it

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0472

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Kerry Pocklington RBBC\Represe

ntor\0472

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General South 

Reigate

Don't Know No No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0473

Survey 

Monkey

Mr nic Poland RBBC\Represe

ntor\0473

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General   

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0496

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Elizabeth Risby RBBC\Represe

ntor\0496

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Yes Don't Know No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0518

Survey 

Monkey

Ms Catherine shevlin RBBC\Represe

ntor\0518

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Reigate 

Central

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0521

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Andrew shipton RBBC\Represe

ntor\0521

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know No/Don't 

Know

Don't Know No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0551

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Emilios Theodosiou RBBC\Represe

ntor\0551

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - General Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know Poorly presented online facility which doesn't allow any meaningful comprehension of 

the DMP and to make any informed opinions.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0554

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Susan Thorpe RBBC\Represe

ntor\0554

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

Don't Know No Don't Know No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0613

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0613

The Natural 

Way

RBBC\Organis

ation\0014

N/A Miss Michelle Cass The Natural 

Way

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

098

Company 

Director

Yes   Misc - General Don't Know Don't Know Don't Know We have not been given enough notice about this or given an opportunity to find out 

what is proposed. We received a letter today dated 15 February informing us this was 

proposed but there has been no public consultation or any chance to find out more. 

We are a village with a very tight community. If you take away vital public services such 

as the library etc. we could lose that community feel which is what makes Banstead 

amazing and a great community. It is difficult enough to access public services such as 

GP's and schools without adding more houses. What provisions have been made for 

that? The infrastructure will not be able to cope. The parking in Banstead is already 

challenging and if we add more houses it will be much harder and may stop people 

shopping here. The smaller independent businesses could lose out and we would end 

up with lots of chains, which would destroy this village. We are a destination and 

people come because it is different and we have small independent shops. We are all 

for progress and change and making improvements to areas but at what cost. If we 

change our lovely village too much we will become like every other town centre. We 

know the Council is under pressure to provide more housing but not at the expense of 

our long established well used services and residents who love living here. We feel 

really disappointed at how this whole process has been handled as it has not been 

open and transparent if people know nothing about it. I live here and have a business 

and have not had anything official from the Council or local Councillors until the letter 

arrived this morning. 

A public consultation or a full and open information leaflet setting out what is 

proposed in plain English would be a good place to start as the information 

provided is difficult to understand and make any sense of unless you have planning 

knowledge or can work what it all means. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0146.

37

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0146

Tadworth and 

Walton RA

RBBC\Organis

ation\0019

N/A Mrs Gillian Hein TWRA RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

102

Vice Chairman Yes Reg 19 DMP 

General

Yes Yes Yes Although we have proposed amendments or additions to several policies, there are 

few we totally object to. We consider that several of the policies are better thought 

through than those in the adopted local plan. Where we have not made any 

comments, we support the proposed policies. 

In fact, where we have made comments, we support the bulk of the policy in almost all 

cases.

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0596

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0596

Waverley 

Borough 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0009

N/A Mr Guy Wilson Waverley 

Borough 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

111

Reg 19 DMP 

General

Thank you for consulting us on the Reigate and Banstead Development Management 

Plan. 

Having reviewed the plan and associated documents, the Council are satisfied that it 

does not have any implications for Waverley, and as such we have no comments to 

make at this stage.

None required. No 



RBBC\Represe

ntation\0179

Email Mr Bill Bailey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0179

Linden Court 

Homes LLP

RBBC\Organis

ation\0058

N/A Mr Spencer Copping WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

Planning 

Director

Yes and no Evidence Base 

- UOS

Don't know No Don't know SEE ATTACHED PLANS

This representation concerns land owned by Linden Court Homes LLP. It is noted that 

there is an anomaly whereby the urban open land overlaps a small section of 

longstanding car park on land to the rear of Linden Court. It appears that there was a 

drafting error when the previous Local Plan proposals map was created. Conversely a 

small area of urban open land shown to be within the urban area, see attached plan 

for clarification.

As identified on the extract LDC 1 from the Regulation 19 proposals maps, the 

whole of the land which is the subject of this representation should be excluded 

from the designation of urban open space, as it is serving the purpose of a car park.

Yes Yes WS Planning & Architecture wish to 

participate at the oral part of the 

examination to further outline why the 

whole of the site should be excluded from 

the urban open space designation.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0658

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Jeff Bolden RBBC\Represe

ntor\0658

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A We live [...] on the Meadvale side of Woodhatch but shop in the South Park side as 

well. I wouldn't want the two sides to be joined as one, but on the other hand I  hope 

that the two reps don't end up standing in the middle of the Angel junction  (so to 

speak) passing responsibility for it's improvement to each other with nothing done as a 

result

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0660

Survey 

Monkey

miss Rachael Sheehan RBBC\Represe

ntor\0660

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0660

Survey 

Monkey

miss Rachael Sheehan RBBC\Represe

ntor\0660

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0234.

2

Email Miss Michelle Cass RBBC\Represe

ntor\0234

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A General I am writing regarding the Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan and 

the lack of clear communication that the Council and local Councillors have provided.

I was sent a letter dated 15 February which was received on 19 February stating that 

the DMP had been published and that information had been circulated and that local 

businesses and organisations were given posters and information to display and that 

arrangements had been made to deliver leaflets to every household in the borough. I 

own a business in Banstead High Street and have never been asked to display anything 

and have not seen anything at all anywhere. I also live in Banstead and have never 

received anything until I got the letter telling me the deadline to comment was 23 

February (I know this has now been extended).  I have spoken to numerous neighbours 

and friends locally who also knew nothing about this. I know in the letter it says you 

had distribution issues but that is not acceptable when you are talking about making 

major changes to a community and proposing removing key public services.  I am 

unsure why a public consultation has not been offered or why there is hardly any 

information about this anywhere in Banstead. 

As the owner of a small business and a resident I am very sad that the information 

about this has not been made more accessible or easy to understand. I tried to look at 

the plans but unless you are a planning expert or have knowledge of planning law, 

conveyancing or surveying it is almost impossible to understand what exactly is being 

proposed. It is a shame that it is not in plain English so that people can fully 

understand what is being proposed instead of making assumptions and rumours being 

spread. I have been told numerous conflicting things and don’t know what is true. 

 

I strongly object to how this whole thing has been handled and believe it is not at all 

transparent or clear.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0139.

7

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0139

Gallagher 

Estates

RBBC\Organis

ation\0077

N/A Mr Michael Knott Barton 

Willmore

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

009

Director Yes Misc - 

Housing Need

No DMP INTRODUCTION

4.1 We support the inclusion of paragraph 1.4 in the DMP

which states that the overall level of growth is set through

the adopted Core Strategy and is not being revisited in the

DMP. However, it is also necessary for the DMP to confirm

that the level of growth set through the Core Strategy:

• Did not meet the objectively assessed need (OAN)

for housing established through the SHMA, with a

shortfall of some 2,000 dwellings during the plan

period (IR; para 68);

• That the overall level of growth in the Core Strategy

and DMP is not supported by an up-to-date SHMA, as

required by paragraph 156 of the National Planning

Policy Framework (NPPF);

• Does not meet the Government’s standard method

OAN figure of 644 dpa;

• Is a minimum requirement which the Council should

seek to exceed;

• The Core Strategy Inspector in his report stated that

the strategy should: “maximise provision from the

identified SUEs” (IR; para 69).

4.2 Due to the length of time which has lapsed since the

submission and eventual adoption of the Core Strategy

in 2014, a full review of the Local Plan should have be

completed by 2019. This will not be achieved and could

mean that policies for the supply of housing as set out in

the Core Strategy and DMP are “out of date” at the point of

adoption.

We propose the following recommendations to the DMP

Introduction:

“1.4: The overall scale of growth has already been set through the Core Strategy 

and is not being revisited, nor are the general spatial principles of where new 

development will be located. The Council will bring forward sufficient land for new 

housing within the Borough, maintaining a supply of sites to provide at least five 

years’ worth of housing with an additional buffer in accordance with paragraph 47 

of the NPPF.” and

“- The Core Strategy also identifies that some new homes will (delete: likely) need to 

be provided on greenfield sites to meet future housing needs, with broad areas of 

search identified around the edge of Redhill, Reigate, Merstham and Horley. These 

urban extension developments will be needed as development opportunities in the 

existing urban areas start to become more limited. Their release for development 

will be triggered as set out in Policy MLS1 of the Development Management Plan  

(delete: if the Council is unable to demonstrate that it has a five year supply of 

housing land available).”

Yes Yes We wish to participate in the Examination 

in Public on behalf of our client in order to 

present our case, address the Matters, 

Issues and Questions raised by the 

Inspector and to respond t evidence 

submitted by other parties. 

4.3 Whilst we support the Council in preparing the DMP

in order to allocate sites for housing, the approach to

managing the release of the SUEs as set out in the DMP is

unsound.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1075.

1

Email Mr G Davies RBBC\Represe

ntor1075

Mole Valley 

District 

Council

Planning 

Policy 

Manager

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Housing Need 

/ OAN

The latest objectively assessed housing need figure for Mole Valley is 391 dwellings per 

annum

as calculated in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment for Kingston upon Thames 

and North

East Surrey Authorities, June 2016. If the standardised methodology consulted upon 

by the

(then) Department of Communities and Local Government in autumn 2017 is adopted, 

the figure

will rise to 441 dwellings per annum.

We are in the process of reviewing our Local Plan to determine to what extent we are 

able to

meet forecast housing demand in Mole Valley. A Regulation 18 ‘issues and options’ 

consultation

was carried out over summer 2017; and a revised local development scheme was 

adopted in

November 2017, which anticipates adoption of a new Local Plan by the end of 2019. 

All

documents can be found at: www.futuremolevalley.gov.uk. Assessment work carried 

out so far

indicates that despite maximising the use of brownfield land and making a more 

efficient use of

land within the built up area, there will still be unmet housing demand.

We are exploring greenfield options for accommodating some or all of this unmet 

demand, but

for reasons that will be familiar to RBBC there are nationally recognised constraints 

which are

likely to prevent full OAHN being met. For that reason, I do not envisage Mole Valley 

being able

to accommodate any of Reigate & Banstead’s outstanding housing demand.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0107

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Matt Woods RBBC\Represe

ntor\0107

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General 

Section 3

Yes Yes Yes No modifications necessary, but I do support the objectives of Section 3, particularly in 

respect of sustainable transport as the traffic in Reigate is dreadful and makes it a 

hostile environment for pedestrians, parents with prams, and those on bicycles.  

Please make sure these considerations are taken into account with all new 

developments and that every new dwelling will have a safe, direct and accessible walk 

or cycle route to the main town centres, most of which will be under three miles from 

new developments.  Also the council should commit to building new walk/cycle routes 

in accordance with the best design standards available and making this a requirement 

for all developers so the council isn't forced into expensive retrofitting.  This will also 

lighten the load on the borough's roads which are already under strain and will 

become even more so with further development.

No modifications necessary, but I do support the objectives of Section 3, particularly 

in respect of sustainable transport as the traffic in Reigate is dreadful and makes it a 

hostile environment for pedestrians, parents with prams, and those on bicycles.  

Please make sure these considerations are taken into account with all new 

developments and that every new dwelling will have a safe, direct and accessible 

walk or cycle route to the main town centres, most of which will be under three 

miles from new developments.  Also the council should commit to building new 

walk/cycle routes in accordance with the best design standards available and 

making this a requirement for all developers so the council isn't forced into 

expensive retrofitting.  This will also lighten the load on the borough's roads which 

are already under strain and will become even more so with further development.

No Yes I wish to ensure that active travel 

considerations are included in more than 

just an aspirational tone and to ensure 

concerns are heard and taken on board.  If 

done well, walk and cycle routes cab bring 

developments within commuting time of 

local rail hubs, reduce pressure on the road 

network and help the council meet its 

housing goals.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0567

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Suzanne Wallbank RBBC\Represe

ntor\0567

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Reg 19 DMP 

General

No/Don't 

Know

No No No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0584

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Lewis White RBBC\Represe

ntor\0584

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Reg 19 DMP 

General

All Yes Yes Yes Support soundness of the plan. Support soundness of the plan. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1075.

2

Email Mr G Davies RBBC\Represe

ntor1075

Mole Valley 

District 

Council

Planning 

Policy 

Manager

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Gypsy, 

traveller and 

travelling 

showpeople

Mole Valley has very recently updated its Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 

Assessment,

February 2018. The level of demand forecast lies between 23 and 40 pitches 

(depending on

definition) and 3 plots. From work undertaken to date, it is clear that finding sufficient 

land to

meet this demand in full will be a significant challenge, bearing in mind the constraints 

which cover a substantial proportion of Mole Valley. Therefore there is little realistic 

prospect that we

will be in a position to assist in making provision for traveller or showpeople’s sites to 

meet

RBBC’s identified needs.

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4411/rbbc_representor_0179
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1492/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

32

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Misc - Sites No Urbanisation of the Home Counties is not a sustainable development strategy, for 

Reigate and Banstead or the in terms of wider planning policy for the UK. We believe 

that it is the combination of urban and rural that creates the values that we believe 

give our area its character, which should be protected. That includes green spaces, 

rural-urban linkages (as now emphasised internationally in the New Urban Agenda, 

linked to Sustainable Development Goal 11, to which the UK is a signatory).

You cannot look at urban areas exclusively and just see the countryside as something 

that is waiting to be colonised. The rural needs to be recognised as having intrinsic 

value in its own right. It is the functional linkages (economic, social, environmental 

interactions – not roads) that are important. The two sustain each other. For example, 

food security, water, clean air, recreation and access to nature, are all at threat from 

over-urbanisation not just here but across the South East, because of the urban-centric 

nature of the UK economy.

The current Development Management Plan (Regulation 19 consulted version) risks 

undermining the core nature of this area. It envisages removing Green Belt protection 

from land next to Redhill, Reigate and Merstham, to create ‘urban extensions’ of 1000-

1400 new homes in line with the Core Strategy. This is no longer required due to recent 

planning completions, increasing density in line with that in other plans (with density 

policy), inclusion of sites currently being marketed by developers and in the Brownfield 

Site Register – even before the additional sites listed above are considered.

We have identified an additional 1200 – 1600 homes that are deliverable in the plan 

period in the urban areas of the borough. This removes the need for any Green Belt 

release to be considered in the plan period. Therefore all the SUE sites can, and should, 

be removed from the Local Plan.

Remove SUEs from plan No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0653.

32

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0653

East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\Organis

ation\0113

Member Mr Jonathan Essex East Surrey 

Green Party

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

024

Member Misc - Sites No Urbanisation of the Home Counties is not a sustainable development strategy, for 

Reigate and Banstead or the in terms of wider planning policy for the UK. We believe 

that it is the combination of urban and rural that creates the values that we believe 

give our area its character, which should be protected. That includes green spaces, 

rural-urban linkages (as now emphasised internationally in the New Urban Agenda, 

linked to Sustainable Development Goal 11, to which the UK is a signatory).

You cannot look at urban areas exclusively and just see the countryside as something 

that is waiting to be colonised. The rural needs to be recognised as having intrinsic 

value in its own right. It is the functional linkages (economic, social, environmental 

interactions – not roads) that are important. The two sustain each other. For example, 

food security, water, clean air, recreation and access to nature, are all at threat from 

over-urbanisation not just here but across the South East, because of the urban-centric 

nature of the UK economy.

The current Development Management Plan (Regulation 19 consulted version) risks 

undermining the core nature of this area. It envisages removing Green Belt protection 

from land next to Redhill, Reigate and Merstham, to create ‘urban extensions’ of 1000-

1400 new homes in line with the Core Strategy. This is no longer required due to recent 

planning completions, increasing density in line with that in other plans (with density 

policy), inclusion of sites currently being marketed by developers and in the Brownfield 

Site Register – even before the additional sites listed above are considered.

We have identified an additional 1200 – 1600 homes that are deliverable in the plan 

period in the urban areas of the borough. This removes the need for any Green Belt 

release to be considered in the plan period. Therefore all the SUE sites can, and should, 

be removed from the Local Plan.

Remove SUEs from plan No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0013.

22

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0013

Gatwick 

Airport 

Limited 

RBBC\Organis

ation\0001

N/A Ms Amanda Purdye Gatwick 

Airport 

Limited 

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

034

Aerodrome 

Safeguarding

Misc - sites All the sites in this section need to make mention of aerodrome safeguarding 

requirements as per site HOR 9 – Horley Strategic Business Park,

Policy **** ‘Applications for development within the identified aerodrome 

safeguarding zone must consider aerodrome safeguarding requirements. These 

requirements cover a number of aspects for example: building/structure 

heights/crane heights, wind turbines and solar installations, blue/green 

infrastructure and lighting. More

information is available at business.gatwickairport.com

Explanation: To keep the operation of the UK’s second busiest airport safe and 

secure, Gatwick Airport Ltd is legally obliged under EASA (European Aviation Safety

Agency) to have an active policy of aerodrome safeguarding.

Aerodrome safeguarding is the process used to ensure the safety of aircraft whilst 

taking off and landing or flying in the vicinity of aerodromes. The process is 

managed

by the airport’s aerodrome safeguarding team which is responsible for making sure 

that no developments within the 15km safeguarding zone (30km for wind turbines) 

have an adverse impact on the airports operation.

No Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

16

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Misc - Sites We have serious concerns about the infrastructure provision

to support the proposed developments.

We have serious concerns about the infrastructure provision to support the 

proposed developments.
Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0094.

18

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0094

Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0069

N/A Ms Joan Walsh Horley Town 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

045

Town Clerk Misc - Sites The Council understands that the submission document is important and complex, but 

both the Council and residents found the format difficult to deal with and felt that it 

would have been more accessible and achieved a more consistent approach if all 

information had been presented by area so that it would have been easier to 

concentrate on those areas of interest to our residents.

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0620

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0620

OutSource Ltd RBBC\Organis

ation\0046

N/A Mr Tony Cooper OutSource Ltd RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

068

Director Yes   Misc - Sites Don't Know No Yes The proposals relating to use of greenfield land require considerably more clarification. I regret to not being sufficiently qualified to respond to this question. No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0136.

14

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0136

Berkeley 

Strategic Land 

Limited

RBBC\Organis

ation\0098

N/A Ms Rachel Clements Lichfields RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

056

Senior Planner Yes General 

ERM1, DES6 & 

GTT1 (more 

detailed 

comments 

recorded for 

each)

Throughout these representations Berkeley has commented on the specifics of a 

number of

policies which have implications for Berkeley’s interest to developing Land at Hillsbrow

(notably DES6, GTT1 and specific requirements of ERM1). The comments principally 

relate

to specific wording which does not award sufficient flexibility to facilitate sustainable

development in line with National Policy as well as the requirement to sufficiently plan 

to

meet longer term needs.

Wording for DES6, GTT1 and ERM1 does not award sufficient flexibility to facilitate 

sustainable

development in line with National Policy as well as the requirement to sufficiently 

plan to

meet longer term needs.

Yes Yes Berkeley Strategic Land Limited (Berkeley) 

is the promoter behind the proposed 

allocation Land at Hillsbrow (Policy ERM1). 

Therefore, it is essential that Berkeley is 

able to appear at the Examination to put 

forward evidence on the delivery of their 

site.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0128.

3

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0128

Norwood Hill 

Residents

RBBC\Organis

ation\0049

N/A Mr Chris Lowe Norwood Hill 

Residents

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

065

Acting 

Chairman

Misc - 

Housing Need

There are areas of brownfield that can and should be used for housing development.

We consider that developers have to be resisted in their preference to develop 

swathes of Green Belt rather than brownfield sites.

We strongly oppose housing development in the Green Belt, particularly on open 

farmland.

Remove Green Belt development. Promote Brownfield development. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1074.

5

Email Mr A Humphreys RBBC\Represe

ntor\1074

N/A N/A N/A Mr Andrew Ransome Planview 

Planning Ltd. 

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

072

Section 3: 

Potential 

Development 

Sites

Don't Know No Don't Know Images in folder. We strongly object to Section 3 of the Development Management 

Plan as it does not include any meaningful reference to self and custom build housing. 

As such, we do not consider that this Development Management Plan has been 

positively prepared or is consistent with the National Planning policy Framework, 

which is clear paragraphs 47 or 50 of the NPPF that local planning authorities should 

use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets the full, objectively 

assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area. This 

includes those people that wish to build their own home. 

Please see comments below for our reasoning:

Custom and SelfBuild Housing

The Development Management Plan Regulation 19 consultation document only makes 

a casual reference to custom or self-build housing. The demand and need for custom 

and self-build housing should represent an important component of the objectively 

assessed housing need for the Borough and is requirement set out in paragraphs 47 

and 50 of the NPPF.

Custom build housing is often described as when someone commissions a specialist 

developer to help to deliver their own home, while Self Build is when someone directly 

organises the design and construction of their new home. For the purposes of planning 

policy, custom and self-build dwellings share the same definition and the terms are 

used interchangeably. Paragraph 50 of the NPPF includes the following specific 

reference to custom and self-build housing: “to deliver a wide choice of high quality 

homes, widen opportunities for home ownership and create inclusive and mixed 

communities, local planning authorities should plan for ... the needs of different 

groups in the community such as people wishing to build their own homes.” It is our 

view that the Council should incorporate a specific development policy that encourages 

the delivery of custom and self-build housing as windfall development. Such a policy 

should also identify sites as specific custom and self building housing allocations.

Our client wishes to put forward the land at Church Lane, Hooley, see enclosed, as a 

potential site allocation and seek its removal from the Green Belt. The site extends 

to 0.1 ha and it is our view that the site has potential for at least 1 dwelling. Our 

client would be willing to consider all or part of this site as a potential self-build 

allocation.

This site offers a suitable location for development and would contribute to the 

creation of sustainable communities in this part of North Downs. The site is located 

adjacent to the existing settlement boundary of Hooley and is surrounded by 

residential properties on three sides. Other than the Green Belt designation, there 

are no physical limitations that would prevent development at this site. The site has 

a strong landscaped boundary that would ensure that any future development 

would be self-enclosed and therefore would have limited or no impact upon the 

surrounding landscape.

Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0055.

1

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Sue Newington RBBC\Represe

ntor\0055

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Misc - Horley No No No We need to keep our open space in Horley it's fast becoming built on We need to keep our open space in Horley it's fast becoming built on No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

2

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Misc - Reigate I am concerned that the DMP identifies 3 sites in Reigate with development potential, 

two of which are currently active commercial centres providing employment in the 

area. This should be clarified. In these and the Town Hall site the traffic issues caused 

by the described development would be excessive.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0667.

2

Survey 

Monkey

N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0667

Reigate 

Society

RBBC\Organis

ation\0036

Chairman Mrs Bridget Doughty Reigate 

Society

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

079

N/A Yes   Misc - Reigate I am concerned that the DMP identifies 3 sites in Reigate with development potential, 

two of which are currently active commercial centres providing employment in the 

area. This should be clarified. In these and the Town Hall site the traffic issues caused 

by the described development would be excessive.

No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1501/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4452/rbbc_representor_0136
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4340/rbbc_representor_1074


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0234.

3

Email Miss Michelle Cass RBBC\Represe

ntor\0234

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Banstead I understand the need for change and progress and that there is pressure from central 

Government but taking away well used services to build more housing and retail units 

seems to make no sense. It is a struggle to access services for local residents’ without 

adding further burden. You have to wait weeks to get a GP appointment as it is, access 

to schools could become more of a challenge and parking is already an issue. The 

infrastructure in the village will not be able to cope unless you make provisions to deal 

with these issues. At present this is a thriving village and the High Street is well used. 

People travel here as a destination and if you make it more difficult to access and park 

it will destroy our community. Larger chains may move in so rates will be paid but who 

will shop here if we are the same as every other town nearby. We already have empty 

retail units so I am unsure why there is a need for more.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0349

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Adam Hewett RBBC\Represe

ntor\0349

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Misc - 

Housing Need

Don't Know No No Green space should be just that- green space. Redevelop brown field sites and as a result smaller development- which in turn 

means less impact to surrounding communities. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0427

Email Mr Simon Merci RBBC\Represe

ntor\0427

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes Misc - Sites No Our representation relates to the Green Belt boundary as identified in the proposed 

North inset map. The site to which our client owns, along with neighbouring properties 

along Woodmansterne Street, are designated as Green Belt with urban area to the 

east, south east and west. Appendix 1 to this representation identifies our clients site 

and shows it in context with the Green Belt and Urban Area designations.

We do not believe the proposed Local Plan is sound due to the inclusion of this part of 

Woodmansterne Street within the Green Belt and it should be included as an extension 

of the Urban Area either side of it. The restrictive local and national planning policies 

associated with the Green Belt are preventing the availability of land that could be 

used to accommodate housing and allow Reigate & Banstead Borough Council to meet 

their housing need.

Map with proposed amendment. - Earthworks Woodmansterne. Yes Yes We wish to participate at the oral part of 

the examination to further articulate our 

point that the plan is not sound because 

there is land that can be made available 

within the Borough for further housing 

which has not been considered, in this 

instance due to the unnecessary Green Belt 

designation within this part of 

Woodmansterne.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0557

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Darrell Tovey RBBC\Represe

ntor\0557

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Site not 

included 

within the 

DMP

Yes Yes Yes Consideration needs to be made for including the Central Car Park on Consort Way 

East. This area in unsightly and is prime for development into a pedestrianized area 

with retail premises surrounding a open public space. With the development of 

Westvale Park, the council needs to ensure there is sufficient public transport or 

pedestrian/cycle routes so that the town does not continue to be over run by traffic. 

Other site identified - High Street Car Park, Horley Library, Telephone Exchange - could 

have their proposals adapted to accommodate the reduction in parking from 

developing this area. There is a need for town planning to look to the era beyond the 

combustion engine, and with the appropriate diligence, Horley could become a 

benchmark for the future.

Consideration needs to be made for including the Central Car Park on Consort Way 

East. This area in unsightly and is prime for development into a pedestrianized area 

with retail premises surrounding a open public space. With the development of 

Westvale Park, the council needs to ensure there is sufficient public transport or 

pedestrian/cycle routes so that the town does not continue to be over run by traffic. 

Other site identified - High Street Car Park, Horley Library, Telephone Exchange - 

could have their proposals adapted to accommodate the reduction in parking from 

developing this area. There is a need for town planning to look to the era beyond 

the combustion engine, and with the appropriate diligence, Horley could become a 

benchmark for the future.

No Yes Consideration needs to be made for 

including the Central Car Park on Consort 

Way East. This area in unsightly and is 

prime for development into a 

pedestrianized area with retail premises 

surrounding a open public space. With the 

development of Westvale Park, the council 

needs to ensure there is sufficient public 

transport or pedestrian/cycle routes so that 

the town does not continue to be over run 

by traffic. Other site identified - High Street 

Car Park, Horley Library, Telephone 

Exchange - could have their proposals 

adapted to accommodate the reduction in 

parking from developing this area. There is 

a need for town planning to look to the era 

beyond the combustion engine, and with 

the appropriate diligence, Horley could 

become a benchmark for the future.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0573

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Hannah Warner RBBC\Represe

ntor\0573

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No Misc - Sites No/Don't 

Know

No No Not thought through the impact on the local area- traffic, schools, doctors. There 

already aren't enough. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0580.

2

Survey 

Monkey

Mr paul west RBBC\Represe

ntor\0580

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   No There has been insufficient consultation with the people of Reigate & Redhill. 

Mentioning the 'Safeguarding' of this land under the generic and misleading banner of 

'Redhill Aerodrome' was just wrong on any level. The people of Redhill and Reigate 

have not been consulted in an open and fair manner and fundamentally have not 

understood the implications of this policy.

 

Taking land out of Green Belt is wrong both morally and legally- IT IS NOT A SOUND 

DECISION.

 

Both towns would be absolutely blighted if development on this green belt land went 

ahead. Main roads into Redhill and through to Reigate from the east would be 

permanently clogged. Specifically the A25. Roads to immediate west of this land are 

country lanes and are not sufficient to take any further traffic. 

 

I note there has been mention of an exit from the M23. All that would mean is 

providing a short cut to Junction 8 again across country roads and local roads. If you 

have ever tried to get north of Horley when there have been issues on M23/M25 will 

know how quickly roads are gridlocked. 

 

Rail services would not be able to cope with the extra commuters/commuter cars, 

particularly the small country stations of Earlswood and Salfords.  

 

Towns would merge losing all local character. 

 

There  is no need to take this land out of Green Belt , there is more than enough land 

to provide housing etc. for the foreseeable future, Why do it. Large developments are 

just not sustainable.  

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0093.

12

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0093

Surrey Wildlife 

Trust/Surrey 

Nature 

Partnership

RBBC\Organis

ation\0021

N/A Mr Mike Waite Surrey Wildlife 

Trust/Surrey 

Nature 

Partnership

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

092

Living 

Landscapes 

Manager 

(Strategic)

SC11 Misc - 

Objectives

is welcomed. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0604

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Alfred Woolford RBBC\Represe

ntor\0604

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - General Yes No Yes Subject: R&BBC Borough Local Plan 2005  5 Housing (Policies Ho1 - Ho26)  5.32 Noise - 

Policy Ho 10  Text: 'In furtherance of this policy, the Borough Council will have regard 

to the 'Guidelines on Noise Control published by Surrey County Council'   Amendment 

action: Remove reference to document 'Guidelines on Noise Control published by 

Surrey County Council'   Reasons for the action:   (i) The April 1987 published document 

is obsolete and no longer available.  (ii) The policy is not fit for its purpose.  (iii) Policy 

Ho 10 should identify local, national and industry design standards adopted by the 

Council to cover noise assessment and noise control for housing developments. 

Currently there are none to support the 'appropriate conditions' to minimise the effect 

of noise. (See 'Information source' below)  Information source:  R&BBC current 

planning application: 17/02876/F - Final Redhill Noise and Vibration.pdf  

https://bdsdocs.reigate-

banstead.gov.uk/Planning/StreamDocPage/obj?DocNo=3547325&content=obj.pdf  

'Local Design Guidance   2.13  With regard to local design guidance neither policy Ho 

10 of the local plan or Policy CS 10 of the Core Strategy contain any detailed design 

guidance. Reference is made in Policy Ho10 to Guidelines on Noise Control published 

by Surrey County Council. It is noted that that these guidelines relate to noise from 

mineral working/waste sites and do provide relevant guidance for the protection of 

new build developments.'   

Subject: R&BBC Borough Local Plan 2005  5 Housing (Policies Ho1 - Ho26)  5.32 

Noise - Policy Ho 10  Text: 'In furtherance of this policy, the Borough Council will 

have regard to the 'Guidelines on Noise Control published by Surrey County Council'   

Amendment action: Remove reference to document 'Guidelines on Noise Control 

published by Surrey County Council'   Reasons for the action:   (i) The April 1987 

published document is obsolete and no longer available.  (ii) The policy is not fit for 

its purpose.  (iii) Policy Ho 10 should identify local, national and industry design 

standards adopted by the Council to cover noise assessment and noise control for 

housing developments. Currently there are none to support the 'appropriate 

conditions' to minimise the effect of noise. (See 'Information source' below)  

Information source:  R&BBC current planning application: 17/02876/F - Final Redhill 

Noise and Vibration.pdf  https://bdsdocs.reigate-

banstead.gov.uk/Planning/StreamDocPage/obj?DocNo=3547325&content=obj.pdf  

'Local Design Guidance   2.13  With regard to local design guidance neither policy 

Ho 10 of the local plan or Policy CS 10 of the Core Strategy contain any detailed 

design guidance. Reference is made in Policy Ho10 to Guidelines on Noise Control 

published by Surrey County Council. It is noted that that these guidelines relate to 

noise from mineral working/waste sites and do provide relevant guidance for the 

protection of new build developments.'   

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0085.

1

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0085

Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0018

N/A Ms Sarah Thompson Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

093

Head of 

Strategic 

Planning 

Policy

Misc - 

Housing need

Tandridge District Council (TDC) acknowledge that this consultation relates to a 

subsidiary document to Reigate and Banstead Borough Council’s (RBBC) adopted Core 

Strategy.  The scope of the document is the delivery of housing set out in that primary 

plan document and an updated assessment of housing need is not required.  It is 

recognised that the RBBC Core Strategy identified that the borough was unable to 

meet its housing need in full.  However, it is considered that the RBBC Development 

Management Plan (DMP), which includes potential housing allocations on green belt 

and other land, should explore all opportunities for housing delivery within the RBBC 

Core Strategy framework.  It should seek to meet the work with other authorities to 

identify how unmet need could be met. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0085.

5

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0085

Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0018

N/A Ms Sarah Thompson Tandridge 

District 

Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

093

Head of 

Strategic 

Planning 

Policy

Misc - 

Housing need

TDC note that RBBC has carried out an assessment of the Green Belt in their area and 

that they seek to amend the Green Belt boundary through the plan making process 

and allocate land for development in the Green Belt. It is still not clear, however, the 

extent to which exceptional circumstances have been met to arrive at the sites which 

are presented in the plan. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0647

Email Ms Jackie O'Grady RBBC\Represe

ntor\0647

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Everything in 

Banstead

I am concerned that Banstead is being compared with Croydon and Kingston where 

retail is concerned, Banstead is a popular and vibrant village with a lovely community 

and should not be compared to larger towns.  The recent survey mentioned that 

people were unhappy about the amount of traffic and parking, building so many more 

“units” both retail and homes will just make this worse.  There is no mention of a large 

surgery or a library being rebuilt.  I cannot find any information on how many of the 

units will be affordable for local young families.  I am also concerned about the 

“minor” changes that will be made to the Green Belt, in my view this should not be 

touched at all.  The construction work and extra transport will make living in Banstead 

an unhealthy place and in my opinion a less desirable place to live. 

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0669.

1

Letter Ms Anne Russell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0669

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead

I oppose the number of residential houses proposed. It is far too many for this village. 

Where are residents going to park? How will schools and GPs cope? How will the 

services cope?

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0669.

5

Letter Ms Anne Russell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0669

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead

Banstead: I oppose new retail outlets in any part of the village. Existing outlets are 

closing due to criminally high rates - why do we want more?

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0671.

2

Email Mr & Mrs E.D. and M.E. Palmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0671

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead

Banstead High street is very busy. Car parking has always been problematical and is 

currently barely adequate. In recent years charging and inadequate parking provision 

has resulted in roads  off the High Street having yellow lines at the top end.   These 

roads all slope away with residents vehicles often occupying what space there is. To 

seek to reduce parking and add housing stock makes no sense at all. People will simply 

go elsewhere reducing footfall for retail outlets possibly resulting in even more 

unoccupied shops.

NO

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0671.

3

Email Mr & Mrs E.D. and M.E. Palmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0671

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead

Banstead:  Additional retail outlets are not required. There are regularly vacant retail 

shop sites. We also have a large number of Charity outlets. High rental charges 

discourage quality traders.

NO

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4381/rbbc_representor_0427


RBBC\Represe

ntation\0671.

4

Email Mr & Mrs E.D. and M.E. Palmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0671

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead

Banstead: To seek to provide increased housing in the village would place a heavy 

burden on the infrastructure which has for some time been under strain noticeable by 

lack of maintenance of road potholes and pavement surfaces which are dangerous.

NO

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0671.

4

Email Mr & Mrs E.D. and M.E. Palmer RBBC\Represe

ntor\0671

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - 

Banstead

Banstead: To seek to provide increased housing in the village would place a heavy 

burden on the infrastructure which has for some time been under strain noticeable by 

lack of maintenance of road potholes and pavement surfaces which are dangerous.

NO

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1059

Survey 

Monkey

Mrs Jane Alexander RBBC\Represe

ntor\1059

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes General - 

Banstead

Don't know No No I think that this is unsound as it is not looking at Banstead as a village, as a whole. You 

wish to take away community fixtures and parking. You are also not showing how you 

would make the infrastructure cope with the numbers that you are proposing to move 

into the area. 

It is not sound due to lack of infrastructure for the area and also taking away all 

things to do with Banstead being a village. 

No No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0385

Email Mr & Mrs King RBBC\Represe

ntor\0385

N/A N/A N/A Mr Brian Woods WS Planning 

& Architecture

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

117

Managing 

Director

Yes Misc - Sites Don't know No Don't know New site: Land at Mill Lane MAP.  Legally Compliant – We will leave this for the 

Inspector to consider

Sound – The DMP fails to meet the full objectively assessed need for the borough. 

Furthermore, built into the plan to quickly responding to be a failing 5-year housing 

supply. The site lies on the edge of Merstham (plan attached) and represents a good 

opportunity in a sustainable location for a modest SUE.

Duty to Cooperate - We have not seen the evidence in the DMP. 

New site: Land at Mill Lane MAP include as SUE in area 2a. Yes No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1067

Post RBBC\Represe

ntor\1067

Esso 

Petroleum Co 

Ltd

RBBC\Organis

ation\0129

N/A Ms Joanna Atkinson N/A Fisher 

German LLP

N/A N/A Thank you for your correspondence dated 23rd March 2018 enclosing details of the

Development Management Plan

Our client Esso Petroleum Co Ltd, do have apparatus situated near the proposed

works. Esso Petroleum Co Ltd have no objections to the proposals so long as the

enclosed 'Special Requirements for Safe Working' booklet and the covenants

contained in the Deed of Grant are adhered to.

Thank you for forwarding this information to us.  See maps and document in folder. 

Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\1072

Email Mr Mike Genge RBBC\Represe

ntor\1072

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Misc - Redhill I’m aware that there are plans for development of parts of Redhill, and would like to 

make an observation – this is not a legal challenge, so the comments forms did not 

seem appropriate.

 

Currently we have traffic flow problems on the main through routes, partly owing to 

many pedestrian crossings with traffic lights, and the bulk of pedestrian movement is 

between the railway station and the town centre.

 

Since rail users (and residents of Redstone Hill area) originate at a higher level than the 

town, why bring them down to ground level at the station and leave them to battle 

with the road traffic to get to the town centre?

 

If a high level walkway were constructed from the station platform level (with new 

ticket office) over the road towards McDonalds, the road would be kept open, and 

pedestrians would have a safer journey into town. If walkers from the areas to the East 

of the railway line could join this walkway, then there would be very little need to 

interrupt the road traffic at all. Pedestrians would not have any more arduous a 

journey than at present – their descent would just be in a different, and safer, place.

 

A further general comment about some traffic light controlled pedestrian crossings – 

why is there a delay between pushing the button and getting the green man? I can 

understand that very busy junctions need to share time between people and cars, but 

at less used crossings such as across the A23 between the end of St Johns Road and 

the alley to the church, unless you have some sensors that detect a forthcoming gap in 

the traffic, there is no benefit in making the pedestrian wait. The hazards are that the 

pedestrian will decide to cross regardless with obvious risk to safety, leaving irritated 

drivers to stop at a pointless red light later.

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0126.

5

Email N/A N/A N/A RBBC\Represe

ntor\0126

Nutfield 

Parish Council

RBBC\Organis

ation\0047

N/A Mr Simon Bold Nutfield 

Parish Council

RBBC\AgentO

rganisation\0

067

Parish Clerk All All Don't know Don't know see attached 

documents

Nutfield Parish Council has outlined its concerns and doubts about the soundness of 

the Development Management Plan in the attached documents:

2018.02.21 Nutfield PC - Representation, Reigate and Banstead BC DMP.pdf

2018.02.12 Appendix 1 - Nutfield PC response to Tandridge DC's Garden Village 

Consultation - 9 October 2017.pdf 2018.02.12 Appendix 2 - Comparison of 

Sustainability Appraisals.pdf

2018.02.12 Appendix 3 - Nutfield Conservation Society's Highways Consultant's 

response - 9 October 2017.pdf 2018.02.12  Appendix 4 -  Biggin Hill  letter.pdf

None Yes Yes I, or other representative of the Parish 

Council wishes to have the opportunity to 

clarify our statements should the need 

arise.

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0669.

3

Letter Ms Anne Russell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0669

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A CPO I oppose any attempt at compulsory purchase which is a despicable matter. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0669.

3

Letter Ms Anne Russell RBBC\Represe

ntor\0669

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A CPO I oppose any attempt at compulsory purchase which is a despicable matter. No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0841.

1

Email Mr David Talbot RBBC\Represe

ntor\0841

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A General I did respond during the summer of 2016 to your original document, although I can see 

no mention of my comments in your updated document.    I understand that many 

people commented on your original proposal, although I find it disappointing that 

most comments have been dismissed as "no change".

I find your process and the DMP document quite confusing, especially as your focus 

seems to be legal challenges to what you are proposing.  Along with most of the 

population of Banstead, I am not qualified to respond to these legal responses

No

RBBC\Representation\1076.1Email Mr Mike Sawyer RBBC\Representor\1076N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Banstead Please accept my apologies for this late response, and for it being in letter form, but I 

understand that some latitude has been given as a result of the council’s failure to 

secure proper publicity for its proposals, notably in the Banstead area.  Please also 

accept that any lack of contribution from the Banstead area (compared to the large 

response to the Reg 18 proposals) will largely be down to this failure, not general 

acceptance by the many people who were not adequately consulted.

Whilst most of the council’s proposals are welcome – such as protection of the green 

belt and retention of the bulk of our open spaces, “clarification” of the status of The 

Orchard in the High Street, and belated recognition of the nature of Banstead as a 

Village, not a Town However they persist in seeking to apply Town Centre policies that 

No Yes

RBBC\Representation\1076.5Email Mr Mike Sawyer RBBC\Representor\1076N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A General Many of these points will have been made by others including the Banstead & 

District Federation of Residents’ Associations and the Banstead Village 

Residents’ association, the bulk of whose comments I support.

No Yes

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0546.

9

Survey 

Monkey

Mr Ian Stronge RBBC\Represe

ntor\0546

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes   Housing Sites 10 HELAA assessments are out-of-date and inconsistent.

11 Many missed brownfield opportunities e.g.

– large sites like Doynyngs and Brighton Road Redhill

– smaller sites like those along Hooley Lane

No

RBBC\Represe

ntation\0933

Survey 

Monkey

Miss Mary Hickman RBBC\Represe

ntor\0933

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Everything   Don't know No No The Southeast of the Uk is already overdeveloped. The residential roads are clogged 

with parked cars. The roads are damaged due to heavy traffic. Doctors and schools  

etc. are oversubscribed. If more houses are built in 20/25 years there will be a demand 

for more house building as the children of the new residents will want to live in this 

area. This happened  after schools and hospitals in this area were closed and houses 

built on them, this has contributed to the present crisis.

Don't it! No No

http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/file/4391/rbbc_representor_0385_2_letter
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1471/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information
http://www.reigate-banstead.gov.uk/downloads/download/1496/dmp_regulation_19_representations_additional_information

